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MILITARY SURVEILLANCE

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1974

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights

or THE Committee on the Judiciary,

Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 10:10 a.m., in room

2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

(Chairman), presiding.
Present: Senator Ervin.
Also present: Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel; and Britt

Snider, counsel.

Senator Ervin. The subcommittee will come to order.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAN

The subcommittee begins 2 days of hearings this morning on

S. 2318, a bill I introduced last November with the co-sponsorship
of 34 Senators. A copy of this bill will be inserted at the conclusion

of my statement.

The bill provides that military personnel shall not be used to

conduct surveillance of the political activities of civilians or civilian

organizations except in those limited situations where the military

actually has a need for such information to further a lawful

objective.
The bill is, at bottom, privacy legislation. It seeks to shield the

expression of one's political views from the eyes and ears of Gov-
ernment. It seeks to protect one's associations from the perpetuity of

a Government computer. And, it seeks to preserve the promise of a

free society where men are not entrapped by their past.
As I contemplate this computerized society we have entered upon,

I am reminded of the passage in Lewis Carroll's Through the Look-

ing Glass where the king raves : "The horror of that moment ... I

shall never, never forget it." "You will, though," says the Queen,
"if you don't make a memorandum of it."

A democratic society must be compassionate as well as just. It

must be willing to forget past indiscretions and allow its citizens

to begin again. But the queen is right. Beginning anew is much
more difficult when there are "memorandums" of the past to live

down and contend with.

It is no accident that most of the so-called "privacy" bills before

Congress today focus upon limiting the "memorandums" that Gov-

(1)



ernment agencies are allowed to collect and disseminate on Ameri-
cans. Protecting privacy, after all, is really a matter of protecting
information, of restricting the means by which it is obtained and
the means by which it is disseminated.

The dangers to privacy and the constitutional rights of expres-
sion and due process of law posed by political surveillance have been

widely recognized and I will not dwell upon them here except to

emphasize thati political surveillance of any kind which is not

directly relevant to a legitimate governmental purpose is repugnant
to a free society.

It is all the more repugnant when it is carried out by the military
and is directed at the political and private affairs of law-abiding
civilians. This is true even when the information being gathered is

no different from that gathered by other agencies of the executive

branch. There is a longstanding tradition in this country that the

military will be separate from, and subordinate to, the civilian

realm. This policy is embodied in the Constitution and it is embodied
in numerous provisions of the U.S. Code.

Thus, the subcommittee opens these hearings conscious of the fact

that there is a strong: presumption in law and policy against mili-

tary intrusion into civilian politics in any form. It follows that any
exceptions which the subcommittee chooses to make to this policy
must clearly define those circumstances in which intrusion may be

justified.

S. 2318, which is before the subcommittee, is one attempt to do
just that. It contains a general prohibition against military surveil-

lance of persons not affiliated with the armed forces and then sug-
gests four instances in which data-gathering for certain limited

purposes may nevertheless be appropriate.
I might say, despite my authorship of the bill, that I retain an

open mind with regard to all of its qualifications. They should be

regarded as the starting point for debate.

Many people ask me whether military surveillance is still going
on. They remember the subcommittee's hearings in 1971, but they
are not aware of what became of it. As the subcommittee will recall,
the hearings in February and March 1971 disclosed that Army
intelligence had carried out a widespread program of surveillance

against "dissident" groups and individuals in the late 1960's.

The subsequent reports of the subcommittee—one entitled, "Army
Surveillance of Civilians: A Documentary Analysis," published in

1972; and the other entitled, "Military Surveillance of Civilian

Politics," published in 1973—concluded that the surveillance had
been "both massive and unrestrained." The subcommittee estimated
that at the height of the surveillance. Army intelligence alone

engaged over 1.500 plainclothes agents to collect information on
civilians. This information was stored in scores of data banks
across the country, and was routinely exchanged with other gov-
ernmental agencies. The subcommittee's reports did indicate, how-
ever, that in 1971 the Defense Department began to restrict its

domestic intelligence operations to the gathering of information
essential to the military mission.



The subcommittee staff has been monitoring the effectiveness of

these new restrictions since their creation, and I think that it may
be worthwhile, as a prelude to the testimony of our witnesses, to

describe briefly where I think we now stand.

On March 1, 1971, in the course of our hearings, the Defense

Department issued a directive which sought to put an end to the

military surveillance of civilians under all but certain exceptional
circumstances. It further provided that most of the information

which had been collected on civilians in the past would be destroyed.
To enforce these restrictions, the Defense Investigative Review

Council (DIRC) was created to monitor the implementation of the

new policies. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administra-
tion was designated as having primary responsibility for domestic

intelligence matters.

Subsequent to the issuance of the DOD directive, each branch of

service issued its own implementing orders. The DIRC also issued

supplementary guidance in the form of studies and policy decisions

to all subordinate agencies.
In September 1971 DIRC began a series of unannounced inspec-

tions of intelligence units throughout the United States and its ter-

ritories and possessions. To date, 14 such inspections have been con-

ducted. The subcommittee staff has been provided with the results

of the first 11. In addition, the staff has been informed from time to

time of the supplementary policy decisions and study reports which
have been issued by DIRC.
We have also directed a number of written inquiries to the De-

fense Department seeking explanations of incidents which have
come to our attention. In some cases, the department's responses
have indicated improper or at least questionable behavior, I will

touch upon these in a moment, but I do want to say at the outset

that from what the subcommittee staff has been able to determine
to date, the Defense Department has made a good faith and appar-
ently successful effort to get itself out of the business of spying on
civilians, at least those living in the United States. In particular :

(1) To date, no significant departures from the operational re-

strictions imposed by the DOD directive have been found, insofar
as the collection of domestic intelligence is concerned. There have
been exceptions permitted to the directive's restrictions, but these
have been approved in accordance with procedures established by
the directive.

(2) Most of the intelligence reports on civilians prepared prior
to 1971 apparently have been destroyed. We have the explicit as-

surance of DOD that all civil disturbance intelligence files have
been destroyed. The possibility remains that at least part of the
old files are being retained in accordance with the new criteria con-
tained in the DOD directive. But the sheer volume of files whose
destruction has been reported to the subcommittee tends to confirm
that prior holdings have been dramatically reduced.

(3) The Defense Investigative Review Council appears to be

energetically and conscientiously performing its oversight role. Its

inspection reports and policy decisions indicate that it is indeed



serious in its desire to limit military intelligence operations to

legitimate bounds. It is also apparent that the DIRC has gotten
its message across at the "grass roots" level of military intelligence.

Despite these commendable developments, however, I continue to

have misgivings about the present regulatory scheme. Say what

you will, the only protection which the American people have

against a return to the military spying of the past is a regulation of

the Defense Department itself. This regulation contains qualifica-

tions, exceptions, and ambiguities which permit surveillance even

within the confines of an otherwise restrictive policy. If these per-
mitted exceptions to the general rule are classified, chances are

they will never come to the attention of the public. What this comes
down to is that if the Defense Department should decide to invoke

such qualifications and exceptions or, even worse, violate its own

regulation, there is no one in a position to say "no." The system of

checks and balances which the Founding Fathers so ingeniously
wove into the fabric of our Government finds no application here.

For this reason, if for no other, I believe a statutory resolution of

this problem is called for.

To be sure, the subcommittee staff's follow-up investigation does

indicate the Defense Department has achieved significant success in

bringing its domestic intelligence operations under control. But it

also demonstrates that the potential for continued surveillance is

lurking just beneath the surface. Specifically:

(1) The subcommittee has been informed that, under the provi-
sion in the DOD directive prohibiting covert penetration of civilian

organizations unless approved bv the Secretary of Defense or his

designees, several such penetrations
—"no more than three in any

given year"
—have been authorized since 1971. Although the sub-

committee has not been informed of the details of these special

operations, they apparently involved the covert penetration of anti-

military civilian groups who were thought to pose a threat to mili-

tary personnel or property.
(2) The subcommittee staff has found that the majority of units

inspected by DIRC possessed files on civilians or civilian organiza-
tions which either were flatly prohibited by the DOD directive or

which, if authorized, were being held beyond the time limitations

provided by the DOD directive, or DIRC retention criteria.

(3) The DOD directive permits the collection of intelligence on
civilians and civilian organizations which constitute a "threat" to

Defense Department property and personnel. The subcommittee
staff has found, in point of fact, that the "threat" rationale has

replaced the "preparation-for-civil-disturbance" rationale of the late

1960's as the primary iustification for the current collection and re-

tention of files on civilians. In all fairness, it should be pointed out

that the DIRC has attempted to define the term narrowly, limiting
it to activities which genuinely menace the military mission. Fur-

thermore, it has required that "threat" information be continuously

updated and verified. Nevertheless, it cannot be disputed that the

term is a vague one which lends itself very well to subjective inter-

pretation by field commanders and field operatives alike. The DIRC



inspection reports made available to the subcommittee confirm this

as a recurring problem.
(4) Although the work of the DIRC has been commendable, I

am not without qualms regarding its effectiveness as a "watchdog."
Its inspection reports are typically designated "For Official Use

Only" and not normally available to the public. ISIoreover, the two

inspections which revealed the most egregious departures from^
the

DOD directive were classified "Confidential." The upshot of this is,

of course, that the public will not become aware of any violations

of the directive or shifts in policy. The DIRC, for all of its fine

work, clearly does not view its role as a public watchdog.
I also would point out that DIRC inspections must, of necessity,

be infrequent. There have been only 14 inspection trips since 1971.

I suspect that any unit inspected could breathe a sigh of relief for

the next 5 or 6 years before the next DIRC inspection would take

place. The number of defense intelligence offices is so large that

more frequent DIRC inspections are all but impossible.

(5) The subcommittee has been informed that the Defense In-

vestigative Service has undertaken three "plumber" operations to

determine the source of leaks to the press of classified defense in-

formation. Although the subcommittee was assured that DIS agents
interviewed only persons affiliated with the Defense Department in

connection with these leaks, there appears to be no limitation on
such investigations provided by the DOD directive, even if they
were to spill over into the civilian community.

(6) It is clear thafc the Defense Department maintains strong
liaison with law enforcement agencies at all levels of Government.

Ordinarily, such liaison is of great benefit to the department in

carrying out such legitimate functions as conducting security clear-

ance investigations, conducting espionage investigations under the

delimitations agreement, and responding to civil disturbance situa-

tons. Judging from incidents reported to the subcommittee, how-
ever, it is clear that liaison with law enforcement agencies consti-

tutes a major pitfall for military intelligence.
To cite a few examples, it has been reported to the subcommittee

that the Defense Department participated in the now-defunct In-

telligence Evaluation Committee (lEC) of the Justice Department
from 1971-73. Participation has been justified by the military's need
to prepare for civil disturbances. But the lEC gathered and ana-

lyzed intelligence information regarding not only civil disturbances

but a host of other "dissident" activities, none of which concerned
the mission of the militarv per se. Although it is my considered

opinion that the Defense Department's participation was, in fact,

not inconsistent with its own directive, it very well might have been
had its representatives not been as conscious of the new restrictive

policies as they were.

The subcommittee has also been informed that the Defense De-

partment provided three military intelligence analysts for a com-
m.unications center run by the Justice Department during the
Democratic and Republican National Conventions at Miami Beach.
The analysts were provided at the request of the Justice Depart-
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ment on the basis that a civil disturbance situation mi^ht develop
which would require bringing in Federal troops. The DOD specifi-

cally found that this support was not inconsistent with the DOD
directive.

Another incident reported to the subcommittee by the DTRC in-

volved a military intelligence unit in San Diego, which, prioi- to

the decision to move the GOP convention from San Diego to Miami
Beach, had begun to build its files on dissident groups in the area

in contemplation of liaison responsibility with the Secret Service at

convention time. The DIRC advised that this activity should be
halted.

Occasionally, military liaison with local law enforcement, used for

the purpose of investigating military personnel, becomes a pretext
for assisting local authorities to investigate civilians. In a case

which took place in Prince William County, Va., shortly after the

promulgation of the DOD directive, military intelligence agents
were assigned to assist local police by posing as members of a drug
ring. Ostensibly, they were "loaned" to the local police because mili-

tary personnel were thought to be involved. As it turned out none
were, but military agents helped to identify 29 civilians for the local

authorities.

I mention these cases to illusfrate that the borderline between

permissible and impermissible intelligence activity is sometimes
blurred by the contingencies of the moment. Liaison is helpful in

the performance of legitimate functions, but it often offers tempt-
ing and compelling opportunities to hedge, if not avoid, the param-
eters of the DOD directive.

(7) The subcommittee notes, finally, that the DOD directive applies
only to military personnel stationed in the United States or its

territories and possessions. It does not apply to personnel stationed

overseas. The DIRC reported to the subcommittee that it had con-

sidered expanding the applicability of the directive to overseas

posts but had unanimously rejected the idea because it might inter-

fere with the gathering of foreign intelligence by military agents.

Regardless of the merits of their objection, I am not satisfied that

the DIRC has chosen to turn its back on the problem altogether. It

is one thing for the military to investigate civilians abroad, even
American civilians, who are suspected of being agents of a foreign
power. It is quite another thing for the militarv to have its agents
watch civilians living or travelling abroad who have no remote
connection with any foreign power or its intelligence services. I
believe the DIRC would do well to reconsider its decision and draw
more precise lines between overseas "intelligence" investigations and
overseas "dissidence" investigations.
As has been reported in the press, the subcommittee does have

evidence that Army intelligence did. in fact, conduct extensive sur-

veillance of American citizens in West Germany in 1972 and 1973.

INfost of the groups and individuals under surveillance were what
might be described as "political activists" whose concerns focused

primarily upon domestic politics in the United States. As far as we



have been able to determine, there is no evidence to connect these

groups and individuals under surveillance with the operations of

any foreign government. The subcommittee is still awaiting the

Defense Department's response to its inquiry of last December 10,

which dealt with these matters. But I think it is clear that these

sorts of operations violate the spirit of the DOD directive, if not

its letter. In the minds of many, they mar what had otherwise been
a highly successful turnabout,

I do not plan to have these hearings concentrate unduly on over-

seas operations. I certainly do not think they should divert us from
the larger and more significant fact that very commendable reforms
have taken place within the United States. I do think, however,
that the overseas operations remind us that the issue of military
surveillance is not moot.
With this in mind, I intend to submit certain evidentiary mate-

rials relating to these operations, now in the possession of the sub-

committee, for inclusion in the record of these hearings. Some of

these materials are classified and I propose to ask the Department's
cooperation in having them declassified.

In conclusion, then, while the Defense Department has taken sig-
nificant and commendable strides to bring its domestic intelligence

operations in line, the regulatory structure has shown itself to be
still defective and inadequate as a matter of fully protecting our
constitutional guarantees. The rights endangered by military sur-

veillance are too precious to be left to an equivocal policy of self-

restraint on the part of the military.
T\niile I would be the first to agree that enactment of a statute

offers no cure-all in itself, it is an opportunity to clarify and rem-

edy many of the current ambiguities and shortcomings, and it

would go much further in deterring future surveillance than a mere
departmental directive.

I am hopeful that the Department will give us its support and its

assistance in developing this legislation. I can think of no better

way for it to demonstrate to the American people its sincerity in

putting an end to domestic spying than to have its support on this

legislation. Its 1971 directive established commendable policy guide-
lines. This legislation only attempts to give them the permanence
and dignity they deserve as a part of the law of the land.
Before calling the first witness, I should like to say that without

objection from the subcommittee members, I shall have placed in

the appendix of the hearing record the past correspondence between
the subcommittee and the Defense Department as it pertains to the
matters we are addressing. Without objection, I shall also place the
evidentiarv materials which deal with the surveillance of civilians
in West Germany together with an explanation of the materials

prepared by the subcommittee staff in the appendix. All references
to individuals in these materials will be stricken for purposes of

publication. In the case of those documents which are classified, I
Avill instruct the subcommittee staff to seek their declassification

prior to publication.

[A copy of the proposed bill, S. 2318 follows:]
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93d congress
1st Session S. 2318

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

August 1, 1973

Mr. Ekvin (for liiniself, Mr. Abourk.zk, ]Mr. Bakei;. Mr. Bayh, Mr. Beall, Mr.

Bible. Mr. Cannon, Mr. Case, Mr. Church, Mr. Ckanstox, Mr. Eagleton,

Mr. FuLBKiGiiT, Mr. Gravel, Mr. Hart, Mr. Haskell, Mr. Hatfield, Mr.

Hughes, Mr. Humphrey, Uv. Inouye, Mr. Javits,, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.

]\IcGee, Mr. Mansfield, Mr. Moss, Mr. Pell, INIr. Percy, Mr. Randolph,

Mr. RiBicoFF, Mr. Korii, Mr. Stafford, Mr. Stevenson, ]Mr. Tunney, Mr.

Weicker, and Mr. "Williams) introduced the following bill; which was

read twice and referred to tlie Conuuittce on the Judiciary

A BILL
To enforce the first amendment and fourth amendment to the

Constitution, and the constitutional right of privacy by pro-

hibiting any civil or military officer of the United States or

the militia of any State from using the Armed Forces of Ihe

United States or the militia of any State to exercise sur-

veillance of civilians or to execute the civil laws, ,
and for

other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 Section 1. This Act may ])e cited as the ''Freedom

4 From Surveillance Act of 11)7:3".
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2

1 Sec. 2. (a) Chapter 67 of title 18, United States Code,

2 is amended l)y adding at the end thereof the following new

3 sections :

4 "§ 1386. Use of the Armed Forces of the United States for

5 surveillance prohibited

6 "(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this

7 section, whoever being a civil officer of the United States

8 or an (Officer of the Armed Forces of the United States em-

9 ploys any part of the Armed Forces of the United States

10 or the militia of any State to conduct investigations into,

11 maintain surveillance over, or record or maintain informa-

12 tion regarding, the beliefs, associations, or political activities

13 of any person not a -member of the Armed Forces of the

14 United States, or of any civilian organization, shall be fined

15 not more than $10,000. or imprisoned not more than two

IG years, or both.

17
"

{^^) 'i'lit! provisions of this section shall not apply to

18 the use of the Armed Forces of the United States or the

19 militia of any State—

20 "(1) when they have been actually and publicly

21 assigned by the President to the task of repelling inva-

22 sion or suppressing rebellion, insurrection, or domestic

23 violence pursuant to the Constitution or section 331,

24 section 332, or section 333 of title 10 of the United

25 States Code; or
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1 "(2) to investigate criminal conduct committed on

2 a military installation or involving the destruction, dam-

3 age, theft, unlawful seizure, or trespass of the property

4 of the United States ;
or

5 "(3) to determine the suitabiUty for employment

6 or for retention in employment of any individual actually

7 seeking employment or employed by the Armed Forces
'

8 of the United States or by the militia of any State, or by

9 a defense facility ;
or

10
"
(4) whenever the militia of any State is under the

11 command or control of the chief executive of that State

12 or any other appropriate authorities of that State.

13
"

(c) As used in this section, the term—

14 "(1) 'Armed Forces of the United States' means

15 the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast

:iC) Guard;

17 "(2) 'militia' has the same meaning as that set

18 forth in section 311 of title 10, United States Code;

19
"

(3) 'civil officer of the United States' means any

20 civilian employee of the United States;

21
"
(4) 'surveillance' means any monitoring conducted

22 by means which include but are not limited to wiretap-

23 ping, electronic eavesdropping, overt and covert infiltra-

24 tion, overt and covert observation, and civilian inform-

25 ants
;
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4

1 "
(5) 'defense facility' has the same meaning as that

2 set forth in section 782(7) of title 50, United States

3 Code.'\

4
(b) The analysis of chapter 67 of such title is further

"^ amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

^ item :

"ISSfi. Use of Armed Forces of tlie I'liited States for surveillance pro-
liihited.'".

7 Sec. 3. (a) Title 28, United States Code, is amended by

8 adding after chapter 171 the following new^ chapter:

9 "Chapter 172.—ILLEGAL SURVEILLANCE

"Sec.

''•2('i91. Civil actions oenerally: illeiial surveillance.

'*2692. Special class actions; ille<ral surveillance.

"2693. Venue.

10 "§2691. Civil actions, generally; illegal surveillance

11
"

{^) Whenever any person is aggrieved as a result of

12 any act which is prohibited by section 1386 of title 18, United

13 States Code, such a person ma}^ bring a civil action for dam-

1^ ages irrespective of the actuality or amount of pecuniary in-

1"> jury suffered.

1(> "(h) Whenever any person is threatened with injury as

17 a result of any act which is prohibited by section 1386 of

18 such title, such a person nisxy bring a civil action for such

19
equitable reUef as the court determines may be appropriate

20
irrespective of the actuality or amount of pecuniary injury

21 threatened.

32-996 O - 74 - 2
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5

2 "§2692. Class action; illegal surveillance

2 "Whenever any person has reason to believe that a vio-

3 lation of section 1386 of title 18, United States Code, has

4 occurred or is about to occur, such person may bring a civil

5 action on behalf of himself and others similarly situated

Q against any civil officer of the United States or any military

7 officer of the Armed Forces of the United States to enjoin

8 the planning or implementation of any activity in violation

9 of that section.

10 "§2693. Venue

l\ "A person may bring a civil action under this chapter in

12 any district court of the United States for the district in which

13 the violation occurs, or in any district court of the United

11 States in which such person resides or conducts business, or

1'"' has his principal place of business, or in the District Court

Ifi of the United States for the District of Columbia.".

17
(])) The analysis of part VI of such title 28 is amended

18 l)v addino' immediatelv after items 171 the foHowing new

19 item :

"172. Illegal surveillance 2r.ni".

20 (c) Section 1343 of title 28, United States Code, is

21 amended by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (.5)

22 and b}^ inserting immediately after paragraph (3) the fol-

23 lowing new paragrajih :

24
"
(4) To recover damages or to secure equitable or

25 other relief under chapter 172 of this title :".
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6

1 Sec. 4. The civil actions provided by the amendments

2 to title 28, United States Code, made by this Act shall ap-

3 ply only with respect to violations of section 1386 of title

4 18, United States Code, as added l)v this Act. arising on or

5 after the date of enactment of this Act.

6 Sec. T). (a) Section 1)385 of title 18, United States

7 Code, is amended by striking out "the Army or the Air

8 Force" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "the

9 Armed Forces of the United States."

10 (b) (1) The section heading of section 1385 of such

11 title is amended to read as follows :

12 "§ 1385. Use of Armed Forces of the United States as posse

13 comitatus".

11
(2) Item 1385 of the analysis of chapter 67 is amended

15 to read as follows :

"1385. Use of Armed Forces of tlie United States as posse comitatus.".
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Senator Ervin. Counsel will call the first witness.

Mr. Baskir. ISIr. Chairman, our first witness is Robert Jordan,
former General Counsel of the Department of the Army.
Senator Ervin. Thank you, Mr. Jordan, for your appearance.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT E. JORDAN III, FORMER GENERAL
COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Mr. Jordan. ]Mr. Chairman, thank you for the invitation to ap-

pear here in connection with this committee's consideration of im-

portant and difficult problems concerning:, as you phrased it in your
letter, "the accommodation of the informational needs of the mili-

tary with the rights of Americans to privacy and unfettered free-

dom of expression," I fully recognize the difficulty of the task which
the committee has marked out for itself. My experience of approxi-

mately 4 years as General Counsel of the Army persuaded me that

there is no easy way to sort out the conflict between legitimate in-

formation needs and the protection of civil liberties. That the task

is difficult is not to suggest that it should not be undertaken. The
problem deserves serious consideration, consideration which can per-

haps best be given at a time, such as now, when there appear to be
no burning issues relating to current operations.

I would like to amplify briefly some of the factors which make
the task difficult:

First, the military departments, in my judgment, clearly have a

number of legitimate needs to collect and retain some kinds of

information concerning civilians.

Second, some of these legitimate needs are of a continuing nature

and some, relating to matters such as civil disturbances, not con-

nected with military installations or activities, present an episodic
need.

Third, the problem of setting policy must address both collection

and retention. It is possible to have a legitimate need to collect,

without having a legitimate need to retain. It is also possible to

have a legitimate basis for retention without having a legitimate
need for collection as, for example, when the collection activity is

properly within the responsibility of a civilian investigative or

intelligence agency.
Fourth, it is most difficult, if not impossible, to establish verbal

formulations as to what is either prohibited or forbidden—that is

formulations which are not subject to quibbling and misinterpreta-
tion. The quibbling and misinterpretation can take two forms: an
effort by civil liberties organizations to give an unduly restrictive

interpretation of imprecise language, or an effort by intelligence
officials to give every term that interpretation which will maximize
the freedom to collect and retain information.

Fifth, it is almost impossible to control abuses merely by the

promulgation of policies, whether statutory or regulatory. This is

not to say that statutory and regulatory efforts are not valuable,
but simply to understand that they are not a total answer.

Sixth, some degree of flexibility is essential in order to accommo-
date unusual situations which were not contemplated when statutory
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or regulatory language was drafted. Generally speaking, I favor re-

taining non-delegable approval authority in the hands of high-level

appointed civilian officials as a mechanism for dealing with the

extraordinary case.

Seventh, there have been abuses in the past. I am not so naive

as to believe that I ever got a fully candid report on all of these

abuses—even during the time my official responsibilities gave me a

charter to inquire into them. I will have more to say on this point
later.

Eighth, my experience has been that it is extremely difficult for

appointed civilian officials to deal with middle-level career military

intelligence officials and get a straight story. The career intelligence
official tends by nature to be secretive, to believe that compart-
mentalization of information is compelled by an 11th Command-
ment; and that his own right to determine the need to know of

any inquiring civilian official is protected by the 12th. This obser-

vation, I am sure, will be misinterpreted by some as an antimilitary
remark. I hope that doesn't happen, because I feel I am not anti-

military. Among the most intelligent, honest and candid men I have
ever known are many of the career military personnel it has been

my privilege to work with. In fact, when sorting out the problems
of military surveillance during my tenure in the Pentagon, I re-

ceived a great deal of help and assistance from two military offi-

cers with intelligence responsibilities
—Major General Joseph

McChristian, who was then Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence,
and Colonel John Downie—who I understand will testify later

today—who handled counterintelligence activities for General
McChristian. Nonetheless, we—and when I say "we" I am talking
about civilian officials, General jNIcChristian and Colonel Downie—
had great difficulty getting a straight story concerning intelligence
efforts.

Ninth, it is not possible to discuss military information collec-

tion and retention without giving consideration to related activities

of civilian investigative and intelligence organizations.
I will have more on this later, but I note the need to collect infor-

mation may be eliminated if there is ready access to information in

the files of the civilian agency when a legitimate need arises. Of
course, the necessity for that information to be available on a timely
basis is going to be abused.

Furthermore, retention policies may be complicated because the

military organization receives an enormous volume of intelligence
information from civilian agencies, some of which is of legitimate
interest but much of which is not. The military receives massive
information from the FBI. Some of that is material which is of
a legitimate concern and some is not, and it is all mixed together
and it is very difficult to sort out what is legitimate and what is

not. That is a practical problem you must appreciate.
With these introductory observations, and before discussing the

specific language of S. 2318, I would like to discuss briefly the his-

tory of the so-called "Army spying on civilians" problem as it

evolved in the period 1967-71.
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I cannot profess to any expertise with respect to military infor-
mation collection activities prior to 1967. If in fact, as some have
charged, there were improper information activities relating to
civilians having no discernible connection with military functions
or responsibilities, these were matters which didn't come to my
attention. My principal area of concern during the 1967-71 period
was the relationship between military intelligence collection and
retention activities and the Army's civil disturbance mission.
As this committee is aware, widespread civil disturbances in the

mid and late 1960's had become a source of serious concern at the
local. State and national level. Major urban disorders had flared;
but until July 1967, they had been contained without an escalation
of resources beyond the use of the National Guard in its State
militia capacity—as in Newark and in Watts. In late July of 1967,
however, disorder in Detroit brought the first use of Federal troops
to deal with urban riots since 1943. In the spring of 1968, the death
of Dr. King triggered disorders in a number of American cities,
and required the simultaneous commitment of regular military
units in Chicago, Baltimore, and Washington, D.C. I can well re-
member the frenetic activity surrounding the Detroit operation in

1967, and the multiple operations in 1968. A recurring problem was
that there never seemed to be enough reliable and timely informa-
tion upon which to make judgments concerning the alerting and
prepositioning of troops, their actual commitment, the need for
bringing in additional units, and timely Federal disengagement
as the disorder was brought under control. Furthermore, military
commanders had traditionally been indoctrinated with the view
that knowledge of "the enemy" is an essential element of military
planning and operations. By use of the term "enemy" I don't want
to suggest that the military viewed this portion of the American
people as the enemy. However there was a short-term problem with
the military on one side and some people engaged in lawless acts
on the other. Until that period of time ended, until the disorder
was brought under control, the people on the other side were essen-

tially the enemy.
Against this background, and with the peculiar visual acuity

associated with hindsight, it is easy for me to see how things got
out of hand. I have never felt that the excesses which occurred dur-
ing this period involved a plot by military personnel to establish
a massive information network blanketing the American people.
Rather, most of the military personnel involved were trying to be
sure that they would be ready to respond to such missions as might
be assigned by the President pursuant to the provisions of 10 U.S.C.
sections 331-334.
In retrospect, we went wrong in two significant respects : First of

all, I believe that civil disturbance operational personnel—and these
are distinguished from the intelligence personnel—began to levy on
the military intelligence establishment requirements which greatly
exceeded the legitimate needs of the civil disturbance mission. The
basic mission of the Army was to be prepared on the order of the
President to commit Federal troops for the restoration of domestic
order when the resources of local and State law enforcement, in-
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eluding the National Guard in its State militia capacity, had been

overtopped. There was, in addition, a mission to provide equipment
and other support to improve the capability of the National Guard
to control civil disturbances without resort to Federal troops. The

discharge of these responsibilities did not require the collection or

retention of massive amounts of information on petty disorders

occurring throughout the United States. There was a legitimate
need to develop an assessment of those cities having the greatest

potential for disorder on a scale which might require the deploy-
ment of Federal troops. These generalized assessments could well

have been assembled exclusively through liaison arrangements with

local law enforcement officials and community leaders, with perhaps
the addition of information taken from published sources such as

local newspapers. There was also a legitimate need for somewhat
more information on a short-term basis when military forces were

alerted, prepositioned or deployed in connection with a specific civil

disturbance.

The second way in which we went wrong was that civilian offi-

cials such as myself, occupied with a host of other problems, did not

adequately inquire as to the nature and scope of the intelligence
collection effort. Our complacency was to some extent encouraged by
repeated statements in briefings and memoranda prepared by mili-

tary intelligence and civil disturbance operations personnel which

emphasized that data collection was being carried on almost exclu-

sively by liaison activities, at least when there was no actual dis-

order occurring. I think military intelligence officials located in the

Pentagon were in many cases not fully informed and perhaps
misled by military intelligence officials at the Intelligence Command
at Fort Holabird.

Civilian officials also were not informed with respect to the

creation of certain computerized data banks, including specifically
those organized at Fort Holabird, INId. and Fort Monroe, Va.

Parenthetically, I might add that because of the passion for secrecy
to which I referred earlier, it also appeared that Fort Holabird
was unaware of the Fort INIonroe computer system and vice versa.

Having said that we erred in our ways, it might be useful for

me to set forth my views as to the legitimate civil disturbance needs
of the Department of Defense. These can best be related to the

various typical states of development of a civil disturbance.

First of all, there is a need to assemble data concerning individual

cities in which a disturbance may arise. In order for a large-scale

deployment of military forces and equipment to take place effi-

ciently, there must be information on the load-bearing capacity and

apron size of the cities' airports, the location of potential bivouac

areas, the location of essential facilities such as reservoirs, power-
plants and telephone central offices which may need to be pro-
tected, and a whole host of other similar information. It is also

necessary to develop a listing of key local officials, such as police
and fire chiefs, who would be important liaison personnel in the
eAT^ent of a Federal troop deployment.

I might add parenthetically here that in the Detroit operation,
there really was a gross lack of knowledge and information in the
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Pentagon about Detroit and what was jioing on there. We were at

a considerable disadvantage because we just didn't have some kinds

of fundamental, objective information about the city readily at

hand.
It is not necessary in preparing these city planning packages to

obtain detailed information on individual beliefs and associations.

However, unless the military is to prepare a planning package for

every city, some scheme of planning priorities must be established.

This is precisely what was done during 1968-70 in the Department
of Defense. IMilitary forces had been assigned the mission of pre-

paring to place 10,000 troops in each of 24 unspecified U.S. cities,

plus 30,000 in Washington, D.C. It became necessary to determine

which cities should receive priority with respect to civil disturb-

ance planning.
In retrospect, it appears that the civil disturbance planners went

overboard in the degree of intelligence data on individuals which

they sought to support this planning effort. In my view, assignment
of "priorities to cities, at best an imprecise business, is best done by
a generally informed evaluation of rather well-known facts about

the city. I believe that a priority list just as useful as the one which

was developed could have been assembled exclusively from pub-
lished newspaper material, liaison with local and State officials, and

use of informed assessments by Federal organizations such as the

Community Relations Service and the Civil Rights Division of the

Department of Justice. Accordingly, I cannot personally support
the notion that civil disturbance advance planning requires the ex-

tensive collection of data on individuals, their beliefs and associa-

tions, or even their unlawful acts.

On the other hand, when a civil disturbance with a potential for

requiring Federal assistance appears imminent, I favor the relaxa-

tion of prohibitions on the collection of data specifically focused on

the particular disturbance. Thus, I would allow the dispatch of

military intelligence liaison teams along with other military ob-

servers for the purpose of providing a temporary information sys-

tem. If the prepositioning of troops in advance of a proclamation
under 10 U.S.C. section 334 takes place, further increases in mili-

tary information gathering are justified.

Finally, if the federal troops are actually committed pursuant to

chapter 15 of title 10. there may be a short-term justification for

further increases in intelligence activities.

I believe that few will quarrel with the need for information

when there is an actual or impending major disorder. The diffi-

culty is that intelligence people, and properly so in view of the

objectives of their profession, are "pack rats." There is a strong

tendency to keep, organize and manipulate whatever information

happens to come into the system. Thus, the principal need with re-

spect to material collected with respect to actual disorder is to

assure that strict retention criteria are enforced, requiring the

destruction of information collected regarding individuals within

a month or so after the disorder has been quelled. This is not to say
that military personnel should not be allowed to compile and retain

a fairly complete after-action report which describes the operations
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and the lessons which have been learned from it. I do not believe

that detailed information on individuals is a useful element of such

after-action reports, although it is certainly legitimate to describe

in general terms the cause of the disorder and the nature of the

involvement of identifiable groups in the unlawful activities which

led to the alerting, prepositioning, or commitment of Federal

troops.
I said earlier that there had been abuses in the military intelli-

gence collection effort. I would like to add a few more words on that

subject, but before doing so would like to emphasize again that, in

my judgment, the intelligence activities which achieved notoriety
in the 1969-71 period were never as intensive as most press accounts

would have you believe, nor as deliberately targeted upon civil

liberties as some organizations have feared. Rather, I think there

was a lot of essentially foolish and wasteful use of military intelli-

gence resources to observe and collect information about the most
trivial sort of disturbances one can imagine, along with a great

many public gatherings which never involved any public disturb-

ance at all. I do not believe that there was any significant "surveil-

lance" in the sense of closely following individuals over a period of

time. Indeed, the personnel requirements for such surveillance are

such as to virtually assure that very little of it could have taken

place. I also do not think there was ever any widespread collec-

tion of information on political figures, if you define "political

figures" as incumbents or aspirants to public office. I do believe that

some misguided intelligence officials kept what were essentially

"clippings files" on political figures whom they felt to be "leftist"

or otherwise threatening. "VMiile I am reasonably settled in my view
that the system which was created had very few direct impacts on
civil liberties—leaving aside chilling effects—I believe that it cre-

ated severe hazards of abuse in the hands of the misguided. The
hazard was perhaps nowhere as great as with the so-called "com-

puterized data banks" which were created. Tliese systems, filled

with a lot of unevaluated "jmik" information about individuals

and incidents, had an enormous potential for abuse. I am reminded
of an example of potential hazard which was well demonstrated by
the Fort Holabird biographical data bank. When we had finally
obtained a copy of the biographical data bank printout in the

Pentagon—after being assured that no such compilation existed—
one of my staff members in the Army General Counsel's office

flipped through the listings. I cannot now recall the exact format
of the biographical listings, but I do recall that they contained a
form of ideological code associated with the individual. For ex-

ample, the letter "Y" might stand for "anti-U.S. subversive." I
recall that in looking at the entries for only surnames beginning
with "A" and "B" we found the name of an outstanding Army
Special Forces colonel and a major general who was a division

commander, each accompanied by an ideological code which cast

doubt on his loyalty to the United States. As best we could recon-
struct what had happened, both of these men were on subscription
lists for one of the antiwar underground newspapers which were
then much in vogue. For all that appears, their names could have
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been put on the list involuntarily, or they could have subscribed

in order to develop a better understanding of the antimilitary
attitudes prevalent among many young people. In any event, based

on such flimsy information as this, both of these men had been

assigned an adverse ideological code. It is not hard to conceive such

a derogatory bit of information subsequently affecting the careers

of the individuals involved, perhaps without their ever knowing of

the damage which had occurred.

I also mentioned earlier that information collection and retention

activities on the part of military organizations could not be exam-
ined without also giving attention to the intelligence collection and
retention activities of civilian agencies. Many of the same potential
areas of abuse exist, whether information is collected and retained

by military or civilian agencies, although I appreciate that there

are perhaps special elements of sensitivity which come into play
where information is accumulated in the hands of those who also

control large numbers of men and weapons. Although I recognize
that this committee may not wish to examine at this time the entire

spectrum of intelligence activities, I do want to go on record as

suggesting that the job of protecting civil liberties should not be
considered complete merely because military intelligence activities

have been brought under control.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, from what I saw of the military in-

telligence operation over a period of 4 years I felt there was prob-

ably less chance of the information in the military files being used
for what might be called political purposes than the files of organiza-
tions such as the FBI.
With respect to the interplay between military and civilian activ-

ities, I believe the committee is aware that in early 1969 the Depart-
ment of Defense made a strong effort to disengage militarv intelli-

gence organizations from the collection of information dealing with
civil disturbance matters. This effort occurred in the context of

preparing a document known as the "Interdepartmental Action Plan
for Civil Disturbances," which was approved by President Nixon in

April 1969. Although earlier drafts of the plan placed the obliga-
tion for furnishing necessary information on the FBI, the key
language was inexplicably removed near the end of the process of

coordination, at the instance of the Department of Justice. I might
add that the effort to disengage the military from the civil disturb-

ance intelligence effort had the strong support of the ranking mili-

tary intelligence officials on the Army Staff—a fact which should go
far toward demonstrating that the civil disturbance information

system, whatever its faults may have been, was not a system jeal-

ously protected by military officers bent upon establishing dossiers

on American citizens having no connection with the military.
So far, I have been speaking about the legitimate requirements for

civil disturbance intelligence information. I featured this discussion

primarily because it was civil disturbance intelligence which gen-
erated much of the controversy concerning military intelligence ac-

tivities beginning in 1969. I perhaps also featured it because I know
more about it, and people tend to talk more about things they know
more about.
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There are, of course, a number of other legitimate requirements
for collecting information regarding individuals. Indeed, S. 2318

recognizes these needs by providing in the proposed section 1386(b)
of title 18, certain exceptions to the prohibitions contained in sub-

section (a).

Among the kinds of activities which generate a legitimate need

for information are personnel security programs, protection of mili-

tary property and functions, and the protection of classified infor-

mation, whether in the hands of the Department of Defense organi-
zations or residing with Defense contractors. A catalog of these kinds

of activities which, in my judgment, generate legitimate intelligence
needs can be found in section IV.A. of Department of Defense direc-

tive 5200.27. That directive, as the committee is aware, was carefully
drafted after the issue of military intelligence operations had arisen,

and it reflects a carefully considered effort to delineate legitimate
activities. The committee might well use this directive as a guideline
for formulating the exceptions in proposed section 1386(b). Any
formulation of section 1386(b) which does not provide authority
for the activities permitted by the Defense directive ought to be

looked at very carefully.
In the interest of brevity, I will not attempt to discuss each of the

kinds of additional activity which generate a need for information

collection. I will, however, be happy to respond to any specific ques-
tions the committee may have to the extent that I have knowledge
in the area.

I would like now to turn to specific language of S. 2318 for the

purpose of offering a few general observations concerning the cur-

rent version of the bill. I will not attempt to offer specific language
suggestions at this time, but I will, of course, be happy to furnish

specific language suggestions to the committee staff if that would be

helpful at any stage of this committee's work.
With respect to proposed section 1386, I have a general reaction

that it perhaps prohibits both too much and too little. Too little, in

the sense that it does not appear to be broad enough to cover military

personnel other than officers, and because the formulation "beliefs,

associations, or political activities'' is too subject to interpretations
which will allow retention of considerable information regarding
civilians not in any way affiliated with or impacting upon the De-

partment of Defense. Too much, in the sense that the exceptions

provided in the proposed subsection (b) do not appear to me to

cover the full range of proper intelligence activities.

I mentioned earlier the difficulty of devising verbal formulations"

sufficiently precise to prohibit only that which should be prohibited,
while clearly allowing that which needs to be allowed. I might add,

trying to do that is particularly important in a bill which provides
criminal penalties. I regret that I do not have any magic verbal

formula which overcomes the inherent imprecision of language.
However, it appears to me that it would be more precise if subsec-

tion (a) were to prohibit investigating, maintaining surveillance,
and retaining information regarding persons not members of the

armed forces, or perhaps not civilian employees, without adding the

qualification regarding beliefs, associations or political activities.
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There would thus be a broad prohibition focusing on the status of
the individual or organization which is the potential target of intel-

ligence activities. One would then turn to subsection (b) to find all

of the allowable exceptions to this broad general policy. In short,
in order to justify any form of military intelligence activity regard-

ing civilians or civilian organizations, one would have to find a

specific exception in subsection (b) which authorized the activity in

question. I believe this approach would lead to greater precision
and a better understanding of both prohibited and allowed activities.

If this approach were to be undertaken, it would obviously be

important to assure that subsection (b) provides exceptions for

every legitimate form of intelligence activity. I have some difficulty
with subsection (b) as presently drafted. First, I believe that sub-

section (b)(1) does not provide sufficient flexibility for the pre-

deployment stages of civil disturbances. As I indicated earlier in my
statement, there can be a real need for increased information collec-

tion activities where the potential for employment of Federal troops
is imminent. It seems to me that this difficulty could be resolved by
authorizing the initiation of collection activities upon the approval
of the Secretary of Defense or the Attorney General, provided that
the approval authority not be delegated below the level of an As-
sistant Secretary of Defense or the under secretary of a military
department or a comparable official in the Department of Justice.

With respect to subsection (b)(2), I fear that it is far too nar-

row. First of all, I can conceive of a srreat many activities of legiti-
mate concern to the Department of Defense which do not occur on
a military installation, or involve specified acts with respect to

"property" of the United States. I have seen a proposed revision of

subsection (b) prepared by Mr. Christopher Pyle, which I believe

contains a more satisfactory catalog of the exemptions which ouqht
to be provided from the scope of subsection (a). In recommending
that the exemption category be examined. I recognize that every
exemption contains the potential for abuse. However, it seems to me
that not to allow for proper activities is to invite facile interpreta-
tions of the language of the bill, and to undermine its long-term
integrity.

I am not going to try to enumerate all of the various activities of
the Department of Defense which, in my judgment, would leqiti-

mately involve activities outside the scope of the exceptions provided
by proposed section 1.386(b). However, in addition to the need to

provide greater flexibility for civil disturbance activities, the bill

should certainly take into account questions involving the protec-
tion of classified information, and activities impacting upon prop-
erty or facilities which, while not technically the "property of the

United States" are nonetheless employed in connection with govern-
ment activities or intended for government use. For example, I

think most of us would agree that it would be proper for the De-

partment of Defense to have information relatins: to the theft of

military weapons from a manufacturer, even if that theft occurred
before title had passed to the United States. I believe, however, that

the committee should give careful attention to the views of the De-
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partment of Defense as to the categories of activities which must
be recognized as legitimate.
One of the most difficult questions which the committee must face

is that of assuring implementation of any law which may subse-

quently be enacted. In that regard, I have some concern with re-

spect to the efficacy of the civil actions which would be allowed by
proposed section 2691, which would be added to title 28. I also have

strong misgivings about the desirability of the proposed new 28

U.S.C. 2692.

Proposed section 2691(a) allows a personal action for damages
without regard to pecuniary injury, by a person "aggrieved" by a

violation of proposed 18 U.S.C 1386. Section 2691(b) allows an

action for equitable relief when a person is "threatened with in-

jury" by a violation. I have no particular difficulty with the con-

cept of providing an explicit remedy, both in damages and in equity.
I would point out to the committee that an unsubstantiated fear of

surveillance is a common form of paranoia, and that this sort of

provision may well encourage a number of ill-conceived suits. I

have in mind the period when I served as Assistant U.S. Attorney
in the District of Columbia, and we used to have a constant flock of

people in the office wishing to file complaints and get arrest warrants

because they thought someone had installed a "bug" in their false

tooth or a radio receiver in their refrigerator. That is a common
problem, and will be exacerbated by the civil suit provision.

I have even more difficulty with proposed 28 U.S.C 2692. It seems

to me that to allow a class action by people who have "reason to

believe" that there is about to be a violation of the law is to invite

a great deal of unproductive litigation.
I believe that proposed section 2691, standing alone, provides

sufficient relief with respect to preventing violations. But perhaps
the most important element of prevention is the creation of an ethic

within the military intelligence organizations that encourages strict

compliance with this legislation, if it is enacted, coupled with pe-
riodic and penetrating overview by appointed civilian officials of the

Department of Defense to assure that compliance is complete and

satisfactory. Imposing a requirement for periodic reporting to the

Congress with respect to oversight by the Department of Defense

would, I think, be a more productive way of keeping adequate at-

tention focused on the objectives of the legislation than perhaps
would civil suits.

Mr. Chairman, this is a complicated subject and one which I have
never mastered completely. I have necessarily omitted in the in-

terest of brevity many other points, but I will be happy to amplify
any area of particular interest to this committee.

Senator Ervix. I spent many days drawing this bill and I think

it is very specific. I think the suggestion you make on page 17 of

your statement would prevent the Defense Department from obtain-

ing records about people eligible for the draft. In other words, you
say that subsection (a) of the bill should merely prohibit investigat-

ing, maintaining surveillance, and retaining information regarding
persons not members of the Armed Forces, without the qualification
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regarding beliefs, associations or political activities. If that were

law, the Defense Department could not maintain any records about
a pool from which people could be drafted in time of war because
that information would relate to people not connected with the
Armed Forces, not members of the Armed Forces.

Now, the military spying of the past was done under directives

which were less than clear. Military intelligence decided it should

spy on everybody who was dissenting from the views of the admin-
istration and they proceeded to do that. The president of the Uni-

versity of IS'tinnesota testified before this committee that for 18

months military intelligence agents kept his campus under surveil-

lance and that the only thing that happened during that 18 months
was that a plate glass window was broken. Nobody ever discovered
who broke it or why it was broken.
The truth is, the military has no business acting as a national de-

tective force or a national police force.

My section (a) just makes it illegal to exercise surveillance re-

garding beliefs or associations or political activities. That is very
specific, far more specific than saying that we can't investigate or
maintain surveillance or obtain information of any kind.

Now, with respect to subsection (2) (a), you suggested we needed
more flexibility. I don't see how the military can be given more flex-

ibility and not open the door to abuse. This act doesn't apply to them
at all when they are actually and publicly assigned by the President
to the task of defending invasion or suppressing insurrection or

domestic violence pursuant to the Constitution of section 331, 332,
and 333 of title 10 of the U.S. Code. I don't know how you can give
more flexibility when they are called out under those circumstances.

Then, with respect to subsection (b), you suggest that the bill is

defective in that it only applies to criminal conduct committed on

military installations or involving destruction, damage, theft or
unlawful seizure, or trespass on the property of the United States.

You say that ought to be amended. Do we not now have multitudes
of State laws prohibiting theft of property, even in cases where
title has not passed to the United States?
Mr. Jordan. Mr. Chairman, I think the answer to your question

is, yes, there are a multitude of State laws, but my suggestion was
that it seems to me artificial to suggest that military interest in,
let's say, the theft of a shipment of 1,000 M-16 rifles, should turn on
the question whether title has passed at the time the theft took place.
There might well be a legitimate military interest in knowing what
has happened to weapons which were intended to be turned over
for military use.

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that my comments about the

drafting approach were made with full recognition that this is an

enormously difficult subject
—and I think the bill has a great many

difficulties. ^Vhat I was trying to do was to suggest that the "be-

liefs, associations, political activities," are the kind of terms that I

feared might be given an interpretation different from that which

you intended and members of the Congress might intend in passing
this legislation.
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The great difficulty I always had with these intelligence programs
was the invisibility of them. In other words, they are hidden down
in the bowels of the organization and it is very difficult to put your
finger on and get a specific catalog of exactly what everybody is

doing. That is why it seemed to me that having a broader prohibi-
tion would force you to give more attention to the specific exemp-
tions and require the Defense Department to come in and satisfy this

committee and the Congress that each of the programs which it

wanted to conduct had a specific justificaiton. I certainly was not

trying to undercut the scope of the bill, and I really think that my
suggestion was intended to improve its protection against the very
hazard you mentioned.

Senator Ervix. It depends on how the legislation is drafted, I

always thought we ought to have legislation drafted so it says what
it means and it means what it says. When you draft legislation gen-
eral enough to catch all the tadpoles as well as the whales and sharks

you frustrate that objective. I don't think anybody who understands

the English language would have trouble in interpreting this bill,

frankly. I do not favor drawing criminal laws with general lan-

guage. I do not believe you ought to punish people under a criminal

statute which is so vague they can't interpret it.

Mr. Jordan. For example, Mr. Chairman—the kind of problem
that concerns me—suppose you have activities which some people

might call of a dissident nature, but directed against the policies of

the government, so to speak. I think it would be very important to

make clear in the legislative history if that is intended to be within

the scope of the term "political activity." Some people interpret it

in the Hatch Act sense. The Hatch Act prohibits certain political
activities on the part of Federal employees, but that has been nar-

rowly interpreted to apply to party activities, Kepublicans versus

Democrats and that sort of thing.
I think an intelligence official who wanted to thwart the purpose

of your legislation might say, what does it mean. We have an es-

tablished body of law and I will turn to the Hatch Act and I find,

by George, I can still do lots of things.
Senator Ervin. Frankly, any intelligence man should understand

this legislation. I think it is in very understandable terms.

Mr. Jordan. I think I understand what you have in mind. I would

suggest that if the bill is retained in that form that you should, shall

Ave say, embellish that interpretation in the legislative history so it

is not susceptible to the potential abuse I am talking about.

Senator Ervin. I think statutes should be written so plainly that

they are understandable. I don't believe in interpreting statutes by
legislative history. I think a statute ought to be interpreted by its

own language, to quote the words of the Scripture, "words man can
read nor err in so doing."

I put a provision in here that the statute doesn't apply when ele-

ments of the Armed Forces are used in determining suitability for

employment or retention of employment in the Armed Forces of the

United States or in the militia of any State. I don't see under normal
circumstances how the Armed Forces have any legitimate interest

in making inquiries about civilians except under those circumstances.
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Mr. Jordan. Well, you know, I certainly think the system could

function if that were the rule, but a lot of things come up in the

course of running a large military organization. For example, a

function is going to be conducted on a military installation and

some people are going to be in attendance. It is a very natural

tendency on the part of the commander to want to know who these

people are. Will there be a problem with having them here, just as

the President might be concerned about whom he invites to the

White House or a reception. That has been a constant problem of

White House staffers over the years. You invite a whole bunch of

people to a reception, and it turns out one is under indictment for

income tax evasion or something worse, and you do get these prob-
lems.

But I think that particular exception, Mr. Chairman, is well

drafted and I have very few quarrels with that one.

Senator ER\^^^ I don't think insofar as military and civilians are

concerned, that military intelligence agents are entitled to have such

curiosity as that which killed the cat.

Mr. Jordan. Well, I certainly think the degree of curiosity exhib-

ited in the past was excessive, and I fully support the objective of

bringing it mider control.

I wonder if I could comment on your remarks about the civil

disturbance. Traditionally, 10 U.S.C. section 331 through 334 had
been invoked when the decision to employ Federal troops takes

place. The proclamation was issued under 334, and that becomes

kind of a public event.

As I indicated in my statement, you may get no advance warnings
of a disturbance. Detroit was of that nature and some of the dis-

turbances when Dr. King was killed were of that nature. Before the

President or anyone else is ready to say, yes, we will commit Federal

troops
—there is a reluctance to do that because it runs counter to our

civilian traditions in this country, and it is a very major act taken

very reluctantly
—you do have some need to know things.

Now, one of the problems that existed during the era when I was
in the Pentagon was that the military people could not get ade-

quate, timely evaluations of the situation from the local law enforce-

ment people or from the FBI. The local people, frankly, tended to

be alarmists in their evaluation of the situation. I think if we put
Federal troops in a city every time that a local official said we need

them, we would put them in far too often.

The FBI is not equipped to be responsive on a timely basis to the

needs of by the hour intelligence, and it was literally by the hour.

You may recall in Detroit, Mr. Vance, who had been Deputy Sec-

retary of Defense, was recalled for a special mission to go to De-
troit as a special representative of the President. He went out be-

cause of the need to get firsthand evaluations. I think that was a

good idea, probably a lot better than having an excess of Army in-

telligence agents on the street. But on the other hand—Mr. Vance
was supported by Army intelligence activities during that phase,
and they were helpful to him—I think that is a legitimate phase
and I wouldn't want to expand that activity at earlier stages, but I
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think when there is an imminent disorder you might consider

whether some flexibility might be introduced to deal with that

problem.
Senator Ekvix. If you take that rationale, you might put all civil-

ians under surveillance by military personnel at all times, because

there is always the possibility that any of us might go berserk. I

think the civil disturbance statute has been abused. It plainly says
that before the President shall use the Armed Forces to suppress
civilian activity in this country, that he shall issue a public procla-
mation calling upon the insurgents to return within a reasonable

time to their homes. There have been recent years when they move

military forces simultaneously with the proclamation. There are not

many civilians in this country who are going to go to war with the

Army. If the President would issue a proclamation calling on the

persons to disperse and telling them he will use the Armed Forces

to suppress them, it gives them time for sway and to return to their

homes. Your rationale might be desirable from the standpoint of

those who are not too adverse to the use of the military to suppress
the civilians, or their being used to do some undercover detective

work. But we are in a bad fix if the local police officers and the FBI
cannot determine what the condition of the communities is in which

they live. I don't think tliere is any great danger of a civil disturb-

ance arising Avithout the local law enforcement officers knowing the

potentiality of it.

Mr. JoRDAx. Well. I believe. Mr. Chairman, that it would be

perfectly feasible to have a situation with the Department of Jus-

tice, for example, assuming the full responsibility for making that

early evaluation.

We were frankly not very successful in bringing off that objec-
tive during the period I was in the Pentagon. It wasn't for lack of

effort. We tried to get the Department of Justice to increase its

activities, so that the military could be disengaged, a number of

times. The last time a major eifort was made was in the early months
of 1969. The new administration came on board and there was a

concerted effort, as I indicated, to get language in the interdepart-
mental plan and take military action out of the civil disturbance

business.

Now, I have not l^een officially associated with that problem for

almost three years. It is not my understanding from what I know
that that problem has ever been satisfactoiily solved, nor has the

Department of Justice undertaken to adequately discharge that

mission.

I would have no hesitancy accepting a structure in which the De-

partment of Justice had that responsibility. I said a couple of times
that I didn't think 3'ou could separate the military problem from
the civilian problem. I think there, is a threat to civil liberties of
too much collection of material by anj-body, whether they wear a

green suit or blue suit or flannel suit.

I regret very much the Department of Justice was unwilling to

undei'take a greater burden. I think very many of the problems
your committee has had to deal with might have been obviated had
they done this.

32-996—74 3
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Senator Ervin. The President is the only man in the country with

the power to call out the Armed Forces to suppress civil disturl>

ances, and the Department of Justice is under his control and the

FBI is under the control of the Department of Justice. So I don't

see why the President of the United States can't use the FBI to

supplement the information that he necessarily gets from the local

law enforcement officers to handle civil disturbance situations with-

out converting the Armed Forces into a national detective agency.

Mr. Jordan. Mr. Chairman, I trust that in the current situation,

the FBI is under the control of the Department of Justice and the

President. That Avas a question in serious doubt during most of ni\'

tenure in the Government during Mr. Hoover's period as Directoi.

We found it extremely difficult to get the FBI to cooperate. The\

seemed to be urAvilling to assume the risks involved in having the

responsibility for civil disturbance intelligence.

Frankly, I think it is v.':'ll known that the Attorney General—
variou.s Attorneys General, Democratic and Republican, have not

always found it very easy to get the FBI to do what they wanted it

to.

Senator Ervix. Yes. because thev are civilians like I am. and they
think there is no place for the military to ])e doing law enforcement

or detective work. We were never able to find out who directed the

Army to spy on civilians in the late 1960's. I have to assume it came
from the President of the Ignited States, because he is Acting Com-
mander in Chief, but nobody would ever tell us. I think the Army
can get intelligence better than a congressional committee, because

I couM never get either one of the commanders responsible for mili-

tary intelligence to come down and testify. I was told by the Secre-

tary of Defense when I asked for witnesses that the Department of

Defense has the prerogative to select the witnesses Avho will appear
before this subcommittee. Also. I was told by tlie General Counsel

for the De})artment of Defense—on one occasion the Department of

the Army, that is, Mr. Buzhardt—Ihc^t he didn't think the Congress
bad any business with the information I was seeking or the Ameri-

can, people were entitled to know about it.

Mr. JnROAX. Mr. ChairniPU. I didn't agi'ee with that philosophy
then and don't now. arid I think the committee was entitled to have

tl^.ose offico"s over hvve. and I think hearings on the development of

the legislation would have been facilitated had you had them. I

agi'ee with you on that point.
Senator Ervtx. Now. there is a lot of trivia, as you say, even in

that garden of Eden of North Carolina. A U.S. Senator went down
thpi-e to mr<kp a public speech

—it wasn't me—and a military intelli-

gence officer who said he couldn't testify because he might suffer re-

prisals, went down there to report on this man's speech
—a U.S.

Senator—a published speech.
On one occasion I made a speech and there were about seven pick-

ets from the NAACP, verv peaceful, and inoffensive, deploring my
speech. Lo and behold, I discovered that information got into one of

the computer systems of the Army. I just think that people who

carry things to that extreme—these seven pickets were only exer-
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cising their first amendment right to protest
—

ought to be kept out

of detective worlv until they ai-e actually assigned under the statute.

^.Ir. Jordan. Mr. Chairman, it may be that a way to deal with
this problem would be to use the proclamation earlier as you have

suggested and invoke the authority after the proclamation. Frankly,
tlie assessment has been that the proclamation doesn't have much
impact for large urban disorders, so there has been a tendency to

downgrade it. Perhaps you could issue the proclamation early and
after that begin the assessment of the situation.

I would want to resist any procedure that would tend to make
you commit Federal troops earlier than you ought to. I thinlv tlmt
is a major stop tliat ouglit not to happen often, but only when the
situation clearly requires it. I would like to see a system which de-

fers the decision to put tioops in, because use of troops is not con-
sistent with our civilian traditions in this country. We ought not to

rush into those situations.

Senator Ervin. I agree with you on that. I think before the Pres-
ident issues a proclamation most of the people would return to their
homes, because I don't know of many people who want to f!:et in-

volved with the Army. I think the President of the United States,
wlio has this responsibility, is not precluded from getting any in-

formation from any source, local law enforcement officers, or "from
the FP>I. This 1)ill only ])revents him from usin.g the military intelli-

gence as a national detective force prior to the time he assigns them
to action under the statute.

Mr. Jordan. Mv. Chairman. I don't know, of course, exactly what
your plans are for the hearings, but if I could be so bold as to make
a suggestion on hearings, a subject you know a great deal more
about than I do. and I recognize tliat. But it seems to me it would be
useful to have the Department of Justice give you a current assess-
ment of what they are prepared to do in support of these kind of

problems because that would be relevant information for the com-
mittee to consider.

Senator Ervin. We informed the Department of Justice we would
have been glad to have them testify, but they have shown no dispo-
sition to testify.

IMr. Jordan. Mr. Chairman, I think you ought to bring them down
here.

Senator Ervin. Well, I don't think we need much more delay in

enacting the statute. It says the military should stay off the civilian

grass, not trespass on it. J think it says so in very plain words, and
I think it makes every legitimate exception in very plain words.

Does counsel have any questions?
Mr. Baskir. JMr. Jordan, you mentioned in your testimony on pacre

14 that at the time the interdepartmental action plan for "civil dis-
turbance was being prepared, the Department of Defense had pre-
pared language whicli would have made it clear what the Army'iJ
proper i-o1e was—in this case, what the Army's proper role was with
respect to collecting intelligence. Do you happen to recall what the
language was. or do you have a copy of it?

Mr. Jordan. Mr. Baskir, I don^t recall it precisely, and I would be
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reluctant to try to recall from memory. I had a copy of one of the
drafts. But the thrust of the language was a clear assignment of the
mission to the FBI, Department of Justice, to conduct the intelli-

gence collection activities necessary to support civil disturbance. By
way of history, I think what had been happening was that frankly
the military intelligence people in the Pentagon, Department of

Army staif, were not at all happy with the requirements le\ded upon
them by the civil disturbance operating people. They would say,

look, we are given this job to do, prepare to have 10,000 troops in 24
cities and 30,000 in D.C. There are certain things we have to know
in order- to do that. We don't care where we get it from. If you can

get the Department of Justice to do it, fine, but if you can't we still

have a problem. The military intelligence people weren't particularly
happy with this assignment.
We liad tried over a period of time to get Justice cranked up, and

then in 1069 there was this language that went in and stayed through
several drafts up until very near the end. We were trying to prepare
a plan to be ready for wliat was feared to be a recurrence of riots

on the anniversary of Dr. King's death so there was an effort to kind
of rush this thing through in the latter part of March because the

anniversary was in April. At the last stage this language dropped
out and a sort of wishy-washy sentence was inserted in lieu of it. I

would l3e happy to try to find anything I have in my records to

clarify that.

]\Ir. Baskir. Tliat would be helpful, because the history of that

1969 p^nn is a little bit hazy. The subcommittee has had some infor-

mation with respect to that process, but I don't think our knowledge
is pi'ecise. My recollection is that incorporated within the material

prepared by the Department of Defense, was a fairly explicit state-

ment that constitutional and legal traditions were to the effect that

this was not something the Army or the military ought to be doing
and that it was quite properly the job of the Justice Department.
Towards the end of the interagency negotiations, I believe, the Dep-
uty Attorney General or perliaps the Office of Le^ral Counsel, sud-

denly di'opped out this language reflecting, I expect, a conscious

decision that the Army's ^^iew of its constitutional role was incor-

rect or was not necessary to have stated.

IMr. JoRDAX. Well. I think frankly one of the problems was that—
this may seem strange, but military organizations were much more
concerned about the propriety of their constitutional role than the

civilian organizations were at that time. We took the matter quite

seriously and were quite concerned about it, and that same degree
of concern was not always reflected in those with whom we dealt.

INIr. Baskir. The final language said the information could be
collected from any source, whereas the Department of Defense draft

says that "any source" couldn't reallv include the Department of

Defense because of the constitutional traditions. I expect in the

legislative work done in the Office of Legal Counsel in the De-

partment of Justice—bv rejecting the limitation that was placed or

proposed to be placed by the Department of Defense—the Office of

Legal Counsel Avas of the opinion there was no constitutional limita-
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tion against collecting this information from any source. It seems

to hav(^ been a fairly consf^ions decision on the part of the Justice

Depai-tment and their legal office there.

Mr. JoRDAX. Mr. Baskir, I think in fairness to the Office of Legal

Counsel, which is an institution I have a high regard for, that change
did not take place in the Office of Legal Counsel. The initial drafts

were coordinated between my office and Assistant Attorney General

Eehnquist and his staff. The language that spoke, and I now recall

the concern—something about recognizing the constitutional limi-

tations on the role of the military and so forth—that language stayed
in beyond the stage when the Office of Legal Counsel sent back its

suggestions on our draft. My impression is that there has been no

difficulty in the Office of Legal Counsel with that statement: it oc-

curred at hioher levels of the Department as a result of coordination

with the FBI.
Mr. Baskir. As I said before, our information of that process is

fairly spotty. We could not trace that language through the Office of

Legal Counsel. All we could tell was it went to the Office of Legal
Counsel and when it came out, it had been changed.

Senator Ervin. "V^lien we started our hearings on the use of mili-

tary intelligence to spy on civilians, the Secretary of the Army ap-

peared before us on the first day of the hearings, which was in

]Slarch, and testified that the day before, they had rescinded the

directives under which the surveillance had been carried out and
future surveillance could not occur again without, as I understood

it, tlie specific authorization of the Secretary of the Army. Only
yesterday I heard before a congressional committee which sat across

the hall a couple of floors up the testimony that during the 1972

election a military intelligence unit in Germany infiltrated a group
of civilians whose offense apparently was that they were supporting

George JMcGovern for President. Later they changed their name to

Concerned Americans in Berlin, and the Army continued to infil-

trate. They ultimately came to the conclusion that the constitution

of the organization was in harmonv with the Constitution of the

United States. Now, that was a clear surveillance of Americans
abroad where they couldn't have done much harm to the United
States—merely because they were exercising their political rights.
That is the reason I just don't believe the military intelligence should

ever have any business in exercising such power as that. That is the

reason this bill is here.

Of course, I don't know whether it would apply to German civil-

ians or not, but it would cover the United States.

]Mr. JoRDAx. ]Mr. Chairman, there is an old saying that you can't

legislate common sense.

Senator Ervix. But you can put a lack of common sense in jail.

Mr. JoRDAX. That is certainly true. If it were possible to draft a

statute that said everybody is going to exercise good common sense,
a lot of the problems of legislation on this and many other subjects
vrould fall away. I don't guess you can do that, but an awful lot of
the things that have taken place have reflected bad judgment and
some of these things very much need to be brought under control.
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My on]y plea to you and the Congress is that you listen—skepti-

cally if you wish and perhaps cynically in view of the history of

these events—to the justifications offered by the Department of De-
fense for their particular programs. You may not accept all of them
and perhaps some of them you ought not to accept. But it is a com-

plicntod situation. There are lots of programs over there, and I

think if you listened to them, even with a healthy skepticism, you
may jRnd they have some useful suggestions to offer.

Senator Ervtx. Well, I think the easiest way to make people ex-

ercise common sense is to permit them to do it and punish them if

tliev don't, I think this is a verv plain statute. It says what it means
in honest language. I don't think there is much room in quibbling
over this. You can quibble over anything. T know vou share a large
measure of the views I have about the use of the military, but T want
to say in conclusion that whatever your reservations about the bill

the military can't act as a national police force and it can't act for

law enforcement purposes except when called out by the President
of tlie I'J'nited States pursuant to the Constitution. That is what the

bill says.
Thank vou vorv much. T appreciate your fippearance.
]VTr. JoPtDAX. Thank you very much, Tifr, Chairman.
Senator Ervtv. Counsel, call the next witness.

Mr. Basktr. Mr. Chairman, our next witness this morning is Mr.
David E. McOi^ert. attornev, foTmer I^ndersecretarv of the Armv
from 1965 to 1069.

Senator Ervix. T want to welcome you to the committee and ex-

press our appreciation for your willingness to appear and q-ive us

the benefit of your views with respect to this proposed legislation.

TESTIMONY 0? DAVID E. McGIFPEKT, ATTORNEY, EORMER
imDERSECEETARY OF THE AEMY

]V[r. ]McGrFFERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify. As you know, I was Un-

dersecretary of the Army from late 1965 until February 1969. In
that position I was assigned responsibilitv for coordinating the De-

partment of Defense's response to civil disturbance.

I might digress for a moment to say that Mr. Jordan's excellent

statement has covered a great many points, many of which he is far

m.ore familiar with than I am, since I left in early 1969. Other wit-

nesses will. I understa,nd, deal in considerable detail with the prob-
lem of drawing the line between legitimate and inappropriate mili-

tary intelligence activities.

i thou^-hit it mJght be most useful if I concentrated primarily on
informational needs or lack of informational needs in the context

of civil disturbance control.

We have a long-standing tradition in tliis countrv of minimum
intrusion by the military into the political process. That is a tradi-

tion we should maintain. I do not believe any responsible man in

uniform would have it otherwise.

I tliink we would also all agree that surveillance of individuals
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find org-anizations, no matter by what government agency, may in-

vade privacy, may inhibit free expression and association, and may
in general exert a chilling effect on the activities monitored. In my
judgment it follows that such surveillance should not be permitted
unless justified by a compelling interest of our society as a whole.

The military surveillance and other activities revealed by the sub-

committee's investigation principally grew out of pressures gener-
ated by a compelling need to control the civil disturbances of the

1960-s with minimum loss of life and damage to property. I do not

believe evil motives were in any way involved. What happened, in

my judgment, flowed from a sense of crisis, combined with overly

general "directives from the top to a highly decentralized bureauc-

racy underneath.

However, on the basis of my own experience, I can testify that in

relation to the types of disturbances we had in the 1960's—typified

by the riots following Dr. King's assassination—there is no com-

pelling military need for predisturbance political surveillance either

by the military or by any other organization. The reason is simple:
the information gathered is useless in terms of the military's civil

disturbance responsibilities.
One of the lessons learned time and again in the 1960's was that

control of civil disturbance with minimum loss of life and minimum
injury to persons and property requires large numbers of law en-

forcement personnel
—whether they be police, militia, or Federal

troops
—on the scene quickly. The fewer such people and the more

slov\]y they get there, the greater the likelihood of damage in the

interim and the greater the likelihood that physical force will ac-

tually have to be used by the law enforcers when they get there.

Fi-oni the point of view of the Armed Forces, this means that the

hiilier the alert status of troops, and of their airlift, the better the

potential civil disturbance control capability.
But it is infeasible continually to maintain a high state of alert.

And, in my rather considerable experience, it is also infeasible to

orchestrate alert postures, both geographically and over time, in

a way which would anticipate with the needed accuracy the time and

place of the outbreak of the kind of civil disturbance we had in the

1960's. The Detroit riot flowed from a confrontation with police at

a bar. Dr. King was shot without warning. All the political surveil-

lance in the w^orld, together with the most ingenious and complete
recordkeeping system, would not have given us the proper clues for

alerting or prepositioning troops in these circumstances.

There is, of course, another type of advance information which is

feasible to obtain and is necessary for rapid and effective interven-

tion by military forces in civil disturbance situations. This is the

physical inform.ation essential to proper planning: access routes,
bivouac locations, command and control data—including the iden-

tity and location of the relevant State and local government offi-

cials—and so forth. The response to the riots in this city 6 years ago
are a good illustration of this kind of preplanning based on such
information. That preplanning had, for example, included physical
reconnaissance several months earlier by the releva,nt unit command-
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ers, a reconnaissance which inchided getting to know the police
precinct captains with whom the commanders would need to work
if the balloon went up.

This kind of information and contact on a relatively low level is

also needed at the senior command level. The senior military com-
manders need to have a reasonable amount of information about
what civilian officials are in charge of which functions and how they
interrelate. By advance contact they ought to establish a working
personal relationship with the relevant senior civilian officials so
each Avill understand the other's problems and, if possible, their per-
sonal idiosyncracies. Also, there is no doubt that the President needs
advice, independent of local officials, as to the seriousness of the sit-

uation so that he can determine whether to authorize Federal troop
intervention. For this, dispatch of Federal personnel, both military
and civilian, to the disturbed area prior to Federal intervention was
standard practice starting with the Detroit riots and should continue
to be.

I might digress here a minute, in view of your colloquy with Mr.
Jordan on this subject. The kind of advance evaluation l3y Federal
officials which I am concerned about is an evaluation which takes

place prior to any proclamation but after the riot has started. At
this point there is no question that there is a disturbance. The only
question is, can the local law enforcement agencies

—
police and Xa-

tional Guard under State control—deal with it or can they not. As
I think Mr. Jordan indicated, it would be, I think, unwise for a
President to rely wholly on the evaluation of local officials. I believe
that President Theodore Roosevelt, for example, got very badly
burnt when he did so and discovered that he had put in Federal
troops to break a strike although in retrospect it was not at all clear
that there had been a need for Federal troops in order to prevent
loss of life or destruction of property which could n.ot be dealt with
by local police forces.

So I would urge you seriously to consider this need for evaluation

by the President through his advisers once a riot has started.
To be very concrete. President Johnson did this in Detroit. He

sent Mr. Vance, who was Deputy Secretary of Defense. Mr. Vance
took with him a senior official of the Department of Justice as well
as one or tvro senior military officers. In the riots that followed Dr.
King's assassination. Fred Vinson, who was an Assistant Attorney
General, and General York, who had one of the airborne commands
whose troops would have gone and did indeed eventually go to

Baltimore, went to Baltimore after the riots began at the Presi-
dent's request to determine whether there was likely to be a need for

troops. In this city. Warren Christopher, the Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral, and General Haines, who I believe at that point was Vice Chief
of Staff, made the same kind of evaluation during those hours after
the assassination and before the President finally issued his procla-
mation—an evaluation which was designed to try to give the Presi-
dent advice from people for w-hom he had respect and were inde-
pendent of the local authorities as to what he ought to do in rela-

tionship to Federal troops.
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These kinds of contacts and the type of information gathered

probably literally involve overt surveillance. But it seems to me that

they are highly desirable and fall—or should fall—outside the pro-
hibition of the proposed legislation.

Senator Ervin. I agree with you. This only prohibits surveillance

of political associations or political activities.

Mv. McGiFFERT. Well, that is fine, Mr. Chairman. Then we
are in agreement. It was a little difficult for me to tell just from

looking at the language what the

Senator ER^^x. I think political activities are activities by which

people relate to government, and I think should be legitimate and

lawful. I don't think the word political, although sometimes having
a bad connotation, involves risks.

]Mr. IMcGiFFERT. You must remember that some of the informa-

tion which people like Mr. Vance or others who go to the riot scene

for purposes of evaluation will receive from local officials is political

type information.

Senator Ervin. It is all right to receive it from local officials. It

is they who should collect such information. I don't think there are

nearly as many legal ghosts in this thing as Mr. Jordan envisions.

Mr. ]\IcGiFFERT. Although the large urban civil disturbances of

the 1960's were in my judgment essentially invulnerable to advance

prediction with any i-elevant degree of preciseness, one can hypothe-
size two other situations where the uselessness of advance political
surveillance might seem less clear. First, although it seems highly

unlikely, one can conceive of a major riot stimulated by a covert

conspiracy. If precise enough, advance knowledge of the plans of

such a group could be useful for orchestrating alert postures. As-

suming for the sake of argument that surveillance of such group is

appropriate, it seems to me that it is clearly a job for the local po-
lice or the FBI and not for military personnel

—not only because of

our traditional barriers to militaiy involvement in civilian activities

but also because it is a job for which FBI personnel are trained and
Defense Department personnel are not.

A second type of situation involves an overtly planned demonstra-
tion which seems to have the potential for getting beyond the con-

trol of local law enforcement authorities. The descent of the New
Left on Chicago for the 1968 Democratic Convention and the march
on the Pentagon in the fall of lOGT are two examples.
Here the problem is not one of time frame—that has been publicly

announced by the demonstrators. The problem is rather one of pre-

dicting numbers, lines of march, and the like, so as to know how
many law enforcement personnel are likely to be needed and where.
Some of the relevant intelligence is ]:»urely physical; for example,
how many buses have been rented by the out-of-town demonstrators.
But some might be political in the sense of trying to infiltrate the
demonstrators* planning sessions. Personally, I find the latter ob-

jectionable as long as the sponsoring groups appear to be law-

abiding citizens. In any event, it does not seem to me that either

tradition or training qualifies military personnel for such an intelli-

gence role. On the other hand, any legislation should not prohibit
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the Defense Department fi'om receivin<i: information from ci^alian

agencies, even if political information is intermixed, where a threat

to a military installation is involved or when there is a reasonable
chance that the President may have to order Federal troops to in-

tervene and the information is clearly pertinent to preparations; to

do so.

For all these reasons, I support the thrust of your bill. I have
some concern that its literal lanouace goes too far in relation to

le.o-itimate concerns of Federal military forces in civil disturbance
situations.

I a^so have some otlier reservations. T am not sure, for example,
that criminal penalties are appropriate at this sta^e. As far as I
knoAv. the p-^st activities, now soufrht to be forestalled for the future,
were due to zeal or misunderstandina' rather than evil motive. Also,
tlie inherent problems of draftsmaiiship in this kind of lejrislation

can lead not only to unjust punishme)it but also to prejudicial vas:ue-
ness in the context of criminal prosecution.

In addition. T don't believe the bill adequately takes into account
the military's le,<:jitimate domestic investi.Q:ative activities and data
collection. Others more familiar with these needs can <xive you bet-

ter advice than I, and I hope the subcommittee will listen carefully
to the testimony of the Defense Department in this regard. But I
would note that the bill seems to p^-ohibit investif:ation of genuine
threats to on-base security arising in the im.mediately contiguous
off-base area if the activity could be characterized in any part as

political. And, although this may appear silly, and I am sure the
bill is not so intended—the bill would seem literally to prevent the

legislative liaison offices of the Defense Department from having
on file public information concerning members of Congress which
is useful in providing the assistance which you expect from those
offices.

Finally, by singling out defense personnel, military and civilian,
the bill seems to me by negative implication to suggest that the pro-
hibited activities are legitimate if conducted by civilian agencies. In

my view, political surveillance of law-abiding private citizens or

groups is inconsistent with the tradition of a free country, whether
conducted by military or civilian agencies.
Thank you verj^ much, I\It. Chairman. I will be happy to answer

any questions.
Senator Ervix. With reference to your conceivn with military liai-

son officers, I would think we can get similar information out of the

Congressional Directory and l^Hio's "\'nio on matters of that kind.
Mr. McGiFFERT. I agree with you. Tliat is the kind of informa-

tion, however, which literally the bill seems to prohibit collecting,
even though it is from a public source.

Senator Ervix. I don't think it is intended to do that.

Mr. McGiFFERT. Well, I don't believe it is either.

Senator Ervin. It prohibits the use of the military to maintain
surveillance over or record or maintain information resrardino- be-
nets or associations or political activities of any person not a mem-
ber of the Armed Forces of the United States.
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I find myself in substantial agreement with many things you say,

in fact with most of them. You state on page 2 of your prepared

transcript: "I do not believe evil motives were in any way involved,"

that is in the use of the military in these urban riots during that pe-

]-iod of time. You say: ''What happened flowed from a sense of

crisis, combined with overly general directives from the top to a

highly decentralized bureaucracy underneath." I think that is un-

doubtedlv true. I agree with you.
I have a great respect for the military, because I think that these

people perform the most essential service of anybody in our Govern-

ment, that is, to insure our national security and survival. I don't

think average military officers relish being given the assignment to

do detective^work and regret whatever they are required to do inci-

dental to repression of civil disturbances.

I also don't think there is anything in this bill that would pro-

hJbit the Army from having physical information that, as you state

on page 4 of your transcript, is "essential to proper planning : access

rou.topv bivouac locations, command and control data, including the

identity and location of the relevant local and State government
officials, and so forth." I don't think this bill would affect that at all

because it is restricted to exercise of surveillance for the purpose of

taking information as to the beliefs and associations and the politi-

cal activities of people.
I am really rather intrigued by your closing observation: "Fi-

nally, by singling out the defense personnel, this bill seems to me by
netrative implication to suggest that the prohibited activities are

legitimate if conducted by civilian agencies.'* I don't know why
there is any necessity to talk about civilian activities or law enforce-

ment officers when you are trying to regulate the use of military for

detective purposes. In other words, it was never my intent to cover

civilinn a/iOncics. eithe?- to restrict them or condone their tactics.

I tliink this is a pretty clearly drawn law. It was very hard to draw.

I drew about 15 versions of it before I got one I was satisfied with.

I am satisfied now because I think it is so plain that there is no
room for construction. It is awfully bad for a legislator who hap-

pens to be a lawyer to draw a law of that kind because it decreases

the employmient of his brethren of the bar. Some time ago I had a

professor of law at the Uiiiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

who said that the reason so many of our laws are so vague and in-

definite, he suspected, was that they were drawn b}^ lawyers in order

to promote litigation to determine the meaning. I don't think we
should have such trouble with this bill.

I thank you very much and appreciate your statement, and es-

pecially the statement that jou agree in principle with the idea that

motivates the bill.

Thank you very much.

Counsel, do you have questions?
JMr. BASKre. No.
Mr. McGiFFERT Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Ervin. Counsel, call the next witness.

Mr. Baskir. ]Mr. Chairman, our next witness is Col. John W. Downie.
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Until his retirement last year, Colonel Downie served in a variety
of important counterintelligence assignments here in the United

States for the Army.
From July 1968 until April 1971 he was director of counterintelli-

gence in the office of the Army's Assistant Chief of Staff for In-

telligence.
In early 1971 he was in charge of a special 30-man task force

appointed by the Army Chief of Staff to investigate charges of

military surveillance in preparation for our hearings that year.

Later, Colonel Downie served as Deputy Commander of the U.S.

Army Intelligence Command.
]Mr. Chairman, accompanying him is ISIr. William J. Bowe, an

attorney and former domestic intelligence analyst with the Army's
Counterintelligence Analysis Branch who worked with Colonel

Downie.
Senator Ervix. I wish to welcome both of 3'OU gentlemen to the

committee and express our appreciation for your willingness to come
and give us the benefit of your views in respect to what I consider

an important piece of legislation, not only from the standpoint of

privacy of civilians, but also from the standpoint of the military.

TESTIMONY OF COL. JOHN W. DOWNIE, U.S. AEMY (EETIHED) ;

ACCOMPANIED BY WIIIJAM J. EOWE, ESQ.

Colouf^l DowxTE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much foi- vour kind
invitation.

]My statement, of course, is made at your invitation. In it I express
my own opinions as an individual citizen.

I am no longer an active militnry officer; my statement has not
been cooi'dinated with, and does not represent the views of, the De-

partment of Defense.
The purpose of S. 2318. as I understand it, is to amplify the Posse

Comitatus Act of 1878. I believe there is a need to amplify that act.

I leave comment on the details of S. 2-318 to those more skilled nt

technicalities ; I have no objectioji to this bill as it applies to the act.

I believe the application of the bill is far more sweeping than in-

tended. I do not claim to be a constitutional lawyer, but I am a citi-

zen. The limitations on the bill which I suggest are, in my opinion,
perfectly compatible with the objectives stated in the preamble to
the Constitution.
The need to expand and clarify the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878

has been very recently demonstrated. The contemporary media head-
lines of 1967 to 1970 make evident the stimuli of the need among
national leadership for information on impending and actual civil

disturbances. Initially, it was expedient to use the Army to gather
the information. Perhaps, in the long run, use of the Armv spared
the effort, time and cost of organizing, equipping and maintaining
a civil element to perform the task. Patriotic, well-intentioned men
of character did not weigh either the propriety or the principle
involved in using the Army for this purpose. The current political
and military leadership of the Armed Forces do not need the guid-
ance of S. 2318. There will be new leaders in the future, however,
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who will face changing social and political situations. The Posse

Comitatus Act was not forgotten in the late 1960's; it was not be-

lieved to appl3\ The lessons of the past should not be forgotten. The
future deserves additional guidance in law.

I have said I have no objection to the provisions of the proposed
bill as it amplifies the Posse Comitatus Act but that I believe the

application of the bill is far more sweeping than may have been

intended. In my opinion, the bill should recognize certain functions

necessary to the successful accomplishment of the mission of the

Armed Forces. These functions should be not only recognized but

exempted from the application of the bill. These relate to the col-

lection, storage and use of information necessary to:

The successful conduct of military operations in foreign sovereign-

ties;

The detection and neutralization of foreign espionage directed

against the Armed Forces;
The maintenance of the morale, discipline and loyalty of members

of the Armed Forces;
The rational, equitable and legal conduct of that part of the busi-

ness of the United States which is entrusted to the Armed Forces.

In the past 30 years or so the Armed Forces have been committed
to a number of overseas missions; in some cases they are still there.

The circumstances which require commitment are not susceptible
to long-range prediction and the decision for commitment is never

within the authority of the Armed Forces. One has only to reflect on
the problems of Woi-ld V^ar II and the absolute necessity of distin-

guishing between collaborationist and pro-ally, not to mention the

distinctions between Gestapo, Abwehr, the Allgemeine SS, the

NSKK, the HJ, the RAD and so on. To a greater or lesser extent,
similar problems were present in Korea, the Dominican Eepublic,
Lebanon and Vietnam. Commanders must be capable of identifying

friendly and hostile orientations among the local populace and
within the local government. It is conceivable that the security of

the command and the success of the mission may be dependent upon
such judgments. This information must be collected, analyzed and

prepared for use within the United States in advance of contin-

gencies. Once the overseas expedition is landed at its destination,
the collections of all Government agencies are assembled in the

United States in order to provide support to the overseas element.

Because the bill does not exempt this form of foreign intelligence,
it prohibits its practice among the Armed Forces, in the United
States and overseas.

The detection and neutralization of foreign espionage directed

against the Armed Forces involves both operational investigation
and education in the United States and overseas. For both investi-

gation and education, information on espionage organizations and

personalities is important. Unfortunately, the occasion has arisen

in which this information must be collected and stored for court-

martial purposes. The bill, as now written, denies this capability to

the Armed Forces.

The Armed Forces must be reliable, disciplined and loyal. There
is no democracy at the tip of a bayonet. The individual citizen-
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soldier is entitled to his political beliefs, but the Armed Forces, as

an entity, must be politically neutral. Desertion counselling, incite-

ment to refuse duty, inducement to mutiny have, in the recent past,

come from without the Armed Forces both in the United States and

overseas. Had these efforts succeeded in creating an unruly, mu-
tinoi; nnd disloyal military, the results vroiilrl liave been cata-

strophic to our national interests and, quite possibly, to our consti-

tutional form of government. Intelligent defense against such ef-

forts v'iihiii the Armed Forces does i-equire information on the

individuals and organizations involved. The bill does not permit the

acquisition of this information.

Finally, there are a multiplicity of occasions in which intelligent

response is required of Defense agencies to actions originating out-

side tli!^ military. These range from the bidder for the purchase
of surplus military equipment to the requester for the provision of

a piiest speaker.
Unless some information is available upon which to base a rea-

soned response, the public business will be reduced to absurdity.
In none of the four areas which I have discussed do I propose

extending the investigative jurisdiction of the Armed Forces. I

argue the need to i-eceive appropriate information from the civil

agencies properly charged with investigative jurisdiction and the

need to retain appropriate information.

In summary, I support the purpose of S. 2318. I believe its pro-
visions in am.pl ification of the Posse Comitatus Act are practical.
I believe there is a requirement to limit the application of the bill,

however, or, to put the matter more positively, to describe the per-
missible activities of the Armed Forces.

That concludes my formal statement, ISIr, Chairman.
I would like to add one item, if I may.
Very recently I received a copy of an Army estimate, an unclassi-

fied civil disturbance threat estimate for the 5-year period 1971 to

1975. The author of this estimate, incidentally, is Mr. Bill Bowe, if

there are any questions to be put to the author of the estimate, there

he is.

My first point is that the Army staff insisted on the specific au-

thorization of the Under Secretary of the Army before this 5-year
estimate was undertaken in 1970.

But second of all, this estimate is based on unclassified publicly
available information. There is no covert sj^stem at all. I think when

your staff reviews it they will find it isn't a bad estimate for a 5-year
estimate. I would like to offer it to the committee, and I will be glad
to receive any questions.

Sejiator Er\^x. Yes, sir. The committee will be glad to receive it

and note it an exhibit.

[The exhibit referred to follows:]

The CrvT[L Disturbance Threat 1971-75

I. SCOPE

A. This study deals with the nature, extent, and form of the domestic civil

disturhance threat as it is expected to exist over the period 1971-1975. Follow-

ing a background section, the study will break down the range of possible dis-
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orders into seven broad categories of disruption. Wliile tliere is some degree
of overlap, these seven fundamental categories of disturbances are suflaclently

distinct to provide a useful framework for analysis of the total civil disturb-

ance threat. The different types of disturbances to be taken up in order in-

clude: (1) racial disturbances; (2) student disturbances; (3) mass demon-

strations; (4) political terrorism and guerrilla warfare activity; (5) labor

disturbances; (6) newly developing sources of civil disturbances; and (7)

natural disasters and other emergencies.
B. Each of the seven categories noted above will be separately discussed

with specific reference to the present situation, the likely size, tactics and

composition of the groups which might be engaging in various disorders, the

manner in which such disorders may be affected by leadership elements, and
the impact of such disturbances on civil police, National Guard and active

Federal military force.<. The seven sections of the study will conclude with
forecasts of the civil disturbance threats as they are expected to exist over

the period, ending April 1972, and over the five year period ending in 1975.

These forecasts are consolidated for easy reference in a separate section at

tlie end of the study.
II. BACKGKOUND

Before beginning the discussion of the probable sources of disorder in the

years immediately ahead, it is useful to look back at the historical emergence
of civil disturbances as a law enforcement problem, with emphasis on the post
World War II period.

A. Eniploynicnt of Active Federal Forces

1. The commitment of active Federal forces in the control of domestic dis-

turbances has been relatively rare in the 20th Century. Race riots have in-

volvrd the Army on "^everal occasions, in Washington, D.C. and Omaha in

1911); in l;etroit in 194;:. and .;)67: and in 'Washington, D.C, Baltimore, and
Chicago in 1968. State-Federal conflicts over the enforcement of Federal anti-

discrimination laws also brought alive Federal forces to Little Rock in 1957
and Oxford, Mississippi, in 1962. With the exception of the Bonus Army's re-

moval from Anacostia Flats in Washington, D.C. in 1932, labor disputes have
been the only other source of conflict to involve the Army. In 1907, a Nevada
mining disturbance resulted in the commitment of Federal troops. In 1914 and
1921, in Colorado and West Virginia, respectively, coal mining disputes re-

quired Army intervention. In 1919, the Secretary of War instructed com-
manders to respond to state requests for assistance on the theory that states
were without protection from internal disorders due to the service of the
?>'ational Guard in World War I. The use of active Federal forces in the Gary
steel strike and elsewhere in 1919 w^as without presidential proclamation or
other formalities. In the spring of 1970, a strike by post office employees re-

sulted in the use of Federal troops in New York City. This employment dif-

fered from previous Army commitments in labor unrest in that troops restored
an essential service and were not employed to maintain law and order.

2. While domestic violence became v.idespread during the 1960's, it was for
the most part of a predominantly low order of magnitude. Other than the
employment of regular Army troops on five occasions related to racial dis-

turliances in the 1960's, the only other events of major significance for the

Army in the recent past occurred when sizeable numbers of troops were pre-
positioned in three cities in anticipation of possible disorders. These cities

were : ( 1 ) Chicago, in connection with the Democratic National Ccmvention
in August, 1968; (2) Washington, D.C. in connection with the Presidential
inauguration in .lannary 1969, the Vietnam Mobilization demonstration in
Novemlier "1969. and again during the protest demonstration against tlip com-
mitment of troops to Cambodia in May 1970; and (3) Nev.- Haven, Connecti-
cut, during protests against the trial of Black Panther leaders near Yale TJni-

vei-sity in ]May 3970. In contrast to the spontaneous race riots of the 1960s,
tiio jirepoi^itionings involved demonstrations organized for the purpose of
achieving well-defined political goals. On each of these occasions, the over-
whf^lminT majority of demonstrators were peaceful in their protest, and the
small minority which chose to provoke violence was at all times able to be
In-nuglit under control by local or state police or National Guard forces.

3. Another problem has been the occasional threat to the security of Federal
in-tallaticns. A number of political demonstrations involving Federal installa-
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tions did on occasion involve minor troop movements and confrontations with
protestors, such as the Pentagon demonstration in October 1967, or the Fort
Dix protest in October 1969. These incidents bear no relationsliip to tlie large
scale racially oriented outbursts of violence which put the Army on the streets
in 1967 and 1968 in Detroit, Baltimore, Washington, and Chicago. Providing
for the security of military installations differs markedly from the control of
massive civil disturbances in American cities.

4. Finally, active Federal forces were alerted for an unusual function begin-
ning in the Fall of 1970, when the President, in response to the hijacking
threat, ordered the temporary emplacement of Military Police on domestic and
international air carriers. This use pointed up the increasing importance of
air travel and the need to move quickly to secure the nation's air commerce
from the rapidly developing piracy problem. Due to the preventive, deterrent
character of this employment, active Federal forces were turned to only be-
cause of the immediate need for manpower and budget considerations. The use
of military personnel as sky policemen is not related to usual benefits deriving
from the use of Army personnel, namely the benefits inherent in the use of
collective, organized, and overwhelming military force.

5. Unrest during the past decade gives insight into what may lay ahead in
the 1970's. Tliree primary social currents were responsible for turning the dec-
ade of the 1960's into an era of turl)ulence. First, there were widespread social
frictions and dislocations caused by the emergence from political apathy of
the Negi-o minority and the resultant drive for equality within the American
system. Second, there was mounting opposition to the war in Vietnam and
increasing verltal attacks on tiie basic responsiveness of the institutions of
government and the manner in which power in the society was distributed.

Thii-d, there was a nascent cultural revolution based in large part on the
emergence of youth as a separate and distinct subclass of society with polit-
ical and social values antithetical to older age groups. The s;)irit of protest,
with increasing violence became the dominant theme of the 1960's.

6. The major conclusion to be drawn concerning the Army's role in civil

disturbance in the 1980's is tliat the situations requiring limited commitments
of forces to suppress disorders arose solely from racial frit-tions in the society.
While student and anti-war associated violence had become relatively wide-
spread by 1970. no precedents existed to firmly fix any need for Federal forces
to be committed to the control of such disorders. The primary civil disturb-
ance threat as the decade of the 1960's closed remained that of racially
oriented disorders. Trends in evidence towards the end of the decade did indi-
cate a possiltle widening of tlie sources of violent discontent likely to have a
direct impact on the civil disturbance mission of the Army. To date, however,
no other wellsprings of violence have forced commitment of regular Army
troops to control a civil disorder, nor were they imminently likely to.

B. Employment of the National Guard in a Federalized Status

1. Since 1945, the National Guard has been employed in a Federalized
status on only 12 occasions. The first occurrence was in 1957 when the Little
Rock, Arkansas school integration crisis took place. In 1962, 1963, and 1965,
the Mississippi and Alabama National Guards were Federalized six times, in
connection with, school integration disorders and racial disturbances in Bir-
mingham. In 1967, the Michigan National Guard was Federalized during the
Detroit race riot. In 1968, National Guard units were employed in a Federal
status for the Washington, Baltimore, and Chicago racial disorders. Finally
in the Spring of 1970, National Guard units were called to Federal duty for
the postal strike.

2. As can be seen from the above review, there are two general situations
in the post-war period which have resulted in the Federalized control of Na-
tional Guard units for domestic purposes. First, units have been called to
Federal duty when conflicts have arisen between the Federal government and
state governments over the enforcement of Federal laws relating to racial dis-
crimination. Second, when disorders or crises grow to proportions requiring
intervention of active Federal forces, as was true for the Detroit, Baltimore,
Washington, and Chicago racial disturbances, and in the case of the postal
strike, local National Guard units usually will be placed under Federal au-
thority. The first form of call-up reflects an inherent tension in the Federal
system, with state governments ultimately responsible to national authority.
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Force or the threat of force may be necessary whenever conflicts of this na-
ture occur over matters of a deeply disputed nature. The second form of

call-up relates to the need for unified command and control procedures when
active Federal forces must be committed for domestic peace keeping opera-
tions or the restoration of essential services.

3. The relative rarity in the employment of National Guard units in a Fed-
eral status in the post-war period, only 12 occasions in a quarter century, is

indicative of the extraordinary nature of Federal-state conflicts, accounting
for seven of the call-ups, and the extraordinary and infreqiient need for inter-

vention of active Federal forces with the concomitant need for a unified Fed-
eral chain of command, accounting for the remaining five call-ups. Finally, it

is important to take note of the obvious fact that racial divisions in the
society have produced the need for fully 11 of the 12 calls to Federal status
the National Guard has experienced in the entire post World War II period.

C. Employment of the National Guard in a State Status

1. In the post-war period there has been a markedly decelerating trend in
the employment of the National Guard in a state status for the purpose of
civil disturbance control. In the entire period between 1945 and 1959, the
National Guard was used for such purposes only 55 times. There were 33
call-ups during the 1960-1964 period. Employment accelerated over the next
five years with the National Guard employed 248 times. This included the
Watts, California riot in 1965, which involved the largest single National
Guard employment in riot control ever exi^erienced. The first five months of
1970 saw the Guard employed 43 times in connection with civil disturbances.

2. The use of the Guard only 55 times in civil disturbance operations over
the 1945-1959 period largely reflected the untroubled nature of the times.

Although racial unrest had begun to emerge as an issue it was not until the
1960's that this aspect of American life grew to its present dimensions. The
first student disorder traceable to those which predominate today occurred in
1964 at Berkeley and, by 1970, growing numbers of students had become in-
volved in frequent large scale disturbances. .Just over the 1-21 May 1970
period. Guard forces were employed in 43 cities and 28 states in connection
with the student disorders following the Cambodian incursion and the inci-
dent at Kent State University. In addition to student and other disturbances
the Giiard has, of coui-se, also been employed in times of natural disasters or
other emergencies.

3. The National Guard has traditionally borne the brunt of effort and re-

sponsibility for large scale civil disturbance operations in the country, par-
ticularly over the last decade. Whereas active Federal forces were committed
for the control of only six civil disturbances between 1945-1970 the National
Guard was employed 336 times. The tradition of local responsibility for law
enforcement has remained strong and the commitment of Federal forces has
been extremely rare.

D. Employment of Civil Police

1. The prime responsibilities for smaller civil disturbances have rested, as
they always have, with local and state police forces. The increasing urbaniza-
tion of the society, the increase in the numbers of young people in the cities,
and the concentration of low income minority groups in urban areas, have
all contributed to the rise in crime seen in the" post-war period. Not only have
police forces had to expand to cope with their primary mission of containing
and preventing criminal acts, but also, beginning in the 1960's, they have had
to adapt increasingly in order to perform the secondary and more specialized
mission of civil disturbance control. This secondary mission is of critical im-
portance, since the expertise with which it is performed by local police de-
partments often will determine whether a confrontation grows into a problem
for National Guard or active Federal forces.

2. Police forces exhibit a great variance in the skill and competence with
which they deal with civil disturbance problems. This is due in part to the
decentralized nature of law enforcement in this country. It also reflects the
diversity of experience among various police forces. Many large city depart-
ments have developed considerable expertise, while smaller cities often have
a more varied exposure to such problems and have had difficulties in acquir-
ing adequate resources to do the job. The needs of the nation's police depart-

32-996—74 4
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ments began to receive Federal attention for the first time in the late 19G0',s,

witli the establishment of the Omnibns Crime Control Act of 1968. Under this

law, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LBAA), nnder the De-

partment of Jnstice, has tunneled Federal funds through the states to many
local police forces. Similarly, more funds have become available at the local

level with the inci-easing public concern over law enforcement.

3. Generally speaking, through adaptations in equipment, training and tacti-

cal e::perie!ice, those police departments in this country which have had sulv

stantial civil disturbance responsibilities have grown more proficient since

these problems began to develop in the early 1960's. This upgrading process
should continue as long as pulillc concern over crime remains high and social

problems in the society remain reflected in civil disturbance incidents. Civil

police departments, up to the present time, have been able to contain most
di'jorders. Reliance on the National Guard has usually been both the result of

small departments being unable to contain even moderately sized disorders,

as well as, the result of having disorders grow to sizes which have exhausted
the resources of more sizeable police forces. There has been a continuing in-

crease in mutual aid agreements among nearby police forces. This has obvi-

ated the need for National Guard employment in some instances. The number
of these agreements should increase as the need for such pacts becomes appar-
ent in differing locales. Despite these pacts, employment of the National

Guard in prolonged disorders may be turned to as a cost saving mechanism,
since police overtime can be a significant budgetary burden on local

government.
E. Civil Disturlyance Preparedness

1. As noted above, the differing levels of violence which may be associated

with civil disturbances may result in an impact on local or state police, tlie

National Guard, or active Federal forces. In addition to the greatly varying
levels of a civil disturbance, there are also substantial differences in the
forms of violence which may occur. Thus, police may one day deal with a
«las]i bf'tween students at a high school football game and the next day be

facing sniper fire in attempting to gain entrance to a heavily defended apart-
ment. National Guard forces may be used fo assist in traffic control so that

police may be freed for coverage of a potentially disruptive demonstration or

they may find themselves dealing with a full fledged riot. Similarly, the recent

1)1 st has seen aclive Federal forces suppressing riots as well as sorting mail
in the restoration of an essential service.

2. This diversity of need, at each level of government, means that all of the

different security forces must be structured, equipped, trained, and prepared
for a multiplicity of missions within the l>road spectnnn of civil disturbance

operations. Due to the higli visibility of such operations, intense public

scrutiny follows the execution of civil disturiiance control plans and proce-
dures. Public confidence in the agencies responsible for civil disturbance con-

trol is essential, both because of the democratic nature of our society and
liecnuse of the danger that increased tensions following controversial incidents

may further inflame already difficult situations. Consequently all levels of

government are and will continue to be under great pressure to anticipate civil

disturbance problems and insure that their security forces are as well pre-

pared as possible to discharge their sensitive responsibilities.

F. Factors Involved in Civil Disturbances

1. Tlie civil disturbance phenomenon cannot be predicted with assurance.
Just as no one could have foreseen in 1965 the five years of student turmoil
^iiich lay ahead, so no one can predict now what the next five years may
hold in tlie way of further disorders. A careful assessment of the present situ-

ation, ond reasonnble extrapolation therefrom, can give some idea, however, of
tlie likely parameters of disorder ahead, particularly over the short run period
of oue year. Nevertheless, over the five year period, the possible impact of

volatile political, economic, demographic, and cultural factors may upset cur-
rent expectations considernbly. Psychological attitudes are particularly likely
to vary widely and unpredictalily.

2. In addition to these variables, unexpected, highly disruptive incidents

may set off a chain of events ordinarily deemed inconceivable. Thus, a scenario
<cnu'd be imagined in which a temporary breakdown In local law enforcement
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could result in an enormously increased and unanticipated role for National

Guard or active Federal forces. A police strike or slowdown in a city, growing
out of dissatisfaction with pay or the hazardous nature of the work, would

be one such instance. Another might be the rapid growth of vigilante move-

ments in response to either a sharply escalated criminal atmosphere or a sub-

stantial wave of political terrorism. The development of physically and psy-

chologically "liberated" enclaves could also lead to drastically different civil

disturbance situations.

3. One of the major factors which will affect the civil disturbance picture

in the years ahead will ]<e in continuing development of a counterculture

among the young. Many young people, joined by an increasing number of older

jicople, will be adopting life-styles and values sharply different from those

which have predominated in our society in the past. Strong pressures for

political and social change have already grown out of this developinc; counter-

culture. Some leadership, financially self-supporting and receiving much media

coverage, has attempted to take advantage of growing alienation and h;is tried

to profit from tlie unrest which inevitably accompanies broad and fundamental

changes. Similarly, in the area of race relations, the most strident voices on

born sides have received the greatest amount of attention. However, other

more responsible leadership, working within the system, has been present as

well. These elements have not invited violence and h.ave exerted a stabilizing

inll'iMue in this regard. While these latter voices may be overshadowed in

the media, they constitute an important mitigating factor. Civil disturbances

broadly related to these cultural changes will be a part of the future, but

they will not be the greatest part or even, in the final analysis, an important

part.
-'. The United States is not a Banana Republic. The traditions and shared

values which hold the country together as a society are strong. Our political

and social institutions have proved responsive and stable over two centuries.

Tliey are not going to crumble in the five years covered in this estimate.

While the stresses ahead may be unprecedented, they will not be apocalyptic.

Tlie civil disturbance threat estimate which follows should be read with this

borne in mind.

111. THE CIVIL UISTURBAXCE THREAT 1971-1975

A. Racial Disturbances
1. Present SitKation

a. Substantial black disorders in the nation's cities began to occur with

increasing frequency in the early i960s. Little Rock and Oxford, Mississippi,
on the other hand, had their roots in white-initiated violence. Relatively minor
incidents in the 1960s often touched oft" extensive destruction in predaiuinantly
black neighborhoods. Looting, arson, vandalism, and occasional sniping were
the normal patterns of violence. By the middle of the 1960s, racial disorders

had become a regular summer feature of American life and they had also

escalated in size and violence. The riot in the Watts area of Los Angeles in

1965 ivas a landmark of this period. The peak of such disorders came in the

latter nart of the 1960s in Detroit in July 1967 and in 144 other American
citie!! in April 1968 in the aftermath of the assassination of Dr. Martin
Lutlji'r King, Jr. Active Federal forces were never committed during this

periotl to a city of under SOO.OOO population and were committed a total of

only five times. From April 1968 until the present, extremely large scale racial

viol«»nce has been on the decline. Federal troops have not been used for con-

troH'ing racial violence since April 1968. While the very large scale riots in

tl'e black neighborhoods of the nation's big cities now appears to have re-

ceded, smaller disorders of a racial character, among white as well as blacks.

co!itinue to occur. There has emerged a substantial and continuing level of

racially oriented violence of varying orders of magnitude in many cities, jioth

large and small. Friclions arising from the desegregation of various school

systems has i^rnduced much of this violence in the last few years. Such vio-

lence has not grown lieyoud local and state control, however, and it has re-

mained largely a police and National Guard problem.
b. Whi^e there has been a diminution in the levels of violence associated

wit-i racial disturbances in the recent past, the year 1969 saw sharply in-

creased levels of racial tension in the society. Localized disorders with mark-
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edly different threats to police began to develop. Over the entire period 1960-

1969, 561 law enforcement officers were killed. In 1969, a total of 86 law en-

forcement officers were murdered. This was a 34 percent increase over 1968.

Many of these incidents have racial overtones. FBI compilations through the

second week of September 1970 showed that 19 law enforcement officers had
been killed and 152 wounded during 1970 in 162 attacks having racial over-

tones. These developing threats have received substantial attention from the

media, although to date they have not impacted to any degree on National

Guard or active Federal forces. Urban police forces, however, have had ta

carry out their missions in an increasingly charged atmosphere, with violence

specifically direct eil at them by individuals and small groups often espousing
racial hatred and revolutionary ideals.

2. Nature, Extent, and Forms of Racial Disturbances

a. Nature.— (1) As noted above, racial disturbances vary greatly, both as to

the numbers of individuals participating, and the extent of damage which

may be caused. The most severe racial disturbance which has occurred to date

took place from 23 July to 2 August 1967 in Detroit. When the riots ended there

were 43 dead, hundreds injured, and more than 7,200 persons arrested. Dam-
ages approached $40 million. Detroit also marked the first time since 1943

that a President had committed active Federal forces to control a disorder

which had grown beyond the capabilities of local and state security forces to

contain. At the lower end of the scale of disorders are the small street alter-

cations which often occur in connection with police arrests or other activities

in black neighborhoods. These are usually contained with a minimal reaction

necessary on the part of police. This order of magnitude is by far the most

prevalent level associated with racial disturbances, although sudden escala-

tion to higher orders of magnitude is often possible.

(2) There has never been evidence of central control or direction of large
scale racial disorders. Such events have been spontaneous. It is usual to find

the leadership of local groups on the streets in such situations. Those leaders

with any institutional base, however, are generally concerned with preventing^
the destruction of the community. This is not to say tluit there are not those

who urge on violence during a riotous episode. These elements tend to be

ad hoc leaders, creatures of the moment. They briefly articulate deeply felt

hates and lead small groups in the destruction of specific targets of their

animosities, as when for instance white commercial interests in a neighbor-
hood may be singled out as external exploiters of the local residents. Beyond
the immediate context of a riot, there is another dimension in the impact
which certain leaders and extremely militant groups may have. For example,
if the leaders of a militant revolutionary group disseminate propaganda over

a long period attempting to justify and provoke the murder of "fascist pigs,"
which is to say policemen, then at some point there will begin to be evidence

that there are those who take the propaganda seriously. While very few may
be swayed by such appeals, in relation of the total number of people exposed
to such propaganda, enough have responded to create a climate of violence

and to pose a serious and relatively new threat to police officers. This has
increased the tensions of police worlv and these tensions in turn are often fed
back into a community as mutual fear and distrust increase. Militant calls

for violence have tended to set the outside parameters of what can be expected.
b. Extent.—While the racial disorders began in the South in the 1960s, they

quickly spread north and west. Today, racial tensions are such that wiiere
there is a sizeable Negro community in a town or city there is likely to be a

potential for disputes of a racial nature. For instance, cities such as Cairo,

Illinois, population 9,348. with a police force of 14, has had a degree of racial

violence equal to that in many of the nation's larger cities. Racial disturb-

ances occur nationviide, in communities of all sizes.

c. Forms.— (1) There exists a wide variety of racial disturbances. Dis-
orders range from well thought out sniper attacks on symbols of established

authority such as the police, to the disorganized mob violence seen in the

larger disorders. There is a clear break between premeditated and spontane-
ous incidents. In the former category can be lumped much youth gang and
revolutionary activity. Police clashes with such groiips are on the increase,

although the mox'e frequent disturbance is still the spontaneous one which
breaks out without warning and involves participants who have had no prior
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relationship with one another. The mntual suspicion between police and neigh-
borhood residents feeds the discontent which already exists and leads to abuses
on both sides.

(2) Police often have disturbances accompanying arrest situations in minor-

ity neighborhoods. As a crowd of curious forms, epithets may begin to be hurled,

attempts to free the suspect may occur, bricks, bottles and other missiles may
be thrown, and attempts to seize law enforcement officers or destroy their vehi-

cles may follow. As a disorder grows progressively more violent, increasing
crowds are brought out into the streets. Police reinforcements attract further
attention. The locus of the disturbance may then begin to move away from the
scene of the original altercation. As this occurs, the crowds become more
amorphous and distended. Strip commercial areas are often the primary target
of roving bands of rioters. As a disturbance escalates to this level, there con-

tinues to be no centralized control or direction of the ensuing violence. Small
bands of roving rioter'^ are responsible for much of the subsequent window
breaking, looting, arson, and molotov cocktail throwing. Reports of sniping will

often begin to come in, although many of these will remain unconfirmed. Usu-

ally, rumors will exaggerate the areas and extent of damage. Should the Na-
tional Guard have to be called to state active duty, it will be indicative of

fears on the part of police and local officials that the disturbance will be bus-

tained over a substantial period of time. The need to relieve overworked police
will often be a factor as well. The appearance of uniformed military personnel
on the streets, whether National Guard or active Federal forces, and high visi-

bility patrolling, which usually follows, will begin to alter the nature of the
disorder. Sniping and missile throwing as well as taunting and refusal to follow
directions may continue for a substantial period of time, however. While large
crowd concentrations will begin to be broken down, significant damage may
continue to be perpretrated by small groups or Individuals.

(3) It is exceptional for the violence to extend outside black neighborhoods,
although there may be sporadic and isolated incidents of assault, breaking of

windows, or attempted arson in downtown commercial or white residential

areas. Protection may have to be provided for whites who enter the disturbance

area, either intentionally or inadvertently, by car or by foot. Incidents may
also occur as both black and white businessmen attempt to protect their invest-

ments. Very often groups of concerned citizens will ])e organized to attempt to

calm tensions and disperse crowds. Significant counterviolence on the part of

whites, in the form of assaults, sniping, or firebombing, has been known to

occur, although this is not the usual pattern. Centers of particular violence
have often been public housing projects, from which sniper fire has been
directed and where, in any event, there are large concentrations of residents
who may attract police or National Guard attention.

(4) Sabotage of police or military vehicles and equipment may be attempted.
The extremely low percentage of Negroes in the National Guard often has
added to animosities, since this often equals and, in some instances far ex-

ceeds, the segregation evident in the indigenous police force on the scene. This
problem does not carry over significantly when the use of Federal forces be-

comes necessary, due to more equal representation of the races visibly evident
there. There is a cooling effect when Federal military persomiel are involved,
growing out of the realization on the part of many residents that the young
soldier is merely doing a job that he probably considers distasteful and he
may have easily come from a neighborhood similar to the one he now finds

himself in. The use of Federal military forces does not evoke quite the same
image of an alien occupation force that a largely white police force or National
Guard may.

(5) Most injuries, arrests, and damage in racial disturbances occur during
the evening hours. The largest single cause of arrest is usually curfew viola-

tions. The arrest of arsonists or snipers is the exception to the rule. Large
disorders are a cathartic experience for a community and are unlikely to occur
twice in the same area in a given year. Substantial racial disorders have been
and remain largely spring and summer phenomena, although minor disorders

involving police occur throughout the year.

8. Threat Forecast

a. One year projection.—The threat of racial disturbances is expected to con-
tinue at roughly current levels through the period ending in April 1972. The
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likelihood of active Federal forces having to be employed for the containment
of such disorders should remain small. National Guard elements can be ex-

pected to be employed for such disturbances, particularly over the Spring and
Summer of 1971. Local and state police forces vi'ill continue to bear the brunt
of responsibility for controlling racial disturbances. Although there will be a
wide variance in the problems experienced by different police forces in this re-

gard, it is quite possible that the increase in racial tensions noted in 1970 will

continue to rise over the period ending in April 1972. Should this i^rove to be
the case, urban police departments can be expected to be forced to deal with a

higher level of incidents and disturbances having racial overtones. Some of

these problems will be directly associated with militant groups, a number of
which have already exhibited a penchant for becoming involved in shootouts
with police. The increasing resort to counterforce against police, inchiuing
bombing and sniping, could also be expected to carry over to situations in

which the National Guard or active Federal forces were employed. Controver-
sies and racial frictions in many secoudai-y school systems will be a pervasive
problem throughout this period, although it should remain a matter for police
authorities.

b. Five year projection.—The five year period ending in 1975 should see some
amelioration in racial cleavages in the society. Increasing access to all levels

of the job market, the resultant growth of the black middle class, and the

increasing diversion of resources to the nation's cities, all should contribute
to this mitigation of racial tensions. Racial problems will not be resolved dur-

ing this period, however. Many cities will be entering transitional situations
with respect to the shifting of political power. Such shifts will be reflecting ear-

lier migratory patterns. Racial disturliances may decline somewhat in size and
frequency, but they are unlikely to disappear. Local circumstances will deter-
mine when and where sucli disturbances occur. The likeliiiood of active Federal
force involvement in the control of such situations is not expected to increase

beyond the current low levels. Disorders will probably continue to involve Na-
tional Guard forces from time to time, although the latter part of the five year
period may see a decline in the frequency of such employments compared to
the late 1960s. Local police forces will probably be expanding over the five year
period, in response to public concern over crime. This expansion, while largely
unrelated to the separate problem of civil disturbance control, will nonetheless

give such police forces a greater capability to deal with such situations. The
earlier part of the five year period may see police dealing with a continuing
rise in incidents rnd disorders with racial overtones. This rise will largely re-

main within the .( aim of police control. Police forces in the latter part of the
five year period may begin to see a decline in some of this activity. Negro "law
and order" constituencies in many cities may begin to develop and press for
he control of both individual and collective violence.

B. Student Disturhances
1. Present Situation

a. The current wave of student disorders began at the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley in the Fall of 196-^. While it at first appeared that this kind
of disruption .grew out of frustrations with the increasing depersonalization of
students in California's unique "multiversities," it was not long before
smaller, private universities also began to exi^erience disruptions, such as that
at the University of Chicago in 1966. Student protests and sit-ins became more
widespread in 1967 and national attention was focused on Columbia University
in the spring of 1968, v.hen protests organized by the Students for a Demo-
cratic Society (SDS) succeeded in bringing the normal operations of that school
to a complete halt. This feat was duplicated by SDS a year later at Harvard
University, with national attention again directed at the disturbances in higher
education. Prior to the spring of 1970. it was still relatively rare for student
distur!>ances to require National Guard i(n-ces for their control. When the
National Guard was called out, it was usually at predominantly black southern
colleges or at universities such as Wisconsin or Berkel'.y, wiiere radicals -in

and oif the campus were relatively numerous and a tradition of campus mili-
tance had been established.

b. The Spring of 1970 saw a sharp escalation in both the extent and severity
of campus disorders, although radical students continued to constitute only a
small minority. The decision to commit troops to Cambodia at the end of
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April, coupled with the killing of four studeuts by Ohio National Guardsmen
at Kent State University on 4 May, produced a wave of disruption and vio-

lence at colleges and universities across the country. Over 400 campuses went
"on strike"' for varying lengths of time. Arson and vandalism directed at ROTC
and other facilities were commonplace. While the National Guard was called

out to restore order on many campuses previously untouched by significant dis-

ruptions, there was no need for Federal forces to assist in this control function,

c. Active Federal forces have never been used in dealing with campus dis-

orders. However, such forces were prepositioned in May 1970 as a precaution

against disruption at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, in connection

with protests against the trial of black revolutionaries there.

2. Nature, Extent and Fo7-}vs of Student Disturhances

a. Nature.— (1) Student disturbances have been a growing phenomenon over
the last six years. They have not only grown in numbers, but there has also

been an increase in the range of violence experienced. The prime articulated

issues have been the war in Vietnam, the racist nature of the university and
other institutions of the society, and the need for reform of the university

community and a redefinition of its goals. The prominence of these issues has
tended to obscure certain underlying shifts in values that have had much to

do with the increasing alienation of many students. The new malaise reflected

in the attitudes of many college students, now seen in substantial magnitude
at the high school level as well, is part of a developing counter-culture. This
counter-culture linds vacuous and repudiates many of the aspects of life here-

tofore taken for granted in technologically advanced, consumer oriented, post-
industrial states. The disinclination to become a part of the highly organized,
hierarchial bureaucracies tiiat increasingly influence and dominated the citi-

zens of such states has certainly been one underlying cause of student dis-

orders. Tilany students are wondering what brought them to pursue an educa-
tion seemingly designed only to turn oiit efficient technocrats able to manage
the new industrial state. Much of the violence which has occurred in connection
with student disturbances can be attributed in part to frustration with '"the

system."
(2) Student leadership has had much to do with the course of this growing

disaifection. At one extreme have been radicals who have chosen Che, Mao and
Kim IIj Sung as appropriate symbols to celebrate the use of force to achieve
revolutionary goals. Arson and bombing directed at targets associated with the
war of racism have been a product of this end of the student political spec-
trum. There is no evidence of any coordinated national conspiracy responsible
for the numerous disorders seen in the last few years. Rather, there is the
natural impact of new ideas, able to be spi'ead with unprecedent rapidity due
to the speed of modern travel and communications.- Conferences may be held
from time to time to lay out strategy and choose issues to concentrate on, but
each campus has ultimately been left to do pretty much its own thing. Some-
times issues fail one place and do well in another. Sometimes, as in May 1970,
there is such a confluence of outrage that the entire system of higher educa-
tion, and, indeed, the entire society, have felt the shock waves. The killings at
Kent State and the death of a student in a bombing at the University of Wis-
consin in the Summer of 1970 may have brought about the end of innocence as
far as the campus disorders go. Moderate student leadership, no longer afraid
to note the costs of violence, has begun to be heard more frequently. President
Nixon's letter to college and university presidents in the fall of 1970, along-
with the promulgation of the Scranton Commission Report on Campus Unrest
have both attempted to grapple with the problem of student disorders. In addi-
tion, the entire matter has also become a political issue in many places. The
quality of leadership, whether exercised by campus radicals or by established
authorities, will determine to a great extent the course of campus unrest in
the future. Continuing student deaths may .«:erve to isolate radic-al elements,
to the extent they are associated with the bringing about of sucli tragedies. The
demi«e of the stron.aest national student radical group at the end of tlie 1960s
can be directly attributed to their involvement in escalating acts of violence.
Tliis alienated much of their existing and potential following. The lack of a
nifiss base supporting such violence, however, will not prevent determined indi-
viduals or small groups from continuing to disrupt campus communities. The
student ar.-onist or bomber will continue to po.se a problem, in the same manner
such individuals may pose a threat to the outside community.
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b. Extent.—In 1970, there were 7,377,000 students pursuing degrees in 2552

American colleges and universities. Campus disorders have occurred in many
of these schools and no area of the country is immune from these disruptions.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, in a fall 1970 survey of 2551

.college and university presidents, found that colleges and universities in the

Northeast reacted to 'the events of May 1970 more than elsewhere in the coun-

try The survey also found that colleges and universities which admitted fresh-

men from the" top ten percent of high school classes had more reactions than

schools with open admissions policies. Thirty-five percent of the more selective

schools had strikes lasting one day or more. Five percent of these schools had

violent demonstrations. Only nine percent of the schools with more open admis-

sion policies had strikes and only five percent had violent demonstrations. To

the extent that the reactions to Cambodia and Kent State reflected continuing

nationwide attitudes and possible reactions, these figures may provide an in-

sight into the extent of such disorders in the future.

c. Forms.— (1) Student disturbances run the gamut from peaceful demon-

strations and rallies on campus, to violent mob actions which spill from the

campus into adjacent communities. The disorders in May 1970 involved all

forms of campus disturbance, from peaceful protest to sabotage.

(2) Although the numbers of students participating in demonstrations of

one sort or another is often very substantial, the number who have engaged in

violence remains small. The situation facing the Ohio National Guard at Kent

State is instructive as to this point. On the Friday following the President's

speech on Cambodia, a number of students from the campus of 20,900, vandal-

ized property in the downtown area of nearby Kent, Ohio. The town had a

population of only 30,000 and it was felt that the small police force was over-

taxed. The Ohio National Guard, already activated for a nearby teamster

strike, prepared to enter the situation. On Saturday evening the ROTC building

on campus and its contents were destroyed in a fire set by a crowd that in-

cluded many who were not Kent students. Damage was assessed at $86,000.

Hailroad flares had been used to start the fire and machetes and ice picks were

used to gouge and cut fire hoses. The skirmisli line of Guardsmen was peppered

by missiles thrown by students. Missiles included : tree limbs, heavy boards and

an estimated 340 rocks weighing up to seven and a half pounds. According to

the Scranton Commission report, there was no evidence that the disorders were

planned bv student radicals or that there was sniper fire directed at the Na-

tional Guard. The crowd of students into which the Guard fired on Monday
was estimated at 2,000 or only 10% of the campus population. Within this

number were many who had assembled either unaware of a ban on mass demon-

strations or indifferent to it. Some were on their way to classes and others

merely l\vstanders or curious onlookers. The number of those actually engaged
in provoking violence was therefore a further faction of the crowd of 2,000.

(3) The disturbance at Kent State was not entirely typical of serious dis-

orders, however. First, people were killed. Second, the adjacent community
suffered extensive vandalism. Third, there was more property damage on the

campus than is usually the case in student disturbances. Most campus demon-

strations do not require intervention by National Guard forces nor do they

always involve even local police intervention.

(4) The temporary seizure of buildings has been a common tactic used in the

past to gain attention and support for various "non-negotiable" demands. Indi-

vidual acts of violence on campus such as window breaking, defacement, arson

or bombing are difficult to prevent and are often dealt with after the fact by

the school security forces or adjacent police forces.

(5) Where a large campus is located in or near a small city and crowd vio-

lence spills off the campus, as has happened at Berkeley XNith the People's Park

dispute, in Snnta Barbara with the burninsr of the Isle Vista branch of the

Bank of America, or as In Kert Statp. National Guard forces are more likely

to be called in to support the local police forces.

(6) Once a significant disturbance is under way, patterns of violence have

certain similarities. Security forces, whether police or National Guard, are

likely to be the object of much verbal abuse and will have acts of violence di-

rected specifically "at them. Whereas earlier there might have been present

only intangible Lssues or targets of animosity such as an ROTC building, the

arrival of security forces puts living players into the game. Many crowds are

saved from incipient boredom in this fashion. New issues related to the pres-
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ence of police or Guardsmen are developed. Many students raise the issue of

police brutality. They believe society is bankrupt because of what they con-

sider its reliance on brute force. Roving groups may attempt to damage equip-

ment or otherwise interfere with security forces. Traffic in the area on and off

the campus may be disrupted, as students attempt to take their message to the

passive citizens of the world outside the campus.
(7) The more serious or romantic rioters may affect costume appropriate tO'

street battle, ihcluding : gas masks, to protect against tear gas or produce a

fearsome visage ; clubs, with which to break windows or vanquish foes
;
and

molotov cocktails, to burn symbols of the establishment or perhaps shed a little

light on things, as the case may be.

(8) Increasingly, so-called "street people" have become involved with the

demonstrations at the larger colleges and universities. These are often people
not affiliated with the school, except by reason of their living in the immediate
environs of the campus. These elements tend to be younger than the student

demonstrators and are often more irresponsible with respect to the violence

which they are willing to commit.

3. Threat Forecast

a. One year projection.—Student disturbances are expected to continue

through the period ending in April 1972. The pace of withdrawal from Vietnam,
and the continuance of the war, will still be issues, though this may diminish

towards the end of this period as American disengagement proceeds in accord-

ance with the President's decisions. The social inequities' and cultural patterns
of American life will continue to be a source of frustration to college and
university populations which are acutely sensitive to the gap between what
ideals the society professes and what the society in fact practices. Issues of

environmental quality and technological impact will also develop over this

period and may give vent to some disturbances. The security problems associ-

ated with student disturbances will usually lie within the province of school

security forces and local police departments. However, the National Guard will

probably be committed occasionally over this period to deal with the larger
disorders. An escalation in tactics, to include use of firearms, cannot be ruled
out. It is unlikely that there will be a wave of massive, simultaneous disturb-

ances, such was seen in May 1970, although there remains the possibility that
some incident of national proportions could again spark this kind of widespread
disruption. It is possible that legislative support for higher education may be
affected. This could touch off disturbances in the short range period. In the

long run, this might dampen such activity. The likelihood of having to employ
active Federal forces should remain extremely remote. The limited size of cam-
pus populations alone should insure this. Active Federal forces would have to

be employed only in the unlikely event sizeable multiple campus disorders
occurred in a state where the National Guard was already employed in other

capacities. This situation has never occurred and, due to the size of most Na-
tional Guards, it is extremely doubtful that such a situation will develop.

b. Five year projection.—The control problems associated with the campus
disorders experienced to date have not grown beyond local and state capabili-
ties due to the fact that the students were pursuing their studies in 1970 in

more than 2552 separate institutions. While some of the largest state universi-
ties exceeded 30,000 students, institutions of this size were the exception ra'ther

than the rule. The rise in the student population over the period 1971-1975 will

increase both the number of schools and size of some educational institutions.

There will not come into existence student metropolises of a radically different

type, say on the order of 75,000 or 100.000. Over the five year period, there is

likely to remain a problem of student disturbances, although the size and fre-

quency may be somewhat diminished from the levels seen in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. The war in Vietnam will have receded as an issue, but some of
the other concerns v.-hieh have been involved in campus disorders will not have
been eliminated and, in fact, may be somewhat broadened. The developing
campus concerns with issues of ecology and technological impact will not find
the same convenient targets offered by classified military research or the pres-
ence of ROTC. Curriculum reform and university governance along with pres-
sures for a less competitive academic environment should come more to the
fore in this period. General antagonisms of young people towards what is re-

garded as a crassly materialistic society will probably grow over this period.
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These attitudes will be strongest in the institutions of higher education. In
short, it is likely that there will continue to be sharp social, cultural and
political differences between the college and university populations and the
society at large. This will not necessarily result in regular employment of the
National Guard, however. Campus police forces will be strengthened during the
next five years, as will the capacities of many of the adjacent local police
forces. This may help lessen somewhat the frequency of National Guard
employment.

C 3Iass Demonstrations
1. Present Situation

(a) One of the most notable developments of the 1960s was the growing
ability of political organizers and promoters to assemble extraordinarily large
crowds at a particular place at a particular time for a common purpose. Gen-
erally agreed upon estimates give some insight into the proportions of the
phenomenon. In 1963, over 250,000 came to the Lincoln Memorial grounds in

Washington to hear JMartin Luther King's "I have a dream" speech, in retro-

spect a high point of the early civil rights struggle. In New York City in the
spring of 1967, 200,000 demonstrators gathered to protest the war. Perhaps
70.000 demonstrated at tlie Pentagon in October 1967. The Democratic National
Convention attracted 10.000 protestors to Chicago in August 1988. Tlie year
1969 saw 400,000 members of the "Woodstock Nation" assemble at Bethel. New
York, for a rock concert and "festival of life." In October and November of
1969, the largest anti-war demonstrations yet to occur took place in cities across
the nation. A quarter of a million protestors came to Washington, D.C. Numer-
ous mass gatherings of lesser size had become widespread and frequont in the
nation's cities by the end of the decade.

(b) The security problems associated with such large demonstrations and
gatherings are quite different from the problems associated v.'ith the racial
disorders wliich involved the Army in direct fashion five times in the 1960s.
Witli rock festivals, such as Woodstock, the primary security problem is that
faced by promoters wishing, but unable, to exclude non-paying attendees. Public
concerns lay largely in the areas of drug use, proper land use regulation, traf-
fic congestion, and public health. These worries are primarily of a local police
nature, though the Xationnl Guard has on occasion become involved. Collective
violence has usually not grown out of such gatherings, which are motivated
more by cultural tribalism than political disaffection. Mass demonstrations
organized around political objectives have posed a more direct, though still

quite limited, threat of civil disorder. The early mass demonstrations associated
with the civil rights movement wei'e explicitly non-violent, both in theory and
in fact. By contrast, the later large scale anti-war demonstrations came to be
marred by peripheral violence. This problem largely derived from a small minor-
ity of Individuals who used the large demonstrations to engage in acts of civil

disobedience or A^andalism and other street violence. The overwhelming major-
ity of political protestors have remained peaceful in their expressions of dis-
sent nt sucli gatherings, although the number of violent demonstrations has
been growing. The Pentagon demonstration in 1967 saw confrontations with
demonstrators and a substantial number of arrests for acts of civil disobedience.
The Democratic National Convention in Chicago in 1968 was the scene of
more substantial confro^itations witli police and National Guardsmen. The r^o-

called "Counter-Inaugural" demonstration in Washington in January 1969, wit-
nessed a repeat of police confrontations involving small bands of roving dem-
onstrators. The militant Weatherman faction of SDS collected 800-400 street
fighters for their "Days of Rage" and "Wargasm" action in Chicago in Octo-
ber 7969. The Vietnam ^Moratorium on 15 October 19*39 was noted for its peace-
ful demonstrations nationwide, but the 15 November 1969 Mobilization gather-
ing in Washington saw a return of vandalism, street violence, and police and
National Guard confrontntions. New Haven. Connecticut, experienced minor
confrontations in connection with the protests against the trial of black revolu-
tionaries there in May 1970. Similar police problems arose in May 1970, at the
conclusion of a demonstration in Washington, which attracted 60,000 persons
protefifting the commitment of troops to Cambodia.

2. Nature, Extent, and Forms of Mass Demonstrations
a. Nature.— (1) Mass demonstrations may be divided into those producing

violence and those which remain peaceful. Local, state, and Federal statutes
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have been enacted to preclude violence at mass demonstrations ; however, the

nature of the issues, composition of demonstrating groups, nature of the leader-

ship, the sites of demonstrations, and the likelihood of counter-demonstrations,

all bear on the factor of violence and the preparations of security at any given

demonstration.

(2) The leadership of groups capable of calling together significant numbers
of demonstrators at a given time have been basically involved with civil rights,

anti-war, religious, social, political, labor, and patriotic causes. Some of the

leadership, particularly in the anti-war and political categories have, as part
of their demonstration activities, sought to encourage acts of civil disobedience

and confrontations. However, most leaders of mass demonstrations have not

desired confrontations with authorities, in part because this may reduce crowd
iitteudance.

b. Extent.—Mass demonstrations have mainly occurred in large cities or on

college and university oampuxes throughout the United States. Sufficient people

supporting the espoused demonstration aims must be within a reasonable travel-

ing distance. On occasion mass demonstrations have drawn participants from
almost every area of the country, l>ut generally participants seldom come from
distances greater than 1000 miles, with the great majority coming from a radius

under 250 miles from the demonstration. One exception has been noted, the

rock festival. While not strictly a mass demonstration, the rock festival or

similar gathering has drawn enormous crowds into relatively remote areas of

the country. Such festivals have usually been peaceful. However, the large
numbers of participants pose unique problems for remote areas served by only
a few ijolice.

c. Forms.— (1) Mass demonstrations are essentially large gatherings of indi-

viduals at a given place at a given time in support of a given cause or for

entertainment purpo::es. The patterns taken by these demonstrations are simi-

lar. The event is publicized by the groups involved and in the mass media, to

include the legitimate press, campus press, and the underground press. Tele-

vision press conferences are common. Normally an agenda is announced which
calls for assembly of the praticipants at a given area to attend a rally and
listen to speeches, or a marcii lerds to a demonstration area where a rally is

held with speeches and entertainment. Most notable examples of this form of

demonstration are the 1967 march on the Pentagon and the October and
November 19G9 A^ietnam Moratorium and Mobilization demo; x; rations. Spin-off
demonstrations i>y radical participants have occurred, often >vith ensuing vio-

lence. This was true of the November 1969 ilohilization demonstration. Counter-
demonstrations at peaceful gatherings have occurred more frequently in the
recent past. Some of these counter-demonstrations have involved violence.

(2) While the great majority of demonstrators have been peaceful, a small

fringe has produced confrontation and violence. This segment, basically amor-

plious but occasionally with some identifiable leadership, often equips itself

with protective gear, including crash helmets and body padding, and may have
clulis, concealable mi'^siles, chains, and cans of caustic spray. Prior to going
underground, the Weathermen conducted training for police confrontations.

Such tactics are directly opposite to the more common tactics of civil disobedi-

ence, where participants may become limp and do not otherwise resist authori-

ties. Civil diso])edience, while nonviolent, has been used from time to time.

Lying or sitting down in streets or hallways of public buildings has posed
problems in the past. One demonsti-ation organizer has recently called for such
tactics to be employed in future demonstrations. In addition, plans have been

developed to place inoperable vehicles at critical intersections in Washington,
D.C to tie-up the city.

3. Threat Forecast

a. One year projection.—Mass demonstrations will probably continue, com-
mencing in the Spring of 1971. Anti-war groups have called for a return to

Washington for mass demonstrations, with an emphasis on civil disobedience.
Civil rights groiips have also called for demonstrations in Washington, but
plan to forgo a second "Resurrection City." Such demonstrations are likely to

draw substantial numbers in view of their timing in the Spring and their al-

ready advanced planning. The nature of further demonstrations in the remain-
der of the period will depend, basically, upon the criticality of issues or the
advent of another significant event such as the Cambodian incursion. The issue
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of Vietnam should fade as withdrawal proceeds, althcmgh demonstrations are

likely to continue in some form. Ecological, racial or economic iiroblems will

probably produce other demonstrations. Mass demonstrations are subject to

periods of waning size and effectiveness. Worries about possible violence tend

to have a negative effect on the willingness of many potential demonstrators to

participate in an action. In addition, fear of prosecution under local, state, or

Federal law has an inhibiting effect on open appeals for organized street vio-

lence on a large scale. Thus, the prol>lem of street disorders associated witli

large political demonstrations should not grow into a matter for the regular

employment of active Federal forces in this period. It has been and should

remain, with the possible exception of Washington, a matter of primarily local

and state concern. The National Guard, particularly in Washington. D.C.. may
be used from time to time to supplement local police whenever it is feared

that violence or crowd size may exceed the capabilities of local authorities.

Threats of counter-demonstrations, as exemplified by the situations in Portland,

Oregon, at the American Legion convention in the Summer of 1970, will prob-

ably continue to cause local officials to look to the National Guard as a reserve

force.

b. Five year projection.—In the early 1970s it may be expected that mass

political demonstrations and other large gatherings will continue to occur. The
seeming immediacy of national prolileuis and the deep personal involvement

with complex issues not subject to immediate resolution (l)oth largely brought
about by the technological revolutions in the communications media), together
with an ever increasing freedom of mobility, should insure that whether the

issue be a mere desire for entertainment, withdrawal of overseas military

commitments, national policies relating to race, the environment or other, as yet

unperceived issues, large numbers of people are likely to continue to be drawn
to mass demonstrations and gatherings. Security should remain within the

capabilities of local law enforcement authorities with some support fvimi the

Naticmal Guard. While present trends indicate a growing polarization and

increasing resort to violence on the part of some protestors, barring some

cataclysmic and as yet unforeseen political crisis, disorders associated with

mass demonstrations, to the extent they continue through 197n, should not

require active Federal forces for their control. This conclusion would be tnib-

ject to major change only if the domestic political climate were to degenerate
to the point where open street conliicts, including those between opposing piiUt-

ical factions greatly exceed their present levels.

D. Polificul Terrorism and Guerrilla Warfare

1. Present Situation - '^
"»|

a. For purposes of this section, political terrorism is deemed to include

organized conspiratorial activity with selective violence and revolutionary

goals, but with limited participation. Guerrilla warfare is defined as a large
scale organized, but irregular, paramilitary activity designed to promote civil

strife in furtherance of revolutionary goals and the overthrow of the govern-
ing regime.

b. Research published by the National Commission on the Causes and Pre-

vention of Violence in 1969 has given some insight into the quantitative and
qualitative nature of political violence in contemporary America as compared
with earlier periods in our history. What the evidence suggests is that political

violence increased in the 1960s over previous decades, but that it remained less

than the mr^gnitude of civil strife experienced in tlie latter part of the 19th

Century and early 20th Century, when the turmoil of the Reconstruction period
was followed by massive racial and labor violence. The injuries caused by
political violence over the last 30 years were found to be, proportionate to popu-
lation, less numerous than those vrhich occurred in the previous 30 years,
1909-1938.

c. The Commission found that the five year period, mid-1963 to mid-1968,
had witnessed 239 hostile oiitbreaks by NegroQs which resulted in 8,000 injuries
and 191 deaths. This violence is discr.ssed in the previou-. section dt'aiing with
racial disturbances. There were in the same period 170 anti-war demonstra-
tions noted, which involved a total of about 700.000 people. Violence was ini-

tiated in about 20 cases. The sections covering student disturbances and mass
demonstrations deal in part with this category. Finally, over 1,000,000 people
participated in this five year period in 370 reported civil rights demonstrations,
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almost all of which were peaceful. None of these forms of mass protest fall

within the definition of political terrorism.

(1. The most significant form of political terrorism in the recent past devel-

oped in the early 1960s with white attacks on blacks and civil rights workers.
The bombing of a church in Birmingham, which killed four young Negro chil-

dren, and the killing of the civil rights workers Schweruer, Chaney, and Good-
man in Mississippi, are indicative of this development. There were about 20

deaths between 1963 and 1968 involving this kind of white terrorism. Black
terrorism against whites, mostly police, began in 1968. Overall from 1963 to

1968 there were about 220 Americans killed in violent civil strife. About 19

police deaths in the first nine months of 1970 could be attributed to such
terrorism. The phenomenon has clearly accelerated in the immediate past.

e. In comparison with other countries, Americans liave seldom organized for

purposes of carrying out political terrorism. Had there been truly effective

revolutionary organizations in existence, tlie levels of political violence which
this country has experienced would have been much higher. The decade of the
1960s made the nation extremely sensitive to the problem of political assassina-

tions, with the killings of President John Kennedy, Senator Robert Kennedy,
Meager Evers, Malcolm X, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. While these assassi-

nations were in a sense political, in that the victims were chosen for reasons
associated with their positions of political leadership, they were carried out

by individuals for highly personal and, in some cases, deranged motivations.
Tliere is no evidence they were conspiratorial acts carried out by revolutionary
organizations.

f. The recent past has noted a sharp increase in acts of political terrorism.

Overall, from 1 January 1968 to 15 April 1970, 4,330 bombings, 1,475 attempts
to bomb, and 35,129 threats to bomb were reported. Bombing and arson attacks
on Federal buildings alone increased from 13, in the 12 month period ending
30 Jime 1969, to 38, in the corresponding period in 1970. Property damage in-

creased accordingly, from $7,250 to $612,569. Threats against such buildings
rose from 46 to 383 over this period.

g. In the 36 percent of the l)ombing cases where law enforcement officers

were able to categorize perpetrators. 56 percent could be attributed to campus
disturbances, 19 percent to black extremists, 14 percent to white extremists,
2 percent to labor disputes, and 1 percent to attacks on religious institutions.

Eight percent were in aid of criminal activities such as extortion, robbery,
and arson for insurance. These figures suggest that the current problem of

bombings has been primarily the product of young radicals. The next biggest
source of such incidents has grown out of racial tensions in the society.

h. To date, the overwhelming majority of the acts of terrorism, such as at-

tacks on police and the 4,330 recent bombings, have not been carried out by
nationally organized, conspiratorial, revolutionary groups or organizations.
Ratlier they have been carried out by individuals or very small affinity groups
who may share the revolutionary goals of some organizations, but who are act-

ing essentially on their own without extensive coordination. This is not to say
that there are not in existence radical groups and black revolutionary organiza-
tions whose goals and plans encompass such activity. One small radical orga-
nization of this nature has gone underground in the past year and one black
revolutionary organization maintains a position which favors attacks on police,

although only under a self-defense justification.
i. Guerrilla warfare, as defined above, involving widespread and coordinated

paramilitary attacks on the structure of the state for the purpose of over-

throwing the regime, does not now exist nor has it existed in our past, with
the exception of guerrilla activity associated with the Revolutionary War and
the Civil War. The evidence of political terrorism in our past and our more
recent history does not rise to the level of what is commonly classed as guer-
rilla warfare or insurgency. Urban terrorism has been on the increase and this
has led some to loosely categorize this as urban guerrilla warfare.

2. 'Nature, Extent, and Form of Political Terrorism and Guerrilla Warfare
a. yatnre.-— (1) The nature of political terrorism in our society as it pres-

ently exists involves two basic sources. The first has to do with the radical
student movement which began to be evident in institutions of higher learning
in the 1960s. Some of the individuals associated with this movement are no
longer students and have shifted their attention to constituencies beyond the
campus. The second major source of political terrorism involves acts of violence
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perpetrated by blacks in the furtherance of ijolitical goals. Both of these cate-

gories encompass individnals whose activities may be more a product of under-

lying psychic needs than rational pursuit of enunciated goals. A potential third
source of political terrorism lies in the development of right wing violence,
wiiich might grow to significant levels in tlie future. It is not presently a pr(jb-
lem of any substantial degree, although occasional incidents of terrorism and
counter-terrorism have taken place within the recent past. This potential prob-
lem is discussed more fully below.

(2) The leadership of traditional leftist groups in the United States do not
now advocate vidk-nce to attain their objectives. The basic objective of some
of these older grv.ups is to promote a Marxist-Leninist society through non-
violent means. The leadership of some of the newer revolutionary groups do
advocate acts of violence as a method for furthering their goals. As noted above,
however, the incidents which can be directly traced to the activities of such
organizations make up only a sinall fraction of the total number of acts of
terrorism. One of the major ancillary effects of the new revolutionary leader-

sliip and propaganda involving advocacy of terrorism is to give an articulated

justification for terrorist acts carried out both by members of such groups as
well as the more numerous xinaffiliated individuals who are merely exposed to

such thinking. Acts of terrorism, sucli as sniping and kidnapping, carried out

by isolated individuals or small aflSnity groups liave been hailed by leaders of

revolutionary organizations as acts which further revolutionary objectives. This
should not be misconstrued as necessarily indicating tliat these groups have
either perpetrated or counseled sucli acts. Such incidents offer convenient pub-
licity or propaganda ploys ai;d are often seized upon for these reasons.

b. Ed- tent.—Terrorist activity gener!>lly occurs in urban areas and on campus
communities nationwide. Acts of destruction of property have also occurred at

military installations and other targets associated with the Federal govern-
ment and its war policies. Occasional attacks on isolated communications facili-^

ties have occurred in the past, although this is not common.
c. Forms.— (1) Arson, l)ombing, sniping, attacks on police, assassination, phys-

ical intimidation, beatings, kidnapping and hijacking are the most common
forms of terrorism currently turned to.^ Such acts may or may not occur witli

political motivation. The present political terrorism has mostly been carried out
by individuals or small groups of dissidents. Tactics vary, i)ut with the case
of arson, acts of property destruction, and bombing, the usual targets are
symbolic of the existing political system. Thus, i)olice stations and equipment.
Federal facilities. National Guard, and Reserve armories, ROTC facilities,
Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations, selective service offices,

campus research facilities working on military contracts, and corporations en-

gaged in production of war materials and munitions, or otherwise symbolic of
the coriiorate state, have all been targets. The less pi-oficient bombers also have
been known to inadvertently select themselves as sulijects for obliteration.

(2) Arson is normally accomplished by the use of molotov cocktails. Military
vehicles have been destroyed by placing wicks in the gas tanks and lighting
them. Forewarning is usually not present in arson cases. However, with the
ease of explosive bombings forewarnings are common, both to prevent the loss
of life as well as to take credit for the act. Bombs are usually left in areas
of buildings accessible to the public, such as washrooms, trash receptacles, and
hallways. The use of explosive laden automobiles has recently come to light.
There have been several instances of attempted bombings from light aircraft.
Bomb threats as well as actual bombings are (piite common against all of the
targets noted above, since these serve to harass and disrupt normal courses of
activity.

(3) Sniping and other a.ssaults on police usually occur on normal patrols,
sometimes after a false report designed to lure police to an amlmsh area. Ter-
rorist tactics are presently evolving, depending both on the immediate situa-
tion as well as the media attention given to other successful terrorist attacks.

S. Threat Forecast

a. One year projection.—The rise in political terrorism, as exemplified by
attacks on police, bombing and arson, is likely to continue over the next year.

1 Airplane hijackin? has already had a liir.itfd effect on active Federal forces, as- a
result of the decision to temporarily place military cuards on selected aircraft in the
fall of 1970.
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Campus communities will remain focal points for mucn of this activity, par-
ticularly those attacks directed at symbols of the Federal government and its

policies in Indochina. Additional deaths of students might help bring about a
uK)re unfavorable atmosphere for such activity, however. Attacks on i)olice w ill

continue to be seen in the larger urban areas, particularly in black communi-
ties. Khiuapping of officials, already common elsewhere, may also become a
problem in this country in the next year. There has already been one instance
of the kidnapping of a judge and this may indicate a trend in the offing, par-
ticularly in view of the wide media coverage of such activity elsewhere.

Hijacking of airliners may decline somewhat, as it did over this past year, Jiar-

ticularly as increased security measures come into play. Political terrorism
will have the greatest impacc on urban police forces and local, state and Federal
investigative agencies. Political terrorism is not likely to involve Natiojial
Guard or active Federal forces, except perhaps in security guard roles or in.

the restoration of essential public services disiupted by .sabotage. The use of
Canadian Armed Forces personnel to protect government officials from kid-

napping in the Fall of j970 may be a precedent for this country. The short
term use of National Guard or active Federal forces as guards for state or
Federal facilities is also a possibility.

b. Five year forecast.—Political alienation In campus communities will prob-
ably continue and some terrorist activity will probably remain associated with
such alienation. The end of the war in Vietnam should reduce the most im-
portant source of moral and political outrage, although other issues may pro-
vide suitable pretexts for acts of terrorism. Overall, the end of the five year
period may see a decline in the levels of this kind of activity, as repercussions
from all levels of society begin to be felt. It is conceivable that tlie society wnll

polarize to such an extent, iJolitically, socially, and culturally, that sucli activity
continues to rise as such frustrations on both sides grow. Stabilizing forces in
the society shotild precltide this occurring, although it remains a possibility.
Whatever the impact of political terrorism during this period, it will remain
largely a police problem at the local level. National Guard or active Federal
forces should be involved only in ordnance disposal problems, security roles,
or in the restoration of essential public services which may have been disrupted
by terrorist activity.

E. Labor Disturuances
1. Present Situation

a. The legitimization of the labor union in the middle 1930s and the subse-
quent functioning of the system of collective bargaining has largely ended
serious labor violence in the United States. The institutionalizing of labor-
management relations and the overall effectiveness of the resultant arbitration
machinery has been a stabilizing influence in American society. Most unrest and
violence deriving from labor disputes has traditionally been concerned with
jiicket line activity. This has largely remained a police matter. Serious la'oor
violence has involved the National Guard on occasion. Active Federal forces
have not l)een used in connection with labor violence since 1921. A severe rail-
road strike during World War II and a steel strike during the Korean War
did produce Presidential threats that active Federal forces might be used to
restore services and production. It was not until the postal strike in 2970.
liosvever, that active Federal forces actually became involved in restoring an
essential public service.

b. The postal strike pointed up a major area of unresolved issues which
began to come to the fore in the 1960s. The "no strike" tradition at all levels
of government had begun to be called into question by increasing numbers of
local, state and Federal employees. One of the bargaining threats of govern-
ments involved in such disputes is that National Guard or Federal forces may
be called in to perform necessary functions. Strikes or slow-downs by police,
firemen, teachers, sanitation and hospital workers, and other public employees,
have occurred in the recent past. Such strikes or slow-downs have a substantial
impact on the health, safety and welfare of both large and small communities.
Other than with the postal strike, however, the large scale assumption of
health, welfare, or safety duties by National Guard or active Federal forces
has not occurred to date.

2. Nature, Extent and Forms of Labor Disturbances
a. Nature.— (1) As noted above, labor disruptions impacting on law enforce-

ment agencies fall into two broad categories. First, there are those which have
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enough associated violence to require police or National Guard intervention.

Second, there are disruptions, such as the postal strike, which involve the

interruption of an essential public service. The former category has been a
declining feature of American life since the 1930s, although there remain occa-

sional requirements for police or National Guard forces to enter in a peace
keeping role. The latter category is a developing one. There has been little

impact on National Guard or active Federal forces in connection with The

interruption of essential public services so far, although erosion of the "no strike"

tradition among goverinueut workers may change this in the future.

(2) Labor leadership in the nation is fully committed to making the system
of collective bargaining work. Many strikes are long and bitter. AVhat violence
occurs from time to time almost never has the sanction, expressed or implied.
,of union leadership. Jurisdictional disputes among unions may also become
bitter and on occasion violent. As with strike violence, however, violence asso-

ciated with jurisdictional disputes or organizing efforts is not encouraged by
union leadership. A'iolence almost always is the result of individuals or small

groups acting without approval of leadership elements.
b. Extent.—Labor violence is normally centered, as might be expected, in

the more highly industrialized areas of the nation. Plants and industrial sites

have been tlie scene of most picket line violence. Other disruptions are common
in downtown areas of cities or other construction areas.

c. Fwtufi.—The most common forms of labor violence are scuffles at picket
lines, where scabs or other individuals or goods may pass through lines of

striking workers. Such violence may involve threats or other forms of intimi-

dation. There may be the use of clubs, chains, brass knuckles or firearms.

Strikes against trucking firms have often involved sniping at vehicles on the

open road. There may also be the use of stench bombs, molotov cocktails or

explosives. Spontaneous acts of vandalism, such as the overturning of vehicles,

the .setting f>f fires or the breaking of windows or furniture can occur. In the
more recent past, efforts of minoi-ity groups to protest union discrimination
have jtrodnced some violence at construction sites. Where collective violence

occurs, there are unlikely to be more than a few hundred workers gathered
at any one time.

3. Threat Forecast

a. One year projection.—Strikes and other labor disputes involving violence
will occur over the period ending April 1972. They should remain only a police

problem. Only in exceptional cases should disputes require National Guard
intervention. There should be no need for active Federal forces to contain
violence growing out of labor disputes. In addition to the violence traditionally
associated with some labor disputes, the period may see a rise in disturbances
connected with minority group pressures for equal employment opportunities,
particularly in the construction and automotive trades. This also should re-

main a police problem. Strikes by public workers and other labor disputes may
lead to the interruption of essential puMic services. It is possible that this

may result in the employment of National Ouard or active Federal forces to

restore such services.

b. Five year projection.—^There should be no substantial rise in the levels of
violence a.ssociated with traditional labor disputes over the five year period.
Conflicts over minority group employment may grow somewhat. Both matters
.'should remain a matter primarily of police concern, although the National
Guard may be called out occasionally in connection with particularly bitter

strikes. Active Federal forces should not have any peace keeping functions
to perform. Both the National Guard and active Federal forces may be more
likely to become invoh-ed in the restoration of essential public services than
over the one year period. This development will depend primai'ily on how well
tlie "no strike" tradition of public employees holds up.

F. Devolopinff Sources of Civil Di,sturban ces

1. Introduction

There are a number of developing sources of civil disturbances. Some of
these have previously been addressed in prior portions of the study. This section
will deal with those sources which have not yet been firmly established as
significant problems, but which by their very nature deserve separate exami-
nation due to their potential impact on the law enforcement authorities should
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they evolve into mature threats. The incipient nature of some of these phe-
nomena prevents firm predictions of their development.

2. Other Minorities

a. The most significant development of minority consciousness in the post
World War II period has been the growth of Negro group awareness. This new
awareness has had a profound political, social, and economic impact and has

helped create a climate of change in the country which has nutured the
latent consciousness of other racial and ethnic minorities and other previously
inchoate groups sharing common interests. The largest of these minorities
which has begun to achieve a sense of unity are the Americans of Mexican
descent, also known as Chicanos. In the Summer of 1970, a substantial civil

disturbance involving Chicanos occurred in Los Angeles. This pointed up the
fact that in the Southwest and West there are large concentrations of Chi-
canos who have begun to sense a group identity and will in the future be

pressing for common goals. Substantial frictions could develop and, as already
witnessed witli respect to the situation of Chicano migrant workers in Cali-

fornia, economic and political matters are already an issue in some areas.
Puerto Ricans in some of the larger cities of the Midwest and Northeast have
also begun to manifest a new group consciousness. In addition, American
Indians over the last few years have similarly begun to press for common
objectives.

b. Some violence and police problems have been associated with the changes
in attitudes of each of these three groups. As noted above, Chicanos have been
involved in rioting in Los Angeles. In New York City and Chicago, Puerto
Rican youth groups have occupied public buildings. American Indians have
"liberated"' Alcatraz and have been involved with police in disputes over
fishing rights in the Northwest. Beyond these three groups, there are other

minority groups which may be subject to the same kinds of changes in outlook.
This would include the large numbers of Americans of Chinese and Japanese
descent in many cities. Law enforcement problems have been relatively minor
to date. The size and frequency of disorders may increase in the future, how-
ever, and may come to have a significant impact on National Guard employ-
ment. The sizes of the minority populations involved are such that there should
be no need for active Federal forces to contain civil disturbances which may
be associated with these groups.

3. Threat Forecast

a. One-year projection.—The Spring or Summer of 1971 may see civil dis-
turbances involving Chicanos in the Southwest or West. If they do occur, it

is imlikely that containment problems would exceed the capabilities of local
or state police. The use of National Guard forces should be unlikely, although
it cannot be ruled out. There should be no need for active Federal forces. The
likelihood of Puerto Rican involvement in significant civil disturbances should
be less, with civil authorities able to control any disorders which may develop.
This period may also see small scale incidents involving American Indians,
although this too should remain a matter of only police concern.

b. Five-year projection.—The five year period may see substantially increased
minority unrest grow out of an awakening sensitivity to existing social and
economic injustices. The civil disturbances which have been associated with
the growth of racial tensions may be paralleled by disturbances related to the
drive for equality on the part of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, American Indians,
or other ethnic groups. Should such disturbances occur they should be able to
be contained by local and state security forces. It is possible, however, that
the National Guard may have to be employed on occasion. There should be
no requirement for intervention on the part of active Federal forces.

Jt. Development of Right-Wing Violence

The rapidity of social change experienced in the 1960's has not to date led
to the development of significant violence by right-wing extremist groups. Such
groups have remained small, poorly led, factionalized, and without significant
resources. These groups encompass both racist and fascist ideologies. It is

possible that the growth of left-wing violence may lead to the development of
counter-Adolence and vigilante movements from those who see a threat to their
livelihood and way of life. The increasingly visible signs of the developing

32-996—74 .5
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youth culture, as evidenced by changing dress and hair styles, drug use, and
altered sexual mores, may further frighten those who see their personal values

and the values they associate with the nation under fatal attack. Should this

lead to street confrontations or other altercations, it would pose a problem for

police and possibly the National Guard.

5. Threat Forecast

a. One-year projection.—Given the current small size of right-wing extremist

groups, their fragmented nature and their lack of substantial resources, the

period ending in April 1972 should not see the development of significant right-

wing violence. Violence associated with such groups should remain isolated,

infrequent, and generally within the purview of local police forces. There should
be no impact on National Guard or active Federal forces.

b. Five-year projection.—\t is conceivable tliat more significant right-wing
violence may develop over the five year period. If events in Indochina come
to be looked on as a defeat for the United States, the search for scapegoats
may begin. Some may conclude the enemy was really here at home and try to

take what they consider to be appropriate measures to deal with this fact.

Sharply escalated radical or racial violence over this period might also set in

motion vigilante movements or other counter-reactions. The continuing growth
of sharply different values and lifestyles among the young could add to the

possibility of right-wing violence developing. Stabilizing forces in the society
should minimize such violence, should it begin to develop. The most likely
form of violence would be street clashes between opposing political factions,

violent counter-demonstrations, or hit-and-run attacks on headquarters or sym-
bols of opposing political groups. Most of such activity would be a police iirob-

lem. It would not involve the National Guard, except perhaps as they miglit
be called upon to supplement local police forces where potentially violent

demonstrations were expected. There should be no impact on active Federal
forces.

6. Violence Associated With Street People

a. One of the more recent civil disturbance developments is the growing
violence associated with groups of young people who have begun to congregate
in some university and college communities and in certain urban areas. The
term "street people"' has been used to describe this amorphoiis class of youth,
whose most common bonds are a general disaffection with societal values and
a common cultural bond with one another. Many cites have now developed an
identifiable community complete with underground press where these young
people find themselves comfortable and where, in some cases they approach or

already constitute a majority status. The prototype of this development was
the Haight-Ashbury district in San Francisco. In the recent past, some of the
street people have become engaged in confrontations with police in Los Angeles,
Berkeley, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Washington, D.C. and Atlanta.

b. Police interference with the life styles of these groups, particularly as
related to drug usage and anti-loitering ordinances, have precipitated much
of this violence. The street people consider the police and often local mer-
chants as obnoxious symbols of the alien culture they repudiate.

c. Confrontations to date have involved assaults on police, throwing of mis-

siles, looting, smashing of windows, and other acts of vandalism. Protective

helmets, padding and anti-tear gas equipment has become evident.

7. Threat Forecast

a. One-year projection.—The period ending April 1972 will probably see tliis

phenomenon spreading to other cities. It should remain a police problem,
however.

b. Five-year projection.—The five-year period ending in 1975 may see vio-

lence of this character continue to spread and possibly escalate in intensity.
Continued confrontations with police may lead to the use of firearms on a

regular basis. This might sufficiently alter the nature of these disorders to
the point where National Guard intervention could be more likely. There should
continue to be no impact on active Federal forces.

G. Natural Disasters and other Emergencies

1. Present Situation

Natural disasters and other emergencies fall within a broad definition of
civil disturbances, since they often produce extensive civil disruption and
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frequently have a substantial Impact on local law enforcement authorities,

the National Guard or active Federal forces.

2. Nature and Impact of Natural Disasters or Other Emergencies
a. Nature.—Natural disasters include : blizzards, floods, tidal waves, smog

concentrations, hurricanes, forest fires, tornadoes, ice jams, drought, and ava-

lanches. Other emergencies include train and truck wrecks, plane crashes and
ship disasters. In addition to loss of life in connection with these latter events,

dangerous cargoes may be involved. Thus, there may be associated problems
with nuclear radiation, chemical toxicity or explosions. Power failures or com-
munication interruptions due to natural causes or possibly sabotage are also

capable of causing wide civil disruption.
b. Impact.—The year 1909 gives a typical picture of the impact of these prob-

lems. In 1969, National Guardsmen were summoned on ST occasions, in 27

states, to assist civil authorities in disasters and related emergencies. In all,

approximately 14,000 Guardsmen were involved in duties of this nature. The
use of active Federal forces is unusual. Other than in the ai'ea of explosive
ordnance disposal, the National Guard is the primary source of assistance to

local authorities.

3. Threat Forecast

a. One-year projection.—Natural disasters or other emergencies are sporadic
and unpredictable. Local meteorological records, insurance statistics or other
such compilations may assist in drawing geographical patterns and noting the
frequency of particular occurrences. However, anticipation rather than pre-
diction of such events is usually all that can be accomplished to assist in prep-
arations. Civil authorities will be the primary agencies with responsibilities in
this area. The National Guard will also be frequently employed in giving
assistance in such cases. The use of active Federal forces will be unusual and
will depend on local circumstances.

b. Five-year foreca:st.
—Again, natural disasters are sporadic and not pre-

dictable. The five year period may see an increase in emergencies traceable to
the growing technological complexity of our society. Smog emergencies, elec-

trical power shortages or "brown outs", or possibly, nuclear incidents are a
reflection of this development. As with the one year projection, civil authori-
ties and the National Guard will be the primary agencies of responsibility,
witli active Federal forces acting only in an infrequent and supplementary
capacity.

IV. CONSOLIDATED THREAT FORECASTS

A. Racial Disturbances
1. One-year projection

Tlie threat of racial disturliances is expected to continue at roughly current
levels through the period ending in April 1972. Controversies and racial fric-

tions in many secondary school systems will be a pervasive problem through-
out this period, although it should remain a matter for police authorities. The
likelihood of active Federal forces having to be employed for the containment
of sucli disorders should remain small. National Gimrd elements can be ex-

pected to be employed for such disturbances, particularly over the Spring and
Summer of 1971. Local and state police forces will continue to bear the brunt of

responsibility for controlling racial disturbances. Although there will be a
wide variance in the problems experienced by different police forces in this

regard, it is quite possible that the increase in racial tensions noted in 1970
will continue to rise over the period ending in April 1972. Should this prove
to be the case, urban police departments can be expected to be forced to deal
with a higher level of incidents and disturbances having racial overtones. Some
of these problems will be directly associated with militant groups, a number
of which have already exhibited a penchant for bectmiing involved in shootouts
with police. The increasing resort to counterforce against police, including
bombing and sniping, could also be expected to carry over to situations in
which the National Guard or active Federal forces were employed.

2. Five-year projection
The five year period ending in 1975 should see some amelioration in racial

cleavages in the society. Increasing access to all levels of the job market, the
resultant growth of the black middle class, and the increasing diversion of
resources to the nation's cities, all should contribute to the beginning of a
mitigation of racial tensions. Racial problems will not be resolved during this
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period, however. Many cities will be entering transitional situations with

respect to the shifting of political power. Such shifts will be reflecting earlier

migratory patterns. Racial disturbances may decline somewhat in size and
frequency, but they are unlikely to disappear. Local circumstances will de-

termine when and where such disturbances occur. The lilielihood of active
Federal force involvement in the control of such situations is not expected to

increase beyond the current low levels. Disorders will probably continue to

involve National Guard forces from time to time, although the latter part
of the five year period nmy see a decline in the frequency of such employments
compared to the late 19G0s. Local police forces will probably be expanding over
tlie five year period, in response to public concern over crime. Tliis expansion,
while largely unrelated to the separate problem of civil disturbance control,
will nonetheless give such police forces a greater capability to deal with such
situations. The earlier part of the five year period may see police dealing with
ii continuing rise in incidents and disorders with racial overtones. This rise

will largely remain within the realm of police control. Police forces in the
latter part of the five year period may begin to see a decline in some of this

activity as Negro "law and order" constituencies in many cities may begin to

develop and press for the control of both individual and collective violence.

B. Student Disturbances
1. One-year projection

Stiident disturbances are expected to continue through the period ending in

April 1972. The pace of withdrawal from Vietnam, and the continuance of the

war, will still be issues, though this may diminish towards the end of this

period as American disengagement proceeds in accordance with the President's

decisions. The social inequities and cultural patterns of American life will

continue to be a source of frustration to college and university populations
which are acutely sensitive to the gap between what ideals the society pro-
fesses and what the society in fact practices. Issues of environmental quality
and technological impact will also develop over this period and may give
vent to some disturbances. The security problems associated with student
disturbances will usually be within the province of school security forces and
local police departments. However, the National Guard will probably be com-
mitted occasionally over this period to deal with the larger disorders. It is un-

likely that there will be a wave of massive, simultaneous disturbances, such
was seen in May 1970. although there remains the possibility that some inci-

dent of national proportions could again spark this kind of widespread dis-

ruption. It is possible that legi.slative .support for higher education may be
affected. This could touch off disturbances in the short range period. In the

long run it might be likely to dampen such activity. The likelihood of having
to employ active Federal forces should remain extremely remote. The limited
size of campus populations alone should insure this. Active Federal forces

would have to be employed only in the unlikely event sizeable multiple campus
disorders occurred in a state where the National Guard was already employed
in other capacities. This situation has never occurred and, due to the size of

most National Guards, it is extremely doubtful that such a situation will

develop.

2. Five-year projection

The control problems associated with the campus disorders experienced to

date have not grown beyond local and state capabilities due to the fact that
the.se students were pur.suing their studies in 1970 in more than 2552 separate
institutions. While some of the largest state universities exceeded 30,000 stu-

dents, institutions of this size were the exception rather than the rule. The
rise in the student population over the period 1971-1975 will increase both
the number of schools and size of some educational institutions. There will
not come into existence student metropolises of a radically different type, say
on the order of 75,000 or 100,000. Over the five year period there is likely to
remain a problem of student disturbances, although the size and frequency
may be somewhat diminished from the levels seen in the late 1960s and early
1970s. The war in Vietnam will have receded as an issue, but some of the
other concerns which have been involved in campus disorders will not have
been eliminated and, in fact, may be somewhat broadened. The developing
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campus concerns with issues of ecology and teclmological impact will not find

the same convenient targets offered by classified military research or the

presence of ROTC. Curriculum reform and university governance along with

pressures for a less competitive academic environment should come more to the

fore in this period. General antagonisms of young people towards what Is

regarded as a crassly materialistic society will probably grow over this period.

These attitudes will be strongest in the institutions of higher education. In

short, it is lilceiy that there will continue to be sharp social, cultural and

political differences between the college and university populations and the

society at large. This will not necessarily result in regular employment of

tlie National Guard, however. Campvis police forces will be strengthened dur-

ing the next five years, as will the capacities of many of the adjacent local

police forces. This may help lessen somewhat the frequency of National Guard

employment.
C Mass Demonstrations

1. One-year projection

Mass demonstrations will probably continue, commencing in the Spring of

1971. Anti-war groups have called for a return to Washington for mass anti-

war demonstrations, with, an emphasis on civil disobedience. Civil rights

groups have also called for demonstrations in Washington, but plan to forgo

a second "Resurrection City."' Such demonstrations are likely to draw sub-

stantial numbers in view of their timing in tlie Spring and their already ad-

vanced planning. The nature of further demonstrations in the remainder of

the period will depend, basically, iipon the criticality of issues or the advent of

another significant event sucli as the Cambodian incursion. The issue of Viet-

nam should fade as withdrawal proceeds, although demonstrations are likely

to continue in some form. Ecological, racial or economic problems will prob-

ably produce other demonstrations. Mass demonstrations are subiect to periods
of waning size and effectiveness. Worries about possible A'iolence tends to have
a negative effect on the willingness of many potential demonstrators to par-

ticipate in an action. In addition, fear of prosecution under local, state, or
Federal law has an inhibiting effect on open appeals for organized street

violence on a large scale. Thtis, the problem of street disorders associated with

large political demonstrations should not grow into a matter for the regular

employment of active Federal forces in this period. It has been and should

remain, with the possible exception of Washington, a matter of primarily
local and state concern. The National Guard, particularly in Washington, D.C.,

may be used from time to time to supplement local police whenever it is

feared that violence or crowd size may exceed the capabilities of local authori-

ties. Threats of counter-demonstrations, as exemplified by the situation in

Portland, Oregon, at the American Legion convention in the Summer of 1970,
will probably continue to cause local officials to look to the National Guard
as a reserve force.

2. Five-year projection

In the early 1970s, it may be expected that mass political demonstrations
and other large gatherings will continue to occur. The seeming immediacy of
national problems and the deep x)Pi'sonal involvement witli complex issues not

subject to immediate resolution (largely brought about by the technological
revolutions in the connnunications media), together with an ever increasing
freedom of mobility, should insure that whether the issue be a mere desire
for entertainment, withdrawal of overseas military commitments, national

policies relating to race, the environment or other, as yet unperceived issues,

large numbers of people are likely to continue to be drawn to mass demonstra-
tions and gatherings. Security should remain within the capabilities of local

law enforcement agencies, witli .some support from the National Guard. While
pi'esent trends indicate a growing polarization and increasing resort to violence
on the part of some protestors, barring some cataclysmic and as yet unfore-
seen political crisis, disorders associated with mass demonstrations, to the
extent tliey continue through 1975, should not require active Federal forces
for their control. This conclusion would be subject to major change only if

the domestic political climate were to degenerate to the point where open
street conflicts, including those between opposing political factions, greatly
exceed their present levels.
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D. Political Terrorism and Guerrilla Warfare

1. One-year projection

The rise in political terrorism, as exemplified by attacks on police, bombing
and ai'sou, is likely to continue over the next year. Campus communities will

remain focal points for much of this activity, particularly those attacks di-

rected at symbols of the Federal government and its policies in Indochina.
Additional deaths of students might help bring about a more unfavorable

atmosphere for such activity, however. Attacks on police will continue to be

seen in the larger urban areas, particularly in black communities. Kidnapping
of officials, already common elsewhere, may also become a problem in this

country in the next year. There has already been one instance of the kidnapping
of a judge and this may indicate a trend in the oflSng, particularly in view of

the wide media coverage of such activity elsewhere. Hijacking of airliners may
decline somewhat, as it did over this past year, particularly as increased 8e-

curity measures come into play. Political terrorism will have the greatest
Impact on urban police forces and local, state and Federal investigative agen-
cies. Political terrorism is not likely to involve National Guard or active Fed-
eral forces, except perhaps in security guard roles or in the restoration of es-

sential public services disrupted by sabotage. The use of Canadian Armed
Forces personnel in Fall 1970 to provide protection for government oflacials

may be an unwelcome precedent for this country. The short term \ise of

National Guard or active Federal forces as guards for state or Federal facili-

ties is also a possibility.

2. Five-year forecast

Political alienation in campus communities will probably continue and
some terrorist activity will probably remain associated with such alienation.

The end of the war in Vietnam should reduce the most important source of

moral and political outrage, although other issues may provide suitable pre-
texts for acts of terrorism. Overall, the end of the five year period may see a
decline in the levels of this kind of activity, as repercussions from all levels

of society begin to be felt. It is conceivable that the society will polarize to

such an extent, politically, socially, and culturally, that such activity con-

tinues to rise as such frustrations on both sides grow. Stabilizing forces in

the society should preclude this occurring, although it remains a possibility.
Whatever the impact of political terrorism during this period, it will remain
largely a police problem at the local level. National Guard or active Federal
forces should be involved only in ordnance disposal problems, security roles

or in the restoration of essential public services which may have been disrupted
by terrorist activity.

E. Lal)or Disturbances
1. One-year projection

Strikes and other labor disputes involving violence will occur over the

period ending April 1972. They should remain only a police problem. Only in

exceptional cases should disputes require National Guard intervention. There
should be no need for active Federal forces to contain violence growing out
of labor disputes. In addition to the violence traditionally associated with
some labor disputes, the period may see a rise in disturbances connected with

minority group pressures for equal employment opportunities, particularly
in the construction and automotive trades. This also should remain a police

problem. Strikes by public workers and other labor disputes may lead to the

interruption of essential public services. It is possible that this may result

in the employment of National Guard or active Federal forces to restore such
services.

2. Five-year projection

There should be no substantial rise in the levels of violence associated
with traditional labor disputes over the five year period. Conflicts over minority
group employment may grow somewhat. Both matters should remain a matter

primarily of police concern, although the National Guard may be called out

occasionally in connection with particidarly bitter strikes. Active Federal forces

should not have any peace keeping functions to perform. Both the National
Guard and active Federal forces may be more likely to become involved in

the restoration of essential public services than over the one year period. This
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development will depend primarily on bow well the "no strike" tradition of

public emijloyees holds up.

F. Developing Sourees of Civil Disturhances

1. Other minorities

a. One-year forecast.—The Spring or Summer of 1971 may see civil dis-

turbances involving Chicanos in the Southwest or West. If they do occur, it

is unlikely that containment problems would exceed the capabilities of local

or state police. The use of National Guard forces should be unlikely, although
it cannot be ruled out. There should be no need for active Federal forces. The
likelihood of Puerto Rican involvement in significant civil disturbances should
be less, with civil authorities able to control any disorders which may develop.
This period may also see small scale incidents involving American Indians,
although this too should remain a matter of only police concern.

b. Five-year forecast.—The five year period may see substantially increased

minority unrest grow out of an awakening sensitivity to existing social and
economic injustices. The civil disturbances which have been associated with
the growth of racial tensions may lie paralleled by disturbances related to the
drive for equality on the part of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, American Indians,
or other ethnic groups. Should such disturbances occur they should be able to

be contained by local and state security forces. It is possible, however, that
the National Guard may have to be employed on occasion. There should be no
requirement for intervention on the part of active Federal forces.

2. Right-wing violence

a. One-year forecast.—Given the current small size of right-wing extremist

groups, their fragmented nature and their lack of substantial resources, the

period ending in April 1972 should not see the development of significant
right-wing violence. Violence associated with such groups should remain iso-

lated, infrequent, and generally within the purview of local police forces.
There should be no impact on National Guard or active Federal forces.

b. Five-year forecast.—It is conceivable that more significant right-wing
violence may develop over the five year period. If events in Indochina come
to be looked on as a defeat for the United States, the search for scapegoats
may begin. Some may conclude the enemy was really here at home and try
to take what they consider to be appropriate measures to deal witli this fact.

Sharply escalated radical or racial violence over this period might also set in
motion vigilante movements or other counter-reactions. The continuing growth
of sharply different values and lifestyles among the young could add to the
possibility of right-wing violence developing. Stabilizing forces in the society
should minimize such violence, shoidd it begin to develop. The most likely
form of violence would be street clashes between opposing political factions,
violent counter-demonstrations, or hit-and-run attacks on headquarters or
symbols of opposing political groups. Most of such activity would be a police
problem. It would not involve the National Guard, except perhaps as they
might be called upon to supplement local police forces where potentially
violent demonstrations were expected. There should be no impact on active
Federal forces.

G. Natural Disasters and Other Emergencies

1. One-year projection

Natural disasters or other emergencies are sporadic and unpredictable. Local
meteorological records, insurance statistics or other such compilations may
assist in drawing geographical patterns and noting the frequency of particular
occurrences. However, anticipation rather than prediction of such events is

usually all that can be accomplished to assist in preparations. Civil authorities
will be the primary agencies with responsibilities in this area. The National
Guard will also be frequently employed in giving assistance in such cases. The
use of active Federal forces will be unusual and will depend on local circum-
stances.

2. Five-year forecast

Again, natural disasters are sporadic and not predictable. The five year
period may see an increase in emergencies traceable to the growing technolog-
ical complexity of our society. Smog emergencies, electrical power shortages or
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"brown outs", or possibly, nuclear incidents are a reflection of this develop-
ment. As with the one year projection, civil authorities and the National
Guard will be the primary agencies of responsibility, with active Federal
forces acting only in an infrequent and supplementary capacity.

FEDERAL TROOP OPERATIONS IN CONUS

Year Location Situation

1907_ Nevada. Labor.

1914.. Colorado Do.

1919 Washington. D.C Racial.

Omaha, Nebr Do.

Gary, III., etc. Labor.

1921 West Virginia... Do.

1932. Washington, D.C Bonus army.
1943 Detroit, Mich Racial.

1957. Little Rock, Ark Do.

1962 Oxford, Miss Do.

1967 Detroit, Mich. Do.

Washington, D.C Defense of Federal property.
1968 Baltimore, Md... Racial.

Washington, D.C. Do.

Chicago, III Do.

Civil disturbance prepositioning.
1969.. Washington, D.C Do.

Do.

1970.. New York City Essential services.

New Haven Civil disturbance prepositioning.

Washington, D.C Do.

EMPLOYMENT OF NATIONAL GUARD IN FEDERAL STATUS

Year State Occurrence

1957 Arkansas Little Rock school integration crisis.

1962.. Mississippi University integration disorders.

1963 do Do.

Alabama.. Racial disturbances in Birmingham.
do University Integration disorders.

do School integration disorders in Three Cities.

1965 do Civil Rights March—Selma to Montgomery.
1967.. Michigan Detroit riots.

1968 Chicago Racial disorder.

Baltimore Do.

Washington, D.C Do.

1970 New York Postal strike.

EMPLOYMENT OF NATIONAL GUARD IN STATE STATUS—1945-70

Year
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Bombings January 196S-April 1970

NUMBER

Bombings 4,330

Attempts to bomb } j
475

Threats to bomb 35,129

PERPETRATORS Percent

Student radicals 56

Black extremists 19

White extremists 14

Labor extremists 2

Religious extremists 1

Criminal ^

ONE YEAR PROJECTION (LIKELIHOOD OF EMPLOYMENT)

Active Federal

Police National Guard forces

Racial disturbances... Very likely Very likely Not likely.

Student disturbances. .- do do... Do.

Mass demonstrations. ._ do Likely Do.

Political terrorism and guerrilla warfare do Not likely Do.

Labor disturbances. ..do Likely.. Do.

Developing sources of civil disturbances do Not likely Do.

Natural disasters and ottier emergencies do Very likely. Do.

Very likely: Constant impact on ttie security force in question.

likely: Probability of sporadic impact on the security force in question.
Not likely: Remote or little probable impact on the security force in question.

FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION (LIKELIHOOD OF EMPLOYMENT)

Active Federal

Police National Guard forces

Racial disturbances Very likely Likely Not likely.

Student disturbances. do do Do.

Mass demonstrations do do. Do.

Political terrorism and guerrilla warfare do... Not likely Do.

Labor disturbances do Likely Do.

Developing sources of civil disturbances... do Not likely Do.

Natural disasters and other emergencies... do Very likely Do.

Very likely: Constant impact on the security force in question.

Likely: Probability of sporadic impact on the security force in question.
Not likely: Remote or little probable impact on the security force in question.
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lu addition to the above publislied studies and official reports, information
on which tlie estimate has been based derives from FBI and Department
of Justice sources as well as newspapers (including the underground press),
periodicals, radio and television.

The Civil Disturbance Threat 1971-75—Update

1. The civil disturbance threat study was originally written in September
and October of 1970. By mid-winter 1971, a number of shifts in public mood
had occurred bearing on the civil disturbance problem. The major shifts are
noted below. With these modifications, the civil disturbance threat study re-
mains generally valid at this time as a basis for the Study Group's delibera-
tions.

2. The most notable change in the civil disturbance picture was what one
university president referred to as the "eerie tranquillity" which had come to

prevail over the nation's campuses. In marked contrast to the student dis-
orders in May 1970, the Fall of 1970 and the Winter of 1971 saw a new calm
present on many campuses. This calm was not substantially disturbed by the
movement of South Vietnamese troops into Laos in February 1971. The dif-
ference in this student reaction compared to the reaction to the Cambodian
incursion may be in part only a reflection of seasonal distinctions, winter
versus spring. However, the extended quiescence tends to support the view
that May 1970 marked the high water mark for the six year long period of

increasing student unrest. Campuses might again become highly inflamed in

conjunction with some new military action or political policy deemed par-
ticularly provocative. Nevertheless, it now appears that the decline in large
scale campus disorders may be occuring at a significantly faster pace than
foreseen in the October threat estimate. This may result in a sharper decline
in the likelihood of police and National Guard employment on campuses than
was predicted in October 1970.

3. The alteration of mood on the nation's campvises was only one part of
what seemed to be a more general relaxation of tensions. Increasing polariza-
tion in the society was a hallmark of the 1960s. While mid-winter of 1971
saw no healing of the racial, political or cultural cleavages in the society, the
widespread sense of a continuing degeneration of public order seemed to clearly
abate. Of course there remains the possibility that this new sense is merely
the calm before the storm, that it is indeed an "eerie tranquillity" subject to

al)rupt alteration. It is currently felt, however, that something more than a
mere pause in the momentum of past disorders is involved. It is quite possible
that there has been a distinct reversal of the trends towards increasing large
scale civil disorders. Only time will bear out the validity of this assessment.
If it is valid, then an accelerated return to more normal conditions will be
particularly evident in the areas of racial disturbances, student disturbances,
and mass demonstrations with associated violence. There will no doubt be sig-
nificant civil disturbances over the 1971-1975 period. Calls have been made
recently, for instance, for anti-war protests involving civil disobedience in

Washington, D.C. this Spring. At the present time, however, it is judged that
the levels of these disorders may generally dimini.sh at a faster pace than
noted in the October estimate.

Senator Ervtx. Colonel, yon speak on page 3 :

In none of the four areas which I have discussed do I propose extending the
investigative jurisdiction of the Armed Forces. I argue the need to receive

appropriate information from the civil agencies properly charged with in-

vestigative jurisdiction and the need to retain appropriate information.

I take it that the four areas discnssed at the top of page 2 : first,

a snccessfnl condnct of military operations in foreign sovereignties;
second, the detection and neutralization of foreign espionage
directed against the Armed Forces; third, maintenance of the

morale, discipline and loyalty of members of the Armed Forces;
and fourth, the rational, equitable and legal conduct of that part
of the business of the United States which is entrusted to the Armed
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Forces are areas where the military may need information of

civilians. I don't think there is a thing in this bill that would pre-

vent the military from receiving such information from all civil

agencies properly charged with investigative jurisdiction or would

prohibit them from retaining information which they receive from

those civil agencies.
Colonel DowNiE. It may be necessary

—first of all, as I say, I

don't advocate extending the jurisdiction, Mr. Chairman. The
Armed Forces now have jurisdiction in the United. States in the

case of espionage committed by the Armed Forces. First, this fellow

doesn't do espionage in a vacuum, and the man who is handling

him, directing him, is a civilian. The civilian investigative jurisdic-
tion of the FBI requires close collaboration between the two serv-

ices. In that sense I am not saying the Army should investigate the

civilians, but they should investigate that military man and receive

infoi-mation concerning the military.
Senator Ervix. I am unable to find a single syllable in this bill

Vvdiich restricts in any way the ability of the Armed Services to

obtain information from any person who is a member of the Armed
Services. It just doesn't apply to them at all. It only applies to

individuals or organizations which are not a part of the Armed
Services.

Colonel DowNiE. But, I am afraid, Mr. Chairman, that is my
pi'oblem. Without naming any foreign intelligence organizations
neither they nor their members are members of our Armed Services,
and yet we would need to collect information.

Senator Ervix. Well, I don't think the Congress of the United
States has jurisdiction to legislate to protect the rights of foreign
civilians.

Colonel DowxiE. This is in the United States, Mr. Chairman, as

well as overseas.

But I am also afraid that I, as a professional intelligence officer,

reading your bill, would say that ends my profession. I am not

going to investigate anybody in these four areas. I am afraid we
would misinterpret your intention.

Senator Ervix. This doesn't really keep the Armed Forces from

investigating anybody with respect to anything except their beliefs,
their associations and their political activities, nothing else. If they
find any sabotage or espionage this bill doesn't apply to them.
We found in the course of the subcommittee's investigation that

the Armj^ collected a tremendous amount of information about

people's political beliefs, about not only their associations which
were perfectly legitimate, but the associations of some of their kin-

folk, some of their wives or husbands. There was information col-

lected and stored as to what people's political views were, and I don't
think that is any business of the government, much less the Armed
Forces.

Colonel DowxiE. I would agree with you on that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Ervix. I wouldn't object to putting an amendment in

that this bill does not apply to any collection of information that
is directed towards the detection or neutralization of foreign espion-
age directed against the Armed Forces. I wouldn't object to an
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amendmejit takino: care of tliat objection, because i^, certainly is not

intended to be that.

Colonel DowNFE. ^Ir. Chairman, you would console an elderly

rentleman. retired, from Pennsylvania, if you would.

Senator Ervix. Thank you.
Do 3^ou have any questions?
Mr. Basktr. Colonel Downie, I wonder, since you are familiar

with the information collected in the period the subcommittee in-

vestigated, I wonder if you would o-ive an evaluation of that infor-

mation in terms of what the military mission was at that time?

How useful was it? Was it good information? Would it have served

a purpose?
Colonel DowxiE. I am not sure that 99 percent of it served a

useful purpose at the departmental level, that is, in Washington;
it was undoubtedly of use to local commanders, if only to reassure

them that everybody is looking around and there is no imminent
civil disturbance.

In my personal opinion, the Army was as a civil disturbance

instrument overused. I can see in Detroit in 1967 the unexpected
situation requiring a considerable amount of force and the Army
might be required. I can see in the April 1968 disturbances, they
were so widespread, civil authorities simply couldn't extend them-
selves. But I believe that the Army should not be employed in the

civil disturbance role under any circumstances. That may sound

dreadfully revolutionary, but it isn't.

Pennsylvania boasts the first civil disturbance under this Con-
stitution, the '\^niisky Eebellion. and George Washington did not

use the regular Army. George Washington brought in militia from
other States because his principle was that the regular Army
should not be used against American citizens. I think that is a

heck of a fine principle. As he applied that principle there is un-

doubtedly a need someplace in the executive branch for informa-
tion on what is happening, how many of them are there, where are

they, do they have clubs, where am I going to put whatever ele-

ment I am going to use to suppress this thing, but I think it is

purely academic as far as the utility of the Army is concerned. The
Arm.y or the Navy or the Air Force should not be used.

jMr. Basktr. Your feeling that the military has been called upon
too often in. ci^'il disturbances leads to the next question I have.

During the course of the mid-1970's there was the development
of what has come to be known as the Huston Plan. I know that

plan was never carried out but there was subsequent to that the

creation of something called the lEC or the Intelligence Evaluation
Committee, which did include representation from the Department
of Defense. About Xoveml:)er or I^ecomber. the President did say he

disapproved of Army iiitelligence activities in the area of civilian

activities, and in ]March came the DOD regulation.
Was the participation of the Defense Department considered an

exception to.tlie DOD regulation or just not covered?
Colonel DowxiE. I am afraid I am going to be lost in time. The

Huston plan was in the summer of 1970, I believe.

jNIr. Baskir. That is right.
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Colonel DowNiE. I believe in the Aversion of the thing which I

have seen printed in the newspapers, there is a startling statement,

the current limitations or restrictions on the military will continue.

There was no DOD Regulation at that time. The reference was to

the restrictions imposed by the ^Military Departments on themselves.

The army was the most limited. There was no DOD policy involved

in that one.

The lEC came about in December of 1970. I represented the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administration on my attend-

ance in this thing, and the DOD policy already was at that time

that you accept nothing unless it has a direct bearing on the mili-

tary. This policy was carried to the point where papers manufac-

tured by the lEC were not taken into the Pentagon.
My. Baskir. I was going to ask you to describe the role of the

Defense Department in the role of the operations of the lEC during
December and the following few months.

Colonel DowxiE. Fundamentally, I think the role was a very
restrained one in the sense that as the representative to the lEG
my instructio]is were that you do not accept any requirement for

any military service, DOD or DIA, unless that requirement clearly
bears on the mission of the military and is a legitimate requirement

by the military, and no matter what the lEC produces you Avill not

accept any products unless it was of clear value to the military and
the military mission. I don't believe there was ever any formal in-

struction. Mr. Froehlke sat me down and made it clear enough to

me that it was a good solid policy to stick with, and I stuck with it.

Mr. Baskir. Mr. Jordan testified earlier this morning about the

inability of the civilian authorities in the Justice Department to

appreciate any limitations on the role of the military in this kind
of activity. Did you find a similar thing about a year or so later

with respect to the lEC?
Colonel DowNiE. I think the civilian professional members did,

that is, the representatives of the intelligence agencies, because we
liave been well aware for years of the limitations which clenrly

keeps the military out of the investigation of civilians in the United
States. This is not news to them.

Perhaps some of the Justice Department people who were more

legally oriented than investigatively oriented had difficulty grasp-
ing that point.
Mr. Baskir. They should have been more alert to that. If they

are legally oriented, they are supposed to know what limitations are
on the Defense Department.

Colonel DowNiE. Here again the Delimitations Agreement is an

agreement that originated back in 1942 with IMr. Hoover and the

chiefs of the Naval Intelligence organization. It is not a law.

Mr. Baskir. I think an example would be the Posse Comitatus
Act of 1878 and the tradition of military separation.
Mr. Snider. Colonel Downie, you noted the DOD directive does

not apply overseas. Do you see any problems with applying that
directive overseas ?

Colonel DowNiE. Now, remember that I left the working Army
in April of 1972, so I can't give you current information. Subse-
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qiient to my last Army assignment I worked with a Defense organi- ',

zation. But there seemed to be no problem that I was aware of

while I was still with the Army.
Mr. SxiDER. Insofar as collecting information on civilians and

their political activities abroad is concerned, don't you think the

DOD directive should apply or do you think we should have some

other sort of restrictions on this activity?

Colonel DowNEE. I think there may be problems with the DOD
directive in the legal sense. Berlin, as I understand, is one of those

places where the United States has tried to provide as much local

sovereignty as possible, but it is still technically an occupied country.
I can see where the application of U.S. law doesn't work. You have

no substitute such as the Justice Department which you would

find in the United States.

]Mr. Snider. Other law enforcement agencies?
Colonel Dow^xiE. That is right.
Mr. Snider. There is also a section in the DOD directive that

permits certain special operations that are defined as covert pene-
trations of civilian groups in the United States. Do you see any
reason for that sort of exception?

Colonel DowNiE. No; but I think whoever put it in probably
thought the thing might pop up some day and he was doing two

things. He was leaving an escape valve for himself in case he

needed it, and he was directing, channeling information on the con-

templation of such a thing to his office. It is sometimes better than
to flatly prohibit something to say, ask me. At least you know the

guy has it on his mind.
Ish'. SxiDER. The Department has informed the subcommittee

they have actually authorized a number of exceptions. They haven't

given us the details—but no more than three a year since 1971. So
we could have had as many as nine covert penetrations.

Colonel DowNiE. Are these in the United States?

]Mr. Snider. Yes, in the United States.

Colonel DowNiE. News to me.
Senator Er\in,. The Posse Comitatus Act is pretty narrow in

scope. It has three provisions in effect. The first is that the Presi-

dent can use the Armed Forces only when unlawful obstructions,

combinations, or assemblages are impending against the authority
of the United States, making it impractical to enforce the laws of
the United States in a State or territory by the ordinary course of

judicial proceedings. I don't think you need any political spying
for that purpose.
The second is that when there is an insurrection or domestic

violence wliich so hampers the execution of the laws of that State
within the United States that anj^ part of its people are deprived
of their rights, privileges, immunities, and protections named by
the Constitution as secured in the law the civil authorities are un-
able to protect that right, privilege, or immunity.
The third is when this insurrection or conspiracy makes im-

possible the execution of the laws of the United States or impedes
the course of justice under those laws.
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Now, I agree with you. I think that the military has been used

too much. Of course, local people are always glad to have military

brought in, because it not only gives them aid but also relieves them
of a great deal of responsibility.

Colonel DowNiE. And it is cheaper, also, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Ervix. This bill is not intended in any way to interfere

in any manner with the control of the military over its own per-

sonnel, and it is certainly not intended to obstruct the gathering of

information on any person engaged in espionage. I think under the

law of the United States, anybody is entitled to believe anything
he wants to, no matter how foolish it may be. In fact, the Supreme
Court has said a man has a right to believe anything as long as he
takes no action against the United States. I think the first amend-
ment also gives the right to everybody to pick his own associations

and his own associates. This word "political activity" as used in the

bill doesn't trouble me, because I think that political activities are

not illegal activities. I don't think they have anything to do with

espionage. I think it is just exercising your right to express your-
self and to carry on activities relating to government.
But I would be glad to have any suggestions for drafting which

would remove the objection j-ou voice, because it is certainly not my
intention to interfere with such matters.

Colonel DowxiE. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman, I really do.

Senator Ervin. Counsel, any further questions?
Mr. Baskir. Mr. Bowe, do you have a statement, also?

]Mr. Bo-WHE. Yes; I have a statement which I have submitted to

the staff, and I would like to make a few comments from the state-

ment with respect to the bill.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM J. BOWE

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to make a few com-
ments today concerning the Senate bill before the committee.

I was assigned, when I entered the Army in 1968, to the Counter-

intelligence Analysis Branch of the 902d Military Intelligence
Group headquartered in "Washington, D.C.

Among the functions of the branch was the requirement to re-

spond to intelligence and analytical requirements levied by the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence of the Army
at the Pentagon. It is in this connection that I had the opportunity
to work with Colonel Downie, and in connection with this work, I
received a great deal of familiarity with the issues that have been
under discussion here today.

Reflecting the turmoil of the period of service in the Army, 1968
to 1971, I was engaged in the preparation of intelligence estimates
on the necessity for deploying or employing Regular Army troops
for use in the control of civil disturbances unable to be handled by
State National Guards and local security forces.

The estimate which was submitted for the record, I think, extends
for the proposition that no large collection mechanism of the Army
or any of the other services was required in order for the Army to

prepare reasonable threat estimates w^hich are an essential guide to
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training functions related to this most sensitive of Army missions,
control of civil disturbances involving citizens of the country.
In connection with the preparation of estimates relating to the

commitment of Kegular Army troops, I was engaged in the analysis
of and was familiar with raw intelligence data produced by or
disseminated to the Departments of Army, Navy, and Air Force,
State National Guards, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the
National Security Agency, the Community Kelations Division of
the Department of Justice, the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration and city and State police agencies.

In the winter of 1971, during earlier hearings conducted by this

subcommittee, I served as a member of the special task force that
was established by the Secretary of the Army in order to collect
information necessary to respond to the questions raised in the
course of such hearings. Data on computerized and manual counter-

iiitelligence retrieval systems of the Army and the interface between
such systems and other intelligence bureaucracies was developed by
the special task force for use by the General Counsel of the Depart-
ment of Defense, J. Fred Buzhardt, and the Secretary of the Army,
Robert F. Froehlke.
As a result of the foregoing, I believe I am in a fair position to

evaluate the need for legislation restricting the ability of the Armed
Forces to conduct domestic intelligence activities of the nature and
extent conducted in the 1960's and early 1970's.

There is no doubt in my mind that it is essential that a bill along
the lines of Senate bill 2318 be enacted into law. In the absence of
restrictive legislation, the Army has twice become deeply enmeshed
in developing national intelligence networks aimed at the compila-
tion of political data concerning civilians. The first period began
during the First World War and continued through roughly 1924.
The second period occurred during the 1960's. The unsupervised ap-
plication of computers to domestic intelligence activities in this
latter period by major and minor Army commands alike proved an
enormous stimulus to the collection of personal information relat-

ing to individuals guilty of no violations of law.
The estimate entitled 'Civil Disturbance Threat, 1971-1975, which

Colonel Downie submitted for the record and which was ordered
prepared after the Kent State shooting, stands for the proposition
that no direct intelligence collection effort by the Army was re-

quired in order for the Army to prepare from unclassified sources
reasonable threat estimates which are an essential guide to training
functions related to this most sensitive of Army missions, the con*^
trol of civil disturbances involving citizens of the country.
With the vast potential for abuse inherent in the new "technology

and with the twice proven tendency of the military to unnecessarily
expand domestic intelligence functions in a period of severe civil

disoixler,_the Congress would be shirking its responsibility, in my
opinion, if it did not pass legislation defining clear limitations oil
the domestic intelligence functions of the military. Department of
Defense and Armed Forces regulations alone will not be a sufficient
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safeguard against the dangers inherent in coupling military surveil-

lance of civilians with the new computer technology.
The key difficulties in the proper drafting of such necessary legis-

lation are: (1) to permit the Armed Forces and the State Militia to

carry out innocent housekeeping functions related to their presence
in aiid around civilian communities; and (2) to permit the military
to carry out effectively their missions under law to restore domestic

order, without having either of these two functions improperly

expanded in a period of upheaval and civil dislocation into a broad

warrant to intrude into what must remain, essentiall}', the civil

realm.
In my view, the bill before us todaj' does not fully surmount

these two difficulties. Therefore, I respectfully offer the following

suggestions for amending Senate bill 2318.

First, the proposed new subsection 1386 (b)(4) of chapter 67,

title 18, United States Code, found on page 3, lines 10 to 12 of the

bill, should be deleted in its entirety in my view. This subsection,

as presently drafted, provides an escape hatch whereby State

militia are excepted from the limitations of the bill whenever such

militia are under other than Federal control. This is virtually all of

the time. It seems to me that the restrictions imposed by the bill

are not unreasonable and to permit State militia units to compile
otherwise prohibited information, except during the very limited

period when they are subject to Federal control, would be to open
a back door through which Federal Armed Forces could gain access

to otherwise proscribed information.

Second, I would recommend a section in lieu of the deleted sec-

tion, and I have submitted to your committee a text of this proposed
section, which appears as exhibit A to this statement. I believe the

proposed text makes clear that the ordinary and inevitable contacts

of the Armed Forces with civilians, which arises out of the presence
of militarv installations in civilian communities, are not proscribed
by the bilk

Senator Ekvix. "\^niat effect does this bill have on those contacts?

I can't sec it. This bill is verj^ narrow.
JNIr. BowE. I can see speech requests coming in for military people.

I believe Colonel Downie mentioned that there is, inevitably, infor-

mation collected pursuant to the sale and disposal of certain sur-

plus military equipment. Since I don't feel that a myriad
activity

Senator Ervin. There is nothing in this bill that would affect the
sale of surplus military property. It doesn't even touch the subject.
The only thing this prevents would be the collection or the acquisi-
tion of information by the military relating to beliefs, associations,
and political activities of people not having a relation to Armed
Forces.

]Mr. BowE. Query whether the possession of Congressional Direc-

tory by a member of the Armed Forces would involve a proscribed
activity under this legislation in that it would pinpoint informa-
tion on the political beliefs of civilians?

Senator Ervin, I can't concede that, I cannot see how this would

32-996—74-
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fiffect the ordinary relationship between the military and civilians.

I am at a total loss to understand that. I am wiiling; to receive

information and suggestions for drafting, but I can't see it. It

doesn't undertake to regulate this. It simply undertakes to regulate
the use of the military to spy on civilians for the purpose of ob-

taining information about their beliefs or their associations or their

political activities.

I will say this : I don't think Congress ought to regulate the State

militia unless it is called into service for the Federal Government
or into training. I don't think Congress ought to undertake to regu-
late what the Governor of a State, as the commander in chief of a

militia, can do.

INIr. BowE. I suppose if you fail to treat the State militia in the

same way you treat Federal Armed Forces, you run a clear likeli-

hood in a period of disruption that the State militia, prior to being
called into Federal service, will collect a vast amount of informa-

tion concerning political beliefs of civilians and this information

will be spread in files up and down the chain of command. Then
the militia will be called into Federal service and the storage and
use of this information will all be illegal.

Senator Ervin. I think the right of a Governor to use the militia

is much broader than the right of the President to use the Army,
because most State laws provide that the Governor in his discretion

can use the militia for the purpose of assisting the civilian authori-

ties when the civilian authorities are unable to cope with the situ-

ation. That is quite broader than the Posse Comitatus Act.

Mr. Bo^vE. Except it seems to me that whether or not a State

militia, in collecting information, is acting legally or illegally

depends upon a presidential proclamation placing the militia in

Federal service. Following the giving of such a proclamation. State

militia could find they were in violation of a law. On their way to

control a civil disturbance situation. State militia could be destroy-
ing the very information that under this law they had collected

through the exception.
I believe that this is a technical problem which should be

addressed.

"WHiile it is always possible that individual commanders may
attempt to broadly construe their permitted activities under this

legislation in a way not intended, it is my feeling that if Senate
bill 2-S18 is enacted into law, such activities will never get out of

hand in the way they did two other times in tliis century when no

legislation existed and there was no legislative history offering

guidelines for proper domestic military intelligence activities.

Finally, I would like to suggest that a section be added to the bill

which would specifically authorize the maintenance of limited but

proper data bases essential for the efficient conduct of military op-
erations undertaken pursuant to 10 U.S.C., sections 331 through 333.

A draft of this i)i'oposed section has been submitted as exhibit B to

this statement.
It seemed quite clear to me during my work with Colonel Downie

that there was absolutely no question but that there was a broad

educating function to be served within the Army and the other
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services in order to give commanders at all levels an accurate and
undistorted view of their missions in periods of civil dislocation.

xVlso, there clearly was a need to collect and disseminate general

planning data without which military operations could not be effec-

tively conducted.

If you do not properly bat down alarmist opinions, which become

very 'widespread in a period of unrest, then you run the risk that

troops and commanders, when they finally are committed to a sit-

uation, will be unfamiliar with the nature of the threat that they are

addressing. Since the commitment of Armed Forces to control civil

disorders involves the use of a blunt instrument to begin with, if

you send in people with an incorrect perspective of what they are

actually going to be dealing with, you may find yourself faced with
tlie kind of tragedy that occurred at Kent State. It would be my
recommendation that some estimating function at the departmental
level be specifically authorized by the bill in order to serve the train-

ing and informational purposes essential to prevent unnecessary
loss of life.

It is felt that the section set out in exhibit B would be a useful

addition to the bill in that it would more precisely strike a proper
balance between the legitimate needs of military forces in preparing
for civil disturbance activities and the illegitimate collection, stor-

age, and dissemination of information on individuals and organiza-
tions beyond the limits of strict military necessity. It is further be-

lieved that a section along these lines would be in keeping with tlie

recommendations made by Cyrus Vance in his afteraction report
prepared following his service as a special representative of the
President in Detroit during the riots in that city in July 1967.

It is also necessary to insure that the Armed Forces, and partic-

ularly the Army, have a clear idea of whether or not there is in fact

a military requirement for them to be committed to a particular
situation. There is a long tradition in this country of keeping Regu-
lar Armed Forces from being committed to civil disturbances ex-

cept where absolutely necessary. I think it is important that the
commitment of the Federal Armed Forces never be made on political

grounds. With the departmental level estimating function that I
have suggested be retained, I think it is more likely that commit-
ments will be made on military grounds alone. Officers with opera-
tional responsibility will have disorders placed in proper perspective
and you will also insulate the Army from political pressures that

might improperly intrude into the question of whether or not Fed-
eral forces should be committed in a given case.

Senator Ervix. That is one of the purposes of this bill, to keep
the Army out of political affairs. I don't think it is any business of
the Army to collect information concerning political activities of

people with no connection with the Army.
]\Ir. BowE. One thing that I encountered as an analyst in the

later j)art of the 1960's was the fact that there was a lieutenant gen-
eral of the Army and an Air Force major general in command of
180 officers and enlisted men assigned to the Directorate for Civil
Disturbance Planning and Operations, later the Directorate for
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]\Iilitary Support or DOMS, the operational arm established to co-

ordinate Federal troops once they had actually been committed to a

civil disturbance. One hundred or so enlisted men is not a large
command for officers in such a Directorate unless civil disturbances

actually give rise to the opportunity to exercise the potentially

broader command functions that they are charged with. When civil

disturbances require Army intervention, task forces are mobili'ied

and the ctmAmand function of tliese officers is expanded. Inevitably,
in a period of declining civil disorders, if you have a large organi-
zation searching for a mission, there will be a tendency, I think a

perfectly innocent one, for those charged with operational responsi-
bilities to inflate the likelihood that Federal troops will have to be

committed. This, in turn, increases the chance that an atmosphere
will be created which will make more commitment or deployment of

Federal troops more likely, even though they may not be strictly

loquired due to military necessity. Upon reflection, it seems to me
that it is in the interests of both the citizenry and the Army to have

somewhere within the Army a nonoperational element charged with

giving independent analyses of the situations that are likely to in-

volve, or more importantly not involve, the Army.
Senator Ervix. There is nothing in this bill that would interfere

with that, unless they send out military agents to get information

about the beliefs and associations and views of political activities.

This bill wouldn't affect that at all.

]Mr. Bo^\^!:. Well, I am pleased to hear that is your view.

Senator Ervin. I don't think you can draw a bill and specify

everything it doesn't apply to. You would have to draw a bill as

long as the U.S. Code, I am afraid.

i think the bill only applies to the things it says it applies to.

Any questions?
Mr. Baskik. No.
Senator Ervin. Thank you very much. I appreciate your appear-

ance.

Colonel DowNTE. Thank you.
Mr. BowE. Thank you.

[The exhibits referred to follow:]

Exhibit A
(b) The pvovisious of this section shall not apply to the use of the Armed

Forces of the United States or the militia of any State * * *

(4) to collect, maintain, store or disseminate information relating to liaison

with local, state and federal officials or community organizations and groups
for the purpose of establishing and maintaining community relations in the

vicinity of military Installations or defense facilities.

Exhibit B

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the collection,

maintenance, storage, dissemination or development of :

(1) Strategic and tactical information reasonably required for adequate
preparation for operations undertaken pursuant to Title 10, United States

Code, Sections 331. 332 and 383, including, but not limited to, identification

of bivouac locations, preparation of maps, development of logistics data, ground
and air reconnaissance and such other general planning and operational in-

formation as the Secretary of Defense by regulation, may provide :

(2) Liaison information related to local, state and Federal officials and
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non-governmental persons and organizations useful in the support of military

operations undertaken pursuant to Title 10, United States Code, Sections 331,

332 and 333; or ^ .,.

(3) Estimates as to the likelihood of deployment or employment of military

forces in connection with miUtary operations undertaken pursuant to Title

10, United States Code, Sections 331, 332 and 333, prepared through the anal-

ysis of unclassified sources of information generally available to the public

or other sources of information received through liaison with local, state and

federal agencies.
Provided, however, that nothing in this subsection 1386(c) shall be con-

strued to permit the maintenance, storage or dissemination of extensive files

and records, whether manual or computerized, relating to individuals or orga-

nizations : and provided, further, that all information permitted to be col-

lected pursuant to this section which relates to the political, social or re-

ligious beliefs, associations or activities of individuals or organizations which

is not transferred to civilian authorities for law enforcement purposes, shall

be destroyed within sixty days following the completion of military opera-

tions conducted pursuant to Title 10, United States Code, Sections 331, 332

and 333.

Mr. Baskir. Mr. Chairman, our final witness this morning is Mr.

John Shattnck, staff counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union.

Senator Ervin. Welcome to the committee. I appreciate your ap-

pearance.

TESTIMONY Or JOHN H. F. SHATTTJCK, NATIONAL STAFF COUNSEL,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Mr. Shattuck. Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the privilege to

appear today, particularly in support of something as important as

the legislation that is being discussed.

I have a lengthy statement, as you can see, and a number of ex-

hibits which have been submitted for the record. I will summarize
most of the statement, but I Avould like to read from one or two what
I consider to be particularly significant parts.

The subject before the subcommittee is

Senator Ervin. I might state that your complete statement, which

is an excellent statement and very fine review of the judicial deci-

sions bearing on these questions, will be printed in full in the body
of the record immediately after your remarks.

INIr. Shattuck. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The subject before the subcommittee is of extremely great and

special interest to the American Civil Liberties Union, which was.

and I must stress, still is both a target and an active opponent of

military surveillance of political activity.
I would like to reiterate, as the Chairman has been repeatedly

pointing out this morning, that S. 2318 addresses an evil which can

be very precisely defined, and that is the collection by the Army or

by any military unit of information on the political views, beliefs,

and activities and associations of civilians.

]Much of what we know about military surveillance is known be-

cause of the efforts of this subcommittee and its chairman and staff,

and I won't attempt to improve on their exhaustive efforts.

My statement is divided into three parts; the first dealing with

litigation, the four lawsuits in which the American Civil Liberties

L'nion has been actively involved; the second dealing with the con-
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stitiitional issues which we think must be stressed in order to put
this legislation in the proper perspective; and third, comments on
S. 2318. ...
The litigation which I have discussed I believe illustrates two

important points: first, in two decided cases courts have declined

to adjudicate challenges by civilians to military surveillance. But

they have indicated that the issues presented are serious and amen-
able to legislative action.

Second, two other cases now still pending in the courts indicate

to varying degrees that military surveillance is still very much a
live issue, despite claims by the Army that it has dismantled its

surveillance apparatus.
The decided cases are, first, Tatum v. Laird, which I am sure is

very familiar to the chairman in view of his great assistance on be-

half of the plaintiffs in the Supreme Court in his amicus presenta-
tion.

Taturti was a lawsuit brought by a variety of individuals one year
before this subcommittee's hearings. The allegations in the suit were

necessarily generalized because little information about Army sur-

veillance had yet come out. In the district court the judge refused
to permit an evidentiary hearing because he thought that what he
was dealing with was a newspaper clioping service. The district

judge scoffed at the rejoinder by plaintiff's counsel that "newspapers
don't have guns and jails."
A j'ear later, after the subcommittee's hearings, the court of ap-

peals remanded the case for trial to probe the full scope of military
surveillance and determine if any judicial remedy was possible.
The Supreme Court in a controversial opinion dismissed the com-

plaint on the grounds that the plaintiffs had failed to demonstrate

any injury beyond the general claim that the Army intelligence sys-
tem had violated or invaded the first amendment rights of citizens

at large. Four dissenters on the Court said the plaintiffs should
have had a ti-ial. In my view the majority opinion in no way dis-

poses of the issue, but in fact implies it is more appropriate for

legislative treatment.
Another case litigated in the shadow of Tatum was ACLU v.

Westmorelaml. There, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals declined
to treat the issues on the merits because they were then pending
before the Supreme Court, but it did indicate that the issues were
serious and they should be dealt with as constitutional questions and
not merely as some administrative action by the executive branch.

Now, the two pending cases which I would like to discuss are

indications of ongoing surveillance by the Army. The first. People
Against Racisin v. Laird., is a case pending in the Federal district

court in Washington since 1969. It was stayed pending the decision

of the Supreme Court in Tatum v. Laird., but it is now being liti-

gated again. It involves the stopping of a bus chartered by some
demonstrators who were going to a demonstration in Wilmington,
Del., from Washington. The bus was stopped by agents from the
116th INIilitary Intelligence Group, and a substitute driver was put
on the bus who the plaintiffs allege

—and it is not yet clear what the
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facts are—was in the employ of Military Intelligence. A delay oc-

curred and the demonstrators finally left in their bus.

The point I want to make here with respect to this suit is that in

response to the plaintiffs' first amended complaint filed last Novem-

ber, the Army admitted it continued to maintain files on three of the

six individual plaintiffs and an index card on the organization,

People Against Racism. It stated under oath in its answer that it

did not know whether the files had been disseminated outside of the

Army, and the case is now going further to discovery.
These files are being maintained, in my view, contrary to the

statements by the Solicitor General and the Supreme Court that the

Army's surveillance program has been dismantled and contrary to

applicable regulations, including Defense Department Regulation
5200.27.

The second case which I would like to describe in somewhat

greater length is very current. It involves surveillance which came
to light last summer, which the chairman discussed briefly earlier

tliis morning, of a variety of American civilians in German}-. Sena-

tor Weicker touched on this subject yesterday in his testimony on

the joint hearings on surveillance and disclosed certain previously
classified documents pertaining to the subject.

In order to describe the facts as accurately and in as much detail

as possible, I would like the chairman's indulgence if he would allow

me to read portions of pages 7 through 10 of my statement. Certain

documents on which the statement is based have been submitted for

the record, and I am prepared to answer questions about them.

The suit was brought by 16 American civilians, and was filed on

February 19, 1974 against the Secretary of Defense and the corn-

mand structure extending down to military intelligence units in

Germany. It alleges four categories of intrusive surveillance, all

occurring as recently as last summer, and in our belief continuing

right now.

First, wiretapping; second, infiltrations of organizations and

private meetings; third, blacklisting and political intelligence gath-

ering; fourth, opening of private civilian mail. Most of the specific

allegations are supported by documentary evidence. jMuch of the

evidence was supplied to the plaintiffs and released to the public by
Army Intelligence agents, who, like the agents testifying before this

subcommittee in 1971, knew what they had been commanded to do
was illegal and unconstitutional and acted out a sense of public duty
in making their disclosures.

The evidence indicates that the Army's attention has focused par-

ticularly on American civilians in Berlin and in the Heidelberg
area. Among the former are a group of citizens who worked in the

presidential campaign of Senator George McGovern, and following
the 1972 election continued to work in support of the platform
adopted at the 1972 Democratic National Convention. In early 1973
the group was formally chartered as an affiliate of the Democratic
National Committee under the name, "Berlin Democratic Club."
The evidence reveals that starting sometime after August 1972

agents of the 66th Military Intelligence Group in Berlin began to
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infiltrate the organization and file detailed reports on its activities.

One such report indicates that the group adopted the Bill of Rights
as its Constitution and that it did not seem to be inclined toward

"subversive activities." Nevertheless, the group was branded "CS,"
or "countersubversive"—the label which the Army attached to the

reports, under which they were filed.

Details about the personal lives of BDC members were recorded,

including their marital status and attitude toward their work.

Many of them are students or faculty members at the Free Univer-

sity in Berlin. More important, however, is the fact that their politi-

cal views were exhaustively reported and anal3'zed, in an often

sophomoric attempt to determine their "aims" and predict their

actions. Apparently, much of this information was collected through

"intercepts." both of mail and of telephone conversations. For ex-

ample in June 1973 the McGovern organization, then the Berliii

Democratic Club, collected 330 names on a petition urging the ini-

tiation of impeachment proceedings against President Nixon, and
the petition was "intercepted" and photographed after it was put
in the mail to House Speaker Carl Albert, and now contained in the

military files. There were conferences sponsored by the group, one

in February of 1973, on GI rights and American civil liberties,

which were exhaustively reported in Army files; contacts between

the groups and various underground newspapers; contacts between

the Bei-lin Democratic Club and LMDC lawyers; and the sponsor-

ing of a conference in June 1973 on "Watergate—Its Meaning and

Significance." This was detailed in a report to the highest intelli-

gence officer in Europe, Major General Harold Aaron, then the Dep-

uty Chief of Staff for Intelligence, now the Army's Staff Intelli-

gence Officer in the Pentagon.
Another target of military spying in Germany is a group of civil-

ian attorneys who regularlv provide counsel to servicemen in court

martial proceedings and other military cases. Conversations among
lawyers working for the Lawvers' Military Defense Committee and

their clients were intercepted on at least one wiretap installed on

the phone of one of the plaintiffs, :Mary-Jo Van Ingen Leibowitz,
who is an American free lance journalist and consultant to LMDC.
Conversations overheard on the wiretap, as revealed by Army docu-

ments summarizing them, include discussions about how to conduct

the court martial defense of one of the plaintiffs, Larry Johnson,
a black GI who has since been discharged from the Army.
According to the Army Intelligence agents who disclosed the wire-

tapping, more than 15 volumes of classified surveillance documents,

including the records of other w^iretaps on L^IDC lawyers, were

destroyed by the Army immediately after the disclosures occurred

last Aiigust,"^ thus further indicating that the Army knew the entire

operation was illegal. It should be noted that the principal person
who disclosed many of these documents, Army Specialist 4 John

McDougal, w\as threatened with charges, in
_
fact, charges were

brought against him immediately following disclosures, but when
his lawyer gave notice that he intended to base his defense on the

unconstitutionalitv of the surveillance these charges were dropped.
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An even more telling admission by the Army that its surveillance

proo-ram could not be defended in court was the official withdrawal

of 8th Army Keo-ulation 381-25, "JMilitary Intelligence Counterdis-

sidence Progran^' in early August 1973, immediately after the first

reports about the wiretapping and infiltration began to appear in

the press, and little more than a week after the regulation was pro-

mulgated on July 23. The regulation defined "dissidence" as "mani-

festation of a rejection of military, political, or social
_

standards"

and authorized military intelligence agents to collect information

about civilian or military "dissidents" by a variety of covert means.

Other targets of the Army's wiretapping and infiltration Avere

American clergymen residing at the Goessner Industrial Mission in

Mainz and underground newspapers and their American staffs. The
Goessner Mission is a Protestant organization jointly sponsored by
the U.S. National Council of Churches, the World Council of

Churches, and the German Evangelische Kirche. Two of its resi-

dents, Rev. David McCreary and Rev. James Stillman are the sub-

jects of several 66th JSIilitary Intelligence Group surveillance reports
and are plaintiffs in the BDC suit. The American underground
ncvvspapers which have been kept under surveillance include Forward^
published in Berlin, and Figlit Back^ published in Heidelberg. The

intensity of this surveillance is demonstrated by one classified docu-

ment from tlie Army's files : a photostatic copy of a letter to the staff

of Forward from the librarian of the College of Charleston, S.C,

ordering a subscription and requesting back copies of the newspaper
for the college library.

All of this surveillance was conducted with an immediate and

palpable effect on the lives of the plaintiffs. Apart from the fear

and dissension which it created among the moderate activists of the

Berlin Democratic Club, and the inhibitions which it injected into

the relationship of LMDC lawyers with their clients, it also caused
two of the BDC plaintiffs to lose their jobs and a third to be

threatened with deportation. Jay Brady and David Harris, both

members of BDC, were fired from their positions at the American
exhibit in the Berlin Industries Fair on October 31, 1973, for what
the director of the exhibit later told other employees were "political
reasons." Both Brady and Harris had worked for Forward, but their

names never appeared in any issue and the^^ could not have been
linked to the newspaper except through surveillance. Another plain-
tiff. Karen Bixler, a staff writer for Fight Bach, was threatened
M-ith deportation from Germany in September 1973, based upon the

recommendation of the Office of the Chief of Staff for Intelligence,
U.S. Army, Europe, which provided a "fact sheet" on her activities

to the German authorities. She was subsequently permitted to remain
in Germany when the German government determined not to pursue
her case after her marriage to a German citizen.

The Army's own documents suggest that it was trying to establish

the existence of a conspiracy to subvert Army enlisted men, linking
the ]\Iethodist missionaries, the LMDC lawyers, the Berlin Demo-
crats, underground newspapers, foreign Communist parties, and an-

tiwar activists. There is even one document which is particularly
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interestino;, which I am not sure is inchided amono; those submitted
to the committee, in which the various organizations are put together
in a spidcrweb purportedly showing who relates to whom and how
the various contacts are made. ^'VTien looking closely at the docu-

ment yon will find no individuals or organizations other than those

I have described. The Army has not charged any of them with any
conspiracy.
Furthermore, the briefing given to the highest intelligence officer

in Europe on this subject indicated that the INIcGovern group had

engaged in no activity that warranted further surveillance by the

military, but nevertheless the files continued to be kept. So, I would

suo-gest this is a perfect example of what the chairman and the

subcommittee and the Congress is concerned about in this legislation.

Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, I will summarize the remainder of

my statement.

The constitutional issues involved—and I hesitate to discuss them
m the presence of an eminent constitutional authority

—are, first,

an invasion of free speech and association. The first amendment has

long been held to prohibit compulsory disclosure of political ideas

and beliefs as the price of engaging in political activity. It is v^.rv

important to note that this prohibited involuntary disclosure doesn't

depcTid upon anv showing of chilliuo- effect or inhibition or iniurv
in addition to the disclosure itself. The impact on the first amend-
ment exists regardless of whether citizens stop exercising their

rights, if they are forced to disclose what they are doing, what their

beliefs are and the like. To the extent the Supreme Court majority
required proof of additional injury in the Tatum case, such as the
loss of a job, I would respectfully submit that the Court misconstrued
the first amendment issues in the case, and I think evidence of this

is the fact that many recent challenges to Government surveillance

have ])een held to be justiciable on this very theory despite Tahnn v.

Laird.

The second major constitutional issue is the privacy and the fourth
amendment rights of civilians, and there is a close relationship be-

tween the fourth and first amendments. The fourth was originally
fashioned to protect early citizens against the problems that they
faced under the English rule where the British writs of assistance

were used to ferret out political dissidents without any specificity.
The fourth amendment was described by Justice Stewart as origi-

nally intended principally to protect against political searches.

The special importance of the fourth amendment to searches di-

rected to speech, I think, was pointed out by the Supreme Court it-

self 4 months prior to the Tatum decision in the U.S. v. U.S. Dis-

trwt Court, in which a unanimous Court held the fourth amendment
applied to the interception of political conversations claimed by the

Government to endanger domestic security.

Finally, the developing privacy law is an important interest to

be protected by the legislation here. I have spelled that out in detail

in my statement.
I don't think it is necessary in light of the testimony this morn-

ing and the chairman's presentation to do more than very briefly
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summarize the lack of military aiitlioritv to conduct civilian sur-

veillance. It is quite clear the lef^islation is intended to implement
not only the constitutional provision in article I, which expressly

gives the Coni^ress the power to regulate armed forces, but to fur-

ther emphasize the lack of legislative authority in the insurrection

statutes which have been discussed earlier this morning, which do

not appl_y to circumstances prior to the President's calling out of

troops/ Any doubt about this could be resolved, I think, by refer-

ence to the Supreme Court's 1968 decision in Schneider v. Smith.

Finallv. the inherent power theory, which is constantly bandied

about in' hearings of this kind by "administration officials and in

court by administration lawyers clearly does not apply to this

situation. The inherent power doctrine can never prevail when

Congress has spoken to the contrary. Also, it has been repeatedly
held that the inherent power theory doesn't justify military neces-

sity, which violates constitutional rights and is always subject to

judicial review.

Finally, 'Mv. Chairman, I have several brief comments on the bill

itself. Oiie might ask why we need new legislation at all if the law

is already clear. I think this is one of those rare instances where the

law is clear but the practice is so much to the contrary that it is

pi-actical to enact S. 2318.

The prohibition contains very clear and precise language imple-

menting what the chairman has repeatedly stated this morning as

a prohibition against the collection of political information about

beliefs and activities and associations of civilians.

Three comments I would like to make on it which helped me in

determining my support for it.

First, the legislative prohibition is essentially jurisdictional. It

prohibits the military from conducting the activities in question.
While we have made ourselves clear in otlier settings that we be-

licA-e political surveillance is an evil to be generally dealt with in

legislation, this is not the bill. This is a bill to prevent the military
from doing it.

Second, prohibiting surveillance of political views is absolute in

this bill. It does not except in four narrowly defined circumstances

grant any discretion to the Department of Defense, and I think this

is a very important distinction between the bill and DOD directive

5200.27. winch does do that. This discretion would be inconsistent

with the lack of military jurisdiction in the whole area.

Third, the prohibition is not limited to domestic activities. I

don't think I need to say more about the German case as an ex-

ample of the danger when it is not applied abroad.

Furthermore, the insurrection statutes and any arguable civil

disturbance lole that the military would have to play are inappli-
cable when you are talking about a foreign situation. The Army
has no jurisdiction whatsoever to conduct foreign surveillance of
American citizens. In fact, I would say any civil disturbances
abroad are not properly within the scope of any American juris-
diction, to say nothing of the military, which is not to say that
the military cannot secure its own installations abroad.
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The exceptions to the bill we generally support. Tlip first one is

certainly acceptable insofar as the bill does not apply after the

Army has publicly and actually assigned troops. I think the legis-
lative history should clearly reflect that this does not mean the

Army can suspend constitutional rights once it has been assign.ed
to a particuhir area.

Second, the investigation of two types of criminal activities.

The first one, on military installations, is acceptable. The second,
crimes against property of the United States frankly puzzles me
because I don't see why insofar as the property is military property
and it is on a military installation, the first exception shouldn't
cover it. Insofar as it isn't. I woudd suggest it is more in the realm
of civilian law.

Senator Ervix. Well. T thiidc this was put in on account of the
fact that sometimes you may have militai-y property wliich is not
on a military installation, and that is to give the military the right
to investigate under those circumstances.
Mr. SiiATTucK. Well, insofar as protecting the military property

where it is, whether or not on the installation, I suppose the excep-
tion is reasonable.

Third, defense facility employment screening is reasonable if it

does not involve generalized surveillance in order to screen people
before they apply for jobs. We have had experience in that regard
with Daniel Schorr of CBS who was given a "pre-employment"
check by the FBI, and any other examples of this kind with re-

spect to military surveillance would be equally unacceptable.
Fourth, the state militia exception we find acceptable, but we

would suggest that the legislative history or perhaps even a pro-
vision of the bill should clearly spell out that this does not author-
ize surveillance in any way. I think the bill throughout is verging
on the possibility that what it excludes is otherwise acceptable. That
this is not intended by Congress should be indicated somewhere in

the bill.

Finally, with respect to the remedy section, Mr. Chairman, I

would suggest one amendment to the language concerning persons
who can bring suits. I think it is extremely important for the en-

forcement of the entire statutory scheme to permit these suits to

go forward. But I wouldn't describe the person who has standing
as an "aggrieved" person "threatened with injury," but under my
theory

Senator Ervin. Your theory is, and I think it is sound if I mulcr-
stfind it, that a person has a right not to be deprived of protection
which the first and the fourth amendments give him, and all he
should be required to show is he is about to be deprived of those

protections. I think the Supreme Court in a number of cases has
sustained that view. I think in the case of NAACP v. Alahama,
the court said the State government had no right to demand a
disclosure of the plaintiff's association. The court didn't say they
had to be actually damaged or threatened with actual damage. I

think that your point here, that these civil remedy provisions need
some redrafting to reflect that viewpoint is well taken. The mill-
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tarv ought not to have the power to invade my privacy and collect

inforintition concerning iny beliefs or my associations or my politi-

cal views or activities regardless of whether I suffer any actual

damage from that at all, any kind of damage. Otherwise, the

Constitution would be nullified.

Mr. Shattuck. I know the chairman presented that point very

forcefully in the Supreme Court, and I wish we were more force-

ful on tliat theory. I think that is the theory that might have swung
the Court in the other direction.

Senator Emix. They say that the fact that a lawyer disagrees
with the decision of the court in a case in which he participates is

no evidence of a lack of capacity on his part. I still believe about

the Tatum case that what I said in my argument if the complainant
in that case didn't state a cause of action, the Star-Spangled Ban-
ner lies when it says the United States is the land of the free.

Mr. Shattuck. I think that was more eloquently put
—in fact

I would say the same thing. I\Ir. Justice Douglas' opinion, which

really concludes with a very powerful quotation which I would
like to offer in completion of my testimony, said this case is a

cancer on our body politic.

Senator Ervin. Also, I thought the dissent of Justice Brennan

put the real issue of that case in a very plain, lucid and succinct

way. The majority of the court seemed to lose sight of the fact

that under the rules of procedure the test of the sufficiency of the

complaint was to be determined by the allegations of the complaint
on their face.

I would be glad if you would study the civil provisions of this a

little further and suggest any further language you think would

present the ideas you have expressed and the ideas with which I

agree, namely, that when the Army invades the precincts which are

protected by the first amendment or the fourth amendment, all a

litigant has to show to have standing is an invasion of these rights

regardless of whether he suffers any actual injury whatsoever.

Mr. Shattuck. I did have a question about the second civil

provision. I wasn't sure whether I agreed or disagreed with it. If I

disagree it is only because it allows class actions to be brought by
any person

Senator Ervin. I agree that it is too broad.

Mr. Shattuck. My concern about that, to be honest with you,
Mr. Chairman, is that there would be a stream of people who would
be in my office and other people's offices. On the other hand, class

actions are always consolidated, so maybe I am not opposed to it.

[The statement of Mr. John H. F. Shattuck follows:]

Prepared Statement of John H. F. Shattuck, National Staff Counsel,
American Civil Liberties Union

The American Civil Liberties Union is a nationwide, nonpartisan organi-
zation of more tliau 275,000 members devoted to protection of tlie BiU of

Riglits. "VVe strongly endorse S. 2318 as a Arm prohibition of a government
activity which in recent years has posed serious threats to constitutional

freedom—the surveillance of citizens by the military. Before discussing the

specific features of S. 2318, I would like to offer some comments about
certain military surveillance practices with which I am familiar as a result
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of four lawsuits brought by the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf

of civilian individuals and organizations who have been targeted by the

military for surveillance. I would then like to make some general obser-

vations about the constitutional interests that S. 1^318 would protect against

military surveillance.

I. LITIGATION INVOLVING MILITARY SURVEILLANCE

Surveillance by the Army of civilian activities first came to light in Janu-

ary 1970 when Christopher H. Pyle, a former Army captain and instructor

in the Army Intelligence School at Fort Holabird, Maryland, published an

article on the subject in the Washington Monthly. As the Subcommittee is

aware, there followed a prolonged period of administrative reaction within

the Army, congressional investigation and private litigation, during whicli

certain basic facts emerged about the scope of the Army's civilian intelli-

gence-gathering system.

A. The Tatum Challenge

In Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1 (1972), the only lawsuit to reach the

Supreme Court, following these initial disclosures, the ACLU summarized

as follows the facts about this system as we then knew them :

"Plaintiffs allege and the government does not deny : ( 1 ) that the Army
has stationed intelligence agents in more than three hundred domestic

intelligence units throughout the United States; (2) that these agents have

intruded themselves into civilian politics by monitoring, reporting and

interpreting the political and often private activities and associations of

civilians: (3) that the Army Intelligence Command maintains an under-

determined number of computerized and non-computerized data ))anks ou

political protests occurring any place in the United States: (4) information

on civilian political protests collected by the Army Intelligence Command
has been widely and indiscriminately disseminated to military and civilian

agencies of government: (5) that the Army Intelligence Command has

compiled an identilication Blacklist including photographs of civilians "who

might cause trouble for the Army"; and (6) that Army intelligence agents

have infiltrated civilian political organizations and used improper methods

to acquire confidential information about private persons. [Brief for Re-

spondents, Laird v. Tatum. at 10-11]."
The allegations in Tatum were necessarily generalized. The complaint was

filed in February 1970, nearly a year before this Subcommittee's compre-

hensive hearings on surveillance and databanks brought to light the de-

tailed facts about Army surveillance [Federal Databanks, Computers and

the Bill of Rights, Hearings Before Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights,

Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 92nd Cong.. 1st Sess.,

February and March 1971]. Nevertheless, the plaintiffs, all political acti-

visits and organizations,^ felt their rights were sufficiently jeopardized by
the Army's on-going surveillance program to warrant immediate court action,

and their ACLU attorneys believed that the lawsuit itself would provide

a vehicle for discovering the full impact of the surveillance system ou

civilian politics. At the time the suit was filed it was known that most, if

not all, of the plaintiffs were the subjects of Army intelligence dossiers

maintained at Fort Holabird, Maryland. I have appended to my statement

a copy of Exhibit A to the Complaint, an Army Intelligence Command
"Weekly Intelligence Summary" for the week of March 11-18, 1968, which
describes the political activities of; many of the plaintiffs and is typical of

the information whicli was inserted by the Army into their files.

The Tatum plaintiff's went into court seeking declaratory and injunctive

relief against the Army, including an order destroying the file information

collected about them and a declaration that the Army's activities were

^Arlo Tatum (Bxpcutive Secretary of the Central Committee for Conscientious Ob-

jectors) ; Women's Strike for Peace ; War Resisters' League ; American Federation of

State, County v'fe Municipal Employees; Conrad Lynn and Benjamin N. Wyatt. .Tr. (blacli

attornevs) ; Clergy and Lavmen Concerned About the War in Vietnam; Veterans for

Peace l"n Vietnam ; the Vietnam Moratorium Committee ; the Vietnam Weelv Committee
of the University of Pennsylvania ; Rev. Albert Cleage, Jr. (Detroit Clergyman) ; the

Vietnam Education Group ; and Chicago Area Women for Peace.
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beyond the scope of any constitutional or statutory authority. The phiintiffs

charged that "[t]he purpose and effect" of the surveillance program "is

to harass and intimidate [them] and others similarly situated and to deter

them from exercising their rights of political expression, protest and dis-

sent from government policies, which are protected by the First Amend-

ment, by invading their privacy, damaging their reputations, and adversely

affecting their employment and their opportunities for employment" [Com-

plaint. II 15]. Tlie plaintiffs claimed that they were deterred from exercising

their political rights for "fear that they will be made subjects of reports

in the Army's intelligence network, that permanent reports of their activi-

ties will be maintained by the Army, that their profiles will appear in the

so-called 'Blacklist' and that all this information will be released to numer-

ous federal and state agencies upon request" [Id., ^16].

Unfortunately, the reception which the plaintiffs received in the District

Court was almost as chilling as their treatment by Army intelligence.

Comparing the Army's surveillance apparatus to a newspaper clipping serv-

ice, the district judge scoffed at the rejoinder by plaintiffs' counsel that

"newspapers don't have guns and jails" [Transcript of Proc-eediugs, April

22, 1970, at  

]. The Court refused to grant the plaintiffs an evidentiary

hearing—thus barring the testimony of several former Army intelligence

agents who were to testify before this Subcommittee ten months later
-—

and denied their motion for a preliminary injunction, dismissing their

coniiilaint.

This decision was reversed on appeal on April 27, 1971, and the case

was remanded for a full evidentiary hearing [444 F.2d 947 (D.C. Cir. 1971)].

The Court of Appeals held, in an opinion by Judge Wilkey, that the com-

plaint stated a justiciable cause of action involving First and Fourth

Amendment questions and instructed the District Court to determine :

"1. The nature of the Army's domestic intelligence system * *
*, specifi-

cally the extent of the system, the methods of gathering information, its

content and substance, the methods of retention and distribution, and the

recipients of the information.
"2. "What part, if any, of the Army domestic intelligence gathering system

is unrelated to or not reasonably necessary to the performance of the mis-

sicm as defined by the Constitution, statutes, and military regulations * *
*.

"3. Whether tlie existence of any overbroad aspects of the intelligence

gathering system * * * has or might have an inhibiting efl'ect on appellants
or others similarly situated.

"4. Such relief as called for in accordance with the above established law
and facts [444 F.2d at 958-59]."
The remand hearing never took place, however, liecause the Army's peti-

tion for certiorari was granted, and the Supreme Court reversed the Court
of Appeals decision by a narrow 5—4 majority. AVriting for the majority.
Chief Justice Burger implicitly indicated that the case involved issues not

amenable to judicial resolution but more appropriate for legislative action.

The majority view that the Tatum complaint was not justiciable apparently
was based on tlie fact that the plaintiffs were broadly challenging "the

existence and operation of the [Army's nationwide] intelligence gathering

system" [408 U.S. at 3]. Reviewing prior decisions striking down govern-
mental practices which inhibited the exercise of First Amendment rights,

the Chief Justice concluded that in each of those cases relief was granted
to particular individuals who were the direct targets of the challenged

practice. To the extent that there were such persons among the plaintiffs
in TaUnn, however, the Court found that they were "indistinguishable from
the pulslic at large", although all four dissenters (Stewart, Marshall, Doug-
las and Brennan. J.J.) pointed out that this was a clear misreading of the

record and that the plaintiffs should have been given a chance to prove their

case at a trial [408 U.S. at 165-78].

- Plaintiffs proffered tlie testimony of foriiiei- Army Intellisrence officers Ralph Stein,
Oliver Peirce and Christopher Pyle. The .Stein and Pyle testimony, as well as that of
former agents Joseph Levin. Jr..' Edward Sohier. .John O'Brien and Lawrence Lane was
presented in full in this Subcommittee's 1071 hearinjrs. Although it need not be summarized
here, this testimonv bears directly on the need to enact S. 2.31S [See 1971 Hearings, at
41 ff., 100 ft"., 147 tf.",

244 ff., 277 ff., 298 ff.].
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The Tatum decisiou undoubtedly stands as one of the most controversial

actions of the Burger Court." Without dwelling upon the tenuous and often

confused reasoning of the majority opinion [see, e.g. Note, BUj Brotfur

Weaifi Army Green, 72 COLUM. L. REV. 1009 (1972)], it is only necessary
to point out that the decision did not vindicate the Army's claims that

what it had been doing was legal but merely held that a generalized chal-

lenge on behalf of a nationwide class of civilians was judicially unmanage-
able. The Court's concluding language implies that Congress is better

equipped to provide a remedy to the problem : "there is nothing in our Nation's

history or in this Court's decided cases, including our holding today, that

can properly be seen as giving any indication that actual or threatened

injury by reason of unlawful activities of the military would go unnoticed
or unremedied"' [408 U.S. at 1G.~»].

B. Litif/ation After Laird v. Tatum.

Another case challenging the Army's CONUS Intelligence operation was
litigated in the shadow of Tatum, and was ultimately dismissed on the

basis of the Supreme Court's decision of June 26, 1972. American Civil Lib-

erties Union v. Wci^tmorcland 323 F. Supp. 1153 (N.D. 111. 1971), aff'd sul)

nom. American Civil Liberties Union v. Laird, 463 F.2d 499, petition for

rehearing denied, 463 F.2d 503 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 409 U.S. 1116 (1972).

Nevertheless, there are several aspects of this case which are worth noting
as further evidence of the need for the prohibition in S. 2318 and the

appropriateness of legislative action on military surveillance.

AVLU v. Westmoreland was a class action brought by politically active

citizens in the Chicago area *
against the 113th Military Intelligence Group,

a Chicago-based unit of CONUS Intelligence, and its Army command struc-

ture. Filed on the eve of this subcommittee's hearings and the rising public
concern about military spying, the suit reached a five-day evidentiary hear-

ing in the District Court on plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction
in early January 1971. The testimony at the hearing was set forth in detail

for the subcommittee in its 1971 Hearings (at pp. 91 ff. ) by Alexander

Polikoff, the plaintiffs' trial attorney. It was summarized as follows in our

petition to the Supreme Court for certiorari :

"The testimony at the hearing was directed to showing the organization,

scope and operation of the Army's domestic intelligence program and its

impact on plaintiffs. It was shown that the Army's intelligence activities

were divided into seven military intelligence groups covering the entire

United States, and that a 'left-wing desk' was maintained by the Assistant

Chief of Staff for Intelligence with responsibility for obtaining information
on such matters as the financial background, political activities and sexual

conduct of persons connected with 'left-wing' and 'anti-war' groups. This
information was obtained by both overt and covert methods and placed in

computerized depositories for easy reference.

"As part of this operation, the 113th Military Intelligence Group main-
tained dossiers on virtually every organization in the Chicago area. In

addition, files were maintained on any person whom the Army 'had reason
to believe was in a leadership position in a group that was or could be or

reasonably expected to be involved in civil disturbance.' Pursuant to these

criteria, a dossier was maintained on each of the plaintiffs. Undercover
agents were employed, newspapers were combed, and reports were received

from federal, state and local investigative agencies. The resulting files 'con-

3 Perhaps the most controversial aspect of the decision was the fact that Mr. Justice

Rehnqiiist cast the deciding vote, notwithstanding his testimony before this very sub-

committee, as a Nixon Administration witness prior to his nomination to the Court,
that the issues in Tatum were nonjusticiable. See 1071 Hearings, at 597 ; 849. Moreover,
as an Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel, Rehnquist was the
custodian of the evidence which the Court of Appeals held was discoverable by the

plaintiffs. Since Justice Rehnquist had been expected to disqualify himself from par-
ticipating in the Tatum decision (and since the result would have been different had
he done so), the plaintiffs moved to recuse him nunc pro tunc after the case was de-

cided. He denied their motion, but conceded its "seriousness", on October 11, 1972
[41 U.S.L.W. S20S].

* The complaint was brought on behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union and
Jay Miller, its Executive Director ; Jessie Jackson, the Executive Director of Operation
Breadbasket ; Alderman A. A. Raynor of Chicago : Gordon Sherman, President of the
Business Executives Move for Vietnam Peace and Henry DeZutter, a Chicago journalist.
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tained all details on a person's file, background and history.' Notwithstand-

ing repeated assertions by the witnesses for the defendants that the sur-

veillance program was substantially reduced in scope, it was conceded that
files were still retained on plaintiffs Sherman and Raynor.

"Plaintiffs Miller, Sherman and Jackson testified to the direct effect of

the Army's activities on them and their organizations. Each of them stated
that the effect of surveillance was both personally inhibiting and interfered
with the woi'k of their organizations by deterring public participation and
support. The result was that effective communication of ideas was signifi-

cantly impeded."
At tlie conclusion of the hearing the trial judge denied the motion for a

preliminary injunction and dismissed the complaint. In a sarcastic opinion
he rejected the plaintiffs' testimony about the Inirden and inhibition on their
free speech and political activities produced by the Army's surveillance,
and found that the surveillance in any event had been reduced. The judge's
sarcasm, however, was by no means limited to the plaintiffs : "This evidence
indicates that typical, gigantic Washington bureaucratic boondoggle. . . .

[T]here has been a tremendous waste of the taxpayers' money in hiring
people to perform the duties that were performed as revealed by the evi-

dence in this case . . ." [323 F. Supp. at ll.")4].

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals was more inclined to substance
than sarcasm. The Court was disturbed by the evidence but did not feel
that it could reach the merits because the Supreme Court had already
granted certiorari in Tatum. Nevertheless, the Court did not hesitate to

point out, based in part upon the evidence before it that:

"[W]e assume, without deciding, that a 'massive' domestic intelligence
operation conducted by the United States Army can have a sufficient deter-
rent effect on the free expression of political ideas to give individual citi-

zens affected thereby standing to challenge the legitimacy of such an op-
eration * * *.

"[W]e assume, without deciding, that the domestic intelligence activities
as conducted by the Army prior to June 7, 1970, were illegitimate, and that
the excesses could be excised by judicial decree [463 F.2d at 500]."
The Tatum and Westmoreland decisions were based in part on indica-

tions that the Army had ceased its surveillance operations by the time the
cases were on appeal, thus introducing the question of possible mootness.
The testimony and documentary evidence in the record of this Subcommit-
tee's 1971 Hearings, and tlie Committee reports based on those Hearings,
are not entirely clear on this issue, but it is certainly true that the CONUS
Intelligence operation in existence at the time the Tatum complaint was
filed was at least considerably reduced by the time the case reached the
Supreme Court. It does not seem unreasonable to suggest that this reduc-
tion was not voluntary, but resulted from pressures brought by Congress,
by the litigation and by public exposure.

Before discussing S. 2318 and some of the constitutional questions involved,
I would like to set forth some recent evidence that military surveillance of
civilians is continuing.
The first evidence comes from a lawsuit that was filed prior to Tatum,

but involves related issues and was stayed while Tatum was pending on
appeal. In People Agamst Racism v. Laird. Civil Action No. 35G.5-69 (D.D.
C), a group of anti-war demonstrators had boarded a bus in Washington,
D.C. to go to a demonstration in Wilmington, Delaware on January 21,
1969. Their bus was detained for more than an hour by persons identified

by bus company personnel as "military intelligence agents." It was subse-

quently determined through litigation that the agents were plainclothes
field operatives of the 116th Military Intelligence Group; that they con-
ferred at length with bus company officials and with their own headquar-
ters by telephone : that a substitute bus driver, also suspected of being
a military intelligence agent, was selected to drive the plaintiffs to their
destination; and that file information was collected and indexed under the
names of several of the plaintiffs in the Army's databank at Fort Holabird.
What is particularly significant about these facts, all of which were

admitted (except the identity of the substitute driver) in the Army's An-
swer to the Amended Complaint filed on November 12, 1973, is that the

32-996—74 7
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Army continues to maintain files on tliree of tlie six individual plaintiffs
and "an index card in the Defense Central Index of Investigation on ;iii

organization, People Against Racism * * *" [Answer, •[23]. The Army chniiis,

"on information and belief, [that] the files to which that card [on the

organization] relates were purged and destroyed," but it makes no similar
claim with respect to files on tlie individual plaintiffs [Id.]. The Army has
withdrawn a motion for judgment on the pleadings and the case is now
proceeding through discovery. [Copies of the Amended Complaint and An-
swer in People Against Racism v. Laird are submitted for the record.]
The  last case I would like to discuss involves substantial new evidence

that military surveillance of civilians is continuing. Berlin Democratic Club,
et al. V. SchlcsiiKjer, et al., Civil Action No. 310-74 (D.D.C.) is an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief and damages, brought by sixteen
American civilians and two American organizations in West Germany who
have been the targets of intensive surveillance by the Army during at
least the last two years. I am the attorney of record in the case.

The BDC complaint, which was filed on February 19, 1974, alleges four
broad categories of intrusive surveillance: (1) wiretapping; (2) infiltration

of organizations and private meetings; (3) blacklisting and political intel-

ligence gathering; and (4) opening of private, civilian mail. Most of the

specific allegations in these broad categories are supported by documentary
evidence. Much of this evidence was supplied to the plaintiffs and released
to the public by Army intelligence agents, who, like the agents testifyijig
before this subcommittee in 1971, knew tliat what they had been commanded
to do was illegal and unconstitutional, and acted out of a sense of public
duty in making their disclosures.

The evidence indicates tliat the Army's attention has focussed particu-
larly on American civilians in Berlin and in the Heidelberg area. Among
the former are a groui» of citizens who worked in the presidential cam-
paign of Senator George McGovern. and following the 1972 election con-
tinued to work in support of the jilatform adopted at the 1972 Democratic
National Convention. In early 1973 the group was formally chartered as
an affiliate of the Democratic National Committee under the name, "Berlin
Democratic Club". The evidence reveals that starting sometime after

August 1972 agents of the 66th Military Intelligence Group in Berlin be-

gan to infiltrate the organization and file detailed reports on its activities.

One such report indicates that the group adopted the Bill of Rights as its

Constitution and that it did not seem to be inclined toward "subversive
activities". Nevertheless, the group was branded "CS", or "countersubver-
sive"—the label which the Army attached to the reports, under which they
were filed.

Details about the personal lives of BDC members were recorded, in-

cluding their marital status and attitude toward their work (many of
them are students or faculty members at the Fi*ee University in Berlin).
More important, however, is the fact that their political views were ex-

haustively reported and analyzed, in an often sophomoric attempt to de-
termine their "aims" and predict their actions. Apparently, much of this
information was collected through "intercepts", both of mail and of tele-

phone conversations. For example in June 1973 BDC collected 330 names
on a petition urging the initiation of impeachment proceedings against
President Nixon, and the petition was "intercepted" and photographed
after it was put in the mail to House Speaker Carl Albert."^

Another target of military spying in Germany is a group of civilian attor-

neys who regularly provide counsel to servicemen in court martial proceed-
ings and other military cases. Conversations among lawyers working for
the Lawyers' Military Defense Committee and their clients were intercepted

^ Among the various activities of BDC which were reported in detail in intelligence
bripflng papers for Maj. Gen. Harold Aaron, then the Deputy Chief of Staff for In-
telligence, U.S. Army Europe and now the Army's top intelligence officer in the Pentagon,
were: (1) the receipt^of an autographed picture from Senator George McGovern; (2)
the sponsoring of a conference on "Gl Rights and American Civil Liberties" in Feb.
197.3; (3) contacts between BDC members and various "underground newspaper";
(4) contacts between BDC and LMDC lawyers; and (5) the sponsoring of a conference
in June 197.3 on "Watergate—Its Meaning and Significance."
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on -al lea-st one wiretap installed on the phone of one of the plaintiffs, Mary-
Jo Van Ingen Leibowitz, who is an American free lance journalist and con-

sultant to LMDC\ Conversations overheard on the wiretap, as revealed by
Army documents sximmarizing them, include discussions about how to con-

duct the court martial defense of one of the plaintiffs, Larry Johnson a

black GI who ha.s since been discharged from the Army. According to the

Army intelligence agents who disclosed the wiretapping, more than fifteen

volumes of classiiied surveillance documents, including the records of other

wiretaps on LMDC lawyers, were destroyed by the Army immediately after

the disclosures occiirred last August, thus further indicating that the Army
knew the entire operation was illegal."

The action last week of a military judge presiding over a court martial in

Naples, Italy gives an additional indication of the extent of military sur-

veillance over civilian American attorneys in Europe. On Thursday, April

3, 1974. Commander L. T. Mirtchung, U.S.N., granted a defense motion in

United Stoics v. Cron-der, ct nlJ for the disclosure of all wiretap surveil-

lance of the eleven military defendants (Naval personnel serving on the

U.S.S. Little Rock) and their LMDC lawyers. The order covers the period

January 2'), 1974 (when the lawyers first came into the case) to the present,
and requires the Army to search its files and produce whatever surveil-

lance documents are found so that the defendants can c>»nduct a "taint

hearing". Tt is not known whether or not to what extent the Army will

attempt to comi'.ly with the order.

Other targets of the Army's wiretapping and infiltration were American
clergymen residing at the Goessner Industrial Mission in Mainz and under-

ground newspapers and their American staffs. The Goessner Mission is a
Protestant organization jointly sponsored by the National Council of Churches

(U.S.), the World Council of Churches and the German Evangelische Kirche.
Two of its residents. Rev. David McCreary and Rev. James Stillman are the

subjects of several 66th Military Intelligence Group surveillance reports and
are plaintiffs in the BDC suit. The American underground newspapers winch
have been kept under surveillance include Foricard, published in Berlin, and
Fir/ht Back, published in Heidelberg. The intensity of this surveillance is

demonstrated by one classified document from the Army's files : a photostatic
copy of a letter to the staff of Forward from the Librarian of the College of

Charleston, South Carolina, ordering a subscription and requesting back copies
of the newspaper for the college library.

All of this surveillance was conducted with an immediate and palpable effect

on the lives of the plaintiffs. Apart from the fear and dissension which it

ci'eated among the moderate activists of the Berlin Democratic Club, and the
inhibitions which it Injected into the relationship of LMDC lawyers with their

clients, it also caused two of the BDC plaintiffs to lose their jobs and a third
to be threatened with deportation. Jay Brady and David Harris, both members
of BDC, were fired from their positions at the American Exhibit in the Berlin
Industries Fair on October 31, 1973, for what the Director of the Exhibit later

told other employees were "political reasons." Both Brady and Harris had
worked for Forward, but their names never appeared in any issue and they
could not have been linked to the newspaper except through surveillance.*
Another plaintiff, Karen Bixler, a staff writer for Fight Back, was threatened
with deportation from Germany in September 1973, based upon the recommenda-
tion of the Office of the Chief of Staff for Intelligence, U.S. Army, Europe,
which provided a "fact sheet" on her activities to the German authorities. She

° It should be noted that the Army dropped its charges against Spec. 4 John McDougal,
one of the Army intellige»ce agents who made the "unauthorized disclosures", after
McDougal's lawyer gave notice that he Intended to base his defense on the Illegality
and unconstitutioHality of the surveillance. An even more telling admission by the Army
that its surveillance program could not be defended in Court was the rescission of Eighth
Army Regulation .381-25 ("Military Intelligence Counterdissidence Program") in early
August 197.3. immediately after the first reports about the wiretapping and infiltration
began to appear in the press, and little more than a week after the Regulation was
promulgated on July 2.">. The Regulation defined "dissidence" as "manifestation of a
rejection of military, political or social standards," and authorized military intelligence
agents to collect information about civilian or military "dissidence" by a variety of
covert means.

^ Special Court Martial, Naval Support Activity, Naples, Italy (Capt, P. K. Cullins.
Convening Authority).

" It should be noted that this is precisely the kind of "injury" found lacking bv the
Supreme Court majority in Laird v. Tatum, supra.
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was subsequently permitted to remain in Germany when the German govern-
ment determined not to pursue her case after her marriage to a German citizen.

"[The Army's] own documents suggest that it was trying to establish the

existence of a conspiracy to subvert army enlisted men, linking the Methodist
missionaries, the I^MDC lawyers, the Berlin Democrats, underground news
papers, foreign Communist parties and antiwar activists. But in the case of

the Berlin Democrats the surveillance continued months after it was clear that
the organization was legitimate in its aims and its methods. And indeed, the

briefing for Gen. Aarou noted that "during the meeting of Feb. 24 [of Con-
cerned Americans in Berlin], there was no particular attempt to meet the
GIs or solicit their support. At one point, a sheet was passed around so that a
mailing list could be started. Most of the GIs, however, refrained from signing.
"The army's own secret agents were of course exceptions to this GI apathy.
Since they were recruited from the Berlin garrison, it is reasonable to assume
that GIs soon got the message that army intelligence was keeping an eye on the
Berlin Democrats, and that it was unhealthy to .ioin them."
Whatever was the original purpose of the Army's operation, what we already

know about it indicates that in practice it has swallowed up all purpose and
trampled on the rights of American civilians abroad." [Copies of the First

Amended Complaint and Exhibits A through O in Berlin Democratic Oluh, et al.

V. ^rhlesinger, et al., Civil Action No. 310-74 (D.D.C.) are submitted for the

record].

II. MILITARY SURVEILLANCE AND THE CONSTITUTION

There are two separate but related aspects to the unconstitutionality of

military surveillance. First, the surveillance program, regardless of its origin,

infringes on individual rights. Second, the fact that the military is conducting
the surveillance enhances its unconstitutionality, because civilians are histori-

cally protected from military intrusions of any kind.

That none of the courts which have addressed the issue have yet reached the

merits of a challenge to Army surveillance does not weaken these constitutional

arguments. On the contrary, because the Supreme Court majority indicated in

Laird v. Tattim that it would be difficult to frame a judicially manageable
citizens' claim for relief from military surveillance, the constitutional argu-
ments are particularly appropriate in considering S. 2318 as a legislative

solution to a problem the courts have not been able to solve.

A. Invasion of Constitutional Rights
1. Freedom of Speech and Association.—The Impact of governmental surveil-

lance on First Amendment freedoms is severe. When the price of engaging in a
controversial political activity—or any other form of protected speech or asso-

ciation—is compulsory disclosure to government agents of all the details about
that activity, the price is too high to pay. As the Supreme Court has repeatedly

pointed out. First Amendment freedoms can be quickly extinguished if they are

not given the "breathing space" thev need to survive. See, e.g., NAACP v.

Button. 371 U.S. 415, 432-33 (1963).
Surveillance, however, need not demonstrably inhibit First Amendment rights

to have a serious impact on their exercise. The interception and recording of

information about a person's political views and associations cuts to the core

of the associational privacy that the First Amendment was intended to protect,

regardless of whether it has a "chilling effect" on protected activities. So

strongly rooted are the traditions of privacy in one's political beliefs and asso-

ciations that even the debates over the adoption of the Constitution were carried

out anonvmouslv in the Federalist and Anti-Federalist papers. Beveridge, 4

Life of Marshall (1919), at pp. 313-19.

The right of privacy in the sphere of controversial associations was most

forcefully recognized by a unanimous Supreme Court in NAACP v. Alabama,
357 U.S. 449 (1958). In connection with an attempt to enjoin the NAACP from

operating in Alabama, the Alabama Attorney General sought disclosure of its

local membership list. 'Sir. .Justice Harlan, writing for the Court, ruled that

Alabama could not constitutionally compel disclosure of the list :

" The Supreme Court lias long held that American citizens do not lose their protec-
tion by the Constitution acainst illesal actions of their own government when they
travel abroad. Reid v. Covert. 354 U.S. 1 5-6 (1956) ("We reject the idea that when
the United States acts against citizens abroad It can do so free of the Bill of Rights.").
See also Kent v. Dulles, 357 U.S. 116 (1957) ; Lynd v. Rusk, SS9 F. 2d 940 (D.C. Clr.

1967).
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"This Court has recognized the vital relationship between freedom to asso-

ciate and privacy of one's associations. * * * Inviolability of privacy in group
association may in many circumstances be indispensable to preservation of

freedom of association, particularly where a group espouses dissident beliefs

[357 U.S. at 462].-'

Repeatedly over the last decade and a half the Supreme Court has reaffirmed

and extended the protection of associational privacy from government intru-

sion. See, e.g.. Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960) (barring compulsory
disclosure of NAACP membership and contributor lists) ; Talley v. California,

362 U.S. 60 (1960) (striking down ordinance prohibiting circulation of anony-
mous handbills) ;

Louisiana ex rel. GreniiUion v. NAACP, 366 U.S. 293 (1961)

(striking down statute requiring state registration of members in nonprofit

organizations) ;
Lament v. Postmaster General, 381 U.S. 301 (1965) (striking

down statute requiring addressee of "communist political propaganda" to

identify himself by requesting delivery) ; Pollard v. Roberts, 283 F. Supp. 248

(E.D. Ark.) (three-judge court), aff'd. per curiam. 393 U.S. 14 (1968) (quash-

ing subixena of bank records of Arkansas Republican Party).
From these decisions the following principles emerge. First, when a protected

First Amendment activity is involved, the government may not intrude upon
that activity and compel the participants to identify themselves and their

beliefs as a necessary condition of exercising their rights of speech and asso-

ciation. See. e.g.. Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 540 (1945) ("a requirement
that one must register before he undertakes to make a . . . speech to enlist

support for a lawful movement is quite incompatible with the requirement of

the First Amendment") Second, even if some part of the activity is not

protected by the First Amendment, the protected participants do not lose their

right to associational privacy and the government cannot collect and extract

information about all the participants. See, e.g., Skelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S.

479, 488 (1960) ("even ... a legitimate governmental purpose . . . cannot be

pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties when the

end can be more narrowly achieved"). See generally Note. The Constitutional

Right to Anonymity: Free Speech, Disclosure and the Devil, 70 Yale L. J. 1084

(1961).
To the extent that the Supreme Court in Laird v. Tatum declined to recog-

nize the invasion of associational privacy and political anonymity by the

Army's surveillance program, therefore, and insisted that the plaintiffs had to

prove an additional injury (such as the loss of a job). I respectfully suggest
that the nmjority misconceived the nature of the First Amendment issue in

the case.

Judicial scrutiny of government surveillance in areas touching upon First

Amendment rights is well established. When the police are not gathering
evidence of a specific crime but are conducting intrusive and generalized
surveillance, lower federal courts have not hesitated to enjoin the intrusion if

it affects speech or association. In Bee See Bookf:. Ivr. v. Lcary, 291 F. Supp.
622. 627 (S.l).N.Y. 1968), for example, the district court enjoined the New York

City Police Commissioner from stationing policemen in bookstores where "the

circumstances indicate [d] that surveillance was initiated for the purpose of

inhibiting the distribution of material by the plaintiffs rather than to detect

and gather eviden.ce in violation of the New York obscenity statute."" Similarly,

the mere presence of police at private labor union meetings was enjoined by an
Indiana federal court in Furniture Workers Local 309 v. Gates, 75 F. Supp. 620

(N.D. Ind. 1948).'"

^0 ;ManY civil rights cases challensrin? various forms of grovprnmen+nl snrvpill.ince of
First Amendmpnt activities have recently lieen held to lie justiciable despite the decision
in Laird v. Tatum. See. e.e.. Yaffe v. Potrers. 454 F. 2d I.tO? (1st Cir. 1972). reversin":
71—514-J (D. Mass. .Tune 13, 1971), and remandinir for class nction determination and
discovery proceedings ; Kenyatta v. KcUcii, F.R.D. -——

. Civil Action No. 71-2.")9.5

(E.D. Pa. INIarch 29. 1974) (orderinc: discovery) ; Jahara v. Kelleij. F.R.D. , Civil
Action No. 09Sr(,5 (E.D. :>rich. March 18. 1974') forderin.'x discovery) : Bandxchu v. fipe-
eial Servicer Dhision, .349 F. Supp. 7(10 (S.D.X.V. 1972* (denying motion to dismiss);
Bach V. Mitchell. F. Supp. (W.D. Wis. ,Tannarv 14. 197."'.) (denving motion to
dismiss) : Kent l^tate V.V.A.W. v. Fyke Civil Action No. C72-1271 (N.D. Ohio .July 1.3.

1973) (denyinsr motion to dismiss) : Philadelphia Yearhi Meetinq v. Tate. 71 C\\. 849
(E.D. Pa. ,Tuly 14. 1972) (denying motion to dismiss) : Philadelphia Rexi.stance V.

Mitchell, .58 F.R.D. 139 (E.D. Pa. 1972) (ordering discovery on extent of undercover
surveillance of political activists) ; Holmeit v. Church 70 Civ. 5(i91 (S.D.N.Y. ,Tnne 14,
1971) (order enjoining police surveillance of iioliticnl activists "neither suspected of nor
engaged in criminal activity") : Cf. Aiulernon v. Kuqler. 5(i N..T. 210, 20,5 A. 2d. 278
(1970). reversing 106 N.J. 545 (Ch. Div. 1969), and remanding for an evidentiary
hearing.
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2. Right to Privacy and, Freedom From Unreasonable Searches and Seizures.—
The military surveillance practices that have been revealed over the last four
years are reminiscent of the infamous British writs assistance, in reaction to
which the Fourth Amendment was adopted. The writs were general warrants
under which "ofl3cers of the Crown were given roving commissions to search
where they pleased in order to suppress and destrov the literature of dis-
sent. . . ." Stanford v. Texas, 379 U.S. 476, 481-82 (1965). The general, war-
rantless searches conducted by military intelligence agents are aimed at
determining and recording the ideas and beliefs of American civilians. It is

precisely in these circumstances—where dissenting ideas are the objects of a
search, not contraband or other evidence of a crime—that the protections of
the Fourth Amendment are most important.
Four months before its decision in Laird v. Tatum, the Supreme Court held

that the Fourth Amendment's requirements cannot be selectively disregarded
in tlie interests of national security, particularly when the oltject of a search
is speech. United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297 (1972).
Writing for the unanim_ous Court, Mr. Justice Powell explained why :

'•'I hough physical entry of the home is the chief evil against which the
wording of the Fourth Amendment is directed, its bi-oader spirit now shields
pri^•.•^te speech from unreasonable surveillance * * *. Fourth Amendment pro-
tections become the more necessary when the targets of official surveillance
may be those suspected of unorthndoxy in their political beliefs * *

*. The
price of lawful public dissent must not be a dread of subjection to an unchecked
surveillance power. 32 L. Ed. 2d, at 764."

Tlie constitutional right to privacy covers a multitude of areas where the
individual has a "reasonable expectation of privacy," e.g., Katz v. United
States, supra (telephone booth) ; Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965)
(marital relations) ; Pollak v. PuMic Utilities, 343 U.S. 451 (19.52) (public
bus) ; Foe v. V/ade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (abortion). Federal courts in recent
years have held that public or private spying on an individual's private
activities gives rise to a cau-<e of action for damages and injunctive relief.

In York v. Sfory, 324 F.2<1. 450 (9th Cir. 1963), cert, denied. 376 U.S. 939
(1964), for example, a woman collected damage^ against the police in a civil

rights action for violating her right to privacy when a policeman induced her
to submit to intrusive photography by claiming that it was necessary to
substantiate an assault and battery complaint she wished to file. Pointing out
that "[a] searcli of one's home has been established to be an invasion of one's
privacy against intrusion by the police," the court upheld the plaintiff's claim
that her privacy had been invaded, even though the events in question occurred
not in her homp but in the police station, pointing out that:

"It has already been declared by the Supreme Court that the security of one's
privacy against arbitrary intrusion by the police is basic to a free society and
is therefore 'implicit in the concept of ordered liberty' embraced within the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 324 F.2d at 455."
Under a variety of circumstances similar to those in Yorh, most state juris-

dictions have also recognized a common law cause of action for tlie invasion
of privacy, particularly where personal information not in the public domain
has been acquired surreptitiously. See generally 14 A.L.R. 2d 7.50 and 13
A.L.R. 3rd 1025.
The arrest record expungement cases further demonstrate that the collection

and recording of derogatory personal information for surveillance purposes is

an invasion of privacy. These cases recognize that the government must justify
by some important public need the retention and/'or distribution of information
on persons who were arrested but not convicted of crimes. In Morrow v. District

of ColumMa, 417 F.2d 728, 742 (D.C. Cir. 1969), the court commented that it

was an "unjustified invasion of privacy" for police to disseminate informa-
tion about innocent persons who had been arrested. In Wheeler v. Goodman,
306 F. Supp. 58 (W.D.N.C. 1969) (three-judge court), the records of persons
arrested for engaging in constitutionally protected activity were ordered
expunged. See also United States v. Kalish, 271 F. Supp. 968, 970 (D.P.R.
1967). Similarly, in Menard v. Mitchell, 328 F Supp. 718, 725 (D.D.C. 1971), on
remand from 430 F.2d 486 (D.C. Cir. 1970), Judge Gesell noted the disturbing
growth of intelligence databanks and their impact on privacy :

"The increasing complexity of our society and technological advances which
facilitate massive accumulation and ready regurgitation of far-flung data have
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presented more problems in this area, certainly problems not contemplated by
tiie framers of the Constitution. These developments emphasize a pressing need

to preserve and to redefine aspects of the right of privacy to insure the basic

freedoms guaranteed by this democracy."
In the final analysis, however, it is not merely the privacy of citizens which

is diminished by military surveillance, but rather their whole range of consti-

tutional protections against intrusive and manipulative government action.

Justice Douglas summed up the constitutional infirmities of the Army's sur-

veillance apparatus in a strong dissenting opinion in Laird v. Tatum which
concluded as follows :

"This case is a cancer on our body politic. It is a measure of the disease

which afflicts us * * *. The Constitution was designed to keep government off

the back of the people. The Bill of Rights was added to keep the precincts of

belief and expression, of the press, of political and social activities free from
surveillance * *

*. The aim was to allow men to be free and independent and
to assert their rights against government. There can be no influence more

paralyzing of that objective than Army surveillance * * *. [408 U.S., at 171-72]."

B. Lack of Constitutional or Statutory Authority in the Military to Conduct
surveillance of Civilians.

The second reason why military surveillance is illegal is that it is wholly

lacking in constitutional "or statutory authority. Even if the military were able

to demonstrate an overwhelming governmental interest in its surveillance

program, and the unavailability of any less drastic means to accomplish its

purposes, the program would still be illegal.

The Constitution expressly assigns the power to Congress to define the role

of the military in civilian affairs.^^ The military, therefore, is strictly limited

to whatever civilian roles are given to it by statute, and the courts are charged
with the dutv to review anv exercise by the military of this statutory autho-

rity. O'CaUahan v. Parker, 395 U.S. 258 (1969) ;
Toth v. Quarles. 350 U.S. 11

(1955) ;
Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2 (1866). Because constitutional

rights are at stake when the military acts in the civilian area, the Supreme
Court has long held that any civil authority granted to the military must be

strictly construed :

"It is an unbending rule of law, that the exercise of military power, where
the rights of citizens are concerned, shall never be pushed beyond what the

exigency requires. Raymond v. Thomas, 91 U.S. 712, 716 (1875)."

The statutory authority on which the Army claims to have been relying in

conducting domestic surveillance is contained in 10 U.S.C. sections 331-334.

These sections provide for the domestic use of the armed forces by the President

"to enforce the laws of the United States" or "suppress insurrection" when it

becomes impossible for local and state authorities to enforce the laws "by the

ordiiiarv course of iudicial proceedings." See Alabama v. United States, 373

U.S. 545 (1963) : Pressor v. Illinois. 116 U.S. 252 (1886) : In Re Charge to the

Grand Jury, 62 F. 828 (D. 111. 1894). The statutes empower the military to act

only after a particular insurrection has grown beyond the capabilities of the

civilian police,^" or when the civilian police have refused to enforce the federal

laws, Alabama v. United States, supra.
The statutes contain no express or implied reference to the Army's authority

to investigate lawful political activity of civilians and to collect, maintain and
distribute reports on them. Indeed, since protection of the political freedom of

citizens and organizations forms the very essence of constitutional liberty

and security, it is difficult to imagine a construction that would do more
violence to the statutoi-y language than the one suggested by the Army. That
the Executive has statutory as well as constitutional authority to combat

illegal overt acts amounting to "insurrection" after the failure of civilian

authority does not mean that the Army can spontaneously institute an intelli-

gen^r^ gathering operation aimed at civilians.

If there were any doubt about the meaning of these statutes, it should have
been resolved by the decision of the Supreme Court in Sclmeider v. Smith, 390

U.S. 17 (1968), which dealt with a similar statute authorizing the President

11 U.S. Constitution, Art. I, § 8, CI. 14-16.
12 Indeed, no troops or militia can be employed by the President under this chapter

unlesR and until "he shall by proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to dis-

perse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a limited time." 10 U.S.C, § 334.
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to safeguard vessels against sabotage and other subversive conduct. Purporting
to act under that authority, the President promulgated regulations authorizing
the Coast Guard Commandant to gather information about the political beliefs

and associations of civilian seamen. The Court held that the statute did not

contemplate such bi'oad investigations :

"The present case involves investigation, not by Congress but by the Execu-
tive Branch, stemming from congressional delegation. When we read the

delegation with an eye to First Amendment problems, we hesitate to conclude

that Congress told the Executive to ferret out ideological strays in the mari-
time industry. The words it used—'to safeguard * * * from sabotage or other

subversive acts'—refer to actions, not to ideas or beliefs. We would have to

stretch those words beyond their normal meaning to give them the meaning the

Solicitor General urges. 390 U.S. at 26-27."

As Justice Douglas pointed out in his dissenting opinion in Laird v. Tatum:
"If Congress has passed a law authorizing the armed services to establish

surveillance over the civilian population, a most serious constitutional problem
would be presented. There is. however, no law authorizing surveillance over
civilians * * * [408 U.S., at 165]."
Not only is there no law authorizing military surveillance, there are several

statutes which appear to forbid it, even under emergency conditions. The Posse
Comitatus Act [18 U.S.C. § 1385], for example, prohibits the use of military
forces "to execute the laws * * * except in cases and under circumstances

expre.ssly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress." One federal court

has construed that statute "as expressing the inherent antipathy of the Amer-
ican to the use of troops for civil purposes." Wryntb v. United States, 200 F.

Supp. 457, 465 (E.D.N.Y. 1961). Similarly, 18 US.C. sections 592 and 593 bar
the use of armed forces to supervise elections, while 18 US.C section 1384

prohibits military police from making "investigations, searches, seizures or

arrests of civilians" suspected of engaging in prostitution in the vicinity of

military bases.
Nor can the military fall back on a claim of inherent power to protect the

national security in order to justify its wholesale invasions of the constitutional

rights of civilians. In two of the leading Supreme Court cases involving similar

assertions of inherent power by the Executive, the claim was rejected in both

instances, either because the will of Congress had been expressed in a contrary
manner, Youiigfitown Sheet d Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952), or

because constitutional rights had been violated by Executive act unauthorized

by statute. United States v. United States District Court, supra. Where the

military has usurped civil authority the Supreme Court has consistently rejected
the claim of an inherent power based on military necessity. See. e.g.. Ex Parte

Milliffan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2 (1866). As Justice Murphy pointed out in an
eloquent concurring opinion in Duncan v. Kahanamolcu, 327 U.S. 304, 324-25

(1946) :

"The argument [of necessity] thus advanced is * * * a rank appeal to aban-
don the fate of all our liberties to the reasonableness of the judgment of those

who are trained primarily for war."

III. COMMENTS ON S. 2318

S. 2318 is a broad legislative prohibition of military .surveillance. While there

may be some reason to question the necessity for legislation which expressly
prohibits government action already implicitly prohibited by the Constitution
and existing legislation, on lialance we believe that the special circumstances

surrounding the practice of military surveillance make the enactment of

S. 2318 essential.

In light of the Supreme Court's decision in Laird v. Tatum. it is unlikely
that the broad prohibition contained in S. 2318 will be implemented by the
courts without express statutory authority. While the Supreme Court majority
rejected the idea that self-discipline on the part of the military is a solution

to complaints about broad military surveillance, it took such a narrow view of

standing and justiciability that only the most egregious complaints are likely
to be adjudicated. Furthermore, the Army's cutback of its surveillance oper-
ations is implemented by a Defense Department Directive (5200.27, promul-
gated March 1. 1971) which gives great leeway to the military to continue or

reinstitute certain surveillance practices. This suggests that even if self

restraint were to be exercised by all future military intelligence commands,
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the military still does not believe that its surveillance of civilians is beyond
the law.

A. Section 2

1. The Prohibition.—The first part of Section 2 prohibits any civil military
officer of the United States from employing any part of the armed forces or a
state militia "to conduct investigations into, maintaiu surveillance over, or

record information regarding the beliefs, associations, or political activities

of any jierson not a memlier of the Armed Forces * * *." When read in con-

junction with the statutory definition of "surveillance" [Sec. 2(c)(4)]—
"monitoring conducted by means which include but are not limited to wire-

tapping, electronic eavesdropping, overt and covert observation, and civilian

informants"—the prohibition is both Viroad and clear.

Three general points need to be made with respect to this prohibition. First,
it is essentially .iurisdictional and does not prohibit surveillance of civilians

except by the military. Although we believe that surveillance and intelligence

gathering by other agencies of government suffer from many of the same
constitutional infirmities described above and must be brought under legislative

control,'' the fact that S. 2318 deals only with military surveillance makes its

broad prohibition both reasonable and precise. The Constitution itself provides
that the military has no jurisdiction over civil matters except as granted by
Congress. This does not mean, however, that civilian investigative agencies,
such as the F.B.I., cannot investigate persons suspected of engaging in criminal

activity affecting the military ; it only means that the military has no authority
to conduct such investigations. Similarly, the prohibition does not mean that
the military cannot investigate military personnel suspected of violating mili-

tary law, since this is an area in which the military has a clear jurisdictional
basis for its actions.'*

Tlie second general point to be made is that the prohibition is absolute

except where Congress specifically provides that it does not apply. This means
that there is no grant of a discretionary authority to the Secretary of Defense
or any military personnel to determine the circumstances under which surveil-

lance should be permitted on a case-by-case basis. One of the principal features
of the administrative prohibition of military surveillance currently in effect

(DOD Directive 5200.27) is that the prohibition applies unless surveillance is

"specifically authorized by the Secretary of Defense or his 'designee." This
discretionary approach is entirely inconsistent with the military's lack of

jurisdiction over civilians.

The third general point is that the prohibition by its terms is not limited to

domestic surveillance but extends to Army intelligence gathering about "the

beliefs, associations, or political activities" of American civilians abroad. The
recent widespread and intrusive surveillance b.v the Army of Americans in

Germany—using teclniiques such as wiretapping and mail opening which
apparently were not used by the Army even at the height of its domestic
surveillance operations—demonstrates what can happen if the prohibition does
not apply world-wide.'^ This view is consistent with the principle that citizens

do not lose their constitutional rights, at least with respect to actions by the
United States government, when thev travel abroad. See. e.g., Reid v. Covert,
354 U.S. 1 (1956) ; Kent v. Dulles. 357 U.S. 116 (1957). Furthermore, there is

even less statutory basis for the military to conduct surveillance abroad than
there is for it to do so domestically, since the "insxirrection statutes" (10
U.S.C.. S§ 331-34) are limited by their terms to domestic disorders.

2. The E.reeptionx.—Section 2(b) specifies four exceptions to the general
prohibition against military surveillance.

The first permits surveillance operations to commence after the President
has "actually and publicly" assigned troops to repel an invasion or suppress
a rebellion, insurrection or condition of domestic violence, pursuant to the

^3 See. e.?.. Stntement of Aryeh Neier and .Tohn H. F. Shattuck on behalf of the Amer-
ican Civil I>ihertios TTnion. On S. SOfi.S and S. 'IWA Kelatins; to Criminal .Tnstice Infor-
mation Systems, before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Senate Judiciary
Committee. O.-'.rd Cons. 2nd Sess. (March 7. 1074). at pp. 11-1.*?.

^* This is not to sniriipst. however, that the military can investigate in a manner which
violates the constitutional rights of soldiers fir other military personnel. See e.g.. Com-
mittee for ai RifihtK V. firhlCKinger, 42 L.W. 2.Sf).'i (D.D.C. .Ta'nuary 11, 1974).

i'^ DOD Directiye 5200.27 (March 1, 1971) does not apply to military units overseas.
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Coustitution or the "insurrection statutes." Wliile tliis exception is probably
necessary, it must not be read to authorize wholesale suspension of constitu-
tional rights within an entire region or state as a result of a presidential troop
call-up in one locality under 10 U.S.C. §§ 331-34. It has long been settled that
while civil government is still functioning the Constitution forbids the military
from acquiring jurisdiction over civilians. The Supreme Court held more than
a century ago that military necessity does not justify a suspension of consti-
tutional rights unless "[t]he necessity [is] actual and present, * * * such as
effectively closes the courts and deposes the civil administration." Ex Parte
Milligan. 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2, 127 (18G6) [emphasis supplied]. For this reason
the military should be required to use the least drastic means available,
consistent with the constitutional rights of civilians, to collect the intelligence
it requires to perform its statutory function after being publicly assigned by
the President to repel an invasion or suppress a rebellion.
The second exception allows the military to investigate two separate types

of criminal activity: (1) "criminal conduct committed on a military installa-
tion" and (2) "criminal conduct . . . involving the destruction, damage, theft,
unlawful seizure or trespass of the property of the United States." Crimes
committed on military installations fall under military jurisdiction and are
properly excepted from the prohibition of S. 2318. There is no particular
reason why crimes against "the property of the United States," however, should
be regarded as coming within military jurisdiction. The Federal Criminal Code
specifies many crimes against federal property which are routinely investigated
by civilian law enforcement agencies and prosecuted by the Justice Depart-
ment. There would appear to be no compelling reason to grant the military a
concurrent jurisdiction to investigate such crimes, particularly if they do "not
necessarily involve military property. Crimes against military property, more-
over, would fall within the exception for criminal conduct committed on a
military installation. The broad federal property crimes exception, therefore, is
an unnecessary expansion of military jurisdiction.
The third and fourth exceptions are, at least for the purpose of this bill,

narrowly drawn and generally acceptable. The third exception—military and
defense facility employment screening—requires a clear statement in the legis-
lative history that the military cannot collect information about "the beliefs,
associations or political activities" of civilians simply in order to evaluate
their suitability for employment in case they should ever apply. The exception
should be construed to permit only those security investigations which are
reasonably necessary preconditions to particular kinds of employment In the
military, and which are conducted only after a civilian has in fact applied
for such employment. The fourth exception excludes from the general prohibi-
tion state militia called up by state governors. If this exception were to
encourage states to use their militia for political .surveillance, it would raise
serious constitutional questions. For this reason it would be wise to indicate in
the legislative history that the exception is not intended to authorize state
militia to engage in surveillance activities otherwise prohibited by federal law.

B. Section 3

Section 3 contains two separate forms of civil remedy for violations of the
broad prohibition set forth in Section 2. Both are essential to the enforcement
of the prohibition, although each in its present form requires some amendment.

1, Individual actions for damages and equitable relief.—The bill provides
that "[w]henever any person is aggrieved as a result of any act which is
prohibited" by Section 2(a), such a person may bring a civil suit for damages
regardless of the amount of pecuniary injury. Similarly, "[w]henever any
person is threatened with injury as a result of any act which is prohibited" by
Section 2(a), such a person may sue for an injunction against the prohibited
act.

Neither of these provisions is satisfactory because the use of the terms,
"aggrieved" and "threatened with injury", begs the question posed by Laird v.
Tatum: what protected interest is invaded by military surveillance of civilians?
The answer should be that whenever the "beliefs, associations or political
activities of any person not a member of the Armed Forces" are the subject
of military surveillance, that person's freedom of speech and association and
right to privacy are abridged, regardless of whether he suffers anv additional
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form of injury as a result of the surveillance, such as the loss of a job or the

inhibition of his political behavior.
Section 3(a), therefore, should be amended to provide as follows:

"§2691 Civil Actions Generally ; Illegal Surveillance

"(a) Whenever any person is the subject of any investigation, surveillance

or data-keeping proMUted hy Section 1S86 of Title 18, United States Code,
such a person may bring a civil action for damages and/or equitable relief

irrespective of the actuality or amount of pecuniary injury suffered."

2. Class actions for injunctive relief.
—Section 3 also creates a form of

abstract standing for "any person who has reason to believe that a violation of
Section 1386 * * * has occurred or is about to occur" to bring a class action

"to enjoin the planning or implementation of any activity in violation of that
section." While this sweeping grant of civil enforcement authority to citizens

to act as "private attorneys general" is certainly in the interest of the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union, it is worth pointing out that this provision may be
too broad to pass constitutional muster.
The minimal constitutional standing requirement is that a party have a

"personal stake" in the outcome of the litigation. Baker v. Carr, 396 U.S. 186,
204 (1962). This stake need not be more than a "logical nexus" between the
status of the party and the infringement alleged, as, for example, a taxpayer's
interest in the non-expenditure of public funds for constitutionally imper-
missible purposes. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 101 (1968). With respect to

military surveillance, therefore, a party could establish constitutional standing
to challenge a prohibited investigation either as a subject or prospective subject
of the surveillance, or as a taxpayer.
On the other hand, apart from this constitutional question, there is nothing

objectionable about the broad standing that would ]»e conferred by Section

3(a) of S. 2318.

The class action provision is itself a safeguard against floods of litigation,
since a certified class action would necessarily involve the consolidation of
claims. Furthermore, it should be noted that at least one federal statute,
the Freedom of Information Act [5 U.S.C. § 552], confers an even broader
standing upon "any person" than does S. 2318.

CONCLUSION

S. 2318 is an important piece of legislation. Its enactment would go far
toward curing what Justice Douglas called "a cancer on our body politic" in
his dissent in Laird v. Tatum. Because the use of the military in the civilian
arena is so abhorrent to our constitutional form of government, we urge the
Congress to adopt the broadest possible prohibition against military surveil-
lance, declaring civilian politics jurisdictioually off-limits for the armed forces.
Thank you for the opportiinity to appear before the Subcommittee today.

Senator Ervix. Thank you, IMr. Shattuck, for a very enlightening
statement.

The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning when
we meet at the same place

[Whereupon, at 1 :10 p.m., the committee recessed to recouA'ene
at 10 a.m. on April 10, 1974.]





MILITARY SURVEILLANCE

WEDNESDAY, APSIL 10, 1974

U.S. Sexate,
Subcommittee ox Coxstitutioxal Eights

OF the Committee ox the Judiciary.

Washington, D.C.

The siibcommitteo met. pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m.. in room
2228. Dirksen Senate Office Building;, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

(c]i;\ii-maji ) presiding.
Present : Senator Ervin.
Also present : Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel

;
and Britt

Snider, counse].

Senator Ermx. The Subcommittee will come to order.

Counsel Aviil call the first witness.

Mr. Baskir. Mr. Chairman, our first witnesses are ]Mr. David O.
Cooke. Chairman. Defense Investiaative Eeview Council, Depart-
ment of Defense: 3Jr. Ilobert Andrews, Office of the General Coun-
sel, Department of Defense; and Mr. Rowland ]Morrow, Avho is Exec-
utive Secretary. Defense Investioative KeA'iew Council.
Semitor Ervix. I want to welcome you to the subcommittee and

express our appreciation to you for coming to give us the benefit

of your views in respect to this legislation.
You may proceed in your own way.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID 0. COOKE, CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE INVESTI-

GATIVE EEVIEW COUNCIL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE: ACCOM-
PANIED BY ROBERT T. ANDREWS, OFFICE OF THE GENERAL
COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, AND ROWLAND A.

MORROW. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE
REVIEW COUNCIL

^V^r. Cooke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Defense Avelcomes this oppor-

tunity to resi)ond to the subcommittee's request for our views on
Senate bill S. 2318. Inasmuch that this proposed legislation is

aimed dii'ectly at members of the Armed Forces, personnel of the
Defense Department and our national military establishment, it

seems appropriate that we should be consulted and that our views
be heard on such a vital subject. It is oui* sincere desire to be help-
ful to this subcommittee in approaching legislation so fundamental
to the role which the military establishment has been asked to ful-

fill in our society at different times in history.

(103)
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The proposed legislation would make it a criminal act for any
official or other membei's of the military establishment to acquire
or maintain information relating to the "beliefs, associations, or

political activities-'' of any person or organization not affiliated with

the Armed Forces. While we understand and appreciate the his-

tory Avhich led to drafting this legislation, and agree that there

should be clear limitatioiis and boundaries on the jurisdiction of

the military to iuAestigate persons outside of the Armed Forces,
we haye concluded that legislation which would proyide for crimi-

nal penalties, injunctive relief and civil damages is not only ill-

advised, but Vv'oidd provide a number of unintended results.

It may be useful to review for the benefit of the sul^comm.ittee

the steps the Department of Defense and the three military de-

partments have taken to restructure our investigative activities.

\\e hixvi- over the past 3 years been in commiuiication with the

chairman of tliis subconunittee. furnishing him with updates and
status reports, and Innc also responded to several searching in-

quiries of the subcommittee since their investigative hearings were

concluded. The purpose of this correspondence was to provide in-

foimation by which the Congress could be assured that the mili-

tarv investigator is now being utilized solely in activities directly
related to the protection of military functions, personnel, and prop-

erty. We ai'e convinced our own inspection and close monitoring
activities have brought our investigative activities under close civil-

ian control and that the problems which arose in 1968 and 1969

are now part of histor3^

Among the actions the Department of Defense has taken to

brino- all investigative actions within the Department under control

of the civilian leadership are:

In February and March of 1971, we created for the first time a

Department-wide defense investigative program, which places re-

sponsibility for the direction, management, and review of all pro-

gram activities under a civilian Assistant Secretary of Defense, and

assigned to the secretaries or under secretaries of the military de-

partments responsibilities for the investigative activities of their

components.
We created a Defense Investigative Review Council (DIRC)

composed of top leadership from the Department of Defense, the

military departments and the Defense Intelligence Agency for

policy overview, monitoring and inspection of investigative activi-

ties across the board in all military departments and defense agen-
cies. The Defense Investigative Service is also subject to their

policy overview and inspection.
We initiated an on-going program of unannounced inspections

of all component investigative and related security organizations
to assure strict compliance with policies on the acquisition of in-

formation relating to persons not affiliated with the Department
of Defeiise.

We adopted stringent and carefully worked out retention criteria

governing the acquisition and retention of information relating to

civilian organizations or persons not affiliated with the Department
of Defense.
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^Ye fashioned inspection techniques, announced uniform termi-

noloo-y throuiiiiout the investigati^-e world in defense, established

policies on tlie screening- and disposition of information received

_j:ratuiiously from walk-in's or via liaison with other agencies;

deAeloped standards governino; the inclusion and disposal of infor-

mr.tion in couiiterintelligence publications; standards for recruit-

ment and training of investigative personnel; criteria and standards

for seeking and processing requests for special operations, and for

bilateral counter-esDionage operations. Tlie list goes on with over

a dozen additional actior.s by the DIRC. addressing a wide spec-
trinn of problems as they arose. Tliese problems were thoroughly
staifed by a DIEC working group, with iinal action by the Council

acting in joint session. The DIRC continues to meet regularly

though not as frequently as we did duriiig 1971 and 1972.

Significantly, the DIRC principals have conducted 14 separate
unannounced inspections throughout the country, in which the

DIRC principal member—either the Chainnan, one of the service

U?;der Secretaries, General Counsel, or Director of the Defense

Intelligence Agency—personally participated. These inspections
hiive been in addition to internal inspection of investigative activi-

ties required by departmental directives which the service Secre-

taries are required to report on annually. This inspection program
coM,:inuej.

v»'e developed a carefully regulated system for receiving any
information relating to potential civil disturbances from the De-

partment of Justice, having it reviewed and evaluated only at de-

partmental level, making no dissemination of permanent record

of such information unless and until specifically authorized by the

Under Secretary of the Army.
It was against this experience of civilian authority, direction,

and control that I wrote you on INIarch 19, 1974, and addressed

what I considered the central concern of your subcommittee—wheth-
er the efforts by responsible officials in the Department of Defense
have been effective in assuring that military investigative activi-

ties are limited to their proper and intended sphere. In that letter

I stated:

It is our belief tliat tlie excesses of the past have in fact ended ; that in-

vestigation components have been thoroughly imbued with the restrictions

placed on them ; and that, with only negligible exceptions such restrictions

have been complied with, in spirit as well as letter.

I offer these assurances not as a matter of what we hope to see, but as an
expression of the progress that has been achieved, backed by the personal
participation of the top civilian leadership. It is to demonstrate this point
that we have gone to the length of providing you with our internal reports
of unannounced inspections. AVithout attempting to minimize the few dis-

crepancies that have been disclosed, primarily involving the retention of old

files, these reports are compelling confirmation of the degree of current com-

pliance, which approaches 100%.

^Ve have demonstrated that by limiting our investigative activi-

ties solely to those matters directly related to the protection of our
own property, functions and personnel, we have been able to func-

tion adequpitely. We have built in, as I am sure this subcommittee
is av\'are, some flexibility for the approval at top Defense level
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for what we call special operations, which involve obtaininfr in-

formation rehxting to oroanizations not affiliated with the Depart-
ment of Defense which we perceive as presentinif a direct and im-

mediate threat to onr functions and personnel. This extraordinary
authority for approAal of special operations has been exercised on

extremely few occasions and only in cases where we felt there was
a direct threat to the safety or continued efficient functioning of

our units.

Although we also have provided by our directives for the Under
Secretary of the military department personally to authoi'ize at-

tendance at demonstrations or meetings in the civilian community,
this authority has never been invoked since the regulation was

promulgated in early 1971.

All computer data banks on nonaffiliated civilians have long-

since been destroyed and no new ones have been created, although our
directives do have a proviso that the Chairman of the DIRC might
authorize the creation of such a data bank. No one has even applied
for such permission, and we see no lik(>lihood in the foreseeable

future for the creation of such data banks.

We have been systematically purging files previously accumulated
in the field of any information lelating to persons not affiliated with
the Department of Defense. Field inspections confirm that these

files are entirely purged. However, there remain a large number
of files in dead storage in central repositories which may or may
not contain information on nonaffiliated persons. To haiidle these

and prevent the unauthoi-ized use or dissemination of such infor-

mation we have well-established scieening programs which require
that any file being i"e(|uested from record repositories is first ex-

amined to determine Avhether it contains information relating to a
nonaffiliated person. If, upon retrieval from storage and examina-
tion we find it pertains to a nonaffiliated person, it is destroyed on
the spot and the requester gets a "no-record" response.
We think it unavoidable for some years to come that we will,

from time to time, come upon files in our major record repositories,
which contain—for examj^le. FBI reports on persons not affiliated

with the Department of Defense. Full scale sci-eening and purging
of all such files would cost us many millions of dollars. We believe

our existing screening and purging systems are fully adequate to

prevent the utilization of any information we may unwittingly
have on nonaffiliated persons.
The DIRC has addressed the issue of whether the DIRC should

apply its restrictions overseas. In November 1971, after consider-

ing all the pros and cons of establishing investigative and record-
retention consti'aints worldwide, the DIRC decided that this would
be inappropriate. Differences in relationships with foreign govern-
ments, treaties, status of force agreements, and some unstated or
unwritten accords all serve to make application of the j^olicies
abroad enormously complicated and create more problems than it

would solve. Moreover, the extension of the investigative constraints
on the military investigator abroad does not appear to be necessary
from a public policy standpoint as it is in this country, where the
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FBI lias primary internal security responsibilities. Also, in over-

seas areas, the idea of investii>ative activity is intimately connected

with and commingled with foreign intelligence operations and mis-

sions, whereas in the United States these two functions are easily

separable. To extend investigative policies abroad would tend to

blur the distinctions we have drawn between intelligence gathering
on the one hand and investigations of personnel on the other. For

these reasons, the Defense Investigative Review Council A'oted

unanimously not to extend the investigative policies of DOD Di-

rective 5200.27 beyond the geographical boundaries of the .jO States,

the Disti-ict of Columbia. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and U.S.

territories and possessions.
I would now like to turn to a consideration of S. 2318 as introduced

by you, ^Ir. Chairman and your cosponsors:'

The Depai'tment of Defense is in full accord with tlie proposi-
tion that unrestricted investigation of the political activities of per-

sons and organizations in the civilian community should uot be

permitted. At the same time, the Department of Defense has a

well recognized need to conduct investigation of civilians where

such activity is related to a legitimate Government interest. Because

S. 2318 fails to draw a clearly defined line between impermissible

investigation and that which is necessary and important in carry-

ing out the mission, the Department of Defense is opposed to the

enactment of any criminal statute. Moreover, after considering leg-

islative changes to accommodate to the legitimate needs of the

military departments, the Department concluded that, even in its

revised" form, the criminal legislation would not materially add to

the administrative restraints and controls already promulgated by
the Secretary of Defense and the service Secretaries.

Among representative problems that would arise if S. 2318 were

enacted in its present form would be the following:

^lilitary members could be charged with a crime if they are

found in possession of the Congressional Directory. The latter

document, one must admit, serves very well as a '"dossier" on the

'"beliefs, associations, or political activities"—to use the bill's lan-

guage—of members of this subcommittee as well as the entire

Congress. A similar criminal penalty would flow from possession

of such other innocuous or irrelevant publications as "AMio's Who",
Martindale HubbelFs Legal Directory or Washington's "Green
Book".
The bill makes no exception for the possession of published lit-

erature such as the Congressional Record, publications of other

subcommittees of the Senate Judiciary Committee such as its In-

ternal Security Subcommittee. Its indiscriminate lumping together
of all kinds of innocent information or literature within the pro-
hibited ambit of "maintaining and recording" information on be-

liefs, associations or political activities is a serious flaw, and itself

a possible infringement upon first amendment rights.

Possession of the Attorney General's list of subversive organiza-
tions would become a clear criminal act under this bill.

The bill prohibits military officials and members from engaging

32-996—74 8
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in any and all kinds of investigation and information gatiiering
on any person, whether affiliated with the Armed Forces or not,

except for the four narrow and specific exemptions listed in the bill.

Paradoxically, three of these exceptions permit investigations not
of civilians but of ourselves.

The bill prohibits receipt of any information via liaison with the
FBI or others relating to threats from civilian groups outside the
Armed Forces afi'ecting the safety and welfare of the DOD per-
sonriol, propert}' or functions. Our reading of the bill indicates to us
that if a civilian group with a patina of political orientation such
as the Black September terrorist group or the Symbionese Libera-
tion Army, should be planning but has not yet committed a ter-

rorist attack on a military base, or plans to steal nuclear material
or other weapons, we would be in violation of the criminal statutes

if we record or maintain such advance threat information. Such a

result is insupportable.
The bill would permit investigation of the suitability for em-

ployment of persons seeking employment with the Armed Forces
but inexplicably omits any mention of investigation of persons for

security clearances required either in the course of their employ-
ment with the Armed Forces or in private industry wherein access
to classified national security information is required.
The bill would prohibit the receipt of a7iv information from any

source relating to an impending civil disturbance, unless the Presi-
dent has publicly assigned the Armed Forces to the task of repelling
invasion or suppressing rebellion, insurrection or domestic violence.

This, of course, would deny the military any advance information
which might permit them to preposition troops as we have done on
several occasions over the past three years. Advance information
received from the Department of Justice has been found essential
if the Armed Forces are to perform their proper missions assigned
them pursuant to title 10 of the U.S. Code.
The purported exemption in the bill designed to permit the Armed

Forces to investigate criminal conduct committed on a military in-
stallation is not sufficiently broad to permit investigations of a wide
variety of criminal acts such as narcotics trafficking involving both
military personnel and civilian pushers, procurement fraud, black

marketing, bribery, conflicts of interest, surplus property disposal,
collusion with civilian contractors, most of which investigations are
run in concert with civilian law enforcement agencies.
The Slime criminal exemption clause would preclude us from

investigating conspiracies, suspected espionage, planned thefts of

weapons, inducement to sabotage, attempts to solicit classified infor-
mation from military personnel and other attempted crimes which
have Tiot vot resulted in a completed criminal act.

We find no language in the bill which would permit us to investi-

gate threats made to officials of the military departments, such as

harassing phone calls, craidvs, or "crazies" who threaten the safety
of our personnel. We submit we ought to be able to protect our own
people, and not at the risk of facing criminal charo-es ourselves
under this bill.
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'Die bill appears to makti no provisions for those situations

\\lierein the Armed Forces are called upon by either statute or

executi\e order to assist other o-overnmental agencies in performing
governmental tasks. Examples of these are assistance to the Secret

Service in protecting public officials, casididates during Presidential

campaigns, foreign visitors; assistance to the DjT:g Enforcement

Aiienc}" in international narcotics interdiction effoi.-s; assistance to

SUite and local law enforcement agencies, with the loan of equip-
itient, fireiighting devices, natural disaster assistance in cases of

Hoods, tornadoes, aerial pursuit of aircraft liij ackers, et cetera. An
example we are sure must not have occurred to your subcommittee
IS the need for the Army Corps of Engineers when involved in

}>ublic works projects to prepare environmental impact statements

including tlie details and rationale for any community opposition
to Corj^s of Engineers projects. Many of these involvements with
other Federal or local agencies might bring the military participants
unto unwitting violation of the criminal prohibitions contained in

this bill.

The Department of Defense also from time to time becomes in-

^ olved in counterespionage operations in cooperation with other

(iovernment agencies in a manner which might bring tliem into

conflict witli the statute. These are very important and sensitive

matters which I do not wish to spell out in greater detail except
to note that the target of such operations is a foreign intelligence

organization. Surely we do not wish to inhibit, let alone pi'eclude,
such vitally important national security investigations.

I would now like to address the specific language of S. 2318. On
receipt of the comments of the military departments on the pro-

posed legislation I requested that Department of Defense repre-
sentatives meet with your subcommittee stail members to discuss

the ovei'breadth featuies of the bill. Certain of the difficulties in

drafting effective and realistic legislation were related to your staff.

Theieafter, law^-ers from the three military departments again
convened to consider ways and means by which this might be over-

come. These eft'orts highlighted several issues which we believe

should be resolved before any legislation is reported out of sub-

committee.
The first and foremost problem is one of defining precisely the

specific acts which constitute a crime. For example, the bill ap-
plies to investigations regarding "beliefs, associations, or political

activities'', but it does not define this very essential element. While
we have considered various definitions, we have experienced prac-
tical difficulties in developing a meaningful legislative description
of political activities that would be clearly understood by our per-
sonnel, and that would stand a court test when challenged. An-
other definitional problem arises from the apparent distinction in

the bill between "investigation" and "surveillance". As we see it,

the apparent intention of the bill is to outlaw, under certain cir-

cumstances, the use of persons and investigative devices, by either
covert or overt means, for the purpose of obtaining information
about the political activities and beliefs of civilians having no
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affiliation with the Department. It appears nnwise to create defini-

tional problems by nsino; two separate terms, and especially to in-

clnde "electronic surveillance" which is already covered by existing

legislation.
A second major drafting problem is to spell out, in express terms,

the scope of the prohibition against politically oriented investiga-
tions. This also applies to records the maintenance of which would
constitute a crime. In ruling against the Subversive Activities Control

Act in U.S. V. L'ohel, 389 U.S. 258, at 262, the court made an ob-

servation which has application to the legislation now before you.
In referring to the Ajitheker case, Chief Justice Warren stated in

part :

We held that the clarity aiirl preciseness of the provision in question make
it impossible to narrow its indiscriminately cast and overly broad scope witli-

out substantial rewriting. Id., at nif), S. Ct.. at 16filf. We take the same view
of Section 5(a) (1) (D). of the Suliversive Activities Control Act. It is pre-

cisely because that statute sweeps indiscriminately across all types of asso-

ciation with Commimist-action groups, without resard to the quality and

degree of membership, that it runs afoul of the First Amendment.

Without a considerable narrowing of the scope, the bill would

appear to have application to a countless number of records within

the Department of Defense, confined not alone to criminal or in-

vestigative files, but to records centers, libraries, jniblic information

centers, and other offices totally unrelated to the intended objective.
The third problem is to enum.erate with precision the several

instances in which investigations and records are i)roperly exi^mpted
from the application of the bill. While S. 2318 properly recognizes
the need for the military forces to be employed in investigative ac-

tivities in four enumerated areas, it falls considerably short of giv-

ing proper recognition to a number of other legitimate and well

recognized defense needs. In our earlier testimony we referred to a

number of specific examples where use of military investigators was

justified because the matter under investigation involved property,

personnel, funds, activities or security interests of the Dei^artment
of Defense. Of particular concern is the failure of the bill to ex-

clude instances in which military personnel are assigned or detailed

to carrv out a statutorv function of another agency. Although the

Posse Comitatus Act, 18 U.S.C 1385, recognizes these statutory ex-

ceptions, the exceptions in the proposed section 1386 do not.

The fourth area of concern to the Department of Defense and
its personnel is the provision authorizing civil actions for damages
irrespective of the existence of any pecuniary injury. Equally ob-

jectionable is the provision calling for injunctive relief by indivi-

duals or classes of persons similarly situated. While we recognize
this proposal as an effort to overcome the Laird v. Tatum decision,

408 U.S. 1 (1972), we believe the majority opinion is sound when it

declared :

Allegations of a subjective "chill" are not an adequate substitute for a
claim of specific present objective harm or a threat of specific future harms:
"the Federal courts established pursuant to Article III of the Constitution
do not render advisory opinions". United Piihlic Workers v. Mitchell, 330 U.S.-

75, 89 (1974).
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We niiolit add, that in opposino- these so-called remedies, the

military departments are not without means of correcting deficien-

cies or*^ errors in the system. The departments have taken action

to discipline persons who have violated regulations governing the

investigation and record keeping of persons having no affiliation

Avith tiie Department of Defense. In less serious olfenses, the mili-

tary member may receive an official reprimand. In more serious

cases the otl'ending person could be charged under the Uniform
Code of ^Military Justice.

On a more positive note, we should mention that the proposal
to extend the Posse Comitatus Act to the Navy and Marine Corps
is easily accomplislied. In fact, it would be nothing more than a re-

flection of present administrative practices. By SECNAV instruc-

tions, the Xavy and ]\Iarine Corps are bound to the same con-

straints that are applicable by law to the Army and Air Force.

However, the extension of the prohibition to the Coast Guard is

a matter to which I defer to the Secretary of Transportation. We
might note, however, that the Coast Guard has specific law enforce-

ment responsibilities which have not been taken into consideration.

To sum up, we have attempted in our testimony here today to

review for you the intensive efforts we have made within the De-

]>artment to confine our investigative activities to their proper
sphere. Over the past several years we have been furnishing this

subcommittee witli clear evidence supporting the conclusion that

the situation which previously existed is no longer an issue to be

addressed by legislation. ]Most significantly we hope that we have
demonstrated to tliis subcommittee some of the legal and practical

})roblems in drafting a criminal statute which will pass constitu-

tional muster. We hope we have shown that the present version of

this bill has fatal overbreadth problems, and that the serious effort

which must be made to narrow clown in the requisite precise lan-

guage required of a criminal statute to prescribe the mere acqui-
sition of and holding information in a governmental agency is a

virtual impossibility.
Because of the numerous flaws in the present bill, the indiscrimi-

nate sanctions it would impose on unlimited classes of persons for

mere record keeping, and the potential burdens it would impose on
first amendment freedoms for persons not only Avithin the De-

partment of Defense but also upon any "civil officer of the United
States" we must record our unqualified opposition to S. 2318.

Most significantly, we believe we have demonstrated that the

problems which led to the extensive hearings this subcommittee
conducted in 1970 and 1971 are now a part of history. Spurred by
the light which your hearings shed on this issue, the Department
of Defense set about in a most positive way to correct the excesses

which the civil disturbance intelligence collection mission had en-

gendered. Great credit must go not only to this subcommittee for

lighting the way but also our former Secretary of Defense, ]Melvin

R. Laird, who initiated the strongest possible measures to restruc-

ture and regulate the investigative resources within the Depart-
jnent. Three years later, these policies are now a secure part of our
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doctriiie. We liave demonstrated we have the mechanism to ensure

that our policies are observed in both letter and spirit. Secretary
Schlesin^rer fully supports these controls and has made it crystal
clear that the close supervision, inspection and review of investi-

gative activities shall continue.

We thank the chairman and the subcommittee for the opportu-
nity of sharing our views on this important issue.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for this opportunity.
Senator Er^tx. You state that the definitions are not sufficient.

Can you define the word "beliefs" any more than the word "beliefs"

defines itself?

]Mr. Cooke. IMr. Chairman, we believe that the conjunction of the

definitions of "beliefs, associations

Senator ER^^x. Let's deal with beliefs first, because the first

amendment allows anybody to believe anything they want to.

Mr, Cooke. Indeed it does, sir. We in the Depai'tment of Defense

certainly support the right under the first amendment of anyone
to believe anything he wants to.

Senator ER^^x. Can you define "beliefs" any more than the word
"beliefs" defines itself? I can't.

Mr. Cooke. IMr. Chairman, we find that Aoi-y difficult to do.

Senator Ervix. I don't tliink it can be done. I don't think there

is any use in trying to define the indefinable when the definable

defines itself.

The same thing is true of the word "associations". I think a man
has a right to join anv association he wants to.

Mr. CooKE. We agree.
Senator Ervix. And T think that a man has a right to eneaiie

m any ])olitical activity he wants to.

IMr. CooKE. Wo agi'ee.

Senator Ervt^' Well, that is all this bill protects.
IMr. CooKE. Mr. Chairman, I think it does consideral^ly more. It

makes it a criminal provision to conduct investigation, maintain
surveillance or record or maintain information.

Sen.ator Ervix^. You are saying, for example, there is no provision
hei'e to allow the Department of Army to require security checks
for people who are already in service, that is. employed by the

Army. But subsection 3 on page ?> says you can conduct investiga-
tions to determine the suitability of employment or the retention
of employment of any individual actually seeking employment or

employed by the Armed Forces of the United States or by the militia

of any State or a defense facility. If you require a man to undergo
a security check in order to retain employment, you can certainly

investigate him.
^Ir. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, we do not require a man to undergo

a security check to retain employment. Under the Executive orders,
we require a security check ^o gi'^nt him a '^necific level of s<^curity

clearance, depending upon his need and access to classified infor-
mation.
The fact that for one reason or another he may not qualify for

a clearance to top secret does not mean his employment or his en-
listment in the Armed Forces would be terminated.
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Senator Ervin. "Well, this bill doesn't say that.

Mr. Cooke. This bill, in our judgment, Mr. Chairman, would re-

strict this.

Senator Ervin. This bill, from reading 3'our statement, has ap-

parently conjured up more non-existent legal ghosts than ever

imagined. There is not a syllable in this bill that deprives the Army
of anything it now has the lawful power to do. It just forbids the

use of the military to suppress the beliefs and the associations or

the political activities of people.
Mr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, section (b), section 2(b) of the bill

provides for four limited exceptions to section 2(a) of the bill.

Senator Ervin. Yes, and section

Mr. CooKE. Apparently, the provisions of Section (b) were in-

serted because in the view of the drafters of the bill, without such

specific exceptions, those activities described in section (b) would
fall within the purview and the criminal restrictions of section

(a) which make it a crime to conduct an investigation, retain sur-

veillance, record or maintain information.

Senator Ervin. This section was intended to keep somebody else

from conjuring up some legal ghosts. You have got a right to

inquire into the man's associations when 3-011 want to hire him.

You have a right to do that.

I don't object, if you want to read the Congressional Record
hiu this bill doesn't prohibit that, because you don't get a copy
of the Record by spying.
Mr. Cooke. Mv. Chairman, the provisions of section (a) make it

a crime to record or maintain information regnrding beliefs, asso-

ciations, or jjolitical activities. As we read section (a), section (a)
does not limit the records or information to records or information
obtained by liaison or by investigation but rather proscribes or for-

bids retention of all information or records regardless of how
obiained if they relate in one way or another to beliefs, associations,

or political activities.

Senator Ervin. I don't think it is susceptible to that interpreta-
tion when you understand the overall purpose.
You say under this Army Corps of Engineers cannot even pre-

p;>re an environmental report.
Mr. CooKE. Mr. Chaiiman, the Army Engineers in preparing an

environmental impact statement are required to record opposition
to it as part of the statement. In our reading of the bill that would
be proscribed: not only proscribed, but would subject the Army
Engineers to criminal ])enalties.

Senator Ervin. Do you really think that?
Mr. Cooke. I do.

Senator Ervin. Well, if this means what you say, it would be

impossible to evei- draw a bill on this subject, wouldn't it?

Mr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, it would be difficult and is. We have,

following the meeting of the Defense representatives with your
staff, been working hard on this, and we have found it is a very,

very difficult task to draw proper legislation in this field. I would
hesitate to say that it is impossible.

Senator Ervin. Well, you object to the sanctions in it.
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Did YOU ever see a law that had any vahie that didn't have
criminal sanctions?

Ml'. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, we object in the Department to mak-
ing- this a criminal statute.

Senator Ekvix. And aiso to making it a civil statute.
ilr. Cooke. We think that as far as the sanctions which relate

to civil actions are concerned under the present state of the law
as clearly enunciated in Laird v. Tafum. there are adequate reme-
dies, and those remedies are, as a matter of fact, beinjr pursued now.

Semitor Ervix. There are two things you sJiould note in Laird
against Tatum. One is the minority "opinions, which are clearer
tlian the majority. The other is that 'the only reason that you have
the decision in that case is because the attornev who had repre-
sented the Department of Justice and defended Army spving before
this committee and who had voluntarily stated before this commit-
tee tliat the Tatum case had no merits, insisted on sitting on tlie
case in violation of a canon of ethics which said no judge should
sit on a case in which he has been a lawyer.

If it hadn't been for that, why the decision of the Circuit Court
would have been affirmed.
So I don't attribute tlie same importance to the Tatvm, case that

you do. It also conflicts with past cases. ]\Iany decisions of the
Supreme Court are to the eifect that when you violate peoples'
riofhts of association, you don't have to sliow damaqe. If you did,
wliy e^-eryl3ody's rights of association under the First Amendment
could be violated.

And now. I can't accept your theory tliat the Army has entirely
reformed itself. On ]Monday, I sat in "another hearing and I heard
testimonv about Army sovino- during the 1972 election which oc-
curred some time after Secretary Froelkhe had assured this Com-
mittee that they had put an end to the use of spying on civilians.
I heard that a military intelligence unit in Germany spied on
American civilians who Avere merely persisting in their rio-ht. which
the Army appeared to think was foolish, to support Senator Mc-
Govern for President.
The information I have is that instead of being reprimanded,

that the officers in charge of that got promoted. So" I can't accept
the theory that we can trust the military inteHioence to act like
a meek lamb and respect the First Amendment rights of Americans
in the future without some law requiring it.

Mr. CooKE. ]\rr. Chairman, may I respond to those observations,
please ?

Senator Ervix. Yes, sir.

IVIr. Cooke. Apparently the issue you refer to is an issue which
received press attention in July and August of 1978, concerning
CA-ents of Army surveillance of U.S. citizens, foreign nationals and
organizations in the Federal Republic of Germany and Berlin. The
Department of the Army and Defense were, of' course, extremely
concerned about these allegations, and as a result the matters were
investigated by high level civilian otHcials in the Department of
tlie Army, and our conclusions were reported to the Armed Serv-
ices Committees of the Congress.

I
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I recoo^nize that in December of last year, as part of the extensive

correspondence that we have engaged in, sir, you submitted another

comprehensive set of questions focusing upon intelligence activities

in Germany.
We were, or are, in the process of assembling data in sufficient

detail so that my office can prepare answers that will be full of

responses to the questions submitted. As j'ou know, we have tried

to be fully responsive to all your C[ueries.

In February 1974, a complaint was filed in the U.S. District

Court for the District of Columbia against the Secretary of De-

fense, the Secretary of Army, the entire chain of command in the

Army responsible for these alleged activities, and the complaint
concerned the very subject of the surveillance of which you have

inquired.
We intend to respond fully to your committee and we believe that

your committee's oversight in this area is appropriate. Our pre-

liminary indications indicate that the counter-intelligence measures

adopted by the Army in Germany had been conducted in accordance

with our international oljligations and the law of the host nation in

which the troops were located. We are confident when the issues in

the pending legislation are argued, they will be resolved in the

Government's favor.

However, since the suit is now pending, it seems to me, and

upon the advice of the Depaitment of Justice, that until we have
assessed what impact our response might have on a case or at

least until the issues at law become converted, because it is still

a pendiiig case, it would be inappropriate to respond further.

A final point : as vou are aware, the provisions of DOD Directive

5200.27 and the DIRC itself, do not extend beyond the 50 States,

the Commonwealth of Pueito Rico, U.S. Territories and Posses-

sions.

Senator Ervix. Well, my recollection is that we asked for this

information 4 months ago and we haven't received it yet. I think
it would have been a sufficient compliance with our request if you
sent what was sent to the Armed Services Committee which
wouldn't have been any great burden.

M}^ information is that it took senior enlisted men and disguised
them and had them infiltrate these groups. According to the evi-

dence taken before the other committees on JMonday, the informa-
tion was entirely in connection with the political views of these

people. Also that as a result of the investigation into one group,
the Concerned Americans in Berlin, a finding was made to the

effect that their constitution was in harmony with the Constitu-
tion of the United States. And yet they were placed under sur-

veillance.

So I have difficulty accepting the assurance that we can trust

Army intelligence to deal gently with the rights of American
citizens.

jSIr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, also, I would like to observe as far
as I know there was no use of Army investigative units of any
component of the Department of Defense during the 1972 Presi-

dential campaign.
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Senator Ervin. Well, my information and the testimony before
this committee and two other committees on Monday of this week
is to the contrary. Not only did they wiretap people but also they
opened mail and then photostated it and sealed it up and sent it

on to its destination.

oMr. Cooke. My. Chairman, if you are talkino- about the allega-
tions relating- to the Federal Republic of Germany, and in par-
ticular Berlin, I can only say that these specific issues are now the

subject of pending litigation and I am sure that they will be aired

fully and I will repeat my confidence that those issues will be re-

solved in the Government's favor when the case is heard.
Senator Ervix. Counsel, do you have any questions?
Mr. Baskir. Yes, ]Mr. Chairraan.
Senator Ervix. Oh. one question.
You say if we pass this bill, it would interfere Avith firefighting

by soldiers.

Mr. Cooke. Excuse me?
Senator ER^^^3. I understood you say in your statement, if we

pass this bill it would keep soldiers from fiahting fires.

'Sir. Cooke. Mr. Chairm.an. we are not exactly sure of what seem
to b;' the unintended results of this bill, because in our judgment,
the ])rovisions of section 2(a) of the bill have a very broad over-
breadth to them that we haven't fully been able to—we haven't
been able to fully assess all the unintended consequences.

Sc'iator Ervix. Well, I construe your statement to sav that if this
bill passes that it might interfere with the loan of fire fighting
devices and assistance in floods and tornadoes and air pursuit and
hijacking.

Ml'. Cooke. Again. T say that it could do that very thing because
the drafters conceived the necessity of putting in section 2(b) which
authorized only four very limited exceptions, too limited in our
opinion, which suggested anything else is covered by the strictures
of section 2(a).

I might observe, for example, the responsibility of the Deps.rt-
ment of Defense to support the Secret Service in the protection of
Presidents and the Presidential candidates would be jeopardised
by the present bill.

Senator Ervix. Bu.t this doesn't apply to the Secret Service, only
to the military.

]Mr. Cooke. But it applies to members of the Department of De-
fense who. at the request of the Secret Service, are detailed under
the control of the Secret Service for purposes of carrying
Senator Erat:x. Not unless they quit protecting the President

and^ go out to spy on the people.

"^

You state this:

Many of these involvements with other Federal or local agencies mii,'ht
bring the military participants into unwitting violation of the criminal pro-
hibitions contained in this bill.

These involvements you are talking about are authority for mili-

tary assistance in natural disasters as in cases of floods, tornadoes,
air pursuit and hijacking.

]Mr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, the bill not only restricts so-called
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iiiVestigations ov surveillance, it restricts maintenance of records
from any source.

Senator Ervin. What provision in this bill would make it a
criminal offense for anybody in the military to assist people in the
case of a tornado?

^Ir. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, the problem is that, again I state

the drafters of the bill provided that, except for those four narrow
circumstances, any other activity presumably would fall within
the strictures of section 2(a) of the bill. I am sure it was unin-
tended.

Senator Ervin. Is it your interpretation that a statute prohibits
r:;ythi ;g th;i' it doesn'f expressly permit?

I still would like you to point out how this would make a man
guilty of a criminal offense in assisting people in a tornado or
flood.

Mr. Cooke. ^Ir. Chairman, if a man or a member of the Armed
Forces maintained a record or inforn^.ation except as relating to
tlie four overly narrow restrictions of section (b) of the bill, and
that record or any information in any way, related to beliefs, asso-
ciations or political activities, we cannot perceive of the conse-

quences of that, but in my judgment, he would be.

Senator Ervin. Frankly, I don't want the assistance of anybody,
military man or not, if I am involved in a flood or tornado—who
si ops to make records of my ideas or beliefs or political associations.
Mr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, I cite this only as a hypothetical sit-

u.ition. but it is perfectly possible in a disaster situation that in
order to find the people in the district associated with a disaster,
one would Jiave to use voter lists, I don't know. They could be used
lust to find out who was involved or the scope ci the disaster. I
.ite this without knowing disaster assistance.

Senator Ervin. How would the use of a motor boat in a disaster
be covered in any way by this—I compliment 5^ou on your fertile

imagination. I interpret your statement to say that this bill would
prohibit everything that it doesn't expressly exempt even though
it lias not the slightest relationship to those things. There is not
a thing in this bill that would prevent the Armed Services from

exercising any power they have now with respect to crime, not a

thing.
I must say your statement is about the most interesting literature

I have read since I read Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues
1 nder the Sea."
That is all the observations I have, Mr. Baskir.
Mr. Baskir. JNIr. Cooke, the Department has informed the sub-

committee that there have been no more than three exemptions
a yeai' granted under the regulations. How many exemptions were,
in fact, granted each year?
Mr. CooKE. Mr. Baskir, under the provisions of that section of

the DOD Directive 5200.27, since 1971 there have been a total of
six special operations authorized by the Chairman of the DIRC.

I would like to elaborate on that. Let me say that these requests
for special operations are very carefully scrutinized by our civilian
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leadership. The request must come up from the Under Secretary,
the second highest ranking civilian in each of the three military

departments.
I would also like to observe that these requests have nothing to

do with the beliefs or associations themselves. These are requests
where there were active threats against our property or personnel,
and let me give you a couple examples without identifying
Mr. Baskir. I wonder if you would kindly describe the nature

of these operations without specif3'ing the individuals or organiza-
tions.

Mr. CooKE. Yes. Let me say they were a group who would advo-
cate, for example, putting sand in the fuel tanks of our planes, or
another example, advocating throwing a monkey wrench into the
reduction gears of a ship or not obejdng orders of a commanding
officer of a naval vessel.

Ml". Baskir. Are these civilian groups?
Mr. Cooke. These groups, and I hesitate to generalize, are a mix-

ture of military and civilians who advocate acts of sabotage or
subversion of our personnel for their aims, and they all have some
sort of obviously political aspect to them.

I would like to emphasize again that we have been very, very
careful in screening these actiA'ities. I suspect that the number of

requests which have reached the Chairman of the DIEC repre-
sent only a small number that has been filtered out as they have
been processed up.

Tliis is in no way a "rubber stamp operation." They have been
most scrupulous in this.

Mr. Baskir. I gather these operations in large part involve in-

filtrating or putting an agent into the organization, in order to find

out exactly what their plans are?
]\Ir. CooKE. That is true and usually a military member of the

Armed Foi-ces.

Mr. Baskir. And have all these operations been completed as of
now? Do you have any still being conducted?

Mr. CooKE. There is one operation now on-going.
Mr. Baskir. The other five have been terminated?
INIr. CooKE. Yes.
Mr. Baskir. Would the Department be prepared to supply the

committee on a classified basis some more details?

Mr. CooKE. We will be glad to inform you of further details in

executive session.

Mr. Baskir. Of all the iiiformation that has been submitted to

the subcommittee, there are only two groups of information which
are now classified. As some of them are selected, paragraphs of the
DIRC reports which reflect possible infractions of the regulations
and the others are certain materials involving the allegations of sur-

veillance in West Germany.
With respect to the former group, is there any problem in de-

classifying those selected paragraphs?
Mr. Cooke. As you correctly point out, only one of the 14 DIRC

inspection reports is classified confidential, and it has only two
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paragraphs so designated. The classified paragraphs relate to the

Canal Zone, if my memory serves me correctly, but they do not

affect the tenor of the report as it applies to the Canal Zone, or the

DIRC, but rather notes the inspection team's awareness of military

missions being accomplished outside the purview of the DIRC.
The inspection's findings from that inspection, are fully noted

in the 15 unclassified paragraphs and the discrepancies relate solely

to the retention of records.

Mr. Baskir. There is no problem in declassifying those?

j\Ir. CooKK. 1 think there would be a considerable amount of

problem in declassifying these too.

I have not looked at them personally, but as I say, they relate to

matters outside the purview of the DIRC.
Mr. Baskik. Is'. there any problem with the committee publishing

the unclassified DIRC inspection reports?
Mr. Cooke. We have not specifically examined that, Mr. Baskir.

As you know, these reports are internal working documents where
one could have argued that they should not be furnished to the

committee, but in earnestness of our good faith, we voluntarily
submitted them to the committee. I think the information, not so

much in reports themselves, but the concept of publishing unclassi-

fied—publishing internal working documents, is a very serious

precedent. We have to examine that. I will say we have made the

reports available to you in your role and we will continue to do so.

But I have reservations about printing them publicly.
Mr. Baskir. The reason I suggest that is that it might do much

to reassure the general public as to the effectiveness of the work

you describe in the opening pages of your statement. If you were
not only to make these previous reports public, but also on a regular
basis make them available to reporters and the general public, I

think it might do much to——
Mr. Cooke. In that regard, I was heartened by the comments

of the Chairman on our good efforts with particular regard to the

inspections, and I think perhaps if you could in turn reassure the

general public pursuant to your continuing oversight responsibili-
ties

Mr. Baskir. With respect to the regulations, the DOD regulations
and subsidiary regulations and interpretations, there was a problem
back in 1970 of certain rules and regulations being issued by the

Department or by the Army to limit surveillance, and then certain

classified exceptions were issued contemporaneously which were not

made available. Would the Department agree or see any difficulty in

publishing, let's say in the Federal Register or some generally
accessible public record, the regulations and all subsequent changes
and agreeing that no changes would be made except those made
publicly?
Mr. CooKE. I am not aware of any classified exceptions to the

policies enunciated in DOD Directive 5200.27

Mr. Baskir. I am referring to something that happened before

that regulation was issued.

Mr. Cooke. I can't specifically identify the issue to which you
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are referring. I will note, however, that each of the military de-

partments have published regulations binding upon their members

implementing the provisions of DOD 5200.27, and a typical example,
if you will bear with me a minute, is the Army promulgation of

the same subject as the DOD directive, which states that this Army
regulation is the "sole authority'" for the implemen.tation of 5200.27

in effect.

In other wor^Vs if you ai-e inquiring about Avlietlier Ave woukl

object to the publishing of the service regulations implementing
5200.27, then our answer is we would have no objections whatsoever.
Mr. Baskir. Would the Department agree that no exceptions or

changes or modifications of these regulations in the future woukl
be made bj' any classified regulations, that all changes would be
made in an unclassified nature?
Mr. Cooke. Yes.

Mr. Baskir. Thank you.
Senator Ervix. I tliink tliat the reason that you and I have so

much difference about this bill is illustrated by the statement on

page 13 of your transcript which says "we find r.o language in the
bill Vkdiich would permit us to investigate threats made to officials

of the military departments". You evidently construe the law to

prohibit everything it doesn't permit. Under that construction, you
might construe this law to prohibit marriages between a military
man and civilian because it doesn't specifically authorize them to

get married.
Mr. Andrews. Mr. Chairman, 1 was here in 1971 when we dis-

cussed what could be done and what could not be done in this area.

As I recall it, the distinguished Chairman pointed out rather

forcefully, at the time that in this area we could not act unless we
had authority. It seems to me here we are being given a bill which

says we shall not act and it makes it a crime to act. So therefore,
we are very wary of trying to write in or read into the bill excep-
tions which I think we are both in a2:reement should be recognized.
You see those exceptions in the bill. We do not.

Senator Ervin. Well, according to the interpretation Mr. Cooke
has put on it, this bill prohibits anything it does not expressly
permit. If you have to draw a bill like that, it vrould l:>e about twice
the leiigth of the Encyclopedia Britannica and the U.S. Code all

in one.

I don't think this bill proliibits anything except collecting in-

formation about the beliefs and the associations and the jjolitical
activities.

Mr. Andrews. May I ask the Chairman a question for purposes
of clarification ?

Senator Er\t:n. Yes, sir.

Mr. Andrews. Do the words "activities and associations", are

they related to political activities or separate and apart?
Senator Ervin. Yes.
Mr. Andrews. So the word "political" characterizes beliefs, ac-

tivities, and associations, fine.

Now, do the reports that we would maintain, are those reports
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obtained as a result of our investigations or are they any reports
that we migiit receive outside of our investigative efforts?

Senator Ervix. Those are the things that tiie Army receives, or

that they gain by using the military to exercise surveillance over

civilians not connected with the Armj- for the purposes of finding
out what their beliefs are, what their associations are, and what
their political activities are, which is none of the business of the

Defense Department.
>Ir. Andrews. So the chairman reads it as such reports as we

obtain as a result of an investigation?
Senator Ervin. Yes. I don't think it prohibits you from reading

the Encyclopedia Britannica or the Bible or the newspapei".
Mr. AxDREVv^s. Vre are comforted by your interpretation.
We would suggest the bill include a provision which contain

words of such a character. The problem could be met by adding
"compiled as a result of such investigation" after the word "rec-

ords".

Senator Ervix. I think that would clarify it and I appreciate

your suggestion. I\Ir. Snider.

Mr. SxroER. Mr. Cooke, you have objected to the language of S.

2318. I wonder if you would object if we just dropped that lan-

guage and substituted the language of DOD directive 5200.27 and
made that a statute?

Mr. Cooke. We obviously would find that considerably more

acceptable. There are still drafting problems, and I repeat the offer

I made—I think there will be drafting problems in drafting that

as a criminal statute.

JNIay I ask my representative from tlie General Counsel's office

to further comment on that proposal ?

Mr. AxDREws. The military departments, the civilian lawyers, I

might add, assembled to determine whether this could be done.

The directive language can be written in such a way as to give
adequate guidance. When you translate that into a law, particularly
into a criminal law, we had definite problems in defining terms in

making sure that what we wrote specified the crime clearly.
We have some ideas and I think that the chairman's comments

very recently about how he reads the bill would aid us consider-

ably in narrowing the prohibition and thus avoiding a longer list

of exceptions.
Mr. SxiDER. Are you saying that the DOD directive is not clear

enough ?

jNlr. Andrews. I think the DOD directive is quite clear enough
for administrative management purposes, but it is quite a different

thing to write a criminal statute.

Mr. Sn^ider. Does the DOD directive make an exception for Who's
Who, for having a copy of Who's Who?
Mr. Ax^DREWs. I am sure it does. Because it talks about investi-

gative reports and what may be collected and what may be retained.

I think with the chairman's interpretation, we don't have a problem.
Mr. SxiDER. The directive does not apply outside of the TTuited

States and its territories and possessions. That has been established..

Why was it so restricted?
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'Mr. Cooke. I believe the answer is in my statement, contained

in my "written statement and shows the considerations which the

DIRC considered in approaching this problem, and if I may find

it again
Mr. SxroER. Well, we have that.

I would just like to know if that doesn't mean military intelli-

gence units stationed abroad can conduct surveillance of Americans

tra-v-eling abroad without any restriction other than just the local

command regulations.
Is there any other restriction, either on the manner they collect

the information or

Mr. CooKE. There are any number of restrictions, including
status of forces agreements in each of the countries, understandings
with the sovereign law enforcement organization of those countries,

and let me state flatly tliat military intelligence units, wherever

located, are not conducting investigations of the political beliefs

of American citizens or indeed anyone else on that basis alone.

The investigations which must be authorized—and I would note

that there is no authority to conduct an investigation unless it is

directed—are investigations where there are prospects of immedi-

ate and direct harm to military personnel, military property, or

military installations.

Now, it is a regrettable fact that our forces overseas are targeted

by hostile intelligence operations, by terrorist organizations. It is

also a regrettable fact that perhaps in some instances, these efforts

may be aided by U.S. nationals within or without the services.

Let me point out it is a serious matter. This is a picture of a

bombing of a barracks in Heidelberg, Germany. There was about

$100,000 worth of damage. It was done by a terrorist organization.

I don't think in this particular case there were any U.S. nationals

involved, but three Americans lost their lives in this. Our forces are

targeted and they have to take adequate steps to protect themselves,

and on that I think you will all agree.

What I am saying is that, again, a military counter-intelligence

organization certainly does not investigate any U.S. citizens solely

on the basis of their political beliefs in those areas.

Mr. SNroER. Is there any requirement that Americans be remotely
connected with a foreign government or its investigative agents
before he can be placed under surveillance overseas?

Mr. CooKE. This would depend solely on the facts of the case.

I would say that if an American citizen was a member of an

identified terrorist organization, he would be, and must be a legiti-

mate interest to our counter-intelligence organization, not because

of his political beliefs.

Mr. Snider. Do you consider the Concerned Americans in Berlin

to be a terrorist organization?
Mr. Cooke. I am not familiar with the facts in the case. As I

pointed out, this matter is before the courts and will be expressly

litigated there.

Mr. SxiDER. I have no more questions, ]Mr. Chairman.
Senator Ervin. Thank vou verv much.
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]Mr. Cooke. Mr. Chairman, may I make just several observations?

I regretted seeing the newspaper headlines this morning talking
about "plumber-' activities. The word "plumber" these daj^s is a

word whicli conjures up, as you know, illegal or clandestine acts.

1 am let'erring specifically to the responsibilities of the Defense

Investigative Service and other Defense agencies in seeing if any
of our people have leaked classified information.

I would point out these investigations are required bj- Executive
Order 11652, section 13 (b), which requires the head of each

Department take prompt and stringent administrative action

against anj^ officer or employee of the United States determined to

liave been responsible for any leaks or disclosure of any national

security information or material in a manjier not authorized by or

under this order through the National Security Council.

"^Miere a violation of criminal statute ma}- be involved, the De-

partment should refer any such case promptly to the Department
of Justice.

I would like to point out our investigations of unauthorized leaks

are investigations of Department of Defense personnel, military
or civilian. They are done by interviewing these people. There is no
covert inliltration or clandestine activity involved, rather there is

an organized and recognized and higldy essential activity.
Senator Eiuix. Well. I didn't write the headline for the news-

papers. The subcommittee had been informed the Defense Investi-

gative Service has undertaken three, "plumber", activities. I fur-

thermore proceeded to use one of those new fancy words to describe
tlie sj^ecial operations permitted under the DOD directive.

I didn't use the word that Mr. Huston used in his plan : "surrep-
titious entry" or burglary. I used this verv fancy word that is

used in the directive, "covert penetration."
Mr. Andrews. ISIr. Chairman, you may not write headlines, but

you make them.
Mr. CooKE. The Defense Investigative Service, like all our serv-

ices, is bound by the prohibitions and strictures of 5200.27 where
they conduct anything outside the Department. But these investi-

gative security leaks have been going on, as you know, sir, for lit-

erally many years.
Mr. Baskir. Might the investigation involve interrogation or

other kinds of inquiries with respect to nonaffiliated individuals?
Mr. CooKE. Our investigations of security leaks are limited only

to people affiliated with Department of Defense to carry out the

provisions of the executive order.

Should there be something beyond that, we refer the case to the

Department of Justice.

Mr. Baskir. Any investigation of a leak of military classified
information, under the directive would that be barred from reach-

ing persons not affiliated

]\Ir. CooKE. 5200.27, yes, it would, emphatically. As a matter of
fact, our investigations do not and have not involved people not
affiliated with the Department.
Mr. Baskir. I have no further questions.

32-996—74 9
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Senator Ervin. Well, thank you gentlemen very much.
]Mr. Cooke. INlr. Chairman, it was a pleasure to appear before

you.
Thank you.
Senator Ervin. Counsel will call the next witness.

JNIr. Baskir. Mr. Chairman, our next witnesses are Mr. Eastman
Birkott, attorney, Association of the Bar of the City of New York;
accompanied by Mr. Barry Mahoney, attorney, Association of the
Bar of the Citv of New York.

Senator Ervin. I want to welcome you to the subcommittee and
express oui- appreciation for your being willing to appear and giv-
ing lis the benefit of your views with respect to this proposed
legislation.

TESTIMONY OF EASTMAN BIRKETT, ATTORNEY, ASSOCIATION OF
THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK; ACCOMPANIED BY BARRY
MAHONEY, ATTORNEY, ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY
OF NEW YORK

Mv. Birke'ii\ Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here in two

ca])acities. both in my capacity representing and reading the statement
of Cyrus Vance, and also in my capacity as a member of the Civil

Kiglits Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of Ncav
York.
As the Chairman knows. Mr. Vance, formerly Secretary of the

Army, was Tender Secretary of Defense under Secretary McNamara
and special representative of President Johnson during the Detroit
Riots of 1967 and advisor to Mayor Washington during the riots, fol-

lowing the death of Martin Luther King in 1968. He is currently the

nominee for President of the Association of the Bar of the City of

New York as well.

Senator Ervin. Well. T can certainly recommend him without

any hesitancy for election to that position because I knew Mr.
Vance very well when he was here in Washington, and he is a very
fine and talented gentleman.

Mr. BiRKETT. He particularly asked me to convey his kindest re-

gards to you. His statement follows :

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CYRUS R. VANCE, READ BY EASTMAN
BIRKETT, ATTORNEY

^Ir. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I deeply regret
that a court commitment preven.ts me from appearing personally
before you todav to testify in support of the proposed legislation.
Ml'. Eastman Birkett, a former partner of mine and currently a

member of the Civil Rights Committee of the Association of the

Bar of the City of New York, has kindly agreed to read this state-

ment on my behalf.

With respect to the specific provisions of S. 2318. I have reviewed
the bill and the statement of Mr. Barry Mahoney made on behalf
of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. I whole-
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heartedly concur with Mr. Mahoney's statement as well as the re-

port of the association on civil rights, dated May 10, 1973, entitled

"Military Surveillance of Civilian Political Activities: Report and
Recommendations for Congressional Action"; and believe that the

enactment of legislation along the lines of the proposed bill is an

essential goal. I should like to add the following comments in ampli-
fication of the comments appearing in paragraph 7 on page 2'2 of

]\Ir. Mahoney's statement. These comments arise out of my experi-
ence with tlie riots in Detroit, Michigan and Washington, D.C. in

1967 and 1968 and very helpful discussions with Professor Christo-

pher H. Pyle of the John Jay College of Criminal Justice.

I recommend that a new subsection be added to section lo86

which would assure the Armed Forces that the ban on surveillance

and datakeeping would not hamper advance reconnaissance and on-

site observation essential to the conduct of antiriot operations. The
bill should guarantee that packets of city maps, data on bridge
loads, possible approach routes, bivouac sites, possible headquarters
locations, et cetera and the names and offices of local officials could

still be gathered.
Further, I believe, nothing in the statute should bar the Armed

Forces from sending observers to the scene of riots when requested

by the Attorney General of the United States to collect the neces-

sary plamiing information and to advise the Justice Department
and Presidential representatives of the military aspects of the

situation.

In addition, the statute should permit the dispatch of liaison

officers to local police headquarters, precinct stations, and Xational

Guard headquarters for the purpose of monitoring the development
of a riot for which troops have been alerted, and keeping military
commandei-s informed of the kinds of tactical information they
would need to deploy troops where they would do the most good.

Also, if Federal troops are committed by the President pui-suant
to 10 U.S.C, Sections 881-334. the Armed" Forces inevitably would
have to collect some infoimation concerning individuals active in

the riot. The legislative history should make it clear that this in-

formation collected in the course of reporting instances of violence

and detention of individual rioters is not prohibited by the statute.

The statute should provide, however, that all such information not

turned over to civil law enforcement authorities for law enforce-

ment purposes nnist be destroyed within 60 days of the withdrawal
of troops.

Finally, the legislative history might also note that the statute

is not intended to restrict the preparation of afteraction reports or

military histories of antiriot operations.
In closing, I should like to take this opportunity to thank the

subcommittee for the vitally important work it has done and is

doing in this and other areas in the field of civil rights.
That is the end of Mr. Vance's report, sir.

Senator Ervix. I think he has made some very A^aluable sugges-
tions to the subcommittee, very helpful.
Mr. BiRKETT. I would like to add for myself as a former chair-
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mail of the legislative committee and a present member of the civil

ricrhts committee my complete agreement with the statement of Mr.
Vance as to importance of the work of this committee, and to reiterate

how much we have appreciated our relationship with your committee
anil you personally over the years.
We have enjoyed the interchange very much.
Senator Ervix. Thank yon very much. I think Mr. Vance's rec-

ommendations I'aise points which certainly require the most serious

tlionohts of the committee in marki)ig up this bill. They are very
helpful.
Mr. BiRKETT. I would like to say a word about ]Nfr. Barry Ma-

honey, Avho will give his statemeut on bolialf of the Association

of tlie Bai- which the civil riglits committee completely endorses.

He was formerly a New York attorney, and he's recently moved to

Denver wliere he is doing research on pretrial release and the right
to a speedy trial. He was a principal author of the 1973 report of the

Civil Rights Committee and has maintained his membership in the

Assocation of the Bar, I am pleased to say, from Denver and is still

pai'ticipating in its affairs, as you can see.

TESTIMONY OF BARRY MAHONEY, ATTORNEY

Mr. Mahonet. ]Mr. Chairman. T am most appreciative of the op-

portunity to appeir here before you today on behalf of the Asso-

ciation of the Bar of the City of New York.
Over the years, this subcommittee has done a remarkable job in

bringing problems of government intrusion into the lives of individ-

ual citizens to public attention. The subcommittee's work in the

area of military suiveillance of civilian political affairs is an out-

standing example of its efforts. We thaidc you for inviting us to

testify on this subject, and we hope that we may make some
contribution to the formulation of constructive legislation in the

area.

As you know, I have prepared a written statement for presenta-
tion to the subcommittee. However, rather than read that statement

in full. T would like to submit it—and with it, the 1073 report by
the Bar Association's Committee on Civil Rights entitled. "jNIilitary
Surveillance of Civilian Political ActiA'ities: Report and Recom-
mendations for Congressional Action"—for inclusion in the record
of these hearings.

Senator Ervin. The committee will have your written statement

printed in full in the body of the record and will receive the report
as an exhibit.

[The material referred to follows:]

Pkepared Statement of Barry Mahoney, on Behalf of the Association of
THE Bar of the City of New York

Mr. Chairman and Membei'S of the Subcommittee, I am most appreciative of
the opportunity to appear here before you today on belialf of the Association
of the Bar of the City of New Yorlv. Several months ago, the Association pub-
lished a report of its Committee on Civil Rights entitled "Military Sur-
veillance of Civilian Political Activities : Report and Recommendations for

Congressional Action." I would like to present that report to the Subcommit-
tee, and to ask that it be made a part of the record of these hearings.
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Our report had three central purposes: (1) to review the historical back-

ground and the status, as of mid-1973, of the controversy over military sur-

veillance of civilian political activities; (2) to outline the principal legal
considerations relevant to the problem; and (3) to set forth our views with
respect to possible Congressional action. Rather than review the report in
detail here, I would lilce to simply summarize its substance and to make a
few comments oh the bill now before you (S. 2318) in light of our recommen-
dations.

A. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

In reviewing the history and recent scope of military surveillance opera-
tions, our committee relied heavilly on the record established by this Sub-
committee at its 1971 hearings and on the documentary analysis done by the
Subcommittee's staff. We believe that the record is a shocking one—one which
points clearly to the need for legislation to curb abuses of the sort which took

place during the period from 1967 through 1970.

Army surveillance activities during this period had a massive sweep. The
scope of these activities has been documented in considerable detail by this

Subcommittee and by others, but it may nevertheless be useful to recall some
of the salient features of the surveillance program :

1. A great number of widely disparate groups, covering the full range of
the political spectrum, were subject to Army surveillance—including, for

example, the American Civil Liberties Union, the John Birch Society, the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the NAACP, and the League of
Women Voters.

2. Files were also kept on a large number of private citizens and public
oflBcials. These dossiers often included data on the private and personal affairs
of citizens—on their financial affairs, sex lives, and psychiatric histories, for

example—as well as on their activities in connection with political organiza-
tions.

3. Although most of the data collected on groups and Individuals consisted
of matters of public record, information was also obtained from private insti-

tutions—sometimes through covert operations. Indeed, former Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense Robert Froehlke has testified before this Subcommittee that
it was "highly improbable" that many of the requirements for information
contained in the Army's 1968 civil disturbance information collection plan
could have been met in any way other than through covert collection means.

4. In quantitative terras, an enormous amount of information, on a very
large number of individuals, was collected and stored. The Subcommittee's
staff was probably being conservative in estimating that in 1970 Army In-

telligence had reasonably current files on the political activities of at least

100,000 individuals imaffiliated with the armed forces.

5. The Army's data system, as of 1970, had the technical capacity for cross

referencing organization, incident, and personality files—and thus for rapidly
producing lists of citizens by name, address, ideology, political aflfiliations, and
involvement in particular political activities.

6. Perhaps most serious, from the standpoint of persons concerned with
maintaining government under law, the surveillance programs of the 1967-
1970 period apparently developed not only in the absence of legislative authori-

zation, but withoTit the knowledge or approval of senior civilian officials in

the Department of Defense. As this Subcommittee noted in its report on the

subject last year, the failure of such officials to know of the program represents
a serious breakdown of civilian control over the military.
What has happened since the existence of this massive Army surveillance

program first came to light in 1970? As of mid-1973, when our committee
issued its report, it appeared from all counts that the scope of military sur-
veillance activities had been greatly reduced from what it had been during
the 1967-1970 period. However, the question of the extent to which these
activities are currently being undertaken is probably one which only those in

charge of such operations can answer.
To be sure, the Department of Defense has issued detailed regulations which

sharply limit the scope of surveillance operations. But even if these regula-
tions are being followed, a number of serious legal and practical issues remain.
For one thing, the Defense Department's official position, ever since the ex-
istence of the surveillance program first came to public attention in 1970,
has been that the widespread surveillance activities carried on during the

32-996 O - 74 - 10
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1967-1970 period, even if not "appropriate" were nontheless "lawful". Im-
plicit in this position is a reservation by the Department of Defense of an
alleged right to resume such activities whenever the Department deems it

appropriate to do so.

Moreover, the regulations issued by the Department and by the various
branches of the armed forces still leave considerable room for surveillance
activities to be undertaken by the armed forces. For example, DoD Directive
5200.27 contains a provision permitting infiltration of citizen organizations and
observation of private meetings when such surveillance has been given prior
approval by the Secretary of Defense or his designee. And even the require-
ment of obtaining such prior approval does not apply when, in the judgment
of the local commander, "the threat is immediate and time precludes obtain-

ing prior approval." What constitutes such an emergency is implicitly left ex-

clusively to the military authorities to determine. The DOD Directive also

apparently permits surveillance of individuals, and of groups which do not
constitute an "organization" to be undertaken even without the prior approval
of the Secretary or his designee, in furtherance of the missions to protect "DoD
functions and property" and "ensure personnel security." These are provisions
which can be read very broadly—so broadly, indeed, as to render the prohibitory
language in the directive almost meaningless.

Finally, while the DoD directives referred to in our report are not classified,
there is nothing to ensure that future directives dealing with the scope of

domestic intelligence operations would be unclassified. Indeed it is worth
noting in this connection that during the summer of 1970—even as the un-
classified DoD regulations were being drafted and published—secret plans for
extensive monitoring of civilian political activities were apparently being
formulated at top levels of the executive branch of the government. The plans
apparently anticipated eventual participation of military agencies—including
the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency and th^ military
intelligence agencies.
We do not mean to minimize the significance of the steps taken by the De-

fense Department and the armed services to limit surveillance activities. The
regulations that have been promulgated are laudable steps in the right direc-

tion. But they may be changed at any time, and even as presently written they
still leave room for an unjustifiably wide range of monitoring activities to be
conducted by military personnel. We believe that the area is one in which
Congressional legislation is appropriate and desirable. Before turning to a
discussion of what we feel such legislation should contain, however, let me
briefly discuss our conclusions with respect to some of the principal legal
issues involved.

B. THE LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

In reviewing the state of existing law with respect to the problem of mili-

tary surveillance of civilian political activities, our committee focused on
three questions :

First, to what extent, if at all, is such surveillance authorized under ex-

isting law?
Second, what constitutional rights have been—or might in the future be—

infringed or jeopardized by military surveillance operations?
Third, insofar as military surveillance operations may infringe constitu-

tional rights or be otherwise unlawful, what remedies presently exist?

1. The Question of Authority for Surveillance Operations
In taking the position that the military surveillance operations conducted

during the 1967-1970 period were not unlawful. Defense Department officials

have recognized that neither the Constitution itself nor any federal statutes

explicitly authorize such monitoring of civilian political activities. They have
argued, however, that such activities are "necessary" or at least "appropriate"
if the armed forces are to be adequately prepared to respond to presidential
orders for deployment of troops in instances of domestic violence. This sort
of argument can, of course, be used to support almost any sort of executive
branch data gathering. An infinite range of contingencies can be imagined,
and there are many kinds of information which it would doubtless be very
useful for a Chief Executive or his advisers to have in order to deal with any
one of them. But under our Constitution, the government is not free to gather
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whatever information a President or his advisers think might be useful or

to use whatever means of gathering information might seem convenient. The
rights of individuals must be taken into account. So, too, must the statutes

and constitutional provisions which grant authority to use troops in situa-

tions involving domestic violence, and which impose constraints upon the use
of troops for domestic purposes.
With respect to the question of legitimate authority for undertaking mili-

tary surveillance of civilian political activity, three points seem particularly
critical :

(1) The only statutes which explicitly authorize the use of armed forces in

connection with domestic violence (10 U.S.C. §§331-333) clearly contemplate
their use only as a back-up force in specific situations where illegal overt acts

amounting to serious rioting or insurrection have already taken place and
civilian authorities have been unable to restore order. Indeed, these statutes

are part of a chapter of the United States Code which is entitled "Insurrec-

tion." The chapter contains a statutory requirement that the President, when-
ever he considers it necessary to use armed forces under the chapter, must
issue a proclamation ordering the "insurgents" to disi)erse. Read in context, the

provisions of this chapter clearly provide no basis for sweeping domestic

intelligence operations. Rather, they indicate that use of the armed forces

in domestic affairs is a "last resort" measure to be employed only by Presi-

dential directive, only for the limited purpose of restoring order when state

and local authorities have been unable to do so, and only when certain speci-
fied conditions have been met.

(2) Other federal statutes, notably the Posse Comitatus Act, reflect the

same policy. The Posse Comitatus Act has been amended several times since

it was first enacted in 1878, but its basic thrust-—prohibiting the armed forces

from assisting local law enforcement oflScials in carrying out their ordinary
duties—has remained constant. Its clear import is that federal troops can be
used in connection with civil disorders only pursuant to the provisions of

10 U.S.C. §§ 331-333, and then only when the President has issued the procla-
mation required by 10 U.S.C. § 334.

(3) As for authority for the use of troops that may be derived from the
constitution itself, independent of any statute, we readily acknowledge that

the law in this area is somewhat murky. However, the few Supreme Court
cases dealing with the scope of the President's authority as Chief Executive
and Commander-in-Chief make it clear that his authority is not unlimited
even where national security is concerned. In the famous Steel Seizure case

of 1952, for example, the Supreme Court emphatically rejected the idea that
the President's Article II powers authorized seizure of the nation's steel

mills—even to avert a crippling steel strike that might have seriously jeopar-
dized the national defense effort during the Korean War—^in the absence of

statutory authority for such a seizure. And only two years ago, in United
States V. United States District Court, the Court rejected a claim by the
Government that warrantless electronic surveillance of citizens suspected of

subversion could be undertaken on the basis of the President's power to pro-
tect the national security. Justice Powell's opinion for the Court made it clear

that First and Fourth Amendment values had to be taken into consideration,
and that surveillance in national security cases was subject to Fourth Amend-
ment requirements of judicial approval prior to initiation of a search or sur-

veillance. By analogy, it seems clear that there is no broad constitutional

authority for the President—much less subordinate oflBcials in the Defense

Department—to authorize domestic surveillance operations in the absence of

clear statutory authority to do so, and without regard to the constitutional

rights of the persons subjected to such surveillance.

2. The Rights at Stake

Defenders of past military surveillance operations have tended to stress the

right of society to protect itself from insurrection and domestic violence. They
have argued, in essence, that a compelling governmental interest in preventing
domestic violence, or in being able to rapidly suppress such violence when it

breaks out, justifies any "incidental" infringement of constitutional rights which
may have occurred.
We readily acknowledge a governmental interest in being able to quell do-

mestic violence expeditiously, but that is an interest which must be con-
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sidered in light of the strong societal interest in the protection of individual

rights. In our view, the sort of surveillance operations conducted by the Army
during the 1967-1970 period seriously infringed the rights of free speech and
association, the right to petition the government for redress of grievances and
the right of privacy. For example, to the extent that electronic surveillance or

physical searches may have been undertaken, it is clear that Fourth Amend-
ment questions arise. To the extent that dossiers containing information about
an individual's financial affairs, sex life, and psychiatric history were com-
piled without his knowledge and consent, it seems plain that a "zone of pri-
vacy" emanating from several constitutional guarantees has been invaded. To
the extent that membership lists of organizations and communications be-

tween individual members of particular groups were made the subject of

agent reports and files, it is apparent that what the late Justice Harlan
referred to as "the vital relationship between freedom to associate and privacy
in one's associations, grounded in the First Amendment," has been infringed.
As the Supreme Court has observed, First Amendment freedoms need

"breathing space" in order to survive. They are in danger of being stifled

when the government attempts to systematically keep track of persons seeking
to exercise First Amendment rights in unpopular or unorthodox ways. The
danger is particularly acute when the agency doing the monitoring is a part
of the military establishment.

3. The Question of Remedies
In its 5-4 decision in Tatum v. Laird, the Supreme Court adopted a very

narrow view of the issues of standing and justiciability, and thus avoided
reaching the substantive question of whether the Army's surveillance activi-

ties violated the constitutional rights of individuals. Under the majority's
holding in that case, the ordinary citizen is left without a remedy against
excesses of the sort that took place during the 1967-1970 period, unless he can
show direct injury to himself or the threat of imminent injury. The next
effect of the holding appears to be that persons subjected to military surveil-

lance are placed in a Classic "Catch-22" dilemma : if they are truly intimi-

dated in the exercise of their constitutional rights, they are entitled to seek
the aid of the court—but if they are in fact intimidated they are not likely
to invoke their rights. The majority opinion thus makes it exceedingly diflS-

cult for lawless surveillance activities to be controlled.
In our opinion, the problem of controlling military surveillance activities

is not one which can be left solely to the executive branch of the government.
Three years ago, then Assistant Attorney General William Rehnquist—now
Mr. Justice Rehnquist—testified before this Subcommittee that "self discipline
on the part of the executive branch" would provide an answer "to virtually
all of the legitimate complaints against excesses of information gathering."
Whatever may have been the soundness of that observation three years ago,
we now have abundant evidence that the self-discipline of the executive

branch, in the area of surveillance activities, has not been great.
The problem is not simply one of venality on the part of high Administra-

tion officials. Even when top officials in a government agency wish to place
a tight rein on surveillance activities and conscientiously take steps to do so,

they may not succeed. Indeed, the difficulties which senior officials may face
in .seeking to curb surveillance excesses is illustrated by the problems which
senior Defense Department officials encountered when they tried to curtail the

Army's domestic intelligence activities following the initial disclosures about
them back in 1970. They had great difficulty in ascertaining the full extent
of the operations, and apparently were misled by lower echelon commanders
on more than one occasion.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING LEGISLATION

In our judgment, the problem of military surveillance of civilian political
activities is one which is appropriate for Congressional legislation. Although
we believe that existing law should be read as prohibiting broad surveil-

lance and data collection activities of the sort that were undertaken during
the 1967-1970 period. Administration spokesmen have taken a contrary view.

And, as long as the narrow concept of standing delineated in Laird v. Tatum
remains a guiding principle, litigation is not likely to be effective in curtailing
such activities in the future.
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In the absence of specific statutory prohibitions on such activities—prohibi-
tions which are enforceable—there will as a practical matter be no obstacle

to resumption of the kind of activities which were undertaken during the
1967-1970 period other than the "self-discipline" of the Executive Branch. The
restrictions on such activities which the armed services have imposed on them-
selves by regulation do not resolve the problem satisfactorily. These regula-
tions are helpful, but they still leave room for an unjustifiably wide range of

monitoring activities to be conducted by military personnel. Moreover, the

terms of the regulations (or the vigor with which they are enforced) may
change at any time. The incumbent administration or a future administration
could find it convenient to again adopt a domestic intelligence program, and
could simply rescind or modify the present regulations—conceivably even by
classified exceptions to them.
The importance of effectively prohibiting any future resumption of the sort

of military surveillance activities which were carried on during the 1967-1970

period cannot be underestimated. Such activities invade the privacy of indi-

viduals and groups, inhibit free expression of beliefs and ideas, and in general
exert a chilling effect upon the political activities of a free people. We be-

lieve that such activities exceed the constitutional and statutory authority of

armed forces, violate or seriously jeopardize rights guaranteed by the First,

Fourth, and Ninth Amendments to the Constitution, and cannot be justified
on the basis of any compelling governmental interest.

Moreover, even assuming for the sake of argument that such activities are
not unconstitutional, they are clearly undesirable as a matter of policy. Such
activities would be diflBcult to justify no matter what governmental agency
conducted them, because of their intrusions into individual privacy and the

chilling effect which they exert upon political activities. They are especially
repugnant to American ideals and traditions when undertaken by the armed
services. It is directly contrary to our nation's long tradition of civilian con-
trol of the government for the military to be involved in such matters. To the
extent that such surveillance activities must be carried on at all, it is far
more appropriate that they be undertaken by a civilian arm of the govern-
ment—and even then, of course, such activities should be subject to on-going
Congressional scrutiny. If surveillance activities of any sort are justifiable
and necessary, it is likely that a civilian agency will be able to conduct them
more eflBciently, less intrusively, less threateningly, and probably at less cost
to the taxpayer, than military intelligence.
With these considerations in mind, our committee has recommended that

Congress enact legislation generally prohibiting all military surveillance of
civilian political activities and proscribing all collection and storage of infor-

mation on the political or private affairs of individuals not directly aflSliated

with the armed forces. The basic principles which our committee felt should
be incorporated in such legislation are these :

(a) The statute should, in broadly inclusive terms, bar members of the
armed forces or persons employed by the armed forces from conducting sur-

veillance whether overt or covert, of civilians. It should be carefully drawn
to prohibit the compilation of dossiers or data banks containing information
on the political activities or private affairs of individuals or organizations,
but should not preclude the armed services from gathering "physical reconnais-
sance" data of the sort that would enable commanders to deploy troops
eflSciently when called upon pursuant to 10 U.S.C. §§331-333.

(b) The statute should provide for criminal penalties for violations, and
should, in addition, include provisions for injunctive relief and for damages
(including punitive damages and counsel fees).

(c) The statute should confer standing to sue upon any person or organiza-
tion which has been the subject of the proscribed activities.

(d) The statute might well include a carefully drawn provision excepting
from its proscriptions the collection of tactical information on the location,

size, and actions of groups engaged in violent activities in areas which federal

troops have been ordered by the President pursuant to 10 U.S.C. §§ 331-333.
If so, it should also provide that any such activities should cease with the
cessation of the violence and withdrawal of the troops and should in no event
extend beyond 60 days without explicit Congressional approval.
With respect to the bill presently before the Subcommittee, S. 2318, we are,

of course, wholeheartedly in favor of the bill's basic concepts of prohibiting
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military surveillance except in very limited circumstances, establishing crim-
inal sanctions for violation of the restrictions, and providing civil remedies
for persons who have been subjected to unwarranted surveillance activities.

For the most part we believe the bill is well-drafted. We do, however, have
some comments and suggestions to make with respect to several of its pro-
visions, as follows :

1. The general prohibition of surveillance operations contained in the pro-
posed new § 1386(a) appears to be directed only at the command level. It

speaks, for example, of "an oflScer of the Armed Forces" who "employs" any
part of the Armed Forces to conduct investigations, maintain surveillance, etc.

We recognize that the phrase "officer of the Armed Forces" may be a term of

art which covers enlisted men as well as commissioned officers, but we think
it should be made clear that members of the armed forces of every rank—
from private on up—are covered by the prohibition. In that connection, we
would also suggest the use of a verb other than "employs"—perhaps "causes"
would be better. In addition, it should be made clear that the prohibition also
covers any non-military persons utilized for such purposes.

2. We believe that the language of the proposed Section 1386(a) should be
revised in order to ensure that all of the areas that should be protected from
military surveillance are covered by the general prohibition. Thus, we suggest
that the language be amended to prohibit investigation into, surveillance over,
or the recording or maintenance of information regarding "* * * the beliefs,

associations, political activities, or other conduct or affairs of any persons
* *

*", etc.

3. We recognize that there may be grounds for permitting the armed services

to monitor at least some kinds of conduct of military personnel. However,
military intelligence should not have carte blanche to pry into the private
affairs of the men and women in the armed services. Rather than exempting
surveillance of members of the armed forces from the general prohibition, as

§ 1386(a) would now do, we would recommend covering this matter through
a narrow and specifically worded exception which would be included in

§ 1386(b). For example, we see no objection to an exception which would
authorize limited surveillance over military personnel where there is probable
cause to believe that they may be engaged in espionage or other serious
offenses.

4. The exception contained in the proposed § 1386(b) (2) appears to be far

broader than necessary. As it presently reads, it would appear to leave room
for military surveillance operations arising out of any incident "involving
the destruction, damage, theft, unlawful seizure, or trespass of the property
of the United States"—whether or not committed on a military installation

or defense facility. At a minimum, the provision should be re-worded to con-

fine the exception to surveillance directly related to the damage or unlawful
seizure of Department of Defense property. Even then, we seriously question
whether the investigation of criminal conduct occurring anywhere other than
on a military installation is not more properly a function of a civilian agency.

5. We also question whether the exception contained in the proposed
§ 1386(b) (3) is necessary, though this is perhaps a closer qiiestion. We feel

that civilian agencies would probably be better suited to conduct investigations
of individuals to determine their suitability for employment by the armed
forces or by a defense facility.

6. Particularly since the militia of the several states—the various National
Guard units—are so closely linked to the regular armed forces (and, indeed,
are heavily subsidized with federal funds), we fail to see the necessity for

exempting members of the militia from the proposed prohibitions. Surveillence

by the military is just as distasteful when conducted by personnel under the
control of state authorities as when conducted by personnel under the control
of federal authorities. We would delete the exemption contained in the pro-
posed § 1386(b) (4).

7. We would modify the language now contained in the proposed § 1386 (b(l),
to provide that any surveillance activities undertaken by the armed forces
when assigned by the President to the task of repelling invasion or sup-
pressing rebellion, insurrection or domestic violence should be limited to col-

lecting tactical information of immediate utility in quelling the disorder,
should cease with cessation of the violence and withdrawal of the troops, and
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should in no event extend beyond 60 days without explicit Congressional ap-

proval. We would also add language requiring that any information on indi-

viduals and groups gathered by the Armed Forces while assigned to such

tasks be turned over to civilian law enforcement authorities or else destroyed
within 60 days of the date that troops are withdrawn.

8. We would modify the wording of the proposed § 2691(a) to allow any
person or organization that has been the subject of an act prohibited by
10 U.S.C. § 1386 to sue for damages. This would deal with the problem posed
by the narrow concept of standing created by the Supreme Court's restrictive

interpretation of the concept in Laird v. Tatum. We would also add language
expressly authorizing persons who bring suit under the proposed § 2691 to

recover punitive damages and counsel fees.

In conclusion, let me emphasize that we feel this Subcommittee has done a

remarkable job over the years in bringing to public attention problems of

unwarranted intrusion by Government into the lives of individual citizens.

The Subcommittee's work in this area of military surveillance of civilian

political activities is an outstanding example of its efforts. It is our hope—as

we know it is yours—that these efforts will result in constructive legislation

that will effectively curb surveillance excesses, while still allowing the armed
services to obtain information that is essential for them to perform their

legitimate functions.

Thank you for the privilege of allowing me to appear before you today.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

MILITARY SURVEILLANCE OF CIVILIAN

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES:

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

By The Committee on Civil Rights

INTRODUCTION
Domestic intelligence operations conducted by elements of the United

States armed forces have raised serious problems involving rights of privacy,

speech and association. Such problems have long been of concern to lawyers^
and to members of this Association in particular.^

In January 1970, charges were made that the United States Army was en-

gaged in widespread surveillance within the United States of the political

activities of civilians.^ Publication of the charges received considerable cov-

erage in the press, and provoked inquiries from a number of Senators and

Congressmen about the scope of the Army's domestic intelligence operations.

During 1971, the Senate's Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights held hear-

ings on the subject,^ and since that time a number of bills aimed at limiting
the scope of military surveillance have been introduced in Congress. To date,

however, none of the bills has been reported out of committee.

High Defense Department officials have acknowledged that the charges of

widespread domestic intelligence data gathering and storage were indeed

accurate.^ and the Department has issued detailed regulations which sharply
limit the scope of such operations.^ Significant legal and practical questions
remain, however, for the official Department of Defense position appears to

be that the widespread information collection activities undertaken during
the 1967-70 period, even if not "appropriate," were nonetheless "lawful.'"''

Manifestly, implicit in this position is a reservation by the Department of

Defense of its alleged right to resume these activities whenever the Depart-
ment deems it "appropriate" to do so.*

* It should be noted that according to documents made public subsequent to

compilation of the body of this report, secret plans for extensive monitoring of

civilian political activities were apparently formulated at top levels of the execu-

tive branch of the government during the spring and summer of 1970. The tech-

niques to be employed included electronic surveillance, mail coverage, and sur-

reptitious entry. While referring to retention of restrictions on the use of military
undercover agents, the plans apparently anticipated eventual participation of the

mihtary. A permanent committee consisting of the F.B.I. , C.I.A., N.S.A., D.I.A.

[Defense Intelligence Agency] and the military counterintelligence agencies was
to evaluate information and "carry out the other objectives specified in the report."
See "Text of Documents Relating to Domestic Intelligence Gathering Plans in

1970," New York Times, June 7, 1973, p. 36. The documents were subsequently
made a part of the record at the hearings before the Senate Select Committee on
Presidential Campaign Activities, in June, 1973.
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The purpose of this report is threefold: (i) to review the historical back-

ground and current status of the controversy regarding military surveillance

of civilian political activities; (2) to outline the principal legal considera-

tions involved; and (3) to set forth our views with respect to possible Con-

gressional action. Our principal conclusion is that Congress should enact

legislation to prohibit all military surveillance of civilian political activities,

except perhaps in certain well-defined circumstances where limited data-

gathering may be justifiable.

I. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

A. Military Surveillance Prior to ip6y

Although military surveillance of civilian political activities reached a

peak during the three years following the riots in Newark and Detroit in

1967, such surveillance is by no means a recent phenomenon. The modern

origins of the problem can be found in the expansion of military intelligence
work at the outbreak of World War I, in response to German efforts at

espionage and propaganda within the United States. By the end of the war,

military intelligence had established a nationwide network of agents and
civilian informers, who reported to the Army not only on suspected German

spies and sympathizers, but also on pacifists, labor organizers, socialists, com-

munists, and other "radicals." 8 The network remained in existence for sev-

eral years after World War I, continuing to infiltrate civilian groups, moni-
tor the activities of labor unions, racial groups and "left wing" political

organizations, and occasionally harassing persons regarded as "potential
troublemakers." 9 It was finally disbanded in 1924, and until the outbreak
of World War II the military's domestic intelligence activities were con-

ducted on a much reduced basis.10

The Federal Bureau of Investigation was the principal agency involved in

domestic intelligence operations during the period between 1924 and 1940.
With the outbreak of World War II, military intelligence operations were,
of course, greatly expanded. Some elements of military intelligence again
became involved in reporting on civilian political activities, mainly in an
effort to counter suspected Axis "fifth column" attempts at subversion and

sabotage.
11 The monitoring continued, on a much reduced scale and in a

rather haphazard and sporadic fashion, during the Cold War period of the

1940's and 1950's. The primary domestic responsibility of military intelli-

gence units during this period was the conduct of loyalty and security inves-

tigations involving persons working in the defense establishment, but the

carrying out of these responsibilities sometimes spilled over into fairly exten-

sive surveillance of civilians. 12

During the early 1960's, the scope of domestic intelligence operations by
the armed forces gradually began to expand. A number of factors were re-

sponsible for the expansion, including the general build-up of the defense

establishment as the United States became increasingly involved in the war
in Vietnam, the beginnings of the anti-war movement at home, repeated
crises over desegregation (which actually led to the deployment of troops
in Alabama and Mississippi in 1962 and 1963), and instances of protest

against racial discrimination in cities in both the North and the South. Offi-

cials charged with responsibility for deployment of federal troops during
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these years expressed a need for better knowledge of the problems that might
have to be faced. ^^ Thus, for example, following the crisis in Birmingham,
Alabama in May 1963, then Maj. Gen. Creighton Abrams (now Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff), wrote that:

"We in the Army should launch a major intelligence project with-

out delay, to identify personalities, both black and white, develop

analyses of the various civil rights situations in which they may be-

come involved, and establish a civil rights intelligence center to oper-
ate on a continuing basis and keep abreast of the current situation

throughout the United States, directing collecting activities and col-

lating and evaluating the product. Based upon this Army intelligence

effort, the Army can more precisely determine the organization and

forces and operations techniques ideal for each." i*

The extent of the actual collection of information on individuals and

groups during the early and mid-1960's seems to have varied considerably
from one military unit to another, depending upon how broadly the unit

commanders interpreted vague directives to keep track of "subversive activi-

ties." 15 It was not until 1967, after large-scale riots had taken place in ghetto
areas of Newark and Detroit, that truly extensive, systematic, domestic in-

telligence operations independent of the loyalty-security programs began to

get underway.

B. Formulation of the i^Sy-yo Sia~ueillance Program
In July of 1967, Federal troops were alerted for possible duty in connec-

tion with the riots which broke out in Newark and were actually committed
to action in helping to quell the Detroit riots. In September, 1967, Cyrus
Vance, who had been a special representative of the President in Detroit

at the time of the riots there, filed an extensive "after-action report." Mr.
Vance's report recounted the events which had taken place and summarized
his conclusions with respect to planning for situations of domestic violence

requiring the use of Federal troops which might arise in the future. Among
other things, he recommended the reconnoitering of major American cities

in order to prepare folders listing bivouac sites, possible headquarters loca-

tions, and similar items of information needed for optimum deployment of

Federal troops when committed.I6 He particularly noted the utility of police

department logs of incidents requiring police action, as indicators for de-

termining whether a riot situation was beyond the control of local and state

law enforcement agencies, and suggested that it would be helpful to develop
a "normal incident level" curve as a base of reference. He also thought it

would be useful to assemble and analyze data showing activity patterns dur-

ing the riots in places such as Watts, Newark, and Detroit, in order to ascer-

tain whether there were any typical "indicator" incidents or patterns of

spread.
1" The Vance report did not suggest that the Army should collect

data on personalities or organizations, but that is nevertheless what Army
intelligence proceeded to do.

Extensive plans for expanding the Army's domestic intelligence opera-
tions and computerizing many of the files on civilian political activity were
formulated during the fall and winter of 1967-68. A comprehensive Army
civil disturbance plan was distributed to Army units in January, 1968, and

3
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was followed the next month by issuance of an "intelligence annex" to the

plan which contained a list of elements of information to be collected and

reported to the U.S. Army Intelligence Command. The annex singled out

"civil rights movements" and "anti-Vietnam/anti-draft movements" as "dissi-

dent elements," and authorized military intelligence units to collect a far

wider range of information than had been recommended in the Vance re-

port of the preceding September.
i^

In May, 1968, following the riots touched off in a number of cities by the

assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, the Army issued an even broader

"Civil Disturbance Information Collection Plan." The Plan described this

mission of Army Intelligence in very broad terms:

"To procure, evaluate, interpret and disseminate as expeditiously
as possible information and intelligence relating to any actual, poten-
tial or planned demonstration or other activities related to civil dis-

turbances, within the Continental United States (CONUS) which

threaten civil order or military security or which may adversely affect

the capability of the Department of the Army to perform its mis-

sion." 19

The Plan contained a detailed listing of various kinds of information to

be obtained and accorded different priorities to particular kinds of informa-

tion. Some examples of kinds of information on "predisturbance activities"

in local communities given high priority by the Plan are the following:

—
presence of "militant outside agitators"

— increase in charges of police brutality, resentment of law enforce-

ment
— known leaders, overt and behind the scenes

—
plans, activities, and organization prepared by leaders

— friends and sympathizers of participants, including newspapers, ra-

dio, television stations, and prominent leaders

— efforts by minority groups to upset balance of power and political

system
—

purposes and objectives of dissident groups (including estimates of

plans and objectives, capabilities, resources to be employed, coordi-

nation with other minority groups and dissident organizations)
— source and extent of funds, how funds are distributed, and general

purposes for which funds are used

—
organization of dissident groups (including location of functions

and responsibilities, lines of authority, organization charts, and ros-

ters of key personnel, for both the "high command" and the "sub-

ordinate elements" of the groups)
—

personnel (including the number of active members, a breakdown
of membership by ethnic groups, age, economic status, and criminal

record, and biographic data on key members).-"

C. The Scope of the Data Collection, jpSy-yo

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administration Robert Froehlke later

testified that the requirements of the civil disturbance information collection
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plan issued in May, 1968, reflected an "all-encompassing and uninhibited

demand for information" which the Army was expected to meet.21 As he

pointed out, it was "highly improbable" that many of the requirements
listed could be obtained by other than covert collection means.22

The Army's May 1968 plan was distributed to numerous Federal agencies

and to top officials in each State government.
^3 The Army itself, through

its Intelligence Command, vigorously sought to implement the plan. The
massive sweep of its surveillance activities has been extensively docu-

mented 24 and need not be reviewed in detail here. However, some particu-

larly salient features may be noted to help illustrate the nature and extent

of the program:
1. A great number of widely disparate groups were subject to Army sur-

veillance. They covered the full range of the political spectrum and included,

for example:

— The American Civil Liberties Union

— The American Nazi Party
— The John Birch Society

— The Socialist Workers Party

-CORE
— The NAACP
— The National Urban League
— The Southern Christian Leadership Conference

— The Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
— The Revolutionary Action Movement
— Womens Strike for Peace

— The League of Women Voters

— Students for a Democratic Society.25

2. Files were also kept on a large number of private citizens and public
officials. These dossiers often included data on the private and personal af-

fairs of citizens as well as on their activities in connection with political

organizations. Computer print-outs and other publications generated by the

Army in the course of the 1968-70 operations included, among other things,

comments about the financial affairs, sex lives, and psychiatric histories of

many persons wholly unaffiliated with the armed forces.^s Much of the in-

formation appears to have been unverified, sometimes consisting of nothing
more than rumor or gossip.27

3. Most of the data collected on groups and organizations consisted of

matters of public record—a great deal of it simply clipped from newspapers.

However, information also was obtained from private institutions and, in

some cases, through covert operations. Thus, for example, former members
of Army intelligence testified at the 1971 Senate hearings that the Army's
domestic intelligence activities had included:

— infiltration of undercover agents into Resurrection City during the

Poor People's Campaign in 1968.28

—
having agents pose as press photographers, newspaper reporters and
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television newsmen, sometimes with bogus press credentials, during

the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago.29

— sending agents, enrolled as students, to monitor classes in the Black

Studies program at New York University .30

— keeping card files, dossiers, and photographs on students and fac-

ulty at the University of Minnesota.31

—
infiltrating a coalition of church youth groups in Colorado Springs,

Colorado.32

4. An enormous amount of information was collected and stored. Some of

it dated to as far back as World War I but most of it was collected during

the 1967-70 period. The Army appears to have had more than 350 separate

records storage centers containing files on civilian political activities.33 One

such center, the Fourth Army Headquarters at Fort Sam Houston, Texas,

reported the equivalent of over 120,000 file cards on "personalities of inter-

est." 34 Considerable duplication of files on individuals doubtless existed,

but the staff of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights is prob-

ably conservative in estimating that in 1970 Army intelligence had reason-

ably current files on the political activities of at least 100,000 individuals

unaffiliated with the armed forces.35

5. At least two of the Army's data banks had the capacity for cross-refer-

ence among "organizational," "incident" and "personality" files.36 The

system thus had the technical capacity to produce correlations among per-

sons, organizations and activities—6".g.,
lists of citizens by name, address,

ideology and political affiliation—virtually instantaneously.

6. The surveillance program seems to have developed a bureaucratic mo-

mentum of its own, and to have rapidly expanded without the knowledge
or approval of civilian officials in the Department of Defense. Senator Ervin

has cogently described the process:

"In the midst of crisis. Pentagon civilians issued vague, mission-type

orders which essentially gave intelligence officers a free hand in col-

lecting whatever information they deemed necessary to the efficient

conduct of civil disturbance operations. Subsequently, neither the

Pentagon's civilian hierarchy nor the Congress had any routine means

by which to review the appropriateness of those decisions until for-

mer agents came forward and blew the whistle in 1970.

Meanwhile, the surveillance grew, as most governmental programs

grow, by the quiet processes of bureaucratic accretion . . . [E]ach

subordinate element in the chain of command expanded on the orders

it received from above, while the traditional secrecy we have granted
our intelligence agencies immunized each echelon from effective re-

view by its superiors."
37

D. Efforts to Curb Surveillance Activities, ipyo-Present

The existence of a large-scale military domestic intelligence program first

received widespread public attention early in 1970, with the publication of

an article on the subject by former Army intelligence officer Christopher

H. Pyle in the Washington Monthly.^^ In the three years that have passed

since then, the scope of the program has, by all accounts, been greatly re-
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duced. Serious issues remain, however, and to understand them it may be

helpful to review the principal developments that have taken place in the

three major arenas—the courts, the Congress, and the Department of De-

fense itself—in which the controversy has been conducted.

(i) Litigation: Laird v. Tatum and ACLU v. Laird.

The lawfulness of the military surveillance was challenged in two lawsuits

filed shortly after the initial disclosures were made in 1970. The principal

case is Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1 (1972). The plaintiffs in that case were

a number of citizens and organizations, most of which had been identified

in intelligence reports quoted in Captain Pyle's Washington Monthly article

as having been subjects of Army monitoring activities. They alleged that the

Army's domestic intelligence operations were unauthorized and overbroad,

deterred political expression and dissent, and inhibited other persons from

associating with them. They sought a declaratory judgment that the sur-

veillance activity was unconstitutional or otherwise illegal, and asked for an

injunction forbidding such activity in the future and requiring the destruc-

tion of all information acquired as a result of the monitoring.
The District Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the complaint

in Tatum on the merits, without holding an evidentiary hearing.39 The
Court of Appeals reversed 2-1, holding that the plaintiffs' allegations pre-

sented a justiciable case under the "chilling effect" doctrine.^^ Judge Wilkey's

opinion for the majority in the Court of Appeals noted particularly the

combination of factors alleged to inhibit First Amendment rights, including
the carrying on of activities beyond the statutory authority of the Army, the

intrusive and inhibiting effects of such activities, and the fact that the Army
—an immensely powerful institution—was the governmental agency involved

in the activities.

The Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision, reversed the Court of Appeals,

accepting the Government's contention that the plaintiffs' claims of First

Amendment violations did not present a justiciable controversy because

plaintiffs failed to allege specific present objective injury or threat of specific

future injury to themselves. Chief Justice Burger's opinion for the majority
held that the plaintiffs' claims were barred by the:

"established principle that to entitle a private individual to invoke

the judicial power to determine the validity of executive or legislative

action he must show that he has sustained or is immediately in danger
of sustaining a direct injury as a result of that action." •*!

The majority opinion in Tatum did not review the allegations of the com-

plaint in any detail, nor did it address the plaintiffs' contention that they
could prove the injuries to themselves which they alleged if given an oppor-

tunity to do so at an evidentiary hearing. The Court also apparently accepted
at face value the Government's contention that the surveillance operations
had been greatly cut back, although there was evidence in the papers before

the Court that the effect of the cut-backs was open to considerable question.42

Justice Douglas, in an opinion which Justice Marshall joined, vigorously
dissented, observing that:

"The act of turning the military loose on civilians even if sanc-

tioned by an Act of Congress, which it has not been, would raise seri-
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ous and profound constitutional questions. Standing as it does only

on brute power and Pentagon policy, it must be repudiated as a usur-

pation dangerous to the civil liberties on which free men are de-

pendent. For, as Senator Sam Ervin has said, 'this claim of an inherent

executive branch power of investigation and surveillance on the basis

of people's beliefs and attitudes may be more of a threat to our in-

ternal security than any enemies beyond our borders.' * * *

This case is a cancer in our body politic. It is a measure of the dis-

ease which afflicts us. Army surveillance, like Army regimentation, is

at war with the principles of the First Amendment. Those who already

walk submissively will say there is no cause for alarm. But submissive-

ness is not our heritage. The First Amendment was designed to allow

rebellion to remain as our heritage. The Constitution was designed

to keep government off the backs of the people. The Bill of Rights
was added to keep the precincts of belief and expression, of the press,

of political and social activities free from surveillance. The Bill of

Rights was designed to keep agents of government and official eaves-

droppers away from assemblies of people. The aim was to allow men
to be free and independent and to assert their rights against govern-

ment. There can be no influence more paralyzing of that objective

than Army surveillance. When an intelligence officer looks over every

nonconformist's shoulder in the library or walks invisibly by his side

in a picket line or infiltrates his club, the America once extolled as

the voice of liberty heard around the world no longer is cast in the

image which Jefferson and Madison designed, but more in the Russian

image. . . ."43

Justices Brennan and Stewart also dissented, basically adopting the position

previously taken by the Court of Appeals on the justiciability question.44

Subsequent to deciding Lanrf v. Tatum in June, 1972, the Supreme Court

has denied petitions to rehear the case and to disqualify Mr. Justice Rehn-

quist nimc pro time from participating in the case, on the ground that he

had previously testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights concerning the legality of the Army's surveillance activities.^s The
Court has also denied a petition for certiorari in ACLU v. Laird (formerly

ACLU V. Westmoreland), a case which raised similar questions but had a

somewhat more fully developed trial court record, thus allowing the dis-

missal of a complaint similar to the Tatum complaint to stand.^s

The upshot of the Supreme Court decisions appears to be that the judi-

ciary will not in the foreseeable future undertake any review of the scope of

military surveillance operations in the absence of very specific allegations of

imminent injury to particular plaintiffs. Even the majority in Tatum recog-

nized, however, that the subject was one which warranted the concern of

both the legislative and the executive branches of the Government.47 As a

practical matter, if recurrences of the 1967-70 surveillance program are to

be prevented, it is in those branches that corrective actions will have to be

undertaken. Some headway has already been made in both branches.

(2) Congressional Action: Hearings and Proposed Legislation.

In February and March of 1971, the Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary held several days of hear-

8
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ings on the Army's monitoring activities. Chaired by Senator Sam Ervin of

North Carolina, the subcommittee developed an extensive record consisting

of testimony from high Defense Department officials, former Army intelli-

gence agents, various individuals who had been subjects of monitoring ac-

tivities, and academic analysts, and supplemented by extensive correspon-
dence and documentary material.

Some of the factual data developed by the subcommittee on the extent of

the domestic intelligence operations has previously been noted in this re-

port.
^s In addition to eliciting this factual data, the hearings also helped to

illuminate the constitutional and statutory problems raised by the surveil-

lance activities—problems v^'hich had been addressed only tangentially in the

court proceedings because the focus there was on questions of standing and

justiciability.

The principal spokesmen for the Department of Defense were Robert F.

Froehlke, then Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administration, and J. Fred

Buzhardt, then General Counsel of the Department. Their position, as stated

at the hearings, was that many of the monitoring activities had been "inap-

propriate" from a policy standpoint, but that they had not been "illegal."
^^

Mr. Froehlke explained the Defense Department's position on the legal

issues involved as follows:

"Basic authority for the use of the Armed Forces in connection

with civil disturbances is Article II, Section 4 of the Constitution and
Sections 331, 332 and 333 of Title 10 of the United States Code.

The civil disturbance information collection activities of the mili-

tary services were all integrally connected to use or potential use of

Federal troops under this authority. This information collection was

obviously considered necessary and essential to the effective use of

Federal military forces in connection with the widespread riots and
domestic disorders occurring during this period . . .

In order to carry out the President's order and protect persons and

property in an area of civil disturbance with the greatest effectiveness,

military commanders must know all that can be learned about that

area and its inhabitants. Such a task obviously cannot be performed
between the time the President issues his order and the time the mili-

tary is expected to be on the scene. Information gathering on persons
or incidents which may give rise to a civil disturbance and thus com-
mitment of federal troops must necessarily be on a continuing basis.

Such is required by Sections 331, 332 and 333 of Title 10 of the United
States Code, since Congress certainly did not intend that the President

utilize an ineffective Federal force." oo

Mr. Froehlke maintained that none of the monitoring activities were pro-
hibited by Federal or State law, arguing that:

"Since no use of civil disturbance information was made or in-

tended to be made that would result in any action to the prejudice
of any individual or organization, it is difficult to perceive how the

constitutional rights or even the right of privacy could be impaired
by the collection of such information. Even were the rights of some
individuals indirectly affected, however, the Supreme Court has re-

peatedly held that such rights of individuals are not absolute but are
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under certain circumstances subject to incidental limitations upon
their exercise." ^i

The Defense Department's broad interpretation of the constitutional and

statutory provisions relied upon as authority for the monitoring activities

was vigorously challenged by Senator Ervin and others at the hearings, as

was the assertion that no individual rights were infringed by the monitoring.

Thus, for example, Rep. Abner Mikva (D.-Ill.), who had himself been a sub-

ject of some military surveillance activities, testified that:

"The existence of arbitrary, widespread military surveillance of

civilians—or even the popular belief that it exists—has a chilling effect

on free speech. It discourages the kind of full, free and unrestrained

exchange of ideas and viewpoints on which American democracy is

based. More than any other, our guaranteed right to freely criticize

our government and elected officials is what distinguishes us as a na-

tion. It has long been a hallmark of totalitarian societies that only

'approved' persons could participate and that only 'acceptable' ideas

could be heard. Military surveillance of civilian parties raises the spec-
tre of such official 'approval' and 'acceptability' as some day being a

requirement of American politics, as it has long been in the Commu-
nist countries we condemn * * *

It would probably be going too far to say that the wide acceptance
of military programs by the Congress has been influenced by the fear

of covert military surveillance. But who can say that in future months
or future Congresses there will be none who will have second thoughts
about a vote on military affairs? Who can be certain that his judg-
ment will not be swayed, perhaps even unconsciously, by the belief

that he is being watched? Even the possibility of surveillance raises

the spectre of subtle political interference. After all, who wants to be

represented by a man who is so disreputable that the Army feels that

the national security requires that his activities be monitored." ^2

In addition to holding hearings, the Subcommittee on Constitutional

Rights has released a documentary analysis of a portion of the Army's files

on civilian political activities'^ and is in the process of completing work on
a detailed report on the surveillance operations. The subcommittee has thus

contributed significantly to establishing a public record on the details of the

program and the policv issues involved. Several Senators and Congressmen
have also introduced bills aiming at halting or limiting military surveillance

activities.54

(3) Actio?! by the Executive Branch of the Governynent: Issuance of New
Regulations by the Department of Defense.

Although the initial reactions of the Defense Department to the disclosure

of the domestic intelligence operations were somewhat equivocates by
March of 1971, the Department had issued a series of directives aimed at

greatly reducing the scope of the data gathering and storage activities. The

principal document, DoD Directive 5200.27^^ states that Department policy

"prohibits collecting, reporting, processing, or storing information on indi-

viduals or organizations not affiliated with the Department of Defense ex-

cept in those limited circumstances where such information is essential to

10
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the accomplishment of the Department of Defense missions outlined [in the

directive] ."5" Exceptions to the general prohibition were made for the

gathering of specified types of information for three missions: (i) protection
of DoD functions and property; (2) investigations of armed forces personnel
and persons applying for DoD positions or seeking access to "official infor-

mation"; and (3) assisting in carrying out operations dealing with civil

disturbances.

Certain kinds of activities were sharply limited or prohibited altogether

by the directive. For example, one section of it provides, inter alia, that:

"A. The acquisition of information on individuals or organizations
not affiliated with the Department of Defense will be restricted to

that which is essential to the accomplishment of assigned Department
of Defense missions under this Directive.

B. No information shall be acquired about a person or organization

solely because of lawful advocacy of measures in opposition to Gov-

ernment policy.

C. There shall be no physical or electronic surveillance of Federal,

state, or local officials or of candidates for such offices.

D. There shall be no electronic surveillance of any individual or

organization except as authorized by law.

E. There shall be no covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance or

penetration of civilian organizations unless specifically authorized by
the Secretary of Defense or his designee.

F. No DoD personnel will be assigned to attend public or private

meetings, demonstrations, or other similar activities for the purpose of

acquiring information, the collection of which is authorized by this

Directive, without specific prior approval by the Secretary of Defense
or his designee. An exception to this policy may be made by the local

commander concerned, or higher authority, when, in his judgment,
the threat is direct and immediate and time precludes obtaining prior

approval. In each such case a report will be made immediately to the

Secretary of Defense or his designee.

G. No computerized data banks shall be maintained relating to

individuals or organizations not affiliated with the Department of

Defense, unless authorized by the Secretary of Defense or his

designee."
58

The DoD directive—while clearly designed to limit substantially the scope
of domestic intelligence under the May, 1968 "civil disturbance information
collection plan"—has nevertheless been sharply criticized for being much
too broad in terms of the surveillance it purports to authorize. It has been

pointed out, for example, that the directive permits infiltration of civilian

organizations and observation of private meetings, though such surveillance

now requires specific prior approval by the Secretary of Defense or his desig-
nee except in "emergencies." Moreover, it apparently permits surveillance

of individuals, and of groups which do not constitute an "organization," to

be undertaken even without prior approval of the Secretary or his designee,
in furtherance of the missions to protect "DoD functions and property" and
ensure "personnel security."

^9

1 1
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Even the Defense Departnnient's critics agree that the recent directives are

a step in the right direction. However, in addition to criticizing the directives

as being over-broad in terms of the leeway they leave for surveillance and

data-keeping operations, they note the new directives can be changed or

rescinded at any time. Moreover, while the new directives are not classified,

there is nothing which would ensure that future directives dealing with the

scope of domestic intelligence operations w^ould be unclassified. If the De-

fense Department's regulations do not provide sufficient protection against

unwarranted intrusions into personal privacy and inhibitions upon freedom

of speech and association, then legislation is needed. Before turning to that

subject, however, we think it useful to outline the principal legal considera-

tions which seem relevant to the problem.

II. THE STATE OF THE LAW

Legal considerations are, of course, not the only ones which must be taken

into account in determining what sort of action, if anv, Congress ought to

take with respect to military surveillance of civilian political activities. Even

if military surveillance of the sort described above could be regarded as en-

tirely lawful, the fundamental policy question—to w^hat extent, if at all, such

activities should be permitted in the future—would remain to be resolved.

However, points of law and the values they reflect are highly relevant to a

consideration of that basic policy issue.

In reviewing the state of existing law in the area, the Committee has fo-

cused on three questions:

A. To what extent, if at all, is military surveillance of civilian po-

litical activities authorized under existing law?

B. What constitutional rights have been—or might in the future be

—infringed or jeopardized by military surveillance operations?

C. Insofar as military surveillance operations may infringe constitu-

tional rights or be otherwise unlawful, what remedies presently exist?

A. The Question of Authority for Surveillance Operations

Defense Department officials and other administration spokesmen have

taken the position that the military surveillance operations conducted dur-

ing the 1967-70 period were fully authorized by the Constitution and by

statutory law.so Clearly, however, neither the constitutional provisions nor

the statutes cited by these officials explicitly authorize surveillance of civilian

political activities. Recognizing this, defenders of the military surveillance

operations have argued that such operations are implicitly "necessary," or

at least "appropriate," if the armed forces are to be aware of the possibility

of domestic violence occurring at a particular place or time, and thus pre-

pared to respond effectively to a Presidential directive issued pursuant to

the constitutional and statutory provisions which authorize the use of troops
in circumstances involving domestic violence.^i

In addition, proponents of the surveillance operations have also main-

tained that such operations are necessary so that the armed forces can carry

out their missions once they are dispatched by the President. Thus, the

Justice Department has argued that the armed forces must have an ongoing
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intelligence gathering and analysis operation in order to enable it to act as

a kind of "super police force" anywhere in the country:

"When the National Guard or the U.S. Army moves in to restore

order, their function is unquestionably in the role of a policeman;

they simply accomplish what the police lack in number of men to

do. They patrol streets, make arrests, regulate traffic, and try to calm

down angry crowds just as local policemen would do. In performing
those duties, they necessarily require some of the same tools as a police

force, both to quell the disturbances and to perform an equally im-

portant function, the prevention of further disturbances.

In order to carry out these duties as efficiently as possible, both the

Army and the police must have an awareness of group tensions, what

forces exist, the nature and size of discordant groups, and they must

be capable of estimating the explosive possibilities of colliding phi-

losophies.

Clearly, the only way this information can be made available to the

Executive Branch and the Army or the National Guard in time for it

to be used effectively when those components are called upon to ex-

ercise their police responsibilities is for the information to be gathered
and placed under current analysis ahead of time. And it must be

gathered by the force which will ultimately use it, for there is never

sufficient time between the disorder and the subsequent Presidential

order sending the armed forces to the troubled areas for the police to

transmit the information to the armed forces and the armed forces

then to disseminate the information to the local commanders." ^2

The foregoing arguments in support of a putative authority for the armed
forces to conduct wide-ranging domestic intelligence operations, while not

without some pragmatic force, must be examined in the light of constitu-

tional and statutory provisions which impose constraints on the activities of

the armed forces and in the light of the existing case law. When thus scru-

tinized, it seems apparent that the scope of legitimate authority for the un-

dertaking of such operations is not nearly as broad as Administration officials

have claimed. Three points seem particularly relevant:

1. Federal statutes dealing with the role of the armed forces in domestic

affairs indicate that Congress—consistent with the clear intent of the Fram-
ers of the Constitution^S—has mandated that that role be a ver)' limited one.

The only statutes which explicitly authorize the use of armed forces in con-

nection with domestic violence (lo U.S.C. §§ 331-333) clearly contemplate
their use only as a back-up force in specific situations where illegal overt acts

amounting to "insurrection" have already taken place and civilian authori-

ties have failed to restore order. Indeed, these statutes are part of a chapter
in Title 10 of the United States Code which is entitled "Insurrection," and
are accompanied by a statutory requirement (in 10 U.S.C. § 334) that the

President, whenever he considers it necessary to use armed forces under the

chapter, must "by proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to dis-

perse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a limited time." Read in

context, the provisions of 10 U.S.C. §§ 331-333 clearly provide no basis for

inferring authority for sweeping domestic intelligence operations by the

armed forces or for their use as any kind of "super police force." On the con-
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trary, those provisions indicate that the use of the armed forces in domestic

affairs is a "last resort" measure to be employed only by Presidential direc-

tive, only for the limited purpose of restoring order when state and local

authorities have been unable to do so, and only when certain specified con-

ditions have been met.

2. Other federal statutes reflect the same policy. Perhaps the most note-

worthy is the "Posse Comitatus Act" (18 U.S.C. § 1385), which in its present
form provides as follows:

"Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly au-

thorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully uses any

part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise

to execute the laws shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than two years, or both."

Originally enacted in 1878, the Posse Comitatus Act was aimed at precluding
the armed forces from assisting local law enforcement officers—e.g., U.S.

Marshals and local sheriffs—in carrying out their duties. The statute has been

amended slightly over the years {e.g., to include the Air Force as well as the

Army), but its main thrust has remained constant. As Judge Dooling has

observed, the Posse Comitatus Act may be regarded as expressing "the in-

herited antipathy of the American to the use of troops for civil purposes,"
and is "absolute in its commands and explicit in its exceptions."

^^ Its im-

port would seem to be that federal troops can be used in connection with

civil disorders only pursuant to the provision of 10 U.S.C. § 331-333, and

then only when the President has issued the proclamation required by 10

U.S.C. § 334.

3. While the extent of the President's constitutional powers to act in the

national security area may be greater than those expressly delegated to him

by statute, the range of these powers is a matter of considerable dispute and

is clearly not unlimited. This area of law is a murky one, but the few Su-

preme Court cases dealing with the scope of the President's authority as

Chief Executive and Commander-in-Chief make it clear that such authority
is subject to both constitutional and statutory restraints. In what is perhaps
the leading case, Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. v. Sawyer,^^ the Supreme
Court in 1952 emphatically rejected the Government's claim that the Presi-

dent's Article II powers authorized seizure of the nation's steel mills—even

to avert a crippling steel strike that the President feared would jeopardize
the national defense effort during the Korean War—in the absence of statu-

tory authority for such a seizure. More recently, in United States v. United

States District Court,^^ the Supreme Court in 1972 rejected a Government
contention that warrantless electronic surveillance of individuals suspected

by the Attorney General of engaging in subversive activities could be re-

garded as a lawful exercise of the President's power to protect the national

security. Mr. Justice Powell's opinion for the Court, after noting that na-

tional security cases often reflected "a convergence of First and Fourth

Amendment values not present in cases of 'ordinary' crime," held that do-

mestic security surveillance was subject to "the customary Fourth Amend-
ment requirement of judicial approval prior to initiation of a search or

surveillance." 67

In sum, claims of broad executive authority for domestic surveillance
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operations by the armed forces would appear to be in conflict with statutes

prescribing a limited domestic role for the armed forces and with constitu-

tional doctrine limiting the scope of executive authority in the national se-

curity area. Thus, even apart from the problems posed by possible infringe-
ment of the constitutionally guaranteed rights of individuals, there remains

a substantial question as to whether, as a matter of law, the armed forces

have any authority at all to monitor the political activities of civilians.

B. The Rights at Stake

Defenders of past military surveillance operations, while sometimes ques-

tioning whether individual rights were actually infringed by such operations,
have tended to stress the right of society to protect itself from insurrection

and domestic violence. They have argued, in essence, that a compelling gov-
ernmental interest in preventing, or being able rapidly to quell, domestic

violence, justified any "incidental" infringement of constitutional rights
which may have occurred.68 There are at least two major difficulties with

this argument.
First, even assuming that some "domestic intelligence" information is es-

sential in order to enable the armed forces to respond rapidly and effectively
in a situation where they are called upon to do so, it is not essential that

broad intelligence operations be carried on by the military. Where informa-

tion on individuals or organizations involved in a particular riot is necessary
to performance of the armed forces' limited "back up" function, it can be

quickly transmitted to the appropriate commanders by civilian officials.

To the extent that intelligence operations must be carried on at all, it is

more appropriate that they be carried on by a civilian agency, and that the

agency's activities be clearly authorized by law and subject to continuing
Congressional scrutiny. If surveillance activities of any sort are justifiable and

necessary, it is likely that a civilian agency will be able to conduct them more

efficiently, less intrusively, less threateningly, and at less cost to the taxpayer,
than military intelligence. Judge Wilkey observed in Tatum that:

"The compilation of data by a civilian investigative agency is thus

not the threat to civil liberties or the deterrent on the exercise of the

constitutional right of free speech that such action by the military is,

because a civil investigative agency has no inherent power to act

against an individual, that power always being subject to the well-

defined restrictions of law and the approval of the courts. The mili-

tary have no such restrictions; they have their own force (of incom-

parable power), they have their own commanders trained as soldiers

not lawyers, the military's vast size may make civilian control of indi-

vidual or small unit actions more theoretical than actual, and the

military is not accustomed to operating within the restrictions of law
and the processes of courts." 69

Second, the argument of "compelling governmental interest" does not
address the question of what constitutes only an "incidental" infringement
of constitutional rights. The question is one of degree, of course, but there
are strong empirical and legal arguments to be made for the proposition that
the sort of surveillance operations conducted by the Army during the 1967-
70 period seriously infringed the rights of free speech and association, the
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right to petition the Government for redress of grievances, and the right of

privacy.
Several points bear particular mention:

1. The right to privacy is one which has been accorded increasing recog-

nition, in society at large as well as in the courts, in recent years. Although
a right to privacy is not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution, it is clear

that the fundamental interest embraced in the concept of such a right—an

interest in freedom from unwarranted governmental intrusion into the per-

sonal lives of individuals— is reflected in numerous constitutional provisions.

As Mr. Justice Blackmun recently noted, the Supreme Court or individual

justices have found at least the roots of the right in the First, Fourth, Fifth

and Ninth Amendments, and in the concept of liberty guaranteed by the

first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. '''O In a long line of decisions,

the Court has recognized that a right of privacy—or, phrased differently, a

guarantee of certain zones of privacy—exists under the Constitution.'^^ The

concept of the right to privacy covers a wide range of situations, and by the

same token military surveillance activities of the sort described above may
invade privacy in a variety of ways. To the extent that electronic surveillance

or physical searches might be undertaken, for example, it is clear that Fourth

Amendment questions are raised. To the extent that dossiers containing in-

formation about an individual's financial affairs, sex life and psychiatric

history are compiled without his knowledge and consent, it seems plain that

a "zone of privacy" emanating from several constitutional guarantees has

been breached. To the extent that membership lists of organizations and

communications between individual members or particular groups are made
the subject of agent reports and files, it is apparent that what the late Justice

Harlan referred to as "the vital relationship between freedom to associate

and privacy in one's associations," "^^
grounded in the First Amendment, has

been infringed.

2. The incursions into individual and associational privacy which in-

evitably result from widespread surveillance operations are particularly

relevant to consideration of the First Amendment implication of such sur-

veillance. As the Supreme Court has observed. First Amendment freedoms

need "breathing space" to survive."^ They are in danger of being stifled

when the government attempts systematically to keep track of persons seek-

ing to exercise First Amendment rights in unpopular or unorthodox ways.

In cases arising in different contexts and involving a wide variety of differ-

ent kinds of governmental activities—most of them far less intrusive or sweep-

ing in scope than the military surveillance activities described above—the

Court has held that the activities questioned are impermissible under the

First Amendment because of the anxiety they are likely to generate among
the citizenry and the inhibiting effect they are thus likely to have on the

exercise of rights to free expression.'^^

3. As an empirical matter, there is a substantial body of social science data

which indicates that governmental surveillance activities do in fact have

seriously inhibiting effects upon the exercise of the First Amendment rights

and liberties which are at the base of our nation's heritage.'''^ This "chilling

effect" on the activities of people is a product of several factors, including
the power or authority of the agents conducting the surveillance, the anxiety

which normally occurs in persons whose behavior is (or may be) being evalu-

ated, the uncertainty or ambiguity of a surveillance situation, and fear of a
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loss of relative anonymity. A person who feels that he might be the subject
of surveillance can be expected to be anxious about possible consequences
of the surveillance, to become apprehensive about engaging in activities

which he feels would be disapproved, and perhaps to re-define his own politi-

cal views because of the stigma which is attached to persons or organizations
which are under surveillance because of their distinctive opinions.'^^s Obvi-

ously, the greater the potential power of the surveillance agent and the more
massive the surveillance operations, the more extensive and the more severe

will be the chill. When the surveillance agent is the United States Army—or,

indeed, any branch of the defense establishment—the power is great, the

capacity for surveillance is enormous, and the danger of a chill is very
substantial.

C. The Question of Remedies
At the 1971 Senate hearings, then Assistant Attorney General William H.

Rehnquist expressed the view that "self-discipline on the part of the execu-

tive branch" would provide an answer "to virtually all of the legitimate

complaints against excesses of information gathering."
'^^

Unfortunately, there is abundant evidence that the self-discipline of the

executive branch in the area of surveillance activities has not been great.
The problem is not simply one of venality on the part of high Administra-

tion officials. Even when top officials in a government agency wish to place
a tight rein on surveillance activities and conscientiously take steps to do so,

they may not succeed. Indeed, the difficulty in doing so is illustrated by the

problems which senior Defense Department officials encountered in seeking
to curtail the Army's domestic intelligence activities following the initial dis-

closures about them early in 1970. They had great difficulty in ascertaining
the full extent of the operations, and apparently were misled by lower

echelon commanders with respect to both the details of the domestic intelli-

gence program and the actual steps taken to destroy information which had
been gathered and stored. ''^^

In its decision in Laird v. Tatum, the Supreme Court rejected the idea

that self-discipline on the part of the Executive Branch was a wholly ade-

quate answer to complaints of overbroad military surveillance activities.'^s

At the same time, however, by delineating a very narrow view of the issues

of standing and justiciability, the opinion of the majority makes it exceed-

ingly difficult for lawless surveillance activities to be effectively controlled.

Under the majority's holding, a person can challenge such activities in court

only if he can show direct injury or the threat of imminent injury.
so

The net effect of the holding in Laird v. Tatum, appears to be that per-
sons subjected to military surveillance are placed in a classic "Catch-22"
dilemma: if they are truly intimidated in the exercise of their constitutional

rights, they can invoke their rights and seek the aid of the court, but if they
are in fact intimidated, then they are not likely to invoke their rights. More-
over, the decision wholly fails to address the problem of sanctions against
lawless surveillance activities by members of the armed forces. Even if such
activities do not actually violate the constitutional rights of individuals, they
are ultra vires acts for which at present there appears to be no meaningful
remedy.

III. CONCLUSIONS
1. Surveillance and data collection activities of the armed forces, of the
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kind disclosed at the 1971 Senate hearings and described above in the body
of this report, seriously infringe the constitutional rights of individuals and

endanger the health of the body politic. Such activities invade the privacy
of individuals and groups, inhibit free expression of beliefs and ideas, and
in general exert a "chilling effect" upon the political activities of a free peo-

ple. We believe that such activities exceed the constitutional and statutory

authority of the armed forces, violate or seriously jeopardize rights guaran-
teed by the First, Fourth, and Ninth Amendments of the Constitution, and
cannot be justified on the basis of any compelling governmental interest.

2. Even assuming, arguendo, that such activities are not unconstitutional,

they are clearly undesirable as a matter of policy. Such activities' would be
difficult to justify no matter v^^hat governmental agency might conduct them,
because of their intrusions into individual privacy and the chilling effect

which they exert upon political activities. They are especially repugnant to

American ideals and traditions when undertaken by the armed services. It is

contrary to our nation's long tradition of civilian control of the government
for the military to be involved in such activities, as both the majority and
the dissenters in Laird v. Talum recognized. To the extent that such sur-

veillance activities must be carried on at all, it is far more appropriate that

they be undertaken by a civilian arm of the government. In this respect we
agree with Judge Wilkey, who observed in his opinion for the Court of

Appeals in the Tatum case that:

"It is highly important for the safety of the country that to the

extent consonant with the performance of the military's mission a

separation of sensitive information and military power be main-

tained, as a separation of match and powder. In an emergency or an-

ticipation of an emergency the military power can be supplied the

necessary information from civilian investigative agencies; these two

ingredients, potentially dangerous when combined, can be put to-

gether by a responsible President and his Cabinet officers as the

emergency demands. But to permit the military to exercise a totally
unrestricted investigative function in regard to civilians, divorced
from the normal restrictions of legal process and the courts, and neces-

sarily coupling sensitive information with military power, could create

a dangerous situation in the Republic."
si

3. The restrictions on such activities which have been imposed by the

armed services themselves, following disclosures about the operations in 1970
and 1971, do not resolve the problem. Although these restrictions (prin-

cipally, the provisions of DoD Directive 5200.27) are laudable steps in the

right direction, they still leave room for an unjustifiably wide range of moni-

toring activities to be conducted by military personnel. Moreover, the terms
of the restrictive regulations (or the enthusiasm with which they are en-

forced) may change at any time. The incumbent administration or a future

administration could find it convenient to again adopt a domestic intelli-

gence program and simply rescind or modify DoD Directive 5200.27—con-

ceivably even by a classified exception to it. Even if departmental regulations
were narrowly drawn and not subject to classified exceptions, however, sta-

tutory sanctions would be preferable. There would seem to be less likelihood
that military personnel would conduct unauthorized surveillance that is
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proscribed by a statute with teeth in it than that they would violate a mere

departmental regulation.

4. The area is one which is appropriate for Congressional legislation. Al-

though we believe that existing law should be read as prohibiting broad

surveillance and data collection activities of the sort described above, Ad-

ministration spokesmen have taken a contrary view. As long as the narrow

concept of standing delineated in Laird v. Tatum remains a guiding prin-

ciple, litigation is not likely to be effective in curtailing such activities in

the future. In the absence of an explicit statutory mandate to desist, there

will as a practical matter be no obstacle to the resumption of the kind of

activities which were undertaken during the 1967-70 period other than the

"self-discipline" of the Executive Branch.

5. The Committee recommends that Congress enact legislation generally

prohibiting all military surveillance of civilian political activities and pro-

scribing all collection or storage of information on the political or private
affairs of individuals and organizations not directly affiliated with the armed
forces. The basic principles which the Committee believes should be incor-

porated in federal legislation are the following:

(a) The statute should, in broadly inclusive terms, bar members of the

armed forces or persons employed by the armed forces from conducting sur-

veillance whether overt or covert, of civilians. It should be carefully drawn to

prohibit the compilation of dossiers and data banks, while at the same time

permitting the kind of logistical reconnaissance recommended by Cyrus
Vance in his September 1967 report on the Detroit riots.

(b) The statute should provide for criminal penalties for violations, and

should, in addition, include provisions for injunctive relief and for damages
(including punitive damages and counsel fees).

(c) The statute should confer standing to sue upon any person or organ-
ization which has been the subject of the proscribed activities.

(d) The statute might well include a carefully drawn provision excepting
from its proscriptions the collection of tactical information on the location,

size and actions of groups engaged in violent activities in areas to which
federal troops have been ordered by the President pursuant to 10 U.S.C.

§§ 331-333. If so, it should also provide that any such activities should cease

with the cessation of the violence and withdrawal of the troops and should
in no event extend beyond 60 days without explicit Congressional approval.
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Mr. MAitoNEY. Fine.

Let me briefly summarize the main substance of the statement and
the report, and then make a few observations about the Defense

Department's position as it has been outlined by Mr. Cooke.

Reviewing the public record on the history and recent scope of

military surveillance, mainly a record established by this subcom-
mittee in its 1971 hearings, we found that record to be a shocking
one—one which points clearly to a need for congressional legisla-
tion to curb abuses of the sort which took place during the 1967-70

period.
The importance of effectively prohibiting any future resumption

of the sort of militar}^ surveillance activities which were carried

on during the 1967-70 period cannot be underestimated. Such activ-

ities invade the privacy of individuals and groups, inhibit free

expression of beliefs and ideas, and in general exert a chilling ef-

fect upon the political activities of a free people. We believe that

such activities exceed the constitutional and statutory authority of

the Armed Forces, violate or seriously jeopardize rights guaranteed
by the first, fourth, and ninth amendments to the Constitution, and
cannot be justified on the basis of any compelling governmental
interest.

Even assuming for the sake of argument that such activities are

not clearly unconstitutional, they are surely undesirable as a mat-
ter of policy. Such activities would be difficult to justify no matter
what governmental agency conducted them, because of their in-

trusions into individual privacy and the chilling effect which they
exert upon political activities. They are especially repugnant to

American ideals and traditions when undertaken by the armed
services. It is directly contrary to our Nation's long tradition of

civilian control of the government for the military to be involved
in such matters. To the extent that such surveillance activities

must be carried on at all, it is far more appropriate that they be
undertaken by a civilian arm of the government

—and even then,
of course, such activities should be subject to on-going congressional

scrutiny. If surveillance activities of any sort are justifiable and

necessary, it is likely that a civilian agency will be able to conduct
them more efficiently, less intrusively, less threateningly, and prob-

ably at less cost to the taxpayer, than military intelligence.
The restrictions upon such activities which have been imposed by

the armed services in the past 2 or 3 years do not resolve the

problem. We do not mean to minimize the significance of the steps
taken by the Defense Department and the armed services to limit

surveillance activities. The regulations that have been promul-
gated are laudable constructive steps in the right direction. But as

presently written they still leave room for an unjustifiably wide

range of monitoring activities to be conducted by military person-
nel. Indeed, I think it is quite clear from Mr. Cook's testimony
here this morning that the new regulations still purport to leave

the armed services with fairly wide latitude to conduct surveillance

operations if and when they want to.

Moreover, the terms of the regulations
—or the vigor with which

they are enforced—may change at any time. The incumbent admin-
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istration or a future administration could find it convenient to

again adopt a domestic intelligence program, and could simply
rescind or modify the present regulations

—
conceivably even by

classified exceptions to them.
In the absence of specific statutory prohibitions on such activi-

ties—prohibitions which are enforceable—there will as a practical
matter be no obstacle to resumption of the kind of activities which
were undertaken during the 1967-70 period other than the "self-

discipline" of the executive branch.
With these considerations in mind—and they are spelled out in

much more detail in my statement and in our printecl report
—our

committee has recommended that Congress enact leoislation oener-

ally prohibitnig all military surveillance of civilian political activi-

ties and proscribing all collection and storage of information on the

political or private affairs of individuals not directly affiliated with
the Armed Forces. The basic principles which we feel should be

incorporated in any such legislation are outlined in the statement
and the report.
The statement also contains some specific comments and sugges-

tions with respect to S. 2318, the bill presently before the sub-

connnittee.

We are, of course, wholeheartedly in favor of the bill's basic

concepts of prohibiting military sur\eillance except in very limited

circumstances, establishing criminal sanctions for violation of the

restrictions, and providing civil remedies for persons who have
been subjected to unwarranted surveillance activities. For the most

part, we believe the bill is well drafted. We do. however, have
some comments and suggestions to make with respect to several

of its provisions, as follows:

1. The general prohibition of surveillance operations contained

in the proposed new section 1386 (a) appears to be directed only
at the command level. It speaks, for example, of "an officer of the

Armed Forces" who "employs" any part of the Armed Forces to

conduct investigations, maintain surveillance, et cetera. We recog-
nize that the phrase "officer of the Armed Forces" may be a term
of art which covers enlisted men as well as commissioned officers,

but we think it should be made clear that members of the Armed
Forces of every rank—from private on up—are covered by the

prohibition. In that connection, we would also suggest the use of

a verb other than "employs"—perhaps "causes" would be better.

In addition, it should be made clear that the prohibition also covers

any nonmilitary persons utilized for such purposes.
2. We believe that the language of the proposed section 1386 (a)

should be revised in order to ensure that all of the areas that should

be ]3rotected from military surveillance are covered by the general

prohibition. Thus, we suggest that the language be amended to

prohibit investigation into," surveillance over, or the recording or

maintenance of information regarding "the beliefs, associations,

political activities, or other person
—

", and what we are thinking
of particularly here is a prohibition against the kind of data

gathering on persons wholly unaffiliated with the armed services

regarding their sex lives, psychiati-ic histories, financial affairs, and
soforth that turned up as a result of the 1971 hearings.

82-996—74 12
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3. We recognize that there may be grounds for permitting the

armed services to monitor at least some kinds of conduct of mili-

tary personnel. However, military intelligence should not have

carte blanche to pry into the private affairs of the men and women
in the armed services. Rather than exempting surveillance of mem-
bers of the Armed Forces from the general prohibition, as section

1386(a) would now do, we would recoimnend covering this matter

through a narrow and specifically worded exception which would be

included in section 1386(b). For example, we see no objection to

an exception which would authorize limited surveillance over mili-

tary personnel where there is probable cause to believe that they

may be engaged in espionage, sabotage or other serious offenses.

4. The exception contained in the proposed Section 1386(b)(2),
as it presently reads, would appear to leave room for military
surveillance operations arising out of any incident "involving the

destruction, damage, theft, unlawful seizure, or trespass of the

propert}^ of the United States'"—whether or not committed on a

military installation or defense facility. Perhaps that might be

somewhat more precise. At a minimum, the provision should be re-

worded to confine the exception to sur\eillance directly related to

the damage or unlawful seizure of Department of Defense prop-

erty. Even then, we seriously question whether the investigation
of criminal conduct occurring anywhere other than on a military
installation is not more properly a function of a civilian agency.

5. We also question whether the exception cou-tained in the pro-

posed Section 1386(b)(3) is necessary, though this is perhaps a

closer question. We do feel that civilian agencies would probably
be better suited to conduct investigations of individuals to deter-

mine their suitability for employment by the Armed Forces or by
a defense facility, or conduct these checks with respect to clearances

where they are already employed in such facilities.

6. Particularly since the militia of the several states—the various

National Guard units—are so closely linked to the regular Armed
Forces—and, indeed, are heavily subsidized with Federal funds—
we fail to see the necessity for exempting members of the militia

from the proposed prohibitions. Surveillance by the military is just
as distasteful when conducted bj- personnel under the control of

state authorities as when conducted by personnel under the control

of Federal authorities. We would delete the exemption now con-

tained in the proposed section 1386(b) (-l).

7. AVe woulcl modify the language now contained in the proposed
section 1386(b)(1), to provide that any surveillance activities un-

dertaken by the Armed Forces when assigned by the President

to the task of repelling invasion or suppressing rebellion, insurrec-

tion or domestic violence should be limited to collecting tactical

information of immediate utility in quelling the disorder, should

cease with cessation of the violence and withdrawal of the troops,
and should in no event extend beyond 60 days without explicit

congressional approval. We woulcl also add language requiring that

any information on individuals aijd groups gathered by the Armed
Forces while assigned to such tasks be turned over to civilian law
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enforcement authorities or else destroyed within 60 days of the

date that troops are withdrawn. I should add tliat I am sure that

the association would endorse the additional suggestions made by
Mr. Vance in the statement Mr. Birkett read a few minutes ago.
Mr. Birkett. We do, indeed.

Mr. Mahoney. AVe would modify the wording of the proposed
section 2691(a) to allow any person or organization that has been
the subject of an act prohibited by the pioposed 10 U.S.C. section

1386 to sue for damages. This would deal with the problem posed
by the narrow concept of standing created by the majority opinion
in Laird v. Tatuin.

Senator Ervix. Excuse me, I have a vote signal so I have to go to

the Senate and vote. I will be back in a moment.
I want to thank 30U and express my appreciation to the Bar As-

sociation of Now York C'it}' for the help they have given us in

other times past.
Mr. Mai-ioney. Tiiank vou, Senator and thank vou for the \\\\'\-

tation to appear here today, too.

]Mr. Baskir. ]\Ir. ^lahoney, there is a vote but I think you are

just about finished with your statement. It might be best if you
continued with it, although the Senator has to go vote, in the
interest of time.

]Mr. Maiioxey. Certainlv. We will be glad to.

yre would also add language expressly authorizing persons who
bring suit under the proposed section 2691 to recover punitive dam-

ages and counsel fees.

Since the Department of Defense's position is so clearly at odds
with our own, perhaps it might be useful to get on the record some

responses to specific points made in Mr. Cooke's statement. I had
an opportunity j^esterdaj^ afternoon to pick up a copy of Mr.
Cooke's statement, so I will refer as I go along to specific pages
in his statement.

At the outset, on pages 1 and 2, I understand that the position
of the Department of Defense is that they agree that there should
be clear limitations and boundaries on the jurisdiction of the mili-

tary to investigate persons outside the Armed Forces. With that

we agree wholeheartedly. I think that may be about the point at

which our agreement ends, but let me go on from there.

On page 6 of Mr. Cooke's written statement he comments that

the Defense Department has built in some flexibility for what they
call ""special opei-ations" which involve obtaining information on

organizations which the Defense Department perceives as present-

ing a threat to its functions and personnel. A number of questions
are raised by this comment.

First of all, are special operations limited to gathering informa-

tion or do they involve other actions? Special operations, to many,
denote covert infilti-ation. disruption of the activities of groups and
so foi'th. We seriously question whether this is an area in which
the armed services should be involved at all. Again, it seems an area

for civilian aeencies to the extent it should be undertaken at all.

The obvious question here is, by what statutory authority does the

militarv get invohed in such activities?
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"What sort of information gathering techniques are authorized?

By whom? What limitations are there on how the information is

disseminated and to w^hom it is disseminated? What limitations
are there on how long and in what form this sort of information is

retained?

On page 7 of his statement, Mr. Cooke noted that the DOD Direc-
tives provide that the chairman of the Defense Investigative Re-
view Committee can authorize the creation of a data bank on non-
affiliated civilians. The obvious question is, Avhy? For what legiti-
mate purpose? Indeed, the creation of data banks is precisely the
evil the subcommittee has been trying to get at for some period
of time. There is no authority we can see for the Army to create
sucli a data bank. If they need one, it seems to us that they should
come to Congress for explicit authority to establish it and come up
with specific reasons why it would be necessary.
On pages 8 and 9 of the written statement, there is an attempt

to justify the fact that the existing DOD regulations do not apply
overseas, and I assume that the argument would also run that no
statute should impose restrictions overseas. Two basic grounds are
advanced by the Department as we understand them here. First,

they point to the existence of some complicated arrangements, some

apparenth^ unwritten, with foreign countries. Second, they point
to the fact that the FBI does not have primary internal security

responsibilities overseas.

One difficulty with both of these arguments is that they wholly
fail to take into account the fact that Americans living abroad have
constitutional rights, too. They don't leave these rights behind them
when they depart our shores, at least insofar as their relationship
with our government is concerned.

The second difficulty is that these arguments ignore the fact that
the military does not have any statutory authority for undertaking
such activities, at least none that we are aware of.

Iiisofar as the surveillance of off-post activities of American
civilians are concerned, it seems to me that—from what we have
been able to understand about the surveillance activities in connec-
tion with the political group that was supporting Senator McGov-
ern for President in 1972 in Berlin—it is a situation all too reminis-
cent of what was going on in the 1967-70 period in this country.
On pages 9 and 10 there is a broad assumption that the DOD has

a "well-recognized need" to conduct investigations of civilians
where such activity is related to a legitimate government interest.
This is a shockingly sweeping statement of the scope of legitimate
Deparrment of Defense activities. This is the sort of argument that
can, of course, be used to support almost any sort of executive
branch data gathering. An infinite range of contingencies and gov-
ernment interests can be imagined, and there are manv kinds of
information which it would doubtless be very useful for a Chief
Executive or his advisors to have. But under 'our Constitution, the
government is not free to gather whatever information a Presi-
dent or his advisors think might be useful or to use whatever means
of gathering information might seem convenient. The rights of•-^^•.K,

^^y^xxx ^yJ±Ly^xL±^±l^J. j. lie ll^i
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individuals must be taken into account, and so, too, must the stat-

utes and constitutional provisions which grant authority to use

troops in situations involvino; domestic violence, and which impose
constraints upon the use of troops for domestic purposes.
We think tlie constraints imposed by 10 U.S.C., sections 331-333

are fairly severe. They are fairly explicit in their wording. As we
read them, the import is very clear that Federal troops can be used
in connection with civil disorders only pursuant to these provisions,

only when the President has issued the kind of proclamation which
is required by 10 U.S.C. section 334. They should be used only for the
limited purpose of restoring order when local and state authorities

have been unable to do so, and only when the conditions outlined in

those statutes have been met.

On page 10 ]Mr. Cooke says the bill now before you—-because

that bill fails to draw a clearly defined line between what is per-
missible and what is impermissible investigation

—
says because

that bill is inadequate, the DOD is opposed to the enactment of any
criminal statute. This strikes us as sort of incredible. Is Mr. Cooke

saying that, because the Department finds this particular bill ob-

jectionable, it is opposed to the enactment of any criminal statute,
even if the possible drafting problems are overcome?
On pages 10 aiid 11, Mr. Cooke suggests that if the bill were to

be passed in its present form, military personnel could be charged
with a crime if the^' had things like the Congressional Directory,
a Martindale-IIubbell or the Congressional Record. A short answer
to this suggestion, we think, is that it is quite clear from the legis-
lative history that the bill is not directed at the possession of these
sorts of documents. This is a problem that can be taken care of in

a committee report, or if really thought necessary, through some
minor drafting woik in preparing new language for iiiclusion in^

the bill. >

On page 12 of his statement, IMr. Cooke raises the specter of
civilian terroi-ist groups planning for attack on a military base, con-

spiring to steal weapons and so forth. He says that the bill would

place the armed sei'vices in Aaolation of the statute if they were
to record or to maintain such advance threat information. I don't

think we would have any objections to the armed services simply
receiving advance information about specific threats of such violent

action, but we would draw a sharp distinction between the armed
services i-eceiving such information and going out and doing the

investigation into possible threats themselves. Such investigations
should be done by a civilian authority, we think. Moreover, we
think there should be limitations on how long and in what foi'm

any such advance warning information should be retained by the
armed sei'vices. Again, we come back to the basic purposes of the

legislation—to prevent systematic collection and storage of infor-

mation on political and personal affairs of individuals and organi-
zations.

On page 12 ]Mr. Cooke suggests that the bill would prevent the
Armed Forces from obtaining any advance information which

might be necessary for prepositioning of troops where there ap-
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wonld operate on tlie presumption that this is an area where the

responsibility is one of civilian law enforcement ao;encies, and it

is beyond in general the legitimate functions of the Department
itself. We can see that there may be some areas—and clearly this

goes to the criminal conduct problem—where the armed services

have a legitimate interest. But once you get off-post, it seems to

us that there is an awfully heavy burden on the armed services

to show an)^ need to get involved. I don't see them coming forward.

Certainly a wide ranging general investigation is something that,
to the extent it should be done, should be done by civilian agencies,
not by the armed services.

Mr. Baskir. Even assuming there is some need to do criminal

investigations off-post, those criminal investigations need not in-

volve collecting information about somebodj^'s political beliefs?

Mr. Mahoxet. Yes.
Mr. Baskir. Only what has to do with criminal violations?
Mr. Mahonet. Yes. I aoree with you wholeheartedl3^
Mr. BiRKETT. Or other beliefs or other activities.

]Mr. Baskir. You mean if they are related to criminal conduct?
jMr. BiRKETT. Yes.
jMr. MahojSTEt. You have to look at just what kind of criminal

activities—to the extent vou might let the armed services get in-

volved ni investigating criminal conduct off-post, you have to look
into what kind of criminal conduct they would be investigating.
When you get into areas like espionage and sabotage, that is one

thing. It is an entirely different matter if. you are talking about a

much less serious kind of activity that might fall into the petty
misdemeanor category, for example.
Mr. Baskir. It is my impression that it is a violation of military

regulations to inquire into the political activities or beliefs of an
individual when doing a security or background investigation for

employment or- a clearance.

Assuming that, and with respect to exception No. 3, it seems
to me that such exception may be an excess of caution, since even
the military thinks political information is irrelevant for such

purposes.
ytr. IMajtoxey. To start with. I am not sufficiently familiar with

what the regulations are covering employment security checks. We
do feel that is an area that probably ought to be handled by civil-

ian agencies. To the extent that the military must be doing that,
thev should not be getting into political activities and beliefs, no.

Mr. Baskir. The fii'st exception has to do with troops being com-
mitted with respect to insurrection or rebellion or civil disorder.

When the military is used in that circumstance, do you feel there

would be a need for them to collect information about the political
beliefs, activities, or associations of specific individuals?

oSIr. ]Maiioket. I can't see any legitimate need to do that. It seems
to me if the military reallv does see a need to collect this kind of
information that it would be helpful for them to come forward and
say why. Under what kind of circumstances do they perceive this

to be necessary?
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Mr. Baskir. So, examining the three exceptions, not with respect

to the fourth, it would appear that describing them as exceptions

may be an excess of caution, because strong arguments at least can

be raised that even in those circumstances there is no proper need

for the military to collect information of the sort we have been

describing.
Mr. ]Mahonet. We see no need to collect that kind of information.

]Mr. BiRKETT. I think it might be handled in some such fashion if

the military needs reassurance by saying nothing in the statute

shall be deemed to authorize or to prohibit rather than calling
it an exception.
Mr. ]Mahoney. It seems to us that the kind of information that

the military would need in the interest of being deployed under sec-

tions 331-333 of title 10 would be information on size and location

and specific violent actions of rioters.

They don't have need, in that kind of a crisis situation, for de-

tailed information on people's political activities and beliefs. They
will have plenty to do without getting into that kind of data

gathering, in our judgment.
Mr. Baskir. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The chairman has asked me in the event he couldn't get back in

time, to adjourn these hearings on his behalf subject to the call of

the Chair.

[Whereupon the hearing adjourned subject to the call of the

Chair at 12 :05 p.m.]
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APPENDIX

STATEMENTS FOR THE RECORD

Pbepabed Statement by Joan M. Jensen, Professor, University of San Diego,
Entitled "Military Surveillance of Civilians, 1917-1967"

For the past fifteen years I have been studying and writing about the

history of the internal security policies of this country. My book, The Price

of Vifiikincr, published in 1968, focused on the surveillance activities of the
American Protective League, the Bureau of Investigation, and military intel-

ligence during the World War I period. Since that time, I have been at
work on a larger study of the surveillance of civilians by the military. Thus
my interest and concern as a historian and as a citizen predates the current

controversy.
I was surprised to learn that during the 1971 hearings on Army Surveil-

lance of Civilians held by the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, it was suggested that the surveillance
of civilians during the late 1960's was unique and unprecedented. It is true
that the scale and scope of that surveillance was unprecedented ; never
before had the political activities of so many civilians been computerized
and never before had such vast resources been employed by the military to

watch civilians. But Army surveillance of civilians did not begin in 1967.

During the preceding fifty years, the United States Army monitored political

activity during every major home crisis, from the German spy scare of 1917
to the anti-war protests of 1967. This surveillance, like the CONUS program
of more recent origin, was initiated and executed without significant super-
vision and control by civilian officials. This was true regardless of which;

political party was in control of the executive branch of the government. I

would like to sketch that history briefly, and to draw some conclusions from
it.

ORIGINS OF ARMY INTELLIGENCE

What we now know as Army intelligence was first institutionalized in the

War Department as the Military Information Division in 1888. This division

was established primarily to provide for continuous collection of information
abroad in peacetime as well as war. It also had the task of providing topo-

graphical and logistical information on conditions within the United States.

It was modeled cm the Prussian General Staff system of collecting informa-
tion and was similar to units which other Eurojjean nations were establish-

ing in the late nineteenth centxiry.
Xo structure for military surveillance of civilians existed during the

Spanish-Cuban-American War. The focus of Army intelligence was counter-

espionage and the War Department spent a total of $4^.00 in "secret service"

funds to hire two detectives to shadow suspected Spanish spies in Tampa,
Florida. Civilian surveillance existed but it was handled by the Secret Serv-

ice of the Treasury Department which President William McKinley gave
$50,000 from National Defense Funds to put at the disposal of the War
Department. At the request of the Assistant Secretary of "War, the Secret

(169)
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Service investigated the loyalty of civilians and soldiers and placed over

600 persons under surveillance during the few months of war/
The first military intelligence network for watching civilians was devel-

oped during the I'hilippine-American War in 1899, when insurgents refused

to acknowledge American control of the Islands. The Commanding General,
Arthur MacArthur. established a Military Information Division which ex-

tended a large network of surveillance through the Islands. When the United

States intervened in Cuba in 1906. Army intelligence established a similar

network thei-e. In both places, surveillance was used to stop political move-
ments which contested policies of the occupying armies of the United States.

Political surveillance was also used to a lesser extent by General John

Pershing in the Southwest during 1916. Pershing returned from Mexico con-

vinced that labor radicalism in Mexico posed a distinct threat to the internal

security of the United States.^ Army intelligence networks to watch insur-

gents and labor radicals in Cuba, the Philippines, and the Southwest were
to provide the experience and the model for later surveillance of civilians at

home.
WORLD WAR I

The first major use of civilian surveillance in the United States came in

1917 after the United States declared war on Germany and entei'ed the

European conflict. Widespread fear of alleged German espionage networks
(which never materialized) and doubts about the loyalty of recent German
innnigrants led to the creation of a widespread domestic surveillance pro-
gram throughout the country. Army intelligence, in the form of the Military
Intelligence Division (MID) of the War Department, played an active role

in this effort.

The Military Intelligence Division began its war effort by training 150
officers and 300 sergeants. A few of these officers and fifty sergeants went to

France with General Pershing; but most remained in the United States to
form what eventually grew to be a relatively large Corps of Military Intel-

ligence Police attached to Army posts. Itases. and camps. Additional ofticers

commissioned during the war were assigned to staff special offices in cities.

In Washington, a v\'ork force of 1.000 civilians was hired to keep records.
Their work included assembling extensive clipping files on such subjects as
bolshevism, anarchism and feminism, organizing dossiers on groups such as
the Industrial Workers of the World, and filing thousands of investigations
into the political activities of individuals. By the end of the war, two million
dollars had been spent for the work of military intelligence.^

Military intelligence also had the assistance of tliousands of unpaid volun-
teers in the field. The largest force was the American Protective League, a

group of business and professional men who nominally worked for the Justice

Department and carried Justice Department credentials, but w^ho often re-

ported directly to military intelligence. One of the directors of the APL was
commissioned as a military intelligence officer, put in charge of a special unit
;1n the MID, and authorized to assign cases for investigation directly to

tvolunteers in the field. The APL eventually reached an estimated S.jO.OOO

members which clearly qualifies it as the largest private domestic intelli-

gence group in American history. Military intelligence officers in the Western
Department, however, were not content with the information they received
from their own agents and APL volunteers. They created, without War
Department authority, a Volunteer Intelligence Corps of their own which

^ The only pnblislipd comments on the Secret Service in the War of 1898 are in Don
Wilkie. Atnericrtn Secret Service Apent (New York: Burt, 1934), 6, 12-14. There was
never any pTiblic report on their total war activities. The first few montlis were reported
in U.S.. Secretary of the Treasury, Annual Report (18981. 866. The detectives are men-
tioned in W. S. Scott to Assistant Secretary of War, July 10, 1898, File 115052, NA,
RG 92.

2 "Historv of the Philippine Department." undated. MID File 10560-152, NA, RG 165 ;

Allan Reed Millett, The Politics of Interxyention: The Military Occupation of Cu'ba 1906-
1909 (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1968), 130-131, 138-139; Harold M.
Hvman. Soldiers and Spruce: Origins of the Loi/al Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen
(Los Angeles: Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, 1963), 25.

3 Some of the information on the MID in World War I has been published in my book
The Price of Vigilance (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1968).
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drew upon the services of about a thousand civilians to report on suspected
opponents of the war. The MID also received reports from the Texas Loyalty
Rangers and the Minute Men of Oregon. Elsewhere in the country scores of
local Loyalty Leagues reported directly to the military intelligence agents.
In New York, the head of the Pinkerton Agency was given an Army com-
mission and asked to use his detectives as volunteer agents. A number of
British Military Intelligence agents assigned to watch East Indian and Irish
nationalists within the United States also volunteered information on Ameri-
cans supporting these independence movements.

Tlie scope of the work was broad. In addition to investigation civilians

suspected of various types of disloyalty, the military agents and their volun-
teers also conducted specific investigations of draft evaders, civilians going
overseas with the military, civilians suspected of fraud in War Department
contracts, civili;ins involved in labor disputes, and civilians who associated
with soldiers. One of the most ambitious surveillance networks existed for
some time in Atlanta, Georgia, where the Army's Southern Department put
the entire city under suiweillance, organized civilian operatives who investi-

gated families which entertained soldiers, checked the loyalty of soldiers'

women associates, and watched hotels.

The expansion of military intelligence took place rapidly and secretly. The
farther from Washington, the more active the MID offices seemed to be. The
Western Department had intelligence offices at thirty posts, five camps, and
two stations, plus counter-espionage organizations throughout the civilian

population. It had over fifty men in the Corps of Intelligence Police, and
thousands of APL volunteers. At its headquarters in San Francisco, eight
large rooms housed the soldier investigators. MID agents claimed they cen-
sored 100.000 pieces of mail each week. Although this censorship was origi-

nally established to check mail going out of the country, it was soon used to

intercept the domestic mail of civilian suspects. Surveillance included not
private mail, periodicals, and books, but also extended to movie scenarios
which were reviewed by the MID on request.
The MID countered what it termed "hostile propaganda and misguided

leadership." It kept the leaders of the Mexican-American community in Los
Angeles under surveillance and monitored the activities of such anti-war
groups as the People's Council of America and the Theosophists. An investi-

gator was employed to infiltrate the San Francisco Chinese community and
informers were encouraged to send in reports on Chinese suspected of draft
evasion. MID operatives carried special identification cards and badges which
were used when information could not be secured otherwise. Many also were
authorized to make arrests by municipal police departments or county sheriffs

who deputized them. Occasionally, they were accredited as representatives of
the telephone company, gas and electric companies, newspaper publishers,
and other commercial concerns to enable them, as the chief intelligence oflB-

cer for the Western Department later explained, "to enter offices or resi-

dences of suspects gracefully, and thereby obtain data."

Accompanying the expansion of military surveillance operations was a move
to empower the military to arrest civiliaD:< suspected of espion;ige av.(] sabo-

tage and to prosecute them in military courts. Miiirary intelligence chiefs

supported expansion of military jurisdiction around defense plants, and
military trials for suspects apprehended there. Army intelligence also en-

dorsed a claim of the Provost Marshal General that the entire country be
designated a war zone and that the military be given complete responsibility
for surveillance, arrest, and trial of persons accused of treason or espionage.

Although the Attorney General and President Wilson were able to stop
the move by the military to take complete control over internal security, the
Justice Department had to remain constantly alert to the attempts of Army
intelligence to expand surveillance. Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
agreed with the Justice Department that Army intelligence should be cur-
tailed, but he was never able to control the expansive military bureaucracy
below him. The Justice Department believed, upon good evidence sulimitted

by agents of the Bureau of Investigation, that Army intelligence oflicers in
some areas still intended to supplant the work of the civilians completely.

Part of Baker's inability to control Army intelligence stemmed from MID's
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aggressive and impatient cliief Ralph Van Dieman, wlio liad developed the
MID in the Philippines and who attempted to establish a network of military
intelligence agents in the United States in the years before World War I.

The Chief of Staff had opposed such an intelligence establishment at home.
Van Dieman lobbied l)ehind Baker's back and over the Chief of Htaff to get
his section established in the War College Division. Later, when conflict with
the Justice Dei.artment continued. Baker sent Van Dieman to Europe, placed
the MID under the Chief of Staff, and appointed a man with no military
intelligence background to head the MID. The changes made little difference;
the MID continued to resist civilian control from above. The new head,
^larlborough Churchill, considered himself a public relations man for the
MID, ran interference with the Chief of Staff and Secretary of War, and
continued to expand civilian surveillance.

After the Armistice, at a time when civilians were drastically reducing
otiier agencies of the government. Churchill fought trimming of his agency
by Baker. In 1919, Churchill was able to obtain another 400,000 dollars from
•Congress by arguing that the money was primarily to conduct positive intel-

ligence abroad. The MID did reduce its home front force l>ut it continued to
enlist the help of APL veterans, after the Attorney General had ordered
them disbanded because of the dangers they posed to the public during peace-
.time. APL volunteers continued to work for the military and to become in-

volved in harassment of labor leaders during the fall of 1919 when the Army
was called into a number of cities for strike duty.
During World War I. Army intelligence defined its own mission with little

control by the civilians and began a practice that was to liecome a pattern :

evading control by civilians and refusing to curtail surveillance of civilian

political activities when asked to do so by civilian superiors. The structure
of counter-insurgency adopted from earlier models in the Philippines and
Cul»a encouraged Army agents to move from countering espionage to counter-

ing dissent.
POST WAR ERA

The expansion of Army intelligence and its vast investigating effort cul-

minated after World War I in the development by the War Department of

War Plans White, based on the possibility that there might be a domestic
rebellion. These secret plans, apparently also influenced by information

gather by the MID from European countries, expected a well organized and
controlled movement for the overthrow of the government. The MID subse-

quently used APL veterans to report on "disloyal" organizations and "loyal"

organizations which might be counted upon to combat un-American activities

and to aid in preserving law and order in case the military needed assistance.

Less secret were the activities of Army agents among labor groups and
other politically active organizations. Newspaper publicity brought ques-

tioning of Secretary of War Baker about wartime surveillance, and com-

plaints of its continuance. Baker apparently never investigated these com-

plaints himself but merely passed them on to Army intelligence to compose
replies. Baker told inquiring congressmen that Army intelligence had been

primarily concerned with counter-espionage during the war
;
in fact, most of

the military surveillance did not involve suspected spies. Congress never
found out what Army intelligence had done during the war. Publicity by the

press and mobilization of public opinion against MID intrusion into civilian

affairs did occur, but the Democratic administration refused to de.il openly
witli the dangers to civil liberties posed by military surveillance. That refusal

helped discredit the Democrats. More importantly, it discredited the federal

government in the eyes of those politically active people who might have
participated in creating alternatives to the system of military surveillance.

Even within the Army, there were complaints that the MID was tyraniz-
ing officers and men by investigating the private relations and business of

individuals. Officers within the MID itself began to criticize the pro-capitalist
bias and the wartime spirit of "getting" pro-labor radicals, and liberals,

which had resulted in 1800 separate files being collected on radicals. MID
officer Gardiner Harding objected that too many European methods were
being used on radicals : spying on individuals, use of agents provocateurs,
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terrorism, arrests. Such tactics miglit be tlie ruin of the MID, he warned. He
recommended that the MID remain purely strategic in peacetime.

Despite recommendations for severe restrictions of the activities of the MID
and the curtailing of funds by Congress, military agents continued to collect

domestic intelligence directly and through civilian volunteers. American

Legion members, for example, furnished information on the Industrial

"Workers of the World, Socialists, and the Non-Partisan League. Orders allow-

ing direct investigations by agents were not rescinded until March 1922 and
as late as March 1923 the Adjutant General's office had to issue an explicit

order directing intelligence agents not to collect information directly in

peacetime. Although agents were warned against using volunteers for indi-

vidual investigations, no orders were issued banning the use of volunteers

to collect information on political groups.

During the 1920's MID, renamed G-2 after General Pershing's intelligence

group in Europe, continued to study political groups, propaganda, and unrest
in the United States as well as in foreign countries. It attempted to forecast

the civil disturbance situation and to identify cities in which labor unrest
and racial disturbances might require the use of federal troops. Such studies

on groups considered subversive were compiled from questionnaires sent by
Army intelligence to '•reliable" citizens (often APL veterans), and from
information obtained through liaison with the Bureau of Investigation, local

police, and state officials. Contacts were made cautiously to give the impres-
sion that G-2 was not active in time of peace. In this way G-2 was able to

collect information on pacifists and to counteract their work through organi-
zations friendly to the military, without actually continuing active surveil-

lance. Some officers collected information on both radical and counter-radical

activities but most sources of information remained narrowly conservative,
and counter-radical groups were considered allies of the military. In this

form, political surveillance of civilians continued through the 1920's.

MILITABT INTELLIGENCE IN THE DEPRESSION

Most G-2 activities ceased by the end of the 1920's but the institutional

-capability and organization structure for civilian surveillance remained.
When the depression brought widespread unemployment and urban violence,
G-2 responded to the crisis by attempting to reestablish active surveillance of

•civilians in the United States.

The first attempt to lift the restrictions on corps area and field intelli-

gence officers in February 1931 was disapproved by Chief of Staff Douglas
MacArthur as "not advisable." Six months later, MacArthur gave temporary
approval to corps area commanders to forward monthly reports on sub-

versive activities in their areas.

In May 1932, when World War I veterans were beginning to arrive in

Washington with demands that deferred benefits be given to them immedi-
ately because of the depression, the War Department directed all corps area

intelligence officers to investigate and report regularly on bonus marchers. A
daily memorandum was also prepared for MacArthur describing the cur-
rent status of marchers already in Washington. War Plans White were revised
f<.r Washington and in June secret code messages to corps commanders asked
about the presence of communistic elements and the names of leaders of
known communistic leanings in bonus groups. Most replies indicated little

concern. Some reports, however, bordered on hysteria. The Eighth Corps in-

teHijreiice officer stationed at Fort Sam Houston, for example, denounced
Ijonus marchers from California as dangerous Jewish communists financed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer backed by Russia. As the date of the Bonus March
approached, G-2 agents solicited information from reserve officers, American
Legion officials, and volunteer patriotic groups. In Washington, military
undercover agents infiltrated the demonstrators and reported on their

activities.

These reports appear to have percolated through the entire administration

causing a sense of fear greatly out of proportion to the actual danger from
the assembled veteran protestors. As a result, the Justice Department's plan
to clear the area gradually was rejected and federal troops were called out.
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Once authorized to employ force, Chief of Staff MacArthur refused to allow
even President Herbert Hoover to intervene. He considered the military
subordinate only until military opei-ations began. Against the wishes of
Hoover, MacArthur used massive force to scatter the veterans who he later
termed "insurrectionists" animated by the essence of revolution.^
Again the administration, this time Republican, refused to question tlie

surveillance tactics of the Army and again it came under much criticism for
the activities of the military in the next election. Criticism of the military
drove G-2 underground once more. Intelligence officers were instructed to be
discreet in their activities so as to prevent disclosure of the Army's surveil-
lance Again without seeking the approval of their civilian superiors, they
continued to gather information on the political activities of civilian groups.

In 1936, G-2 began to develop new civil disturbance contingency plans.
One of the most elaborate was the intelligence plan for the Sixth Corps Area
which encompassed Illinois. Michigan, and Wisconsin. This was an area of
strong isolationist sentiment and aggressive labor organizing. The Sixth
Corps plan called for the collection and indexing of the names of several
thousand groups, such as the American Civil Liberties Union and pacifist
student groups which were labeled as communist subsidiaries. Sources of
information were to be the Justice Department, the Treasury Department,
and the Post Office as well as local state police. In addition, agents were told
to contact private intelligence bureaus run by corporations such as General
Motors which paid almost a million dollars to the Pinkerton Company between
1934 and 1930 to conduct labor espionage and to sabotage the organizing
efforts of the United Auto Workers. Like other G-2 offices at the corps level,
those in the Midwest kept watch on pacifist and civil liberties groups because
Army intelligence had decided that the existence of these political groups
helped more radical groups which might be a direct threat to the government
or the military. In other words, the military decided w^hat kind of political
activity needed monitoring.

In tliose days, when the pulilic thought that Army intelligence had been
contained. G-2 officers were making confidential reports on the American
Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations, and spot
reports on communist activities. Ralph Van Dieman. the World War I chief
of tlie ^IID who had retired to San Diego in 1929. set up his own master
anti-communist files and acted as a country-wide clearing house for domestic
intelligence. Because the Van Dieman files, now in the hands of the Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee, have not been made public, it is not known
exactly what his relationship to G-2 was, but it is known that he received
reports from G-2 as well as from the FBI. local police, and volunteer groups
like the American Defenders. Thus G-2 was able to maintain its structure
intact and to continue to define its mission at home without civilian guidance
during the inter-war years.

WORLD WAR II

After France surrendered to Germany in the summer of 1940. G-2 urged
corps area and departmental commr.nders to collect domestic intelligence for
counter-fifth column plans but agreed to rely primarily on Justice Depart-
ment information. President Franklin Roosevelt was alert to the dangers of
letting Army intelligence expand freely on the crest of espionage and fifth
column fears but after the United States officially entered World War II in
December 1941 that became increasingly difficult. Although the FBI main-
tained nominal control over internal security during the war. Army intelli-
gence did not cease to function domestically. G-2 continued to collect political
intelligence for War Plans White." It reported on radical labor groups, com-
munists. Nazi sympathizers, and "semi-radical" groups concerned with civil
liberties and pacifism. The latter, well intentioned but impractical groups as
one corps area intelligence officer labeled them, were playing into the hands

*Roa:pr Danipls, The Bonus Marchers: An Episode of fhe Great Depression (We^itportConn.. Greenwod, 1971). gives an account of the role of Army intelligence and MacArthur'° Sixth Corps Area, Emergency Plan—White, December 1936, AG No 386
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of the more extreme and realistic radical elements. G-2 still believed that it

had a right to investigate "semi-radicals" because they undermined adlier-

ence to the established order by propaganda through newspapers, periodicals,
schools, and churches.

At first the G-2 did not challenge the supremacy of the FBI at home. Xor
did it support the mass evacuation of the Japanese from the West Coast,
apparently because of the restraint imposed by Chief of Staff George Marshall.
But gradually the Counter Intelligence Corps of the Army (CIC) began to

take a more active part in surveillance of civilians by including counter-

espionage, counter-sabotage, loyalty in^'estigations. security education, plant

protection, and surveillance for treason, sedition, subversion, and disaffection

among its duties. Collection of information on political groups once more
became an important part of a preventative security program which used

voluntary informants and investigators to collect information. Preventative

plans called for recruitment of the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign
"Wars, and other "patriotic" organizations to help watch the home front. A
delimitation agreement set up with the FBI had already given CIC agents
wide latitude but even these wide limits were exceeded as the militai'y began
to demand more control over industrial labor.''

How extensive this military wartime surveillance came to be will not be
known until all the files are open. But how far it mingled with civilian

security work can be seen from a report later made on Van Dieman's San
Diego tiles. By fall 1944, Van Dieman's agents were reporting on communist
meetings, on adult discussion classes of the First Unitarian Church, on activi-

ties of aircraft labor unions, on Democratic rallies at a local junior high
school, and on private groups within private homes. He was receiving copies
of G-2 reports from all parts of the country. The commanding general at the
Marine Corps Base in San Diego and the commander of the Eleventh Naval
District were sending him reports on communists. He was distributing copies
of his reports to military intelligence offices in Los Angeles and to the FBI
in San Diego.

COLD WAR ERA

With the end of war, the military intelligence once again refused to de-

mobilize its home front army. Again Van Dieman's files may be taken as a

measure of the continuance of military surveillance of civilians. He received

reports on the National Urban League, the Youth of All Nations, on lalior

unions, on scientists, on movie stars. Information from military intelligence

reports in the Van Dieman files found its way into the hands of selected

politicians and to selected members of the House Un-American Activities

Committee in Washington and of the California Un-American Activities Com-
mittee in Sacramento. Later G-2 Tokyo, which survived and flourished under
General MacArthur in Japan, leaked confidential records to right-wing pub-
licists who used them as the basis of political campaigns against the Demo-
cratic policies. General Charles Willoughby, while still chief of G-2 Tokyo,
launched his own investigation of American political groups to link them
to an international communist conspiracy.

Dui'ing the Korean War. military intelligence set up a central records

facility at Fort Holabird. Maryland, where it began to catalogue domestic
and foreign reports from military and civilian investigative agencies. In

1952, when Van Dieman died, a large portion of Ms vast files with informa-
tion on 125.000 individuals was also taken over by Army intelligence. In
addition. Army intelligence received information from counter-intelligence
groups within National Giiard units, such as the miniature Counter Intelli-

gence Corps established by the California Adjutant General throughout that
state.

Again, we can only estimate the effect of Army surveillance during the
Cold War because information is not yet available, but the use of Army

" The only information yet available on World War II is in Victor J. Johansen "The
Role of the Army in the Civilian Arena, 1920-1970," U.S. Army Intelligence Command
Study (1971).
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intelligence records and the campaigning of former intelligence oiRcers did
uuK'h to cultivate Americans' fear of surversion and to provide the basis for
the grow^ing power of the military at home.

CIVIL RIGHTS ERA

By 1956, the Department of the Army was claiming some continuous peace-
time responsibility for collecting information on sul)versive groups. When
President Dwight Eisenhower mobilized troops in 1957, the Counter Intelli-

gence Corps preceded federal troops by two weeks to Little Rock to watch
the school and report on local press coverage. The G-2 used the CIC of the
4th Army, intelligence staff officers from the Airborne Division, and FBI
agents indiscriminately in the hectic days whicli followed. Military counter

intelligence personnel had charge of surveillance of the nine black youths
enrolled at Central High School and of monitoring the Ku Klux Klan and
other potential trouble makers. Surveillance in this case continued on the
ordt'rs of the Secretary of the Army after regular Army troops had been
repliiced by federalized National Guard. The next year, a Strategic Capa-
bilities Plan restricted the use of intelligence personnel in monitoring civil

disturbances until the President judged deployment of troops seemed
imminent.
imring civil rights activities in Montgomery, Alabama in 1961, the Army

developed plans which assumed the Continental Army Command would con-
duct civilian investigations in domestic emergencies resulting from civil

disturbances, and which allowed the Army to employ agents to collect infor-
mation on civilians when the use of federal troops was "probable." Army
agents coiild only operate within the investigative jurisdiction of civil

authorities with specific authority from the President as Commander-in-Chief.
The Army was not called into Montgomery in 1961. In 1962. however, mem-

bers of the 111th Intelligence Corps group conducted covert investigations of

civilians, apparently in violation of their directive which called for specific

authority from the President. Agents probed "extremist" groups, the reaction
of civilians to troop movements, investigated "agitators," and compiled
"black, white and gray lists." At the same time, agents failed to assemble
adequate reconnaissance information.
A 1963 Continental Army Command plan left surveillance of civilians in the

hands of the FBI but specifically authorized the military to file spot reports
'as required" on events which might develop prior to the implementation of
the plan. Ordinarily civil disturbance information was to be collected mainly
through liaison with civilian authorities and through news media reports
but an Army commander, if he felt the situation warranted it, could order
covert operations if coordinated with the FBI. This plan removed surveillance
from central control, allowing the same decentralization which had in the
past led to serious invasion of the rights of citizens. In 1965, when this early
warning system was transferred to the Army Intelligence Command, the
Continental Army surveillance system continued in violation of regulations
and without the knowledge of senior Army commanders. Thus the stage was
set once more for the expansion of military surveillance of civilians during the
next home front crisis.

CONCLUSIONS

In 1967, as I was finishing my book on World War I, it was already evident
that Army intelligence had begun a vast surveillance program alarmingly
similar to that begun fifty years before. I urged then that the line between
civilian and military authority be clearly demarcated. Surveillance again
occurred at home with almost no civilian control. In 1970, there were also

parallels with 1919 when those who questioned military surveillance of civil-

ians found Army intelligence and its supporters intransigent, willing to use
subterfuge, ready to wait out press criticism, and able to plead secrecy to

keep its activities beyond scrutiny.
Surveillance of civilians by the military took place during every major

home front crisis between 1917 and 1967 regardless of which party was in

power. It occurred with almost no civilian control because civilian officials,
even those charged directly with the affairs of the War Department or
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Defense Department were unable to effectively monitor the operations of mili-

tary intelligence agents. As the military bureaucracy grew and became more
technologically efficient, the difliculty of civilian control became greater.

Meanwhile, the practice of the military of defining its mission of civilian

.surveillance in the broadest possible terms and moving in times of crisis from
countering espionage to countering political dissent continued. Without
further institutional safeguards to control military siarveillance it seems

highly likely that this practice will not only continue in the future but become
an increasing threat to the constitutional rights of civilians.

"S. 2318 A?fD THE Militaky's Legitimate Intelligence Needs." A Statement
BY Professor Christopher H. Pyle for the Senate Subcommittee on
Constitutioxal Rights, April 9, 1974.

On February 24, 1971, I had the honor of testifying before this subcom-
mittee at its hearings on Federal Data Banks, Computers and the Bill of

Rights. At that time I sketched out the history of the Army's surveillance of

civilian politics during the late 1960's and spoke of the need to bring it under
control.

Since that time, much has happened. The Department of Defense has issued

regulations attempting to curb the stateside intelligence operations of all

branches of the armed forces. Army intelligence has destroyed files on thou-
sands of politically active, law-abiding citizens, and the Army Intelligence
{Command, which did most of the unauthorized surveillance, has been sched-
uled for deactivation.

At the same time, the Department of the Army has not been entirely suc-

cessful in its cut-back efforts. While its top officials have been attempting to

sell their new policy against surveillance to reluctant intelligence officers

within the T'nited States, military intelligence units have continued to moni-
tor the political activities of Americans living abroad.

I will not take the time here to describe those activities. They are well

documented by the testimony of John H. F. Shattuck of the American Civil

Liberties Union and by Andrew Hamilton's recent article in the New Republic
("Shut Up, Soldier: The Watch on the Rhine," March 30, 1974, pp. 13-15).
Nor will I recount what I believe to be the distinct threats to liberty and

privacy posed by the surveillance and the data banks it generated. They are
well discussed in the testimony presented by Barry Mahoney on behalf of

the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and by this Subcommit-
tee's past reports.

Instead, I would like to focus my attention on what I believe to be the

central, and most difficult question, now facing this subcommittee : What are
the military's legitimate domestic intelligence needs?

If it were possible to define with precision each and every interest to be

protected, and each and every kind of monitoring to be prohibited in the
interest of preserving liberty and privacy, it would not be neces.sary to

address this question. A carefully worded prohibition would suffice. Un-
fortunately, the problem is not that easy. Even the most ardent civil liber-

tarians must concede that there are occasions when the military has a right
to information touching on the politics of persons not affiliated with it. An
espionage case involving Communists is an obvious example ; attempts by an
anti-war group to persuade servicemen to de.sert is another.
A bill which does not draw careful lines around the military's legitimate

and illegitimate informational needs directly threatens the efficiency of gov-
ernment. It also endangers the liberty and property of military personnel,
wlio must make judgments about the law's meaning in the course of carrying
out their assignments.

Tliis second danger concerns me most at this time. The government will

not go to jail if the law is misinterpreted, but some intelligence agent may,
through no fault of his own. Thus, if Congress is to accord due process to

government employees while protecting political dissenters, it must state with
particularity those investigative and record-keeping activities it does not
intend to prohibit.
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I. THE military's DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE NEEDS

It seems to me that the military's domestic intelligence needs can lie

broken down into five basic categories : civil disturbance intelligence, coun-

terintelligence, criminal intelligence, security intelligence, and command
intelligence. There is nothing watertight about these compartments ; opera-
tions begun under one often flow very quickly into the others. But the cate-

gories are useful for analytical purposes.

Cwil Disturbance Intelligence

During the late lOGO's there were three basic kinds of civil disturbances

that called for a military response. These were ghetto riots, mass demonstra-

tions, and disruptions of military installations or activities. During the

early 1960's there was a fourth category involving interference with tlie

enforcement of federal court orders. It is conceivable that tlie government
might sometime be faced with a fifth : para-military or military resistance

to lawful authority of the sort now occurring in Northern Ireland or that
occurred in the United States during the Civil War.
Each of these kinds of "disturliances" involves a mixture of political activi-

ties, some of which may be constitutionally protected and some of which may
be criminal and violent, and each poses a different mixture of problems for

the military.
Ghetto riots. Tlie heaviest demand placed upon the military in recent years

has been for troops to support civilian law enforcement agencies incapalOe
of controlling mass rioting. In such situations the Army has found a clear

need for three kinds of intelligence: reconnaissance of the riot (or potential
riot) area, advance (or "early warning") intelligence on escalating violence

which threatened to outstrip local and state police and military resources,
and tactical intelligence on the targets and activities of rioters.

The Army also assumed that it had a need for personality and organiza-
tional intelligence for the purpose of identifying individuals and groups tha^-

might incite riots or participate in them. This assumption turned out to be in

error. None of the riots of the late 19(>0's was planned or led by identifial)le

persons or groups, and few were marked by organized criminal activity
directed against the authorities. This is the unanimous conclusion of the

military and civilian histories of the era and of the intelligence analysts I

have interviewed. The conclusion is cojifirmed by the Kerner Commission
report and echos the findings of every major riot commission for the past half

century.
Thus, the Army had no need for mug books, potential round-up lists, or

large data banks on persons thought to be prone to rioting. Nor, in fact, were
any of these records ever used at command headquarters or by units in the
streets. What information military commanders needed to know about racial

politics in the riot areas they received from civilian politicians and intelli-

gence analysts who relied primarily on the press.
The major justification for civil disturbance intelligence offered by Army

intelligence was tliat detailed information on incidents, organizations, and
individuals was needed for planning purposes. Reports on civil rights demon-
strations and ghetto altercations were collected on the theory that examina-
tion of their nature and frequency might reveal trends. The idea apparently
originated with an after-action report prepared by Cyrus R. Vance following
the Detroit riot. Vance, who was the President's representative to Detroit,
recommended the analysis of incident reports to see if patterns could be dis-

cerned which might predict riots. He also proposed the development of a

"normal incident curve" of ghetto crime against which apparent increases in

violence could be compared. The need for such information, as he saw it. was
at the local level, and the proper people to collect it, he believed, were the

police. Unfortunately, his report to the Presidept did not emphasize that point,
and Army intelligence responded with a nation-wide incident reporting sys-
tem. The reports were funneled. among other places, to the Continental Army
Command at Fort Monroe, Virginia, where intelligence analysts attempted
to construct a weekly "Dow Jones" average of violence in the nation as a
whole. The exercise was a waste of time, of course, because a national aver-
age could not help the Army to predict where and when the next major riot
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Avnnld break out. At Fort Holabird. the home of the Army Intelligence Com-
mand, wiser heads prevailed and the idea of a computerized barometer of

r.icial tensions was quietly shelved.

The collection of incident reports on minor altercations also was justified

on the tlieory that they might give early warning of where and when riots

would break out. In point of fact, the reports did not give the Army analysts

any better advance notice than top Justice Department otBcials, who relied

more on personal contacts with community leaders.

When the decision to call out federal troops was contemplated, the Presi-

dent, the Attorney General, and the Under Secretary of the Army did not
turn to Army intelligence for information and advice. They relied instead

on the observations and judgment of their own personal representatives at

the scene. Since federal troops could not be deployed until state authorities

had demonstrated their lack of resources, there was time for a personal re-

connaissance by high government officials and their aides. While the civilians

were making their reconnaissance, stand-by riot units were alerted and some-
times prepositioned at nearby bases.

The military's own after-action reports of the riots of the late 1960's

clearly demonstrate that the Army's greatest advance requirement was not
for personality or organizational data pertaining to the politics of the

ghettos, but for reconnaissance and liaismi data. What it needed most were

city packets of maps and other recoi'ds describing potential approach routes,
the height of overpasses and the strength of bridges, information on potential
riot areas and bivouac sites, the addresses and telephone numbers of local

law enforcement oificials, and the frequencies used by police and National
Guard radio networks.

Unfortunately, reconnaissance and liaison work often took a back seat to

the investigation of individuals and organizations, because investigating was
what military intelligence was most accustomed to doing. This sometimes
left troop commanders gravely unprepared for riot duty. For example, when
General Throckmorton entered Detroit at the head of a joint force of 10.000

Army and National Guard troops, he had only a gasoline station map to

guide him. (He and his troops did not even share the same company's maps).
Back at the Pentagon, the officers in the war room struggled to follow the

action in Detroit on a map which recorded contours and elevations in great
detail, but omitted city streets.

The second urgent need of riot units was for tactical intelligence: informa-
tion on mobs, fires, and potential targets of looting or damage. Here again.

Army intelligence's obsession with subversion limited the production of use-

ful intelligence. The first items which the intelligence analysts plotted on the

situation maps at the Pentagon were power plants, radio stations, and
armories—the traditional targets of Communist insurgents bent on seizing

governments. Meanwhile, apolitical rioters in Detroit liappily looted stores

and supermarkets.
During the riots, there were reports of sniping which seemed to confirm

the viov.- that conspiracies lurked behind the riots. Most of these reports
turned out to be false or exaggerated. When the smoke cleared, it was the
civilians who had been shot with government bullets. Insofar as there were
snipers, they were attended to without the help of dossiers or mug books.

Unfortunately, the riot manuals used by the Army and FBI today still

depict the typical mob as an instrument of revolution, manipulated by well-

coordinated agitators. Military and civilian planners, transfixed by the
rhetoric and aspiratiims of "revolutionary" groups, continue to ignore their

own experience and the indisputable fact that America has yet to experience
an organized ghetto riot.

Ma.'<s (leincnstrations. The second major justification for the Army's civil

disturliance intelligence program was that it was needed to give early warn-
ing of the intentions, capabilities, and probable courses of action of the
leaders of mass demonstrations.

During the late 1900's. there were five mass demonstrations of particular
concern to the Army. These were the anti-war March on the Pentagon in

October 1987, the Poor Peoples' Campaign (including Resurrection City and
Solidarity Day) in the Spring of 196S, the demonstrations at the Democratic
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National Convention that summer, the Counter-Inangural demonstrations in

January 1969, and the anti-war Moratorium Marcli on Washington in Novem-
ber 1969. In each instance, the key problem for those government officials who
were determined to avoid violence and permit lawful protest was to

strengthen the leadership of non-violent organizers and to structure the mode
of protest so as to defuse tensions and limit confrontations between demon-
strators and troops.
There was no need for extensive files on or the infiltration of the anti-war

and civil rights groups which organized the major marches on Washington.
Most of these groups were open about their plans, as indeed they had to be
to lead the thousands of unorganized persons they hoped to bring together.

Newspaper reports of press conferences, handbills, and other easily obtained

publications outlined most of their objectives and tactics. The civil rights

groups worked closely with the Community Relations Service of the Justice

Department : and the anti-war groui)S disclosed their plans while negotiating
for parade and demonstration permits. The most serious danger of organized
violence came from fringe groups like the Tippies and SDS, and they were
watched closely by civilian law enforcement agencies. The most serious

danger of unorganized violence came from government officials who deliber-

ately predicted violence in order to deter moderate protesters from
participating.

Detailed personality and organizational information also was not necessary
to estimate the size of the crowds. Advance estimates were obtained from btis

companies and railroads (sometimes in an unnecessarily intimidating man-
ner) by FBI and Army agents. Government agents also made vehicle counts
on the highways coming into Washington while military planes took aerial

photographs of the assembling crowds.
Infiltration of demonstrating groups was standard practice for many gov-

ernment agencies, including the Army, but there is little evidence that the

reports obtained were of much use. ( Had the groups been intent on doing
violence, the reports miglit have been different, but even then, there is no
reason to believe that the information had to be collected by the Army).
The approach of civilian officials responsible for supervising Washington's

response to mass demonstrations was to go out into the streets and see for

themselves. For example, during the Xovemljer 1969 Moratorium demonstra-
tions Army General Counsel Robert E. Jordan III waded into crovrds at

DuPont Circle with his own team of radio-equipped lawyers. Jordan was
not about to trust reports from agents he did not know so long as it was
possible for him to see the situation for himself. During the March on tlie

Pentagon in 1967, top military and civilian officials observed the events from
their windows and over closed-circuit television filmed from the building's
roof.

Chicago was a different problem. There the Tippies and city officials con-

spired to create a situation in which violence was inevitable. Early warning
intelligence on the intentions of the various demonstrating groups was not

very helpful because the authorities deliberately destroyed the leadership

capacity of moderate groups by refusing to permit them to march near the
convention center or camp in the parks. At tlie same time, the Yippies skiil-

fully inflamed official expectations of violence with outrageous threats that

were totally beyond their ability to carry out. On this occasion, analysts at

the Army's Counterintelligence Analysis Branch took note of the dwindling
numbers of protesters determined to go to Chicago and the size of the
Illinois National Guard to righ<:ly predict that federal troops would not !)e

required. Their prediction, however, was not conveyed to President Johnson

who, in any case, would probably have ignored it just as he ignored the

counsel of the Attorney General. Political risks, rather than intelligence

estimates, were the decisive factors in the President's decision.

The key point which should be borne in mind about the mass demonstra-
tions is that while they rtfquiic-d recunnaissnnce and liaison data i.v plan-

ning and tactical intelligence about the route or place of protest, the mode of

demonstration, and the leadership capacities of the organizers, they did not

require political surveillance by the military. What background information
the Army needed to brief its generals about the politics of the situation was
easily obtained from civilian officials and the press.
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Dlsniptions of the Military. The third justification for the Army's surveil-

lance of civilian protest groups was the need to protect military posts and

activities from disruption and obstruction by anti-war and anti-military

groups. The obstruction of a troop train in Oakland, California, the disrup-

tion of a celebrated court-martial in Texas, a large antiM-ar protest at Fort

Dix, New Jersey, and the threatened confrontations at military installations

throughout the country at the time of the October 15, 1969 anti-war Mora-

torium, all have been cited by intelligence officers as grounds for keeping
tabs on militant anti-war groups.
The issue here clearly is not the military's right to know if some group

plans to storm the gates of one of its forts, but the extent to which military

intelligence agents should be sent out into the civilian community to investi-

gate the plans of protest groups. Few people would question the right of

Army intelligence officers to read about such plans in the newspapers, or to

receive advance warning of them from civilian law enforcement agen^^^ies.

Similarly, there is no reason to question the Army's right to have observers

stationed on post, or on the streets near the post, to give early w^arning of

the demonstrators' arrival. The problem comes when military intelligence

wants to infiltrate a group because it lacks confidence in the information

received through liaison from civilian agencies. This is particularly likely

to occur overseas where the local police services are in the hands of foreign

governments which may not be concerned about demonstrations by Americans

on or about U.S. military installations.

Interference ivith court orders. During the late 1950's and early 19H0's,

the U.S. Army was called out twice and alerted on several other occasions to

assist with the enforcement of federal court orders directing the desegre-

gation of schools in tlie South. At Little Rock Central High School in 19.^7

and at the University of Mississippi in 1962 federal troops faced hostile

crowds of citizens angry over the federal intervention. In Little Rock, Army
intelligence agents and FBI agents worked together to investigate rumors

of possible attacks on federal troops and the nine black children they were

charged with protecting.
Where federal troops are lawfully assigned to enforce court orders, it is

difficult to question the necessity or propriety relevant intelligence services.

However, it is important that the role be viewed as a security function, and
not as a license to collect personality and organizational data for use beyond
the immediate mission.

Para-mil itar If and military resistance. The ultimate justification for focus-

ing the civil disturbance intelligence effort on civilian political groups was
the counter-insurgency theory. As the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence

said to his staff in the domestic war room at the height of the Detroit riot :

"Men, get out your counter-insurgency manuals. We have an insurgency on

our hands."
General Yarborough was wrong in that assessment, but his error does not

relieve this Subcommittee of its obligation to determine the legitimate coun-

terintelligence and combat intelligence needs of the military in times of

rebellion or civil war, and to express them precisely in statutory terms.

One way to do this might be to define the protected rights in terms of the

First Amendment distinction between the single expression of beliefs and
the incitement or solicitation of others to take criminal actions. Another way
would be to conceive of the military's informational needs in a martial law
situation in terms of the laws of treason, espionage, sabotage, murder, and
assault. A third would be to focus on the need of tactical combat units to

know the intentions, capabilities, and probable courses of action of hostile

forces, including guerrillas within their own lines. So long as the war-time

needs of the military are viewed in these lights. S. 2318 should pose no threat

to legitimate military operations.

Court terintellwence

The dominant mission of Army intelligence off the battlefield has tradi-

tionally been that of counterintelligence. Strictly speaking, the term implies

countering the operations of foreign intelligence agencies bent on espionage,

sabotage, and disruption. In practice, Army intelligence has recognized no
such restrictions. In the absence of sufficient espionage and counter-espionage
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investigations to lieep its agents busy, the Army lias charged them with
investigating tlie more amorphous subjects of "subversion" and "disaffection."

Xowliere in tlie lexicon of the intelligence corps is there a precise defini-

tion of either term. "Subversion" suggests active efforts by foreign agents or
domestic revolutionaries to undermine the loyalty of soldiers to the Army
and the country. "Disaffection" suggests the state of mind that makes a
soldier an easy mark foi a subversive solicitation. Together, the terms have
been used to autliorize outrageous abuses of investigative discretion. Military
intelligence agents, like their civilian counterparts, have proven incapable of

distinguishing between shades of dissent, or even between moderate, liberal,

radical, and revolutionary groups. They have also demonstrated their ignor-
ance of the basic First Amendment distinction between advocacy of the

desirability of violence and solicitation of others to commit crimes. They
have not viewed "subversion" within tlie military as the active solicitation
of military personnel to violate lawful orders in the services of some foreign
power or domestic revolution, but have equated it with any attack on the

legitimacy of the military or those elements of the social and political order
with which it has traditionally identified.

Similarly, the use of the investigative category of "disaffection" has led to

the uninhibited surveillance of servicemen and their political affiliations

within the civilian community. In tlieory, the term implies susceptibility to

solicitation by enemy agents. In practice, it has supplied an investigative
rubric under which many commanders have justified the use of intelligence
agents to enforce their particular brand of discipline and morale. (See the
section on "Command Intelligence" below).

It would greatly assist analysis of the subject matter of this bill if the
term "counterintelligence" were confined to its narrowest and most precise
definition, and such rubbery terms as "subversion" and "disaffection" stricken
from the vocabulary entirely.

Criminal Intelligence

In defining the military's legitimate intelligence needs it also should not be
forgotten that there are laws whicli military investigators must enforce. For
example, Army intelligence agents are currently charged with investigating
possible instances of espionage and sabotage ; Army criminal investigators
must look into potential violations of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Thus, like all agencies charged with enforcing laws, the military services

may sometimes collect "criminal intelligence."
Criminal intelligence, like counterintelligence, is a rubbery word that can

be stretched to justify a wide range of investigative abuses. Properly con-

ceived, it should be used only to refer to the opening stages of a criminal

investigation by an authorized law-enforcement unit. Thus, when the Army's
Criminal Investigations Division suspects that anti-war civilians are solicit-

ing servicemen to disobey lawful orders, there should be no doubt about the

legitimacy of its investigative interest.

At the same time, there should be no doubt that civilian law enforcement
agencies within the United States shcmld be given fuil responsibility for the
civilian side of such investigations. Except in rare instances, military investi-

gators should concentrate on persons subject to the UCM.T and limit their

surveillance of civilians to the territorial Itoundaries of militar.v posts.

Respect for the primacy of civilian agencies off-post would also mean that
activities like the anti-war coffeehouses that sprang up around military
installations in the United States during the late 1960's would be off-limits

to military intelligence, but that criminal investigators assigned to nearby
posts might legitimately receive reports from civilian law enforcement agen-
<:'ies on cases in which the coffeehouse proprietors are suspected of unlaw-
fully soliciting GI's to disobey laws or commit crimes. It would also mean
agents could not be loaned to civilian agencies for undercover diity except
in joint investigations and could not be used for intelligence duty at national

party conventions.

Overseas, the absence of a well established force of civilian investigators

enforcing American law increases the pressure for off-post investigative activi-

ties in cases involving the joint political activities of American soldiers and
civilians. In Germany, for example. Army intelligence apparently infiltrated
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the Goessner Industrial Mission because American clergymen there were
counselling servicemen. The clergymen insist tliat they were not counselling
the soldiers to desert or otherwise deny the authority of their officers, but

what if they had? Would it be improper for military intelligence to under-
take such an investigation?
The use of intelligence agents rather than criminal investigators suggests

that the Army did not expect evidence of criminal conduct to be uncovered,
so perhaps the offense lies in using the wrong team of Army agents. But
suppose Army criminal investigators had been used instead? Should S. 2318
contain any restrictions on the nature and scope of their inquiries?

Seciirifp Intelligence

The fourth category of domestic intelligence activities of the military I

have cliosen to call "security intelligence." By tliis term I mean to refer

primarily to background information on politically active groups amassed to

facilitate loyalty determinations under the personnel security program. How-
ever. I also recognize that the term can l)e used to encompass information
about potential disruptions directed at military installations or activities by
anti-war and anti-military groups. Since the bulk of the latter category lias

been discussed under civil disturbance intelligence, I shall confine my dis-

cussion here to the so-called "subversives files" maintained by various military
intelligence agencies for general reference and to characterize the "loyalty"
of political groups with which persons being considered for security clear-

ances ma.v be affiliated.

The "subversives files" of the Army Intelligence Command are described
at pages 21-23 of the subcommittee's 1972 st;'.ff report entitled "Army Sur-

veillance of Civilians : A Documentary Analysis." There are two facts about
these files which should be borne in mind. First, they are crammed full of
unverified newspaper clippings, handbills, and membership lists, wliicli, in

the main, are useless. Security clearance adjudicators who want to know if a

particular organization is considered "subversive" find it easier to refer to

short one to three-page "characterizations" prepared by the FBI or Anny
analysts. Second, characterizations which attempt to define the poltical legiti-

macy of various groups support the denial of security clearances on the basis
of "guilt by association." The only fair way to proceed is to grant or deny a

clearance solely on the basis of original investigations focused on the activi-

ties of the individual under consideration. Thus, the characterizations and the
files which bade them up are not needed if the Army intends to be fair to its

own.

Command Intelligence

Finally, a word should be said about "command intelligence." The terra is

my own invention, and by it I mean to refer to a variety of investigations
ordered by commanders to help maintain order, discipline, and morale among
their troops and to inform themselves about political protests within the
civilian community which may affect the security of their commands and the

efficiency of their operations. It is a catch-all category which sweeps across
all other categories, but poses some special problems of its own.
For example, there is no reason to doubt the right of a military commander

to receive information about attempts by civilian organizations to obstruct

deli\ery of supplies to his troops, disrupt armed forces entrance and examin-
ing stations, or burn down ROTC buildings. Investigation of the.se matters
for the purpose of criminal prosecution normally will lie in the hands of
civilian authorities, but commanders are entitled to sufficient information
about them to adjust military operations accordingly.
A more difficult set of circumstances exists when the commander is con-

fronted with legal efforts by civilians to proselytize his troops. Tlie communi-
cations are protected by the First Amendment, but they may affect the way
in which the commander runs tlie unit or handles the grievances of his men.
Coumiunications from some civilian opponents of war to servicemen may
evolve into criminal solicitations designed to promote disrespect for author-
ity, evasion of duty, desertion, and other crimes.

Thus, the effort to define a commander's need for information about civilian
communications to his troops quickly leads to the complicated questions about
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the proper scope of the military's surveillauce of dissent witliin its own
ranks. Because the Subcommittee lias chosen to concentrate its attention on
the surveillance of civilians, I shall not discuss the military's needs in this

area, except to note that the improper surveillance of civilians will not com-

pletely end until the political rights of servicemen receive equal consideration.

Tlie foregoing discussion does not begin to enumerate all of the instances
in which the collection or receipt of information by the military may involve

reports on the political beliefs, associations, and activities of civilians. Hope-
fully, however, it will provide a base of knowledge about the military's

intelligence needs from which the line-drawing exercise of legislative drafting
may proceed.

II. SOME GtriDES TO EEDBAFTING

S. 2318 goes a long way towards protecting the rights of civilians guaranteed
by the First Amendment and I support it heartily. At the same time, I believe

there is room for improvement. What follows are some suggestions for

redrafting.

The Prohibition

Section 1386(a) of the bill sets forth a general prohibition declaring who
should not do what to whom, and how. It provides :

'•(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, whoever being a
civil officer of the United States or an officer of the Armed Forces of the
United States employs any part of the Armed Forces of the United States or

the militia of any State to conduct investigations into, maintain surveillance

over, or record or maintain information regarding, the beliefs, associations, or

political activities of any person not a member of the Armed Forces of the
United States, or of any civilian organization, shall be fined not more than

$10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both."

Persons oUigated. The prohibition would apply only to "civil officers" [which
section (c) defines as "any civilian employee"] and "officers of the Armed
Forces." However, since much of the initiative for the surveillance excesses of

the late 1960's came from sergeants and warrant officers, it would make sense
to cover them too. The prohibition also should be rephrased to burden officers

of the militia since some National Guard bureaus have created domestic intel-

ligence networks of their own. In addition, the term "employs" probably should
be changed to "causes" to avoid semantic quibbles by defense lavpyers.

Activities prohibited. The enumeration of activities prohibited in subsection

(a) is a substantial improvement over prior drafts of the bill in that it ex-

plicitly prohibits recordkeeping as well as surveillance. The prohibition against
the maintenance of information also may be read to cover the receipt and re-

distribution of information orally, although perhaps that contingency ought to

be guarded against too. An additional phrase or term might be added to forbid

the hiring of private detectives for surveillance purposes, as occurred in the
Civil War.

Activities protected. The bill's protection of "beliefs, associations, or political
activities" seems to be both too broad and too narrow. There are no adjectives
to describe the kinds of beliefs and associations to be protected, yet there is

an ad.iective limiting the bill's prohibition to "political activities." One way to

solve the problem would be to move the adjective "political" over to modify
beliefs and associations too, but that also would be too narrow. Much of the

activity monitored by the military can not be called "political" within the plain
meaning of that word. Adding "social and religious" might help some ; so too
would a provision to cover "private affairs."

Still another ws.j to convey the essential purpose of the bill would be to

define the matters to be protected in terms of the First Amendment. In so

doing, however, it would be important to phrase the bill so as not to limit the
definition of Constitutionally protected matters to those beliefs, associations,
and activities, which can now be vindicated in civil suits under the currently
restrictive rules of standing.
Persons protected. As the bill now stands, the only persons protected are

those who are not members of the Armed Forces. This formulation is broader
than that used by the military in its current regulations (which speak of per-
sons "not affiliated with" the Armed Forces), and narrower than the class of
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persons subject to the surveillance and entitled to protection under the First

Amendment. Extending the bill's coverage to servicemen would be desirable but
would raise a host of problems which have not yet been investigated fully by
the Subcommittee. At a minimum, the bill should not imply a backhanded
approval of the military's surveillance of its own people.

Criminal penalty. Because S. 2318 is intended to extend the posse comitatus
act's ban on the use of troops to enforce civilian law, it contains a criminal

penalty. Like the posse comitatus act, this penalty is not likely to be enforced.

It .should be retained to emphasize the seriousness with which Congress regards
the prohibited activity. At the same time, every effort should be made to

devise civil remedies and administrative procedures that will ensure full com-
pliance with both the letter and the spirit of the bill.

TJw Exceptions
Subsection (b) of the bill enumerates four instances in which "the provisions

of . . . [section 13S(i] shall not apply." These exception include 1) actual mili-

tary operations pursuant to the riot and rebellion laws (10 U.S.C. Sees. 331-
333). 2) investigations of criminal conduct committed on military installations

or involving offenses to the property of the United States, 3) suitability in-

vestigations of employees and prospective employees of the Armed Forces, mili-

tia, and defense facilities, and 4) surveillance operations by the militia when
not in federal service. I will discuss each of these exceptions in turn, and
suggest some additional exceptions.
The exception clause. The great danger in writing exceptions to a bill of this

sort is that the exceptions may turn into backhanded authorizations of conduct
which the Congress means to forlnd. One way to prevent that here would be to

change the opening clause to read : "Nothing in this section shall be construed
to prohibit, or to provide authority for, the following investigative or data-

keeping activities . . .''

The riot e.vception. Subsection (b) (1) provides that the prohibition of this

bill shall not apply to the xise of the Armed Forces or the militia "when they
liave been actually and publicly assigTied by the President to the task of repel-
ling invasion or supressing rebellion, insurrection, or domestic violence pursu-
ant to the Constitution or section 331, section 332, or section 333 of title 10 of
the United States Code."

It seems to me tliat this exception is at once too broad and too narrow. As
the foregoing analysis of the Army's needs .suggests, personality and organiza-
tional data are not needed by riot units. Therefore, the bill should not allow
riot units to collect it. By clearly forbidding its collection in the course of
riots. Congress will free intelligence agents for more useful work on reconnais-
sance and liaison duty.
At tlie same time, the riot exception would appear to bar the receipt of

information from civilian law-enforcement agencies about an incipient riot in
advance of the President's order directing the deployment of troops. Nothing
in tlie bill should forbid civilian authorities from keeping the military well
informed and up-to-date on fast-breaking developments.

In addition, the provision would appear to forbid the existence of a Pentagon-
based civil disturbance analysis unit like the domestic section of the Counter-
intelligence Analysis Branch (CIAB). I believe that would be a serious mistake.
It is too much to expect military commanders to leap into domestic strife with-
out a staff to inform and advise them. CIAB during the late 1960's showed
great coolness in crisis situations and provided intelligence estimates which
were, by and large, more realistic than those produced by the Justice Depart-
ment's Interdivisional Intelligence Unit (IDIU). CIAB also provided an alter-
native source of advice to decision-makers who were continually pressed with
dire forebodings of riot and rebellion by the staff of the Directorate for Civil
Disturbance Planning and Operations (DCDPO) (now the Directorate of Mili-

tary Support). I see no reason why the Pentagon .should not have a small staff
of intelligence analysts during periods of civil disorder which can sort out and
digest reports from the civilian agencies and the press for the Army's civilian
and military leaders. In tense moments, distinterested counsel from a staff of
this sort might avert a fatal overreaction on the part of uninformed
commanders.
There is no evidence that any of the information in CIAB's data bank was
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ever used or distributed in ways which could injure the rights of individuals

or organizations. However, the possibility was always there, because CIAB"s
microfilm archive was bloated with highly sensitive FBI and Army reports on
the personal and private lives of individuals. Since such information is not

needed in riot situations, S. 2318 should forbid its retention, while also permit-

ting the military to maintain an analytical unit with authority to receive, ana-

lyze, and hold for a reasonable period of time, current reports on civil dis-

orders from appropriate law enforcement agencies and the })ress.

The military also should be permitted, at the request of the Department of

Justice, to send observers to the scene of a possible riot to help with recon-

naissance and planning.
The criminal investigations exception. The second exception in subsection (b)

of the bill would allow the military "to investigate criminal conduct committed
on a military installation or involving the destruction, damage, theft, unlawful

seizure, or trespass of the property of the United States." This exception also

appears to be to broad and too narrow.
The clause exempting the investigation of criminal conduct on military in-

stallations implies a belief that the military may never carry its criminal in-

vestigations off-post. As a general rule applicable to the United States, tliat

is true ; crimes committed off-post in the United States by military personnel
are usually investigated by civilian agencies. However, S. 231S has no geo-

graphical limitations. Thus, where Status of Forces Agreements do not require
that servicemen be tried in foreign courts for off-post crimes, nothing in the

bill should imply an intent to leave such crimes unpunished by the militai'v.

Revision of the opening clause of the subsection to clearly express an intent

not to change the current situation regarding criminal investigations would
probably solve this problem.
The first clause of the second exception also might be read to imply an intent

to forl>id the military to investigate instances of suspected sabotage at defense

facilities located in the civilian community. Undoul)tedly the purpose of the

clause is to reiterate the primacy of civilian agencies in the investigation of

crimes committed by civilians within the civilian community, but nothing in

the bill should appear to prohibit inquii-ies by responsilile military authorities

into the nature of the crime and its effect, if any. on military personnel or

operations. Nor should the bill imply an intent to bar appropriate military
commanders from receiving status reports on criminal investigations by civilian

authorities.
An example may help to illustrate this point. Suppose a political group dyna-

mites electric power lines supplying a defense facility in a civilian community
which directly supports a local military installation. The crime is not committed
on the military installation or by persons subject to the Uniform Code of

INIilitary Justice. Thus the basic criminal investigation must be conducted by
civilian authorities. At the same time, information about the crimes, the

methods in which they were carried out. and the motives of the suspected
bombers may be directly relevant to security efforts by the military commander.
He should be free to make inquiries and receive information for that specific

purpose.
The second claiise of the criminal investigations exception would appear to

authorize military investigations whenever anyone destroys, damages, steals,

unlawfully seizes, or trespasses upon the property of the United States. If

viewed as a positive grant of authority, this clause would transform the Army
into a national police force. Obviously, that is not the intent of the bill.

The siiifahilify ivvestiantinns e.rccpfion. An exception for political informa-
tion legitimately collected in the course of a security clearance or pre-employ-
ment check of a pai'ticular person is entirely appropriate so long as it is not
worded as a positive grant of authority. Any legislation giving Congressional
blessing to the security clearance program should only be adopted after the
most extensive hearings and staff investigation.
The state militia exception. The final exception in the bill would permit poli-

tical surveillance and data keeping l)y "the militia of any State" when "und^^r
the command or control of the chief executive of that State or any other appro-
priate authorities of that State." This exemption seems both unwise and
illusory.
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The exemption is unwise in tliat it miglit be construed to permit tlie military

to aeliieve tbrougli tlie National Guard, wliicli is heavily funded by the federal

government, what it would not be able to do by itself. If the National Guard

were not interested in political surveillance, that would not be a problem, but

the military departments of at least two states (Oklahoma and California) have

exhibited great interest in monitoring protest politics.

The exemption also is illusory because S. 2318 would make any National

Guard officer who collected the forbidden information while in state service an

instant criminal upon federalization. Thus the Subcommittee might wish to

alert National Guard intelligence officers to the risk this bill poses them by

foriiidding the expenditure of any federal appropriations received by the Guard

to carry out the prohibited surveillance.

Some Proposed Exceptions

In marking up this bill, the Subcommittee may find it helpful to group excep-

tions to the^prohi))ition in two categories: 1) exceptions permitting certain

kinds of investigations, and 2) exception which do not permit independent

military investigations, but which do authorize the receipt of certain kinds of

information from otlier agencies under specific restrictions defining the nature

of tlie information, liow long it may be retained, and how it may be used and

distributed. The Subcommittee also may find it helpful to prepare one list of

excepted investigative and data-keeping activities to be included in the bill,

and another to be published in its report.

The following are some investigative and/or data-keeping activities w^hich I

believe ought to be considered as candidates for exceptions, either in the bill

or in the report. The exceptions are grouped according to the categories of

intelligence needs set forth above in the first section of this statement.

Civh (lifitiirlKuice exceptions. The bill shotild not preclude the military from:

1. receiving information from the Justice Department, (and from municipal
and state authorities once troops have been alerted for potential riot duty),

bearing on the riot situation, even though that information may bear tangen-

tially on constitutionally protected political activities ;

2. "receiving information from the Justice Department or other appropriate
authorities on the status of permit negotiations for mass demonstrations where
the military may have to play a role;

3. receiving information from local, state, or federal authorities about the

intentions, capabilities, and probable courses of action of groups planning to

demonstrate against the military on or just outside a military installation or

activity.
4. observing such demonstrations from the installation or nearby.
5. collecting ordinary combat and counterintelligence (narrowly construed)

on para-military or military groups within the United States which have raised

arms against federal authority.
6. maintaining a Pentagon-based analytical unit for the purpose of monitor-

ing press reports on civil disturbance and receiving reports from civilian law
enforcement agencies relevant to civil disturbance which may affect the military
in the performance of its mission, provided however, that this unit not be

permitted to compile extensive files on politically active, law-abiding citizens,

or to disseminate its reports widely. The sole function of the unit shotild be to

inform and advise top military and civilian officials of pending or incipient civil

disturbance situations which are likely to be of direct concern to the military
in the near future.

7. sending observers, at the Justice Department's request, to potential riot

areas, to assist with planning and liaison.

CoiiuterinteUigoice exceptions. S. 2318 as now written appears to forbid the

collection of political information in the course of an investigation of espionage
or sabotage by foreign agents. Insofar as political information is part of a
dossier compiled in the course of a criminal investigation, the investigation and
retention could be authorized in a general criminal investigations exemption.
On the other hand, the investigation of espionage and sabotage also may be

part of a counterintelligence operation where the military's purpose is not to

prosecute, but to break up an enemy operation and "double" its agents back

upon their foreign masters. If the word "counterintelligence" could be given a
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sufficiently narrow definition in the bill, it could be used to express this excep-
tion. The definition, however, should explicitly exclude terms like "subversion

'

and "disaffection" and should not encompass the surveillance of dissent within

the military.
Criminal investigations exceptions. There should be no general exception for

criminal intelligence operations. However, there should be an exception for

ordinary criminal investigations which may touch upon political motives, asso-

ciations, and activities. The provision might be worded to leave untouched mili-

tary investigation-^ of possible violations of the Uniform Code of Military Jus-

tice, military investigation of crimes committed by civilians on military instal-

lations, and the investigation or receipt by the military of information pertain-

ing to joint investigations of crime, such as attempts by civilians to persuade
military personnel (or civilian employees of the Armed Forces or militia) to

violate the law or disobey lawful orders or regulations.

Security intelligence exceptions. There should be no exception which permits
the establishment of massive "subversives files" in the military. Insofar as the

subversive activity involves crimes, the investigation and data-keeping should

be left with the appropriate law enforcement units.

At the same time, military commanders should be permitted to receive reports
about politically motivated actions which may, or which have, disrupted mili-

tary installations or activities, damaged military property, impeded the flow

of military supplies, transportation, or communications, or resulted in harm
to military personnel. Reports of this sort should be periodically destroyed to

prevent the compilation of political data banks, and restrictions should be

placed on them to prevent the contamination of security clearance dossiers or

disclosure to persons without a legitimate need to know.
The unauthorized disclosure of national defense information also poses a

security problem which should be the subject of a narrowly drawn exception.
Another exception should leave the military free to receive information on

thefts of arms, ammunition or equipment, or the destruction of facilities, equip-
ment or records belonging; to defense contractors which may aff^^f^t its -.ussiov..

Command intelligence exceptions. Without tackling the entire question of the

surveillance of dissent within the military, the Subcommittee probably should

specify those instances in which it does not seek to prohibit command intelli-

gence operations, even though they may pick up information on civilian political

activity. As I see it, these should be limited to the exceptions allowed for ordi-

nary criminal investigations and the receipt of information generated by civilian

agencies involved in joint criminal investigations.
Additional exceptions. There are several additional categories of information

and investigations that also might be excepted by the Subcommittee's report
from the prohibition of this bill. These include :

1. the maintenance of congressional and press liaison files compiled solely by
the liaison personnel from overt sources and their own personal experience : and

2. the gathering of information on foreign nationals by U.S. military govern-
ments and armies of occupation for combat, civil disturbance, counterintelli-

gence, security, law enforcement, and command purposes.
Restrictions on retention. Where exceptions to the prohibition permit tlie

receipt of information on political and private affairs, restrictions ought to

specify how long it may be retained. In some areas, it may not be feasible to

specify time limits in the bill. However, where the military has received infor-

mation in connection with a riot, demonstration, or disruption, the bill should

provide that the records be turned over to civilian law enforcement authorities

or destroyed within sixty days of the withdrawal of troops or the end of the

disruption.
Restrictions on use and. distrihution. One of the most serious aspects of the

CONUS intelligence program of the late 1960's was the indiscriminate way in

which sensitive information about individuals and organizations was dis-

tributed throughout the military and law enforcement community. Thus re-

strictions on how exempted information may be used and distributed might be

appropriate, either in the bill, or in the report's recommendations to admin-
istrators.
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Remedies
Civil Actions, generally. As I read Sectiou 2691, it would do nothing to change

the definition which the Supreme Court gave to the "chilling effect' doctrine

in Laird, v. Tatutn, 408 U.S. 1 (1972). A judge interpreting the term "aggrieved"
in subsection (a) or "threatened with injury' in subsection (b) is given no
hint that he should not follow Chief Justice Burger's opinion in that case which
denied standing to persons who could only allege a present fear of future harm.
The purpose of Section 2691 should be to reverse the decision of the Supreme

Court with a Cougrestjional determination that anyone who has been the subject
of military surveillance has standing to challenge it as a violation of this bill.

The bill should amount to a legislative finding that any person who has been
the subject of the prohibited activity has suifered an injury within the meaning
of the "case or controversy" requirement of Article 111 of the Constitution. No
proof of harassment, loss of employment, or defamation should be required of

the plaintiff for the purpose of determining his right to sue.

An alternative to subsections (a) and (b) might read:

"(a) Whoever violates any provision of Section 1386 of title 18, United
States Code, shall be liable to any individual or organization that, as the result

of such violation, has been the subject of the prohibited investigation, surveil-

lance, or data-keeping in an amount equal to the sum of :

(1) any actual damages suffered by the plaintiff, but not less than liquidated

damages at the rate of $10U a day for each day during which the prohibited
data-collection activity took place ;

(2) such punitive damages as the court may allow, but not in excess of

$1,000; and
(3j the costs of any successful action for damages, together with reasonable

attorneys' fees as determined by the court.

(b) Any individual or organization that has been the subject of the pro-
hibited investigation, surveillance, or data-keeping may bring a civil action

against the United States to secure when appropriate, the following relief :

(1) injunctive and other relief directing the cessation of the prohibited
activities ;

(2) the deletion from any files kept by any department or agency of the
United States of any information gathered as a result of the prohibited data
collection activities ;

(3) further judicial orders directing the expungement of such information
from the files of state and local agencies and organizations to which it may
have been communicated.'

Class action. Section 2692 would grant standing to bring a class action to

any person who "has reason to believe" that a violation of Section 1386 has
occurred or is about to occur. It seems to me that this grant of standing is

too broad, and might generate unnecessary and frivolous suits.

In addition, there does not appear to be any reason why all three civil reme-
dies should not share the same test for standing: was the plaintiff a subject
of the forbidden surveillance. This would reduce the number of persons who
can bring a suit, but should not affect the likelihood of a prompt court test.

Limiting standing to subjects of the surveillance also would reduce the risk of
a court decision holding that the "reason to believe" test violates Article III
of the Constitution by granting standing to one who does not have the requi-
site "personal stake" to raise a justiciable "case or controversy."
An alternative provision might read :

"Any individual or organization that has been the subject of data-collection
activities prohibited by title 18, United States Code, may bring a class action

pursuant to Rule 23, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to enjoin the planning or

implementation of the prohibited data collection activities and to assure the
destruction of any unauthorized records."

Jurisdictional Amount
An additional section should be included in the bill to guarantee that no

jurisdictional amount shall be required in order to initiate in federal court
pursuant to sections 2691 and 2692.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C., April 16, 1974'

Hon. James O. Eastland,
Chaintian, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : This is in response to your request for the views of

the Department of Justice on S. 2318, the proposed "Freedom from SurveilUmce
Act of 1973."
The legislation would add a new section to title 18, United States Code,

prohibiting the use of the Armed Forces of the United States or the militia of

any State to investigate or maintain surveillance over the beliefs, associations,
or political activities of any person except in connection with certain specific

re.sponsibilities of the xVrmed Forces. It would amend title 28, United States

Code, to authorize individuals to bring injunctive and damage actions and to

permit class actions to enjoin such activities. It would also amend the Posse
Comitatus Act, 18 U.S.C. 1385, to extend that Act to all of the Armed Forces,
including the Coast Guard.

It might be noted, that section 2 would not permit the use of the Armed
Forces to maintain surveillance when the Armed Forces are being used to assist

the Secret Service in protecting the President, Vice-President and foreign visi-

tors pursuant to Public Law 90-331, since this function is not included among
the exceptions to the basic prohibition.

In addition to the criminal penalties imposed by section 2, section 3 of the
bill would authorize civil suits both for injunctions and damages. The Depart-
ment of Justice opposes this provision as authorizing unnecessary and possibly

harassing litigation. Even in those instances when section 2 would permit main-
tenance of surveillance, it is likely that suits would be filed under section 3

testing the authorization in each instance.

Section 5 would extend the Posse Comitatus Act, which presently refers only
to the Army and Air Force, to all of the Armed Forces. "Armed Forces" is

defined to include the Coast Guard as well as the traditional military branches.
This would, in effect, prohibit the Coast Guard from carrying out its historic

law enforcement duties. See 14 U.S.C. 89. We have no objection to including the
other Armed Forces but suggest that the Coast Guard be expressly excluded
from the Posse Comitatus Act.

For the foregoing reasons, the Department of Justice opposes the enactment
of S. 2318.

The Ofiice of Management and Budget advises that there is no objection to

the submission of this report from the standpoint of the Administration's

program.
Sincerely,

W. Vincent Rakestraw,
Assistant Attorney General.

Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights,
Washington, D.C, April 6, 1912.

Hon. Melvin R. Laird,
Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense,
The Pentagon, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary : The Subcommittee has received complaints that active

duty members of the Marine Corps stationed in Quantico, Virginia, have been
assigned to assist local law enforcement in apprehending civilians suspected
of violating narcotics laws in Prince William County.
Would you advise me under what conditions Marines can be assigned to

investigative and undercover work for the enforcement of federal and state
criminal laws? Would you also advise me as to the extent to which members of
the Army, Nav.v and Air Force may be assigned to such dvities?

It would be especially helpful to receive copies of the regulations for each of
the Services governing this matter.

Sincerely yours,
Sam J. Ervin, .Jr.,

Chairman.
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General Counsel of the Department of Defense,
Washington, D.C., April 26, 1972.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judicianj.
U.S. Senate, Washington, B.C.

I
Dear Senator Ervin : The Secretary of Defense has requested that I re-

spond to yonr letter of April 6, 1972, concerning a complaint you have received
about active duty Marine Corps personnel being assigned to assist local law
enforcement agencies in Prince "William County, Virginia.

Tlie particular incident to v^hich we believe you refer occurred in about
August 1971, in the vicinity of a shopping center in Manassas, Virginia. Author-
ities at the Marine Corps Base, Quantico, had been concerned for some time
about keeping drugs of all kinds off the base and out of military hands. In
late July 1971. information was received from local Prince William County
police that some cars bearing Marine Corps "decals" had been observed in the

Westgate Shopping Center in possible involvement with drug transfers. It was
surmisetl that Marines may have been buying drugs from civilians at the shop-
ping center.

As a result of this information, two Marine Corps personnel were authorized
to go to the shopping center, with the knowledge of and in cooperation with the

County police officials, to determine whether there was any Marine involvement
in drug traffic in that vicinity. They were not assigned to assist local law en-
forcement i)ersonnel but rather were there to ascertain whether any Marines or
other military personnel were engaged in drug traflSc. Several AWOL Marines
were detected in the course of their actions and later apprehended but none
was established as engaged in the drug traffic under investigation by local police.
On September 10, 1971, local authorities arrested approximately 30 persons. 29
of whom were charged and later convicted of drug possession, sale, or related
transactions. As it developed, none of these thirty was a military member, and
it was therefore concluded that further Marine Corps participation would be
unfruitful. At the subsequent trial in Circuit Court, Prince William County,
"\'irginia, held in January 1972, Marine Corps personnel appeared pursuant to

subpoena and testified to their knowledge of the defendants' participation in

drug traffic.

The Marine Corps as well as all other military units maintain close liaison
with local law enforcement agencies in the vicinity of military bases. For the
policies governing the employment of military resources in the event of civil

disturbances see DoD Directive 3025.12, August 29, 1971, attached.
Also attached hereto are copies of regulations for each of the Services relat-

ing to conflict of interest and oiitside employment of military personnel. Your
particular attention is invited to Marine Corps Order 5330.3, dated Decem-
ber 21, 1970, attached, which contains prohibitions on civilian employment of
active duty Marine Corps personnel. Paragraph 4.d. of this directive refers

specifically to the pi'ohibitiou against engaging in civilian employment as law
enforcement officers for a public police force.

We trust this information help to set the record straight concerning the

specific complaint you have in mind.
Sincerely,

J. Fred Buzhardt.

Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights.
Washington, B.C., July 30, 1913.

Hon. JAjrES Schlesinger,
Secretary, Department of Defense,
Dear Mr. Secretary: As I indicated in my letter of July 3, 1973. the Con-

stitutional Rights Subcommittee intends to continue its inquiry into surveil-
lance by the military and other government agencies of political activities of
Americans. You were kind enough in your reply of July 14, 1973, to offer your
cooperation and to designate Mr. Martin Hoffman as liaison with the Subcom-
mittee.

32-996—74 14
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I am submitting with tliis letter a set of inquiries on tliis subject. Mr. BasliirJ f
of the Subcommittee will be in touch with Mr. Hoffman in case any problems'
arise with respect to this inquiry.

I want to thank you for your cooperation in the Subcommittee's endeavor,
Vv'ith kindest wishes,

aincerely yours,
Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chah'iiian.

Enclosure.
I. COJrTINUING INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

A. On March 1, 1971, the Department of Defense issued DoD Directive
5200.27 governing the collection and retention of information on the political
activities of Americans unaffiliated with the Armed Forces. The Department
has forwarded to the Subcommittee a copy of this directive as well as
USAINTC Reg. 381-100, dated 2 January 1970. The USAINTC Reg. included

Chapter 6 which is classified "Secret" and published under separate cover
The Subcommittee has also received Changes 1, 2 and 3 to the USAINTC Reg,
and no changes to DoD Directive 5200.27.

(1) Are the DoD Directive and USAIXTC Regulation still in effect?

(2) Since the dates of their issuance (March 1, 1971, and January 2, 1970)
have there been further formal changes to the DoD Directive or the USAINTC
Reg. which are not in the Subcommittee's possession?

(3) Since these dates, have there been any other directives or orders—
classified or not—which amend, alter, modify, interpret or make exception to

the provisions of the DoD Directive or the USAINTC Regulation in any respect?
(4) Have any one-time or temporary exceptions or modifications been granted

to the provisions of the DoD Directive, or the USAINTC Regulation under the

provisions of para. 1-23 (c) or otherwise?

(5) Does the Directive apply to operations of the NSA, DIA and all other

agencies under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense? If not, please
submit copies of the analogous regulations or orders which govern the collec-

tion of Intelligence by these agencies.
(6) Prior to March 1, 1971, was any information collected by the Depart-

ment of the Army about civilians unaffiliated with the Department of Defense
ever transmitted to NSA?

(7) Subsequent to that date, was any such information ever transmitted to

NSA? Does NSA now possess any such information?

(8) If the answer to (6) or (7) is yes, please describe the kind, amount and
nature of the information, and the circumstances of its transfer.

B. Section I of DoD Directive 5200.27 states that the directive applies to the
collection of information regarding all persons and organizations not affiliated

with the Department of Defense. Section II of the Directive provides, however,
that it is applicable only to the use of military forces located within the 50
states and the territories and possessions of the United States. Para. 1-13 of
USAINTC Regulation contains the.se same provisions.

(1) Does the DoD Directive prohibit the collection of information on Ameri-
can civilians living abroad by military forces stationed outside the 50 states or

the territories and possessions of the United States?

(2) If not, are there other directives, regulations, or orders which do pro-
hibit such information-gathering?

(3) If there are not such regulations, are there other directives, regulations,
or orders which limit or regulate such information-gathering?

C. Change 1 to USAINTC Reg. 381-100, dated 1 June 1971, added Section IV
of Chapter 1, entitled "Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and
Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of Defense," and Section X
of Chapter 6, entitled "Counterintelligence Information Reporting." Para.
1-13 (a) of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 states that it implements a Department of

Army letter directing the implementation of DoD Directive 5200.27. It does not

purport to supersede the existing provisions of USAINTC 381-100 except where
they are In conflict with the policies stated.

(1) Are the procedures authorized by Chapter 6 of USAINTC Reg. 381-100
still valid as long as the intelligence collecting does not exceed the limits
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established by DoD Directive 5200.27 and Chapter 1, Section IV of USAINTC
J Reg. 381-100 V

(2) If so, how many covert special operations plans have been proposed under
the provisions of para. 6-14 since 1 June 1971, the date of Change 1 to

USAINTC Reg. 381-100? Plow many received approval by USAINTC? By De-

partment of the Army? By the Chairman of the Defense Investigative Review
Council (DIRC)? Please specify the nature and circumstances of each plan
which received approval.

(3) Para. 6-lG(b) (2) alludes to the fact that some of the covert operations
plans may entail "clandestine" (defined as "illegal") activities. Did any cover

special operati(ms plans proposed under para. 0-14 since 1 June 1971 entail

"clandestine" activities? How many such plans were approved by USAINTC?
By Dei)artment of the Army? By DIRC? Pleaase specify the nature and cir-

cumstances of each plan which received approval.
(4) Section IV, Chapter of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 authorizes Aggressive

Counterintelligence Pntgrams (ACIP), to be initiated on the request of local

commanders. How many such requests for ACIP'.s were received by USAINTC
after 1 June 1971? How many were approved by USAINTC? Is approval I'or

such plans required by any higher level of authority? Please specify the nature
and circumstances of each re(juest which received approval of USAINTC or any
higher authority.

(5) Secticm VI, Chapter 6 of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 authorizes covert
Offensive Counterintelligence Operations (OFCO), to be initiated by MI group
commanders. How many such operations were proposed by MI group com-
manders after 1 June 1971? How many were approved by USAINTC? Is ap-
proval for .svich plans required by any higher level of authority? Is higher
aiithority required to be informed either before or after initiation? Please

specify the nature and circumstances of each plan which received approval of
USAINTC or any higher authority.

(6) Section VII, Chapter 6 of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 provides, inter alia,

for the selection and development of "confidential sources" among Department
of Army personnel. Para. 6^39(C) (e) further alludes that some of these may
be called upon to perform "clandestine" (defined as "illegal") acts. How many
such "confidential sources" are now maintained by USAINTC? How many of

these are classified as "clandestine" sources?
(7) Is the Interagency Source Registry, provided for in Section VIII, Chap-

ter 6, USAINTC Reg. 381-100, still in existence? If not, on what date did it

cease operation?
(8) Para. 6-62 (d) of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 authorizes off-post monitoring

of "subversive activity" under certain circumstances if the approval of the De-
partment of Army has been ol>tained. How many requests to conduct such moni-
toring have been made to USAINTC since 1 June 1971? How many were ap-
proved by USAINTC? By Department of Army? Please specify the requesting
unit, the approving authority, the activity monitored and the results of such
operations.

(9) Section XII. Chapter 6 of USAINTC Reg. 381-100 provides for use of

video tape and equipment to conduct intelligence operations. Plow many opera-
tions plans calling for use of such equipment were submitted to USAINTC
since 1 June 1971? How many were approved by L'SAINT'C? By Department of

Army? Again, please specify the requesting unit, the approving authority, and
how such equipment was employed.

D. We have noted that neither the DoD Directive nor the USAINTC Regu-
lation applies specifically to military units stationed outside the 50 states or
territories and possessions of the United States. The Subcommittee is inter-

ested in knowing whether P'SAINTC collects information on American citizens

living outside the United States and its territories and possessions who are not
affiliated with the Department of Defense. Specifically :

(1) If there are such operations, are they then governed by the limitations
of DoD Regulation 5200.27 or ITSAINTC Reg. 381-100?

(2) If they are so governed, please furnish the Subcommittee with the num-
ber of special operations plans authorized under the provisions of para. 6-14
of USAINTC Reg. 381-100; the number of these plans which involved "clan-
destine"' activities under para. 6-16 (b) (2) ; the number of ACIP's authorized
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iiiKlor Section IV, Chapter 6; the number of OFCO's authorized under Section

VI, Chapter 6; and, finally, the number of instances where off-post monitoring
under para. 6-62 (d) have been authorized in overseas locations. (The Sub-

committee realizes that these figures may be included in the totals furnished

in the previous answers.)

(3) If intelligence-gathering activities are being carried out by USAIXTC
against xVmerican civilians living abroad, and these are not governed by DoD
Directive 5200.27 and USAIXTC Reg. 381-100, under what regulation are they

being carried out? If such an alternative regulation exists, the Subcommittee
a.'<ks that it be furnished a copy.

(4) If intelligence-gathering activities are being carried out by USAINTC
against American civilians living abroad, which, if any, of the following tech-

niques have been employed to collect such intelligence :

a. Wiretapping ;

b. Electronic bugging;
c. Covert infiltration ;

d. Opening, copying or tampering with mail ;

e. Burglaries or other clandestine means ;

f . Informants ;

g. Overt observation ;

h. Videotape equipment :

i. Liaison with foreign governments ; and

.i. Liaison with U.S. agencies.

(5) Has any intelligence operation been conducted by USAINTC involving

the activities of one Thomas Schwaetzer or one Max Watts, residing in Heidel-

berg. West Germany? If so, has this operation entailed a wiretap by USAINTC
on telephone number 06223-3316? To what intelligence operation does the USI
case number A-008S refer?

(6) Does USAINTC maintain a dossier on Lawyer's Military Defense Com-
mittee attorney Howard DeXike, residing in Heidelberg, West Germany? If so,

what is the authority for the maintenance of such dossier?

E. The Subcommittee is interested in learning the extent of surveillance

activity over civilians which is carried out by all subordinate units of the

Department of Defense, and not simply those of the Army or the USAINTC.
What other agencies or units under departmental jurisdiction are now author-

ized to collect intelligence on civilians and civilian organizations—either within

or without the 50 states and the territories and possessions of the United

States? What directives or regulations govern such activities? Please furnish

the Subcommittee with copies of such regulations. In particular, the Subcom-
mittee has not received copies of regulations issued by the Navy or Air Force

which correspond to USAINTC Reg. 381-100. Accordingly, we request copies

of those regulations issued by the other services since March 1, 1971, which

govern their intelligence activities both within and without the continental

United States.

II. MILITARY PARTICIPATION IN INTERAGEXCY INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

A. In the course of the Subcommittee's investigation into Army surveillance

beginning in 1970. it was ascertained that military representatives held seats

as late as 1970 on the two standing committees of the Justice Department's
Interdivisional Intelligence Unit, namely, the Intelligence Evaluation Com-
mittee and the Law Enforcement Policy Committee.
DoD Directive 5200.27 did not specifically preclude the military's participa-

tion in interagency intelligence committees, such as the Justice Department's
IDIU. In fact, Section IV (c) of the directive acknowledges that the "Attorney
General is the chief civilian ofiicer in charge of coordinating all federal govern-
ment activities relating to civil disturbances," and that information may be

obtained from the Justice Department which relates to the military's civil dis-

turbance function, providing the receipt of such information has been author-

ized by the Secretary of Defense or his designee. USAINTC Reg. 381-100 also

clearly contemplates close liaison with the Justice Department. Participation
in interagency intelligence committees or other activities seems to have been

implicitly allowed for.
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(1) To what extent, if any, did Department of Defense personnel continue
to participate in any interagency intelligence evaluation committees after the

promulgation of DoD Di retire 5200.27 on 1 March 1971? The Subcommittee is

interested in participation in any sort of domestic intelligence committee,
wliether formal or ad hoc, or whether created under the auspices of the IDIU,
the Internal Security Division or any other Division of the Justice Depart-
ment, the White House or any other agency of the Executive Branch.

(2) If, indeed, there was such participation by Defense Department per-

sonnel, please provide the names of the intelligence committees, the names and
offices of those participating, and the inclusive dates of such participation.

(3) Again, if there was such participation, please describe the purpose and
nnthority of each committee. If there are written statements to this effect,

please include a copy of them. The Subcommittee also requests that it be fur-
nished copies of any reports which these committees may have produced.

(4) Please indicate if participation is continuing.

III. OPERATION OF THE DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE REVIEW COUNCIL (dIRC)

A. DoD Directive 5200.27 established the Defense Investigative Review
Council (DIRC) to monitor the operation of the Defense Department's intelli-

gence activities in order to insure that the regulation was being complied with.
The Subcommittee subsequently did receive copies of inspection schedules
which the DIRC had conducted or intended to conduct.

(1) The Subcommittee has never received any of the inspection reports.
"We now request that copies of all these reports be made available to us. We
.ire. of course, particularly interested in any such reports which include evi-

dence of (a) continued domestic surveillance of civilians by military agents
in violation of the DoD Directive, (b) the maintenance of domestic intelligence
information collected after the date of the regulation, or (c) the maintenance
of domestic intelligence information which had not ]»eeu destroyed as required
liy the regulation. Any record of corrective action taken by the DIRC or the
unit involved should also be included.

(2) Does the DIRC review the intelligence activities of the Defense Intelli-

gence Service? If so, what has been the Council's findings in regard to this

agency's compliance with the DoD regulation?
(3) Does the DIRC review the intelligence activities of the National Security

Agency? If so, what have been the Council's findings with respect to compliance
on the part of this agency?

(4) Does the DIRC review intelligence activities of Defense Department
units outside the continental United States? If so, what have been the DIRC's
findings with respect to compliance in this area?

(5) Please submit copies of all DIRC reports with respect to compliance by
DIS, NSA, and intelligence activities by units of the Department of Defense.

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington, D.C. November S, 1913.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin, ,Tr.,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washingtoi}, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : The Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense has
reviewed and asked me to send to you the answers to the comprehensive list

of questions contained in your letter of July 30. 1973.
In responding to your inquiries, we have attempted to avoid limited and

technical answers but rather to address the underlying issues which we believe
concern you. Additionally, it may prove useful to have staff discussions of the
efforts that have been made to restructure and limit the investigative activities
of the Department of Defense.

It is our hope that the attached information and the ensuing dialogue will

respond to your concerns.

Sincerely,
D. O. CooKE.

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Attachments.
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Answers to Inquiries of Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
Submitted to the Secretary of Defense on July 30, 1973

section i.a

Question: On March 1, 1971, the Department of Defense issued DoD Directive

5200.27 governing the collection and retention of information on the political

activities of Americans unaflBliated with the Armed Forces. The Department
has forwarded to the Snhcommittee a copy of this directive as well as USAINTC
Reg. 381-100, dated 2 January 1970. The USAINTC Reg. included Chapter 6

which is classified "SECRET" and published under separate cover. The Sub
cnnnnittee has also received Changes 1, 2 and 3 to the USAINTC Reg. and no

changes to DoD Directive 5200.27.

Comment : USAINTC Reg. 381-100 dated 2 January 1970, is not and does not

purport to be the Army's implementation of DoD Directive 5200.27. The Army's
primary implementation of the latter mentioned DoD Directive is the enclosed

Department of the Army letter dated June 1, 1971. As Section 3 of the Army's
1 June 1971 letter states, "This letter is the sole mid excluswe autlwriti) for

collecting, reporting, processing and storing investigative and related counter-

intelligence information on civilians not affiliated with the Department of

Defense."' Also, it states: "Ao other Deimrtment of the Army or subordinate
coiiiiinnid regulations, policy letter, circular or other form of authority, classi-

fied or unclassified, may he used to justify activities forhiddcn, by this letter."

(Attachment 1)
(Attachment 1 is printed in Hearings l)efore the Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Rights "Federal Data Banks, Computers, and the Bill of Rights," 1971,

at p. 1239.)
SECl'IOX I.A. (1)

Question: Are the DoD Directive (5200.27) and USAINTC Reg. still in effect?

Answer : DoD Dir. 5200.27, dated March 1, 1971, is still in effect. USAINTC
Reg. 381-100 with changes 1, 2 and 3, is also in effect.

SECTION i.a. (!•)

Question: Since the dates of their issuance (March 1, 1971, and January 2,

1970), have there been further formal clianges to the DoD Directive or the

USAINTC Regulation, which are not in the Subcommittee's possession?
Answer : DoD Directive 5200.27 has not been formally changed. USAINTC

Regulation 380-211 issued on January 2. 1970. has been changed by Change 1,

dated 1 June 1971, Change 2, dated 8 Nov 1971, and Change 3, dated 14 Feb
1972.

section i.a. (.3)

Question: Since these dates, have there been any other directives or orders—
classified or not—which amend, alter, modify, interpret or make exception to

the provisions of the DoD Directive or the USAINTC Regulations in any
respect ?

Answer : Yes. DIRC supplemental guidance has resulted in modifications and
interpretations which have been incorporated in the unclassified Army letter ot^
1 June 1971, attachment 1. In addition, ACSI DA subsequently has issued in-

ter])retations of the 1 June 1971 letter as shown in attachments 2, 3 and 4.

By letter of August 3, 1971, Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt, General Counsel of the

DoD, furnished Chairman Ervin the essence of six actions of supplemental
guidance promulgated liy the DIRC. These concerned the following subjects :

Detailed Guidance on Retention of Investigative Records
DIRC Inspection Techniques
A Revieiv of Counterintelligence Publications

Investigative and Related Counterintelligence Terminology
Standards for Recruitment, Training and Accreditation of DoD Investi

gative Personnel
Special Operations Requests

In late 1971, the DIRC examined the feasibility of extending DIRC investi-

gative policies and prohibitions with respect to U.S. citizens overseas, paying
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particular attention to local customs, laws, status of forces agreements, and

other legal considerations aftecting investigative activities in foreign countries.

The DIRC agreed unanimously not to enlarge the geographic boundaries set

forth in DoD Directive 5200.27. They noted the continuing effort to separate

the idea of investigations of our own personnel from intelligence operations and
observed that overseas, much of our investigative activity intertwines v^-ith and
is inseparable from foreign intelligence missions. To extend investigative poli-

cies abroad might tend to blur the distinctions drawn by DIRC between intelli-

gence gathering and investigations of personnel. Further, differences in rela-

tionships with "foreign governments, treaties, status of force agreements, and
some unstated or unwritten accords, all serve to make application of DIRC
policies abroad enormously complicated.

Subsequently the DIRC has addressed the issue of AppUcaMity of DIRC
Guidelines toCriminal Investigative Aetivities—The main objectives were to

examine the advisability of extending DIRC guidelines to criminal investiga-

tive activities, the adequacy of present restrictions on military criminal in-

vestigators, and the practical considerations attendant upon any such expan-
sion of DIRC juri.sdietion. The DIRC decided that DIRC constraints do apply
to criminal investigative activities where such activities involve alleged sub-

version, espionage, sabotage or other security related matters.

The criminal investigative activities of the military departments in the

civilian community were determined to be closely regulated by statute. Service

regulations and the Delimitations x\greement between the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and DoD agencies. Essentially, the .iurisdiction of military law
enforcement investigators within the United States is limited to persons sub-

ject to military law, or otherwise affiliated with the Department of Defense, as

defined by DIRC. (The DIRC definition of "affiliation"' in incorporated in im-

plementing directives previously furnished Chairman Ervin. )

Also, the DIRC has held that except in cases where concurrent military in-

vestigative responsibility exists, DoD command and supervisory officials shall

not sanction or lend affirmative support for the use of DoD personnel as pro-

spective sources or informants for civilian law enforcement agencies.
When the Defense Investigative Service was created in early 1972, it was

immediately placed under the civilian overview of the DIRC, and since becom-

ing operational in October 1972, has been included in inspections by DIRC
principals.
The DIRC examined the issue of bilateral counterespionage operations, and

granted blanket authority for the participation of military investigative agen-
cies in the conduct of operations against foreign intelligence agencies in the

U.S., in those cases where the operation is controlled by a non-DoD Federal

agency. If, however, in the exercise of this authority, the penetration or the

covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance of a domestic civilian organization

by DoD personnel is contemplated, specific DIRC approval for the special oper-
ation must be obtained under DIRC rules.

The issue of applying the DIRC restrictions to National Guard units was
resolved by the DIRC with the holding that only when federalized is the Guard
bound by DoD Directives, at which time all the prohibitions and restrictions of

DoD Directive 5200.27 apply to personnel of a federalized unit.

The DIRC has also held that, with the exception of electronic monitoring,
the prohibitions of DoD Directive 5200.27 do not apply to civilians on a mili-

tary base.

The DIRC has also amended DIRC file retention criteria by adding the fol-

lowing provisions :

'•File holdings of investigative agencies resulting from any activities

involving an inquiry from members of the public to the DoD for informa-

tion relating to Dob functions or units, unit insignia, signatures or photos
of senior commanders, etc., may be retained subject to annual review for

perlinency."
"File holdings of investigative agencies resulting from any activities

involving an unsubstantiated report to DoD components from members of

the public alleging imminent invasions, communist plots and similar events
of a delusional nature, and assorted "crank" files, may be retained in excess

of one year but subject to annual review for their pertinency."
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Also, as a result of Chairman Erviu's recent request to the Secretary of

Defense not to destroy certain "domestic intelligence files," a directive to with-

hold all destruction of files was issued as shown in Attachment 5.

SECTION I.A. (4)

Question: Have any one-time or temporary exceptions or modifications been

granted to the provisions of the DoD Directive, or the USAINTC Regulation
under the provisions of paragraph 1-23 (c) or otherwise?
Answer : No. However, in accordance with the provisions of the DoD Direc-

tive which provides for the Secretary of Defense or his designee to authorize

an exception to certain prohibited activities, the Chairman of the DIRC has.

since March 1971, authorized a small number of special operations under Sec-

tion V. E. of DoD Directive 5200.27. No other exceptions to prohibited activities

have been made since promulgation of this directive. None of the exceptions
granted under Section V.E. of the DoD Directive has involved a request initi-

ated under USAINTC Regulation 381-100.

SECTION I.A. (5)

Question: Does the Directive apjily to operations of the NSA, DIA and all

other agencies under the jurisdiction of the DoD? If not, please submit copies
of the analogous regulations or orders which govern the collection of intelli-

gence by these agencies?
Answer : The DoD Directive applies to the NSA and the DIA and other

Defense agencies within the geographical areas covered by the DoD Directive.

It does not apply to "the acquisition of foreign intelligence information or to

activities involved in ensuring communications security," and hence does not

apply to the foreign intelligence gathering activities of both the DIA and NSA.
It does apply to their personnel investigative activities within the 50 states,

the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico and U.S. teriitories and possessions.

Copies of the relevant directives are enclosed as Attachments 6 (DIxV) and 7

(NSA). (Attachment 7 omitted)

SECTION I.A. (C)

Question: Prior to March 1, 1971, was any information collected by the DA
about civilians unaffiliated with the Department of Defense ever transmitted
to NSA?
Answer : Tes. Summaries of Information and other Civil Disturbance docu-

ments, including the so-called "compendium," were fiirnished to the National

Security Agency and other DoD components by the Department of the Army
during 'the period 1968-1969. The NSA copies of the "compendium" ("Civil Dis-

turbance and Dissidence," Vols I and II) have all been destroyed. The NSA
advises that they have no such civil disturbance information from the Depart-
ment of the Army or any other source in their possession. According to limited

records still available from that period, it seems that whatever information was
received was disposed of liy the National Security Agency because it was of no
interest to that Agency. In any event, we are certain (as we previously ad-

vised Chairman Ervin on January 23. 1973) that the National Security Agency
was not furnished and is not maintaining copies of Army files and data banks

relating to domestic surveillance of the late 1960's.

SECTION I.A. (7)

Question: Subsequent to that date, was any such information ever transmitted
to NSA? Does NSA now possess any such information?
Answer : No to both questions.

SECTION I.A. (8)

Question: If the answer to (6) and (7) is yes, please describe the kind,
amount and nature of the information, and the circumstances of its transfer.

Answer: See answers to (6) and (7) above.
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SECTION I.B.

Question: Section I of DoD Directive 5200.27 states tliat the directive applies

to tlie collection of information regarding all persons and organizations not

affiliated with the Department of Defense. Section II of the Directive provides,

however, that it is applicable only to the use of military forces located within

the 50 states and the territories and possessions of the United States. Para-

graph 1-13 of USAINTC Regulation contains these same provisions.

(1) Does the DoD Directive prohibit the collection of information on Ameri-

can civilians living abroad by military forces stationed outside the 50 states

or the territories and possessions of the United States?

Answer : No.

SECTION I.B. (2)

Question: If not, are there other directives, regulations or orders which do

prohibit such information-gathering? (Underlining added)
Answer: No. However, it is important to point out that any investigation

done by military investigators anywhere must be authorized. Prohibitions alone

do not* set the stage for what an investigator can or cannot do. In order for a

military investigator to undertake an investigation, there must be some author-

ized and legitimate mission-related military purpose in doing so. Moreover, in

drafting DoD Directive 5200.27, it was only thought necessary to prohibit cer-

tain activities within the US. its territories and possessions, because it was in

these geographical areas where the military previously had been tasked to

gather civil disturbance information circa 1968-1969, which the Directive issued

on March 1, 1971, was designed to prohibit, except in carefully delimited

circumstances.

SECTION I.B. (3)

Question: If there are not such regulations, are there other directives, regu-

lations or orders which limit or regulate such information gathering?
Answer: Yes. For example. Status of Forces Agreements (SOFA) in some

countries severely delimit or prohibit our investigative activities within the

civilian community. This varies from country to country. Our internal regula-

tions of overseas commands reflect these SOFA's, and other written or un-

written accords. As a different kind of example, overseas command within the

Army require approval for counterintelligence wiretaps to be given only at

theatre (USAREUR or USARPAC) level. Thus, in Europe the authority who
approves all requests for such wiretaps is the Deputy Chief of Staff. Intelli-

gence, Headquarters USAREUR. acting for the CINC, USAREUR. In West

Germany, the actual wiretap is performed by Federal Republic authorities in

accordance with the provisions of German law, but only after initial approval
for the wiretap is given by the DCSI. USAREUR. In Army criminal investiga-

tions, world-wide, initial approval for all wiretaps must be obtained from the

Commander, CID Command in Washington, D.C.

SECTION I.e.

Question: Change 1 to USAINTC Reg. 3S1-100, dated 1 June 1971, added
Section IV of Chapter 1, entitled "Acquisition of Information Concerning Per-

sons and Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of Defense," and
Section X of Chapter 6. entitled "Counterintelligence Information Reporting."
Para. 1-13 (a) of USAINTC Reg. 3S1-100 states that it implements a Depart-
ment of Army letter directing the implementation of DoD Directive 5200.27.

It does not purport to supersede the existing provisions of USAINTC 381-100

except where they are in conflict with the policies stated.

(1) Are the procedures authorized by Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation
381-100 still valid as long as the intelligence collecting does not exceed the

limits established by DoD Directive 5200.27 and Chapter 1, Section IV of

USAINTC Regulation 381-100?
Answer : Yes, procedures authorized by Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation

381-100 are still valid under the conditions set forth in this question.
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SECTION I.e. (2)

Question: If so, how many covert special operations plans have been proposed
under the provisions of para 6-14 since 1 June 1971, the date of Change 1 to

USAINTC Regulation 381-100? How many received approval by USAINTC?
By Department of the Army? By the Chairman of the Defense Investigative
Review Council ( DIRC ) ? Please specify the nature and circumstances of each

plan which received approval.
Answer : Since 1 June 1971, one covert special operation has been proposed

to USAINTC by a subordinate element and is currently under consideration.

No plans for such operations have been approved by HQ, USAINTC nor have

any such plans been submitted for approval to Department of the Army (DA).

SECTIOX I.e. (3)

Question: Para 6-16 (b) (2) alludes to the fact that some of the covert opera-
tions plans may entail "clandestine" (defined as "illegal") activities. Did any
covert special operations plans proposed under para 6-14 since 1 June 1971 en-

tail "clandestine" activities? How many such plans were approved by
USAINTC? By Department of the Army? By DIRC? Please specify the nature

and circimistances of each plan which received approval.
Answer : The proposed covert special operation mentioned in the response to

Question (2) above, does not entail "clandestine" activities, nor does it entail

"illegal" activities.

SECTION I.e. (4)

Question: Section IV, Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation 381-100 authorizes

Aggressive Counterintelligence Programs (ACIP) to be initiated on the request
of local commanders. How many such requests for ACIPs were received by
USAINTC after 1 June 1971? ilow many were approved by USAINTC? Is

approval for such plans required by any higher level of authority? Please

specify the nature and circumstances of each request which received approval
of USAINTC or any higher authority?
Answer: USAINTC has received a total of seven requests for ACIPs since

1 June 1971. Of these, two have been approved by USAINTC and by DA. DA
approval of all ACIPs is required. Each of the ACIPs which has been approved
was requested because the installation commander felt that a threat to the

security of his installation existed or because he felt that the sensitivity of

the installation's activities dictated expanded security protection. (ACIP oper-
ations are on-post operations designed to give indications of internal security

problems.) There are 9 other ACIPs, approved prior to 1 June 1971, which are

still on-going.
SECTION I.e. (5)

Question: Section VI, Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation .381-100 authorizes

covert Offensive Counterintelligence Operations (OFCO), to be initiated by MI
group commanders. How many siich operations were proposed by MI group
commanders after 1 June 1971? How many were approved by USAINTC? Is

higher authority required to be informed either before or after initiation?

Please specify the nature and circumstances of each plan which received ap-

proval of USAINTC or any higher authority.
Answer : Countersubversion Offensive Counterintelligence Operations can be

proposed but not initiated by MI Group commanders. As indicated in response
to Section I.C. (2) above, one such covert operation has been proposed since

1 June 1971. No such operations have been approved by USAINTC. Approval
for all such plans must be given by the Under Secretary of the Army and by
the Chairman of the DIRC before initiation of an OFCO.

SECTION I.C. (6)

Question: Section VII. Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation 381-100 provides
inter alia, for the selection and development of "confidential sources" among
Department of Army personnel. Para 6-39 (C) (e) further alludes that some
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of these may be called upon to perform "clandestine" (defined as "illegal")

acts. How many such "confidential sources" are now maintained by USxVINTC?
How many of tliese are classified as "clandestine" soui'ces?

Answer: USAINTC currently maintains 29 confidential sources who operate
in support of ACIPs. None of these is classified as "clandestine," and none is

involved in illegal activities.

SECTION I.e. (7)

Question: Is the Interagency Source Registry, provided for in Section VIII,

Chapter 6, USAINTC Regulation 3S1-100, still in existence? If not, on wliat

date did it cease operation?
Answer : The Interagency Source Registry is still in existence.

SECTION I.e. (8)

QKCstion: Para 6-62 (d) of USAINTC Regulation 381-100 authorizes off-

post monitoring of "subversive activity" under certain circumstances if the

approval of the Department of Army has been obtained. How many requests to

conduct such monitoring have been made to USAINTC since 1 June 1971? How
many were approved by USAINTC? By Department of the Army? Please

specify the requesting unit, the approving authority, the activity monitored and
the results of such operations.
Answer : No requests for off-post monitoring have been made to USAINTC

since 1 June 1971 nor have any been approved by HQ USAINTC or by the

Department of tlie Army.
SECTION I.e. (9)

Question: Section XII, Chapter 6 of USAINTC Regulation 381-100 provides?
for use of video tape and equipment to conduct intelligence operations. How
many operations plans calling for use of such equipment were submitted to

USAINTC since 1 June 1971? How many were approved by USAINTC. By De-

partment of the Army? Again, please specify the requesting unit, the approving
authority, and how such equipment was employed.
Answer : No operations plans calling for the use of video tape and equipment

have been submitted to USAINTC since 1 June 1971. None has been approved
by HQ USAINTC nor by DA.

SECTION I.D.

Question: AVe have noted that neither the DoD Directive nor the USAINTC
Regulation applies si^eciflcally to military units stationed outside the 50 states

or territories and possessions of the United States. The Subcommittee is inter-

ested in knowing wh.ether USAINTC collects information on American citizens

living outside the I'nited States and its territories and possessions who are not
affiliated with the Department of Defense. Specifically :

(1) If tliere are such operations, are thev then governed by the limitations
of DoD Regulation 5200.27 or USAINTC Regnlation 381-100?
Answer : No. Normally, USAINTC does not collect information on American

citizens living outside the United States and its territories and possessions.
USAINTC's geographic area of jurisdiction and responsibility for providing
counterintelligence investigative support to US Army elements consists of
CONUS (the 4S contiguous states. Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands).
(Note that Hawaii is not included in USAINTC's area of jurisdiction). In the

extremely rare cases in whicli USAINTC might become involved in such activi-

ties, the activities will not be governed by DoD Directive 5200.27 or USAINTC
Regulation 381-100. (See response to question (3) below). Overseas major
Army commands possess and control organic counterintelligence elements.

SECTION I.D. (2)

Question: If they are so governed, please furnish the Subcommittee with the
number of special operations plans authorized under the provisions of para
6-14 of USAINTC Regulation 381-100; the mmiber of these plans which In-

volved "clandestine" activities under para 6-16(b) (2) ; the number of ACIPs
authorized under Section IV, Chapter 6; the number of OFCO's authorized
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under Section VI, Chapter 6 ; and finally, the number of instances where off-

post monitoring under para 6-62 (d) have been authorized in overseas locations.

(The Subcommitee realizes that these figures may be included in the totals

furnished in the previous answers.
Answer: See answer to Question (1) above.

SECTIOX I.D. (3) .1;

Pepi

tollc

(sse:

Hie

Question: If intelligence-gathering activities are being carried out by
USAINTC against American civilians living abroad, and these are not governed
by DoD Directive 5200.27, and USAINTC Regulation 381-100, under what regu-
lation are they being carried out? If such an alternative regulation exists, the
Subcommittee asks that it be furnished a copy.
Answer : Counterintelligence activities carried out in overseas areas are gov-

erned by Army Regulation 3S1-130, Counterintelligence Investigations Super-
vision and Control, and Army Regulation 381-47, US Army Offensive Counter-

intelligence Operations. Copies of these regulations were previously furnished
the Subcommittee. As indicated in paragraph 6b (3) of AR 381-47, USAINTC

'\^

may assume control of an overseas counterintelligence investigation/operation,
but only with the specific approval of HO, Department of the Army. Currently,
USAINTC is not controlling any such activities in oversea Army commands.
The US Army does not carry out information gathering (investigative) activi-

ties against American civilians anywhere in the world unless such individuals
are involved in activities which threaten the accomplishment of the Army's Jj
mission and functions.

;
n

SECTION I.I). (1)

Question: If intelligence-gathering activities are being carried out by
USAINTC against American civilians living abroad, which, if any, of the fol-

lowing techniques have been employed to collect such intelligence? '^

a. Wiretapping v

b. Electronic bugging >
^

c. Covert infiltration
j

(^'

d. Opening, copying or tampering with mail j
P

e. Burglaries or other clandestine means
'

^

f. Informants '^i

g. Overt observation
^

1' ?^

h. Videotape equipment |W
i. Liaison with foreign governments
j. Liaison with US agencies

Answer : As previously stated, USAINTC is not conducting intelligence

gathering activities against American civilians living abroad. However, as indi- ^'

cated in response to question (3) above, U.S. Army elements overseas may from
time to time investigate U.S. civilians who pose a threat to Army personnel,
property or functions, in which event differing investigative techniques may
be employed. Liaison with foreign governments and other U.S. agencies, as well
as overt observation, would be more or less routine. The extraordinary tech-

niques of wiretaps, covert infiltration, informants, opening mail, etc., might be »'

u.sed depending upon the individual circumstances of the case, the nature and ts

seriousness of the threat, operational exigencies and the domestic law of the

country involved.
SECTION i.n. (5) v

Question: Has any intelligence operation been conducted by USAINTC in-

volving the activities of one Thomas Schwaetzer or one Max Watts, residing
in Heidelberg, West Germany? If so, has this operation entailed a wiretap by
USAINTC on telephone number 0622.3-3316? To what intelligence operation
does the USI case number A-008S refer?
Answer : USAINTC has conducted no intelligence operations involving one

Thomas Schwaetzer or one Max Watts. The 66th MI Group, HQ, US Army
Europe (USAREUR), however, conducted an investigation of Thomas (Tomi)
Schwaetzer (alias: Max Watts). Further answer to this question is included
in a classified attachment 8 hereto.

act

ei

%
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SECTION I.D. (G)

Question: Does USAIXTC maintain a dossier on Lawyer's Military Defense
Committee attorney Howard DeNike, residing in Heidelberg, West Germany?
[f so, what is the authority for the maintenance of such dossier?

Answer: Neither USAINTC nor USAREUR maintains a dossier on Howard
DeNike. His name does appear in USAREUR's investigative file on Thomas
(Tomi) Schwaetzer,

SECTION I.E. *"!

Question: The subcommittee is interested in learning the extent of surveil-

lance activity over civilians which is carried out by all subordinate units of the
Department of Defense, and not simply those of the Army or USAINTC. What
other agencies or units under departmental jurisdiction are now authorized to
collect intelligence on civilians and civilian organizations—either within or
without the 50 states and the territories and possessions of the United States?
Answer : The acquisition of information on civilians and civilian organiza-

tions by all Department of Defense components is restricted to that which is

essential to the accomplishment of assigned Department of Defense missions.
The other Department of Defense investigative organizations which may, in

strictly limited situations, acquire information relating to persons or organiza-
tions not affiliated with the Department of Defense, are the Air Force Office

of Special Investigations (OSI) and the Naval Investigative Service (NIS).
Question: What directives or regulations govern such activities?
Answer : The Directives of the Air Force and the Navy which implement

DoD Directive 5200.27 are as follows : Air Force Regulation 124-13. dated 23
June 1971; Department of the Navy SECNAV Instruction 3820.2A, dated
1 Nov 1971.

Question: Please furnish the Subcommittee with copies of such regulations.
Answer : Copies of these directives are attached as Attachments 9 and 10.

(Attachment 9 is printed at page 12.56 of the 1971 hearings. Attaclimeut 10 is

printed at page 1248.)

Question: In particular the Subcommittee has not received copies of tlie

regulations issued by the Navy or Air Force which correspond to USAIXTC
Regulation 381-100. Accordingly, we request copies of these regulations issued
hy the other Services since March 1, 1971. which govern their intelligence
activities both within and without the continental United States.
Answer : The subcommittee has previously been furnished copies of the

Navy and Air Force regulations which implement DoD Directive ."200.27. No
directly parallel regulations corresponding to USAINTC Regulation 3S1-100
exist in the Air Force : however, the nearest comparable directives relating
to investigative activities (not intelligence) within the Air Force are fur-
nished herewith as Attachment 11. (C) (Attachment 11 omitted) The Dejiart-
ment of the Navy does not have a current regulation corresponding to
USAINTC Reg. 381-100. The NIS did have a '-Counterintelligence :\laiiual"
which was promulgated in 1968, however, it had become obsolete and was
cancelled. Provisions of that Manual dealing with civilians not affiliated with
the DoD were superseded by the policies contained in SECNAY IXSTR
3820.2A, dated 1 Nov 1971 (Attachment 10). Certain highly sensitive and
compartmented counterespionage directives used by the military depart-
ments are not included inasmuch as they have no relation to your inquiry.
Sim.ilarly, directives relating to the collection of foreign intelligence informa-
tion are not relevant to the Subcommittee's inquiry, and are not furnished.

SECTION II.A (1)

Question: To what extent, if any, did Department of Defense personnel
continue to participate in any interagency intelligence evaluation committees
after the promulgation of DoD Directive 5200.27 on 1 March 1971? The Sub-
Committee is interested in participation in any sort of domestic intelligence
committee, whether formal or ad hoc, or whether created under the au.spices
of the IDIU, the Internal Security Division or any other Division of the
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Justice Department, the White House or any other agency of tlie Executive?

Branch.
Answer: The DoD participated in the Intelligence Evaluation Committee

(lEC) from approximately the middle of December 1970 until its dissolution

by the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, on 11 June 1973. The

NSA furnished its own representation and its activities are set forth sep-

arately below. DoD participation was at the direction of the Secretary of

Defense, initially under the direct control of the then Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Administration), Mr. Robert Froehlke. The OSD General Counsel,

Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt, assumed the direction and supervision over DoD

participation when Mr. Froehlke became Secretary of the Army. In additicm,

the Director. DIA, then LTG D. V. Bennett, and later VADM V. P. dePoix,

and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration), Mr. D. O.

Cooke, were kept abreast of the activities by the DoD representative.

During organizational meetings held in early January 1971 Mr. Robert C.

Mardian, the Assistant Attorney General for Internal Security, reciuested

participating agencies to furnish both analytical and clerical support to the

lEC. On 1 Feb 71. Mv. Froehlke approved the attachment of a U.S. Navy

ensign to the analytical staff of the committee on a temporary basis, but

declined to furnish clerical support. The services of the Navy officer to the

lEC staff were terminated on 10 March 1972. After this time, DoD participa-

tion consisted of attendance by the DoD representative at meetings usually

held at weekly intervals in the offices of the IKC
From the beginning, DoD representatives made it clear to the Executive

Director of the Committee that the Defense Department could neither collect

nor would report information to the conmiittee other than on persons or'|

organizations affiliated with or wlio pose a threat to the DoD. Furthermore,

Mr. Buzhardt repeatedly emphasized that lEC recpiests which were not

within the purveiw of DoD policies were to be forwarded to his office for

disposition. In no instance did DoD contribute information to the lEC which

was not within the purview of DoD policies.

DoD participation in lEC activities consisted primarily of attendance at

lEC meetings to review lEC estimates and other products which had been

collated from information furnished by member agencies. The primary con-

tributor tliroughout the existence of the lEC was the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI). It is noted that the DoD representative's main concern

>during these meetings were tho.se matters of legitimate interest to DoD.

The DoD representative provided information in support of the lEC colla-

tion effort, only in rare instances, in those matters which were the concern of

DoD and consistent with DoD directives. DoD contribution was limited to

the following lEC projects :

a. In October 1971. the lEC compiled an estimate on the "Inter-relationship

of Black Power organizations in the Western Hemisphere." In response to

the lEC request, DoD furnished very limited information from file holdings

of the Army, Navy and Air Force on such activities affecting military installa-

tions and activities.

b. DoD furnished information on DoD plans for troop dispositions in prep-

aration for po.ssible major civil disturbances during the 1972 National Politi-

cal Conventions and the 1973 Presidential Inauguration.
c. In late 1972. the lEC prepared estimates on the terrorist threat in the

U.S. DoD furnished the number and location (but not identity) of Arab

and Israeli military students studying or being trained at DoD installations

in the United States.

d. In support of lEC estimates of terrorism, DoD also furnished informa-

tion on terrorism threatening U.S. military personnel and installations

overseas.
e. In support of the lEC's compilation of a calendar of potential terrorist

activities (in support of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism) DoD
furnished information on scheduled visits to the U.S. of Ministers of Defense

and senior military officials from the Arab countries and Israel.

f. In the fall of 1972, the lEC was tasked by the President's Foreign Intel-

ligence Advisory Board (PFIAB) to compile an intelligence requirements
list. The DoD representative furnished DoD requirements to the list which

was subsequently forwarded to ADM Anderson, the Chairman of the PFIAB. <

«
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Dissemination of the products of the lEC was limited to DoD agency

principals only. One of the t%YO copies of the lEC material received by DoD
was forwarded to Mr. Buzhardt (usually through the Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Administration), Mr. D. O. Cooke), the other to the

Director, DIA. Both copies were normally destroyed within thirty days of

receipt or sooner. The only exception to this procedure occurred when the

possibility of civil disturbances arose involving the possible commitment of

Federal resources or troops. This happened on three occasions : the first : the

:\lay 1971 demonstrations in Washington ;
the second, the National Political

Conventions of 1972: lastly, the Presidential Inauguration in .January 1973.

On these occasitms information was made available to the Under Secretary of

the Army because of his responsibilities as DoD Executive Agent for civil

disturliance matters.
In conclusion, it is noted that no investigations were ever conducted by the

IBC, or by DoD at the retiuest of the lEC. With tlie exception of the pre-

viously noted contributions DoD provided no sub.stantive data to the lEC.
The keen awareness on the limitations of DoD participation, of Messrs
Buzliardt and Cooke. OSD. and ADM dePoix and General Bennett in DIA, as

principal memliers of the Defense Investigative Review Council (DIRC),
can not be overstated. Repeatedly, they directed the DoD representative to

the lEC not to accept any tasking from or to provide information to the lEC
which was not clearly defined as being legitimately within the DoD mission.

DoD participation has been proper in all respects and has been con.sisteut

with DoD policy.

National Scciiriti/ Agvncii part icipatIon in the Intelligence Evaluation
Committee

The XSA was first requested to attend an Intelligence Evaluation Commit-
tee meeting on Decenil>er 1<). 19V0. On that date Secretary Froehlke, repre-

senting tlie Secretary of Defense, and Mr. Benson K. Buffham, representing
the Director, NSA. attended the initial meeting at the Executive Office

Building to establisli the Committee. This meeting was chaired by Mr. Robert
Mardian of the Department of .Justice. NSA was asked to participate in

order that signals intelligence information reflecting foreign involvement in

civil disturbances or acts of terrorism might be provided and properly eval-

uated. The NSA participated in meetings of the lEC until it was discon-

tinued on June 11. 1973. The Committee functioned as a standing group and
met not oftener than twice weekly in 1971. Meetings in 1972 and 1973 were
much less frequent. During this period, the NSA representative provided no

intelligence information to the lEC.

Department of Jiistiee Information Evaluation Center

Department of tl)e Army, in its role as Executive Agent for the DoD in

civil disturbance contingencies, provided tliree counterintelligence analysts
to work in the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Information Evaluation Center
in Miami Beach during the Democratic and Republication National Conven-
tions in 1972. The analysts were placed in the Information Evaluation Center
to assist the DOJ in processing civil disturbance information on a 24 hour
basis and to act as a channel through which information furnished by civil

authorities would reach Department of the Army and the Task Force Com-
mander. The three analysts performed no operational intelligence activity
whatsoever. Their participation was discontinued subsequent to the termina-
tion of tlie conventions. Department of the Army participated in no other

interagency intelligence evaluation committees subsequent to 1 March 1971.

SECTIOJv LL.A. (2)

Question: If. indeed, there was such participation by Defense Department
personnel, please provide the names of the intelligence committees, the names
and offices of those participating, and the inclusive dates of such participation.
Answer: Besides the persons identified in response to paragraph II.A. (1)
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above, the following were the DoD participants (in chronological order) in

the Intelligence Evaluation Committee (lEC).

John W. Downie, Colonel, U.S. Army DoD representative from the inception
Francis H. Dillon, Jr., Colonel, U.S. of the lEC until approximately xVug

Army (as Asst. Dep. Dir. for 71. (Col Downie has since retired)

Counterintelligence and Security Charged with staff responsibility of

(DIA). lEC matters by Gen. Bennett 28 Dec
William L. Vaught, Ensign, U.S. 70 until 30 Apr 71.

Navy Member of the analytical stafC of tlie

Werner E. Michel, Colonel, U.S. lEC (Ens Vaught returned to civilian

Army, Assistant Deputy Director life in March 1972) 8 Feb 71 until

for Counterintelligence and Secu- 10 Mar 72

rity (DIA) DoD member Jul 71 until 11 Jun 73

James E. Stilwell, Deputy Assistant Alternate DoD Member (Mr. Stilwell

Dep. Dir. for Counterintelligence retired on 30 Jun 73)
and Security, (DIA)

The NSA representative on the lEC was Mr. Benson K. Buffham designated
as the "NSA Representative, Department of Defense," assisted by Mr. Raymond
J. Gengler of the NSA Office of Production.

The Department of the Army representatives detailed to assist the Attorney
General during the 1972 Democratic and Republican conventions in the DO.J
Information Evaluation Center were : Mr. Elihu Braunstein, Mr. John Blotzer,
and Mr. Andrew Havre. The dates of participation were 15-25 July 1972 and
15-25 Aug 1972.

SECTION II. A. (.3)

Question: Again, if there was such participation, please describe the purpose
and authority of each committee. If there are written statements to this effect,

please include a copy of them. The Subcommittee also requests that it be fur-

nished copies of any reports which these committees may have produced.
Answer : The authority of the lEC was delineated in a draft charter marl:ed

SECRET-EYES ONLY, which was published and dispatched to committee mem-
bers on February 10, 1971 by the Assistant Attorney General for Internal

Security, Mr. Robert C. Mardian. It is not known whether this charter was
ever formally promulgated. Copies of this charter and any reports produced
by the lEC should be requested from the Department of Justice.

DOJ Information Evaluation Center

The sole Department of the Army participation during the 1972 conventions

following a 17 May 1972 request from The Attorney General, Mr. Kleindienst,
and as directed by the Under Secretary of the Army in Memorandum for the
Director of Military Support, dated 30 June 1972, subject : Intelligence Support
Inuring Political Conventions at Miami Beach (Attachment 12), which reflects

the Department of the Army role as Executive Agent for the DoD in civil

disturbance contingencies. Information reports channeled to Department of

the Army by the lEC were destroyed in accordance with criteria in Depart-
ment of the Army letter, dated 1 June 1971, subject : "Acquisition of Informa-
tion Concerning Persons and Organizations not Affiliated with the Department
of Defense."

SECTION II.A. (4)

Question : Please indicate if participation is continuing.
Answer : As noted previously, the activities of the lEC were discontinued

on 11 June 1973 by memorandum from the Assistant Attorney General. Crimi-
nal Division. :Mr. Henry E. Petersen (Attachment 13). The DA participation
in tlie DOJ Information Evaluation Center was an ad hoc action wliich termi-
nated after the close of the two conventions in August 1972.

Other Interagency Boards Concerned icith Intelligence Blatters

United States Intelligence Board
In addition to Defense participation in the lEC as set forth above, the DIA

and the military departments have for many years participated on the United
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states Intelligence Board (USIB), and its Subcommittees. The USIB is

chaired by the Director of Central Intelligence. The Defense representative on
th USIB has been the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency. The
Defense participation in this group has not and is not concerned wth domestic
matters, civil disturbances in the U.S. or other matters within the ambit of

your investigation.

Interdepartmental Intelligence Conferences

Also, the investigative organizations of the three military departments have
since 1949 participated in close liaison with the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion pursuant to Supplemental Agreement to the Delimitations Agreement No. 1

(Attachment 14). (Attachment 14 omitted) The regulation pertaining to tho.se

relationships, which are formalized in a group called the Interdepartmenral
Intelligence Conference (IIC), is DoD Directive 3115.1, "Organizational
Arrangements for Internal Security, dated January 2.">, 196S, Attachment l."».

This directive defines the duties of the IIC as "coordinating the investigation
of all domestic espionage, counterespionage, sabotage, subversion and related
matters affecting U.S. internal security." The composition of the IIC is also
set forth in the directive. The identities of the various officials within military
intelligence, AFOSI and the NIS has changed regularly over the years since
its inception. In addition, field level conferences of investigative personnel
have continued uninterrupted since 1949 on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.
The.se local (field) meetings are chaired by the FBI Special Agent-in-Charge
of the geographical area concerned.
The Interdeparmental Intelligence Conference (IIC) was originally char-

tered by the National Security Council in 1949. Since the early 19(jU's. the IIC
has been chartered by the Attorney General. Although occasional staff level
consultation has taken place since tlie rechartering of the IIC, the last meeting
of the Conference itself was held in April 1964.

Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security (ICIS)
The Department of Defense also participates as a member of the Interdepart-

mental Committee on Internal Security (ICIS). which was cliartered by the
National Security Council on July IS, 1949 (Attachment 16.) (Also .see" DoD
Directive 3115.1, Attachment 15.) (Attachment 15 and 16 are omitted.)
On June 9. 1962, by National Security Action IMemorandum 161. the Presi-

dent transferred responsibility for internal security from the National Security
Council to the Attorney General. A copy of this memorandum is enclosed as
Attachment 17.

Pursuant to the National Security Action Memorandum 161, the Attorney
General reaffirmed tlie ICIS functions and responsibilities as defined in the
charter, and indicated that the organization and procedure should continue un-
changed, except that reports or recommendations should now be directed to the
Attorney General.

In general, the charter provides that ICIS be responsible for coordinating
all phases of the internal security field other than the functions assigned to
the Interdepartmental Intelligence Committee (IIC).
Within the ICIS structure specialized subcommittees have been formed to

deal with certain problem areas :

Subcommittee I Defense Against Unconventional At-
tack

Subcommittee II Entry and Exit Problems
Subcommittee III Foreign Diplomatic and Official Per-

sonnel
Subcommittee IV Protection of Classified Government

Data. (This Subcommittee was dis-

continued in August 1973 because of
a provision of Executive Order 11652
which established an Interagency
Classification Review Committee to
assist the National Securit.v Council
in monitoring implementation of the

Order.)

32-996—74 1.5
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Subcommittee V Industrial Security
Subcommittee B Countermeasures (Defense against tlie

clandestine introduction of fission-

able weapons or components).

Tlie DoD representative to the ICIS is Mr. Joseph J. Liebling, Deputy Assis-
tant Secretary of Defense (Security Policy), who has been serving as the De-
fense member since April 17. 1!)()7. Mr. Charles M. Trammell, Jr., Director,
Security Phins and Programs Directorate, (Office, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Security Policy), has acted as tlie alternate member since July IS,
190(1

Requests for reports produced by the ICIS should be directed to tlie Chairman
of that Committee, located in tlie Department of Justice Building.

SECTIOX III.

Operation of the Defense Investigative Review Council (DIRC)
A. DoD Directive estiiblished tlie DIRC to monitor the operation of the De-

fense Department's intelligence activities in order to insure that the regulation
was being complied with. The Subcommittee subequently did receive copies of

inspection schedules which tlie DIRC liad conducted or intended to conduct.
Comment : The DIRC was founded to monitor "investigative and related

counterintelligence activities" not intelUffeiicc activities generally. It specifically
has no responsibilities with respect to the acquisition of "foreign intelligence"
nor does it concern itself with activities involved in ensuring communications
security.

SECTION III.A. ( 1 )

Question: The Sultcommittee has never received any of the inspection reports.
We now request that copies of all these reports be made available to us. We are,
of course, particularly inter<:'sted in any such reports which include evidence
of (a) continued domestic surveillance of civilians by military agents in viola-

tion of the DoD Directive, (b) the maintenance of domestic intelligence infor-

mation collected after the date of the regulation, or (c) the maintenance of
domestic intelligence information which had not been destroyed as required by
the regulation. Any record of corrective action taken by the DIRC or the unit
involved should also 'oe included.
Answer: DIRC Inspection Reports are internal documents of the Department

of Defense which contain findings, evaluations, and some recommendations not

ordinarily aiipropriate for release outside the Executive Branch. However, copies
of these reports are furnished to the Subcommittee in a good faith effort to re-

but tlie misgivings expressed on page 101 of the Subcommittee's recently issued

Report entitled "Military Surveillance of Civilian Politics." In furnishing these

reports to the Congress, we are not authorizing the release of the reports to

the general public, for which they retain their "For Official Use Only" markings.
In summary, (a) the attached inspection reports reveal no domestic surveil-

lance of civilians by military agents in violation of DoD Directive: (b) they
reveal no major discrepancies in the maintenance of domestic "intelligence"'
information acquired after the date of the regulation but do reveal minor tech-

nical/procedural violations of the strict screening and disposition procedures
fashioned to .issure compliance with the general policy of not ac(iuiring or re-

taining information unless it falls into one or more of categories of threats

against military personnel, property or functions; and (c) they do reveal some
isolated maintenance of domestic "intelligence" information previously acquired
which had not been as rigorously screened and pursed as current directives re-

quire. In every instance, prompt corrective action was taken on the spot or im-

mediately thereafter. In one instance, the responsible official was relieved of
his command after it was found that certain 1964-1969 civil disturbance plan-
ning documents had not been purged, due to an apparent misunderstanding and
lack of diligence on the part of his command in complying with the applicable
rules. It should become obvious from reading these summaries and from learn-

ing of the stringent corrective action taken that there is no "primary interest
in merely promoting an appearance of compliance on the part of .senior officials

of the DoD." (page 101, IMd)
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SECTION Iir.A. (2)

Question: Does the DIRC review the intelligence activities of the Defense
Intelligence Service? If so. what has been the Council's findings in regard to

tliis agency's compliance with the DoD regulation V

Answer : There is no such organization as the "Defense Intelligence Service."
There is a Defense Iitiestif/ativc Service (DISj but it does not engage in any
intelligence activities. There is also a Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
The DIS conducts personnel security investigations on DoD military and

civilian employees or on employees of Defense contractors who require a De-
fense Department security clearance. The DIRC does review the investigative
activities of tiie DIS. The DIS is governed by DoD Directive 5200.27, and has
lieen found to be in full compliance with that directive. A copy of the DIS's

implementing directive relating to the sul).iect of '"Acquisition of Information
on I'ersons and Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of Defense"
is attached as Attachment II). The Director of the DIS is a non-voting member
of the DJRG.
The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) does engage in foreign intelligence

activities which are not subject to the provisions of DoD Directive 5200.27.

The extremely limited investigative activities of the DIA are internal within
the Agency and are governed by the provisions of DoD Directive 5200.27. The
Director of the DIA is a full menil>er of the Defense Investigative Review
Council (DIRC), and has assured the I^IRC that his agency is in full com-
pliance with DIRC policies.

SECTION III.A. (.")

Question: Does the DIRC review the intelligence activities of the National

Security Agency"?
Answer : No. The foreign intelligence operations of the NSA are specifically

outside the purview of the Defense Investigative Program and outside the

jurisdiction of the DIRC. NSA has two primary missions: a communications
security mission and an intelligence information mission. Its responsibilities
are concerned with obtaining foreign intelligence information deemed essential

to the national security and with providing the greatest degree of security
for classified U.S. commxmications. NSA does not have law enforcement re-

sponsiliilities and does not engage in domestic surveillance and does not gather
and maintain intelligence data on political activities. The Director. NSA/Chief,
CSS, carries out his responsibilities subject to the direction and control of the

Secretary of Defense. The Secretary does not utilize the DIRC to review the

intelligence activities of NSA since they are unrelated to the responsibilities
of DIRC. NSA's investigative activities are solely in connection with personnel
secvirity matters related to civilian and military personnel who are employed
in or assigned to the Agency or who are applicants for such employment or

assignment. These investigative activities by NSA over its own personnel are

subject to oversight by DIRC. The NSA directive pertaining to investigations
is enclosed as Attachment 7.

SECTION III.A. (4)

Question: Does the DIRC review intelligence activities of Defense Depart-
ment units outside the continental United States"/ If so, what have been the
DIRC's findings with respect to compliance in this area?
Answer : The DIRC does not review any "intelligence" activities anywhere.

It does review investigative and related counterintelligence activities within
the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the Connuonwealth of Puerto Rico,
and in U.S. territories and possessions. This means it acts only in certain areas
outside the Continental United States as follows : the State of Hawaii, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the U.S. possessions (Namely: the Panama
Canal Zcme. the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam and the guano islands.)
DIRC inspections have been conducted in Hawaii and in the Panama Canal

Zone. Copies of these inspection reports are provided herewith as Tabs 8 and
to Attachment IS.

SECTION III.A. (5)

Question: Please submit copies of all DIRC reports with respect to com-
pliance by DIS, NSA and intelligence activities by units of the Department of
Defense.
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Answer: The Defense Investigative Service (DIS) was formed by the Sec-

retary of Defense in January 1972 and did not become fully operational until

October 1972. DIRC inspection reports conducted since October 1972 include

coverage of the DIS, as shown in Tabs 10 and 11 of Attachment IS.

The small investigative element of the NSA has not been the subject of a
DIRC inspection.
There are no other "DIRC Reports" on "intelligence activities by units of

the DoD."
(Attachments Follow)

AttachMEXT 2

Department of the Army,
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence,

Washington, D.C., Ootober 8, 1971.

Subject : Acquisition of Information Concerning I'ersons and Organizations
not Affiliated with the Department of Defen.se (U).

Commanding General
U.S. Army IntcU'uji >ice Command,
Fort Holabird. lid.

1. Attached are answers to the questions which you submitted in partial

response to ACSI message 281441Z Jul 71, subject : One-Time Report. The
answers represent further clarification by ACSI of Department of the Army
letter, AGDA-A (M) (1 Jun 71) CS, dated 1 June 1971, subject: Acquisition
of Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not Affiliated with the

Department of Defense.
2. Your questions reveal that your Command is earnestly attempting to search

out the impact and ramifications of the 1 June letter. As we become more
.settled with the policy, the need for clarification should decrease, and we will

devehjp the capability to solve problems at the lower levels where they arise.

3. You should be aware that these policies are constantly under I'eview by
ACSI, the Army Secretariat, and the Defense Investigative Review Council

(DIRC). If a conflict arises between the guidance provided you and decisions

made by the DIRC, the results of the resolution will be dispatched to you
immediately.

For the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence.

Question: May foreign intelligence collection operations be considered to con-
sist of the collection, reporting, processing and storage of foreign intelligence
information? If so, may the DA 1 June letter be interpi'eted to exempt any
activity necessary to accomplish and support the collection, reporting, process-
ing and storage of foreign intelligence information? If not, may prospective
sources, recruited sources and associates or contacts of sources be considered
affiliated? If not, under what authority can information on prospective sources,
recruited sources and associates or contacts of sources be acquired or main-
tained?
Answer : Foreign intelligence collection operations are considered to consist

of the collection, reporting, processing and storing of foreign intelligence in-

formatoiu. The 1 June letter is not applicable to activity necessary to accom-
plish the Army's foreign intelligence collection mission including recruitment,
vetting and use of sources. The problem of information collected in geographic
areas where the 1 June letter is inapplicable and transferred to areas where
the letter does apply is under review by the DIRC.

Question: May counterespionage operations be considered to consist of the

collection, reporting, processing and storage of foreign intelligence informa-
tion? If the answer to either of the above questions is negative, what basis can
be used to maintain source files?

Answer : Counterespionage operations are iioft foreign intelligence informa-
tion by Army definitions. The 1 June letter does not apply to counterespionage
operations conducted overseas. Counterespionage operations conducted in

CONUS will lie governed by AR 381-115. They will normally be bilateral and
DA message 191601Z AUG 71. subject : Bilateral Counterintelligence Operations,
applies, i.e., "the conduct of operations against foreign intelligence agencies
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in cases where a non-DoD agency has control is authorized ; however, if the
bilateral operation requires the penetration or the covert or otiierwise decep-
tive surveillance of a domestic civilian organization by Army personnel, specific

approval of the operation must be obtained in advance from the Under Sec-

retary of the Army and the Chairman of the DIRC." There is no constraint on

maintaining source files if tlie source is connected with an authorized opera-
tion. See Answer A for geographic area problem under review by DIRC.

Questio-n: Is anyone, while on-post, considered affiliated with the DOD and
therefore exempt from the provisions of the 1 June letter?

Answer : No. It was never the intent of the 1 June 1971 DA policy letter

to cause an otherwise non-affiliated civilian to become affiliated by mere en-

trance onto an Army post or installation. The physical presence of an individual

on a post or installation, without an indication of a threat referenced in para-
graph 4 of the 1 June 1971 letter, is insufficient to warrant the acquisition,

rei)orting. processing, or storing of information on the individual. However, an
installation commander may have a person or group of persons escorted or

tlieir activities monitored, but not by technical methods, if considered neces-

sary for purposes of base security. A post commander may direct military

investigators to attend any meetings or demonstrations held ou-post, whether
or not they are authorized.

Question: Does para 4a of the DA 1 June 71 letter apply to organizations
not affiliated with the DOD?
Answer : Yes. Paragraph 4a of the DA 1 June 71 letter does apply to civilian

organizations not affiliated with the Department of Defense. The words '•civilian

organizations" should have been included in that paragraph, and will be in-

cluded in a revision of the 1 June 71 letter or a DA clarifying letter.

Question: Is coverage of unauthorized demonstrations on or adjacent to US
Army Recruiting Stations and National Guard facilities authorized under the

DA 1 June letter? What criteria can be applied to insure that the terms of

para 4a (4) of the DA letter are not violated with regard to activities or facili-

ties not listed therein?
Answer: Paragraph 4a (4) of the DA 1 Jun 71 letter applies to federally

owned or leased property occupied by US Army personnel, active or reserve.

Coverage by military investigators of any on-post demonstration is authorized.

Coverage of demonstrations on or adjacent to a US Army Recruiting Station

which are likely to interfere with its operation is authorized. This coverage,

however, must be strictly limited to the threat against the recruiting activities.

Coverage of demonstrations on or near National Guard facilities is not author-

ized except when the National Guard unit and its facilities have been
federalized.

Question: May the implied threat to USAINTC investigators posed by an
inadvertent contact with an "Armed and Dangerous" individual justify the

maintenance of a card file? ^lay information concerning "Armed and Danger-
ous" persons be retained as long as such persons are carried in this status,

although they do not fall within any of the retention categories in para 7 of the
DA 1 June letter?

Answer : To preclude inadvertent confrontation between an "Armed and
Dangerous" individual wlio considers himself threatened when contacted by a
USAINTC investigator, appropriate card files may be retained by USAINTC
subordinate iniits. These files should consist of cards on individuals not to be
contacted due to the possibility of physical danger. The files will be based on

reports from federal, state and local investigative and law enforcement agen-
cies (primarily the FBI) and will contain the minimum amount of informa-
tion needed to preclude inadvertent contact and a stated reason for inclusion in

the file Inclusion in this file will not in itself result in the creation of an agent
report, summary of information, dossier, or other files. Each file will be limited
to the geographic area served by the office that maintains the file. Retention
of these files is authorized as long as the individual is considered "Armed
and Dangerous" and still resides in the geographic area served by the office

maintaining the file. When a change of residence occurs, such an individual's

card shoiald be transferred to the USAINTC office serving the new residence
area by forwarding the card to USAINTC. USAINTC will then forward the
card to the USAINTC office serving the new residence area. The authority for

the maintenance of this card file is paragraph 4a (5) which deals with direct
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threats to DOD military or civilian personnel in connection with their official

duties.

Question: Does para 4(1(2} (d) of the DA letter authorize USAIRR to retain

a copy of approved characterizations indefinitely? If not, will the proponent
of a characterization be retpiired to notify USxYIRR and otlier recipients •\\lien

the characterization should be destroyed?
Answer: Yes. Para 4d(2)(d) of the DA 1 June 1971 letter authorizes

USAIRR to retain a copy of approved characterization indefinitely, but only
the most recent characterization. FBI characterizations must supersede other

characterizations, except tliat recent Army approved characterizations may be

retained if the FBI characterization is obviously outdated and a request for an

update has been initiated. Subsequent revisions of Army directives on this imb-

ject will require the proponent of locally prepared characterizations to notify
USAIRR and other recipients if the characterization slioukl be destroyed.

Qiiefition: Do characterizations prepared by USAINTC require OACSI, DA
approval?
Answer : Yes.

Question: Under what criteria may investigative checks be made on relatives

or associates of an affiliated sul)ject?
Answer: The following policy statement, applicable to the 1 June 1971 DA

letter, was adopted by the DIRC on 20 September 1971 :

"The question has been raised whether a NAC. LAC, file checks, or interviews
of individuals about spouses, character references and/or close associates of an
affiliated subject would be in conflict with the provisions of Department of

Defense Directive 5200.27.

"Inasmuch as file checks or other investigation of spouses and associates of

a subject of investigation are made for the purpose of determining eligibility

of an affiliated person, and the oltject of the investigation is not to make any
determination of eligibility concerning a non-affiliated person, there is no olv

jection to conducting siich limited inquiries. Care should be taken, however, to

insure that the scope of the investigation of the non-affiliated person is limited

to tliat necessary to make the required determination in the affiliated indi-

vidnaVs case.

"The foregoing does not authorize an independent or unrelated investigation
of a non-affiliated spouse, reference or associate. It will be noted that retention

criteria aiithorize retention of information collected on non-DoD affiliated indi-

viduals and organizations incident to an authorized investigation, provided
that there is no indexing in the DCII or cross-referencing of the information
on non-affiliated individuals."

Qiicstiov: What office or individual in DA is vested with the authority to

direct this command to collect and report civil disturbance information? As a

corollary, should USAINTC assume that Secretarial approval has been
obtained?
Answer : On 16 April 1971 the Under Secretary of the Army issued specific

guidance on the collection, reporting, pi-ocessing. and storage of civil disturb-

ance information. Under the suliject "Authorization for Field Collection and

Analysis" he stated :

"A. Only when the Secretary or tlie Under Secretary has personally and
formally determined that a threat exists of a civil disturl^ance exceeding the

law enforcement capabilities of local and State authorities may field com-
manders become involved in the collection or analysis of civil disturbance
information.

"B. This Secretarial determination will, unless otherwise specified, allow the

field commander involved to obtain relevant information by liaison through
estalilished channels from civilian agencies and to report, process, and store

information during the duration of the disturbance.
"C. The required Secretarial determination must be formal and. except in

emergency situations, in writing: in any case, formal written confirmation

must be obtained even when a temporary oralauthorization is given."
When approval is granted by the Secretariat for intelligence gathering to

begin, ACSI will determine what information is necessary and will direct the

collection effort.

Question: May all information acquired overseas be considered foreign intelli-

gence Information and therefore exempt from the retention criteria of the
1 June letter?
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Answer : No. All iuformatioii acquired overseas may not be considered foreign

intelligence: however, the geographic limits of the 1 June letter are stated in

paragraph la. The problem of information acquired where the letter is in-

applicable and stored in areas where the letter does apply is under review by
the DIRC.

Qucsfion: Does paragraph 71i{4) (iii) of the DA 1 June 71 letter provide the

authority for retention of all tiles maintained to support the US Army History
Program ?

Answer: No. Paragraph 7b (4) (iii) of the DA 1 June 71 letter does not pro-
vide the authority for retention of all files maintained to support the U.S. Army
History Program. That paragraph relates only to historical summaries of civil

disturbance activity conducted by USAINTC, not to the activities of individuals

and organizations not affiliated with DOD. Paragraph 3 of the 1 June letter

states that the letter is the sole and exclusive authority for storing investiga-
tive and related counterintelligence information on civilians not affiliated with
the DOD. If USAINTC is maintaining historical documents containing informa-
tion the retention of which is prohibited by the 1 June letter, such documents
should be sanitized or destroyed.

Qiicstioti: Does the restriction imposed by para 8e of the DA 1 June 71 letter

as modified by the DA message apply if the installation commander authorized
the demonstration or meeting? Except for para 8e of the DA letter, do the

other prohibitions listed in para 8 apply on-post?
Answer : Persons, solely because they are visiting on-post. are not affiliated

with DOD as that term is defined l)y the DIRC. In the absence of an indicator

of a threat referenced in paragraph 4 of the 1 June 1971 letter, the physical

presence of an individual on a post or installation is insufficient to warrant
the acquisition, reporting, processing or storing of information on the indi-

vidual. However, an installation commander may have a person or group of

persons escorted or their activities monitored, but not by technical methods,
if considered necessary for purposes of base security. A post commander may
direct military investigators to attend any meetings or demonstrations held

on-post, whether or not they are authorized. The other prohibitions listed In

paragraph 8 apply on-post, except that civil officials (para 8b) may be escorted
while on-post if, in the opinion of the installation commander, the individual

should be accompanied for pui'poses of base security.

Question: Is prior approval required for the surveillance of non-affiliated indi-

viduals when these individuals are associated with the subject of a legitimate
counterintelligence investigation ?

Answer : When in the course of an authorized surveillance in connection with
an authorized investigation, the subject of the investigation associates with
unknown prsons, surveillance of the unknown persons is authorized in order to

estaV)lish their identity. If they prove to be persons not authorized to be investi-

gated imder AR 381-115, further surveillance must be held in alieyance pending
FBI coordination and approval. Answer to Question B above applies.

Qiicfitioii: What governmental agencies may be given access to information
obtained under the provisions of the 1 June letter? It is recommended that
these agencies include those of the Federal Government as well as state and
local law enforcement and investigative agencies.
Answer : Access must be given in accordance with AR 381-115 and may be

given to any governmental agency, federal, state or local, which has a legitimate
need-to-know and appropriate clearance.

Attachment 3

May 8, 1972.

Subject : Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not
Affiliated with the Department of Defense

CoMMANniNG General.
U.S. Army Intelligence Command,
Fort HolaJ)ird. Md.
ATTN : ICDO-PO

1. References :

a. DA Letter, AGDA-A(M) (1 Jun 71) CS. dated 1 June 1971. subject as
above.
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b. DA Letter, DAMI-DOI-P (STF), dated 8 October 1971, subect as above.
c. USAINTC Letter, ICDO-PO, dated 26 April 1972, subect as above.
2. This letter confirms the position taken by USAINTC regarding CONARC

request to have USAINTC personnel "escort" a Socialist Workers Party candi-
date for the US Senate while on a US Army installation. The answers to the

questions in reference Ic follow :

a. Question: May USAINTC personnel monitor or place under surveillance
tlie on-post activities of Federal, state or local officials or candidates for such
office for the purpose of base security if the official or candidate poses a
threat as defined in paragraph 4a. reference la.

Answer : No. Paragraph 8b of reference la clearly states : "There shall be no

physical or electronic surveillance of Federal, state, or local officials or of

candidates for such offices."

b. Quefttion: May USAINTC personnel be used to escort Federal, state, or
local officials or candidates for such office for the purpose of base security?
Answer : No. Reference lb gives permission for civil officials (and candidates)

to l>e escorted while on-post, if in the opinion of the installation commander,
the individual should be accompanied for purposes of base security. It would
be inappropriate and in conflict with reference la for the escort officer to be a
member of USAINTC. The appropriate escort officer should be a member of the
staff of the installation commander. The escorting of civil officials or candi-
dates for tlie purpose of base security is not a counterintelligence function.
For the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence :

Charles W. Allen,
Colonel, GS,

Director of Operations.

Attachment 4

Department of the Army,
Office of the Adjutant General,
Washington, D.C., November 6, 1972.

Subject : Screening of the Armv's Intelligence Files.

DISTRIBUTION :

Office, Seeretarv of the Army
Office. Chief of Staff

Deputy Chiefs of Staff

Assistant Chiefs of Staff

Comptroller of the Army
Chief of Research & Development
Chief. Office of Reserve Components
The Adjutant General
Chief of Engineers
The Surgeon General
Chief of Chaplains
The Judge Advocate General
The Inspector General
Chief, National Guard Bureau
Chief of Information
Chief of Military History
Chief, Army Reserve
The Provost Marshal General
Chief of Personnel Operations
Chief, US Army Audit Agency
Commanders in Chief :

US Army Europe
T^S Army Pacific

US Army Forces Readiness Command
Commanding Generals :

US Continental Army Command
US Army Materiel Command
US Army Combat Developments Command
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CONUS Armies
US Army Military District of Washington
rs Army Strategic Communications Command
US Army Security Agency
US Army Intelligence Command
US Army Air Defense Command
US Army Alaska
US Army Recruiting Command

Commanders :

US Army Forces Southern Command
Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service

Superintendent, US Military Academy
1. Reference is made to Department of the Army letter, AGDA-A(M) (1 Juu

71) CS, dated 1 June 1971, subject: Acquisition of Information Concerning
Persons and Organizations not Affiliated With the Department of Defense.

2. The purpose of this letter is to reemphasize to all concerned that strict

attention must be paid to the information retention criteria outlined in para-

graph 7 of referenced letter and to the annual verification requirement con-

tained in paragraph 7c of reference.

3. xVs a procedural measure, each command maintaining files containing in-

formation authorized by referenced letter will insure that each container hold-

ing such files contains a written statement showing the daj;e of the annual
verification conducted to verify the continued relevance or threat status to the

Army of the information.
4. In accorance with paragraph 7c of reference, major commands and agen-

cies maintaining intelligence files will submit a consolidated verification report

covering the preceding fiscal year to HQDA (DAMI-DOI-P). Washington, D.C.

20310, not later than 7 August annually. The Reports Control Symbol for this

report is DD-A(A)11]8.
By order of the Secretary of the Army :

Verxe L. Bowers.
Major General, USA

The Adjutant General.

Attachment 5

Office of the Assistant Secketaby of Defense,
Washington, D.C, July 18, 1913.

Memorandum for members of the Defense Investigative Review Council.

Subject : Destruction of Investigative and Related Counterintelligence Files.

The Secretary of Defense has been requested by Chairman Ervin of the Sen-

ate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the .Judiciary, not to

destroy or otherwise dispose of any records or documents which might have a

bearing on the Subcommittee's inquiry into domestic intelligence. A copy of

Senator Ervin's letter of July 3, 1973, to the Secretary of Defense is attached.

As you know, DoD Directive 5200,27, dated February 1, 1971, requires the
destruction of investigative information acquired by Defense components within
90 days, unless longer retention is specifically authorized by DIRC retention

criteria. Retention criteria approved by the DIRC permit certain "threat" in-

formation to be retained for one year, subject to annual review and
revalidation.

In order that there shall be no question about our affirmative intent to re-

spond fully to Chairman Ervin's request contained in the attached letter, and
as an interim measure, it is requested that Defense components continue to

screen, identify and segregate investigative information in accordance with

regularly established procedures, l)nt u-ithJwId all destmction of such material
until further notice. Policy and planning documents relating to investigative
matters likewise should not be destroyed until the request of the Subcommittee
is clarified.

D. O. CooKE, Chairman,
Defense Investigative Review Council.

Attachment.
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U.S. Senate,
Committee on the Judiciary,

Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights,
Washington, D.C., July 3, 1913.

Hon. James R. Schlesingek,
Secretary, Department of Defense,
Washi)ifiton, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary : Because of recent information wliicli has come to liglit

regarding activities of vai-ious agencies of the Executive Brancli in tlie area of

domestic intelligence, I have directed the staff of the Constitutional Rights
Subcommittee to initiate preliminary inquiries into this matter. The Subcom-
mittee's inquiries are designed to supplement those of the Select Committee on
Presidential Campaign Activities, and are in furtherance of the study the Con-
stitutional Rights Subcommittee has been making since 1970 in this area.

Accordingly, I am writing to request that you not destroy, remove from your
possession or control, or otherwise dispose or permit the disposal of any rec-

ords or documents which might have a bearing on the subject under

investigation.
Also, I should like to ask your cooperation in assisting the staff in its work.

I ask, in particular, that you facilitate their access to any documents, informa-

tion, or personnel pertinent to the activities of any organ or agency of the

Department relating to domestic intelligence. I have authorized them, on my
behalf, to examine and receive materials, whatever their classification, and I

trust that classification will not prove any encumbrance to the staff's inquiries.

Quite obviously, they will respect any conditions you may wish to impose for

security reasons, since their only authority is to examine, receive and report
to me on the results of their work.

It will expedite this inquiry if you would designate a member of your staff

to act as your representative in dealings with the Subcommittee staff.

With kindest wishes.
Sincerely yours,

Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chairman.

Attachment 6

Headquarters, Defense Intelligence Agency,
Washington, D.C, August 31, 1973.

Counterintelligence

acquisition of information concerning persons and organizations not
affiliated with the department of defense

1. Purpose: To establish procedures under the Defense Investigative Pro-

gram pertaining to general policy, limitations, procedures, and operational guid-
ance with respect to the collection, processing, storage and dissemination of

information concerning persons and organizations not aflSliated with the De-

partment of Defense (DoD).
2. Referenees:
a. DoD Directive 5200.27, "Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons

and Organizations not Affiliated with the Department of Defense," 1 March
1971.

b. Defense Investigative Review Council Study Report No. 1, "Retention
Criteria for Investigative Information," 5 May 1971.

3. Scope: This regulation applies to all DIA personnel except those engaged
in the acquisition of foreign intelligence information and in activities ensur-

ing communications security.
4. Definition: The Defense Investigative Review Council (DIRC) defines the

term used in DoD Directive 5200.27, "affiliation with the Department of De-
fense" as follows :

"A person, group of persons, or organization is considered to be affiliated with
the DoD if they are :

"a. Employed by the DoD or by any activity under the jurisdiction of DoD,
whether on a full time, part time, or consultative basis ;
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"b. Members of the Armed Forces on active duty, national guard members,
those in a reserve status or in a retired status ;

"c. Residing ou, have authorized official access to, or conducting or operating

any business or other function at any DoD installation or facility ;

"d. Having authorized access to defense information ;

"e. Applying for or being considered for any status described above in a, b,

c, or d."

5. Policy:
a. The DoD policy prohibits collecting, reporting, processing, or storing in-

formation on individuals or organizations not affiliated with the DoD except
in those limited circumstances where such information is essential to ac-

complishing the DIA missions outlined in paragraph 6.

b. The DIA will not normally collect information concerning persons or orga-
nizations not affiliated with the DoD. However, when collection activities are

necessary to fiilfiU an essential requirement for information, maximum reliance

shall be placed on the Service investigative agencies and domestic civilian in-

vestigative agencies—Federal, state, and local.

c. The DIA does receive, as an addressee, information concerning persons and

organizations not affiliated with the DoD. This information will be handled iu

accordance with enclosure 1.

(i. Authorized activities: Gather information essential to accomplish the fol-

lowing DIA missions :

a. Protection of DIA Functions and Property. Acquire information about
activities threatening DIA military and civilian personnel and DIA activities

and installations, communications equipment, and supplies. Only the following
activities justify acquisition of information under the authority of this

paragraph :

(1) Subversion of loyalty, discipline, or morale of DIA military or civilian

personnel by actively encouraging violation of law, disobedience of lawful order

or regulations, or disruption of military activities.

(2) Theft of arms, ammunition, or equipment, or destruction or sabotage of

facilities, equipment, or records belonging to the DIA.
(3) Acts jeopardizing the security of DIA elements or operations, or com-

promising classified defense information by unauthorized disclosure or by

espionage.
(4) I^nauthorized demonstrations on or in DIA installations or facilities.

(5) Direct threats to DIA military or civilian personnel in connection with

their official duties.

(0) Activities endangering facilities which have classified defense contracts.

Enclosure 1

Retention Criteria for Investigative Information

1. Background :

a. This enclosure contains applicable provisions of DIRC Study Report No. 1,

"Retention Criteria for Investigative Information," 5 May 1971.

b. Implementation of this study was directed by the DIRC on 17 May 1971.

2. Criteria f(n- retaining information involving the protection of DIA func-

tions and property : The following criteria provide the guidelines which specify
the period of time that information pertaining to the protection of DIA func-

tions and property will be retained.

a. Information on non-DoD affiliated organizations or individuals, acquired
in accordance with paragraphs 6.a(l) through 6.a(6) is authorized for reten-

tion beyond 90 days subject to annual verification by the Director, DIA. At the

time of the annual verification, continued retention is authorized when the

organization or individual involved poses one of the following types of con-

tinuing threats :

(1) Demonstrated Hostility. Activities in which violent or criminal hostility

has actually occurred within the previous year.

(2) Threatened Hostility. Activities which have explicitly threatened DIA
functions during the previous year.

(3) Potential Hostility. Activities whose continuing hostile nature in the

vicinity of DIA installations provide a significant potential source of harm to

or disruption of the installaton or its functions.
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(4) Dissidence. Activities which during the previous year have counseled or

published information actually encouraging violation of law, disobedience of
lawful order or regulations, or disruption of military activities.

b. Retain permanently information acquired in special operations in accord-
ance with paragraph T.e unless a lesser period is specified by the approving
authority.

c. In order to aid appropriate authorities in evaluating certain non-affiliatpd

organizations or individuals whose activities involve them with the DoD, re-

tention of information is authorized for the period of time specified for activi-

ties which fall into one of the following categories :

(1) Activities routinely servicing DIA installations—1 year after the service
is discontinued.

(2) Activities involving a request that DIA personnel attend or officiate at

meetings, ceremonies, etc., as representatives of the DIA or DoD—1 year after
the event.

d. Retain information pertaining to an authorized investigation not yet com-
pleted on the date of annual verification for 1 year or initil the investigation
is completed, whichever occurs sooner.

3. Criteria for retaining information pertaining to personnel security inves-

tigations : The following criteria provide the guidelines which specify the period
of time that information pertaining to personnel security investigations may be
I'etained :

a. Retain information collected on non-DoD afliliated individuals and orga-
nizations incident to an investigation for the period of time that the report
itself may be retained as described in paragrapli d below.

b. Reference card files listing firms, organizations, and individuals repeatedly
contacted during the course of personnel security investigations—retain as long
as the listings are relevant.

c. Brief evaluations of non-affiliated individuals or organizations utilized in

adjudication of personnel security investigation—review these evaluations an-

nually for pertinency. Retain the material upon which these evaluations are
based for 1 year.

d. Retain personnel security investigations for 30 years maximum in accord-
ance with Schedule 18, Federal Records Schedule, except as follows :

(1) Files which have resulted in adverse action against an individual will
be retained permanently.

^2) Files developed on persons who are being considered for affiliation with
DoD will be destroyed within 1 year if the affiliation is not completed.

4. Criteria for retaining information pertaining to operations related to civil

disturbances : The following criteria provide the guidelines which specify the

period of time that information pertaining to civil disturbance operations may
be retained :

a. Retention of information is authorized for the period prior to the commit-
ment of Federal troops as follows :

(1) Information described in paragraph S.b—retain permanently.
(2) Early warnings, threat information, and situation estimates—60 days

after the termination of the situation to which these refer.

b. Investigative information developed during the period troops are commit-
ted, or during a period when the Secretary of the Army has authorized civil

disturbance information to be collected—60 days after the troops are with-
drawn, or the situation terminates, except as authorized in paragraph c below.

c. After Action Reports and similar historical summai-ies may be retained

permanently, but will avoid references to individuals or organizations to the

greatest extent possible.
5. Files :

a. Revieiv and disnositinn of files. Continually purge all files within the pur-
view of this regulation on a routine basis. At the time any file is withdrawn
for use review it to determine that it can be legally retained in accordance with
procedures established by this regulation.

b. Criminal and related files. Retain criminal and investigative files and the
records of acts or events occurring on DIA installations containing information
concerning individuals and organizations not affiliated with the DoD in accord-
ance with existing Federal Records Disposal Schedules.
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c. Published documents. Notliiug precludes the holding and usage of librai-y

and reference materials generally available to the public, including but not

limited to those publications available through the Government Printing Office.

Do not maintain such material or insert in subject or name files unless the

information in question could be retained under other criteria authorized in

this regulation.
d. Exeeptions. Address requests for exceptions to the retention policies estab-

lished by this regulation to the Chairman, Defense Investigative Review Coun-
cil, through the Director, DIA.*******

b. Personnel Security. Conduct investigations relating to the following cate-

gories of persons :

(1) Members of the Armed Forces, including retired personnel and members
of the Reserve components.

(2) DIA civilian personnel and applicants for such status.

(3) Persons needing access to official information that requires protection in

the interest of national defense under the Department of Defense Industrial

Security Program ; or persons considered for participation in other authorized

DoD programs under DIA cognizance.
c. Operations Related to Civil Disturhances.

(1) The Attorney General is the chief civilian officers in charge of coordi-

nating all Federal Government activities relating to civil disturbances. Upon
specific prior authorization of the Secretary of Defense or his designee, the

Secretary of the Army, acquire information which is essential to meet opera-
tional requirements flowing from the mission assigned to the DoD to assist civil

authorities in dealing with civil disturbances. Such authorization will only be

granted when there is a distinct threat of a civil disturbance exceeding the

law enforcement capabilities of state and local authorities.

(2) The DIA is not normally involved in operations related to civil disturb-

ances. However, on instructions of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Admin-
istration) (Chairman, DIRC) DIA will remain responsive to requirements from
the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

7. Prohibited activities :

a. Restrict the acquisition of information on individuals or organizations not

affiliated with the DoD to that which is essential to accomplish assigned DIA
missions.

b. Do not acquire any information about a person or organization solely

because of lawful advocacy of measures in opposition to the Government policy.

c. Do not use physical or electronic surveillance of Federal, state, or local

officials or of candidates for such offices.

d. Do not use electronic surveillance of any individual or organization except
as aiithorized by law.

e. Do not use covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance or penetration of

civilian organizations unless specifically authorized by the Secretary of De-
fense or his designee, the Chairman, DIRC.

f. Do not assign DIA personnel to attend public or private meetings, demon-
strations, or other similar activities for the purpose of acquiring information

(the collection of which is authorized by this regulation) without specific prior

approval by the Secretary of Defense or his designee.

g. Do not maintain computerized data banks on individuals or organizations
not affiliated with the DoD unless authorized by the Secretary of Defense or

his designee, the Chairman. DIRC.
8. Operational guidance :

a. Promptly report to law enforcement agencies any information indicating
the existence of a threat to life or property or the violation of law. Keep a
record of such report.

b. The following information may be directly acquired by overt means :

(1) Listings of Federal, state, and local officials who have official responsi-
bilities related to the control of civil disturbances. Keep these lists current.

(2) Physical data on vital public or private installations, facilities, high-

ways, and utilities, as appropriate, to carry out a mission assigned by DoD
directives.
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c. Restrict access to information obtained under the provisions of this regu-

lation to Governmental agencies on a need-to-know basis.

d. Destroy information acquired under tliis regulation (regardless of when
acquired) within 90 days unless its retention is required by law or retention

is specifically authorized under criteria established by this regulation (see

enclosure 1).

For the Director :

Edwin P. Leonard,
Colonel, USAF,

Assistinit Deputy Director for Support.
D. M. Showers,

Rear Admirul, V8N,
Chief of Staff.

Enclosure : Retention Criteria for Investigative Information.

Attachment 8
Further Response to Question I.D. (5)

(C) As indicated in the body of the response to this question, USAINTC
has conducted no intelligence operations involving one Thomas Schwaetzer or

one Max Watts. The 66th MI Group, Hqs U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR),
however, conducted an investigation of Thomas (Tomi) Schwaetzer (alias:

Max Watts), which included a wire tap of telephone No. 06223-3316.

(C) A-0088 was the control number assigned to the Schwaetzer ca.se by the

West German Agency responsible for wiretap activity.

(U) Thomas (Tomi) Schwaetzer is not and never has been a United States

citizen. Pie was denied natui-alization and deported from the United States in

1952. He was subsequently deported from France in 1968. He most recently
carried an Austrian passport and resided in Heidelberg, West Germany.

Attachment 12

Department of the Army,
Office of the Under Secretary,

Washington, D.C., June 30, 1972.

Memorandum for the Director of ^Military Support
Suliject : Intelligence Support During I'olitical Conventions at Miami Beach

The policies and procedures governing intelligence support during the Con-
ventions at Miami Beach are approved as set forth in the attachment.

Kenneth E. BeLieu,
Under Secretary of the Army.

Attachment : As stated.

Army Support, Federal Civil Disturbance Activities, Miami Beach, Florida,
July-August 1972

intelligence guidance

1. Intelligence Acquisition and Disposition

a. At Department of the Army level, military authorities will rely on the

Department of Justice (DoJ) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
to supply them civil disturbance intelligence information. The public media
may be used to supplement early warning and threat information as authorized
in the 1 June 1971 letter, "Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and
Organizations not Affiliated With the Department of Defense." This informa-
tion may be furnished to the Task Force Commander without further authori-

zation.

b. Committed troop elements may not acquire civil disturbance intelligence
information, whether by liaison or otherwise, unless the Department of the

Army (in accordance with appropriate Secretarial approval) authorizes this

acquisition. This does not, however, prevent coincidental troop observation
when such troops are committed to support civil law enforcement authorities
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nor the acquisition of information as a necessary by-product of operational
liaison.

c. No Army resources will engage in intelligence collection in the field or

otherwise unless specifically authorized in accordance with the provisions of

the 1 June 1971 letter or as (*et forth herein.

d. All information acquired in connection with this operation will be proc-

essed and ultimately disposed of in accordance with the 1 June 1071 letter.

2. Intelligence Sup2)ort

a. OACSI will participate in the DoJ Washington Intelligence Evaluation

Committee (lEC) pursuant to request by Mr. Kleiudienst on 17 May 1972.

If warranted by tlie situation, OACSI will place a representative in the DoJ
lEC for round-the-clock operation. Results of lEC participation by OACSI will

be furnished Director of Military Support watch team in AOC. It is anticipated

this will require a maximum of three analysts at the DoJ IBC.

b. OACSI will furnish Army participation in Miami Beach DoJ lEC, pursuant
to request by Mr. Kleindienst on 17 May 1972. OACSI representatives in Miami
Beach will participate in lEC threat assessment and will channel information

from such assessment to DA and to the Taslv Force Commander. It is antici-

pated the Miami Beach requirement will be for three analysts in the Miami
Beach DoJ lEC beginning o/a 3 July, and lasting through 14 July 1972 for the

Democratic Convention. The same OACSI representation will be furnished dur-

ing the Republican Convention beginning o/a 14 August and lasting through
25 August 1972. Communications and office support for OACSI representatives
at Miami Beach lEC will be furnished by DoJ.

d. OACSI will be prepared to participate as required in the functioning of

the AOC watch team, if AOC activation/augmentation is required.

Attachment 13

U.S. Government Memorandum,
Department of Justice,

June 11, 1913.

To : Colonel Werner E. Michel, Chief, Counterintelligence and Security Division,

The Pentagon.
From : Henry E. Petersen, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division.

Subject: Intelligence Evaluation Committee (lEC)
The lEC has been engaged in evaluating the potential for violence during

various domestic situations. Now that the war in Vietnam has ended demon-
strations carrying a potential for violence have virtually ended; therefore, I

feel that the lEC function is no longer necessary.

Accordingly, effective immediately, the lEC is no longer in existence. If, in

the future, estimates are needed concerning the potential for violence in a given

situation, such estimates can be handled by ad hoc groups set up for that

purpose.

Attachment 17

The White House

washington

To: The Secretary of State; The Secretary of Defense; The Secretary of the

Treasury ; The Secretary of Commerce ; The Attorney General ;
The Direc-

tor of Central Intelligence ; Military Representative of the President ;

Administrator, Federal Aviation Agency ; and Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commission.

Subject : U.S. Internal Security Programs.
1. In line with my continuing effort to give primary responsibility for the

initiative on major matters of policy and administration in a given field to a

key member of my Administration, I will look to the Attorney General to take

the initiative in the government in ensuring the development of plans, programs,
and action proposals to protect the internal security of the United States.

I will expect him to prepare recommendations, in collaboration with other de-

partments and agencies in the government having the responsiliility for internal

security programs, with respect to those matters requiring Presidential action.
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2. Accordingly, I have directed that the two interdepartmental committees
concerned with internal security—the Interdepartmental Intelligence Confer-
ence (IIC) and the Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security
(ICIS)—which have been under the .supervision of the National Security
Council, will be transferred to the supervision of the Attorney General. The
continuing need for these committees and their relationship to the Attorney
General will be matters for the Attorney General to determine.

RiCHABD M. NiXOK.

Attachment IS—Inspection Reports

INSPECTION REPORT 11

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., July 31, 1913.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council.

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection of Army, Navy and Air
Force and DIS units in the San Francisco Bay area.

On .Tuly 10-13, 1973, an unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in in-

vestigative units of the three military departments and the Defense Investiga-
tive Service. This was the eleventh in a series of unannounced DIRC inspec-

tions, conducted pursuant to DoD Directive 5200.26. The inspection team con-

sisted of :

Mr. D. O. Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administra-
tion), Chairman of the DIRC and Senior Inspector

IMr. Rowland A. Morrow. Director, Defense Investigative Program Office

and Executive Secretary of the DIRC
Colonel Werner E. Michel, USA, Assistant Deputy Director for Counter-

intelligence and Security, Defense Intelligence Agency, and Member, DIRC
Working Group

Lt. Colonel Robert L. .Tones. USAF, Executive Assistant, Defense Investi-

gative Program Office, and Member, DIRC Working Group
Mr. Robert J. Waldman, Assistant to the General Counsel, Department

of the Army, and Member, DIRC Working Group
An exit critique of the inspection was held on July 13, 1973, at the Presidio

of San Francisco, attended by Mr. Cooke, the Deputy Commanding General of

Sixth U.S. Army, command representatives from Travis Air Force Base and
Twelfth Naval District, as well as representatives of all investigative organiza-
tions contacted during the preceding three days. Lists of persons and unit^i

contacted and attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A" s"""

"B."
I. executive summary

Unannounced visits were made to command and investigative units of the

three military departments and the DIS. with primary emphasis on awareness
of and compliance with DIRC-developed investigative policies. Both command
and investigative units expres.sed an awareness of current policies and the con-

straints on acquiring information on persons and organizations not affiliated

wilh the DoD. The only discrepancies noted during the inspection related to

retention of material properly acquired. We emphasize that these discrepancies
are of a technical nature and do not reveal any operational violation of DIRC
policies. Nevertheless, they are indicative of improvements which can and
should be made in assuring that DIRC retention criteria are implemented
rigorously.
For example, whereas certain investigative reports of the OSI at Travis Air

Force Base had been scrupulously scheduled for destruction in October 1973
(unless revalidated for continued retention by headquarters) copies of the
same files in the base command element were over one year old and had not

been subjected to any revalidation or verification procedure, as required by
Air Force regulations. Also, we noted a lack of uniformity in the way the

several Services hold and update characterizations of organizations. In both

Army and Air Force we found FBI reports which we believe would have been
screened out with a more rigorous screening procedure. Liaison with the FBI
in the unusual circumstances at Wounded Knee presented a special problem.

w
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Everywhere we found good faith efforts to comply with DIRC policies. The
technical violations discussed in more detail in the body of the report reflect

the kinds of fine-tuning required to assure that all units are uniformly and
consistently implementing DIRC policies. Nowhere did either command or in-

vestigative personnel believe that current policies were impairing their ability
to perform essential missions.

II. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

As noted above, we found full awareness of current policies in all investi-

gative units visited and no discrepancies were found in the operational area.

That is to say, we found no instances of military investigative units being used
to investigate civilian organizations or individuals, and there were no viola-

tions of the prohibitions contained in DoD Directive 5200.27. The discrepancies
we noted, and which we discuss in some detail for their instructional vahie,
related primarily to implementation of DIRC retention criteria. These dis-

crepancies encompassed several different categories as follows :

Screening of Material received from the FBI
Past inspections uniformly have shown a procedure for screening all FBI

and other agency i-eports immediately upon receipt, with prompt disposal (de-
.struction) if the report contains no information of relevance to the Depart-
ment, and retention of relevant material for a specified period of time. During
this visit at Travis Air Force Base, we found the OSI was retaining FBI re-

ports not in the "threat" category for 90 days, the minimum allowable period
of retention, and then destroying them. These reports had been stamped for 90-

day retention in the mistaken impression that all material, whether "threat"
information or otherwise, could be retained for this minimum period. There
does not appear to be any legitimate purpose for keeping these irrelevant re-

ports for even 90 days ; if they do qualify for retention because of a "threat"
to military personnel or functions, their retention in all probability would ex-

ceed 90 days and extend to one year, and thereby be subject to annual valida-

tion. Similarly, at the Sixth U.S. Army Headquarters Intelligence and Security
Division, we also found a FBI report had been retained in excess of 90 days
and there was nothing on its face which reflected any threat to DoD functions,

personnel or property. The particular report was dated in 1972 and reflected

information on a number of different civilian organizations and individuals who
were involved in a coalition group staging a protest demonstration against the
President of the United States at San Clemente. If such reports are, in fact,

relevant but their relevance is not apparent on their face, it might be desirable
to attach an explanatory memorandum thereto when placed in the file. Such a

practice would aid immeasurably during the annual validation procedure.

CJiaractcrisations of Organizations

Brief evaluations characterizing civilian organizations or individuals are
authorized for retention by field elements, subject to annual review of perti-

nency. The Army's 1 June 1971 letter requires that all characterizations be

approved at Department of the Army level and that they be reviewed, revised
and updated annually. At Sixth U.S. Army and Post Headquai-ters we found
some characterizations which were over a year old and had no evidence on
their face that they were the latest, updated version of the Department of

the Army approved characterization. The MI Group Pleadquarters which serv-

ices the Army units in the area did have a complete set of the latest Depart-
ment of the Army characterizations. We were subsequently informed that a

complete updated set was also in the possession of the Sixth U^.S. Army Intelli-

gence and Security Division Chief. It is our observation that if any luiit is

holding any characterization of an organization, it should insure that it is

the latest version and that it has been subjected to annual validation.
The OSI District at Travis Air Force Base had on file only two characteriza-

tions of organizations active in the area, one prepared by the Naval Investi-

gative Service and one apparently prepared locally. Neither had any evidence
on its face that it had been reviewed annually for pertinency, as required by
DIRC retention criteria. Our observation here is that a complete set of char-
acterizations authorized by Headquarters, similar to the approved holdings of

.32-90fi—74 16
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the Army and Navy, would be desirable. The Air Force already has rigorous
annual verification procedures which require specific Under Secretarial approval
for continued retention of investigative information on nonaffiliated organiza-
tions. At this one location, it was the local belief that Organizational Char-
acterizations were exempt from the annual validation procedures. Clarification
for field units of this latter point by Air Force Headquarters appears desirable.
The NISO, San Francisco, had an up-to-date file on NIS Pleadquarters ap-

proved characterizations which appeared to meet all DIRC standards. In addi-
tion, NISO had a locally prepared report on the "Center for Defense Informa-
tion," (CDI), an organization headed by retired Rear Admiral Uene R. La-
Rocque, USN, which report had been prepared for use by the local command
in responding to requests for information from the CDI. Inasmuch as the orga-
nization did not fall within the "threat" category, retention of this particular
characterization would be questional)le except for the fact that the person who
runs and "is" the organization is "afiiliated" with the Department of Defense.
Because Admiral LoRocque is reportedly also an advisor to former Presidential
candidate McGovern (a fact not shown nor known to the preparers) we sug-
gested to the local NISO that the investigative report be purged from their
files, but the information be passed to the PIO or similar office required to
respond to such inquiries.

Annual Validation Procedures
As we previously noted following our unannounced visit to Fort Dix, New

Jersey, more foolproof annual validation procedures within Army appear neces-
sary. This inspection tended to support this same conclusion as shown by the
holding of one FBI report discussed above, and the unvalidated organizational
characterizations at Post Headquarters at the Presidio. It is our ol)servation
that the current practice of certifying that the contents of each safe meet
current retention criteria is not suflficiently stringent to minimize the possiI>il-
Ity of inadvertent retention of unauthorized holdings. Also, there is evidence
that the vohnne of current holdings in Army field units is now much more
manageable so that a rigorous system could be fashioned to fix responsibility
for retention of each individual document. Annual validation procedures al-

ready adopted in Air Force and Navy have this feature. Across the board
adoption of such procedures now appears both necessary and feasible.

In addition, although the Air Force system is a very rigorous one and in
prior inspections appeared to be operating well, we found investigative reports
on hand in the Command Section (Office of Security Police) at Travis Air
Force Base which were over a year old and had not been subjected to any
annual verification action. Copies of the identical investigative reports on hand
in the OSI District Headquarters at Travis had been approved for retention
until Octolier 1973. at which time they were to be destroyed (unless revali-
dated because of new information of a threat nature). From this fact, we
conclude there is a greater need to insure that all elements within command
as well as investigative channels comply with the annual verification proce-
dures of AFR 124-13. On this point, we hasten to point out that had permis-
sion been sought to retain the particular reports, it undoubtedly would have
been granted at Under Secretarial level for at least the same period as allowed
for the OSI District on the same base. The point is that the prescribed proce-
dure had not been followed. As noted in the preamble to this section, these
deficiencies are of a technical procedural nature. Nonetheless, they indicate a
need for continued emphasis and refinements of procedures in noninvestigative
sectors of the community, such as command elements.

Bafie Contingency Plans

Another issue which surfaced at Travis AFB for the first time during a
DIRC inspection concerned the so-called Counterintelligence Annex to Base
Defense Plans. The format of such plans typically includes a section entitled
"Estimate of Enemy Situations" or "Enemy Forces." The particular plan for
Travis AFB contained input from the local. OSI District headquarters office
which we judged to be entirely proper within the context of DIRC criteria.
The estimate referred to .several local dissident organizations which were tar-
geted against Travis AFB and which might be thought to pose a real or
potential threat to the base. On the other hand, the OSI had on file similar
contingency plans for three other Air Bases in California which contained
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information on "enemy" forces which had not been prepared by OSI and which
reflected little sensitivity to DIRC concerns. For example, one such plan listed
a group of Communist front organizations as potential threats to the base,
including the Communist Party, the People's World (a west coast weekly Com-
munist newspaper), the Abraham Lincoln Brigade (a long-defunct organization
which supported the Loyalist cause during the Spanish Civil War), the Cali-
fornia Labor School, and others. The same plan revealed the number of known
Communist Party members, by county, in California. Without dwelling on the
professional aspects of such a threat assessment, it was obviously missing the
essential element of "threat" to the military establishment and relevance to
that particular base.

To the credit of OSI, the local District recently had raised the issue with its

headquarters of the Plan's compliance with DIRC oriented Air Force directives,
but no answer had been received. The cure seems to be a stronger requirement
that threat assessments for base contingency plans be prepared and cleared

through AFOSI channels so that an appropriate level of professionalism, ac-

curacy, relevance, and DIRC-compliance can be assured. In addition, a system
for annually up-dating the threat estimate would be desirable so as to comply
with annual validation procedures.

Army ''Garden Plot" Civil Disturbance Planning Packets

City planning packets on file witli Army units were inspected for their com-
pliance with requirements of the Army's 1 June 1971 letter. With the exception
of one such plan found at the Presidio Post headquarters, all such documents
had been issued since publication of the DA policy and conformed to the new
policies. The one plan dated in 1969 contained evidence that it had been edited
so as to delete certain portions on organizations, in compliance with the
1 June 1971 letter, but a section on "local personalities" which named members
of organizations such as the Communist Party, Socialist Workers Party, and
others, had not been affected by the deletions. It appeared that in up-dating
this one 1969 plan, tlie "personalities" section had been overlooked. In our
view, they should have been deleted entirely so as to comply with section 6.e.

of the 1 June letter.

ni. EFFECTIVENESS OF OPERATIONS WITHIN DIRC POLICIES

The inspecting team attempted to assess the effectiveness with which investi-

gative units are operating within the constraints of DIRC policies. Everywhere
we inqviired in various ways whether the current policies were impairing the
aliility of units to perform assigned missions. As we have found in prior inspec-
tions, negative responses were received to these questions. One commander
noted that we don't know what information we are not receiving, but at the

critique the DIRC principal observed that we never did know. No specific exam-
ples were known to anyone of an information lapse, or failure to receive essen-
tial data affecting the military, because of DIRC prohibitions.
The team made a point to inquire about nuclear weapons security measures

as they interface with the operation of DIRC policies. The view has been
expressed in Washington that a great emphasis needs to be placed on tisking
other agencies (FBI. CIA, local police, etc.) to furnish Defense with informa-
tion on terrorist and other extremist groups which might be motivated to dam-
age or steal or nuclear weapon for purposes of sabotage or blackmail. For this

reason, tlie inspecting team inquired of all three Service investigative organiza-
tions in the Bay area whether (1) this was a special problem, and (2) whether
anything needs to be done. Laiiformly, investigative personnel believe that there
is no prohibition which would affect the timely transmittal, receipt and dis-

semination of any information showing a threat to nuclear weapon security.
The 1\II Group had recently issued instructions to Fi^ld Offices emphasizing and
reminding them of standing instructions to report information within the
"threat" category, with special emphasis on nuclear weapons security. XTS
believes current procedures and liaison relationships are adequate to insure
the timely reporting of any information affecting the security of nuclear

weapons, e'^peeially during movements from one locale to another. All were
awn re of OSD interest In this subject and have recently examined their proce-
dures to assure that there is no lapse in reporting relevant information.
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In summary, in the Bay area we detected no problem in the proper under-

standing of the right and duty to report any information directly relating to

threats to military personnel, functions and property. Conversely, we also de-

tected no inclination on the part of investigative personnel to use nuclear

weapons security as a "bootstrap" pretext for collecting information on local

dissident groups on the tenuous theory that one of them might at some un-

known time be motivated to commit an act of sabotage against the establish-

ment. This possibility, of course, always exists and might come from any quar-
ter of our society (right or left) or as an individual aberration, as we have
seen in cases of political assassinations during the past ten years.

Liaison remains a subject of much emphasis on the part of all investigative

personnel. We found that all three Service investigative organizations, CID
Command, and the DIS have good liaison relationships with both Federal and
local law enforcement and security organizations. Regular biweekly Delimita-
tions Agreement meetings are attended by investigative luiit staffs, and the DIS
has been invited to attend, although not a signatory of the Agreement. Monthly
"8-Bair" luncheon gatherings of law enforcement people are also well attended.
The value and necessity of continued cultivation of liaison contacts on all

governmental levels appeared to be well recognized, particularly in the context
of receiving information on threats to military property, nuclear weapons, fire-

arm thefts, etc., or affecting military personnel.

The Wounded Knee Uprising
A special liaison issue brought to the Team's attention arose in the Army

this past Spring in connection with the Indian occupation of Wounded Knee.
The Sixth U.S. Army was tasked to provide certain logistical support for Fed-
eral Marshals and FBI agents during the days of confrontation in that small

village in South Dakota. For a brief period, troops of the 4th Division were
alerted but that alert was cancelled within four hours. The CG, Sixth U.S.

Army understandably desired information on the situation at Wounded Knee,
to assess the kinds of support which might be required, and asked the G-2
(Intelligence and Security Division) to find out. In a civil disturbance situa-

tion, direct liaison with local FBI or law enforcement would be prohibited
imless and until authori::ed at Under Secretarial level. This was not considered
a civil disturl)ance sitimtion by DA, however, but at the time there was some
likelihood that Federal troops might be committed, as suggested by the alert.

It was. however, at least an aid to civil authorities situation, which called for
some assessment (at least from a logistical point of view) of what the situation
was. Inasmuch as the FBI was the primary Federal agency in the town, with
US Mar.shals in strength, it was logical to obtain information from the FBI.
USAINTC properly disapproved any intelligence collection activities by its per-
sonnel because of the lack of any threat to the Army and because liaison had
not been authorized at Under Secretarial level. The Sixth Army Intelligence
and Security Chief thereupon called the I'BI and received a briefing on the
situation, including information relating to the American Indian Movement
(AIM) involvement in the fracas. To his credit, after it became clear that only
logistical support would be required, and the situation subsided, the Intelligence
Chief took pains to destroy all records of the information on the AIM obtained
via FBI liaison.

It w'as the Team's view that intelligence on the local situation should liave
come to the Sixth Army from the Departmental level, so that it would have
been unnecessary for the Sixth Army to initiate an intelligence-oriented inquiry
into what was going on. Inasmuch as the 1 .Tune 1971 letter of Army prevents
liaison in civil disturbance situations luitil "tunied-on" at the highest depart-
mental level, it would seem logical that the same guidelines should apply to
other comparable situations. The Woiinded Knee uprising was sufficiently
unique, and a gray area, neither wholly civil disturbance nor assistance to
civil authorities (in the usual context of flood, hurricane and other natural
disasters), that we are unable to conclude a clear violation of the 1 .Tune
letter occurred. The potential for unauthorized intelligence collection on the
American Indian Movement certainly existed, a fact well recognized by the
field personnel. Had Headquarters, Department of the Army clearly estab-
lished authority to disseminate limited information to the field, it w-ouUl liave
been unnecessary for field personnel to risk violating DA instructions of 1 June
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1971. As we uoted above, tlie intelligence spot reports created at the time have
since been destroyed. Also, we were informed that after-action reports properly
were limited to the number of C-rations, parkas, etc. provided.
We recommend that for the future such anomaloiis situations be treated with

the same strict procedures as fashioned for the more classic civil disturbance
situations. This would require that local commanders be instructed on a case-

by-case basis when liaison with FBI or otlier civil law enforcement authorities

can be undertaken.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

This inspection disclosed full operational compliance with DoD investigative

policies, but surfaced a number of discrepancies of a technical/procedural na-

ture which require some improvements in annual verification and validations

procedures. It identified the need for IGs and other to check more carefully in

non-investigative organizations to insure compliance with Service retention

criteria. It suggests the need to continue to fine-tune the system to insure that

city planning packets are sanitized and characterizations of organizations kept
up-to-date : moreover, that unauthorized and inappropriate intelligence informa-

tion does not creep into base contingency plans vmder the guise of an estimate
of the "enemy situation." It failed to substantiate fears held in some quarters
that the general constraints on gathering information on domestic organiza-
tions and individuals have weakened nuclear weapons security. Finally, it

highlighted the hazards of liaison in a unique situation as at Wounded Knee.

Respectfully submitted,
Rowland A. Morrow.

Director, DIPO.
Werner E. Michel.

Colonel, VSA.
A.s.<if. Deputy Director for CI and Security. DIA.

Robert L. Jones.
Lt. Col., rSAF.

Executive Assistant, DIPO.
Robert J. Waldman.

Asst. to the General Counsel.

Department of the Army.
Attachments.

approval

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this eleventh DIRC inspection, I dii'ected the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated In the exit critique at San Francisco. California, have discussed
the details of the team's findings with them, and approve this report.

D. O. CooKE,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.

IXSPECTIOX REPORT 10

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., May 21, 1973.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council.

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection of Army, Navy. Air Force
and Defense Investigative Service units in the New York City—JTort Dix—
McGuire Air Force Base Area.

On ]\Iay 8-11. 1973. an unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in

investigative units of the thi-ee military departments and the Defense In-

vestigative Service. This was the tenth in a series of unannounced DIRC in-

spection«, conducted pursuant to DoD Directive 5200.26. The inspection team
consisted of :

Honorable Frank Sanders. Tender Secretary of the Navy and Navy Mem-
ber of the Defense Investigative Review Council

'Sir. Rowland A. Morrow. Director. Defense Investigative Program OflSce

and Executive Secretary of the DIRC
Lt. Colonel Rol)ert L. Jones, USAF, Executive Assistant, Defense In-

vestigative Program Office and IMember, DIRC Working Group
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Mr. James W. Jones, Assistant to the General Counsel, Department of

the Air Force and Member, DIRC Working Group
Mr. Earl Richey, Assistant Director for Operations, Naval Investigative

Service, Department of the Navy
An exit critique of the inspection was held on May 11, 1973, at McGuire

Air Force Base, New Jersey, attended by Under Secretary Sanders, representa-
tive from command of NavCom 3, Fort Dix and McGuire Air Force Base, as

well as representatives of all investigative/security organizations contacted

during the preceding three days. Lists of persons and units contacted and
attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A" and "B."

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMABY

Unannounced visits were made to command and investigative units of the
three military departments and the DIS, with primary emphasis on awareness
of and compliance with DIRC-developed investigative policies. Air Force, Navy
and DIS units were found to be in full compliance in all sites visited ; although
Army units are in full operational compliance, some civil disturbance city

packets were found on file in the jNII Field Office at Fort Dix, dating back to

1964, which clearly do not meet current retention criteria. These particular
records had been the source of some apprehension for their custodians who
were repeatedly assured by their higher headquarters they were permitted to

retain the records, and they did so although admittedly the records had no
current value from an operational point of view. For the latter reason, the
Team did not perceive any tangible harm flowing from the Field Oflice's con-
tinued retention of the records, except they highlight the fallibility of an in-

spection system which assured a fairly low-level field office they could retain
the very kind of material wliich initially gave rise to the "military spying"
controversy and promulgation of policies fiowing from the DIRC. This finding
alone seems to .iustify continued DIRC inspections, as well as the need for a
more foolproof annual verification system within Army. At all points con-

tacted, investigative and command elements appear to have a sound understand-

ing of current investigative policies and profess no impairment of their ability
to perform missions within the constraints of the policies.

n. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

'Navy Units—The NISO-New York is an investigative headquarters covering
four Naval Districts throughout the northeastern and north central part of
the United States. The headquarters has only recently assimilated the files

of NISO-Chicago. NISO-Boston and NISO-Philadelphia. which have been dis-

established in the NIS's post-DIS posture. A monumental effort to purge file

holdings and bring them into conformity with current retention criteria has
lieen completed. This effort resulted in purging of some 6 million 3x5 cards,
and an estimated 15 tons of file material. Spot checks of remaining files re-

vealed no discrepancies. There did not appear to be any ambiguity over the
liinds of files which could be retained, although a desire to retain certain
types of "crank" files was expressed by the operational personnel.

Air Force OST—The OSI District headquarters at McGuire Air Force Base
has .iurisdiction at Air bases in New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, the
greater New Tork City area, part of Maryland, Goose Bay and in the Ajcores

(McGuire is a MAC base, with easy access to the Azores). Full operational
compliance with DIRC policies was noted and check of the files revealed no
discrepancies. A substantial portion of their current workload involves criminal
cases. The OST commander expressed some misgivings over the holding of
DIRC Study #11. which disapproves the use of military personnel as inform-
ants or sources for civilian law enforcement agpncies. The Inspection Team
pointed out that the purpose of the DIRC ruling growing out of this Study
was to avoid violations of posse comitatus and involvement of military per-
sonnel in purely civilian law enforcement if there was no military interest or
responsibility. Hence, the language of the DIRC decision rends:

"E.rcept in cafieft iiifiere cot^cnrrent miUfnry irwesUgatifie responsiMUtit
exists, DoD command and supervisory officials shall not sanction or lend
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affirmative support for the use of DoD personnel as prospective sources

or informants for civilian law enforcement agencies in the 50 states and
the District of Columbia." (underlining added for emphasis)

This clarification which distinguishes cases wherein there is a dual military/
civilian involvement in the investigation (such as narcotic traffic originating
in the civilian community and coming onto base) was gratefully received.

Artny Military Intelligence—The Team visited the Field Oflices of the 109th

MI Group located at both Fort Hamilton and P'ort Dix and also visited with
the Fort Dis Security Section (G-2) which was part of the command structure

of Fort Dix. Full compliance with DIRC-approved policies was noted at Fort
Hamilton Field Office and in the Security Section of the Fort Dix headquarters.
The Fort Dix Security Section had on file copies of organizational charac-

terizations for use in adjudicating personnel security cases, but they had no

way of knowing whether the characterization was the latest version of an

approved ACSI characterization. On the other hand, the Fort Dix Field Office

had on file similar characterizations prepared and approved at Washington
level, together with an annual "validation"' of the characterization. At our

suggestion, the information relating to the annual validation by ACSI of the

organization description will be passed on to the Post Security Section.

At the Fort Dix Field Office of the 109th MI Group the inspecting Team
found approximately a safe drawer and a half of old "Garden Plot" files and
city packets, dating from 1964 thru 1971, which contained material relating
to non-affiliated organizations and personalities which does not meet DIRC
retention criteria. These files had been the source of some anxiety on the part
of the present and formerly assigned personnel, who had repeatedly been as-

sured on three prior occasions by inspectors from USAINTC that it was per-
missible to retain the files. Inasmuch as none of them were current Garden
Plot plans, their utility was minimal, except from an historical interest point
of view. The Field Office has an electrical message on file dated in February
1973 which advised them that further guidance as to the disposition of city

planning packets would be forthcoming, which message was interpreted as

containing authority to retain the files until further instructions are received.

From these circumstances, it appears that the field office was acting in good
faith in retaining the files, although we believe a cursory examination would
reveal the impermissible nature of the contents of the planning packets, es-

pecially those dated prior to 1971.

Concerning the Fort Dix Field Office files referred to above, the Inspecting
Team believes the continued retention at this late date of such material demon-
strates the need for more foolproof annual verification of file holding pro-
cedures within Army units.

One other point which arose at the Fort Dix Field Office relates to the dis-

semination of DIRC policies to subordinate units. In discussing the activities of

the Progressive Labor Party at Fort Dix in the past, which included staging
demonstrations outside the Post courtroom where courts-martial were taking
place, the Team inquired whether current policy would permit monitoring of

such demonstrations on-post. The local MI personnel were of the opinion that

the Army's 1 June 1971 letter prevented them from observing or reporting on
the activities of a civilian organization (such as the PLP) even when their

activities occurred on-post. They had not received word of the clarification of

policy flowing from the DIRC's inspection critique at Fort McPherson and the
sul "sequent DIRC Meeting (see Minutes of DIRC Meeting, September 20, 1972,
Item 5).

In fairness, it shoixld be pointed out that this is the first discrepancy noted
in any USAINTC unit in over a year and a half of DIRC inspections.

Defense Investigative Service—This was the first DIRC inspection of a DIS
field location since the DIS became operational last October. As expected, the
DIS has no record holdings relating to non-affiliated individiials or organiza-
tions and in view of their mission of doing PSI's on affiliated persons, is not

experiencing any problems relating to DIRC policies. In visits to other orga-
nizations in the investigative community, we noted a good spirit of cooperation
and siTpport for the DIS, and DIS inclusion in monthly Delimitations Agree-
ment meetings even though the DIS technically is not a signatory to the

Agreement.
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III. EFFECTIVENESS

At all locations visited, the Inspection Team received negative response to
oiir inquiries whether current policies were impairing their ability to perform
missions. Investigative units appeared to be well-informed concerning anti-

military movements in the vicinity of their installations. All testified that the

quality of liaison with local federal, state and municipal police authorities
was outstanding. Our investigative personnel are aware of the potential for

seeking DIRC approval for special operations should a situation develop where
liaison and other means of gaining information regarding threats to the mili-

tary are inadequate. i

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Units of all three Services and DIS in the greater New York City area are
in substantial compliance with DIRC policies initiated almost two years ago.
With the exception of the civil disturbance files which inexplicably had been
retained at the Foxt Dix Field Office, no other discrepancies were noted. We
believe the findings of this inspection warrant continued inspection of field

units. Also, we believe better techniques could be developed of identifying
whether there are other pockets of such files being retained contrary to regu-
lation. One possible approach, would be the initiation within Army of annual
verification procedures similar to those employed in Air Force and Navy. Also,
better dissemination of DIRC decisions to field units appears in order. Overall,
investigative units are operating within DIRC policies and do not report any
impairment of mission accomplishment as a result of the almost two-year
history of such policies.

Respectfully submitted.
RowL.\ND A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
James W. Jones,

Asst. to the General Council.

OffJGC of the Secretary of the Air Force.
Robert L. Jones,

Lt. Col., U^AF,
Executive Assistant, DIPO.

Earl Richey,
Assistant Director for Operations.

Naval Investigative Servioe,

Department of the AVrr//.

approval

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this tenth DIRC in.spection, I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated in the exit critique at McGuire Air Force Base, New Jer.sey,
have discussed the details of the Team's findings with them, and approve this

report.
Frank Sanders,

Under Secretary rjf the Navy.

INSPECTION REPORT 9

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington. D.C. February 1/,, 1973.

^Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council.

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection of Army, Navy and Air
Force Units in the Panama Canal Zone.

(U) On January 29-31, 1973, an unannounced DIRC inspection was con-
ducted in investigative units of the three military departments, as well as
certain headqiuirters elements, in the Panama Canal Zone. This was the nintli

in a series of unannounced DIRC inspections, conducted pursuant to DoD
Directive 5200.26. The in.spection team consisted of :

Honorable Kenneth E. BeLieu, Under Secretary of the Army and xVrmy
Member, Defense Investigative Review Council

Mr. Rowland A. Morrow, Director. Defense Investigative Program Office

and Executive Secretary of the DIRC
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]Mr. Raymond P. Boulanger, Office of General Counsel, Department of

the Army, and Member, DIRC Working Group
Lt. Colonel E. W. Beaucliamp, USA, Chief, Plans, Policy and Programs

Branch, Counterintelligence Division, ACSI, Department of the Army
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, UtSAF, Executive Assistant, Defense In-

vestigative Program Office, and Member. DIRC Working Group
(U) An exit critique of the inspection was held on January 31, 1973, at

Ileadciuarters, USARSO, Fort Amador, Canal Zone, attended by Under Secre-

tary BeLieu, General William B. Rosson, CINCUS-SOUTHCOM, all three

component commanders in SOUTHCOM, and representatives of all organizations
contacted during tlie preceding two and one-half days. Lists of persons and
units contacted and attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A"'

and "B."
I. (U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Unannounced visits were made to command and investigative units of the

three military departments in the Canal Zone, with primary emphasis on

awareness of and compliance with DIRC-developed investigative policies. Air

Force and Navy units were found in full compliance with the policies and

professed to have harbored no doubts that the new policies applied in full

force to them in the Canal Zone. The Army units, on the other hand, repre-

sented that they had only recently (within the past few weeks) been advised

officially l>y Department of the Army that the policies did apply to the Canal
Zone because of its status as a possession of the United States. As a result

of this misunderstanding arising out of differing interpretations of the ap-

plicability of the 1 June 1971 letter, materials are on file in the USARSO
G-2 Records Repository, Fort Amador, requiring purging action. Corrective

action was initiated promptly after the receipt of guidance from the Depart-
ment of the Army and continues on a priority basis. It should be added that

USARSO decided early -on that it would comply "in spirit" with the June 1971

directive, and avoided engaging in all prohibited operational activities within

the Zone. HeUce, violations found to exist relate only to records retention and
a rigorous screening and purging procedure is in process. In summary, the

Army G-2 and MI elements in the Canal Zone is now undergoing the initial

rigors of complying with DIRC retention requirements announced over a year
and a half ago! Although the Inspection Team believes that this issue should

have been resolved immediately following publication of the 1 June 1971 letter

it is satisfied that corrective action, with strong command backing, is now
underway.

II. (U) AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

The Air Force and Navy investigative units located in the Panama City area

(Howard Air Force Base and Fort Amador, respectively) evidenced a good
working familiarity with DIRC prohibitions, retention criteria, and valida-

tion procedures. Examination of their files revealed very scant holdings, with

no violations of retention criteria. At the time of annual validation of records,

the OSI District Office had reported to Headquarters AFOSI that it had no

investigative documents which it wished to retain in excess of 90 days. With
respect to both the OSI and NIS it must be pointed out that their resources

in the Canal Zone are extremely limited (10 OSI personnel, 3 personnel), their

current workload is limited to PSI and on-base criminal investigations, and
is similarly very small. There are no developments of counterintelligence

significance which require either the OSI or NIS to collect information con-

cerning threats to the military. This can. for the most part, be explained by
a total absence of any organized efforts of dissidence. underground news-

papers. GI coffee houses, or other manifestations of anti-military activities

seen in various locations in the United States.

III. (U) USARSO'S COMPLIANCE WITH DOD DIRECTIVE 5200.27

A summary of the Inspection Team's findings with respect to the Army's
compliance with DoD Directive 5200.27 is set forth below :

—Initially USARSO did not consider that the Army implementing directive

applied to the Canal Zone.
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—While not believing the Army's 1 June 1971 letter applied fully to the
Canal Zone, the USARSO resolved to comply "in spirit." Certain files on U.S.

personalities were purged from their holdings. More significantly, attendance
at civilian meetings in the Zone and covert penetrations of civilian organiza-
tions within the Zone were avoided.—Also to their credit. USARSO did not advise Department of the Army
that all their record holdings were in full compliance with the current direc-

tive but rather that they did not collect or store information on persons or

organizations in CONUS. This "negative pregnant" should have alerted De-

partment of the Army of USARSO's misunderstanding of the ground rules.—After having been advised that the new directive did apply to the Canal
Zone because it was considered a "possession" within the meaning of DoD
Directive 5200.27,^ USARSO initiated inquiries to Department of the Army
seeking clarification of their role in view of the provisions of the Delimitations

Agreement which gives the Army jurisdiction for certain types of cases in the
Canal Zone which are reserved to the FBI in the CONUS.
—On January 12, 1973, ACSI DA advised USARSO that the Delimitations

Agreement conferred jurisdiction on the Army to conduct certain types of
cases (espionage, counterespionage, sabotage and subversion) but that these
kinds of cases must be conducted in accordance with Departmental directives.—Upon arrival on the scene, the DIRC team found USARSO in the process
of screening their files to bring them into compliance with the DA letter of
1 June 1971.—The USARSO staff expressed their concern to the DIRC Team that the
recent DA clarification would inhibit the Army in the performance of its

overall mission of defending the Canal. Thus, the question was raised whether
USARSO could investigate threats by persons within the Zone to the Panama
Canal itself. In the absence of any FBI in the Canal Zone, and only limited

capability on the part of the Canal Government's Internal Security Office

(ISO), the DIRC Team was asked whether the Army would have jurisdiction
to fill the void and investigate direct or potential threats to the Canal locks,
for example. The Team felt this was a valid isue which must be resolved

especially in the light of earlier rulings that the entire Zone is not a DoD
installation, and because of the absence of any designation of the Canal as a

"key defense facility." The Team's recommendation on the subject is set
forth below.—USARSO, with strong command backing and interest, is undertaking a
vigorous file screening project. A representative from ACSI, Department of the

Army, flew down during the Team's visit to assist the USARSO staff to identify
those files to be (1) destroyed; (2) retained because of afliliation with the

Department, or because of some continuing threat; or (.3) transferred to the
Canal Zone Government. A deadline of March 15. 1973. has been requested by
USARSO and approved by DA to complete their file screening and bring them
into compliance with the 1 June 1971 letter.—The Army's role assigned by the Delimitations Agreement to conduct
"espionage, counterespionage, sabotage and subversion" cases within the Canal
Zone has required minimal commitment of resources. No one has any memory
of having been tasked by the FBI to conduct any such case. The Canal Zone
Government representative from their Internal Security Office estimated that
the Governor had requested Army to investigate only about six cases in the
past 10 years. Two of these were svispected sabotage cases and the other four
fell in the subversion category, none being of major importance. Hence the so-

called "FBI role"
^
of the Army in the Canal Zone is not of such magnitude or

scope as to justify some broad exception to standard investigative policies,
during the critique were as follows :

IV. THE POST-IXSPECTIOT«' CRITIQUE

(U) The critique held on the afternoon of the third day of the unannounced
inspection enjoyed full command and staff attendance. Major points made

1 Sec. 101. Title 10, U.S. Code defines the "Possessions" of the U.S. to inchide "the
Vircin Islands, the C'nial Zone. Gn;;ni Vpipr-r-in Samo:i. and the Gnano Islands."

2 Everyone asrreed that the Army's "FBI role" is a misnomer inasmuch as the Army
has inrisdic'tion oiiiv in thp fonr cnte^ories enumerated above and does not cover the
full spectrum of FBI investigative responsibilities.
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(U) 1. The Canal Zone is unique in certain respects. It is contiguous to a

foreign policy wliich lias a significant interest in altering the present arrange-
ments regarding our control over the Canal Zone. And, unlike the continental

United States, the FBI does not have investigative resources vpithin the Canal
Zone to advise of impending civil disturbances beyond the law enforcement

capability of Canal Zone authorities or investigate direct threats to the Canal.
The U.S. Southern Command has the overall mission of defending the Canal
Zone.

(U) 2. DoD Directive 5200.27 and the various departmental implementations
of that directive apply to the Canal Zone proper. It applies not just to U.S.

citizens but to all persons when they are within the Canal Zone.*******
(U) 4. Without doubt, information may be acquired on threats to defense

personnel and/or facilities in accordance with DoD Directive 5200.27. In view
of the responsibilities of SOUTHCOM and the absence of FFBI capability
within the Canal Zone, although the entire Canal Zone cannot be considered a

"key defense facility," the only logical way to apply DoD Directive 5200.27 and
the 1 .Tune 1971 letter to the local situation is to consider the Canal Zone and
related Canal operational facilities as a "key facility." Thus, information could

be acquired on direct threats such as sabotage attempts to the Canal and its

related operational facilities, in accordance with the provisions of the 1 .June

1971 letter. The Inspection Team stated they would recommend that the DIRC
approve this interpretation of the directive, and endorse the proposition that

the "Canal and its related operational facilities" (but not the entire Zone) be

treated as if it were a "key defense facility" for the purposes of DoD Directive

5200.27. USARSO will define which related operational facilities fall within this

categorv. (Xote: The Key Facility list is limited to establishments or sites

within CONUS.)
(U) 5. In the case of civil disturbances anywhere within the Canal Zone

likely to exceed the law enforcement capabilities of the Canal Zone Government,
it would seem most appropriate for civilian authority to authorize the collec-

tion of information by xVrmy resources. Thus, in cases where there is advance-
warning, the decision to "turn on" Army Intelligence within the Canal Zone-
should be made by the Under Secretary of the Army. However, in the unlikely
case there is not adequate time to receive approval of the Under Secretary of
the Army, the CG, USARSO should have authority to authorize direct acquisi-
tion of information on civil disturbances if the Canal Zone Governor advises
that his forces cannot be expected to control the disturbances. Subsequent
notification of this fact to the Under Secretary is required.

(U) 6. At the direction of the Under Secretary, USARSO in conjunction
with USSOUTHCOM and the ISO, Canal Zone Government, is developing a
SOP for civil disturbance intelligence collections.

(U) 7. Concerning files, USARSO will proceed with their screening, and
purging of files. Certain of these will be transferred to the Internal Security
Ofiice of the Canal Zone Government if they fall within that office's area of
interest.

V. (U) CONCLUSIONS

(U) 1. The Navy and Air Force are in full compliance with DIRC policies
within the Canal Zone. The Army in the Canal Zone although late in its

compliance, is now on-track and is dedicated to full compliance with DIRC
policies.

(U) 2. Because of the unique situation in the Zone, the absence of FBI
coverage, the critical value of the Canal and its supporting operational facilities

as a national security asset, and the need for a prompt response to any local
threats to the Canal, it is recommended that the "Canal and its related oper-
ational facilities" be treated as a Key Defense Facility for the purposes of

DoD Directive 5200.27 and the Army's implementing directive of 1 .Tune 19T1.
If the DTRC approves this recommendation, it shall be understood that the

Army, in investigating threats to the Canal (as if it were a Key Facility) will
be bound by all the other provisions of the 1 June letter, which is to say that
covert penetrations of civilian organizations in the Zone, attendance at public
meetings, etc. must be authorized at the appropriate Under Secretarial or
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Chairman of tlie DIRC level. Further, Canal Company employees do not become
affiliated by reason of the treatment of the Canal as a "Key Defense Facility."

( U ) 3. Internal follow-up actions, including those noted in the body of this

report, should be taken to assure that full compliance with USARSO is

accomplished without further delay.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
Raymond r. Boulangek,

Office of General Counsel,
Department of the Army.

Lt. Col., E. W. Beauchamp, USA,
Chief, Plans, Policy a»d Proyrams Branch,

CI Division, Department of the Army.
Lt. Col. Robert L. Jones, ITSAF,

Executive Assistant, DIPO.
APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this niiitli DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated in the exit criti(iue at IIead(iuarters I'SARSO, Fort Amador,
Canal Z(»ne, have discussed the details of the Team'.s flndiugs with them, and
approve this report.

Kenneth E. BeLieu,
Under Secretary of the Army.

INSPECTION REPORT 8

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., October 27, 1972.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection of Army, Navy and Air Force
Units in Hawaii.

On October 2, 3 and 4, 1972. an unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted
at investigative iniits of all four Services, at headquarters and field unit levels,
in the State of Hawaii. This was the eighth in a series of unannoiuiced DIRC
inspections, conducted pursuant to DoD Directive 5200.26. The inspection team
consisted of the following :

Mr. D. O. Cooke. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense and Chairman,
Defense Investigative Review Council

Mr. Rowland A. ^Morrow. Director, Defense Investigative Program Office

and Executive Secretary, Defense Investigative Review Council
Col. Wenier E. Michel. USA, Assistant Deputy Director for Counter-

intelligence and Security, Defense Intelligence Agency
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, USAF, Executive Assistant, Defense Inves-

tigative I'rogram Office and Memlter, DIRC Working Group
Mr. Arthur G. Klos. Chief Program Analyst, Defense Investigative

Program Office, OASD (Comptroller)
An exit critique of the inspection was held f)n October 5, 1972, at Head-

quarters USARPAC. Fort Shafter, Hawaii, attended by Mr. Cooke, other

inspection team members, and representatives of all organizations contacted
during the preceding three days. Ijists of persons and units contacted and
attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A" and "B."

I. executive Sl^MMARY

INIa.ior investigative units of the three military departments, as well as the

counterintelligence officer of Fleet Marine Force/Pacific, were visited during
this unannounced inspection on the Island of Oahu. Hawaii. Visits were also
made to conuuand and staff elements of the three departments and major
headquarters with responsibilities throughout the Pacific area, although
primary emphasis was upon investigative units in the State of Hawaii where
DIRC prohilntions and policies are directly applicable. Units of all four Services
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evidenced awareness of the investigative policies announced in DoD Directive

51J00.27 and all operations are being conducted in strict compliance with the

policies relative to acquisition of information on persons and organizations not

affiliated with the Department of Defense. Although no deviations from the

policies were detected from an operational point of view, the team did discover

certain discrepancies in the NISO-Hawaii office relating to retention of records

accumulated in the past, as discussed more fully below. DIRC-directed policies

caused little initial impact on operations on the Islands due to the relatively

benign domestic situation and because of the general lack of serious dissidence

«r civil disturbance activity either now or in the past. Consequently, the policies

announced by DoD Directive 5200.27 have caused no impairment of mission

accomplishment.

II. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

As indicated above, there is a full awareness of the investigative policies

inaugurated by DoD Directive 5200.27 at all levels within the investigative
world. Service implementing instructions appeared to be well understood and
strict compliance with the main thrust of the directives was observed, although
DIRC retention criteria are differently interpreted by the Navy than in Army
and Air Force.

It was in the latter area that the only discrepancies in full compliance with
DIRC policies were detected. NISO-Hawaii personnel were advised that their

interpretation of retention criteria was somewhat unique ; we also stated we
did not question the good faith with which the interpretation was made but the
result was that tiles on non-affiliated persons or organizations were being
retained in excess of one year, without express permission (verification) from
the Secretary of the Navy. No matter how pure the motivation might be, the
team expressed its misgivings that the files in question met retention criteria

contained in the SECNAVINST, adding that instructions on their proper dis-

liosition would be communicated through Navy channels.

The questionable files in NISO-Hawaii custody fell into three categories:—Characterizations of Orfiaiiizatioi>s—In cases in which an official character-
ization of an organization of security interest had been prepared and dis-

seminated by NIS liead(iuarters, the NISO-Hawaii has retained whatever
investigative reports it had received over the years, primarily from the FBI, as

"back-up" for the official characterization. It was admitted that the back-up
material was of little or no use, but it was believed that the preparation of an
official characterization on the organization had established the general validity
for retention of the back-up reports, which dated back over a number of years.
No verification for retention of this back-up material in excess of one year had
been received from higher headcjuarters. Its retention appears contrary to

paragraph 3.d. of the DIRC Retention Criteria Study (Encl4 to SECNAVINST
3S20.2A).—Thrcat-tijpc iufonnatioii—NISO-Hawaii has retained a limited number of
files relating to personalities on the Island who are thought to pose a continuing
threat to DoD functions and property. DIRC Retention Criteria authorize i-eten-

tion of certain information falling into the "threat" categories in excess of 90

days, subject to annual "verification" by the Secretary of the Military Depart-
ments. NISO-Hawaii interprets this provision to mean that no annual verification

is reouired. and that the information may be retained, if some new information
of a threat nature is received within the past year, in which event the entire

file accumulated over the past years can be retained to the next anniversary of

the latest date. This interpretation is unique within our experience. Even
assuming that certain or all of the personalities pose a continuing threat to

DoD functions or property, there does not appear to l)e any way to avoid getting
Secretarial permission for its continued retention beyond 90 days, at the time
of annual verification. The number and volume of files retained within this

category at this location demonstrate the need for additional guidance from
NIS headquarters as to their proper disposition.—Co-mingJed data—One file on the Ku Klux Klan was found to contain
information relating not only to the Klan but in addition to a number of other

organizations. The explanation was that a summary update relating to a host
of organizations had been received and rather than extract only the portion
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which related to the Klan it was easier to file the entire listing. This technique
is subject to the abuse of retaining information relating to an organization
because of its "threat" status, as well as information relating to organizations
of no possible relevance to DoD functions. Although there was no cross-indexing
to the other organizations on the list, knowledgeable personnel in the section
would be aware that the "Klan" file contains data relating to other groups. The
possible abuses  inherent in this system can be avoided entirely by merely
extracting the information relating to the Klan and disposing of the other
information as its content might merit.

Air Force, Army and Marine Corps units

No discrepancies in file retention or operational matters were detected. The
Marine Corps and Army have Counterintelligence detachments attached to
tactical Tinits, with limited jurisdiction within their base perimeters. These
limitations are well luiderstood by the G-2"s of the tactical units. The possible
dangers of tactical CI units being tasked to perform actions prohibited for

professional investigative units such as the MI, OSI or NIS were frankly
discussed. It was well understood that DIRC prohibitions apply to everyone and
not just the MI or NIS. Elsewhere, examination of files and discussions with
operational personnel revealed strict compliance with current policies. The Air
Force, in particular, has a rigorous annual verification procedure, in which all

infoi-mation relating to non-affiliated persons or organizations is reported to
OSI headquarters where it is screened and approval sought from the Under
Secretary. Oflicial approval recently had been received from the Under Secre-

tary for retention of most, hut not all, the information which the local OSI
felt might be retained beyond 90 days. This procedure appears to be the least

fraught with ambiguity.
An outstanding example of the type of information which qualified for

retention beyond 90 days was spot reports filed by the OSI at Hickman Field

relating to several incidents of blood being spilled on Air Force records and on
an aircraft by an anti-war activist. Also, a number of organizations properly
had retained information relating to the "Liberated Barracks," a local GI
underground newspaper targeted against the military.

III. EFFECTIVENESS

At all echelons, the inspecting team received negative responses to its inquiries
whether the current policies had impaired performance of their mission. Unlike
some locales on the mainland, we did not encounter any vague discomfort with
current policies as expressed by units which had grown used to having con-

siderable information available about activities in the civil sector. The difference

in attitude .seems to be explained by the quiet domestic situation and lack of

any substantial dissidence problems affecting the military. Notwithstanding the

existence of "Liberated Barracks." a GI underground newspaper, and activities

of a group known as "Catholic Action," which oppose the war and are generally
anti-military, as well as the blood-pouring incident alluded to above, the local

situation seems dominated by balmy winds and a salubrious surf. Although the

possibility of future problems and the potential for DIRC approval of special

operations was discussed, the present outlook seems relatively problem-free.

IV. LIAISON

Liaison with the FBI and local police was characterized as excellent on all

fronts. Regular meetings and frequent business contacts result in a free flow
of information, which engenders an atmosphere of rapport and mutual exchange
of data of interest to the military departments. Although it was noted (as

elsewhere) that FBI priorities are not the same as ours, and it may not put a

premium of gathering information relating to GI underground newspapers, for

example, no real information gap was cited to the Team. At the exit critique,
the attendees were urged to let us know if any gap in coverage exists so that
we might be able to bring pressure to bear at the Washington level to step-up
coverage of a particular situation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Investigative activities by DoD components in the State of Hawaii are being
conducted in accordance with current policies as noted above. Certain limited
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files are being retained by NISO-Hawaii in apparent contravention of DIRC
retention criteria, and witliout specific autliorization (annual verification) from
the Under Secretary of the Navy, pursuant to SECNAVINST 3820.2A. Other
Service files are problem free. Mission accomplishment has not been adversely
affected by current policies and the local situation presents no special problems
requiring DIRC exemption from the constraints of DoD Directive 5200.27.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
Col. Werner E. Michel. USA,
Asst. Deputy Director for CI & Sec, DIA.

Lt. Col. Robert L. Joxes, USAF,
Executive Asst., DIPO.

Arthur G. Klos,
Chief Program Analyst, DIPO.

APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this eighth DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated in the exit critique at Fort Shafter, Hawaii, have discussed the
details of the team's findings with them, and approve this report.

D. O. COOKE,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.

INSPECTION REPORT 7

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington, D.C., September 19, 1972.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection in the Charleston, South
Carolina—Atlanta, Georgia Area.

The seventh unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in the Charleston,
South Carolina—Atlanta, Georgia—Robins Air Force Base area, of Navy, Army
and Air Force investigative units and command echelons, during the period
August 28 to September 1, 1972. The inspection was conducted pursuant to

Sections IV.3., IV.E., V.A.3. and V.B.2. of DoD Directive 5200.26, dated February
17, 1971. The inspection team consisted of the following :

Honorable .1. Fred Buzhardt, General Counsel, Department of Defense
Mr. Robert T. Andrews, Deputy Assistant General Counsel, Department

of Defense and Member, DIRC Working Group
Mr. Rowland A. Morrow, Director, Defense Investigative Program Ofiice

and Executive Secretary, Defense Investigative Review Council
Mr. James W. Jones, Assistant to the General Counsel, Ofiice of Secretary

of the Air Force and Alternate Member, DIRC Working Group
Lt. Colonel E. W. Beauchamp, USA, Chief. Plans, Policy and Programs

Branch, CI Division, ACSI, Department of the Army
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, USAF, Executive Assistant, Defense Inves-

tigative Program Ofiice and Member, DIRC Working Group
An exit critique of the inspection was held on September 1, 1972, at Head-

quarters, Third U.S. Ai-my, Fort McPherson, Georgia, attended by Mr. Buzhardt,
the other inspection team members, and representatives of all of the organiza-
tions contacted during the preceding three days. Lists of all persons and Tinits

contacted and attendees at the exit critique are attached as TABS "A" and
"B."

I. executive summary

Major investigative units of all three military departments were visited

during this unannounced inspection in the Charleston—Atlanta—Warner Robins
area. Courtesy visits were made to command elements, and Provost Marshal
and .Tudge Advocate staff officers were contacted in the course of the visits,

however, primary emphasis was upon investigative unit performance, practices
and files. We found acute awareness of DIRC-directed policies among both
command and specialist personnel. Full operational compliance with current
investigative policies was noted, liowever, we found several minor discrepancies
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in compliance with retention criteria in each Service. The latter discrepancies
were, in our opinion, not deliberate but resulted from either inadvertence or
lack of sufficient attention to tlie strict retention criteria. Corrective action "was

taken on the spot but the team believes that a greater effort periodically to

screen all files, especially in Navy custody, at field headquarters is indicated

by the results of the team's spot checks. DIRC-directed policies are adequately
understood but certain ambiguities about operations on-post and walk-in's
needed to be clarified during the critique. Overall, the team concluded that the
DIRC-directed policies have not impaired mission accomplishment but that

continuing dialogue with field elements and periodic inspection is required to
ensure understanding and compliance with the spirit and purposes of current
investigative policies.

II. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

As each previous DIRC inspection has demonstrated, we again found acute
awareness among both investigative and command personnel of the current
investigative policies inaugurated by the DIRC. Our questioning of investi-

gative personnel assured us that the current policies are understood and are
being strictly complied with from an operational point of view. That is to say,
there are no investigative actions being undertaken which contravene the

prohibitions and limitations of DoD Directive 5200.27 and Service implementing
instructions.

The team did discover discrepancies in compliance with DIRC retention

criteria, which were brought to the attention of personnel on the spot.

Discrepancies found were :

Nai'ij—Several examples of documents dated in 1970 which relate to non-
affiliated personnel and organizations were found in the CI files. Retention of
such documents might possibly be authorized beyond 90 days, subject to

annual verification by the Secretary of the Navy, in accordance with SECNAV-
INST 3S20.2A. However, there was no evidence of annual verification of these

two-year old documents, nor of subsequent reports on the same subject which
might bring the subject matter within the 90-day or under-one-year rule and
thereby possibly justify retention of the entire file. It was our conclusion that
the four or five dociunents uncovered during the .spot check were symptomatic
of broader discrepancies and indicate the need for greater effort and more
rigorous screening of CI holdings in the Charleston NISO. It is further our
impression that there was no conscious effort to circumvent or violate retention
criteria but rather a failure to devote sufficient effort and resources to a
rigorous screening program at this particular office. This finding is made
notwithstanding the fact that the Charleston NISO reported a total destruction
of record material since 1971 of 651.5 cu.ft. and a total volume decrease of
minus-518.7 cu. ft. Despite this fairly monumental reduction of file holdings, our
spot checks revealed additional documents the continued retention of which is

ouestionable and which had not been "verified" in accordance v;ith SECNAV-
INST 3S20.2A of 1 November 1971.

Army—As seen elsewhere during DIRC inspections, the Army took stringent
efforts to purge their file holdings to eliminate data on organizations and indi-

viduals not affiliated with the Department of Defense and posing no threat to
DoD functions, personnel or property. Headquarters. Third U.S. Army and the
111th Ml Group were no exception to this general rule. The Third Army
DCSINTEL. office had reduced their holdings from 7 or 8 safes to two drawers
in one safe, and 4600 index cards were reduced to about 150 cards. Also, several
conntersubversive operations which had been underway were terminated with
the announcements of the new policies circa 1970 and no operations are now
underway v.-hich contravene current policies. Nevertheless, we found several
documents in the DCSINTEL office relating to incidents in Puerto Rico involv-

ing anti-ROTC activities by Puerto Rican nationalist groups dated in 1970.
These documents, as a technical matter, exceeded the time criteria for reten-
tion and no annual verification of their continued relevance or "threat" status
had been made in accordance with the Department of the Army letter dated
1 June 1971. (It is noted that Puerto Rico falls within the Third U.S. Army
area of responsibility.)

Air Force—Air Force pi-ocedures rf>nuire a reporting to Headquarters. OSI
of any documents being retained in field installations in excess of the 90 dav
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rule so that Secretarial "verification"' of their continued retention could be
made. At Headquarters, District 6, OSI, at Robins Air Force Base, we found
several documents in a file on non-specific complaints, the so-called '"O"' file,

as well as one in the IIR file, which had not been reported to Headquarters for
the annual verification. Although there was no apparent harm in the local
retention of these documents which related to non-affiliated individuals or

groups, there was a technical violation of Air Force procedures for reporting
and getting approval for continued retention in excess of prescribed time
limits. AYhat this spot check indicated was a need for more detailed instruc-
tions to field units to check the DVP, IIR and "O" file, in addition to other nor-
mal files, for material which might require annual verification. As elsewhere,
it was the team's impression that retention of these documents was not inten-
tional but resulted from an inadvertent lapse of the sort: "we didn't think to
look through those files for this kind of material." Significantly, references to
non-affiliated individuals in these records had not been cross-indexed.

III. EFFECTIVENESS OF OPERATIONS WITHIN CURRENT POLICIES

At all echelons, the inspection team queried personnel whether the new poli-
cies had impaired their ability to perform their assigned missions. All responded
in the negative. As in previous inspections, we encountered the view in the

Army staff that the constraints on collections cau.se some uneasiness—"a
queasy feeling"—that things may be happening we are unaware of. Of course,
l>y this they mean events which may impact upon military personnel or func-
tions. Nevertheless, no specific incidents could he given wherein the Army had
failed to receive timely information on incidents, or events of relevance to

Army functions. Thus it appears the uneasiness they candidly admit cannot be
translated into any concrete complaint, lapse, or other evidence of any impact
on mission accomplishment. On the other hand. Air Force and Navy personnel
contacted did not reflect any misgivings or discomfort with current policies.

IV. LIAISON

All components consider their liaison with Federal and local police agencies
to be excellent or superior. However, they did mention that FBI priorities are
different from the military and that with limited resources the Bureau does
not take as much interest in GI coffee houses or GI underground newspapers
as we might desire. Also, one example of FBI Tinresponsiveness in a recent
criminal case was cited to the team. The FBI did not have an agent to put
on a theft of weapons complaint, therefore, the OSI investigated the matter all

the way up to solving tlie crime after which a warrant for arrest was oI»tained

by State officials, at which point the case was then turned over to the FBI.
Notwithstanding this example of scarce resources on the part of the local FBI.
there is close contact and harmonious personal relationships, bi-monthly IIC
meetings, and regular exchanges of information of interest to the military.

V. TRAINING

The team touched briefly on the subject of training with investigative per-
sonnel and received favorable responses except for the comment that more
emphasis could be given to report writing in th Army Intelligence School.

On-the-.iob training in report writing, of course, is the alternative solution to
this recurring problem. Army personnel have observed no appreciable change
in training as a result of DIRC Study No. 6 on the Training and Accreditation
of Agents.

VI. THE EXIT CRITIQUE

Representatives from all units contacted during the preceding three days
attended the critique, which was chaired by the Honorable J. Fred Buzhardt,
accompanied by Mr. Roliert T. Andrews, of the Office of General Counsel. Ques-
tions raised during tlie critique concerned the following issues :—Applicability of DIRC prohibitions on-post. This issue arose several months
ago when a candidate for the Socialist Workers Party wanted to come on post
to talk with Army personnel and the request was made by command for Army
Intelligence personnel to accompany the candidate. This permission was refused
and command was told to have the candidate accompanied by someone from

.32-996—74 17
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local commaud resources. The critique audience was advised that DIRC prohi-
bitions concerning physical surveillance of political candidates did not apply
on-post, that any person coming on-post was considered "affiliated" at least
insofar as our ability to observe their actions. One exception was cited by
Mr. Buzhardt, namely electronic surveillance must be accomplished in accord-
ance with the provisions of law. Although local command interpreted the
decision by Army Intelligence as a refusal to have the SWP candidate surveilled

on-post based upon DIRC prohibitions, it appears the decision was cosmetic
ratlier than a flat denial. A clearer understanding of the rationale behind the
decision not to have Army Intelligence but authorizing others to accompany
the candidate would have allayed local fears that they did so at their peril.—As a related matter, Mr. Buzhardt pointed out that the post or base com-
mander can prohibit a candidate from coming on base to engage in political

activity. A recent exception to this rule involved leaflet distribution on a main
thoroughfare through Fort Sam Houston. In that case, the highway thru the

post was for many years a de facto public highway and therefore could not be

regarded as property on which post regulations forbidding leaflet distribution
could be enforced with criminal sanctions. However, once a person strays off

the "imhlic" highway, they are subject to the regulations proscribing political
activities on-base.—Walk-in sources : There appeared to be some ambiguity as to how walk-in
sources are to he handled. Some field personnel had the impression that all

walk-ins, no matter what information they have to give, must be referred to

the FBI or local police. Tlie group attending the critique was advised that it

depends on the subject matter of the source's information. Should someone wish
to report plans for a civilian demonstration against a military base, that in-

formation is relevant to the protection of military functions, property or per-
sonnel and can be received. If, on the other hand, the pei-son wishes to talk to

military intelligence about, for example, a group in the civilian commimity, pos-
ing no conceivable threat to the military, this is of no interest to us, and the

person .should be referred to civilian authorities. One caution was offered : if a
walk in furnishes information about a GI coffee liouse just outside the base

gate and advises the coffee house is a center for dis.sident and anti-military
activities, the information can be received, evaluated, disseminated and retained
for a limited period. However, we should not ask the source to continue to

attend the coffee house and report back, inasmuch as that would contravene the

prohibitions and cannot be done without Under Secretarial permission.

VII. CONCLtrSIONS

This unannounced inspection established that DIRC investigative policies are
understood and are being substantially complied with. The only exception was
the manner in which retention criteria are being applied in certain field offices,

and corrective action was taken on the spot with additional follow-up necessary
as indicated above. We detected no impairment of mission accomplishment as a
result of current policies. Continued inspections by DIRC representatives and
departmental inspectors appears to be indicated to assure uniform compliance
and understanding at field installations.

Respectfully submitted. ,

Rowland A. Morrow, *

Director, DIPO.
Lt. Col. E. W. Beauchamp, USAF,
Chief, Plans, Policy and Programs Br.,

CI Div., Dept. of the Army.
James W. .Tones.

Asst. to the General Counsel,
Office of Secretary of the Air Force.

Lt. Col. Robert L. Jones, ITSAF,
Executive Assistant, DIPO.

approval

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this seventh DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated in the exit critique at Fort McPherson. Georgia, have discussed
the details of the teams' findings with them, and approve this report.

J. Fred Buzhardt.
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INSPECTIOX REPORT 6

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., June SO, 1912.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unauuounced DIRC luspection in the San Antonio-Fort

Hodd, Texas Area.

An unannuunced DIRC inspection was conducted in tlie San Antonio-Fort

Hood, Texas area, of the Air Force, Army and Navy investigative units, during
the period June 4—8, 1972. The inspection was conducted pursuant to Sections

IV.o. IV.E.. V.A.3. and V.B.2. of DoD Directive 5200.26, dated February 17,

1971. The inspection team consisted of tlie following:
Lt. General D. V. Bennett, USA, Director, Defense Intelligence Agency,

Senior Inspector and Member. Defense Investigative Review Council

Mr. Rowland A. Murrow% Director. Defense Investigative Program Office

and Executive Secretary. Defense Investigative Review Council

Colonel Werner E. Michel. USA. Chief, Counterintelligence and Security

Division. Defense Intelligence Agency and Member, DIRC Working Group
Mr. James E. Stilwell. Deputy Chief, Counterintelligence and Security

Division. Defense Intelligence Agency and Alternate Member, DIRC Work-

ing Group
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, USAF, Executive Assistant, Defense Investi-

gative Program ( )ftice

The team was augmented for the inspection visit of District 10, Office of Spe-

cial Investigations, USAF. being joined by an Air Force, DIRC oriented team

composed <-)f :

Mr. Bert Z. Goodwin. Assistant General Counsel, Department of the Air

Force and Member, DIRC AVorking Group
Major Alan B. Hershon, USAF, Liaison Officer, OSI, and Alternate Mem-

ber. DIRC W<n-king Group
Mr. James W. Jones. Office of the General Counsel, Department of the

Air Force and Alternate Member, DIRC Working Group
An exit critique of the inspeciiou was held on June 8, 1972, at the Main

Conference Room, Head(iuarters. Fifth U.S. Army, Fort Sam Houston, San
Antonio. Texas, attended by the Director, DIA, the other inspecting team mem-
bers, and representatives of all of the organizations contacted during the pre-

ceding three days. Lists of all persons and units contacted and attendees at the

exit criti(iue are attached as TABS "A" and "B."

I. executive summary

Investigative units of all three military departments were visited during this

unannounced inspection- in the greater San Antonio area. The inspection touched

only sliglitly on the Navy, as the Naval Investigative Service Resident Agen-
cies in San' Antonio and Aiastin. Texas are authorized but four agents, with a

workload almost exi-lusively in PSI. and neither office is a repository for records

of other than the work on hand. Army and Air Force, however, have several

huge installations with post or base populations in the tens of thousands. The

large city of San Antonio appears as thoroughly dependent on military support
as the small town of Killeen existing on the edge of Fort Hood. Nevertheless,
with this great military and military-oriented population, investigative files

were at a minimum level, obviously well screened, and in strict compliance
with DIRC retention criteria. All activities visited generally praised the quality

and quantity of support received from FBI, other Federal and local police or

investigative agencies though several commented that more information on GI
coffee houses would be desirable. It was noted the San Antonio FBI office had
increased the number of agents working security matters from two to five, and

willingly shared collection products with the military. We found keen awareness
of new investigative policies, strict operational compliance, and an honest de-

side to "do the job"' within the DIRC framework. The workload at this time

was noted to be quite moderate, which is perhaps fortunate, as each investiga-

tive activity was giving time and effort toward DIS planning. At all levels there
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was a healthy attitude of cooperation and an obvious desire to make the DIS
work well.

II. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

Every office visited displayed thorough knowledge of their departmental
directives on acquisition of information concerning persons and organizations
not affiliated with tlie Department of Defense. lOven though there was some
disagreement as to whether mission accomplishment was possibly weakened
by compliance with the new directives, compliance has ensued. Commanders are
well aware of the constraints on the operational latitude of their investigators,
and were careful to not request the local units to do that which cannot now
be accomplished without approval of higher headquarters. At Fort Hood, visits

with the command elements verified that the MI Detachments assigned to two
operational Divisions there, were well acquainted with DIRC policies, and
confined their effort within tlie perimeter of the Post.

III. IMPACT OF DIKC POLICIES

As mentioned, the San Antonio-Fort Hood area and the military are closely
allied. It is friendly environment ; news media and the local citizenry are

pro-GI, pro-establishment, law and order people. The image of the military
investigator apparently has not been maligned. Only on some campuses and
from the GI coffee house element has there been any concerted, continuing
anti-military effort. Fort Hood has at its gates the oldest so-called GI coffee

house in the country, the "Oleo Strut." The effect today of the "Oleo Strut"'

on the miltiary is open to question, and various points of view were expressed
to the inspecting team. At the minimum, it was termed an irritant. On the

opposite end it was called a threat, but a threat that cannot be firmly defined
due to a lack of current knowledge.

In the past, the Army was well informed on "Oleo Strut" activity ; however,
.since 1970, little or no information is received from local police or the FBI
and what little is known comes from "Oleo Strut" publicity releases. Although
Fort Hood intelligence personnel feel discomfort over the inhiltitions of DIRC
policies, investigative supervisors denied being "uncomfortable" under DIRC
directives, but expressed some concern and frustration. If part of their mission
is to keep the commander informed of possible threats to the ba.se or its per-
sonnel, then the staff is failing insofar as the "Oleo Strut" is concerned. By
being off-post, it is safe from official Army view, and if it does represent a
threat and is working with any success to undermine the military, this may
only be known by its successes and not in time to advise the commander so
that timely protective steps can be taken.

Recently, two members of the Killeen, Texas Police Department testified

before the House Committee on Internal Security, during hearings on subver-
.sive influences directed against the military. Press accounts of their testimony
read like an indictment agaijist Fort Hood authorities for their refusal to

cooperate with local law enforcement and blamed new investigative policies.
The inspection team explored this issue in some depth, with the conclusion that
the testimony was more a complaint that under current investigative con-

straints, the Army in general is not able to join with local police in informa-
tion gathering activities on anti-military groups or projects as they had done
previously. All Fort Hood authorities, MI, CID and G2, termed their relations
with the Kilieen Police Department as excellent, and related that the two
police officials told them in advance of their prospective testimony, what they
planned to say. and that the thrust of their testimony was it was better for
the little (.35 man) Police Department of Killeen in the old days, when they
could count on the Army's assistance off-post as well as on. Then, in the area
of anti-war activism, they had better advance knowledge of what was going
on and who was involved. P.oth Police officials, upon their return, claimed they
were misquoted in the press, and were not in any way criticizing Fort Hood
command and investigative personnel or the way they did their jobs. Liaison
is reported as still very good.
The team visited the local FBI Resident Agency for the Kiileen, Texas area,

located on Fort Hood, and met with the Senior Agent in charge. He was well
aware of the Army's desire to know more about the "Oleo Strut," but had to
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consider it as but one of his 75 to SO investigations and not the highest in his

list of priorities. Essentially, it seems that the "Oleo Strut" and its GI under-

ground newspaper, the "Fatigue l*ress," continue to be quite active, though
little information is available to judge the actual impact upon the post, except
that last Fall about 100 GIs were mustered for an anti-war march in Killeen.

The lack of answers to such questions, as how many active GIs or sympathizers
exist on the post today, in what jobs and with what access to security infor-

mation, does cause some concern. The Fort Hood G2 staff would like answers
but are aware that getting them within the existing policies is difficult.

The XIS Resident Agencies in Austin and San Antonio, have a predominately
PSI case load with the balance merely lead accomplishment for other NIS
offices. DIRC policies have had almost no impact on these offices because they
had few files to begin with—and after DIRC, almost none Itut case folders for

current work. Xo characterizations of organizations were maintained at the
Resident Agency level. Civilian-related information affecting the Navy came
only from liaison with FBI and police officials.

At OSI District 10 head(iuarters in San Antonio, the team determined there
had been little impact from DIRC influenced directives. The OSI mission was
not changed in any significant way so it continued to be "business as usual."

The I'SAF directive promulgating DIRC policy has been stressed both witliin

OSI and with local commanders. Though a screening of files was prompted by
DIRC policies, it led mainly to the destruction of old files and those of little

value rather than those in violati<m of new policy. OSI expounded at length
on their extremely good relations with the FBI and other police authorities.

They cited examples of a free flow of information and stated their complete
confidence in being furnished, solicited and unsolicited, any information devel-

oped by the civilian agencies, which I'elates to Air Force missions.
The 112th MI Group at Fort Sam Houston, and its Region I headquarters

and a collocated Field office in downtown San Antonio, were naturally very
similar operationally due to their close proximity. The commanders at each
elvel termed the impact of DIRC i)loicy as slight inasmuch as there had been
a winding-down of special operations for some months prior to the Army
1 June 71 letter as well as some sul)stantial trimmings of files. Post DIRC. the
IMI Group headquarters reduced their holdings of material from 7 safes to

1/2 a dravrer of approved documents.
Coincidental with tlie team visit to the Headquarters, Fifth Army, a Federal

law enforcement working level liaison meeting was hosted by the Region, to

which the DIRC Inspecting Team was invited. From our observations, liaison

in San Antonio appears outstanding. All participants, both civilian and mili-

tary, demonstrated awai-eness and acceptance of DIRC policy.
The DCSIXTEL of Fifth U.S. Army Headquarters characterized the impact

of the 1 June 71 letter as substantial. They echoed the comments of the G2
of Fort Hood in their concern over the activities of the "Oleo Strut" and a

similar coffee hou.se adjacent to Fort Sam Houston, "The Broken Rifle," and

expressed concern over the lack of knowledge about its members and plans.

Also, like the Fort Hood G2, they evinced some concern that the Army civil

disturliance mission would be weakened by the lack of sound, advance intel-

ligence information. There was "anxiety" that responding troops might not be

as prepared as they should be and concern that full reliance must be placed
on the Department of Justice to obtain and collate the intelligence information
needed by troops in the field to perform their duties. At DCSIXTEL of Fifth

U.S. Army, 90 linear feet of files and approximately 500.000 file cards had been

destroyed. The team found full compliance with retention criteria and aware-
ness there that obtaining this information was not now the Army's preroga-
tive. Civil disturbance "city packets" were examined and found to be in full

compliance with DIRC directives.

IV. EFFECTIVENESS

At each activity visited the question was a.sked. as to whether the new
policies had impaired mission performance. The Xavy and Air Force investi-

gators, and Army command personnel, all assured the team they had not.

The Army intelligence responses were somewhat qualified. Again, it was men-

tioned, that if the Military Intelligence unit mis.sion is to provide the com-
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mander as much information as possible on a given target, they are failing to

do this, due to current constraints. The "Oleo Strut" coffee house, a similar one
near Fort Bliss (of interest to Fifth U.S. Army Headquartei's) and "The
Broken Rifle" coffee house adjacent to Fort Sam Houston, were cited as anti-

war, anti-Army, activist run operations about which very little is now known.
Similar concern was Tioted regarding the paucity of "intelligence" inf<n-mation
available for potential Civil Disturbance operations. The worry existed that
the Justice Department might not have available, when needed, the required
operational intelligence for mission success. However, the balance of the

Army investigator's role today was termed as being successfully accomplished
within DIRC guidelines. Procedures and criteria for obtaining DIRC approval
for a special operation was explained in some depth and the team was advised
that previous requests made by the 112th MI Group and Headciuarters, Fifth
U.S. Army were still pending action by higher headquarters.

V. LIAISON

Each unit visited was aware of the need for good liaison, not only with
Federal and state civilian agencies, but with each other. Discussions with
FBI agents in San Antonio and Fort Hood verified their understnnding of the
effect of DIRC policy o nmilitary investigations, and their willingness to assist,
witliin FBI rules. The "law and order" climate of the area and the good rap-
port between investigators, lends credence to the belief that military interests
in this part of Texas will be fully protected within the bounds of DIRC
policies.

VI. EXIT CRITIQUE

An exit critique was held in the Main Conference Room, Fifth U.S. Army
Headquarters, Fort San Houston, San Antonio, Texas, on June 8, 1972, attended
by Lt. General Bennett, by Major General Johnson, who is the Deputy Fifth

Army Commander, the Inspecting Team, and representatives from all the

organizations visited during the preceding three days. The Director. DIA,
expressed his satisfaction over the findings of the inspecting team, that each
activity visited w^as fiiUy knowledgeable of DIRC policy and conscientiously
following it. Good supervision, management and control by commanders and
whole-hearted compliance by the staff' was the overall finding announced to tlie

critique attendees. The Director discussed at length the climate into which
the DIRC was born, and from his first-hand knowledge, the troublesome areas
that Initially needed resolution. During a question and answer period that
followed the more detailed report of the team, the subjects of information
gathering through local liaison and special operations were addressed. It was
reiterated, that for the foreseeaI)le future the military investigative world will
be dependent on the civilian counterparts for all information from the off-Iiase

civilian community of actions impacting on military sites. We must live with
it—and we must make it work. Exceptions to this policy will )»e few. and
must be well thought out. well documented and truly necessary. The team
noted the high interest of commanders in the success of the investigative
mission, their awareness of investigative prolilems as well as products, and
encouraged this healthy understanding to continue.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

All three military departments were visited in this, the sixth unannounced
DIRC inspection; the Army at Fort Hood and the Army. Navy and Air Force
in San Antonio. Everyone received the team with apparent honesty and candor,
holding back nothing and engaging in frank and open discussions. We found
full operational compliance with announced DIRC policies, despite the personal
reservations of some Army intelligence personnel that they could do a better
job wth more latitude in exploring the possible threat to their posts by civiliaii

led anti-war activities oliviously targeted against them. Also, as noted, tliey
professed some uneasiness in the civil disturbance area. Each activity that
received FBI reports had a firm screening procedure in effect to insure retained
documents were in consonance with DIRC retention criteria, and all files

examined were found to be in accord with DIRC policy. We observed a healthy
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attitude concerning the establishment of the Defense Investiaative Service

(DIH), and concluded that DIS problems in this area should minimal.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
Werner E. Michel. Col., USA.

CMet. CI & Sec. Div., DIA.
James E. Stilwell,

Dep. Chief, CI d !^ec. Div., DIA.
Robert L. Jones, Lt. Col.. USAF.

Executive Asst., DIPO.
approval

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this sixth DTRC inspection. I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,

participated in the exit critique at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, have discussed

the details of the teams' findings with them, and approve this report.

D. Y. Bennett.
Lt. Gcnrnil. USA.

Director, DIA.
INSPECTION REPORT 5

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Wushington, D.C., May 2Ji, 1972.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection in the Chicago. Illinois Area

An unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in the Rantoul-Chicago.
Illinois area, of Air Force, Army and Navy investigative units, during the

period May 1-4. 1972. The inspection was conducted pursuant to Sections IV.R.,

IV.E.. V.A..3.. and Y.B.2. of DoD Directive r)200.26. dated February IT. 1971.

The inspection team consisted of the following:
Honorable Kenneth E. BeLieu, Under Secretary of the Army, DIRC

Principal and Senior Inspector
Mr. Rowland A. Morrow. Director. Defense Investigative Program Office

and Chairman. DIRC Working Group
Colonel Werner E. Michel, Chief, Counterintelligence and Security Divi-

sion. Defense Intelligence Agency, and Member. DIRC Working Group
Mr. Ronald J. Greene. Assistant to the General Counsel, Office of Secre-

tary of the Army, and Member. DIRC Working Group
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, Executive Assistant, Defense Investigative

Program Office

An exit critique of the inspection was held on May 4. 1972. in the Federal
Conrt Building. 219 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, attended by the Tender

Secretary, the inspection team, and representatives of all organizations con-

tacted and attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A" and "B."

I. executive summary

Investigative units of all three military departments were visited during
this unannounced inspection in the Chicago metropolitan area. Personnel Secu-

rity Investigations (PSI's) occupy most of the manhours in this area, althongh
the military populations at Chanute Air Force Base and Gi'eat Lakes Naval
Training Center do generate a certain amount of criminal and CI case load.

Although units in the area had been very active at the height of the Army
civil disturbance intelligence collection program, and although previously some
of the most sensational allegations focused upon units in the Chicago area,
the situation at this time is relatively quiet. We found keen awareness of the

new investigative policies, strict operational compliance, and consideralile

caution about overstepping permissible bounds. DIRC retention criteria appear
to have been implemented differently among the three departments. Whereas
Army has made a clean sweep of their files, and Air Force only reouired
slight purging, the Navy is continuins: an extensive effort to screen holdings
accumulated since the 1930's, and additional purging of these files is required
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to comply fully with retention criteria. In one location, we found an unfortu-
nate lapse in communication with the command element, which had the impres-
sion that military intelligence was in no position to be of any help whatsoever
in the event a group seeks to invade the post. This impression was corrected
on the spot, hut it struck the team as being symptomatic of a continuing need
to "empha.size the positive." Moreover, both command and field investigator-^
expressed a desire to see the image of the military investigator improved in
the puldic mind.

II. AWARENESS AXU COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

Investigative units of all three military departments evidenced a clear
awareness and understanding of tlieir departmental directives on Acviuisition
of Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not affiliated wiiii the
Department of Defense. Operationally, we found careful efforts to acquaint
all personnel with the new policies and to ensure compliance with them. In
both Army and Navy, we found that investigative personnel were given quizzes
to test whether they understood the new policies. Army personnel were reciuired
to certify that they "read, understand and will comply" with the policies.
Training courses emphasize the policies, and the -DIRC" seems to have l)ecome
a familiar catchword embodying the concept of strict investigative boundaries.

In meeting with command personnel at Fort Slieridan. the Post Commander
reflected an erroneou.s impression that Army Intelligence could not be called
upon for any information relating to dissident groups, even should they he (in
the specific case at issue) at the gate threatening to reclaim the land in the
name of their Indian forebears. The team was gratified to note that the local
MI commander had recently (in April 1972) notified the commander in writing
of the range of .services available to him. including obtaining information
relating t(» threats to military personnel, property or functions. Notwithstand-
ing tliese efforts, there was still the belief with the commander that no infor-
mation could be received or disseminated if it related to a civilian group,
off-post. This misunderstanding struck the team as a communication problem,
prf>bably cau.sed in part by the high intensity of criticism previously focused
upon Army investigative units in the Chicago area. As noted above, emphasis
on the affirmative, the "do's" as well as the "don'ts," continues to be needed.

III. IMPACT OF DIRC POLICIES

Throughout the Chicago area, the "A.rmy spying" controversy had directly
affected the daily activities of every unit, if only becau.se of a .serious public
relations problem. The local press covered the allegations heavily, and continues
to do so. since the most publicized incidents occurred in Chicago. This has
affected the availability of information (particularly at xuiiversities) and has
cause dsome civilians to act in an unpleasant or uncooperative manner. Local
units seem, however, to l)e coping with this problem as well as could be
expected.

Chanute Air Force Base. Rantoul, Illinois, was visited because it is the site
of OSI District 32 head(iuarters, with jurisdiction covering five large states in

the upper Mid-West. Little impact was experienced by the promulgation of
the new investigative policies, although some purging of files was necessary.
Operationally, there was no substantial change to missions of the OSI. and
thus no impairment in information gathering or dissemination was experienced.
In visits to the Commanding General of the Technical Training Center and the
base commander, we found general awareness of the new policies and no
problems created as a result of them. Although there had been some under-
ground newspaper activity directed toward the base, and racial problems
typically found on such military installations. DIRC policies had not impaired
the command's ability to remain well informed on such matters.
The Naval Investigative Service Office in Chicago is headquarters for a

ten-state area, with a predominantly PSI mission. The Great Lakes Naval
Training Center and Glenview Naval Air Station are the major Navy installa-
tions in the area and present the normal workload of criminal cases. No par-
ticular problems were encountered as a result of the DIRC policies in this
area. The NISO headquarters had a very substantial number of files accumu-
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lated from various sources since tlie 1930's but liad begun a retirement or

purging procedure before DIRC retention criteria became an issue. Tlie tile

room at the present time contains about 100 empty tile cabinets recently emp-
tied, and four out of five index-card bins are now empty. Whereas previously

13 file clerks had been required to index, card, file and maintain this mass of

material, the file room staff is now down to two employees. Nevertheless, and

notwithstanding the monumental effort to purge extraneous material on civilian

organizations and personalities, the Inspecting Team found that the NISO
continued to have some holdings which do not meet DIRC retention criteria.

Their purging program has been a continuing one. The staff acknowledged that

they still liad work to do to complete a systematic screening of present holdings,

and acknowledged that certain documents surfaced in a random check of the

files would have been disposed of had that material been found in their

screening process. The problem was obviously one of devoting sufficient

resources to the project rather than any deliberate attempt to hold onto mate-

rial (primarily FBI reports) the retention of which is not authorized.

It was made clear to us that no new holdings of extraneous or irrelevant

material are being accumulated by the NISO, and the only material surfaced

during our spot checks was dated prior to the new policies having been

announced. FBI reports now being received are reviewed upon receipt by the

security section and if they are of no relevance to Navy functions are disposed

of promptly. Items of interest to the Navy are circulated among the staff

and when appropriate referred to Washington headquarters.
In considerable contrast to the other two departments, the Army Region

headquarters at Fort Sheridan and Field Office in South Chicago have no

holdings of any kind relating to non-afliliated organizations or individuals.

They have no characterizations of organizations, even officially approved char-

acterizations, at Region and Field Office level. FBI reports and monthly Intelli-

gence Summaries published by Fifth U.S. Army are received, screened, read,

and disposed of. A "clean-sweep" of all files appears to have been accom-

plished and no new ones are being accumulated. In Army units, we detected

con.siderable caution about acquiring any information relating to non-affiliated

individuals or groups. As it develops, there are no large concentrations of

Army troops in the area since Fort Sheridan is largely in support status for

remnants of Fifth Army headquarters, an MP company, and certain small

miscellaneous reserve units. There is little evidence of any dissident activity

directed against the Army (save for an abortive attempt by a small band of

Indians to occupy the post) and hence no apparent need for Army intelligence

to become concerned about nonaffiliated groups. We uncovered no indication

that, in light of the Region's responsibilities, tlie lack of files availa])le locally

has adversely affected their ability to function properly.

IV. EFFECTIVENESS

All personnel contacted during the inspection were (pieried whether the new
policies had impaired their ability to perform their mission. With the exception
of the erroneous impression held by one commander alluded to a)>ove. the

responses were uniformly in the negative. One NIS analyst remarked that their

inability to place sources into certain organizations targeted against the mili-

tary did curtail their ability to keep tabs on the organization on a first-hand

bnsis. He acknov.'ledged that the FBI furnished considerable information on

organizations but also pointed out their priorities and interests were some-
what different from our own. The team discussed the criteria for obtaining
DIRC ai)proval for special operations in this context, and in effect encouraged
them not to discount or ignore the possiliility of seeking DIRC approval if a

particular group presents sufficient cause for concern.

V. LIAISON

All units contacted stated that their liaison with other Federal agencies and
local police is excellent. The view was expressed that since we were not in a

position to furnish any information but only receive ("all take and no give"),
this would tend to dry up sources of information. Thus far, however, no one
the Team spoke with felt that the sources were dryiug up- Indeed, they ex-
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pressed the view that other agencies seemed to understand the position tlie

military investigative agencies are now in and are very sympathetic and
continue to be most helpful.

VI. EXIT CRITIQUE

An Exit Critique was held in the Circuit Court of Appeals Chambers, Federal
Court House, in downtown Chicago, on May 4, attended by Under Secretary
BeLieu, the inspecting team, and representatives from all organizations visited

during the preceding three days. General satisfaction over the findings of the
team was expressed and the Under Secretary complimented those in attendance
for having borne up well during a particularly difficult period of public criti-

cism and misunderstanding. During the question period following the report of
the team, the question was raised whether tlie Delimitations Agreement <lid

not need up-dating. It was noted that the changed role of the Army in civil

disturbance collections was covered by a separate exchnnge of letters between
the Under Secretary of the Army and Deputy Attorney General, in which the
understanding is made explicit that the Attorney General has the basic

responsibility for acquiring and disseminating information relating to civil

disturbances. Also, we noted that with the coming on tlie scene of the DIS it

appeared desirable to up-date the Delimitations Agreement inasmuch as the

only signatories to it are the FBI, the Army, Navy and Air Force investigative
units.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This fifth imannounced DIRC inspection was conducted among all three

military departments in the once-controversial area of Chicago. The team was
Avell received everywhere, met with straight-forward responses to its inquiries,
and encountered an earnest attitude of caution, and a strong desire to comply
"With announced policies. We found full operational compliance with current
investigative policies, substantial compliance with retention criteria, although
(as noted above) more needs to be done in purging XIS file holdings. Inasmuch
as units in the Chicago area are devoted largely to PSI tasks, there is an
obvious preoccupation with the impact of the Defense Investigative Service
(DIS) on their operations. It is our impression that these developments are
awaited with a healthy curiosity and optimism on the part of field investigative
personnel.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
Werner E. Michel. Col.. I'SA.

Chief. CI and Sec. Div., DIA.
Robert L. Jones, Lt. Col.. I^SAF.

Execnfive Assistant, DIPO.
Ronald J. Greene,

Asftt. to the General Counsel, OSA.

APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this fifth DIRC inspection. I directed the areas to lie covered by the Team,
participated in the exit critique at Chicago, have discussed the details of the
teams' findings with them, and approve this report.

Kenneth E. BeLieu.
Under Secretary of the Army.

IXSPECTTOX REPORT 4

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington, D.C., April 21, 1972.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection in the San Diego-Los
Angeles, California Area.

An unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in the San Diego—Los
Angeles—Vandenberg AFB area, covering investigative units of the Army,

!
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Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force, during the period 4-7 April 1972. An un-
scheduled brief inspection was made of the OSI unit at Scott AFB, Illinois,
when the Secretarial party was weathered-in enroute back to Washington. The
inspection was conducted pursuant to Section IV.B., IVE., V.A.3., and V.B.2. (2)
of DoD Directive 5200.26, dated February 17, 1971. Tlie inspecting party con-
sisted of the following :

Honorable .John W. Warner, Under Secretary of the Navy, DIRC Prin-

cipal and Senior Inspector
Rowland A. Morrow, Director, Defense Investigative Program OflSce and

Chairman, DIRC Working Group.
Colonel Werner E. Michel, Chief, Counterintelligence and Security Divi-

sion, Defense Intelligency Agency, and Member, DIRC Working Group
Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, Executive Assistant, Defense Investigative

Program Office

Mr. Harry B. Warren, Operations, Plans and Programs Division, Naval
Investigative Service Headquarters

An exit critique of the inspection was held on April 7, 1972, at Vandenberg
Air Force Base. California, attended by the inspection Party, the Special Coun-
sel to the Secretary of the Navy, and representatives of all organizations con-

tacted during the preceding three days. Lists of all persons and units contacted
and attendees at the exit critique are attached at TABS "A" and "B."

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The initial stop of this inspection—in San Diego—focused primarily upon
liaison activities with local agencies engaged in preconvention planning. Navy
and Air Force units continue to attend Law Enforcement Task Force meetings
in San Diego in an observer capacity, but Army units have discontinued their

attendance in order to avoid any appearance of civil disturbance collection

activity. Everywhere, in Naval Investigative Service, Air Force OSI, the Marine
Corps Counterintelligence Team, and Army Intelligence, we found a clear

awareness and strict compliance with DIRC policies. As found in prior inspec-
tions, the application of criteria for retention of information relating to civilian

organizations varied somewhat from Service to Service but we found no clear

violations of the new policies. Operationally, all units eviden'i'ed a diligent desire

to cfimply strictly with their departmental regulations implementing DoD Di-
rective .5200.27. There are indicators that dissident groups in San Diego will

intensify their activities in the next few months, in connection with announced
intentions to disrupt the political convention there in August. Navy units in

San Diego are alert to the possibility of incidents directed against Naval instal-

lations or personnel designed to embarras the "Establishment."

II. PRE-CONVENTION PLANNING IN SAN DIEGO

As noted above, San Diego is experiencing a "heating-up" situation, with the

intiux of diverse groups who wish to disrupt the convention, embarrass the

administration and the Establishment generally. The large number of military
hases. principally Navy, in the area, are a logical target for demonstrations,
acts of "non-violence."' and exploitation of any kind of grievance, real or manu-
factured, for the benefit of the media. A Law Enforcement Task Force planning
for the Convention has been holding sessions monthly since last October and
will meet more frequently as the Convention date in August approaches. The
NIS expressed some misgiving that the number of anti-military organizations
known to be congregating in the area will exceed the ability of local and
Federal agencies to monitor adenuately. Navy is especially concerned because of

the large nmnber of Naval facilities in the immediate area which present tar-

gets of opportunity for dissident groups. Being well-informed is thought to be
essential to sauelch rumors, and react intelligently to threats to military prop-
erty, personnel and functions.
For these reasons, both Navy NIS and Air Force OSI cnntinne to attend

Convention task force meetincs in a passive role, limited to CI) observina:. (2)

accepting no tasking, and (3) furnishinsr information only when it origin.ites

with military sources. Army has received instructions from Washinaton not to

encaee in any civil disturbance collection or liaison activitie'? on mnttevs deal-

ing with potential civil disturbances vmtil ordered to do so from Washington.
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Their potential civil disturbance role and the lack of any major Army installa-
tions in the area is thought to place them in a different position than that of
the other two departments.
None of the military units have yet to be advised of the extent to which

they will be tasked to give aid to the Secret Service for DVP and related
duties at the Convention, but they anticipate the initial requests will be made
to the OSD, and passed on from Washington headquarters.

III. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRC POLICIES

Whereas the inspecting team's focus of attention in San Diego was directed

primarily toward liaison activities, the remainder of the trip was devoted to

assessing the awareness, compliance, impact, and any problem areas in investi-

gative units in the lower California area.
The major OSI District headquarters at Norton Air Force Base experienced

very small impact with the innovation of the new investigative policies, because
of limitations previously i)laced on their activities. On examining files in OSI
District Headquarters, we noted that their characterizations of organizati(m
files contained several summaries of information taken from FBI reports on
organizations which did not seem to have any relevance to DoD functions, and
moreover were outdated. They readily agreed to screen that file more carefully
and dispose of any extraneous material.
We also found a file in the District OSI Headquarters labelled "GOP Con-

vention" which contained a group of FBI and local police reports relating to
dissident groups which intend to ci-eate incidents to disrupt the 1972 Convention
in San Diego. The file contains information on a number of nou-DoD affiliated

organizations and individuals. The OSI explained it was keeping this file

temporarily for use when their agents are tasked to provide Secret Service
assistance at the Convention, for the purpose of briefing their agents. After the
convention, they plan to destroy the entire file. By the time the conventions roll

around, some of the information in the file will be more than 90 days old.

Although the motive for keeping the file seems innocent enoiigh, and it con-
tained no DoD generated material, it could be a potential .source of criticism.

The Army Region headquarters in Pasadena whose mission is almost exclu-

sively PSI, had a file of characterizations of organizations which had been
prepared by Army Intelligence (ACSI) which appeared to be up-to-date and
represent only "threat-type" data. For example, their characterizations included
summaries on the Progressive Labor Party, the Movement for a Democratic
Military, Concerned Officers Movement, but tlie list did not include any informa-
tion on the Revolution Union (a Maoist, militantly anti-US. anti-military, revo-

lutionary group). The Army Intelligence Los Angeles Field Office, whicli is co-

located with Region Headquarters in Pasadena was unaware that Region had
a file of organizational characterizations.

Tlie Naval Investigative Service Resident Agency at El Toro Marine Corps
Air Station conducts liaison with FBI and receives information regarding local

groups, but it screens it promptly and disposes of any information which is not

thought to represent a threat to the military establishment. The Marine Corps
Counterintelligence team, attached to the Air Wing at El Toro, evidenced acute
awareness of DIRC directives, expressed some puzzlement over the low-key
approach of the inspecting party. Apparently, advance billing about the DIRC
had projected a somewhat ominous picture of an up-against-the-wall shake-down
inspection. The NIS has investigative support for Marine Corps units, and the

Counterintelligence units attached to Marine Corps tactical units do not have
any investigation functions off-liase. Nevertheless, tlie degree of awareness of
DIRC policies among Marine Corps personnel was impressive. This was the
first Marine Corps unit visited during the Unannounced DIRC Inspections and
it was gratifying to learn that the fame of the DIRC, although somewhat
ominously portrayed, had preceded us.

IV. LIAISON

In all units visited, we received favorable responses to our incpiiries about
the quality of liaison with local authorities and otlier Federal agencies. No
difficulties were experienced in obtaining information from the FBI on domestic
organizations, and all persons queried felt their liaison was excellent to

superior. In two isolated locations, (Santa Monica and Long Beach) the local

Police chiefs were sticky about letting our agents check police records during
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PSI's ; Long Beach will ouly cheek their records if we have an FBI rap-sheet
arrest number of a reported arrest. In Santa Monica, the local police will not
verify a listed arrest ; consequently, our investigators must resort to checking
tlie Court records to determine the details of criminal records. Other than these
isolated instances, local liaison is felt to be excellent.

V. EFFECTIVENESS

At all levels, both command and among investigative personnel, the inspect-
ing team inquired whether the new policies had impaired their ability to per-
form assigned missions. We received uniforudy negative answers, except for
the misgiving expressed by the Navy that the coming summer in Sau Diego
may possibly require some exceptional actions to cope with the special chal-

lenges presented by the Convention intlux of dissident groups.
A fairly detailed discussion was held with the NISO commander on the sub-

ject of .special operations, and it is felt that they are adequately aware of the
potential for flexible response, of .seeking DIRC approval of special operations,
and the conditions under which such operations might win approval. It should
be emphasized that whatever misgiving was expressed is about pro.spective
events and do not reflect past experience.

Judging from the wealth of knowledge exhibited by the NISO commander
and his staff about anti-military organizations .such as the Center for Service-
men's Rights (CSR), Movement for a Democratic Military (MDM), Concerned
Officer'.s Movement (COM). Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Pacific Coun-
seling Service (PCS), and the Stop Our Ship (SOS) movement, it was obvious
that the new investigative policies had not created any paucity of information
of interest to security personnel. MD:M activities in the San Diego and El Toro
area seem to have dried up in recent months. There are no GI coffee houses
giving command .special problems at present. Underground newspapers have
appeared in El Toro and San Diego in the past (as recently as January 1972),
and may reappear, but the local investigative units feel no constraints about
acquiring and retaining data of this type when it is obviously targeted against
the military, provided it can be obtained overtly or via liaison without resort
to covert operations.

VI. DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE (DIS)

There were considerable curiosity about the impact the newly-established DIS
will have on investigative units in the San Diego-Los Angeles area. The Team
dealt with tiiis suliject in generalities, inasmuch as many of the decisions as to

consolidating facilities and staffs have yet to be made by the Director, DIS.
It was obvious, however, that both Army and Air Force which have large PSI
missions in the metropolitan area of Los Angeles, undoubtedly will be affected
significantly by the formation of the DIS.

VII. SPECIAL ISSUE—RESERVE POLICE UNIT, SAN DIEGO

In discussing the case of a Navy enlisted man in Sau Diego who the Senate
Internal Security Committee expressed a desire to use as a witness regarding
left-wing anti-military groups in the San Diego area, it was revealed that the
man involved is also a member of a San Diego Police Reserve unit. It was
learned there are 72 members of this reserve police unit who are also members
on active duty with the military (71 Navy, 1 Air Force). The men receive no
pay, but have uniforms and engage in training drills, and could be called to

duty in the event of civil strife requiring supplements to the regular police
force. The team expressed strong doubts that active duty personnel engaging in
this kind of "civic duty" is consistent with conflict of interest directives. There
also appears to be a clear pos.se comitatus (18 LT.s.C. 1385) issue, notwithstand-
ing the technical point that posse comitatus applies to the Army and Air Force
(no mention being made of Navy and Marine Corps). The team believes this
issue should be referred to Navy JAG for resolution.

\T:II. EXIT CRITIQUE

The exit critique at Vandenberg Air Force Base was attended by representa-
tives from the four Services visited during the preceding three days. Secretary
Warner urged all attendees to voice any problems, so that the DIRC can con-
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tinue as a dynamic organization responding to the needs of operational per-
sonnel. With the exception of the San Diego potential referred to above, no
attendees expressed dissatisfaction with the new investigative policies.

IX. SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, ILLINOIS

An unscheduled, unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted at Scott Air
Force Base on April 8, 1972, when the Secretarial party was required by
weather conditions in Washington to stop-over near St. Louis. Colonel Michel
and Captain Gardiner Haight, U.S. Navy, who accompanied the Under Secre-

tary of the Navy, met early Saturday morning with three surprised OSI agents
at Scott. They reacted numbly to mention of the Defense Investigative Review
Council but brightened when the acronym "DIRC" was mentioned. Although
no inspection of their files was conducted, the OSI representatives responded
affirmatively to inquiries about AFR 124-13, evidenced good familiarity with
its provisions, and reported no special problems. Scott AFB has experienced
no underground newspapers, GI coffee houses, nor radical dissent activities,

although the usual amount of racial problems have not escaped them.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The unannounced inspection commenced in San Diego, with the Navy receiv-

ing one-half hour advance notice "via liaison" that the team was enroute. The
second day in Los Angeles (San Bernadino) appeared to be a complete surprise
to the OSI and subsequent surprise visits to Army, NIS and Marine Corps units
showed a lessening of the efficacy of "liaison." Nevertheless, a spirit of instant

cooperation and candor was experienced. Because of the obvious keen awareness
with the now-year-old policies, and a strong desire to comply, the emphasis was
more in the nature of a staff-visit than a sliakedown type of inspection. The
Team is satisfied that the policies are understood and that there is a good
faith effort to comply rigorously with their terms. The Team discussed the

potentials for special operations if special circumstances warrant DIRC ap-
proval, noted a healthy, positive response, and concluded that visits of this type
are mutually beneficial.

Respectfully submitted,
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DIPO.
Werner E. Michel, Col, USA.

Chief, CI and Sec. Div., DIA.
Robert L. Jones, Lt. Col., USAF.

Executive Assistant, DIPO.
Harry B. Warren,

Operations, Plans and Programs, NIS Hqs.

APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this fourth DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
participated in the exit critique at Vandenberg Air Force Base, liave discussed
the details of the teams' findings with them, and approve this report.

.John W. Warner,
Under Secretary of the Navy.

INSPECTION REPORT 3

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington, D.C., March 21, 1912.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject : Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection in the Central Florida Area.

An unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in the Cocoa Beach—
Orlando—Tampa area, covering investigative units of all three military depart-
ments, on March 13. 14, 15 and 16. 1972. This inspection was conducted in

accordance with Sections lY.B., IV.E., V.A.3., and Y.B.2. (2) of DoD Directive
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5200.26, dated February 17, 1971. The inspecting party consisted of the
following :

Hon. John L. McLucas, Under Secretary of the Air Force, DIRC prin-
cipal and Senior Inspector

Mr. Bert Z. Goodwin, Assistant General Counsel, Department of the Air
Force and Member, DIRC Working Group
Mr. Rowland A. Moirow, Director, Defense Investigative Program Office

and Chairman of DIRC Working Group
Mr. James E. Stilwell, Deputy Chief, Counterintelligence and Security

Division. Defense Intelligence Agency and Alternate Member, DIRC Work-
ing Group

Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, Executive Assistant, Defense Investigative
Program Office

An exit critique of the inspection was held on March 16, 1972, at McDill Air
Force Base, attended by the Inspection Party and representatives of all orga-
nizations contacted during the preceding three days. Lists of all persons and
units contacted and attendees at the Exit Critique are attached as Attachments
"A" and "B."

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Although visits by the Inspecting Team were focused primarily upon investi-

gative units of all three military departments, meetings were held also with
coiiunand echelons at Air Force bases visited. Without exception, the Inspecting
Team found full awareness and strict compliance with the terms of present
investigative policies. We found no sul)stantial problems connected directly
with the changes in policy. DIRC Retention criteria appears to be applied differ-

ently among the Services, but no clear violations were noted. From the point
of view of finding anything "wrong" the team went to the wrong place. The
Central Florida area represents a reliatively quiescent atmospliere from the
points of view of dissidence, anti-military sentiments or civil disturbance activ-

ity. The benign domestic scene in that locale alone seems to account for the
lack of any problems and minimal impact of DIRC policies found during this

inspection.
II. AWARENESS AND COMPLIANCE

Without exception, visits to investigative tmits of Air Force, Navy and Army
impressed the Inspectors with the central fact that great efforts had been made
to impress everyone in the investigative business with the changes in policy
flowing from DoD Directives 5200.26 and 27. Fiill access to files was given to
members of the Team, so that judgments could be made regarding compliance
with operational and document retention criteria. Without exception, we found
full compliance with the policies contained in the DoD and Service implement-
ing instructions.

Differences in implementing retention criteria were noted in the matter of
"characterizations" of organizations. In Army Intelligence units, there was no
local file of charncterizations of organizations, except for the Attorney Gen-
eral's Li-^t. In Naval Investigative Service Resident Offices we found a file of
official Department of the Navy characterizations or organizations of security
interest, mainly so-called "New Left" organizations. The Army explanation was
that if they need a characterization in a particular ease, there is a procedure
for obtaining it thi-u channels and via liaison from other Federal agencies.
We were struck with the pnucity of files of any kind in Field Office and Resi-
dent Agency levels. Even at the District OSI office (with .iurisdiction over the
whole of Florida) there was a minimum of files, and no massive purging of old
files had been necessary because of spare collections activity in the past. What
was retained appeared entirely within approved retention criteria.

in. IMPACT

As anticipated, the ma.ior impact of the new investigative guidelines an-
nounced in DoD Directive 5200.27, was felt in Army intelligence units. Domestic
surveillance activities required by prior directives had been discontinued
drastically as a result of earlier Army directives, prior to the receipt of the
Army's implementing instruction of June 1, 1971. Records had been purged,
and stringent measures taken to ensure that all personnel were personally ac-
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quainted with the new policies. Army investigative personnel have been re-

quired to certify they have "read, understand, and will comply" with the new
instruction of June 1, 1971. It is the Inspecting Team's impression that Army
Intelligence is proceeding today with extreme caution so as to avoid any criti-

cism. The Navy and Air Force units, on the contrary, have not experienced the

sharp kind of reversals of role and therefore have not felt the impact of the

changes to the same degree. Several questions asked at the Exit Critique by

Army Intelligence personnel exemplify their caution, their grave concern and
obvious desire to serve with honor. They were :

Is it permissible to attend liaison meetings with local police when it is

predictable that such things as disturbances in the local community might
arise in the conversation? (Answered "yes" so long as no records of civil

disturbance data are made, acquired, indexed, assembled or computerized
as a result of these normal business contacts. )

What is being done to restore the reputation of military investigators
so that they will not always be regarded as the bad guys? (The latter

(piestion was answered with considerable philosophizing.)
Another important factor pointing to the small if not insignificant impact of

the new policies on investigative units in the Central Florida area is the note-

worthy absence of dissidenee, civil disturbances, anti-war or anti-military senti-

ments in the areas visited. With the exception of McDill Air Force Base,

Tampa, there are no so-called underground newspapers in the area. There is

no discernible anti-military protest activity targeted against military bases in

the area and no GI Coffee Houses. The underground newspaper at McDill, en-

titled the "McDill Free Press," has appeared twice, the last issue appearing in

early January 1972. It has caused little concern, is low-key in comparison with

others we have seen, and was prudently shrugged-off by local command without

focusing attention to it.

AVe probed to ascertain whether our investigative units possibly were un-

informed on the subjects of dissidenee and related anti-military activity in the

area, but we were reassured by everyone that their contacts with others in the

intelligence/security/law enforcement community were sufficient to give them a

feel for what was going on. and they felt they had accurate assessments of the

situation. Relative apathy on the campuses, conservative politics, and a salubri-

ous climate combine to produce an unlikely hot-spot for DIRC concern.

IV. LIAISON

At all units visited, the Team stressed the quality of liaison with local police,

other Federal agencies, and sister services. We found an active program of bi-

monthly get-togethers among the military investigative units, FBI, and local

law enforcement agencies. Also, all persons contacted reported that there is a

good flow of information from the FBI. The only substantial change from prior

practices is the degree to which information received from the FBI is recorded

and retained. Associated agencies seems to understand the new constraints on

collections activity and have kept up friendly contacts nonetheless.

One problem encountered in the area of liaison is not DIRC related but may
become important from the point of view of effective PSI performance. This

problem centered upon a Florida State Commissioner for Investigations in-

terpretation of whether the OSI and Army Intelligence are "law enforcement"

agencies within the meaning of the regulations for obtaining computerized data

from the National Crime Information Center. By extension, they were denying
OSI and Army Intelligence access to local sheriff office records because DoD
.igencies v,'0uld not fit their definition of "law enforcement agencies." Tliis

interpretation has been protested l»y both Air Force and Army, and some modi-

fication has been obtained. However, it was thought that this kind of ambiguity

might become a source of inhibition or denial of information in other locales

in the United States. The Team agreed to address the problem upon return to

AVashington, and it will be handled independently of DIRC concerns.

V. EFFECTIVENESS

Everywhere we went, the Team questioned both command and investigative

personnel whether the new investigative guidelines, prohibitions and inhibi-

tions, had impaired their ability to do their job. Without exception, we re-
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oeived negative answers to this inquiry. Taking the question one step further,

we inquired if tliere was anything they felt they ought to be doing in tlie in-

vestigative field but which the new policies prohibited ; again we received nega-
tive responses. One agent picked up the question later by observing tliat he
wished there was more latitude for the field agent to use his own judgment and
initiative rather than having to check out everything with his superior. This

agent came from a unit wherein we had previously noted an attitude of ex-

treme caution—the Army. The symptoms of "snake-bite" noted on previous in-

spections are still evident.
VI. TRAINING

I'nits visited were generally satisfied with the training of agent personnel.

Army investigators remarked on the need for extensive on-the-.iob training of

new agents on report writing and the nitty-gritty of running PSI's in a metro-

politan area. For example, one agent remarked that despite an extended course

nt tlie Army Intelligence School, he had never heard of the Polk's Directory of

Names and Street Addresses until assigned to a Field office. Schooling might
have covered this kind of very practical aspect of tracking down references,

etc.. which make up such a large portion of the PSI mission.

VII. SECRET SERVICE AUGMENTATION

Although investigative nnits in Florida anticipate they may be tasked to

assist the Secret Service in the forthcoming Presidential convention in ISIiami,

they had not yet received any official word as to when, how many, or other

details. They were informed of some of the DIRC suggestions for low-profiling

military units during the political conventions.

Vni. DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE (DIS)

There is great curiosity among investigative personnel at all units visited

about the DIS. The Team furnished general information to these personnel but
were unable to inform them of precisely how the new organization would affect

them in their particular organization, for the reason that many such decisions

have yet to be made. Our impression was that they are waiting expectantly
but without undue anxiety for developments.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The inspection was begun unannounced and was conducted in an atmosphere
of cooperation and candor. We found acute awareness of the new policies and
strict compliance therewith in an atmosphere of negligible civil agitation or

turmoil. Investigative activities in the Central Florida area are devoted pre-

dominantly to Personnel Security Investigations, but with a rising case load

on tas^e of drug-related criminal cases. Given the benign domestic situation in

the area visited, it is no surprise the inspection developed no surprises.

Respectfully submitted.
Bert Z. Goodwin,

Anst. General Counsel. Dept. of AF.
Rowland A. Morrow,

Director, DTPO.
James E. Stilwell.

nepufy Chief. CI d Si Div.. 7)1A.

Robert L. Jones, Lt. Col.. T'SAF.
Executive Asst., DIPO.

APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this third DIRC inspection. I directed the areas to be covered by the Team,
])articipated in the exit critique at McDill Air Force Base, Tampa, Florida, have
discussed the details of this report with the Inspection Team, and have approved
their findings.

John L. McLucas.
Under Secretary of the Air Force.

32-996—74 IS
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INSPECTION REPORT 2

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington D.C., November 1, 1911.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject: Report of Unannounced DIRC Inspection in the Seattle-Tacoma,
AVashington Area.

An unannounced DIRC inspection was conducted in the Puget Sound area
of investigative units of all three military departments on October 20, 21 and
22, 1971. This inspecticm was conducted in accordance with Section lY.B.,
IV.E., V.A.3., and V.B.2.(2) of DoD Directive 5200.26, dated February 17, 1971.
The inspection party consisted of the following :

Hon. .7. Fred Buzhardt, General Counsel, Department of Defense, DIRC
principal and Senior Inspector

Mr. Roliert T. Andrews, Dejiuty Assistant General Counsel, Department
of l^efense

Mr. Rowland A. Morrow, Director, Defense Investigative Program Office
and Chairman of DIRC Working Group

Mr. B. L, Willard. Executive Assistant to the Director, Naval Investiga-
tive Service, Department of the Navy, and memlier, DIRC Working Group

Lt. Colonel Robert L. Jones, USAF, Military Assistant, Defense Investi-
gative Program Office, OSD

An exit criti(iue of the inspection was held on October 22, 1971, at McChord,
Air Force Base, attended by the Inspection Party and representatives of all

organizMtions contacted during the preceding two days. A full list of all per-
.sons and units contacted during the inspection is appended as Attachment A.
A list of persons who attended and participated in the Exit Critiijue is ap-
pended as Attachment B.

I. GENERAL

The inspection was focused upon the areas of concern outlined in the DIRC
Inspection Techniques Study. This report is divided into sections corresponding
with the several issues addresed by the Inspecting Team, namely (1) Aware-
ness of DIRC Policies, (2) Compliance, (3) Impact, (4) Liaison, (5) Training
and (6) Effectiveness. The Inspecting Team met with excellent cooperation at
all u)ilts and levels visited, received candid and straightforward answers to its

in(iuiries, and is satisfied that its in.spection was conducted in an atmosphere
of mutual trust and objectivity.
Although the primary thrust of our inspection was aimed at investigative

units and personnel, the Inspection Party talked with base commanders at all

in^tiillation visited, and made contact with post security officers, the base .TAG
offif-er. and the commander and S-2 of a tactical Army unit with a potential
civil disturbance mission. The inspection afforded a valuable across-the-board
view of all three military departments in a geographic area not previously
visited by a DIRC principal, and pei-mitted some comparative analysis of how
well the directives have been understood and implemented.

In general summation, the Inspecting Team found full otvarenes^fi of the nr^w
policies both investigative and command and staff personnel of all three Serv-
ices ; strict compliance with the policy on collection of information on persons
not affiliated with the Department of Defense. Rcfcvf<ov criteria have not yet
been implemented uniformly in all three Services; and, as expected, the Impact
of the new policies varied considerably among the three Services. A full devel-

opment of these findings is presented under separate headings below.

n. AWARENESS

Among investigative personnel—the professionals—we found an acute aware-
ness of the Department of Defense and individual Service instructions imple-
menting DIRC policies on acquisition of information concerning persons and
organizations not affiliated with the Department of Defense. Without exception,
all personnel from command and staff officers to the agent on the street, evi-

denced full awareness of the boundaries of permissible investigative activity.

Army and Air Force units have required their personnel to sign certificates to

the effect they have read and understand and will comply with the directives.
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The Naval Investigative Service has had an intensive campaign to bring the
directives to the attention of investigators as well as command and atafl per*
sounel. The installations and base commanders visited by the Team all were
aware of their respective Service instructions on the subject, and the geut-ral
problem of alleged "spying on civilians" which precipitated the issue. The Team
noted that commanders as well as investigators are amply aware of the new
constraints on investigations.

III. COMPLIANCE

Again without exception, the Team found strict compliance with the opera-
tional guidelines of the various Service instructions implementing DoD Direc-
tives .j^OO.liG and 5200.27. We noted that tiiere is apparently some ambiguity
over the permissible investigative jurisdiction in threat-type situations and
consequently investigative personnel are proceeding with considerable caution.
For example, there seemed to be some doubt whether the Army Intelligence
wouhl be justified in asking the local FBI whether they had any information
on a local (jI Ccflee House. The GI Coffee House was off-base in the local com-
munity, was a gathering place for military personnel, and was thought to be
fomenting anti-war propaganda. Tlie local commander at Fort Lewis has strictly
forbidden Army investigations off-base, and the local Military Intelligence unit
commander was loath to solicit data on the coftVe house from other agencies
wlio may or may not have information. The Team assured those concerned that
there was certainly no prohibition to receiving any information from the FBI,
evaluating whether it constituted information within the threat categories au-
thorized in Section IV of DoD Directive 5200.27. and thereafter deciding
whether it warranted retention or .sbould be discarded. It was well understood,
however, that the Army should not attempt to send its own agents into the
coffee houses, either overtly or covertly, without soliciting and receiving ap-
pi oval in accordance with the directives.

The only discrepancy observed in compliance with the DIRC directives was
in the area of retention of files. Operationally, everyone is complying with thp
new policies on running investigations. The variations observed occurred iu
the area of implementation of the retention criteria, and marked differences

among the three Services were ob.served.

The Army, which had previously received the brunt of criticism, has com-
pleted the most intensive and comprehensive purging of files, so that they have
viituitUy no files at all, except for those on as.signed military and DA civilian

personnel. This is true at both Ft. Lewis and Ft. Lawton. In case of doubt, the
rule was to get rid of it. Compliance with retention criteria within the Army
installations in this area has been total and complete. The 3rd Cavalry Regi-
ment has no intelligence holdings, primarily because their potential civil dis-

turbance mission contemplates they might go to any area in the United States
ar.d not to any particular target city. Thus, if they wanted to collect domestic
intelligence type information, they would not know in advance what city on
wliielt to collect. Notwithstanding, the Commanding Officer of the .Srd Armored
Cavalry was aware of the constraints in this area and did not feel handicapped
by them.
The Navy, since the issuance of the Service implementing instructions lu

June 1971. has had a phased purging camp-iisn underway, which, they estimate
is 75% complete in the Seattle NISO office. We were informed that the Resident
Agents in the environs did not have any files except for working folders on
pendina- PSI cases. A random checking of the files of NISO Seattle revealed
some files the retention of which cannot be justified under retention criteria,
and each one noted by the inspection team was a file which had not yet been
screened or purged in their systematic .screening program. Obviously, more
needs to l>e done in this regard and they are aware of this fact, but explained
that tliey did not feel they should drop everything to accomplish the screening.
Each time a file is pulled, however, for some oi^erational purpose, the contents
are screened and a determination made whether it meets the DIRC retention
criteria. If not, it and the related index card, is destroyed. Purging thus fat
hnd resulted in an estimated 20-25% reduction in the volume of holdings im
the NISO Seattle office.

In Air Force, the purging process of organizational and personality files hag
not yet gotten underway in District 20 headquarters at McChord Air Force
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Base nor in the OSI Detachment 2004 in Seattle. An examiimtiou of these files
revealed l)()th "threat-type" information the retention of which is justified and
otlicr information on civilian organizations which would not fall within that
category and should be purged. It was explained that the District momentarily
was expecting instructions from OSI Headquarters in Washington whicli would
give management guidance on disposition schedules of this kind of material,
at which time they expected to comply promptly. The local OSI commander was
obviously concerned that they had not yet complied and had discussed the mat-
ter with headquarters quite recently and was assured that management guid-
ance on disposition techniques to be followed by all personnel was forthcoming.
( Tills fact has been verified independently from OSI headquarters, and instruc-
tions to field installations are to be issued imminently.)

IV. IMPACT

As expected, the impact of the DIRC directed policies has been greatest on
the r.S. Army because this Service had previously l)een tasked with civil dis-

turbance collection missions. The change in policy in this area also had been
directed from Department of Army level starting in Deceml)er 1970, so that a
head-start, so to speak, in compliance had been experienced. Moreover, periodic
internal inspections by the Army Task Force and ACSI IG's had done consid-

erable to drive home the point that the change in policy and mission was a
profound one and not just surface emphasis.

This is not to say that the impact on Air Force and Navy units was negli-

gible, but it was considerably less because Air Force and Navy had not been
tasked with a civil disturbance collection mission. They did, however, collect

considerable information on civilian personalities for general information and
training purposes, and to be able to keep commanders advised of the general
internal security situation. The latter information was received primarily
through liaison with the FBI and other agencies.

Thus, the primary impact npon Navy and Air Force of the new guidelines
has been in the area of retention of information. Prior to 1971, there was little

or no conscious screening of information to ascertain its relevance to the
Service mission—i.e. whether it related to the protection of DoD functions or

property-—and most everything received previously was carded, indexed and
retained in organizational and personality files. Today, there is a conscious
effort in all three Seiwices to apply the DIRC retention criteria to new material
received and to dispose of materials not of relevance to DoD missions.

As indicated under the Compliance Section above, the purging of old files

among the several Services is in various stages of completion, with the Army
having accomplished a most thorough housecleaning. Our impression is that in

the Army no risk was taken in applying the retention criteria, and the rule of

"if in doubt, throw it out" resulted in some over-compliance with the basic

DIRC directives. Also, an atmosphere of extreme caution in doing any kind of

investigative activity off-post, even on military subjects, was observed. In re-

sjionse to our inquiry, the local Army MI unit has no thoughts of initiating

requests for DIRC approval for covert operations. Even on-post offensive

counterintelligence operations have been discontinued. Thus. 90% of Army
investigative resources go into the PSI mission, with the balance applied to

security and technical surveys and inspections.

V. TRAINING

All investigative commanders expressed satisfaction with the training of

agent* assigned to them. The Air Force noted that they had just received a
new ROTC lieutenant who had no intelligence/investigative training, but that
be was awaiting clearance so he could attend the OSI school in Washington.
In the meantime, he was not being utilized on case work and was undergoing
a general orientation within the unit. Over-all, however, training of agents does
not appear to be a problem. Army investigative personnel at the field agent level

are primarily 3-year (draft-motivated) enlistees who are well qualified and
trained for the PSI tasks, but there is the constant problem, observed elsewhere
in DIRC inspections, that these enlistees will not re-enlist, and a high turn-
over of personnel is endemic to the system. Thus. It appears that the Army has
not yet been able to implement DIRC Study No. 6, which requires among other
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things, that enlisted agents shall have completed two years active duty prior
to applying for agent status.

VI. LIAISON

All units visited believed that their liaison with Federal and local officials

as well as with other investigative services was good, but not always sufficient.

For example, the FBI (which does have latitude to investigate in the civiliau

conmiunity) may assign a very low priority to gatliering information ou GI
coffee liouses. If the FBI or local police are indifferent to such targets, there
will be no coverage at all on such activities which may legitimately present a
nagging source of apprehension for local commanders. The NISO commander
noted that otlier agencies seem to appreciate that there has been a change in

the areas in which the military can be interested, but they remain sympathetic
and helpful. As noted above, we found some ambiguity among Army personnel
wliether it would be permissible to request information from the FBI on GI
coffee houses in the environs of a military base, and the local MI commander
insisted that the Post Intelligence Officer make any request for such data in

writing. The latter, we believe, is a symptom of the caution whicli permeates
llu' Army approach to any investigative/collection which goes beyond the gates
of the post. Liaison in connection with criminal investigations and the PSI
mission is unaffected by new policies and remains excellent.

\Jl. EFFECTIVENESS

At each post, unit and office visited, the Inspection Team inquired whether
the new policies as implemented by the individual Services "had impaired their

ability to accomplish their assigned mission?" AVithout exception, we received a

negative response. Frequently, a qualification was added that they no longer
had information about civilian personalities or groups which previously had
proved useful. For example, if an inquiry or invitation for the Commanding
General to speak, etc. was received, this information could serve as a guidepost
for the staff to advise command how to react. However, the persons we spoke
with admitted that this kind of information was more in the nature of "nice

to have" ratlier than "need to have." Nevertheless, the extreme caution, par-
ticularly among Army investigative personnel, may require some balance to

avoid over-reaction to the new constraints and to prevent stagnation in pursu-
ing legitimate investigations.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The inspection was begun unannounced, and was conducted in an atmosphere
of cooperation, mutual trust and candor. The Inspection Team foimd an acute
awareness of the DIRC directed policies, and total operational compliance with
tlie terms of the Service implementing instructions. Differences in the imple-
mentation of retention criteria among the three military Services were noted,

but over-all the intent was clearly to complete the job of purging old files as
soon as time and ayailable resources permitted, and to avoid retaining irrele-

vant material.

Although the attitudes of negativism which were so pronounced during the
first unannounced inspection at First U.S. Army were not as obvious during
our visits to Fort Lawton and Fort Lewis, Washington, considerable caution
in taking any action in any way impacting upon the civilian community was
noted. The latter cautious approach was most pronoimced among Army units

and to a lesser extent among Navy and Air Force units. From these impressions,
it appears probable that the trauma felt over the wide-spread allegations of

"Army spying" will be with them for some time to come.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. INIorrow.

Director. DTPO.
B. L. WlT.LARO.

Executive Afif^ifftant to the Director.

NTS, Department of the Navy.
Robert L, Jones,

TA. Col.. TJSAF.

Military Assistant, DTPO.
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APPROVAL

As the Defense Investigative Revievp Council principal chartered to conduct
this second DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered l)y tlie Team,
participated in tlie exit critique at McChord Air Force Base, Washington, have
discussed the details of this report with the Inspection Team, and have ap-
proved their findings.

J. Fred Buzhardt,
General Counsel, DoD.

INSPECTION REPORT 1

Office of the Assistaktt Secretary of Defense,
Washimjton, D.C., September 10, 1911.

Memorandum for the Defense Investigative Review Council

Subject: Unannounced DIRC Inspection of First U.S. Army Headquarters and
Units in Vicinity of Fort George G. Meade, Maryland.

Submitted herewith is tlie report of the Inspection Team chartered l)y tlie

Defense Inve.stigative Review Council (DIRC) to conduct an unannounced
Inspection of First U.S. Army Headquarters and units in the environs of Fort
Georiie G. Meade. Maryland. The inspection was conducted in acc<ird?ince with
the provisions of Sections IV.B. IV.E, V.A.3. and V.B.2. of Department of
Defense Directive 5200.26, dated February 17, 1971. The Inspection Party
consisted of the following :

Mr. D. O. Cooke. Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administra-
tion), DIRC principal and Senior Inspector

Mr. Rowland A. Morrow, Director, Defense Investigative Program Office
and Chairman of DIRC Working Group

Mr. W. Donald Stewart, Chief of Investigation Division, DIPO,
OASD(A)

LI. Colonel William ?»[. :Manii. .Tr.. OACSI. Department of tlie Army
The insjiection was conducted on August 25, 26 and 27, 1971. An exit critique

Was conducted at Headquarters Fir.st I'.S. Army at 1400 hours on August 27,
1971. attended Ity the Commanding General, Deputy Commanding General and
general staff members of tbe First U.S. Army; The Deputy Commander of the
t'nitcd States Army Intelligence Command (USAINTC) ; The Commanding
Officer. 109th Military Intelligence Group, and representative staff members of
all post sections and units visited by the inspection team. A list of dates, units
and personnel visited is appended hereto as Attachment #1.

I. general

The focus of the inspection was directed toward satisfying the areas of

interest set forth in the DIRC Inspection Teclmiques Study. This report is

divided into several sections, dealing with the following subjects: (1) Aware-
ness of DIRC policies, as implemented by Service concerned; (2) Compliance;
(3) Impact; (4) Liaison; (5) Effectiveness, training of personnel, and special

problems. The Inspection Team met with excellent cooperation at every level

visited, received candid and straightforward answers to its inquiries, and is

satisfied that its inspection was conducted in an atmosphere of mutual trust
and objectivity.

In general summation, the Inspection Team found an acute awareness of the
new policies on acquisition of information concerning persons and organiza-
tions not aflSliated with the Department of Defense, strict compliance with its

terms, and a somewhat mixed impact on the Intelligence community within the
area. A fuller development of these findings is presented under separate
headings below.

II. awareness

At every level, from the Commanding General of First U.S. Army, down to

unit S-2's. and within the 109th MI Group from the Commanding OfiScer to the

agent on the street, the Inspection Team found a keen awareness of the pro-
visions of the Department of the Army implementing instruction, dated June 1,
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1971, subject : Acquisition of Information Concerning Persons and Organiza-
tions not Afiiliated with tlie Department of Defense. Earlier internal inspec-

tions. l)oth Command and Inspector General, assisted in successfully bringing
the instruction to everyone's attention. Within the 109th MI Group, at Head-

quarters, at Region, and at the Baltimore PMeld Office, all personnel had been

required to execute a certificate, on flle at Group Headquarters, affirming that

they had "read, understand, and will comply" with the directive. An identical

certificate was reciuired by the Commanding Office. Gth Military Intelligence

Company on his own initiative, although not re(iuired by his higher headquar-
ters. It was clearly apparent at every level that there had been an intensive

campaign to acquaint everyone with the provisions of the instruction, and this

v.ns as apparent in talking with Command, IG and Provost Marshal personnel
as it was in the Intelligence community.

III. COMPLIANCE

Again, without exception, the Inspection Team found strict compliance with
the terms of the Army implementing instruction. An internal inspection by an
ACSI Inspector General team in February of 1971 had left no doubt in anyone's
mind that the predecessor instruction (issued by the Department of the Army
on June 9, 1970), which contained most of the current limitations and con-

straints on the acquisition of information concerning non-affiliated civilians or

organizations, meant exactly what it said.

In the Current Intelligence Branch. Plans. Operations and Training Division,

of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Headquarters First U.S. Army,
the Inspection Team found the Domestic Intelligence holdings had been reduced
from 30 file cabinets to 3 drawers in one file cabinet. More exactly, as of

April 23. 1970. organizational and personality folders, 5x8 cards, and publica-

tions, filled IT)! linear feet of files. As of August 2.'), 1971, the same kinds of

files consisted (»f five (o) linear feet. Examination of these remaining files

revealed they relate to persons on active duty in the Army within the area,

and organizations deemed by the local command to constitute a threat against

Army personnel, activities or installations. Exannnation of a random sampling
of City Packets prepared for use in Civil Disturliance planning revealed that

names of personalities and organizations have been deleted from the five-year

history of civil disturbance information contained in the City Packets. Data
contained in the five-year summary of civil disturbance incidents is obtained

principally from State Adjutants General and not via intelligence agent collec-

tion means.
We found no files, data or other holdings relating to non-affiliated organiza-

tion or individuals below First U.S. Army Headquarters. The 109th MI Group
had disposed of all files on domestic organizations and individuals, and are

acquiring none. They even interpret the constraints to re<iuire destruction of

publications of the House and Senate Internal Security Committees, and these

have been disposed of. The 109th ^11 Group also had destroyed an attachment
to USAIXTC Regulation 381-100 which consisted of a list of "Organizations of

Interest." On unit (Gth MI Co.) commander stated the only thing he had on

organizations was the Attorney General's list, and the only i-eason they had
retained that was because they are required by regulation to post it on the

unit bulletin board. Although First Army Headquarters Current Intelligence
Branch had disposed of all publications of Congressional committees concern-

ing subversive activities, they interpret the latest Army instruction, dated
June 1. 1971, which permits retention without limitation of publications of

the Government Printing Office
^
to allow them to begin to acquire publications

of Congressional committees for reference purposes.
At First U.S. Army Headquarters, we obtained and examined a sampling

of recent Monthly Intelligence Summaries. We find the summaries report infor-

mation within the category of "threat" against Army functions and personnel.

iPar. 7.b.(.5) of DA Itr, AGDA-A(M) (l.Tim71)CS, dtd 1 Jim 71, reads: "Published
Documents—Library and reference tools (such as "Who's Who" and similar biographic

listings) which are" generally available to the public, including those publications avail-

able through the Govt. Printing Office, may be retained without limitation. Such material

will not be maintained or inserted in subject or name files unless the information in

question could be retained under other criteria authorized in this paragraph."
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We were informed that under the new policies the size of the Montlily sum-
mary has slirunk from approximately 30 pages to an average of six (6) pages
each month.

Repeatedly, the Inspection Team encountered the maxim : "If in doubt, don't
do it."

As indicated in the awareness section above, all personnel within the 109th
MI Group must certify they will comply with the terms of the instruction.

Newly assigned personnel are briefed on the instruction upon reporting. Classes
are conducted to insure that all personnel are aware of their obligations to

comply with the directive.

At the 109th MI Group we found that coincident with the implementation
of the new guidelines on acquisition of information all offensive counterintelli-

gence operations, even on-post, had been suspended by the Army Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence. They remain in a suspended status, with no
new operations contemplated.

In summary, we found compliance with the new guidelines beyond all per-
adventure. The extent to which operations had been shut down or suspended
and research material destroyed raised, in the Inspection Team'"s mind, the

question whether there had not been over-compliance. More on this subject
below.

IV. IMPACT

Initially, the Inspection Team attempted (naively, we found) to assess
whether operational personnel liked the new guidelines, felt comfortable with
them, and were able to live with them. This approach evoked some expressive
grimacing and eloquent eye-rolling. Rephrasing the question, we inquired
whether the new policies "had impaired their ability to perform their assigned
missions." Uniformly, at each level, the responses were in the negative. This
was true at the DCSI. Group, Region, and Field Office and detachment level.
In IG and PM channels, the policies had had no impact, although we found
familiarity with the policies. One agent doing personnel .security investigations
at the field office level was queried whether he liked the new directive, and he
gave an affirmative response, explaining that it made clear what could be done
and what could not be done.

However, this was not the whole story. At the middle management level,

among field commanders and staff, we found attitudes of frustration and some
consternation over developments. Army staff meml)ers do not understand quite
what happened, what went wrong, and why they seem to be "Itlamed" for
something they were told to do, and did with a great deal of enthusiasm and
dispatch. Moreover, although they still have a mission of maintaining a capa-
bility for civil disturbance response, they feel the constraints will result in a

diminishing ability to react and remain effective. They are also concerned
about efforts of dissident groups to disru])t military functions (viz: Fort Dix
in Sep 1909) and their inability to remain well-informed. They feel the con-
straints have tied their hands in remaining alert to developments and informed
on threat-type information." This has produced attitudes of negativism and
resignation. One commander stated he would take no action to obtain infor-
mation on civilian groups unless ordered in writing to do so. The effect on
morale, among the professionals in middle management, was apparent. We
repeatedly detected the belief that "our hands are tied." The latter was
reflected in the suspension of all offensive or aggressive countei-intelligence
operations in the 109t]i MI Group area of operations. No new counterintelli-

gence operations, even on-post. are in the planning stages. Feelings of nega-
tivism, "if in doubt, don't do it" were encountered at most levels.

v. LIAISON

At all levels, the Inspection Team addressed the question of liaison. Our
findings have both positive and negative aspects. In the area of Personnel
Security Investigations (PSI), we found liaison to be good. No difficulties are
encountered in dealing with local law enforcement officials to obtain records

"One officer stated, "E%'en reading the newspaper might be deemed to be 'collection'^

activity proscribed by the directive."
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of arrests, their disposition, results of court action, etc. In otlier aspects of tlie

rSI mission, investigators operated witli good relationsliips witli tlie com-

munity. Liaison witli State Adjutant's General in planning for civil disturb-

ance response is excellent. Similarly, tlie 12th CID Group reports excellent re-

lationships with state and local police otiicials.

On the other hand, the 109th MI Group reported that liaison has "become

a one-way street, all talce and no give. We have nothing to give; we have no

information." Moreover, no civil disturbance information can be received, so

that even attendance at monthly meetings of law enforcement officials has been

discontinued (although still invited to attend) l)ecause at meetings with

local police the prime subject for discussion is civil disturbance-type-informa-

tion which might be construed as "collection"' activity proscribed by the in-

struction. Military intelligence does attend bi-weekly meetings of FBI and
other military Service representatives (so-called FLEA meetings) required by
the Delimitations Agreement.
Because of these negative aspects, the ^Military Intelligence Group com-

mander believes their ability to react in a civil disturbance situation as they

hdve in the past is affected, and that a limit to this capability should be

recognized. In response to our question whether they could react expeditiously

to requests for intelligence today in a civil disturbance situation, the answer

was "yes" but qualified by such factors as progressive loss of expertise, turn-

over of personnel, lack of training in this area, no files on prior actions, and
no "corporate memory" to assist in reinstituting procedures.

In contrast to the cautious approach of the 100th MI Regional commander

having discontinued attendance at meetings with local police officials (to avoid

"collection" activity), we found that whenever news of pos.sible demonstrations

in the Capitol appears in the papers, the MI Detachment serving the 1st

S(|nadron of the 0th Cavalry will on his own initiative make informal tele-

phone liaison with friends in the 116th MI Group (in Washington, D.C.) to

inquire what the local situation appears to be, whether things are "heating

up" and whether it looks like there is a possibility they may be alerted or

ordered to assume positions in support of local police. No record of these calls

is made or kept. The junior officer who makes these calls did not feel any
constraint existed on his making such informal liaison. Although it is under-

standable why this kind of advance intelligence would be operationally advan-

tageous from the point of view of the tactical commander, as a strictly techni-

cal matter it appears to be forbidden by the terms of the Army instruction of

June 1. 1971.

Other inquiries into liaison activities reveal that at Region Headquarters in

Baltimore information is received from time to time from the local FBI in the

form of memoranda and reports. One officer is assigned to receive this data,

read it, and assess whether it constitutes threat information of the kind Army
is permitted to receive. If not, the information is destroyed, with destruction

certificates made, if classified. Xo other members of the headquarters are

permitted to see FBI information unless it falls within the threat category.
If the information is "tlireat-type" information, it is passed on to the Intelli-

gence Command at Fort Holaliird. with one copy of the transmittal report

l)eing retained for region files. Region Headquarters neither receives nor
retains any intelligence summaries published by First U.S. Army, USAINTC,
or other Services. They rarely have any contact with their sister Service in-

vestigators, because they do not feel free to exchange information. Before

responding to a request for information from local police on the status of a

former Army investigator, permission of the Intelligence Command was
sought. On the other hand. Region tries to be as helpful as possible to local

officials in directing them to the proper authorities to get information on
former Army personnel.

In passing, we noted there is almost no contact between the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Intelligence, First U.S. Army and the Commander of the 109th
1\II Group, stationed on the same installation. They are friendly and have
social contact, but their official interaction has come to a halt.

In summary, liason for PSI and criminal investigation purposes is ade-

quate and uninhibited. Liaison for other purpo.ses, whether threat to DoD
functions, civil disturbance, or general information, relating to domestic or-

ganizations and personalities, is severely constrained or non-existent. There
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exists some ambiguity over the proper boundaries of wliat liaison is permis-
sible, and middle management personnel are threading their way with ex-
treme caution.

VI. EFFECTIVENESS, TRAINING OF PERSONNEL AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS

Responses to our inquiries concerning training of investigative agents met
with favorable responses. Personnel assigned to Military Intelligence units are
well trained for PSI tasks. The MI companies at Fort Meade are engaged in

extensive additional training, with realistic simulated training problems con-
ducted exclusively on-post. A substantial number of personnel of the 6th IMI

Company are on loan to the 100th ^11 Group and are receiving valuable on-the-

job training. The 109th reported that their agents are well-educated; 4G of
the total of 110 hold bachelor degrees; four (4) have Masters degrees. The
majority of the military personnel assigned to agent duties are first-termers,
in the Service for three (3) year enlistments: few. if any, will reenlist. Tlie
109th is now short 46 agents, but this lack is partially comi>ensated for by tlie

loan of 34 agents from the 6th MI Company at Fort George G. Meade, Mary-
land. In addition to military personnel assigned, the 109th has eight (8) ESP
(Exempted Service Personnel) civilians who because of their expertise are
assigned special tasks in controlling more sensitive or complicated cases. They
represent a valuable professional resource, provide continuity, but are in short
supply and tlie future of the ESP program appears to be in some doubt.

Ninety-five percent (95%) of the resources (in terms of man years) of the
109th MI Group goes into their mission of conducting Personnel Security In-

vestigations. Tlie balance of effort goes into security surveys, inspections,
security breach investigations, and Counterintelligence services (teclinical

surveys, etc.). As indicated above, there is no impairment in ability to perform
the PSI mission, liaison in the PSI area is good, and training for the PSI
mission is good. (The two reforger companies assigned to First XLS. Army
Headquartei-s have primary training missions, with no operational functions at
all, except to the extent they have loaned personnel to the 109th, an operational
unit. Their commanders spoke proudly of their training efforts in both the

Counterintelligence and Collection fields).

VIL SPECIAL PROULEMS

other than a shortage of agents, referred to above, the Inspection Team
detected no problems of a logistical nature. Morale among agents appeared to
be good, although our sampling was small. As indicated under the Impact
heading aliove, morale among management personnel has undergone some
trauma, caused not so much by the directives as the undercurrent of person-
nel reassignments, reprimands and one firing. This undercurrent is not really
understood by persons in the field, has created consternation, inhibition, and a
somewhat grim resolve of "not on my watch."
The Inspection Team questioned several senior officers about what tliey

would do if a hypothetical commander insisted they go out and obtain informa-
tion about a civilian organization or individual, "what would be your re-

sponse?" The response, as expected was: "Well. I can't do it." or "It isn't in

my charter." or "It is forbidden by the DA letter." When we persisted witli

this hypothetical commander,^ who rejected excuses and wanted some action,
"Then what would you do?" the response was: "Well, I guess I would have to
do it."

The purpose of pursuing this line of questioning, we believed, was instructive
from the following jioints of view :

(1) An incident of unauthorized investigation of a nonaffiliated civilian
has occurred elsewhere, so that it was not beyond the realm of possibility.

(2) The Army implementing instruction contains a special paragraph
to the effect that anyone observing "apparent violations of the policies"
will report the circumstances to his superior or to the In.spector General.
(The IG of First Army was aware of this provision but had received no
reports of any kind concerning the directive).

2 We were careful to point out we were not .suggesting their current commander would
make such demands, but rather were asking them to suppose they were in that position.
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(3) There is a possibility tliat tlie stubbornly insistent commander we
postulated had a legitimate need for the information, either because it

represented a threat to Army functions or property, or because it repre-
sented one of those exceptional circumstances in which a local conunander
may, under the instruction authorize attendance at a demonstration or
other activity when in his judgment "the thi-eat is direct and immediate
and time precludes obtaining prior approval." (Par. 8e, DA Itr, dtd 1 Jun
71).

On the latter note, the Inspection Team concluded their critique to the

persons being inspected at the First U.S. Army Headquarters. They suggested
to the attendees that they look not only at the activities prohibited but to the

positive aspects, the measures which are permitted, and not to succumb to

negativism. They were urged to advise their higher headquarters if the policies
were hampering the performance of their missions, and to give facts and
examples where this had occurred, so that their experiences could have an
impact on policy formulations at higher level.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The inspection was conducted in an atmosphere of complete cooperation,
mutual trust and honesty. The Inspection Team found acute awareness of the
DIRC directed policies, and total compliance with the letter of implementing
instructions. The Inspection Team was impressed with the rather grim accept-
ance of the new policies which suggests that the realignment of roles in which
tlie Army finds itself is imperfectly understood by middle management per-
sonnel in the field, to an extent that morale is adversely affected to a degree.
We suggest that some of the side effects of DIRC directed policies might be

wholly unanticipated, such as the indefinite suspension of all offensive counter-

intelligence operations, even on-post operations.
Remarks made in exit interviews by command and staff officers couched in

terms of the need'-: of "combat intelligence." and the classic need to know as
much about the "tiiemy" as possible, suggest to us that a continuing need for
communications with field commanders on the role and I'esponsibilities of

Army commanders in civil disturbance situations is required. Although every-
one at the exit critique agreed that the Army's role is an in extremis one. we
detected a residual belief that the Army's role is more than official doctrine
admits. It is this persistent assumption that the real responsibiliti<'s exceed
the stated mission which accounts, we believe, for much of the misgivings
about policies ordered into effect over the past year.

Respectfully submitted.
Rowland A. Morrow,

D hector, DIPO.
W. Donald Stewart,
Chief, Invest iffation Div., DIPO,
William M. Mann. Jr.,

Lt. Colonel. TJ.f^. Army,
Army representative from ACf^I,

Attachment.
approval

As the Defense Investigative Review Council principal chartered to conduct
this first DIRC inspection, I directed the areas to be covered by the team,
participated in the exit critique, discussed the details of this report with the
Inspection Team, and have approved their findings. I commend this report to

the Council members for their review and further consideration. The attitudi-
nal problem reflected in the report would ap]iear to merit our special attention.

D. O. Cooke,
Chairman, DIRC.
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Attachment 19

Headquarters Defense IxvESTiGAxrvE Service,
Washington, D.C., 16 July 1913.

Investigations

acquisition of information concerning persons and organizations not
affiliated with the department of defense

Paragraph
Purpose 1
References 2
Explanation of terms and definitions 3
Applicability and scope 4
Responsibilities 5
Policy (5

Authorized activities 7
Prohibited activities S
Operational guidance 9

1. Purpose: To establish DIS policy, procedures, limitations and guidance
pertaining to the collecting, processing, storing and dissemination of informa-
tion concerning persons and organizations not affiliated with the Department
or Defense (DoD) as such are applicable to all investigations conducted by the
Defense Investigative Service (DIS).

2. References:
a. DoD Directive 5200.20, "Defense Investigation Program." 17 Feb 71.
b. DoD Directive 5200.27. "Acquisition of Information Concerning Per.sons

and ()rganizations Not AflSliated with the Department of Defense," 1 Mar 71.
c. DoD Directive 5105.42, "Charter for the Defense Investigative Service,"

IS Apr 72.

3. Explanation of terms and definitions: An approved list of definitions has
been established liy tlie Defense Investigative Review Council (DIRC) as
applied to DOD Directives 5200.26 and 520.27. These definitions are contained
in Attachment 1 to this regulation.

4. Applicahility and scope: This regulation is applicable to all DIS compo-
nents and personnel within the 50 states, the District of Columbia and the
Conunonwealth of Puerto Rico. It is applicable to all investigations conducted
by the DIS.

5. Responsibilities: Assistant Directors. Chiefs of Headquarters Special St-aff
Oflices and District Commanders will insure that each DIS employee and
military member is briefed on this regulation upon initial a^ssignment and once
each year thereafter.

6. Policy:
a. In accordance with the provisions of DoD Directive 5200.27, DIS policy

prohibits collecting, reporting, processing or storing infomiation on individuals
or organizations not afiiliated with the DoD. except in those limited circum-
stances where such information is essential to the accomplishment of DIS
missions outlined below.

b. This regulation does not abrogate any provision of the Delimitations
Agreement of 1949. as amended, between the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Departments of the Army. Navy and Air Force, nor preclude the
collection of information required by Federal Statute or Executive Order.

7. Authorized activities:

a. DIS components are authorized to conduct investigations as they pertain
to the DIS mission as set forth in DoD Directive 5105.42. These investigations
may be conducted as they pertain to the following categories of per.sons:

(1) INIembers of the Armed Forces, including retired personnel: members
of the Reserve components: and applicants for commission or enlistment.

(2) DoD civilian personnel and applicants for such status.

(3) Persons having need for access to official information requiring
protection in the interest of national defense under the DoD Industrial
Security Program or being considered for participation in other authorized
DoD programs.

b. While conducting the DIS mission as set forth in DoD Directive 5105.42,
DIS components may acquire information relating to activities threatening
defense military and civilian personnel and defense activities and installations,
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including vessels, aircraft, communications, equipment ana supplies. Only the

following types of activities justify acquisition of information by DIS per-

sonnel :

(1) Subversion of loyalty, discipline or morale of DoD military or

civilian personnel by actively encouraging violation of law. disobedience

of lawful order or regulation, or disruption of military activities.

(2) qiieft of arms, ammunition or equipment, or destruction or sabo-

tage of facilities, equipment or records belonging to DoD units or installa-

tions.

(3) Acts jeopardizing the security of DoD elements or operations or

compromising classified defense information by unauthorized disclosure or

by espionage.
(4) Unauthorized demonstrations on active or reserve DoD installations.

(5) Direct threats to DoD military or civilian personnel in connection

with their official duties or to otlier persons who have been authorized

protection by DoD resources.

(6) Activities endangering facilities which have classified defense con-

tracts or which have been officially designated as key defense facilities.

(7) Crimes for which DoD has investigative or prosecutive responsi-

bility.

8. rrohibited activities: The acquisition of information on individuals or

organizations not alfiliated with the DoD is restricted to that which is essen-

tial to the accomplishment of the assigned DIS mission. No DIS component may
collect or retrain in its files any information prohibited by this regulation. The

following activities are specifically prohiliited :

a. Xo information shall be acquired about a person or organization solely

because of lawful advocacy of measures in opposition to government policy.

b. There shall be no physical or electronic surveillance of Federal, state or

local officials or of candidates for such offices.

c. There shall l»e no electronic surveillance of any individual or organization

except as autliorized by law.

d. There shall be no covert or otherwise deceptive surveillance or penetration
of civilian organizations unless specifically authorized by the Secretary of

Defense or his designee.
e. No DIS personnel will be assigned to attend public or private meetings,

demonstrations or other similar activities for the purpose of acquiring inf(»rina-

tion, the collection of which is authorized by this regidation, without specific

prior approval by the Secretary of Defense or his designee.
f. No computerized data banks shall be maintained relating to individuals

or organizations not affiliated with the DoD unless specifically authorized by
the Secretary of Defense or his designee.

9. Operatwnal guidance:

a. Nothing in this regulation shall be construed to prohibit the prompt report-

ing to law enforcement agencies of any information indicating the existence

of a threat to life or property, or the violation of law, nor to prohibit keeiping

a record of such a report.
b. Nothing in this regulation shall be construed to restrict the direct acqui-

sition by overt means of the foUovdng information :

(1) Listing of Federal, state and local officials who have official responsi-
bilities related to the control of civil disturbances. Such listings may be

maintained currently.

(2) Physical data on public or private installations, facilities, highways
and utilities, as appropriate, required to carry out a mission assigned by
this regidation.

c. Access to information obtained imder the provisions of this regulation
shall be restricted to government agencies which require such information in

the execution of their duties.

d. Information within the purview of this regulation shall be destroyed
within 90 days after acquisition unless its retention is required by tlie Secre-

tary of Defense or through the Chairman. DIRC. Retention criteria established

by the DIRC are included as Attachment 2.

e. As stated in Paragraph 3e of Attachment 2, the retention period for per-
sonnel security investigations is 30 years, except where adverse action is taken
or where affiliation with DoD is not completed. Where adverse action is taken
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the file will be retained permanently. In pre-appointment investigations, where
the appointment is not made due to information develoijed during the investi-

gation the file will be retained pennanently. However, if the appointment is not
made for some other reason not related to the investigation, the file will be
destroyed at the end of one (1) year. Normally, PSI files will be automatically
placed in the 30 year retention category when they are closed. Any files created
as a result of NACs or PSIs on individuals for the purposes listed in sub-

paragraphs (2) and (3) of paragi-aph 2c of Attacliment 2 will be marked for
destruction one year after the event. When information is received by the
Investigative Records Division. Support Systems Center (DO960) that adverse
action has been initiated or that altiliation with the DoD was not completed,
DIS Form 3 ^^^ll be prepared showing the new retention category to update the
file i-ecords. Where a file is assigned to the pennanent retention category be-
cause of notice of the initiation of adverse action, the retention category will
not be changed although the final action is not adverse. The file record and
computer holdings will be purged at least amiually to delete files that should
be destroyed. This should be as nearly an automatic process as possible and
no file reviews are required.

f. When other types of files or documents under DoD Directive 5200.27 are
created, a DIS Form 3 will be prepared for each document or file as appro-
pi i;iri\ Fih's or documents with different retention periods will be filed sepa-
rately or controlled by a suspense system to assure that destruction or annual
review is accomplished as required.

g. All retained items previously identified for annual review will be screened
to determine if a threat continues to exist. This annual screening will be com-
pleted prior to 15 May each year, at which time a report listing those docu-
ments DIS units feel should be retained will be forwarded to DIS HQ (DOOlO)
to obtain the approval of the Director, DIS. This report will include a full

description of these documents and si>ecific detailed justification for their con-
tinued retention. This report will be submitted so as to arrive at DOOlO not
later than 15 May each year. If approved, the Director's approval will ))e filed

With the document concerned. If retention is not approved, the document will

be destroyed as directed.

h. Information being distributed to non-DIS recipients within DoD, unless

exempt, will bear a prominent caveat as follows : "DoD Directive 5200.27 re-

qvdres destruction of this document not later than ."

i. In the event any DIS element acquires information which is not clearly
within the guidelines and direction estal)lished by this regulation, an inquiry
mil be directed to the Special Investigations Center (SIC), DISHQ (DO500).
The inquiry shall include a complete text of the information acquired, together
with a full identification of the source(s) and mode(s) of acquisition. The SIC
will evaluate the questioned data in light of the DIRC criteria and furnish an
expeditious response regarding the disposition of the data concerned.

For The Director,
Mason W. Gant III,

Colonel, USAF,
Attachments.

Attachjient 1—Terms and Definitions Approved bt the Defense Investi-
gative Review Council for Use with DOD Directives 5200.26 and 5200.27

1. Affiliation with the Department of Defense. A person, group of per.sons,
or organizations is considered to be aflSliated with the DOD if they are :

a. Employed by or contracting with the DOD or any activity imder the juris-
diction of DOD, whether on a full time, part time, or consultive basis ;

b. ^Members of the Armed Forces on active duty. National Guard members,
those in a Reserve status, or in a retired status ;

c. Residing on, having authorized official access to, or conducting or operat-
ing any business or other function at any DOD installation or facility.

d. Having authorized access to defense information;
e. Participating in other authorized DOD programs ;

f. Applying for or being considered for any status described above in a, b, c,

d, or e. (All persons or organizations not falling within the above criteria are
considered to be not aflBliated with the Department of Defense).

2. Civil Disturbances. Riots, acts of violence, insurrections, unlawful obstruc-
tions or assemblages, or other disorders, prejudicial to public law and order
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within the 50 states, District of Columbia, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
United States possessions and territories, or any political subdivision thereof.
The term civil disturbance includes all domestic conditions requiring or likely
to require the use of Federal Armed Forces pur^iuant to Chapter 15 of Title 10,
United iStiites Code.

3. Clandestine. Conducted in such a way as to assure secrecy or concealment.
Differs from covert in that the emphasis is on concealment of activity or opera-
tion as well as concealment of the identity of the sponsor.

4. Collection (Acquisition). The obtaining of information in any manner,
to include direct observation, liaison with official agencies, or solicitation from
official, unofficial, or public sources.

5. Covert. Conducted in such a way as to conceal identity or permit plausible
denial by the sponsor. Differs from clandestine in that emphasis is on con-
cealment of identity of sponsor rather than on concealment of activity or

operation.
i>. Deceptive. Activity, planned and executed so that a reasonable person

would be led to believe personnel involved are not associated with any military
investigative organization.

7. Defense Investigative Program. Paragraph III of DOD Directive 5200.26
defines the Defense Investigative Program as those investigative and related

counterintelligence activities which are undertaken to :

a. Safeguard defense information.
b. Protect DOD personnel against subversion.
c. Protect DOD functions and property, including facilities which have

classified defense contracts or which have been officially designated as key
defense facilities.

d. Conduct personnel security investigations for DOD personnel and con-

tractor employees under the Defense Industrial Security Program.
e. Conduct counterintelligence surveys, services, and inspections.
f. Conduct investigative activities authorized in connection with civil dis-

turbance responsibilities within the United States, the Dstrict of Columbia,
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and United States territories and posses-
sions. The term Defense Investigative Program does not apply to pretrial

investigations required by the Uniform Code of Military .Tustice, criminal

investigations other than those involving the fxinctions enumerated above,
activities incident to the acquisition of foreign intelligence information, or to

tile activities involved in ensuring coDuuunications security.

8. Espionage. Overt, covert, or clandestine activity designated to obtain infor-

mation relating to the national defense with intent or reason to believe that

it will be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a

foreign nation. For espionage crimes see Chapter 37 of Title IS, United States
Code.

9. Investigation. A duly authorized systematized, detailed examination or

inquiry to uncover facts and determine the truth of a matter.

10. Investigative and Related Ci>unterintelligence Activities:

a. Investigative. Activities, other than counterintelligence activities as de-

fined below, which are -within the scope of the Defense Investigative Program
as specified in paragraph III of DOD Directive 5200.26. (See paragraph 7

above for definition of "Defense Investigative Program".) Investigative activi-

ties include the collecting, processing, reporting, storing, recording, analyzing,
evaluating, producing, and disseminating of information within the scope of

the directive.

b. Counterintelligence. Activities, both offensive and defensive, designed to

detect, neutralize, or destroy the effectiveness of foreign intelligence activities.

11. Key Defense Facilities (Key Facility List). Key defense facilities are

synonymous with the Key Facility List as designated under 50 U.S.C. 784 (b)

by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logi.stics) and J4
Joint Staff. Joint Chiefs of Staff.

12. Overt. Conducted openly and in such a way that the sponsor is or may
be known or acknowledged.

13. Penetration. The infiltration under DOD auspices of an oi'ganization or

group for the purpose of acquiring information.
14. Personnel Security Investigations. An inquiry into the activities of an

individual which is designed to develop pertinent information pertaining to his

trustworthiness, suitability for a position of trust as related to his loyalty,

character, emotional stability, and reliability.
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15. Sabotage. An act with intent to injure, interfere with, or obstruct the
national defense of the United States by willfully injuring or destroying, or

attempting to injure or destroy, any national defense or war material, premises,
or utilities, to include human and natural resources. For sabotage crimes see

Chapter 105 of the Title 18, United States Code.
16. Security. Measures taken by, or condition of, a DOD element affording

protection against all acts designed to, or which may, impair its effectiveness.

17. Storage. The retention of data in any form, usually for a specified period,
of the purposes of orderly retrieval and documentation.

IS. Surveillance. The observation or monitoring of persons, places, or things
by visual, aural, photographic, electronic, or other physical means which is

directed for the purpose of obtaining information.
19. Subversion of DOD Personnel. Actions designed to vmdermine the loyalty,

morale, or discipline of DOD mlitary and civilian personnel.

Attachment 2—Information Retention Ckiteria Established by the Defense
Investigative Review Council (DIRC)

1. DIRC Retention Criteria. DIRC has developed retention criteria for infor-

mation obtained under DOD Directive 5200.27. In establishing the criteria,
DIRC has been guided by the following principles :

a. In retaining investigative information deemed essential to the accomplisli-
ment of DOD missions, due regard will be given to the need to respect indi-

vidual i)rivacy, as well as to economy and efficiency of operations.
b. Protection of DOD functions and property, civil disturbance operations,

and the conduct of pers(mnel security i)rograms require retention of information
concerning personnel and organizations not affiliated with the DOD.

c. Retention of information is not authorized if the collection of such informa-
tion is forbidden by DOD Directive .5200.27, or if it would have been forbidden
had the directive been in effect at the time it was collected.

2. Criteria for Retaining Information Involving the Protection of Department
of Defense Functions and Projierty :

a. The following types of information on non-DOD-afliliated organizations or

individuals, acquired in accordance with this regulation are authorized for
retention beyond 90 days, subject to annual verification by the Director, DTS.
At the time of the annual verification, continued retention is authorized when
the organization or individual involved poses one of the following types of

continuing threats :

(1) Demonsti*ated Hostility. Activities in which an actual example of
violent or criminal hostility has been carried out within the previous year.

(2) Threatened Hostility. Activities which during the previous year have
explicitly threatened DOD functions.

(3) Potential Hostility. Activities whose continuing hostile nature in

the vicinity of DOD installations provides a significant potential source of
harm to or disruption of the installation or its functions.

(4) rUssidence. Activities which during the previous year have coun.seled
or published information actively encouraging violation of law, disobedience
of lawful order or regulations, or disruption of military activities.

b. Information acquired in special operations in accordance with paragraph
8d of this regulation may be permanently retained, unless a lesser period is

specified by the approving authority.
c. In order to aid apjironriate authorities in evaluating certain nonafliiinted

organizations or individuals whose activities involve them with the Depart-
ment of Defen.se, retention of information is authorized for activities which
fall into one of the following categories :

(1) Activities routinely servicing DOD installations. Retention is author-
ized for 1 year after the service is discontinued.

(2) Activities involving a one-time request for admittance to instaHntions
(speakers, bands, drill teams, etc.). Retention is authorized for 1 year
after the event.

(3) Activities involving a request that DOD per.Sionnel attend or ofln-

ciate at meetings, ceremonies, etc.. as representatives of DOD. Retention
is authorized for 1 year after the event.

(4) Fi'e holdings of Investigative agencies re.sulting from any activities

involving an inquiry from members of the public to the DOD function or
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units, unit insignia, signatures or photos of senior conimanders, etc., may
be retained subject to annual review for pertinency."

(5) File holdings of Investigative agencies resulting from any activities

involving an unsubstantiated report to DOD components from memV)ers of
the public alleging imminent invasions, communist plots and similar events
of a delusional nature, and assorted "crank" files, may be retained in excess
of one year but subject to annual review for their pertinency."

d. Retention of information pertaining to an authorized investigation not
yet completed on the date of annual verification is authorized for a period of
1 year, or vintil the investigation is completed, whichever occurs sooner. Any
further retention must meet the requirements stated above.

3. Retention Criteria for Information Authorized for Personnel Security
Investigation Puri)Oses :

a. Paragraphs 7a (1) and (2) of this regulation relate to personnel security
investigations of DOD-afliliated personnel. Paragraph 7a (3) relates to per-
sonnel for whom personnel security investigations or checks are authorized
for particular purposes, including those for a short time duration. It is necessary
in relationship to each of the three paragraphs referenced above to develop-
individual criteria falling into three categories :

(1) Information collected on non-DOD-afBliated civilians incident to the

inve-stigations of an alfiliated memlier.

(2) Evaluations of nonaffiliated organizations and individuals required
to adjudicate personnel security investigations.

(3) Determination of the period of retention of investigations in general.
b. Retention is authorized of information collected on non-DOD-affiliated

individuals and organizations incident to an investigation for the period of
time that the report itself may be retained as described in paragraph e below.

Additionally, unless the information in question could be retained under other
criteria authorized by the DIRC. indexing in the DCII or cross-referencing of
information on nonaffiliated individuals or organizations is prohibited.

e. Reference card files listing firms, organizations, and individuals repeatedly
contacted during the course of personnel security investigations may be retained
as long as the listings are relevant.

d. Brief evaluations of nonafiiliated individuals or organizations iised in

adjudication of personnel security investigations are authorized for retention.
These evaluations shall be reviewed annually for pertinency. The material
upon which these evaluations may be based may be retained for a period of 1

year.
e. Retention of a personnel security investigation on file is authorized for

30 years maximum, except as follows:

(1) Files which have resulted in adverse action against an individual
will be retained permanently.

(2) Files developed on persons who are being considered for affiliation

with DOD will be destroyed within 1 year if the affiliation is not com-
pleted. In cases involving a pre-appointment investigation, if the aj)point-
ment is not made due to information developed by investigation tlie file

will be retained permanently. If the appointment is not made for some
other reason not related to the investigation, the file will be destroyed
within one fl) year.

4. Retention Criteria for Criminal and Related Files. Criminal and investi-

gative files and the records of acts or events occurring on DOD installations

containing information concerning individuals and organizations not affiliated

with the Department of Defense shoi;ld be retained in accordance with exist-

ing Federal Records Disposal Schedules.
5. Retention Criteria for Pul)lished Documents. Nothing in this regulation

precludes the holding and usage by any agency of DOD of library and refer-

ence materials generally available to the public, including but not limited to

those publications available through the Government Printing Offi.ce. Such
material will not be maintained or inserted in subject or name files unless
the information in question could be retained under other criteria authorized
in this study report.

G. Preexisting Files. In view of the estimated hisrh costs to complete an imme-
diate pursre of file holdings, a continuing purge will be conducted on a routine
basis. At the time any file is withdrawn for use it will be reviewed to determine
whether it can legally be retained in accordance with established criteria above.

32-996—74 19
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December 10, 1973.
Mr. D. O. Cooke,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
The Pentayon,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Cooke: This is to acknowledge with thanks your response of

November 8, 1973. to the Subcommittee inquiry of July 30, 1973, relating to

counterintelligence activities of the military.
For the most part, I found your responses thorough and forthright, reflect-

ing a great deal of diligence and candor on the part of those responsible. I

am particularly appreciative of your making the inspection reports of the
DIRC available to the Subcommittee. While they do indicate some discrepancy
between actual operations and the Department of Defense regulation, they
show, for the most part, that the military is aware of and concerned with
limiting its domestic intelligence-gathering to information pertinent to tlie

milit.u-y mission. If the Subcommittee's investigation had any lasting value, it

lies in tliis heightened sensitivity on tlie part of the military to its proper role
in a domestic society.

Despite the generally high caliber of your response, there is one area wliich
requires further explanation and clarification—the matter of overseas counter-
intelligence operations conducted against civilians. The Subcommittee has in
its possession evidence which indicates your response with regard to these
operations is incomplete, if not inaccurate. I am thus enclosing a further series
of questions which deal specifically with this subject. I am confident that they
will be treated with the same candor and diligence which marked your answers
to our earlier inquiry.
With kindest wishes,
Sincerely yours,

Sam J. Erviiv, Jr.,

Chairman.
Enclosure.

QuestionXAiRE : Overseas Surveillance

1. The Subcommittee has evidence that the U.S. Army in 1972 and 1973
opened and. in some cases, retained the mail of civilians living in West Ger-
many and the mail of military personnel stationed in West Germany.

a. Were such "mail cover" operations undertaken by the Army during this
time period?

b. If so, under what authority were they undertaken? Specifically,
(1) What is the stautory authority for such operations?
(2) What are the DoD and Army regulations ui>on which authority to

open mail is claimed?
(3) What military or civilian official ordered these operations?
(4) Were these operations authorized or approved by the government of

West Germany?
(5) Please furnish the Subcommittee copies of any statute, regulation,

order, or approval referred to in subsections 1-4, above.
c. What was the scope of these operations? Specifically,

(1) How many American civilians living in West Germany were the

subjects of "mail covers" in 1972 and 1973? Please list names, addresses
and dates of coverage.

(2) How many foreign civilians were subjects of such "mail coverage"
in 1972 and 1973? Same specificity.

(3) How many civilian organizations and publications in West Ger-

many were the subjects of mail coverage during 1972 and 1973?
(4) How many U.S. military personnel stationed in West Germany were

the subjects of mail covers during 1972 and 1973? Same specificity.
d. How were "mail cover" operations conducted? Specifically,

(1) How was it determined who was to be subject to mall coverage?
(2) Were these operations conducted by the U.S. Army personnel in

APO's?
(3) Were these operations conducted by the U.S. Army personnel in

West German post offices?

(4) Were they conducted by foreign personnel in West German post
offices?
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(5) Was the mail of subjects photographed or photocopied?
(,6) Was the mail of subjects ever retained aud never forwarded?
(7) Was the mail of subjects ever destroyed?
(8) What was the disposition of copies or the originals of the mail sub-

ject to such coverage?
(9) Was mail, or copies of mail, maintained by military intelligence

units?

(10) Was mail, or copies of mail, ever subsequently made available to

any agency, department, office, or official of the U.S. government?
(11) Was mail, or copies of mail, ever made available to any agency or

department of the West German government?
(12) Was mail, or copies of mail, ever classified upon opening?
(13) If mail coverage oi)erations were conducted with the cooperation

of West German authorities, indicate what agreement (s) provide for this

cooperation and the extent of the cooperaition they provide for. Include

copies if available.

2. The Subcommittee has evidence that the U.S. Army in 1972 and 1973

covertly infilrrated civilian organizations and publications in West Germany
for the purpose of gathering information about these organizations and pub-
lications.

a. Were Army agents used in such a manner?
b. If so, what is the authority for such infiltration? Specifically,

(1) What is the statutory authority for such operations?

(2) What are the DoD and Army regtilations upon which authority
for these operations is claimed?

(3) What military or civilian official ordered these operations?
(4) Were these operations authorized or approved by the government

of West Germany?
(5) Please furnish the Subcommittee copies of any statue, regulation,

order, or approval i-eferred to in subsections 1-4, above.

c. What was the scope of these infiltration operations? Specifically.

(1) How many civilian organizations and publications located in West

Gernnrny were the subjects of infiltration operations during 1972 and
1973? Please list names, addresses, and inclusive dates of the infiltration.

(2) Were informants used to report on specific individuals during this

Ijeriod? If so, please give the names, addresses and inclusive dates of

coverage for those individu;ils sul»jeet to such reports.

d. How were infiltration operations carried out? Specifically.

(1) How was it determined that a particular organization or publica-

tion would be the subject of an infiltration?

(2) Were these operations conducted by U.S. Army personnel? If so,

how many were engaged in such activity during 1972 and 1973?

(3) Were these operations conducted by U.S. civilians? If so, how many
were engaged in such activity diiring 1972 and 1973?

(4) Were these operations conducted by foreign personnel? If so,

how many were engaged in such activity during 1972 and 1973?

(5) Were electronic devices ever used by personnel performing these

operations to record the activities or proceedings of the organizations

being infiltrated? If so, please identify the organization, the electronic

device used by the infiltrating agent, and the dates such devices were

used.
(6) Did an infiltrating agent report the information he ol)tained by

filing written reiwrts? If so. where were these reports ultimately filed?

(7) Did an infiltrating agent ever report orally to a supervising official?

If so. did the supervising official then prepare written reports? What
was the disjiosition of these reports?

(8) Where electronic devices were used, what disposition was made of

the recorded information?
(9 I How were infiltration agents, both U.S. Army or foreign, paid?

(10) Were the reports of infiltrating agents classified?

(11) Were infiltration operations ever conducted with the knowledge
of the West German government? If so, please identify the operation(s)
involved by name, place, and inclusive dates.

(12) Were infiltration operations ever conducted with the cooiieration

of the West German government? If so, please identify the operation (s)
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involved by name, place, and inclusive dates, and describe the extent of
West German cooperation.

3. The Subcommittee has evidence that the U.S. Army in 1972 and 1973
used photographic equipment to record the location and activities of civilians
and civilian organizations located in West Germany.

a. Did the Army employ photographic equipment to such use?
b. If so, what is the authority for these operations? Specifically,

(1) AVhat is the statutory authority for such operations?
(2)' What are the DoD and Army regulations upon which authority

for such operations is claimed?
(3) What military or civilian official ordered these operations?
(4) Were these operations authorized or approved by the government

of West Germany?
(5) Please furnish the Subcommittee copies of any statute, regula-

tion, order, or approval referred to in subsections 1-4, above.
c. What was the scope of the operations? Specifically,

(1)' How many American civilians living in West Germany were the
subjects of such "photographic surveillance" in 1972 and 1973? Please
list names, addresses, and dates of photogi'aphs.

(2) How many foreign civilians were subjects of such "photographic
surveillance" in 1972 and 1973? Same specificity.

(3) How many civilian organizations and publications in West Ger-
many were the subjects of sucli "photographic surveillance" in 1972 and
1973? Same specificity.

d. How were these operations carried out? Specifically,

(1) How was it determined when this technique would be employed?
(2) Were such activities carried out by U.S. Army personnel? If so,

how many were engaged in such activity during 1972 and 1973?
(3) Were these activities carried out by U.S. civilians? If so, how many

were engaged in this activity during 1972 and 1973?
(4) Were these operations carried out by foreign personnel? If so, how

many were engaged in this activity during 1972-1973?
(J>) Were the photogra])hs which resulted from these activities placed

in intelligence files on the civilians and civilian organizations being
monitored?

(6) Were such photographs ever supplied to any U.S. agency, depart-
ment, office, or official—civilian or military—other than members of

military intelligence units? If so, please specify the names of such agen-
cies or individuals and the nature of the photographs submitted.

(7) Were such photographs ever supplied to the West German govern-
ment? If so, please specify the nature of the photographs supplied.

4. The Subcommittee has evidence that the U.S. Army wiretapped the tele-

phones of civilians in West Germany during 1972 and 1973.

a. Did the U.S. Army engage in such wiretapping?
b. If so, what is the authority for these wiretaps? Specifically,

d) What is the statutory authority under which these wiretaps were
undert.iken?

(2) What are the DoD and Army regulations which are claimed as

authority for these operations?
(3)' What military or civilian officials ordered these wiretaps?
(4) Were these operations authorized or approved by the government

of West Germany?
(5) Please furnish the Subcommittee copies of any statue, regulation,

order, or approval referred to in subsections 1-4. above.
c. What was the scope of these operations? Specifically.

(1) How many American civilians living in West Germany were the

subjects of wiretaps in 1972 and 1973? Please list names, addresses, and
inclusive dates such persons were subject to wiretapping.

(2) How many foreign civilians were subject to such wiretaps in 1972
and 1973? Same specificity.

(3) How many civilian organizations and publications in West Ger-

many were the subjects of wiretaps during 1972 and 1973? Snme specificity.

(4) How many U.S. military personnel stationed in West Germany
were the subjects of wiretaps during 1972 and 1973? Same specificity.

1
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d. How were the wiretaps carried out? Specifically,

(1) How was it determined that a wiretap would be installed?

(2) Was the approval of the West German government always obtained
before the installation of a wiretap? Please describe any instances in
which their approval was not obtained.

(3) Were the wiretaps physically installed by U.S. Army personnel?
(4) Were the wiretaps ever physically installed by foreign personnel?
(5)1 Were wiretaps ever installed at the telephone substation?

(6) Were wiretaps ever installed by surrepti|tiously gaining entry or
access to the premises designated for the wiretaps?

(7) Were logs ever maintained for wiretapped telephone lines?

(8) Were summai-les ever made of wiretapped conversations?

(9) Were reports ever filed on the basis of wii-etapped conversations?

(10) Were logs, summaries, or reports of Mdret^ippetl conversations ever
maintained by military intelligence units in West Germany during 1972
and 1973?

(11) Were logs, summaries, or reports of wiretapped conversations ever
made availal>le to any agency, department, office or olficial of the U.S.

government?
(12) Were any logs, summaries, or reports of wiretapped conversations

ever made available to the West Gei-man government?
(13) Were logs, summaries, or reports of wiretapped conversations

ever classified?

(14) Was the equipment used in wiretapping the property of the United
St^ates or the West German government?

.5. The Subcommittee has been unable ta ascertain precisely what agency
or official was responsible for the institution of these aforementioned counter-

intelligence measures in West Germany during 1972 and 1973. Press reports
indicate that Major General Harold R. Aaron, formerly the Deputy Chief of

Staff for Intelligence, USAREUR, was one individual responsible for these

operations.
a. Was ]\Iajor General Aaron resiwnsible for the institution of the counter-

intelligence program in West Germany in 1972 and 1973? Specifically,

(1) What orders or insitructions, if any, were issued by HQ, USAREUR,
in 1972 and 1973, regarding counterinelligence operations in West Ger-

many ?

(2) Please indicate the major intelligence commands (to battalion level)

subordinate to HQ USAREUR, which operated in West Germany during
1972 and 1973. Please include the name of the commanding officer of each
such unit during this time period.

(3) Were any of the aforementioned counterintelligence measures
undertaken by USAREUR or a subordinate intelligence element in re-

sponse to a request from any agency, department, office or official of the

U.S. government?
(4) Were any of the aforementioned counterintelligence measures imder-

taken by USAREUR or a subordinate intelligence element in response to

a request from any agency, department, office or official of the Weet Ger-

man government?
(As of June 1, 1974, no response to this letter had been received by the

Subcommittee. )

December 6, 1973.

Colonel Mason Gant III,

Executive Director,

Befnifie Intelligence Service,
The Pentagon,
W(is]ii7igton, D.C.
Dear Colonel Gant: The Washington Post of December 5th, in an article

entitled "Ex-Oflacer Likens Pentagon Unit to Plumbers" quotes you as saying
that DIS has engaged in "only 2 or 3 si>ecial investigations" during the last

year. These investigations, states the article, were over and above the normal

security clearance investigations performed by the agency, and involved in-

vestigations of security leaks.

I would like to know what the nature of these investigations were. Specifi-

cally, I would like to know what was the substance of the leaks that were
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investigated, the name of the individual and office wliich reque>*ted and
autliorized these special investigations and finally, how these special investi-
gations were carried out.

It had been my prior understanding that the activities of the Defense Intel-

ligence Service were limited strictly to investigating and processing security-
clearances. Apparently, your activities are more varied. I would appreciate
your describing for me what other duties DIS performs, or may be permitted
to perform, upon direction by other authority. Please include the pertinent
directives and other authority for these special functions.
With kindest wishes,

Sincerely yours,
Sam J. Ervix, Jr.,

Chairman.

Defense Investigative Service.

Washington, B.C., 2 January 197/t.
Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.
Dear Senator Ervin: This is in reply to your letter of December 6, 1973,

addressed to Colonel Mason W. Gant III, in which your inquire about the
activities of the Defense Investigative Service.
The Defense Investigative Service was established by the Secretary of De-

fense imder the authority vested in him by 10 U.S.C. 133. The charter of the
agency is set forth in Department of Defense Directive 510r).42 dated April
18, 1972, and was published in 38 CFR 7131 on March 16. 1973. The primary
purpose of establishing the agency was to consolidate the responsibility for

conducting all personnel security investigations for the Department of De-
fense within the 50 states and Puerto Rico. These investigations are used by
the Department of Defense in determining the suitability of personnel for
access to classified defense infonuation.

Included in the charter is authority for the Defense investigative Service
to conduct "such other special investigations as the Secretary of Defense may
direct''. When Colonel Gant was interviewed I)y Mr. John Hanrahan of the

Washington Post, he made reference to the "two or three special investiga-
tions" conducted by the Defense Investigative Service during the past year.
These are the investigations di.scussed in my testinumy given before the Sub-
committee on Department of Defense of the Committee on Appropriations,
House of Representatives, on October 5, 1973. These "special investigation.s"
involved inquirie.s into the unauthorized disclosure of defense cla&sified infor-

mation.
The investigations were directed by the Secretary of Defense based upon

information furnished in two instances by the General Counsel of the Depart-
ment of Defense, and in the other by the Deputy Assistant Seci^etary of De-
fense ( Administration ) .

The first case involved articles in the New York Times dated February 17,

1973. entitled "MISSILE SHOTS IX SOVIET ASIA REPORTED" and
FebruaiT 27. 1973, entitled "SOVIET IS SAID TO BUILD NAVY'S SECOND
CARRIER."
The second case involved articles in the Baltimore Sun dated A7>ril .^. 1973,

entitled "CAMBODIA SAID TO HOLD OFF COLLAPSE ' and April 10, 1973,
entitled "BIG VIET BUILDUP REPORTED."
The third case involved Associated Press dispatches of 1447 and 1500 hours

on April 16. 1973. headlined "BOMBING—LAOS "

Each of the above cited articles contained items of defense information
which was classified SECRET.
The puri>ose of the Defense Investigative Service inquiries was to determine

if any person or persons within the Department of Defense had made an
intentional unauthorized disclosure of classified information. In conducting
these inquiries, which consisted solely of personal interviews. Defense Inves-

tigative Servi<'e Agents spoke to only Department of Defense personnel and
neither specializefl invef?tigative techniques nor electronic measures were
used. These investigations failed to identify any Department of Defense per-
sonnel as the sources of unauthorized disclosures of classified information.
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The Defense Investigative Service was utilized to conduct the above inves-

tigations since it was necessai-y to interview personnel of the three militai-y

departments as well as persons assigned to OSD. In view of this, it was con-

sidered more practical to have the Defense Investigative Service conduct the
case rather than an investigative service of one of the military departments.
It is anticipated that the Defense Investigative Service will be requested to

conduct special inquiries of this character under similar circumstances in

the future.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity of explaining the remarks of Colonel

Gant as reported in the Washington Post, and to provide you the above
additional information.

Sincerely,
Joseph J. Cappucci,

Brigadier General, USAF,
Director.

January 29, 1974.

Mr. D. O. CooKE.
Deiniiy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
The Pentagon,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Cooke : I am writing again concerning a matter relating to the

Subcommittee's follow-up of military counterintelligence activity. To recall

what has transpiretl to date, the Subcommittee sent its initial inquiry to DoD
on July 30. 1973. You responded with detailed answers on November 8, 1973.

Following this exchange, the Subcommittee sent a second set of questions regard-

ing counterintelligence activities in West Germany on December 10, 1978. We
received an interim reply from you dated January 8, 1974, and are at present

awaiting your final response to the December letter.

Subsequent to our letter of December 10, 1973, it has come to the SuiK-om-

mittee's attention that certain counterintelligence files are apparently still

being maintained by the Department of Defense despite the provisions of DoD
Directive 5200.27.

In a pleading recently filed by the Department in the case of People Against
Raoism et al., v. Melvin S. Laird, et al. Civil Action No. 3565-69 (United
States District Court for the District of Columbia), the Department admits

that it currently maintains files on certain individuals whose names cor-

respond to some of the plaintiffs in the suit. Para. 23 of the Eighth Defense

in the Department's Answer to the Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint reads

in part as follows :

"23. The Federal defendants admit that files are currently maintained by
the Department of Defense on certain individuals in the names of Arthur

Waskow. William Weiss and Ralph Russell ; however, the Federal defendants

are without sufficient indentifying data to form a belief as to whether any
of these files relate to the similarly named plaintiffs. The Federal defendants

are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to whether
the Department of Defense in the past has ever compiled, maintained and
disseminated any files or dossiers on the individual plaintiffs as alleged. . . ."

This paragraph requires exi^lanation. It is stated that files on certain named
individuals are currently being maintained. But it declares that these files

do not contain enough data to identify the named individuals as plaintiffs.

Thus, the Department is unable to state whether files or dossiers on the

plaintiffs ever existed.

The Subcommittee would like to know the nature of the files mentioned

in paragraph 23 that are currently being maintained on the named individuals.

For what pun>ose are they being maintained and what is the nature of the

information recorded? If they are files on civilians, what is the justification

for the maintenance of such files under DoD Directive 5200.27? Finally, where
are these files being maintained and by what subordinate agency of the De-

partment of Defense?

By admitting in a document of public record that certain files are being

maintained on individuals with the same names as plaintiffs, and yet neglect-

ing to offer any clarification of what these files represent, the Department
leaves this Subcommittee and the public with the impression that it may not
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Tiave destroyed all of its domestic surveillance data in compliance with DoD
Directive 5200.27.

In view of the continuing public concern with military and other kinds of
political surveillance, I know you share my desire that every effort be made
to dispel any lingering suspicions about continued military spying.

In this regard, I believe it is also necessary to clarify generally the status
of any coimterintelligence data now held by the Defense Department. The
Subcommittee was assured in 1971 that all files in the Defense Department's
possesion would be purgetl of any infoi-mation gathered during the couree of

previous sui-veillance operations. The Department's pleading in People Against
Maoism v. Laird implies that at least an index tile may still exist.

In your letter to the Subcommittee dated November 8. 1973, you included
all previous unannounced inspection reiwrts of the DIRC. In several instances,
these reports indicated cases in which informat.i(m regarding civilians and
civilian organizations was being maintained in violation of the DOD Directive.
The Hul>committee is interested in learning of all other violations of the DoD
Directive which have come to the Department's attention since 1971 other
than through the unannounced inspections of the DIRC. Furthermore, the
.Subc(mmiittee would like the express assurance that these agencies most
directly involved with intelligence gathering—namely, the Defense Investigative
Service, USAINTC (Fort Holabird), and CONARC (Fort Monroe)—do not
now maintain any files in violation of DoD Directive 5200.27. If such assur-
ance cannot be given, the Sul)committee requests that it be informed of all

specific exceptions and the justifications for them.
We would appreciate your prompt response to this inquiry.
With kindest wishes.

Sincerely yours,
Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chairman.

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Washington, B.C., March 19, 1974.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin. Jr..

Chairman, Svbcominittee on Constitutional Rights,
Committee on the Judiciary,
V.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman: Your letter of January 29, 1974, accurately sum-

marizes the status of our correspondence, including the response we owe to

the further inquiries you have made regarding Army activities in West Ger-

many. Due to the voluminous nature of these inquiries, and because the
answers are being preparetl without benefit of the materials requested in our
interim reply of January 8, 197-4. it will be a while yet until the full response
is ready. Rather than delay on tliis account, I am separately addressing your
most recent inquiries.
To begin with, I would like to comment on what seems to me the concern

behind the points you raise—whether the efforts by responsible oflScials in the

Department of Defense have been effective in assuring that military inves-

tigative activities are limited to their proper and intended sphere. It is our
helief that the excesses of the past have in fact ended ; that investigative

components have been thoroughly imbued with the restrictions placed on them :

and that, with only negligible exceptions, such restrictions have been complied
with, in spirit as well as letter.

I offer these assurances not as a matter of what we hope to see, but as an

expression of the progress that has been achieved, backed b.v the personal

participation of the top civilian leadership. It is to demonstrate this point
that we have gone to the length of providing you with our internal reports
of unannounced inspections. Without attempting to minimize the few discrep-

ancies that have been disclosed, primarily involving the retention of old files,

these reports are compelling confii-mation of the degree of current com-pliance,

"which approaches 100%.
In view of your specific inquiry as to violations since 1971, let me empha-

size that no significant deviation from the new policies has come to our atten-
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tion from tliis or any other source. This includes the three agencies to which
you refer.

You .should realize that it will be an indefinite period before each and
every pre-existing file in dead storage has been completely reviewed. Major
documentary coUection.s have been and, except for the moratoriimi instituted
at your behest, are Cdutinuing to be screened and. if appropriate, either de-

stroyed by means of systematic purging or through mandatory screening prior
to acting on requests for individual tiles. Civil disturbance tiles, of course, have
long since been completely destroyed.
Along the same lines, I should explain that under the present indexing

system, names alone are not a sulticient basis for connecting a particular
person with a particular file. For example, moi-e than one hundred entries

appear under a name as common as William Weiss. Whether even one relates
to a party in a given law suit, there is no way of ascertaining, in the absence
of additional identifying data such as a social security or military serial

number. An examination of the files would not remove the doubt, since we
would still lack the requi.'dte identifying da.ta on the party to the suit.

As I am sure you appreciate, it would be inappropriate for me to comment
on matters before the courts, esi^eeially on an issue that will doubtless be
clarified during the course of subsequent pleadings. The illustration points
up, however, how improved communications between our respective staffs

might help to avoid any misundei-standing in the future.

I am grateful for the opportunity you have given us to respond to these

points and trusit you will not hesitate to let me know in the event we can
be of any further assistance, over and above the one pending reply.

Sincerely,
D. O. Cooke,

Deputy Assistant Seci-etary of Defense.

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., March 6, 197Jf.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chairman, Subcontitiittee on Constitutional Rights,
Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate,
Washingtoti, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : We have recently received some inquiries from the
media relating to Departmental policies concerning military investigative ac-

tivities. Specifically, an inciuiry relating to DoD Directive 5200.27 and activities

of the Defense Investigative Review Council was responded to by me in my
role as Chairman of the Defense Investigative Review Council.

Because I am aware of the Subcommittee's intense interest in this subject,

and in confonnity with our ongoing policies of full disclosure to your Sub-

committee, you may be interested in the information we have furnished in the

attache<^l release.

Sincerely,
D. O. CooKE,

Deputy .4.ssistant Secretary of Defense.
Attachments.

Reply to Qfestions SrBMiTTEn to Mr. D. O. Cooke. DASD (An:M). Chairman
of the Defense Investigative Re\iew Council (DIRC) by Andrew Hamilton,
Journalist

BY Andrew Hamilton, Joltrnalist

Question 1: States the problem and requires no answer. It observes that in

addition to responsibilities delegated by DoD Directive 5200.27 to the Chairman
of the DIRC, he also "takes cognizance for OSD of the exercise of authorities

delegated by others", in particular by the Secretaries or Under Secretaries of
the military departments in the areas of Civil Disturbances and attending

meetings and demonstrations. While the "cognizance" of the Chairman of the

DIRC over these matters is not established by Directive, the Chairman would
in fact concern himself with those matters, if and when they should occur.
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Qiicfition 2: Regarding Paragraph V.E. : ("There shall be no covert or other-
wise deceptive surveillance or penetration of civilian organizations unless spe-
citically authorized by the Secretary of Defense or his designee.")
On how many occasions was authority granted for covert or otherwise decep-

tive surveillance or penetration of civilian organizations since the effective date
of DoD Directive 5200.27 to the present ?

Answer : Since March 1, 1971. this authority has been granted on extremely
few occasions. It has been exercised no more than 3 times in any one year.
What was the nature and extent of the activity V By wh(mi was it carried out?
Answer : In each special operation carried out, the activity involved a single

source or informant who was a member of the organization who cooperated by
furnishing information regarding its sa^'ecific plans and activities which, prior
to granting tlie authority to recruit the S(mrce, we had reason to believe were
aimed at encouraging violations of regulations and disraption of milit.-sry
activities, or involved the planning of physical acts of sabotage or destruction
of government property. Typically, the organization we sought information
about presented a direct threat to DoD property, functions, or to tlie loyalty,
discipline or morale of DoD personnel, by actively encouraging military per-
sonnel to disobey lawful orders or disrupt military activities.

During the course of the operations, which continued for periods of time
ranging variously from about two weeks to two years, tlie informant would
furnish informaticm to agents of military investigative organizations who woukl
evaluate and disseminate the information to interested command i)ersonnel
and others with a need-to-know in the law enforcement and counterintelligence
community.
These operations were carried out by either military or civilian persons

acting under the control of agents of military investigative units in coordina-
tion with FBI and local law enforcement agencies. Each operation was author-
ized to continue for not more than one year, subject to re-approval upon sub-
mission of specific justification.

Question: How many operations are presently being conducted under tliis

authority?
Answer: There is one (1) such operation now on-going.
Question: What organizations have been or are targets of such activity?

What was the justification for each oiieration?
Answer: We will not reveal the specific identity of the organizations except

to describe the general characteristics as set forth in answer to Question 2.

In each case, approval was granted only after assurances were received that
the information sought was not available from other sources. Revelation of
the identity of organizations would jeopardize the safety and security of per-
sonnel involvetl, would unduly interfere with the success of these operations,
or would unnecessarily impugn the motives of some of the members of the
organization who many not have shared the aims and purposes of actively
encotiraging military personnel to disobey lawful orders and disrupt military-
activities.

Question: Did Cor does) such activity include electronic surveillance pur-
suant to Paragrai>h V.D.
Answer : No. None.
3. Regarding paragraph V.G. : ("No computerized data banks shall be main-

tained relating to individuals or organizations not affiliated with the Depart-
ment of Defense, unless authorized by the Secretary of Defense or his
designee.")

Question: Are any computerized data bank.*; on individuals or organizations
not affiliated with DoD currently maintained by DoD or any military depart-
ment or other DoD activity?
Answer: No. Nor have any requests to create or maintain any such files

been submitted to the Chairman of tlie DIRC.
Quef<tion: Who maintains such files, where they are located, and what

categories of individuals or organizations are subject to entry into these files?
How extensive are the files (numbers of entries). Give examples of individuals
or organizations on whom .such files are maintained in each category.
Answer: See answer to question alwve. There are no such files in DoD.
Question: What criteria govern maintenance of non-computerized files on

individuals and organizations not affiliated with DoD? What agencies main-
tain such files? How many .senarnte files of this sort are there?
Answer: The criteria established by the Defense Investigative Review

Council are set forth in the Attachment A (same as material printed on p— ).
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This information is maintained by Army Intelligence organizations, the Naval
Investigative IService. and by Air Force Office of Special Investigations. Tl>e

number of separate tiles is not known but is believed to be very limited. This
belief is confirmed by regular unannounced inspections of field organizations.
Each file must be reviewed annually and either destroyed or validated for

continued retention because of its continuing "threat" status, or continued
relevance to DoD functions.

4. Regarding paragrai)h YI.D. :

Question: What criteria have been established pursuant to this portion of
the Directive regarding retention of certain types of information for more
than 90 days?
Answer : The criteria are set forth in Attachment A.
5. Regarding Paragraph IV. C. :

(Questions omitted)
Answer : The answer to these questions are all set forth in paragraph 6

(pages 9-12) of Department of the Army letter dated 1 June, Attachment B
(same as material printed on p.

—
) which spells out the entire scenario for

dealing with civil disturbance matters. The DA letter of 1 June 1971, is the

Army's implementation of DoD Directive 5200.27.

Qiicsfinn: On what occasions since March 1. 1973 [sic] to the present has
this authority been utilized? How long (beginning and end dates) was each
application? For what specific reasons and purposes was authority granted,
and in what locales was the collection effort undertaken? How many intelli-

gence or other personnel were employed in such elforts?

An.swer: Since March 1. 1971, the authority to initiate active collection

efforts l)y Army intelligence has never been invoked. Although several occa-
sions liave occurred wlien Army troops were alerted or prepositioned in antici-

pation of possible civil disturbance, on none of these occasions has an Army
Intelligence collection effort been initiated. Information received from liaison
contacts with the Department of Justice has proved .sufficient in each of these
eircmnstances.

During the national political conventions in Miami, the Depra-tment of the

Army at the request of Attorney General Kleindienst loaned three analysts to

the Department of Justice to work in their Information Evaluation Center in

Miami, to analyze information being received from FBI ad local iwlice sources.

The dates of their participation were from 15-25 July 1972 and 15-25 August
1972.

6. Regarding Paragraph V.F. :

Question: On how many occasions have the military departments authorized
collection efforts controlled by this paragraph? What were the occasions and
what departments and services were concerned? Of what duration were the
coll ecti on efforts ?

Answer : None.
Question: On how many occasions have local commanders exercised the

authority to collect information without prior approval under the tenns of
this paragraph? What are the particulars?

An.swer : None.

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., March 14, 1974-

Hon. Sam J. Ervin. Jr..

Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights,
Committee on the Jiidicianj,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Ervin : Attached for your information are responses the

Department of Defense has recently given to questions presented by members
of the press, relating to actions of the Defense Investigative Review Council.
These are furnished in the Interests of keening your Subcommittee fully

informed of actions of the Depatrment in the area of investigations and
keeping alive the dialogue with your staff which we feel is so necessary to

ensure that they have correct information.

Sincerely,
D. O. CoOKE,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Attachments.
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Response to Questions submitted by Tony de Stefano of Newsday,
Undeb Date of March 5, 1974

Query 1: Does the Defense Investigative Program [of DoD Directive 5200.20]
encompass all worldwide units of the Defense Department?
Answer : Yes, however, the policies and prohibitions contained in DoD Direc-

tive 5200.27, attached, only apply to Defense components within the 50 States,
the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and U. S. terri-
tories and possessions.
Query 2: How many inspections and reviews have been carried out by the

DIRC since l'J71 and what has been their breakdown on any violations
detected V

Answer: Fourteen unannounced inspections have been conducted throughout
the United States (including Hawaii and the Canal Zone) by the DIRC prin-
cipals and staff. In addition, each militaiy department has conducted a con-

siderably larger number of internal DIRC-oriented inspections of their investi-

gative and related security organizations. The unannounced DIRC in.spections
have revealed no operational vicjlations of DIRC policies and prohibitions :

that is to say, DIRC inspections within the geogi-aphic limits of DIRC pro-
hibitions have revealed no instances which violate the basic policies on ac(iui-
sition of information on persons not affiliated with the DoD. The kind of

di.screpancies note<l by the inspection team have related to record keeping,
wherein files believed to have been screened and purged still contained some
questionable material relating to civilian organizations or individuals. Promi)t
corrective action was taken on the spot. Other discrepancies have been tech-

nical violations of the record keeping systems fashioned by the military
departments after 1971 for annual review of all investigative record holdings
in field installations. These discrepancies were largely unintentional and re-

sulted from imperfect administration or honest misinterpretation. Moreover,
they are regarded as harmless error but nevertheless were subjected to

prompt corrective action so that the recoi-d keeping .system will be fine-tuned
and made as fool-proof as possible. These unannounced inspections are con-

tinuing. Their overall conclusions point to a virtual 100% compliance with
DoD Directive 5200.27 policies by all DoD components.
Query 3: Within what units have DIRC investigations been centered? (exam-

ple: 902nd MI Groups, CONI'S or 66th MI Group USAREUR)
Answer : The DIRC inspections have concentrated on investigative elements

and related command elements (Post .s-2's. Security Police, etc.) within the
50 states, including the Canal Zone and Hawaii. DIRC prohibitions do not

apply to West Germany where the 66th MI Group is located, or to any over-

seas locations. As indicated above, they do apply to the 50 States, the District

of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and U. S. territories and
possessions. These insiiections have covered all three military departments,
including the Marine Coiiis. as well as the Defense Investigative Service, a

newly formed Defense agency.
Query 4; What is the circulation of DIRC reports? How frequently is Con-

gress supplied with information from DIRC reports?
Answer: Reports of unannounced DIRC inspections are furnished to prin-

cipal members of the DIRC and members of the DIRC Working Group. This
means that the Under Secretaries of each military department, the Director,

Defense Intelligence Agency, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Ad-
ministration), the General Counsel of DoD. and the Director. Defense Inves-

tigative Service, regularly receive copies of these reports. The re])orts are

internal memoranda of the Department, contain findings and recommendations
of the Inspecting Team, and have not been released to the public. Xev<n-the-

less, copies of those completed as of that date were furnished to the Chair-

man of the Senate Subcommittee on Con.stitutionnl Rights. Senator Ei-vin.

in November 1978. Any other Committees of the Congress which exiiress an

interest in this matter would be furnished similar information. Basically, the

reports show full compliance with the investigative policies initiated by Secre-

tary Laird in early 1971.

Response to Further iNqnRiES of Andrew Ha^tit.ton, Journalist, Made to

OSD-PA ON March S, 1974

Query 1: Can he receive copies of DIRC inspection reports?.

Answer : No. These are internal documents intended solely for the use of
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policy makers who are members of the DIRC and their staffs, and therefore
exempt from release under the Freedom of Information Act.

Query 2: Are these classified? How many are there?
Answer : Tliey are not classified but bear the protective markings FOR OF-

FICIAL Ut^E ONLY which means they are riot to be released outside (official

channels. They have been furnished to the Ervin Subcommittee on Constitu-
tional Rights under the same restrictions. Counting the most recent inspection,
there are 14 such reports.

Query S: Can he get an account of the U.S. military intelligence activities

during 1971-72 in the Canal Zone
;

believe these involved surveillance of
non-Do 1) organizations and file keeping of persons in these organizations?
Answer: Initially, in 1971, the U.S. Army in the Canal Zone did not believe

that the restrictions of DoD Directive 5200.27 were applicable to their activi-
ties within the Zone, because of other responsibilities assigned to U.S. Army
Intelligence for certain internal security investigations under the terms of
the Delimitations Agreement with the FBI. In early 1972, this matter was
clarified for the Army ; they were informed clearly that DoD Directive
5200.27 did apply to the Canal Zone, their Delimitations Agreement respon-
sibilities notwithstanding. Thereafter, they took immediate action to bring
their record retention practices into conformity. This did not require any
termination of covert operations or so-called "surveillance"' of civilian or-

ganizations within the Canal Zone because no such operations were underway.
It did require substantial screening and purging of files which had been
accumulated over a period of years. This purging was accomplished promptly
once adequate policy guidance was given and the records are now in full

compliance in the same manner as comparable files of Military Intelligence
units in the Ignited States.

Query 1^: What steps were taken to bi'ing these activities (special opera-
tions) under control of 5200.27?
Answer : See answer above. It is emphasized that there were no special

operations under way in 1971 or 1972 so that there was no need to bring
any under control. There is now no uncertainty, however, that should any
command in the Canal Zone wish to engage in a special operation involving
a civilian organization within the Canal Zone, it would be necessary for them
to seek approval for such an operation through channels to the Under Secre-

tary of the military department who would, if he agrees, seek permission for
such operation from the Chairman of the DIRC. No smch requests have been
submitted by Defense Components within the Canal Zone.

Query 5: If such operations ceased under 5200.27. how is the information
ROW being gathered, if it still deemed necessary for the security of the Canal
Zone?
Answer : Such operations did not cease under 5200.27 because none were

underway, and units within that command have not seen fit to I'equest any
since DoD Directive 5200.27 became effective in March 1971.

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., April 23, 197/f.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chairman, Buhcommiitee on Constitutional Rights,
Committee on the Judiciary,
r.B. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

De.\r Senator Ervin : Having had an opportunity to read your opening
statement presented on the first day of the hearings now being conducted by
the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, we noted several assertions in your
statement which require correction or at least some clarification.

"We have taken the liberty of providing you with the attached quotes from
your statement and our comments thereto which we l>elieve will help to set

the record straight. We would appreciate your including these comments in

the record of your current legislative hearings.
Sincei'ely,

D. O. Cooke,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.

Attachment.
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Comments to Opening Statement of Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., April 9. 19T4

". . . the Subcommittee's report did indicate, however, that in 1971 the
Defense Department began to restrict its domestic intelligence operations to

the gatliering of information essential to the military mission."
COMMENT: The Department of Defense actually, as you were informed

in the statement of Robert F. Froehlke, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Ad-
ministration) to this Subcommittee on March 2. 1971. began to revise and
constrict tlie Army civil disturbance mission in early 1909. In fact, the Army's
Civil Disturbance Information Collection Plan <jf May 2, 19(i8, was totally re-

scinded on June 9, 1970.

•'On March 1, 1971. in the course of our hearings, the Defense Dei)artment
issued a direetive which sought to put an eiul to the military surveillance
of civilians. . . ."

COMMENT: It is true that Department of Defense Directive 5200.27, sub-

ject: Aciiuisition of Information Concerning Persons and Organizations not
Atfiliatwi with the Department of Defense was published March 1, 1971. This
however, v.'as the summary docimient enunciating the policies of the Secretary
of Defense previously issued to the comiK)nents by orders and messages, dated
in June 1970 as indicated in "Sir. P"'roehlke's March 2, 1971 statement to this

Subc(nnmittee.

"(2) The Subcommittee staff lias found that the majority of units in-

spected liy DIRC possessed files on civilians or civilian organizations which
eiilier were tiatl.v proliibited by the DoD Directive or which, if authorized,
were being held beyond the time limitations provided by the DoD Directive, or
DIRC retention criteria."

CO^MMENT : This is not true. Record keeping discrepancies were only found
in a inUiorltii of units, and none involved a cf»nscious or deliberate intent to

violiite tlie directives ("Hntly prohibited"). There were some few honest niis-

inter])retations of the rules which the DIRC teaui has a.ssured are now cor-

rected.

"(4) . . . the two inspections which revealed the most egregious depart-
tures fro7n the DoD Directive were ciassitieil "(Confidential.

"

COMMENT: Only one of the foiirteen DIRC inspection reports is classified

'"Confidential," and that one lias only two paragr:i])hs so designated. The two
classified paragraphs do not show any egregious departures from DIRC
policies but rather note the inspecting team's awareness of other military mis-

sions being accomplished outside the purview of DIR(\ The inspection team
findings are fu'ly recorded in the remaining fifteen unclassified i)aragraphs.
The "discrepancies'' reported in that related solely to the retention of old

records.
"There have been only fourteen inspection trips since 1971."

COMMENT: It is correct that there have been, to date, fourteen DIRC
inspection trips in which a DIRC principal participated. Each inspection has
c()verp<l from about ten to twenty separate investigative or command locations.

Additionally, the Service Under Secretaries. Service Inspectors General, and
command elements of investigative units have maintained a continuing iiro-

graiii of internal inspections. In the most recent Defense Investigative I'rograni

Annual Report submitted to the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretaries

of the military departments reported a total of 48 DIRC-oriented inspection
visits conducted under their auspices in Fiscal Year 1973.

". . . the Defense Investigative Service has undertaken three "plumber"
operations to determine the sources of leaks to the jtress of classified defense

information. . . . there appears to be no limitation on such investigations

provided by the DoD Directive, even of they were to spill over into the

civilian community."
COMMENT: The Department of Defense engages in no "plumber" like

operations. The Defense Investigative Service is totally regulated by the

investigrative policies of the Secretary of Defense, and must conform to. and
are inspected under, DIRC directives. Each of the instances of leaks of

classified defense information to the press investigated by us indicated some
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failure in the handling and safeguarding of classified information within the

Department of Defense. Each such investigation was limited and was re<iuired

by EO 11652. dated March 8. 1972.

••. . . a military intelligence unit in San Diego, which prior to the decision
to move the GOl* convention from San Diego to Miami Beach, had begun
to build its files on dissident groups in the area in contemplation of liaison

responsibility with the Secret Service at convention time."

C0M:MEXT : This unit performs criminal and counter-intelligence investi-

gative actions for its parent service. ]Members of this entire investigative

organization who were skilled in the use of hand weapons, and trained under
US Secret Service distinguished visitor protection training plans, had been
borrowed by the T'S Secret Service for past presidential and presidential-
candidate protection duties. Under the asstnnption they wotikl again be called

upon to assist, they attended law enforcement meetings at which San

Diego and Federal authorities discussed the local situation from a possible
dissident action point of view. Write-ups of these meetings, together with
handout material, had been obtained and filed. As a result of the DIKC
visit, this action was terminated. Their n/le was envisioned by them as

presidential candidate protection, under US Secret Service control, not in

anyway as an intelligence collecting unit.

"In a case which took place in Prince William County, Virginia, shortly
after the promulgation of the DoD Dir(H;-tive. military intelligence agents
were assigned to assist local police by posing as members of a drug ring.

Ostensibly, they were 'loaned' to local police because military pei'sonnel were

thought to be involved."

COMMENT : Prince William County. Virginia polite officials notified tlip

]\Iarine Corps. Criminal Investigation Division, in Quantico. Virginia, that

cars bearing Marine Corps decals had been observed at an off base location

suspected of involvement in drug traffic. Criminal investigators, not "intelli-

gence" agents, assisted the police in their investigation and did perform
undercover work. Twenty-nine convictions, though none on Marines, were

subseqtiently obtained. These were upheld by the courts, and found not to

violate the Posse Comitatus Act. As a follow-on action, the DIRC studied

this investigative involvement, and ultimately expanded the written policy of

DIRC to include firm guidelines as to the limited instances and degree of

assistance and cooperation permissible between military and civil police

authorities.

Senate Subcommittee on Coxsttti'tioxat. Rights.

Washington, B.C., May 6, 197 ff.

:\Ir. D. O. Cooke.

Drpiifii As.'iistant Secretary of Defense,
The Peiitngnu.

Washington, D.C.

Deai{ Mr. Cooke: Thank you for your letter of April 23. 1974. asking that

certain comments of the Defense Department regarding my oi)eriing statement

at the hearings on S. 2318 be printed as part of the hearing record.

I shall be pleased to have this done.

With one excepition. I see no point in my commenting further on the matters

you raise, since they appear only to clarify rather than refute my remarks.

You do point out thft I was in error in saying that a nirjority of units

inspected by DIRC were in possession of information barred by the directive

or DIRC retention criteria. You are correct. What I should have said was
that a ma.iority of inspection reports revealed such violations. Each inspection

report, of course, covered several units.

I aijpreciate having your clarifying comments.
With kindest wishes,

Sincerely yours,
Sam J. Einix. Ik..

CIniii-man.
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Office of the Secretary of Transportation,
Washington, B.C., May lii, 197J,.

Hon. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

Chdinndti,
Coniinittee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate,
Washinpton, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman : The Department of Transportation would like to take

this opportunity to offer to the Committee our views on S.2318, a bill

"To enforce the first amendment and fourth amendment to the Constitu-
tion, and the constitutional right of privacy by prohibiting any civil or mili-

tary officer of the I'nited States or the militia of any State "from using the
Armed Forces of the United States or the militia of any State to exercise
surveillance of civilians or to execute the civil laws, and for other purposes."
The bill would add a new section, 1386, to chapter 67 of title 18. United

States Code, to prohibit the use of the armed forces of the TTnited States,
with certain exceptions, for investigation or surveillance of any person not
a member of the armed forces, or any civilian organization, regarding their

beliefs, associations, or political activities. An amendment to chapter 171
of title 28, United States Code, would authorize individuals to bring a civil
action for damages and obtain other equitable relief for violation of the
proposed section 1386 of title 18 and to permit class actions to enjoin those
activities. The bill would also amend the Posse Comitatus Act (18 U.S.C. 1385)
to bring the Coast Guard, Navy, and Marine Corps within the coverage of
tliat statute.

Within this Department, the Coast Guard conducts investigations relative
to our statutory responsibilities which would be adversely affected by the
bill. The.se investigations are conducted in the following areas :

a. investigations to assist the Coast Guard in the performance of its powers,
duties, or functions under the general authority of the Commandant (14
U.S.C. 93(e)) ;

b. Criminal investigations under the implied authority of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice (10 U.S.C. 831) ;

c. investigations relating to the general law enforcement and security re-

sponsibilities of the Coast Guard (14 I^S.C. 2. 89. and 91, and 50 U.S.C. ioi) ;

d. investigations regarding civilian persomiel secui-ity conducted under Exe-
cutive Order 10450 :

e. surveillance of vessels under sections 101(4) and 101(8) of the Ports
and Waterways Safety Act (33 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.) ;

f. special sun-eillanee over certain foreign vessels which enter United States

ports, in accordance with Executive Order 10173 and National Security Deci-
sion Memorandum 82 (as authorized by 50 U.S.C. 191) :

g. investigations pursuant to the administration of the laws relating to

merchant vessel personnel (46 U.S.C. 214, 221-249. and 50 IT.S.C. 191) ;
and

h. investigations pursuant to the review of marine casualties (33 U.S.C.
1223 and 46 U.S.C. 239).
Due to the Coast Guard's role as an organization \\ith both civil and

militaiT responsibilities, the impact of this bill on the Coast Guard differs

substantially from its impact on the other armed forces. If the Coast Guard
is to effectively meet its responsibilities, it is essential that the authority for

these investigatory and surveillance functions not be unduly restricted. We.
therefore, ob.lect to the bill insofar as the prohibitions proposed therein
would be applied to the Coast Guard. If S. 2318 were to be considered fav-

orably, we would recommend that section 2 l)e amendefl to exclude the Coast
Guard h\ using a phrase other than "armed forces" which is defined in the
bill and 10 U.S.C. 101(4) as including the Coast Guard.

Section 5 of the bill would expand the scope of the Posse Comitatus Act
to include the Const Guard. We do not object to this change. It would not
inhibit the Coast Guard from carrying out its historic law enforcement duties

as they are specifically authorized by Acts of Congress, including 14 U.S.C. 89;
and therefore fall within the exception to 18 U.S.C. 1385.

The OflSce of Management and Budget advises that, from the standpoint of

the Administration's program, there is no objection to the submission of this

report to the Committee.
Sincerely,

Rodney E. Eystkr,
General Counsel.
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OTHER MATERIALS

Materials Relating to Military Surveillance Prior to 1970

Department of the Army,
Office of the General Counsel,

Washington, D.C.

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Army—the Under Secretary
of the Army

Subject : Review of Civil Disturbance Intelligence History, Prepared by
Robert E. Jordan, III, General Counsel, Department of the Army

This paper is designed to review what I have been able to glean concern-

ing histoi-ical aspects of our civil disturbance intelligence collection efforts.

It draws heavily on two principal research efforts: (1) a chronology preparetl
by the ACSI Task Force in preparation for the En-in hearings; and (2) a

71-page double-spaced Memorandum for Record prepared by Milton B. Hyman,
formerly one of my assistaaits, who was brought back in January as a con-

sultant in order to review our records. The two resource papers differ some-
what in approach, for understandable reasons. The Staff effort draws heavily
on the records available to the Army Staff, while the Hyman paper draws
heavily on the files of ASG, personal files of Under Secretary McGiffert and
Under Secretary Beal, and the files of the Office of General Counsel. Naturally,
there is a substantial degree of oveilap in the materials available in staff"

and Secretariat files, but there are items found in each which were not
located in the other.

A review of the documents in historical perspective reveals two recurring
themes which, more than anything else, explain what we did and what we
failed to do. First, it is clear that althougli the Staff" can say that information
was available to the Secretariat indicating the nature and the scope of the

civil disturbance intelligence program, the overall thrust of Staff presentations
was to stress the fact that most of the information we were receiving was
obtained from civilian agencies through liaison. At one point as I shall note,

we were even told that no civil disturbance '"penetration" operations aimed
at civilian organizations were being conducted. AVhile it is clear that we
should have recognized that some overt and covert agent activity was taking

place, it is also fair to state that the Staff's approach diverted our attention

away from any careful examination of the way information was collected.

Second, references appear throughout the documents indicating an under-

lying belief that other agencies—particularly the FBI-—should, have been doing
what we were forced by circumstances to do. In fact, one of the primary
reasons we did not drastically curtail our activities in early 1969 was
the unwillingness of the Justice Department to accept responsibility in this

area. Even earlier, however, it is clear that we were frustrated at the ina-

bility of civilian agencies to respond to what was clearly felt to be an im-

portant need for information.
The earliest paper found in the Secretariat files was dated 31 July 1967,

and is referretl to as the Counterintelligence Research Project, Civil Dis-

turbances CONUS. It was prepared by an element of OACSI then known as

the CIAB (Counterintelligence Analysis Branch). The origin of the paper is

somewhat uncertain although a 24 January 1969 ACSI paper indicates it was
generatetl as a result of pressures during the Detroit disturbances. One
recollection Mr. Hyman and I have of the paper is that we were concerned
from the outset with its some inflammatory language, which seemefl to draw
upon the worst of the prose style of some of the FBI subversive reiwrts.

Mr. Hyman remembers efforts at that time to tone down the rhetoric in these

reports. This paper is the apparent precursor of the yellow-covereti reviews
of personalities and organizations which were published several times later

in 1967, 1968, and early 1969, which have generally been referred as the

the "Compendium."
A Memorandum for Record of 27 July 1967, apparently prepared in the

OflSce of the Under Secretary, records the creation of a .special task force,

appointed by Secretary McNamara, and headed by Under Secretary McGiffert.

32-996—74 20
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The task force met immediately from 4:00 to 8:00 on the afternoon and
evening of 27 July. It contained representatives from Army, White House,
D.C. Government, Justice, National Guard Bureau DCSOPS, ASD(PA),
and elsewhere. The subject of intelligence appears near the bottom of the
first page, and carries over to the second page. There is talk about the need
for coordination of various agencies, including the military. The following
statement is made: "Considering that "Washington is a seat of Government it

is apparent that the White House and successive lower echleons will all

want rapid and complete information. . . . The entire local intelligence com-
munity must review plans and procedures to assure initial information flows
rapidly into ^Metropolitan Police Headquarters and that rapid dissemination
can be made from there."
A copy of a ^Memorandum for the Tender Secretary of the Army found in

the file and identified through other sources as being in early December 1967
is the first of a nmnber of examples of infonnation furnished to the Army
Secretariat which strongly suggests that the Army relies primarily on liaison
activities for intelligence collection. The first paragraph of this memorandum
describes the role of Army intelligence in collecting civil disturbance informa-
tion as "peripheral except when the disturbance directly affects the Army's
mission or facilities." The paragi-aph goes on to say "Both legal and prac-
tical considerations mandate Army intelligejice's mission into the domestic
disturbance field and make it essentially dependent on the investigative efforts
of other Federal agencies." Other quotes from this memorandum are as fol-

lows :

"Army intelligence maintain extensive liaison with all other Federal agen-
cies concerned with the domestic picture and, in particular, with the FBI."
"Army intelligence is not engaged in any concerted investigative effort to

determine the routes of domestic discontent or the channels it will follow.

The quantity and quality of third agency reports is sufficient to allow proper
and timely analy.sis of the domestic situation so that commanders in the field

will lie properly informed at all times."
I find in the files a memorandum which I wrote on 24 October 1967 to Under

Secretary McGiffert, commenting on lessons learned during the Pentagon
demonstration. One of the matters I emphasized was the difficulty that we had
knowing precisely what was going on at certain key stages of the demonstra-
tion. Although the principals involved in the demonstration planning were
located in the Secretary's conference room jxist inside the Mall Entrance,
with 9 or 10 closed circuit TV monitors at their disiK)sal, it was still dif-

ficult to follow what was going on outside. Some of the reports coming in

through the Intelligence Command channels were simply too late to be of

value, and I had taken to going outside and making my own estimate at

frequent intervals during the height of the difficulty.

A memorandum from the ^Military Assistant to the T'nder Secretary to

the Secretary of the General Staff, dated 13 December 1967, is perhaps the
first example of how a close Secretariat interest in the civil disturbance
situation may have stimulated intelligence collection efforts. Tlie T^Iilitary

Assistant comments that Mr. McGiffert was favorably impressed with the

quality of the work in a 5 December 1967 memorandum on the civil dis-

turbance situation. The Staff is tasked to give a bi-weekly briefing beginning
in early January 1968 on "Prospective Civil Disturbances. Peace Protects,

and Civil Rights Protests in Calendar Year 196S." The first summary should

include a resume of Martin Luther King's announced plans for a Washington,
D.C. protest in the spring." One should note that, in particular, the use of

the term "prospective" in relation to civil disturbances, and the identification

of peace protests as a subject of interest would tend to involve Army intelli-

gence collection activities in matters beyond actual or clearly impending
civil disturbances.

Follo-R-ing the Detroit disturbance, the Chief of Staff of the Army appointed
what was referred to as the "Hennessey Task Force." after its Chairman,

Brigadier General John Hennessey. Its job was to address the entire civil

disturbance problem and make recommendations concerning necessary Army
actions. The recommendations of the Task Force Include a number of items

relating to intelligence. One of tlie recommendations, which was approved by
General Johnson, was for the development of EEI (Essential Elements of

Information), which were said to be necessary to produce intelligence
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\\-hich will "serve to indicate poteyitial areas of civil disturbances." Conclu-
sion Xo. 59 of the Task Force was as follows :

"Continuous counterintelligence investigations are requiretl to obtain factual
information on the participation of subversive personalities, groups or or-
ganizations and their influence on urban population to cause civil disturb-
ances.''

In the recommendations section relating to the foregoing conclusion is a
recommendation that the Intelligence Command "continue its efforts towards
this end." Two things are important here. First of alL there is the indication
that this was not considered a new mission for the Intelligence Command,
witness the word "continue." Second, the phrasing of Conclusion 59 was
sufficiently broad and imprecise, in and of itself, to launch the Army into the
area of seeking out causes of aisturbances and the role of "subversives", that
is, sufficient to generate all of the problems which subsequently ensued.
The breadth of Conclusion 59 was reflected in certain of the essential

elements of information which were developed by the Hennessey Task Force
and which subsequently became part of a new DA Civil Disturbance Plan
approved in early 1968.

I found in the files a memorandum dated 10 Januai-y 196S which sum-
marizes a meeting which I attended in the White House with Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense Xitze. The meeting was in Joe Califano's office and Ramsey
Clark and Warren Christopher were both present. The basic reason for the
meeting, according to Califano, was that the I'resident wanted to be certain
that the civil disturbance problems were under control and receiving prciper
attention. There was a discussion of the intelligence problem, and Attorney
General Clark notetl that "every i-esource" was needed in the intelligence
collection effort. However, he noted that there were problems of too much
volume, and aske<l that the Department of Defense screen out our incoming
intelligence and send only key items to the Department of Justice. The sig-
nificance of this sort of item is that it gives a high-level stamp of approval
and recognition to intelligence collection efforts in the civilian field by Army
intelligence.

In February 1908. the DA civil disturbance plan developed by the Hennessey
Task Force was published. Sub.sequently, the plans of subordinate commands
were prepared. The ]MDW Plan, called "Cabin Guard", was dated 19 February
1968. It contained some EEI that do not correspond to those in the Hennessey
Task Force report.
The files contain a memorandimi of 1 April 1968 from Under Secretary

McGiffert to the Secretary of Defense. By this time, of course, Mr. Clifford
had become Secretary of Defense, and one purpose of the memorandum was
to bring him up-to-date on the Army's method of operations in the civil

disturbance field, a subject with which Seci'etary McXamara had been familiar.
The paper was prepared in the Office of General Counsel. The section on
intelligence coordination notes Justice's over-all coordination responsibility.
It also notes that Federal forces come in during the later stages of the civil

disturbance and states that our intelligence efforts are "primarily directed
toward monitoring and evaluating situations which may lead to requests for
Federal assistance and channeling information to State and local officials."

There is nothing in this memorandum which is particularly revealing with
respect to the methotl of collection of intelligence. There is, however, a
reference to "liaison"' activities with other intelligence collection agencies.
On 1 April 1968 appeared the first edition of the so-called "Counter-intelli-

gence Research Project, "Civil Disturbances—COXUS-68." This is the docu-
ment which has. in its various editions, been referred to as the 'Compendium."
On l.S April 1968, Under Secretary ^IcGiffert addressed a memorandum to

the Chief of Staff which was the basis for setting up the Directorate of
Civil Disturliance Planning and Operations. This memorandum aLso set up the
Civil Disturbance Steering Group With OSD and other service participation.
Actually, this memorandum was the precur.sor of the DoD Directive which
took some time to staff and did not come out until early June. Among the
functions which were listed for the new Directorate was "developed intelli-

gence reporting procedures to provide information on civil distiirbances

occurring or imminent."' The language "occurring or imminent" would api>ear
to limit intelligence activities to actual disturbances, for those situations in
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which the potential was rather clear. Howevei-. if one includes in the term
"civil disturbance" a rather small disturbance in a single city, then a wide
range of activities might be viewed as relevant to imminent civil disiturbances.
AVhen the DoD Directive came out in final form on June 8, it assigned to
the Secretary of the Army the responsibility, among other things, of informing
the Secretary of Defense of unusual military resource requirements "actual or
potential." I doubt that anyone thought very much at the time about the
kind of intelligence activities which might be generated by use of such terms
as "imminent" or "potential." The memorandum also imposed a requirement
to brief the Steering Group prior to 4 May 1968 on four topics. The topics
included Task Force organization and planning objectives, troop and airlift

resoui-ces, training and equipment plans, and "intelligence matters."
One occurrence which cannot be overlooked in the understanding of the

development of the civil disturbance intelligence situation is the great em-
phasis and concern beginning in late 1967 and continuing all through early
1968 on infoiination concerning the so-called Washington Spring Project,
which is more familiarly knowni as the Poor People's Campaign, and winch
resulted in the creation of Resurrection City.
A 12 April 1968 letter from Under SecretaiT McGiffert to Warren Christo-

pher, Deputy Attorney General, was wholly concerned with civil disturbance
intelligence problems. The Under Secretary urges Christopher to set up a
board to deal with civil disturbance intelligence in order to improve the
effort. Significantly, the letter refers to the FBI and the Intelligence Com-
mand as "the major intelligence collectors providing the raw materials for
use at the Washington level." However, the letter goes on to say that the
two agencies "rely heavily upon reports from local police whose intelligence-
gathering systems vary widely both as to operating philosophies and efiiciency."
This letter is perhaps another bit of circumstantial evidence indicating what
I believe was the prevailing view in the Secretariat at that time, namely
that the Intelligence Command's field activities were overwhelmingly of a
liaison nature. This feeling was stimulated by such papers as the December
1967 AC SI paper which was referred to earlier. Only three days later, 15

April 1968. we find a memorandum for record prepared by the then Vice
Chief of Staff, General Haines, of a White House meeting attended by Cali-

fano. Attorney General Clark, Deputy Attorney General Christopher, Dave
IMcGiffert. General Harold K. Johnson, General Haines, Mayor Washington,
Deputy Mayor Fletcher, and Pat Murphy, then Director of Public Safety for
the District. Warren Christopher was assigned the responsibility to head a
committee to make recommendations for improved coordination of the intelli-

gence effort relating to civil disorder in the District of Columbia. The Army
Avas to be represented on the committee.
At this stage it might be well to point out that a recurring theme within

the Army was the need to get Justice to do more in the intelligence field,

and dissatisfaction with Justice's current efforts. Justice was handed the
ball in April 1968. but nothing significant ever really came of that assign-
ment. It was given to Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General for In-

ternal Security, who did liardly anything with it. The unit which was set up
within Justice was never properly staffed or funded, and its head was of

doubtful comi)etence but with the imdoubted lack of drive and force. Thus
we find on 26 April 1968 the then ACSI, General Yarborough, writing directly
to the Attorney General Clark, raising a number of questions about how the

Justice Department was proceeding, or proposed to proceed, with its part of

the intelligence collection and analysis effort. The response is a wishy-washy
and rather uninformative letter of 15 May 1968 from Warren Christopher.

Tlie Justice inadequacy theme appears again in a 26 June 1968 memorandum
from Dick Balzhiser, a White House Fellow who was serving as Executive

Secretary of the Civil Disturbance Steering Group, to Dave McGiffert. Despite
the assignment of responsipilities at the White House in April. Balzhiser re-

jiorts that Paul Bower, who was Warren Christopher's Principal Assistant
in the Civil Disturbance area, was unaware of any action to form an intelli-

gence committee.
One of the most significant documents in the history of our civil disturbance

intelligence efforts is the 2 May 1968 Department of the Army Civil Dis-

turbance Information Collection Plan. This plan contained long lists of in-
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dicators of potential violence and sought to evoke collection activities by a
wide range of agencies, some of wliom were outside the Department of the
Army, or for that matter. Department of Defense. The Justice Department, for
example, received ten copies, spread among various of its elements. The plan
invite<l the addressees to forward information on any subjects covered by the
plan. The transmittal memo noted, however, that "no active investigation is

requested."
Paragraph 4 of the plan, which described the "situation", contains an in-

teresting limitation :

•'USAINTO personnel will not be directly used to obtain civil disturl;ance
information until specific direction to do so has been received from Head-
quarters, DA. Pre-disturbance information to satisfy Army requirements will
be obtained by drawing on other Fe<leral as well as state and local sources
which secure such data in the course of carrying out their primary duties
and responsibilities."

I would like to be able to say that I relied on this statement as an assur-
ance that overt collection activities other than liaison were carefully con-
trolled. However, I do not recall that the Information Collection Plan was
coordinated with this office, and although the Secretary of the Army is in-
dicated as receiving two copies, no distribution for the Office of General
Counsel is specifically indicated, and Milt Hyman and I do not recall seeing
the plan until late 1968. By that time, we were trying to develop a policy
which would have required a wholesale revision of the plan,
situation to which it pertained, it is difficult to say that such calls worked a
extensive overt collection activities during 1968 and 1969 in the face of this

very clear limitation in the DA plan. I have talked with Colonel Downie of

ACSI, seeking to understand how we could have gotten into a such a broad
overt collection business with this limitation on the books. According to
Colonel Downie, General Blakefield, who was CG of the Intelligence Com-
mand during most of the relevant times, has quite candidly said that this

provision was simply ignored. His justification for doing so was that he
repeatedly called Dave McGiffert and. General Johnson (and sometimes, he
asserts, by both at the same time) telling him in effect to get the Intel-

ligence Command off its rear end and out collecting intelligence on some
potential or actual disturbance of current interest to them. While such a
phone call would constitute DA authority to collect overtly in the particular
situation to which it pertained, it is difficult to say that such calls worked a
blanket exemption from the limitations in the Collection Plan. In short, we
simply do not have a very good explanation.

I ask the reader of the memorandum to store in his mind this infonnation
on the May Collection Plan for later reference when I talk about the
McGiffert memorandum of 5 February 1969. If in fact the Intelligence Com-
mand had. been following the limitations in the Collection Plan, much of the
concern expressed in the McGiffert memorandum, and large parts of the
Staff's response to that memorandum, would have been irrelevant.
A 28 June 1968 memorandum from Under Secretary McGiffert to the Chief

of Staff laid on a requirement for a briefing at every meeting of the Steering
Group covering "significant disturbance activity in the nation since the last

such bi-iefing." This is the kind of requirement which, the Staff points to, not
without justification, as stimulating the intelligence collection efforts. Of
course, this memo, like all the others we have identified, says nothing about
the method of obtaining the information to be used in preparing the briefing.
A memorandum of 15 July 1968 from the Acting ACSI to the Under Secre-

tary of the Army discusses civil disturbance reporting. It apparently responds
to a verbal inquiry about a week earlier, and the exact nature of the verbal

inquiry is not clear. However, the memorandum talks about how Army Intel-

ligence gets its information. The memorandum says "raw reports are received

orally and in written form from the field offices of the FBI." At the end of

the memorandum is a statement that FBI raw and processecl reports, along
with FBI studies, are the "principal source material" for the Army output
on the subject of civil disturbances. The memorandum states that between
70 and 80 percent of the material available for DA use comes from the FBI.
I think most of us assumed that the other 20 to 30 percent represent prin-

cipally the liaison activities with local police departments and other agencies.
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I cannot say that this memorandum stimuhited that viow on my part, how-
ever, for I do not believe I saw the memorandum at the time.
A memorandum of 23 July 1968 from Dave McGiffert to the Secretary of

Defense responds to questions which had been asked by the Secretary of
Defense concerning levels of civil disorders in 1907 and 1968 on a comparative
basis. The information furnished dealt principally with National Guard
deployments. The memorandum indicates that the FBI had been asked for
information relating to the number and types of police forces involved and
the intensity of the orders it developed. The Bureau had advised that this
information was not readily available and would require a manual search
of their files, occupying many weeks.
A 29 July 1968 memorandum for SGC from Colonel Bush, Executive to

the Under Secretary, indicates that the Under Secretary has been receiving
intelligence briefings on civil disturbance six days a week. The memorandum
alters the schetiule. requiring brietings on only three days of the week, but
indicates that there is cfintinuing interest in a considerable amount of detail
about the national civil disturbance situation.

In August 1968, the after-action report for the April disorders was pub-
lished. Intelligence is dealt with an Annex M. The nee<l for an intelligence
board is raised again, and there is a reference to the need for a data Itase

available to all concerned Federal agencies. The discussion of the collection

of information from local police sti'ongly, although implicitly, suggests that
the Army relies almost exclusively on local law enforcement aJ?encies for

ciWl disturbance information. The recommendation which flows from the dis-

cussion is that the Army investigate using other collection assets within the
civilian comnumity, because of a feeling that the local police tend to reduce
their intelligence reporting in times of crisis as their capabilities are over-

taxed. One must keep in mind that this report deals with a period of actual

disturbance, but since the report so strongly suggests reliance on local police
even during a time of actual disturbance, most readers would probably as-

sume that there would be even more reliance on such soiirces during times
of comparative calm.
A 21 August 1968 memorandum through the Vice Chief to the Under

Secretary of the Army reports on actions taken to pursue the after-action

report of the April disorders. It is signed by General ^Mather, then DCDPO.
The DA action on the recommendation that increased use be made of collec-

tion assets within the civilian community produced the DA Civil Disturbance
Information Collection Plan tasking nine major DA collection agencies, four
Df>D agencies, and eight non-DoD agencies with "contacting, through liaison,

independent reporting sources (e.g.. fire and police chiefs, city managers),
to obtain pertinent information during pre-disturbance and disturbance peri-

ods." The action comment goes on to say that "this collection to be done

primarily by the FBI and the U.S. Army Intelligence Command with the other

military and non-military agencies doing only that liaison and collection

within legal boundaries of pertinent Executive Directives and the Delimita-

tions Agreement." I believe that a fair reading of this comment Avoukl

suggest that, just as most people in the Secretariat thought was the case,

our intelligence activities were overwhelmingly liaison in nature. This is

but another example of formal staff papers emphasizing liaison.

Hovrever. to put things in perspective. I should note that on the second

page of the comments on the actions taken, there was discussion of the

problem which had been identified respecting the reliability of certnin infor-

mation received. It was indicated that thereafter a new spot report format
was to l»e used in which the military intelligence reporting element was to

comment on the .source of the information, and evaluate both the source and
the information. One of the examples given of a possible reporting element
was that of an MI agent reporting from on-the-scene. After this time, pre-

sumably a review of the spot reports would have indicated the extent of

non-liaison activities by Intelligence Command personnel. However, because

of the nature of the Array Staff system, raw material of the spot report

variety, particularly in pre-disturbance times, would not normally go directly

to the Secretariat. I would have to review a cross-section of spot reports from
this period to refresh my memory as to whether I was seeing very many of

them at that time. I doubt it, since I generally asked someone else in my
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office to sci-een out most of the unimportant civil disturbance material, and
I am not even sure we were receiving it at all. I don't know, off-hand, how
much information the Under Secretary's office was receiving at that time
of tiie spot report nature.
One important memorandum which is likely to be mentioned is a 28 Sep-

tember 1968 memorandum for the Secretary of the Army from the Deputy
Secretary of Defense. Mr. Nitze. The Army liad requested a manpower ceiling
increase of 107 spaces, justified on the basis of its increased intelligence re-

sponsibilities I'elating to civil disturbance. DIA had recommended approval,
but an OSD review group, with DIA dissenting, had disapproved the PCR.
Mr. Nitze stated that this was done because of "reservations regarding the
extent of Army involvement in domestic intelligence activities and the lack
of justification for such a manpower increase." Mr. Mtze did, however, autlior-

ize additional 100 spaces for Army intelligence, provided they were made
available from existing resources.

]\Ir. Nitze specifically noted the significant civil disturbance responsibilities
and the increased demand for intelligence support. He noted that this had
Iteen primarily the result of the failure by other Government agencies, par-

ticularly Jusitice, to carry their share of the biu-den. He encouraged tlie Army
to continue to push Justice to greater involvement in the area. He also sug-

gested that any renewal of the Army request for additional personnel ought
to be accompanied by substantially greater documentation of the need, not

basing the estimate on the requirements of i>eak periods of activity. I believe

that this document in some ways represented a waterslied, since from about
the time of the memorandum my staff and I began to question the nature
and extent of Intelligence Command involvement in the civil disturbance
collection field. This questioning was to culminate in the February 1969
memorandum from Under Secretary McGiffert to the Staff which attempted
to phase-down and control Army intelligence collection activities. Although
several months elapsed, I recall that the writing of the February memo-
randum was a long-drawn-out affair, involving a number of back and forth

sessions between Dave McGiffert and me. You will subsequently note that

one element of the February 1969 memorandum was a requirement for a

manpower sui'vey of intelligence activities relating to civil disturbance.

We discovered in the files a 28 October 1968 memorandum thru the Chief

of Staff" to the General Counsel which apparently responds to an oral request
for information by INIilt Hyman. In this paper. General Franklin. Deputy
ACSI. states "Army intelligence is not engaged in penetration of civilian

organizations for the purpose of collecting intelligence information on civil

disturbances." I would be interested in examining the back-up papers whicli

led to this memorandum. I doul)t that we used the term "penetration" in

asking the question—from what Milt Hyman and I can reconstruct, the ques-
tion was asked in the context of our presentations on the Hill in support of

the new AOC. and was designed to assure us that Army intelligence did not

have any kind of invidious role in the civilian community. We will research
this matter further.
At aliout this time. 24 October 1968. we find a memorandum from Colonel

Bush, Executive to the Under Secretary, to SGS, which says that the intelli-

gence summaries being furnished contain too many inconsequential items.

The memorandum notes that some "mere police blotter" items are being re-

ported. The memorandum attaches some criteria for inclusion and exclusion
of items in the reports. While this memorandum demonstrates a recognition
that we are getting a lot of junk information, it really only attacks a mani-

festation of the problem, and not the problem itself, since it does not reduce

the basic reporting. Milt Hyman recalls that Colonel Carter, then the Execu-
tive in DCDPO, stated that they would merely cut down on the information

reported to the Under Secretary and would continue to supply the detailed

information reports to the other addressees.
On the same date, we find a memorandum from Dave INIcGiffert to the

Chief of Staff asking for a briefing of the Civil Disturbance Steering Com-
mittee on Army intelligence programs relating to civil disturbances. This

briefing was to be given in conjunction with one by the Department of Justice

at the same meeting. Milt Hynwin and I recall this as a deliberate effort to

embarrass the Department of Justice by making them reveal their owti short-
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comings in tlie Steering Group meeting. In fact, their short comings were amply
revealed by their own briefing, but apparently without any keen sense of
embarrassment on their part. Accordingly, we accomplished only half our
objective. We will try to locate the briefing script used by ACSI at this time,
since it should be a very good indication in late 1968 of how the Staff was
explaining to Army and Defense Secretariat officials the Army intelligence
activities in the civil disturbance field.

I believe that one of the most significant documents turned up by our
file review was a 25 October 1968 memorandum by General Mather, DCDPO,
to the Under Secretary. The memorandum responds to a request for an
upgrading of the (?ivil disturbance status report which had been sent to

Secretary Clifford on 1 April 1968. DCDPO forwarded a draft report. To some
extent, their draft report reflected inputs from the Office of General Counsel
since Milt Hyman worked informally with the DCDPO people who were
resijonsible for preparing the report. The second page of the report deals with
intelligence, and on the third page we find the following significant paragraph :

"The effectiveness of the military intelligence apparatus to provide advance
notice of unre.st is limited by the Delimitations Agreement which restricts

Army involvement. This agreement assigns the FBI the responsibility for

advising the other subscribing organizations of important developments in

the categories of domestic espionage, counterintelligence, sabotage, subversion,
and other intelligence matters affecting internal security. Because of the

regulatory restraints imposed by this agreement, it has been DA policy that
the procurement by Army counterintelligence agents of domestic intelligence
on subversive activities be accomplishetl by liaison with civil law enforce-

ment agencies at all levels (primarily the FBI). When the security of Federal
forces is endangei'ed or when the situation adversely affects the Army's
capability to perform its mission, or where employment of Federal foi-ces is

imminent, on-the-spot physical observation may be undex-taken by military

personnel. The FBI and the Anny must rely heavily upon reports from local

police whose intelligence gathering systems vary widely both as to operating
philosophies and efficiency."

I believe it is especially significant to note that the paragraph strongly

suggests that information collection relating to "domestic intelligence on
subversive activities" is solely a liaison operation, except in the three situa-

tions mentioned. Those situations—tlanger to the security of Federal forces,

adverse effects on the Army's capability to perform its mission, or imminent

deployment of Fetleral forces, are very limiting. Yet the memorandum states

that it is only in those cases that on-the-spot physical observation may be

undertaken by military personnel. I believe this language is enough to mislead

any reasonable reader into believing that there was no significant, widespread
collection of intelligence by military intelligence agents engaged in direct

observation of civilian activities. Given reports such as this, it is little wonder
that senior Secretariat officials were not fully appraised of the hazards in-

volvetl in the civil disturbance collection game.
However, again to provide balance, I would note that on page 4 of the report

we refer to the selection of additional Negro agent personnel. I suppose that

one who thought about it might wonder why we needed Negro agent personnel
if we were only collecting by liaison. However, if one goes back to the January
1968 memorandum of my White House meeting with Califano and Nitze. one

will find the Justice officials commenting on the small number of Negro agents
in the FBI. I believe there was a thought somewhere along the way that we
might lend our Negro agent personnel to the FBI to ))e employed under their

control in certain special cases.

General Mather's memorandum probably derives, in part, from an ACSI
briefing given by General Franklin the month before (September 18) at the

CONARC Intelligence Conference. The script of this briefing contains much of

the same language as was used by General :\Iather. including the reference to

the three sitiiations which .iustify collection activities other than liaison. How-
ever, the reference to "imminent" employment of federal troops is somewhat
weaker in the briefing script; the script refers to circumstances which "may
re(|uire the employment of Army resources," and an earlier draft of the script

indicates that the civil disturbance intelligence program generally falls inuler

this jurisdiction. This approach would lead me to believe that, although the
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staff's "party-line" rhetoric included an emphasis on liaison activities and a
relationship between intelligence activities and the likelihood of employment of
Army resources, in general the Staff did not feel that references to "imminent"
or even possible employment of federal troops provided any limitation on pre-
disturbance intelligence collection activities. Such references were more likely
used as "boiler plate" .iustifications for on-going activities. Unfortiuiately, the
rhetoric which was employed tended to be misleading.
Yet another example of the probably misleading emphasis on liaison activities

is found in an S January 1969 memorandum from General Mather to the Under
Secretary of the Army. This memorandum responds to a request for a specific
definition of the Army's intelligence mission and requirements. General Mather
refers to the references to intelligence in DoD Directive 3025.12 (the June 1968
Civil Disturbance Charter), as well as to statements contained in Mr. Nitze's

memorandum, referred to earlier, denying the Army's request for 167 additional
intelligence spaces. An appropriate statement of the Army's intelligence mission
wa* said to be the following :

"The Army's counterintelligence role in domestic civil disturbances includes the

acquisition of information, primarily through liaison with civil agencies, the
production of counterintelligence to meet Department of Defense needs, and
the provision of essential intelligence data to the National Military Command
Center and Military Service Command Centers on a timely basis to insure that
the National Command authorities and appropriate Military Service Command
authorities are adequately informed."
So here we find, in January 1969. another reference which, fairly intei-preted,

tends to minimize military intelligence acquisition activities through direct
Observation.

"We also find a 24 January 1969 memorandum for the Under Secretary from
the Assistant Chief of Staff. Intelligence, General McChristian. It refers to the
2 May 196S Information Collection Plan, discussed earlier, and although it does
not directly characterize the nature of our overt collection efforts, it contains
the following statement :

"It [the May Plan] further provides that during the execution of civil dis-

turban-ces [sic] control operations, U.S. Army Intelligence Command personnel
are authorized to operate more actively to fulfill intelligence requirements . . . ."

This statement tends to suggest that overt collection is tied to the execution

phase.
The 8 January statement of the Ai-my intelligence mission led to the prepara-

tion of the 5 February 1969 memorandum from Dave McGiffert to the Vice
Chief in which he attempted to bring Army intelligence activities under closer
control. Despite the statements which had been made to us concerning reliance
on liaison, there was a pervasive feeling at the time that it was very difficult

to get a completely satisfactoi-y understanding from the Staff concerning .iust

what was going on in the field. This led to the inclusion in the 5 Febiiiary 1969
memorandum of a requirement to report all overt collection activities. There
was also a prohibition on overt collection activities except where there is a
clear need for intelligence information which cannot be filled through liaison

activity, and a requirement 'that covert operations be approved by the Under
Secretary.
The Staff strongly opposed the central elements of the 5 February ^McGiffert

memorandum. The Staff response is contained in a 5 March 1969 memorandum
to the Under Secretary signed by the Vice Chief. For the first time, in the
attachment to this memorandum, one finally begins to luiderstand that Army
intelligence has not, in fact, been relying exclusively, or perhaps even pri-

marily, on liaison activities. Interestingly, despite the fact that General
Franklin had advised me a few months earlier that Army intelligence was not

engaged in "penetration" activities in the civil disturbance field, the Staff was
strongly opposed to requiring review by the Under Secretary of covert opera-
tions. This was a key stage in our intelligence iiroblem : had the Staff not taken
such a strong position at this time, we would probably have been out of the

intelligence business of the kind which idtimately got us into trouble well
before the Pyle article appeared in January of 1970. There has been a strong
tendency throughout our soul-searching on the background of our intelligence
activities for the Staff to blame Dave McGiffert for all of our activities in this

field. Yet, when he sought to bring the activities under control, strong Staff
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opposition resulted. In fairness to the Staff, however, one must say that they
were proiierly concerned tliat their activities might be limited while at the same
time they were expected to furnish information of a quality, quantity and time-
liness which could not be achieved l)y relying on liaison. Yet. the McGiffert
memorandum did not prohibit overt collection activities ; it simply said they
should not be used when liaison could produce the required information. It is

not clear why this would have been a serious consstraint on the Intelligence
Command.

Beginning almost immediately after the new administration came on board,
Under Secretary Beal and I began having discussions with Deputy Attorney
General Kleindienst on a wide variety of civil disturbance topics. In early
March 1969. during a meeting with 'Mr. Kleindienst in his office. I suggested that
we needed to take a closer look at the civil disturbance intelligence system. He
quickly agreed, and a meeting was scheduled within a few days. I find in the
files an 18 March 1969 note to Secretary Resor. attaching a Talking Paper to lie

used with Secretary Laird. This refers to a 17 March 1969 meeting which I had
with Mr. Kleindienst. I went to the 17 March meeting with a carefully worked-
out outline designed to take Kleindienst through the thought processes which
led us to conclude that military intelligence ought to get out of the civil disturb-

ance intelligence business. However, it proved to lie impossible to interest

Kliendienst in any ordered discussion of the problem of military intelligence
activities. The bull won, and the china shop lost. However, the same meeting led

to a statement by Mr. Kleindienst that we ought to have a fonnal memorandum
or order from the President giving the Attorney General coordinating authority
in the civil distui-bance field. I suggested that such a memorandum should be
sent jointly to the President by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney
General.

Having lost in our attempt to set Mr. Kleindienst to address the intelligence

issue, in our verbal discussion. Milt Hyman and I decided we would try to get
our views incoi*]iorate<l in the memorandum which was to be sent to the Presi-

dent. The first draft of the memorandum, prepared by the Army about 23 March,
contains the following language about intelligence : "We believe that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation should lie formally assigned primary responsibility for

collecting, and furnishing on a timely basis to other concerned agencies, raw
intelligence. Although the Army Intelligence Command could perform this func-

tion, the salutary tradition of avoiding military collection activities in pre-

dominantly civilian matters reinforces our view that the Army would be
available to assist the Department of .Tustice in the evaluation of intelligence."

I find in the files a March 25, 1969 memorandum from Bill Rehnquist,
Assistant Attorney General (Office of Legal Counsel) to the Attorney General
and the Deputy Attorney General. This represents the first formal .Tustice draft
of the Civil Disturbance Plan intended for the President's approval. Although
it does not pick up the Army language verbatim, it does contain the following
statement about intelligence responsibilities.
"The Attorney General will be responsible for collecting, analyzing, evaluat-

ing and disseminating intelligence bearing upon the probability of any .serious

disturbance. The Federal Bureau of Investigation xi'ill be charged with the task
of collecting raw intelligence and transmitting it on a timely basis to the

Department of Defense. At the request of the Attorney General, the Depart-
ment of the Araiy. through the U.S. Army Intelligence Command, may assist in

this effort. However, in order to pre.serve the salutary tradition of avoiding
military intelligence activities in predominantly civilian matters, the U.S.

Army Intelligence Command should not ordinarily be used to collect intelligence
of this sort."

Up until this time, the .staffing had been done vrithout the benefit (?) of the

views of the FBI. We learned informally that the FBI was not at all hnpjiy
with the responsilnlities proposed to be thrust upon them in the civil disturli-

ance plan. We submitted comments to .Tustice on 29 IMarch 1969. While we
accepted the .Tustice language on intelligence generally, we suggested that the

term "should" should be changed to "will" so that the memorandum would
state forcefully that the Intelligence Command "irni not ordinarily be used to

collect intelligence of this sort." However, we would have been well off with
the lan.guage in the Justice draft, for during the period between 2."> ]\Iarch and
11 April, when the memorandum was submitted in final form to the White
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House, Justice backed some distance away from the March 25 langiiage. There
were various discussions which Under Secretary Beal and I had with 'Sir.

Kleindienst and other Justice officials, but we found them to be unsuccessful,

and on 1 April 1D60 Secretary Resor sent a memorandum to the Secretary of

Defense transjnitting a proposed final version of the memorandum in which he

points out that we were not able to obtain agreement with Justice on the

intelligence problem and had to accept rather general language with the under-

standing that tlie question would be explored further in the near future. The
final memorandum contains the following language on intelligence :

"Under the supervision of the Attorney C4eneral, raw intelligence data per-

taining to civil disturbances will be acquired from such sources of the Govern-

ment as may be available. Such data will be transmitted to the intelligence

unit of the Department of Justice, and it will be evaluated on a continuing
basis by rep'resentatives from various departments of the Government. After

evaluations have been made, the data will be disseminated to the Attorny
General, the Secretary of Defense, and the White House."

Following the approval of the Civil Disturbance Action Plan by the President,

we did have various discussions with Justice on the intelligence problem. In

retrospect, we proliably did not push the matter as hard as it might have been

pushed. For this I feel personally responsible, although I recall tliat in April
and May 1969 almost all of my time was occupied by the CHEYENNE problem
and in particular by the interminable sessions we had of the CHEYENNE
Review Group (of which I was then Chairman) leading to the default termina-

tion of the production contract. :Milt Hyman did have a number of contracts

at the working level in Jiistice. and they were wholly unsatisfactory. There was
really no one in charge, and we have learned from experience that working with
the Deputy Attorney General was not likely to be productive on this point. The
Justice effort in the intelligence field was so haphazard, so poorly organized and
led. that we pretty much concluded that little could be achieved in the way of

greater Justice responsibilities until their information unit became stronger.

Whatever our earlier misapprehensions may have been concerning the extent

of overt collection activities, we were on notice after a 15 April 1969 paper from
the ACS! thru the Vice Chief to the Under Secretary provided the first quarter-

ly summary of Intelligence Command overt collection activities. This report
was one of the requirements of the 5 February IMcGiffert memorandum which
had been retained after the Staff reclama of other points in the memorandum.
The report revealed that of a total of 3219 spot reports. 1129 contained informa-

tion overtly collected through means other than normal liaison, and an addi-

tional 70 contained overtly collected information of incidents not relating to

civil disturbances.
Based on a recommendation from me of 10 April 1909, Under Secretary Beal

resjionded to the Vice Chief on 24 April 19G9 suspending certain provisions of

the 5 February 1969 McGiffert memorandum. This response to the Vice Chief's

5 :March 1969 memorandum had been delayed because we had hoped to be able

to make j^rogress on the intelligence problem in onr di.scussions with Justice on

the civil disturbance memorandum of 1 Api-il 19G9. The 24 April 1969 memoran-
dum retained limitations on the distril)ution of civil disturbance intelligence

informntion. and also retained ounrterly rejiorting requirements for overt collec-

tion activities other than liaison. The requirement for advance approval of

covert operations wns also retained. Wliile otlier mandatory asiiects of the

February memorandum were suspended. Under Secretary Beal stated "I believe

the Staff .should actively explore every possibility within the Department of

the Army for reducing our civil disturbance collection and production effoi-ts."

On 28 May 1969. ACSI (General Fenili. a Deputy, signing for General
]McChristian), sent an interesting memorandum to General Blakefield. The
memorandum emphasizes the serious Secretariat concerns about civil disturb-

ance intelligence activities exceeding the Army's strict reqviirements. It notes

the mandatory requirements of the 24 April Beal memorandum, and also

emphasizes th,e desire to explore every possibility for reducing civil disturbance

int^-lligence efforts.

Perhaps most interesting of all, however, is the comment on the review of the

first quarterly report on overt collection activities, referred to above. The
memorandum states "I was surprised to observe that fully one-third of your
Headquarters' Spot Reports were based on 'agent ob.servation'. This must be a
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heavy burden on your Command and should be reduced." This is revealing

because it indicates that both the Secretariat and the key Army Staff element

involvetl in intelligence activities were somewhat in the same boat—both were

surprised at the extent of the overt collection activities.

General Blakefield, CG, USAINTC, responded to the Fenili memorandum on

1 July 1969. The response is defensive in tone, indicating that USAINTC's
overt collection activities were undertaken in response to specific requirements,
oral and written, from Headquarters, DA. General Blakefield also maintained

that much of the information he was asked to get could only be obtained by
overt collection. In any case, as a result of this exchange and a series of meet-

ings, USAINTC issued instructions on 16 September 1969 stating essentially

that, while overt collection was still authorized, liaison was the preferred tech-

nique, and that overt collection would be used only when liaison could not

obtain the required information.

Ajiropos of the Justice Department's action and initiative, or lack thereof^
tliere was a 7 August 1969 memorandum from General ^McCaffrey, then DCDPO,
thru the Vice Chief to the Under Secretary. Members of his staff had met with

representatives of the Department of Justice in the context of a law enforce-

ment policy committee which Justice had created. I had apparently also

attended the meeting, although I can't remember it. General McCaffrey's mem-
orandum points out that the Department of Justice Civil Disturbance Plan fails

to address the intelligence problem. During this period, we were offering various

forms of staff assistance to Justice in the hopes that some of our people could

help them figure out what they wanted to do and get started on it. Nothing
much came of the.se efforts.

A 22 July 1969 memorandum from General Mi'Christian thru the Vice Chief

to the Under Secretary provides the second quarterly report on overt collection

activities required by the 5 February McGiffert memorandum. This report was

promising in terms of reductions in overt collection activities. In the earlier

report, 35 percent of the spot reports had contained information collected

overtly other than through normal liaison. For the second report, the percentage
had dropped to 15 percent. As one of the Under Secretary's Military Assistants

pointed out in a note analyzing the report, this was an indicator that our in-

telligence establishment was complying with the intent of the 5 February and
24 April 1969 memorandum. For several months my oflSce had been sitting on a

set of EEI submitted by DCDPO. One of the objectives of this set of EEI was
to liave a definitive statement of the Army's requirements which could be given
to Justice with the understanding that they would supply information fulfilling

our requirements. I finally approved the EEI on 18 August 1969 in a memoran-
dum thru the Vice Chief to DCDPO. My approval was with one change, which
had previously been negotiated with the Staff. That change was to require the

elimination of an item specifically requiring the reaction of minority groups and
dissident elements to the effects of changes in Federal, State, or municipal law,
court decisions, referenda, amendments, executive orders, or other directives.

Our view had been that to explicitly ask for information of this kind raised too

great a risk that we were collecting infoi-mation of an essentially political

nature about changes in Government policy taking place through the operation
of the political system. It is interesting to note that the EEI statement provided
for progressively greater stages of monitoring as a disturbance situation

worsened. During periods of general monitoring the EEI were stated as follows :

(1) What are the plans, operations, deployment, tactics, techniques and
capabilities of individuals, groups, or organizations whose efforts are to

create civil disturbances?
(2) What are the indicators of imminent and potential violence in pri-

ority objective areas?
T think it is fair to say that although there were only two elements of the

J^EI apiilicable in periods of general monitoring, the first of these, set forth

above, afforded any Army intelligence officials inclined to give it an expansive
reading a ratlier broad license to collect information on individuals and
organizations.

In October of 1969 we received another quarterly report on overt collection

activities. The percentage of spot reports containing material collected by overt

methods other than normal liaison was about the same as in the previous re-

port—14 percent. When the fourth quarterly report, came in in January 1970, the

percentage of spot reports based on overt collection other than liaison had
nearly doubled, rising to 27 percent. At the time we viewed this as a somewhat
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predictable development because of the extensive antiwar activities in Wash-
ington during October and November 1969. These activities involved major
demonstrations for which major planning efforts were undertaken under the
direction of the Department of Justice. We linew that our intelligence people
became quite active under these circumstances, and were probably not particu-

larly excited over the statistics.

It was, of course, in January of 1970 that the Pyle ai-ticle appeared in the

Washingion Monthly. What happene<l from then on is jiretty well known, and
mostly downhill. Accordingly, I am tei-minating this historical report as of

January 1970.
Memorandum for Record

Subject : Ai*my Civil Disturbance Intelligence Activities, Prepared by jNIilton B.

Hvman, Office of the General Counsel, Department of the Army, January
23, 1971.

This memorandum represents my attempt to recollect and reconstruct the

Army's involvement in civil disturbance activities as seen through the eyes of
one who was more or less continuously involved in civil disturbance planning
activities at the Secretariat level from about October-November 1967 until

March 1970. The documents were drawn from the files of ASG, OGC and OUSA.
It does not purport to be a complete catalogue of all the i*elevant material.

1. 31 JULY 19 67—COUNTERINTELLIGENqE RESEARCH PROJECT, CIVIL

DISTURBANCES CONUS

This project was prepared by an OACSI detachment known as the CIAR
(Counterintelligence Analysis Branch). I have no idea who initiated the

project but according to a 24 January 1969 ACSI paper, it was generated as a
result of pressures during the Detroit disturbances. As you read these CIAB
i-eports, you will notice that they tend to be somewhat inflammatory. As I

remember, as a result of reading one of the reports in October 1968 I met with
a COL Bro^Ti who was head of the study and went over my comments with
him informally. My memo is included in this section. COL Brown agreed with
many of them and promised to tone down the rhetoric in future reports. It was
almost a constant battle between us (in fact the Secretariat as a whole") and
ACSI to tone down what we considered ACSI's intemperate comments in its

intelligence material. At one point in 1968 Mr. McGiffert "called-down" the
ACSI briefer at a Steering Group meeting in the middle of his briefing.
The 1967 estimate may have been the predecssor of the Compendium. The

next items in this section are examples from the Compendium.
The Compendium I believe was prepared in late 1967 or early 1968 and was

a yellow notebook containing loose-leaf alphabetical listings of individuals and
alphabetical listings of organizations. The data was not very impressive in

terms of completeness or scope. I believe I was once told that most of it was
picked up from FBI documents. The rationale given for keeping the Compendium
was that military planners and commanders had to have a reference book to

identify individuals and organizations that may or may not be responsible for

worsening or contributing to a disturbance. When individuals were referred to
in reports the commander (or his intelligence officer) had to be able to go to a
reference work to identify it. Hence the Compendium. I think the "Black
Books" which were prepared by ACSI were supposed to be the same kind of
document for the MI groups. That project never really amounted to anything
because as I recollect from our work in conjunction with the Pyle article, the
black books contained mug shots of disreputable individuals largely with
minor criminal records and largely southern towns and cities. By the way, the
extracts from the books were found in Mr. McGiffert's files and probably
demonstrated a use of the book for the purpose intended. Namely, one can
reconstruct a situation with Mr. McGiffert asking a question about an indi-
vidual and an organization that happened to be listed in the book. The question
was probably answered by extracts from the book.

2. 23 JULY-2 AUGUST 1967—EXTRACT FROM AFTER-ACTION REPORTS:
VANCE REPORT

Cyrus Vance, who was the President's representative during the Detroit civil

disturbances, prepared an after-action report. It is colloquially referred to as
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the Vance Report, and we have a complete copy in the "Green" 10G7 Civil

Disturbance Black Book. In this report Mr. Vance commented on the inade-

quacy of the police-type reports received by the resiwnsible officials during the

disturbance. He recommended an indicator cvirve of some type to allow com-

parison between normal criminal activity and civil disturbance generated
crime. This suggestion was picked up by DCSOPS personnel and was a pet

project of General Johnson, as well as liis subordinates Generals Hennessy and
Hollis. ACSI. altliough it acceded to the request, never really seemed enthusi-
astic about it. They believed tlie indicators were meant to be predictive tools

and refused to accept the concept that you could predict civil disturbances on
the basis of such indicators. Nevertheless, the idea was accepted in the

Hennes.sy report (see item ) and was endorsed by the Chief of Staff (see
item ).

3. 10 OCTOBER 1967 TFW OPLAN (DRAGON WING)

During the i>eriod of the Detroit civil disturbances (until April 196S) the

JCS actually had responsibility for civil disturbance planning. Nevertheless, it

was realistically accepted that the Chief of Staff, Army, would be the military
commander in direct c(uitrol of the troops with JCS delegating authority to

him, and I believe it was recognized or should have been recognized after

Detroit, that the Presidential line of authority would run through the Secre-

tary of Defense to the Secretary of the Army to the Chief of StafC. The Dragon
Wing OPLAN was prepared by XVIII Airborne Corps, wMch was targeted on

Washington, D.C. It was dated 10 October 1967 so it was obviously i-evised and
updated after the Detroit disturbance. You will note that it is a derivative plan
from the CINCSTRIKE OPLAN r)63 (Garden Plot). The first page references
all of the relevant plans that antedate tlie Department of the Army Civil Dis-

turbance plan developed by the Hennessy task force (item ) and therefore
further research shojild be able to retrieve most of these plans. They should
have an intelligence annex, allowing a comparison with what was developed as
a result of the Hennessy study. The intelligence annex to Dragon Wing (Annex
B) is quite detailed and contains a series of EEI (Essential Elements of

Information) which are really not too bad. Note Appendix 6, whicli lists organi-
zations and personalities.

4. 24 AUGUST 19G7—USA MEMO TO WASHINGTON CIVIL DISTURBANCE PLANNERS

As a result of the Detroit disturbance, concern focused on the potential for

Washington, D.C. An inter-agency group was formed under the Chairmanship
of Mr. McGiffert to plan for the possibility of disturbances in D.C. Note the
discussion on page . With reference to the intelligence situation, it states

that intelligence coverage will continue, but that forecasting could not be ex-

pected to be too fruitful. This is a recurrent theme in the papers produced at
the Army Secretariat level, especially. AVe constantl.v referred to our intelli-

gence information, to our continuing efforts to monitor the situation (whatever
that implies) and then we generally undercut it all by saying that it was
impossible to predict civil disturbances. As part of this section, I have included
a 27 ,Iuly 1967 memo for record concerning the Washington planning group. The
Attorney General was present. Note the preoccupation with the necessity for

intelligence collection and reliability, as well as the importance of rapid acquisi-
tion of "hard"' intelligence. Throughout the later documents it appears that the

acquisition of "hard" intelligence was an elusive holy grail sought after by
civil disturbance planners. In this regard, the 10 October 1967 memorandum for
record of Mr. ;McGiffert concerning a meeting with the Attorney General about
the Pentagon demonstration is illustrative. Mr. McGiffert states, "Jlr. Yeagley
[the A.ssistant AG for Internal Security] summarized the status of current
intelligence as raising more questions than answers." It may be that the Army
got involved in collecting intelligence because subconsciously we did not feel

we could rely on the Department of Justice intelligence collection and predic-
tion efforts and we wanted our own independent sources.

5. 2 JANUARY 19G8—REPORT OF INFORMATION FURNISHED TO KEENER COMMISSION

The Army gave a great deal of assistance to the Commission. We provided
<through Hennessey Task Force members) input and comments on the draft.
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This report documents that assistance. Note at Tab B: the Counterintelligence

Research Project, 1967.

6. 1 AUGUST )!ir,7 UCSOPS MEMO FOR ACTING SEC AEMY

This memorandum concerns the procedures in the Army Operations Center

for monitoring civil disturbances and probably responds to questions posed by

:Mr. McGiffert. It evidences a concern on his part about incipient disturbance

situations.

7. 5 OCTOBER 10 7—DOJ INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AND 2 OCTOBER 1967—
ARMY CI ESTIMATES ON THE PENTAGON DEMONSTRATION

These documents indicate the kind of intelligence material being presented to

the planners with respect to the Pentagon demonstration.

8. 21 OCTOBER 10G7 USA MEMO FOR SEC DEF CONCERNING THE
PKEPARAIIONS FOR THE DEMONSTRATION

This memo was prepared iiy John Kester after :Mr. :McNamara asked for a

discussion of the preparations for the demonstration. It doesn't deal explicitly

with our intelligence activities, but you will note that on page 1 it begins with

"current intelligence estimates indicate" and on page 2 again refers to "intelli-

gence estimates." I would say that this kind of approach is typical of the docu-

ments we prepared that went to Defense. We were constantly supplying Defense

with intelligence infdrmation. talking about our intUigence estimates, continu-

ing activities to monitor the situations or a delay in a deci.sion until we had the

latest intelligence information. I don't ever remember an instance when a direct

question came back concerning the source of this information or how we were

continuing to monitor the situation. [During the "AOC/CDCC" period (see item

) there was some resistance at Defen.se level to the whole DCDPO idea.]

Later on you will notice that the current intelligence information becomes part

of the various talking papers used by the Under Secretary in the weekly

meetings with the Secretary of Defense.

9. 2.J NOVEMBER 19 07—USA MEMO FOR RECORD

Mr. IMcGiffert was approached by Joseph Alsop and asked questions about

central management of disturl»ances. Note "Sir. INIcGiffert's answer concerning

the qualification of DOJ to respond on matters of this kind. This is the first

indication I have seen of our attempting to set up the Department of Justice as

the arm of the Government responsible for intelligence matters. Note that item

6 refers to the fact that DOJ had just set up its Infomiation Center. I believe

there was even a press announcement about a computerized data bank. Actually

at this time I believe it was a summer project manned by summer clerks and I

don't think it really got oft the ground. The IDIU was a constant source of

some amusement to Army planners. See item , the MFR concerning the

Cunningham-Jordan meeting in March 1969.

10. UND.4lTED ACSI itEMO FOR USA

This memorandum, one I had never seen liefore, appears to respond to a USA
request for information about intelligence activities. Note paragraph 1, the

statement to the effect that the Army is essentially dependent on the investi-

gative efforts of other Federal agencies. This refers to the liaison line that

ACSI fed to us for many, many years. The reference to the Delimitations

Agreement also tends to obscure the inquiry. As a matter of fact, investigation
after the .January 1970 Pyle article disclosed that the delimitations agreement
did not restrict the Army from acting in areas where the FBI had given per-

mission to the Army. Since the FBI had little interest in civil disturbance

intelligence, the Army apparently was given almost free rein to operate in that

area. Paragraph 3 is interesting because it states the premise on which we
based our intelligence activities. Note the statement in paragraph 4 to tlie effect

that "Army Intelligence is not engaged in any concerted investigative effort to

determine tiie roots of domestic discontent or the channels it will follow." The
memorandum is obviously dated prior to 5 December 1967, since it indicates

that a more detailed intelligence assessment of tlie 1967 disturbances will be

given to the Under Secretary on that date.
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11. 2 4 OCTOBER 1967—GC MEMO TO USA

Bob Jordan observes in his Lessons Learned that, '"I believe we need to con-

sider tlie necessity of having our own observers, carefully selected so their eyes
will see the things we want to know about, spotted out in the demonstration
area." I think that most commanders feel this way and it is this pressure from
the commanders which motivated ACSI, as well as the G2s of the various com-

manders, to go out and get information about what is happening "out there."

12. 7 DECEMBER 196 7 OASD (A) MFR

This memo concerns demonstrations against the Oakland induction center in

December 1967. The memo demonstrates the concern of the city manager of

Oakland that the police forces would be unable to cope with a prolonged demon-
stration. The memo indicates an understanding that Army authorities are

working in conjunction with local authorities in planning for the situation. 3Ir.

Cooke, the author of the memo, had continuing responsibility with respect to

Army civil disturbance functions. He was, of course, involved in the October

Pentagon demonstration, various demonstrations directed at the Pentagon there-

after, and the controversy concerning the relocation and expansion of the Army
Operations Center in 1968. His office wrote DoD Directive 3025.12.

13. 1.3 DECEMBER 19G7—OUSA MEMO FOR SGS

The Military Assistant to the Lender Secretary indicated that Mr. McGiffert
had reacted favorably to the quality of the attached ACSI n December 1967
"1967 Intelligence Assessment." The memorandum goes on to request a bi-

weekly "summary of information concerning prospective civil disturbances,,

peace protests, and civil rights protests in calendar year 1968. The first sum-
mary should include a resume of Martin Luther King's announced plans for a

Washington, D.C. protest in the spring." The choice of language is Mr.
McGiffert's.

14. 27 DECEMBER 1967 DF

After the Detroit civil disturbance, the Chief of Staff appointed a study group
colloquially referred to as the Hennessey Task Foi'ce after its Chairman, P.G

Hennessey. The study group reviewed the entire posture of the military plan-
ning and operations concerning civil disturbance. Item 14 shows the Chief of

Staff's actions on the various committee recommendations. I have extracted only
the conclusions relating to intelligence (referred to as "Operational Informa-
tion"). See the next item.

15. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TASK FORCE GROUP FINAL REPORT, CSM 6 7-316

This is the Hennessey study. Its recommendations were acted on by the Chief
of Staff" on December 18, 1967. I have extracted the various parts of the study
dealing with intelligence. It should be noted that as part of the study the new
Department of the Army Plan dated 1 February 1968 was developed. It con-

tains the new EEI in Annex B. It is my feeling from reviewing the report and
recollecting about the situation, that ACSI (General Yarborough) "captured"
this section of the report and wrote it to suit themselves. I have no objective
data to point to in support of my conclusion. Let me offer a number of com-
ments on the report. First, the summary on page B-9. Item 2, recognizes the
Vance recommendations for the statistical data base. Of course, the necessity
for a statistical data base leads to certain EEI requirements that one might
othenvise think unnecessary for Army intelligence. Paragraph (3) discusses
the EEI. The ACSI i>ersonnel with whom I have spoken aliout this indicated
that specific EEI are necessary in order to ensure that the agents go out and
get the right kind of information and format it properly. Notice that in the
Task Force Conclusions, page C-24. paragraph 58, the report states that the

intelligence growing out of the EEI "when developed will serve to Indicate

potential areas of civil disturbances." Note recommendatiou 59 : "Continuous
counterintelligence investigations are required to obtain factual inforaiation on
the participation of subversive personalities, groups or organizations and their

influence on urban populations to cause civil disturbances." The recommenda-
tion is that ACSI continue with its efforts towards this end. Comi>are this with
tlie memorandum provided to the Under Secretary at about the same time. The
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DA Plan is included as part of this section since the Hennessey Group wrote it.

I won't comment on Annex B to the Plan except to say that since the Plan was
an outgrowth of the Task Group it was not coordinated with us prior to publi-
cation. Afterwards I remember reading it and commenting on the detail in
Annex B, but I don't remember what came of my comment. In any case, as
indicated by the next item, our attention focused in a different direction.

16. HEBERT HEARINGS

Somewhere there is a copy of the report of the "Hebert" Subcommittee's
inquiry into the capability of the National Guard (and the Active Army in-

directly). The Hubert Subcommittee roasted the Army concerning the Detroit
civil disturbances and the way they were handled. They were particularly
concerned about unloaded weapons. Mr. McGiffert appeared before the Sub-
committee. At that time our principal concern about the civil disturbance mat-
ters related to the adequacy of the Army's planning, civil disturbance related

equipment (principally of the Guard), and training. Interestingly, none of the
fact slieets prepared as back-up for Mr. McGiffert to use at the hearings referred
to intelligence matters. This may be because the Committee was primarily
concerned with Guard activities. However, about the same time McClellan
wanted to investigate us and we were not concerned about intelligence with

respect to his investigation either.

17. 2 OCTOBER 1967 OCLL MEMO CONCERNING M'CLELLAN HEARINGS

These are various papers relating to the :\IcClellan hearing. The Committee
staff wanted intelligence infomiation in the Army's flies (see item ). In

April 1968 General Yarborough was to give a speech—we don't have a copy of
the draft—^but OCLL might have saved a copy.

18. 5 JANUARY 1968 ASCI MEMO TO USA

This represents the first of many installments of Mr. ^McGiffert's disagree-
ment with ACSI evaluators.

19. 10 JANUARY 19 68 GC MEMO FOR USA

This is a MFR by Bob Jordan w4io accompanied the Deputy Secretary of

Defense, Mr. Nitze, to a meeting in Mr. Califano's office with the Attorney
General, Deputy Attorney General and Mat Nimetz. It concerned DO.T planning
for 1968. Note the reference to the Inter-Divisional Information L'nit and the
DOJ development of a computerized infonnation system for intelligence evalua-
tion. Note the Attorney General's indication that eveiT resource is needed in the

intelligence collection effort although he felt DO.T was getting too much volume.
This attitude about getting intelligence was. I think, typical for the times. Note
the instructions of the Under Secretary with respect to the action items :

Namely, ACSI to screen intelligence and send it on to DO.T. I think that you
could point to this document as a charter for ACSI even if it didn't have the
forward thrust given to it by the Hennessey Study and DA Plan. Out of the
Califano meeting came the coordination with D.C. Mr. McGiffert sent to the

Deputy Secretary of Defense a memo on 10 January 1968 outlining our planning
objectives for Washington.

20. 12 JANU-ARY 19 68—ACSI MEMO FOR USA

This is the first of the bi-weekly summaries requested by Mr. IMcGiffert. It

obviously required ACSI to go out and get information on the subject matter of
the report. It did not say how they were to do it. Of course, a discussion of

intelligence items of this kind would not be complete without a discussion of

l>ersonality.
21. FEBRUARY 1968—ACSI FACT SHEET ON RITA

This memo is lined through by General Johnson and is. I think, the first ACSI
memo providing information on RITA to IMr. McGiffert. It may have been
sparked by the January 1968 Neic Repiihlic article. Note the message which
goes out tasking all of the commands to determine what infonnation has been
developed concerning RITA within their jurisdictions. A message like this

32-996—74 21
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obviously has the effect of stimulatins' the acquisition of information. See
especially c(3) concerning penetration.

22. 14 FEBRUARY 1968 AND 16 FEBRUARY li)C8 STATEMENTS OF SEC ARMY AND
CHIEF OF STAFF BEFORE SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE

Note the emphasis given in the posture statement to training, equipping and
organizing our units, as well as the emphasis on domestic contingency planning.
I either wrote, or reviewed the Secretary's statement and although I exercised

intelligence with respect to it, I did not feel that it required mention.

23. 19 FEBRUARY 1968 MDW OPLAN (CABIN GUARD)

The DA Civil Disturbance Plan developed by the Hennessey Group was pub-
lished on February 8, 196S. The subordinate commands then all prepared opera-
tions plans in accordance with the DA plan. Cabin Guard was MDW's plan. The
intelligence annex is rather well developed. It is interesting that the EEI in the
Cabin Guard OI'LAN does not correspond to the EEI in the Hennessey Task
Force Report.

24. 27 MARCH 19G8—USA LETTER TO BOB

The letter refers to a briefing given by General Hennessey to the BoB staff

on Aji-my's plans for dealing with civil disturbances. At that time General
Hennessey was running around to a lot of different places, including the Kerner
Comjiiission (see item 5) reporting on our planning activities.

25. ZO MARCH 1908—CHIEF OF STAFF MEMO TO USA

The memo reports on the planning conference held in the AOC and attended
by the varioiLS senior commanders. The memo indicates the areas that were of

primary interest in civil disturl)ance matters at that time. Note the emphasis
on the coordination with the states and local areas. We had people out contact-

ing the local police (principally PMG and NGB) in an effort to upgrade their

planning and preparation for civil disturbances.

2 6. 1 APRIL 19G8—USA MEMO FOR SEC DEF

This is a memo on the status of our civil disturbance planning that I pre-
pared on the basis of preliminary information and reports provided principally
by DCSOPS. We gave the whole thing to General Hennessey to review. The
intelligence input came from ACSI. The section on page 2 concerning intelli-

gence coordination wih Do.I probably derives from the meeting with the

Attorney General attended by Bob Jordan. I think the Secretariat felt even
at that time that Justice would be handling the intelligence matters. Notice
in the beginning of the second paragi'aph, the reference to liaison. I think
it never occurred to us at that point that the MI groups would Ite collecting
information other than by liaison since we were told liaison was the principal
means by which information was collected. Again, note our thoughts about
the impossibility of predicting civil disturbances, zlctually, if one presses the

point far enough so that it is acknov^'ledged that civil disturbances cannot
be predicted, you can say that early warning in the form of spot reporting
is even more important than it would be if one could predict (this argument
was used against us in March 1969). Note also our reference to the grace
period before alert and deployment. This is a statement of what we thought
was our intelligence function : I'm almost positive it was cleared with ACSI.
We didn't realize the extent to which ACSI would go beyond what we
thought was the proper intelligence role for the Army. Notice that Cabin
Guard was provided to the Secretary of Defense as part of our discussion
of the preparations for Washington, D.C. on pages 15 and 16.

27. 1 APRIL 1968—COUNTERINTELLIGENCE RESEARCH PROJECT: CIVIL DISTURBANCES
cojsrus-68

This is another in the estimates produced by the CIAB group. I may not
have reviewed this report in April, since it came out right at the time of

the April disorders. I remember from discussions I had later in October about
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the estimates, that it seemed to me that the CIAB group' did not rely lieavily
ou the spot reports. Rather, they seemed to be working principally from FBI
reiK)rts and newspaper reports. Note on page 1 the discussion of the weather.
It was at tirst felt that the summer months were the "hot" months and that
weather would influence the potential for civil disturbances. This report
undercut that assumption. You begin to get the anti-war flavor in this report
with the reaction to the Pentagon demonstration. Note particularly the con-

clusions on page 20 of the report. I remember paragraph "6a" as being a
method of vmdercutting the requirement to develop a "data base" for meas-
uring the intensity of a disturbance. In comment "b" you get the beginning
of the ACSI "evaluators" move away from the concept of a Federal military
interest in the small areas. Although it turns out that ACSI investigators
were concerned with little disturbances in small towns, the people writing
and approving the Estimate were pretty much aware of the likelihood of

Federal troop commitment being limited to very large cities. The distribution

is the last page. By the way, you should recognize that updating the report
became a requirement as a result of the Chief of Staff's action on the Hiennes-

sey Report. ACSI was pretty good about updating initially and then the

interest in uptlating the report fell off rapidly as it became far less valuable

and important to the planners in comparison to the "spot report" type of

intelligence.
28. 1.3 APRIL 1008—USA MKMO FOR CHIEF OF STAFF

The April disturbance had a marked impact on all those military planners
who were involved in it. The magnitude and multiplicity of the disturbances
worried us greatly. ^Vhile P>deral troops were committed in Washington.
Baltimore and Chicago, there was a chance they would also be committed in

other cities and, of course, the National Guard was called out in many
cities. One of the lessons learned by the planners, both military and civilian,

was the problem of allocating scarce manpower and airlift resources in con-

trolling multiple disturbances. As a result, a plan developed (perhaps largely

genei-ated by Mr. McGiffert, who was the Secretariat official in immediate

charge of tlie disturbance operations) to create an inter-service organization
to plan for, and give operational support to, the effort to control multiple
civil disturbance operations. While the crash programs following the Detroit

civil disturbance emphasize training, equipment (especially for the National

Guard) and operational planning in a generalized way (the planning packets
were directed to particular cities) the emphasis after the April di.sorders

was on detailed planning at the headquarters level and the development of

techniques to control multiple disturljances. Somehow the figure of 10.000

troops for each of 2.'> cities and 30.000 troops for Washington. D.C. developed
as the planning mark. Some attribute this to the Dep Sec Def ; others

attribute to General Johnson : nevertheless, tliis was the planning figure. As

you read Mr. McGiffert's memorandum (which I believe was the third draft),

you -^^ill get a feeling of the urgency and the importance that he attached

to this program. The Army had been appointed Executive Agent on 5 April

1968 by a Memo from :Mr. Nitze. If matters were not already progressing at

a fairly rapid rate in the intelligence field at this point, the creation of

DCDPO certainly furthered the process. DCDPO had a watch team on 24

hours a day and the purpose of this watch team was "to monitor developing

civil disturbance situations in the United States." The Secretary expected
DCDPO watch team officers to know what was going on in the United States.

DCDPO in turn tasked ACSI to tell them. "N^lienever the Secretariat or DCDPO
had a specific question. ACSI would be tasked, and it had to go out and get

the information. Of course, no one told it how to do its job.

At this time, the planners in Washington began to focus very close attention

on the Washington Spring project, or, as it was later called, the Poor People's

March.
29. 12 APRIL 1968—USA LETTER TO DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL

I think this letter grew out of an ACSI suggestion for an interagency

intelligence l)oard. I was not involved in preparing the letter. It seemed to me
that during this period ACSI was constantly worrying about this intelligence

board. This becomes one of the recommendations of the After Report task

group. In any case, the letter gives you an indication of the rather favorable
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attitude toward intelligence production activities. Notice the last sentence

concerning early warning about civil unrest. In fact, that is what the watcli

teams were supposed to be doing—monitoring incipient disturbances. Of course,
the question is one of a definition of incipiency. Note the cc to Dep Sec Def.

30. 15 APRIL 1968—VICE CHIEF OF STAFF MFR, NOTED OUSA, IG APRIL 19G8

The MFR reports on an inter-departmental meeting at the White House
to discuss what had haijpened in Washington, D.C. with, I suspect, although
the memo does not disclose this, an eye toward the Poor People's March.
Note again the stress on the need for improved intelligence of possible in-

cipient civil disturbance situations. This you \\'ill note is a recurrent theme.
The idea of a civil disturbance intelligence committee is brought up and
Mr. Christopher, the Deputy AG, is assigned the responsibility. Nothing
ever came of this committee as you will note from later memos. But each times

the idea of intelligence comes up, the thought is to continue to get as much
information as possible so that there will be an early warning system ;

Justice is handed the ball to coordinate the intelligence effort. In each case

the ball is fumbled by Justice and the Army goes merrily on improving its

capabilities. In fact, when it came time to implement the McGiffert memo-
randum, the ineptitude of DoJ is one of the arguments used against us by the

DCDPO personnel who were resisting the implementation of the McGiffert

memorandum.

31. 2 MAY 1968 ACSI CIVIL DISTURBANCE COLLECTION PLAN

OGC learned about this plan in late 1968, perhaps in connection with the

Steering Committee briefing on intelligence items. By that time I believe we
were concentrating on the "McGiffert memorandum" which would have made
the plan moot.

As a result of the White House meeting, a meeting of the various intelli-

gence personnel was held to discuss implementation of the actions of recom-

mendations arising out of the meeting. Note the emphasis on means for pro-

viding the General Staff with "better, more timely intelligence." The second

major action was the assistance to be given D.C. officials in establishng an

operations center. The next item in 32 is a letter by the ACSI, General Yar-

borough, to Mr. Clark discussing intelligence activities of the Army and re-

questing information about the Department of Justice capabilities in this ai'ea.

Recognition is given to the Attorney General's overall responsibility. On 15

IMay 1968 the Deputy Attorney General replied with a wishy-washy letter that

really didn't give any information. The Inter-Divisional Information Unit, as

I mentioned earlier, was a laugh. It was headed by a man named Jim Devine,

who was neither smart nor efficient. Again the answer is that Justice really

didn't pick up its responsibilities.

33. 8 JUNE 1968—DOD DIRECTIVE 3025.12

This DoD Directive was written in Mr. Booke's office in OASD(A). The

intelligence function was never really spelled out in this memorandum and we

really didn't focus on it when we prepared the memo. Item 7, concerning the

provision of information, including intelligence data, to the NMCC and the

other command centers was the closest anyone came to it. This certainly was
not intended to be a charter for ACSI. Nevertheless, I can well remember the

ACSI action officers developing quite a few papers seeking to derive their intel-

ligence mission from this paragraph. In fact, it was the only thing which they

had to go on and they had no choice since ACSI is constantly concerned with

documentation justifying the basis of its activities. They have have a genuine

capability of spinning rather general and expansive mission statements out of

thin air.

34. 10 JUNE 1968—DCDPO MEMO FOR USA

This memo discusses law enforcement tactics and the means of combatting

guerrilla activities. The question was asked by Mr. McGiffert. Note the answer
in paragraph 4; the best method of prevention is to have "effective intelli-

gence." I never saw this memo.
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35. 12 JUNE 1968—GC MEMO FOR GENERAL HEBBLER (OACSFOR)

This memo acts as a reminder of the Justice Department program for pro-

viding CS to the city police departments. Pete Rothenberg of our office worked
directly with DoJ in developing a program of demonstrations showing the
effectiveness of CS. We were going to provide Justice with the CS for distri-

bution to the police departments. This was quite a big paper exercise we went
through during June. Then I think on June 19, there was a demonstration in

the District where the D.C. Police Department, which had retained a substantial

stock of CS grenades as a result of the April disturbances, liberally used the
stuff to control the demonstrators. This scared the Justice Department, and I

think that is the reason why they ultimately cancelled the program.

36. 12 JUNE 1968 DCDPO MFB FOR USA

This memo indicates that the White House. Mat Nimetz in particular of Cal-

ifano's office, was aware of the planning that we were doing. Although they
did not wish to have a planning packet located in the White House, I would
be very surprised if they did not in fact look at one or two packets hefore

making a decision. At the least, I am sure the liaison included explaining what
was in the packet. I remember that in conjunction with the AOC/CDCC con-

struction battle that Bob Jordan and I were to fight later, we on occasion

showed Congressional staff members, and maybe even a newsman, a planning
packet. The next item in this section is a May 1968 USA memo indicative that

certain information on Washington was being sent to Mr. Califano, I believe

Mr. McGiffert was referring to the Report of TP Inside Reaction Times. It

was always attached to the intelligence report so it is likely the White House
received both. See item 49, for an example.

37. 22 JUNE 1968 DEP SEC DEP MEMO FOR SEC ARMY

This memo demonstrates Mr. Nitze's personal attitude toward the establish-

ment of the Directorate. We were able to convince him not to send the letter

to each of the Governors because General Mather was planning to speak at

the Governors' Conference on the role of the Army in DCDPO. Apparently,
Mr. Nitze was the top Defense oflScial concerned with civil disturbance matters,
since he signed all the papers.

38. 2 2 JUNE 1968—OUSA MEMO TO DR. BALZHISER

(Balzhiser was a White House Fellow who was dividing his time between
the Under Secretary's ofiice on civil disturbance matters and the Secretary's
ofiice on civil disturbance matters and the Secretary of Defense's office. He was
the secretary of the Steering Group.) The hand-written notes are Chief of

Staff and USA comments on a 10 June ACSI memo for the Chief of Staff

giving a progress report on actions arising out of the White House meeting
in Califano's office. The Chief of Staff notes that neither Justice nor the D. C.

Government is showing much interest in civil disturbance planning and Mr.
McGiffert returns that "intelligence—both in Washington and nationwide"
should be an agenda subject for the Steering Committee meeting in July. (See
the various minutes of the Steering Committee meetings attached as part of

this section.) We have used this ploy on at least three occasions.

39. 26 JUNE 1968 OUSA MEMO FOR USA

Dr. Balzhiser reports on his discussions with Paul Bower who was a Special
Assistant to Mr. Christopher. Paul Bower reported that he was not aware of

any intelligence committee. As will appear from the memo, it seems that Wes
Pomeroy (who is a Justice Department official who became an administrator
of LEAA) discussed intelligence activities (Inter-Divisional Information Unit)
at the Steering Group meeting.

40. 2 8 JUNE 1968 USA MEMO FOR CHIEF OF STAFF

In this memo Mr. ^McGiffert indicates his belief that we might expect an
increase in disturbances in the next few months and in order to fully apprise
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all members of the Steering Group of the situation, a lU-minute briefing siunild
be presented at the beginning of each Steering Group meeting "covering sig-
nificant disturbance activity in the nation since the last such ))riefing."

41. Ii6 APRIL 19 68—OCIL MFR

At this point I'd like to digress for a moment and discuss the Poor People's
INIarch. After the April disturbances, Rev. Aberiiathy continued Dr. King's
plans for work on a Poor People's March on Washington and for a "Resurrec-
tion City." There was a furor on the Hill over the plans for bringing these

people to Washington and we were sternly warned by ranking Armed Services
Committee members against giving any aid and comfort to the marchers.
McClellan. who as I noted earlier was preparing investigations into the Detroit

disturbance, turned toward the Poor People's campaign. The sul>ject of this

round table discussion reported in the ]MFR was released in a Subcommittee
print. McClellan especially emphasized careful preparati<ms and congratulated
the Army on our apparently detailed planning for the event. At the time, there
was a controversy about the Committee obaining our ACSI inelligence file (.see

item 17). This controversy consumed some time in our office and it was re-

solved by our hiding behind the "third agency I'ule." Note how we emphasized
again and again and again our reliance on the FBI. Nobody pretended that
we were not engaged in the intelligence business. In fact. I believe we wou'a
have been considered remiss had we answered "sorry, we don't have any intelli-

gence information."
In addition to the military planning for disorders, we were constnntly bar-

raged with requests for assistance to the Poor People during their march to

Washington and while thej" were in Resurrection City. We have file material,
and so does the Under Secretary's office, providing in fairly graphic detail our
various actions on these matters. When these requests were made concerning
assistance while en route, I remember requesting information from the team
chief about the situation in the area where the request was lieing made. Fur-

thermore, as people were coming into Resurrection City I remember that there
were some requests and contingency planning concerning overflow and unex-

pected personnel. On a number of occasions Mr. Christopher asked what we
could pi-ovide. In this connection I think our DCDPO people were expected
to be aware of the progress of these marchers so that we would have n feel

for the reality and urgency of these requests. Also attached as part of this

section is a 6 May 1908 Talking Paper which was used )>y the Army Secre-

tariat in briefing the Secretary of Defense. It contains as an attachment a

proposal for dealing with requests for assistance discussed above.

42. 31 MAY 1068—ACSI MEMO FOR USA

This memorandum concerns a "Washington Spring Pro.iect" march notebook
to provide certain individuals of the march's plan in conjunction with the

Washington Spring Project. It discusses the conclusion of the march and
recommendations that the requirement for updating the liook be discontinued

effective 31 May 1968. The USA approves. I did not know about the book or

any requirement to tiitdate it, and it would be interesting to determine the

genesis of this requirement.

4.3. MAY 1968 USO MEMO FOR ifAT NIMETZ. STAFF ASSISTANCE TO THE PRESIDEXT

At about the April-May time-frame the District of Columbia was improving
its civil defense planning and developing in conjunction with Mr. Califano's

office. We obtained a copy of the plan and commented on it to Mat Nimetz. There
are a numljer of other letters around concerning this planning. The next item

is a March 1968 invitation to INIayor Washington to attend a briefing at the

Army Operations Center about Task Force Washington plans to attend a ))riefing

on March 4. Prior to the April disturbance we had made extensive efforts to

coordinate with DoJ and D.C. officials.

4 4. 1 JULY 1968—DCDPO FACT SHEET

This fact sheet provides a weekly .summary of civil disturbance events. ))ar-

ticularly Washington, for the Chief of Staff. It relates to the closing of Resur-
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reclion City and gives some flavor of the temper of the times. The team chiefs

used to coordinate ralher extensively with the Wasliingtou. D.C. command
post. Knowing this, one could assume tliat most of the information was de-

rived from police souices. In retrospect it is prohable that most of it was
obtained from direct observation by MI agents. Note that Federal military
forces were prepositioned near the city. The IT June 1968 L'SA Memo for the

A'ice Chief of Staff discusses the prepositioning of these forces.

45. 8 JULY 1968—MDW LETTER FOR ACSI

The MDAV letter, which came from the Under Secretary's office, indicates

that a meeting was lield to improve intelligence activities relating to civil

disorders in D.C. Note that Mr. Christopher's assistant, Paul Bowers, attended.

Again the reference to the abortive intelligence committee.

46. 15 JULY 1968—ACSI MEMO FOR USA

Apparently Mr. McGifEert on 9 July 196S asked for his briefer about FBI
reports. The question may have been In-oader but it's impossiitle to tell. The
reports indicate the sources of FBI information available to USAINTC. Note
the high level of oral liaison with local FBI offices. The last paragraph is

interesting. It indicates that FBI reports and products constituted between
70 and SO per cent of the material available for DA use. One could naturally
assume that the remaining 30 to 20 per cent represented principally liaison

with local police departments and other agencies with information. I did not

see this memorandum at the time. In fact, the OUSA note on the memo seems
to imply that the memo was "close hold."

47. 2.3 JULY 1968—USA MEMO FOR SEC DEF

The Secretary of Defense apparently asked for a comparison of levels of

disorder in 1967 and 1968. The memo responds. The last paragraph is interest-

ing because it indicates an attempt to obtain information from the FBI to

satisfy the requirement drew a negative response. This is consistent with an
ACSI feeling that the FBI generally recited "the fricts" without analysis. This

may be related to the Justice Department criminal functions.

48. 29 JULY 1968—OUSA MEMO FOB SGS

This relates to Mr. McGiffert's request for intelligence briefings. It indi-

cates that the briefings should prepare Mr. McGiffert for weekly meetings
with the Deputy Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense. This demon-
strates that Mr. McGiffert either was expected or felt that he had to be prepared
to respond to questions from these officials concerning the current civil dis-

turbance situation.

49. .31 JULY 1968—DCDPO CIVIL DISTRURBANCE STATUS REPORT

This is an example of the reports contributed by DCDPO. in addition to the

raw collection of spot re])orts. on civil disturbance situations. Note that the

national military command center, as well as the White House situation room,
is on the distribution list. This relates to the requirements of the DoD Direc-

tive 3025.12 discussed later. Also at item 49 is an example of the special reports
that were circulated to the Army Secretariat when significant actions occurred

having a more immediate impact on the likelihood that Federal forces might
be required.

50. 2 8 JtTXY 19C8 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE RESEARCH PROJECT

Tlie Estimate concluded that a repetition of the widespread violence which
occurred earlier in 1968 is unlikely based on current indications of violence,

but that it was impossible to predict. In this report ACSI scaled down the

highest priority cities to nine cities. The Under Secretary's office has an
original of the report. The next report was produced in September 1968 and
Is at item 59a. Attached in this section is nn ACSI memo concerning ques-
tions raised by someone (USA?) concerning the report.
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51. 13 AUGUST 196 8—AFTER-ACTION EEPORTS 4-17 APRIL 196 8

After every major operation an After-Action Report is prepared. Sometimes
tlie After-Action Report is not as important as tlie Task Force that is created
to study tlie situation, sucli as tlie Hennessey Task Force. In ttie case of tlie

April disturbances tlie After-Action Report was almost like a Task Force
study. Our involvement in the preparation of the After-Action Report was
minimal, except for our work in the chronology of events. Annex K of the

report involves intelligence support. I think it is a veiT good general state-

ment of what our philosophy is about intelligence collection activities. Annex
M contains the recommendations relating to intelligence. Notice problem 7

which raises again the interagency intelligence board item. Item 8 is inter-

esting because it suggests the establishment of a centralized information data
base. At the time it should be remembered, DOJ was in the process of creating
such a data base. Therefore any reference to an automated data base was
probably understood by DA level officials to refer to the Justice data base. In

fact, if you will look at the last item in this section, the 21 August 1968
DCDPO memo for the Under Secretary of the status of actions arising out of

the April disturbances you will note that the DCDPO comment on this auto-
mated intelligence data base specifically seems to be relying on the Do.J

efforts in this area. You will also remember that in the McGiffert memo there
is a reference to the DoJ automated data base. While the DCDPO memo on
status of actions is dated 21 August 1968, you will note at the bottom that it is

marked "3 Feb 69 noted USA." I don't remember specifically seeing this memo
and it came from the Under Secretary's file. It is probable that it was an item
that Mr. McGiffert got to just prior to his departure. Also included in tliis

item are two memos by Peter Rothenberg and me giving our impressions of

activities during the April disorders.

52. 20 AUGUST 19G8—USA MEMO FOE SEC DEP

This memo concerns Mr. McGiffert's recommendations for prepositioning
Federal forces in Chicago during the convention. It should be remembered
that there was a great deal of concern at that time over the possibility of

violent disorders during the convention. The planners sought to have as much
information as possible concerning the potential for disorder. The mento to

the Secretary of Defense refers to intelligence information about the threat.

The next item is a 15 August 1968 DCDPO memo to the Under Secretary and
it concerns preparations for the Democratic National Convention. Notice the

questions that have been asked by Mr. McGiffert during a 1.3 August 19(>8

briefing. The next item is an 8 August 1968 memo for record concerning the

Steering Group Committee meeting on 6 August. Notice that one of the items
was a discussion on the DoD support to security efforts in Miami during the

Republican Convention. We do not have the text «if the remarks. The follow-

ing Steering Committee meeting concerned the Directorate briefing plans for

the Chicago Democratic Convention. The next item in this section is a 27

August 1968 DCDPO situation report on the activities in Chicago. The last

item is a 3 September 1968 DCDPO memo for the Secretary of the Army pro-

viding a summary of the civil disturbance activities during the period 25

August to 1 September 1968.

52A. 19 AUGUST 1968—SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO SEC DEF MEMO FOB USA

Mr. Elsey informed Mr. McGiffert of the requirement placed on the Depart-
ment of Defense to assist the Secret Service in protecting candidates at the

Democratic Convention. The requirements included 145 DoD special agents,

including 47 from CID. In addition to the Secret Service request, the Army
was tasked by DoJ to provide helmet-type radios to Miami Beach by the

Department of Justice and from there to Chicago, to be used in conjunction
with the Conventions. I believe the radios were used in the Convention Center
at INIiami. I remember talking with .Tim Turner and being told later that therp

M-ere many different kinds of radios at the Convention Center nt INIinmi used

by the different asencies that were represented. The 9 Ausust 1968 OGC memo
DCDPO, OASA, OASA (I&L)-ACSC-E refers to this loan of radios.
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53. SO AUGUST 19G8—OUSA MFR

OOL Busli, the Exec to Mr. McGiffert, reports a telephone conversation with
Mr. Christopher on 30 August. Mr. Cliristopher stated that he luiderstood

Army units "perhaps, Intelligence Units, took still and moving pictures" of

the disorders Thursday evening in Chicago. Mr. Christopher, according to COL
Bush, asked his assistance in obtaining copies of the photographs as soon as

possible. COL Bush asked General McChristian to "try to locate and provide
copies of the photographs or motion pictures if available." It is interesting to

note that there appears to be no questioning on Mr. Christopher's part concern-

ing the priority of the activity. And the way COL Bush recorded his request
to ACSI seems to suggest, although it is not conclusive by any means, that

he was not aware of any specific video tapes. He calls them "motion pictures."

54. 11 SEPTEMBER 1968 OSA MFR

COL Cooper records that the Secretary of Defense requested that he be

kept informed on a weekly basis "of significant racial incidents in the Services,
and in particular any indication that these incidents were externally inspired
or a reflection of a conspiracy." I would suggest that this is probably the

beginning of the Secretary of Defense concern with "RITA." In connection
with this concern with RITA, there is an interesting 22 August message from
CONARC to PMG in response to an 8 August message. This message was
found in the Under Secretary's files and paragraph 4 is noteworthy. It details

actions being taken or under consideration to reduce racial incidents and
includes "utilization of both military police and unit patrols to include under-
cover teams to prevent those incidents which might cause a disturbance." The
next paper in item 54 is a talking paper probably for use by Mr. McGilfert
in his meeting with the Secretary of Defense on 10 September 1968. (The
Secretary of Defense's requirement was levied on 3 September l!T68. ) The
talking paper is rather detailed about "other disturbances." It deuionstmtes
the interest of the Defense oflacials for civil disturbance related information.
The next paper in this section is a 28 October 1968 briefing memo used by
Captain Coll, the Under Secretary's ACSI briefer. Note the details. ACSI
personnel told me after Mr. McGiffert's departure that he was always inter-

ested in a great deal of detail about what was going on in various localities,

including those they considered to be unlikely to involve Federal military
support. On the other hand, it should be remembered that we were constantly
getting requests from local oflicials for military assistance, including in some
instances offensive weapons, such as guns. In order to be able to respond to

these requests. Mr. McGiffert and OGC, required information about the level

of disturbances in those cities in order to intelligently make a decision on the

request for assistance. The last item is a hand-written sheet showing attacks
on police and firearms. Mr. McGiffert became quite concerned about this about
the August time-frame.

55. 16 SEPTEMBER 1 9 G 8—CINFO MEMO FOR SEC ARMY

This CINFO memo details the photographic service rendered during tlie

Convention in Chicago. Note the fact that a four-man special team from Ft.

Bragg in civilian clothes was in Chicago from 24 August to 10 Sejitember and
took quite a few movies and still pictures. I was not aware of this until I

found this memo in the Under Secretary's file. Item "d" reports that some
photographic coverage was obtained "covertly" by USASAINTC on video tape.

56. 24 SEPTEMBER 1968—USA MEMO

These two memos distribute the "terms of reference" for the DoD Civil

Disturbance Steering Committee and DCDPO. Mr. McGiffert conceived of
the Committee as a high-level means for keeping Defense oflBcials informed of
the Army's progress on civil disturbance planning and as a means of involving
defense officials in decision-making. The terms of reference for DCDPO were
written by them and are rather broad. We did not have a chance to review
them before they were published. Notice item "2d" concerning their functional
responsibilities. It states: "Establish and maintain an intelligence center to
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provide information regarding civil disturbances." Mr. Nitze- approved tlie

terms of reference by memo of 18 September 1968.

57. 13 SEPTEMBER 1968—DCDPO MEMO TO USA UPDATING A CIVIL DISTURBAXCE FACT
SHEET

Tlie fact sheet is not enclosed.

5 8. 28 SEPTEMBER 1968—DEP SEC DEF MEMO FOR SEC ARMY

This is the famous (or infamous) Nitze memo relating to the Army request
for additional counterintelligence and investigative personnel spaces. Note

that the additional request was disapproved by the OSD review group '"with

DIA dissenting" because of "its reservations regarding the extent of Army
involvement in domestic intelligence activities and the lack of justification for

such a manpower ceiling increase." Nitze on the other hand authorized th(!

interim addition of 100 spaces without providing any additional resources.

The memo recognizes the Army's responsibility because of the assignment of

the Executive Agent responsibility to the Secretary of the Army for civil

disturl)ance planning. Nevertheless, the emphasis is again placed on obtaining

the Justice Department assumption of responsibilities in this area. While the

memo talks altout the requirement of the Executive Agency. I really believe

that it reflects the times. Whether or not the Army was Executive Agent it

was clear that the Army had the specific responsiliility in the Department of

Defense for planning for civil disturl)ances and after the April disturbances

people were quite concerned about a repetition of multiple disorders. However,
as time passed, certain Defense oflficials. primarily in OSD (A) began to doubt

the likelihood of future multiple civil disturbances.

59. 14 OCTOBER 1968—OUSA MFR

This MFR concerned action items arising out of the 10 October 1968 Civil

Disturbance Steering Committee meeting. It is appropriate at this time to

digress to a discussion of the plans for the relocation and expansion of the

AOC, as it ultimately came to be called. At the beginning it was the creation

of a civil disturbance command center (CDCC). The participants in the con-

trol of the April disturbances in the Army Operations Center recognized that

it was inadequate for the control of multiple civil disturbances, and that in

the event of a simultaneous international contingency and domestic civil dis-

turbance, the Army would be unable to perforin both its missions. As a result,

a plan developed to build a new Army Operations Center and a collocated and

separate but equal civil disturbance command center. The staff prepared and

submitted to OSD over Mr. :McGiffert's signature a recommendation for a $12

million command center in the basement of the Pentagon. This was denied

in .June; in July 1968 and thereafter I spent a considerable amount of time

developing alternative proposals for the Under Secretary. As I indicated,

certain Defense officials primarily Soils Horowitz were adamantly opposed
to the creation of a new civil disturbance command center and in fact. I

believe, the DCDPO organization itself. At the 10 October 1968 Steering Com-

mittee meeting consensus was finally reached on a scaled-down version of the

command center. In conjunction with the use of emergency funds Bob Jordan,

staff personnel, and I went over to brief two House Committee staffs.

The next items in this section are memoranda for the record on briefings

given to the House Armed Services Committee Staff and the House Appropria-

tions Committee Staff, principally by Bob Jordan. In the House the Staff

members expressed concern that the Disturbance Center would be used to

monitor and "control" the activities of local police. The committee didn't

really dwell on the question of our intelligence activities, although we assured

them that we relied principally on FBI intelligence raw data input. My rec-

ollection is that before we went over to brief them we checked carefully with

ACSI on the words to be used in replying to a question of this type. And
I'm rather certain that we cleared this phraseology of relying nrrmnrihi on

FBI intelligence with ACSI. See item 60 which is an ACSI statement con-

fii-mine in writing the questions asked by me.

On 25 October 1968 we briefed the Appropriations Staff. The nuestions cen-

tered around our involvement in intelligence activities. Again we emphasized
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tliat we relied almost entirely on raw data collected by other agencies, par-

ticularly by the FBI. Interestingly, the principal staff member, Mr. Sanders,
indicated that he was not concerned aliont philosophical or political implica-
tions, but rather the reasons for building the center and the cost per square
foot. The next item is a 25 October 1968 UHA memorandum for the Secretary
of Defense (prepared by OGC) providing him information concerning the

briefings. The memorandum refers only to the "implications of the proposed
construction for the armed forces role in civil disturbances." The next item
is a 20 February 1969 memorandum transmitting a Congressional Fact Pa]ier
to Mr. Sanders on the progress of the DCDPO. Item d(l) of the paper di.s-

cusses the civil disturbances watch maintained on an around-the-clock basis

"to keep abreast of the fivil disturbance situation throughout the United
States." This was our sta?idard formula. We also flew down to Florida to

I)rief Mr. Sikes. himself, on the plan, but as I recollected the intelligence
niemo issue did not arise in that lu-iefing.

."OA. GO SEPTEMBER 10G8—ACSI COUNTERINTELLIGENCE RESEARCH PROJECT, CIVIL

DISTURBANCES CONUS—1968

See earlier discussion at item .

6 0. 28 OCTOBER 1968—ACSI MEMO FOR OGC

This memo from ACSI responds to a request on my part. It states that

ACSI "is not engaged in penetration of civilian organizations for the i)urpose
of collecting intelligence information on civil disturbances." As I reconstruct
the situation. I probably asked ACSI about Army intelligence activities in

conjunction with our briefings to the Congressional committees task. I doubt
whether I specifically used the phrase "penetration." I'd be interested in see-

ing the ACSI backup memos regarding my questions and their answers. In

any case I'm sure the intent was to verify the primarily through liaison issue.

61. 2 4 OCTOBER 19 68—OUSA MEMO FOR SGS

The memo indicates that the Under Secretary believes that civil disturbance

reporting has become far too detailed and is focusing attention on items
which are not really of concern to the Army since they are unlikely to relate

to our mission of supplying federal forces. The memo indicates a recognition
on the Under Secretary's part that the reporting is too broad. Unfortunately,
ir only attacks a manifestation of the In-oad reporting and does not attack in

any way the root of the prolilem. I rememlier COL Carter, the DCDPO i^xec.

said that the Under Secretary's memo would merely involve his getting a

different kind of report and that they would continue to supply detailed re-

ports to the otlier addressees.

2. 24 OCTOBER 196 8—LTSA MEMO FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF

This memo requests a briefing on Army intelligence programs as they I'elate

to civil disturbances. The program was to include DO.T briefings at the same
time in order to prod them to pick up more intelligence responsibilities. I

remember discussing this issue specifically with COL Tackaberry. the action

offir-er. We were beginning at that time to focus attention on our intelligence
activities.

fin. 1 NOVEMBER 196 8—OLTSA MEMO FOR USA

This was to be an updating of the 1 April 1968 memorandum provided to

the Se'^retory of Defense. It was never sent. Col Tackaberry and I worked
with the DCDPO people on fixins; up the report. Notice that the report is

forwarded by DCDPO over the signature of General Mather. Pnj^e ? discus^jes

intelligence activities. Our thoughts are included in paragraph 1. Notice that

the .3d paragraph discusses the Army policy on intelligence collection and
emphasizes liaison activities and limitations on overt obsprvations. Mv recol-

lection is that in working with the action officers in drafting this paragraph
I attempted to write in my understanding of what the intelligence policy was
at that time. I recollect that these paragraphs were being coordinated by the

intelligence action officer working on the report with the ACSI organization.
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An interesting resume of the Steering Committee topics is included at

Appendix 1.

64. 2 DECEMBER 1969 DAILY SUMMARY

The daily summary item is included as an example of the kind of reports
that were circulating as "intelligence items."

6 4A. 14 NOVEMBER 1968—DA CIVIL DISTURBANCE PLAN

DCDPO worked up a new civil disturbance plan recognizing their responsi-
bilities for the Executive Agent. The plan was not coordinated with Uis but
OGC Air Force did review it. Notice the expanded annex B and BEI. In
February USA and OGO worked up a new statement of the use of force for
the LOI. It is at this section, note paragraph 3h, which requires a senior
ACSI representative to meet the TF commander and brief him on the current
situation. Earlier the Staff had developed the concept of the "Federal Team"
in addition to the TF Commander's staff to assist the President's representative
at the scene. Interestingly, the first proposal omitted an intelligence representa-
tive. We killed this proposal.

6 5. 15 NOVEMBER 196 8 OGC MEMO FOR SGS

The memo refers to a request from the National Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence relating to militai-y involvement in civil disturb-
ances. A paper was prepared and sent to the commission on 17 January 1960.

We have a copy in our files. The Under Secretary read it before it was released.

It did not refer to intelligence activities at all.

66. 5 DECEMBER 1968—DIA GUIDANCE LETTER NO. 68-3

I never saw this item at the time. It appears to be a rather extensive list of
"EEI" for determining foreign involvement in domestic civil disturbance
matters.

6 7. 2 JANUARY 196 9—DCDPO MEMO CONCERNING SECURITY FOR INAUGURAL ACTIVITY

The next significant civil disturbance related item concerns the Inauguration.
Senator Dirksen. head of the Inaugural Committee, by letter dated 18 Dec
196S, requested General O'Malley. CG. MDW, for military troops to be available
in case an emergency arose during the inauguration. This precipiated a rather

lengthy exercise concerning the prepositioning of military forces in the Wash-
ington area. The memo is an internal DCDPO memo discussing the questions
related to flying in and arming the troops.

68. 16 JANUARY 1968—NMCC MEMO FOR AOC

This memo authorizes the Army to respond directly to Secret Service requests.
It should be remembered that during the inauguration military forces were pre-

positioned in the city in order to allow us to respond quickly to the possibility
of a disorder. In order to buttress our legal authority for acting with the troops
in the absence of a Presidential proclamation, we sought to rel.v on Secret
Service authority to call for military assistance. In addition to this extraor-

dinary "assistance" the Department of Defense was also required to provide
specific resources to the Secret Service. The messages included in the section

relate to that support. You should notice particularly the message DA IN
46189 which discusses in paragraphs "c" and "d" the use of agents inside and
outside the buildings during the Inaugural Activity.

69. 17 JANUARY 1969—BLACK BOOK ITEM

This is a resume of the intelligence information concerning the inaugural
demonstrations. It gives you an indication of the information being provided by
ACSI and the detailed information which the military planners required in

order to be able to make the very difficult decisions that they were called upon
to make in planning for the Inauguration. It should be remembered that Mr.
McGiffert had to decide whether or not the troops manning the coj-don in the

Capitol area, as well as along the parade route, would be armed. The military
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recommended strongly that the troops be armed. Mr. McGiffert decided to the

contrary on the basis of the infoi^mation available to him. There were quite a

few meetings concerning this and we tried to get as much information as we
could about wliat was likely to happen.

70. 2 JANUABY 1969 OUSA MEMO FOR USA

This is a memo by COL Tackaberry concerning a report that military per-
sonnel in uniform led the counterinaugural demonstration. The reference to

Sacks and Spiegelman being in the parade requires explanation. [The reference

is probably to Peter Rothenberg.] During tlie demonstrations people from our
ofBce marched in the parade and reijorted back on an Army radio net about what
was happening along the parade route. As I remember this turned out to be a

primary source of information for the military planners that were in the Army
Operations Center. This coverage was requested by Mr. McGiffert who called

me while I was manning one office and asked whether we were going to have

anybody from pur office observing the activities. I replied that we would. That
is what he wanted. By the time of the March against Death in late 1969, the

DCDPO personnel had fovind this to be such a useful means of obtaining direct

first-hand information that we were superflous. Military officers observing in

]MP radio cars were reporting back on the status and progress of the march.
See item 11 concerning the Pentagon demonstration and the benefits of direct

observation.
71. 2 7 DECEMBER 1968—OUSA MFR

This MFR concerns the Steering Committee meeting of 26 December 1968.

Intelligence was a big item at that meeting. DCDPO gave a 40 minute status

report concerning its accomplishment. It was about this time that we started

our program for reducing the size of the Directorate. The next item is a 14

January 1969 DCDPO memo to USA concerning its accomplishments. It really

doesn't have anything to say about intelligence.

72. 2 4 JANUARY 1969—OGC MEMO FOR TUB USA

In this memo Ken Webster reviews for the Under Secretary the status of the

video films taken by Army intelligence agents posing as Mid-West Video during
the convention in Chicago. The matter is left to rest, until the Bill Downs
newscast on 4 April. See item

7 3. 8 JANUARY 190 —DCDPO MEMO TO USA

During the Steering Committee meeting in December 1968, the Army's
Intelligence mission was discussed. As a result of that meeting DCDPO was
tasked to come up with a mission statement for military intelligence involve-
ment and the 8 January memo represents the Staff's position with respect to a

proper mission statement. It attempts to justify the basis for the mission in

the DoD Directive 3025.12 and in a JCS publication. It then goes on to rely on
Mr. Nitze's memo relating to additional connterintelligence spaces. The mission
stated is very broad although it continues the "primarily through liaison with
civil agencies' rhetoric. The Tab E intelligence requirements is missing from
the paper. It may be ia the OUSA files.

7 4. 2 4 JANUARY 19G9—ACSI MEMO FOB USA

As a result of the activity relating to the films taken by ACSI in Chicago, it

appears that ]\Ir. McGiffert asked ACSI for a paper outlining the issues in-

volved and what ACSI hoped to gain from the covert operation. The paper at-

tempts to give the background of the ACSI involvement in civil disturbance
intelligence matters and the justification for its activities. Interestingly,
General McChristian attributes the first counterintelligence estimate to pressures
during the Detroit disturbance. Paragraph 3 notes that "emphasis has continu-
ally been placed on the fact that local police officials and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation have the primary responsibility for collection of civil disturb-
ance intelligence information." Therefore, says General McChristian, we co-

ordinate closely with FBI and local officials. This of course has been the
standard ACSI line, as well as the line voiced by the Army Secretariat on the
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basis of ACSI input. However, as a result of IMid-West A'ideo we began to

question the extent to which we really knew what was going on and the extent
to which liaison i-eally did account for the primary source of our intelligence
information.

T5. 3 FEBRUARY 1909 OGC MEMO FOR USA

This is our transmittal letter to USA providing a civil disturbance mission
statement for the Chief of Staff. I don't have the early drafts we prepared. It

may be in Bob Jordan's cliron file. In any case I believe the memo was revised
several times before it was puhlislied on 5 February 1969. The draft that we
carried down to Mr. :McGiffert had been coordinated with ACSI informally
and I think it had Colonel Downie's blessing. He may have even shown it to
General Franklin or General McChristian. I worked very closely with a Colonel
Bauman at that time and I believe it is fair to say that at this point in time
ACSI (DA level) was interested in getting out of the civil disturbance intelli-

gence l)usiness as much as i)ossib]e. It was DCDPO that was pushing continuing
and increa.sed ACSI and USAINTC involvement. Bob Jordan's memo to USA is

interesting because it says lie found it impossible to draft an entirely satis-

factory mission statement. "The difficulty stems in ])art from some lack of
information about exactly how ACSI collects civil disturbanc*e information."
and in part from the absence of satisfactory understandings with DOJ concern-

ing the shai'ing of the job to be done. The memo recognizes the necessity for
some overt collection of information, but we really try to discourage this

activity. We require that the Under Secretary approve ctn-ei't operations. The
manpower survey suggested in the McGiffert memorandum is the result of our
feeling that we could use it to obtain a great deal of information about ACSI
and USAINTC by working through the OSA administrative assistant.

7G. 5 FEBRUARY 19C0—USA MEMO FOR THE VICE CHIEF OF STAFF

This is the McGiffert memorandum concerning Army intelligence mission and
re(iuirements related to civil disturbance. I doubt if there is any need for me
to review this paper in detail. A couple of comments are in order, however. On
page 5 the reference to anti-war activities and subversion of military personnel
refers to the RITA program. I rememlier an ACSI representative, I believe it

was Colonel Downie, reminding me about the necessity for separating the RITA
activities from the civil disturl)ance activities. If v.-e lacked information about
civil disturbance intelligence activities, we had next to nothing in the way of
information about activities in the RITA area. We may have known about a
few covert oiierations involving military personnel in the coffee houses. (Fort
Lewis comes to mind but I cannot date the information.) In order to keep ACS!
from objecting to our paper we had to keep the civil disturbance and RITA
intelligence activities separate. We never really got to a study of the RITA
activities becau.se we first wanted to solve the civil disturbance problem and get
the infonnation from the manpower survey.

7 7. 2 FEBRUARY 190 GC MEMO FOR DCDPO

We asked DCDPO for explicit information on their intelligence requirements
in view of the McGiffert memorandum. Remember that we already had an
earlier statement of requirements as part of the 8 January 1969 DCDPO pnner
at item 73. This memo was to get DCDPO's oflncial reaction to the McGiffert
memorandum and also to see if they would follow the guidance to cut back
their activities. My ACSI contacts had said DCDPO was drngging its feet and
objecting violently to the ^tlcGiffert memorandum. The next item in this section
is a 21 February 1969 SGS memo to us by General Knowlton in which he com-
plains al)0ut our directing a memo out of channels. I remember vividly how he
called me up to his office and cliewed me out for sending a memo directly to
DCDPO. Notice his comment that the Under Secretary's ''(/uidance of 5 Febru-
ary is presently pending review by the Chief of Staff."'

78. 5 FEBRUARY 1909 UCDPO MEMO TO USA

We had been trying to cut back the size of the directorate and this is a
memorandum from General Mather saying that he really couldn't do very much
because the potential for civil disturbances, in his opinion, had undergone no
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significant changes during the past year. Compare the ACSI counterintelligence

research project estimates. Notice how in paragraph 3 he ties the threat of large

scale demonstrations in support of extremist organizations with possible racially

oriented disorders. He suggests we wait until we gain the exi)erience of spring
and early summer 1969. As I think back on it, I believe that one reason we may
have acquiesced in the Staff position about intelligence matters is that no one

could predict satisfactorily what would happen during the summer, and it was

easy to justify waiting until the sunimer was over. Another reason was the

fact that we sincerely believed that with the new Administration's philosophy,
\Ae would be able to get Justice to shoulder the burden. By the same token, I

think the Staff believed things would get better for them with a new get tough
Administration. That is why they fought so strongly. I have also added to this

section a 3 March 1969 SGS memo about the agenda for the Steering Commit-

tee meeting.
79. 5 MARCH 196!t— VICE CHIEF MEMO TO USA

In this memo General Palmer "reclanias" the McGiffert memorandum,
(ieneral Palmer takes the position that "full implementation of Mr. McGiffert's

recommendations at this time would be not only premature, but unwise." He
also rested his argument on DOJ willingness to fill the gaps created l)y cur-

tailed Army efforts. He makes the same point the Staff made to us: you have
to keep an organization in being in order to have it react promptly and efficiently

during an emergency. He also cuts us out on the ACSI manpower survey by

saying that he had already started it for ACSI itself, and that for USASAINTC
it would be very, very difficult to have one. An attached staff paper (prepared

by DCDPO) discu.sses the McGiffert memorandum in detail. [An informal

point made by DCDPO staff members to me concerned the fact that McGiffert

may have represented a different philosophy and that the new Under Secretary
should have an opportunity to act on the matter.] Note paragraph "a," the

second section : the ACSI point that CIAB personnel did not really rely on the

spot report system, and that this system was developed for Army planners.

Paragraph "b" seems to indicate when you read it carefully, that liaison has
not been the primary source of intelligence information for the Army. Rather,
it seems to imply that on-site observation by MI agents has been the source of

the most valuable intelligence. I don't remember really focusing on this issue

at the time. I do remember talking with them about the need for the estal)lished

channels of the communication and working relationships in order to be able

to go to the local police authorities and solicit information during an emer-

gency. The extent to which the staff was fighting is indicated by the fact that

they even objected to the necessity for Under Secretary of the Army approval
before clandestine activities, even though they had to go first to the FBI. Note
on page 3 the admission that ACSI could live with the memorandum. It is

DCDPO that objects to the reduction in information which they would be able

to olitain if the memorandum was implemented. Again all fingers point at the

Justice Department. I remember Colonel Carter, the Exec to DCDPO, indicating
that he didn't believe the Justice Department would ever accept the responsi-

liility and if they did accept the responsibility that they would never be able

to keep up on a 24-hour basis, as required by DCDPO. Notice on page 4 and 5

that DCDPO at that time was not even willing to compromise on their intelli-

gence requirements. They state that the DA plan and the intelligence collection

plan states what they need. All in all it is a rather strong statement and one

endorsed by the Vice Chief of Staff.

80. 4 MARCH 1969—DCDPO MEMO TO THE GENERAL COUNSEL

This is the DCDPO response telling us to stick it in our ear because the Vice

Chief ifi going to fight the McGiffert memorandum.

81. 7 MARCH 1969—DCDPO MFR

We really didn't have much formal contact with DCDPO during the period

they were developing their response to the ^McGiffert memorandum. [It is inter-

esting that during this period (as the next item discloses) DCDPO was tasking
ACSI for a new study of the colleges and universities.] We got our information

back-channel through ACSI representatives. The MFR was written jointly by
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the DODPO and ACSI (intelligence) action officers. It is a fairly accurate

representation of what went on at a meeting between DCDPO and OGC concern-

ing the dead lock on the McGiffert memorandum. Captain Newhall was the

head of the DCDPO policy division and one of the real thorns in our side. He
is a right wing, stubborn individual, even as Xavy captains go. The comment on

page 3 that Mr. Jordan agreed that we should continue our present efforts over-

states the conclusion. I believe our message was quite clear that we felt that

the Army shoidd try to cut back its intelligence activities in any way possible.
The paragraph on page 3 relating to our discussion of the EEI should provide
some background information concerning the later memo from OGC concerning
EEI to be used internally in the Army as well as for soliciting information from
DOJ. On page 4 it seems that we concurred in the DCDPO evaluation of the

FBI study of the college and university civil disturbance situation. In fact, we
agreed that we would not send Justice a request for infonuation at this time.

Again, in the conclusion. I thought that we did not completely fold and that we
still wanted them to tone down their activities as much as possible. I can't

remember whether we received a copy of this memo at the time, but I suspect
from our established course of dealing that the action officer probably showed it

to me. This copy came from OUSA and has been noted by USA on 23 April
1969.

82. 10 MARCH 1969—GC MEMO TO SGS

This is our memo returning the 22 February 1969 ACSI request that we pass
to DOJ a requirement to study campus disturbances. The 22 February memoran-
dum was set-up by ACSI and us. It was arranged as a means of getting ACSI
off the DCDPO hook. I believe I indicated to ACSI that we would probably
deny the request when they passed it to us.

8.3. 24 FEBRUARY 1969—OASD(A) LETTER TO HUD

Apparently Charlie Haar asked ASD(A) for our counterintelligence research

project. They were particularly interested in our priority cities. The reply was
prepared by DCDPO which notes that the report contained some potentially
controversial material. The report is included and tabbed, but their test of

controversality is far more narrow than mine would be. I cannot tell from the

OUSA transmittal whether OASD(A) received a copy of the report. However.
I worked periodically with (^olonel Clifford and, knowing him, I doubt whether
he would have responded without first seeing the report.

84. 10 MARCH 1969-—GC MEMO FOR SGS

This transmits AR 500-50 which we extensively revised in coordination with
the DCDPO action officer. I remember that ACSI was busy trying to develop a

statement of its intelligence mission in connection with the statement of re-

sponsibilities in paragraph 12c. Actually, as it turned out, it seems that they
didn't include our definition in the printed version of the AR. I also remember
that we only found out by accident that DCDPO was staffing this AR and
virtually plucked it out of the hands of the printers when it was sent to TAG.

85. 18 MARCH 1969 GO NOTE TO SECRETARY RESOR

This is a talking paper from Bob Jordan to Secretary Resor indicating that

he had been discussing matters concerning civil disturbance planning with ^Mr.

Kleindienst, the new Dei^uty Attorney General. Apparently Mr. Laird had

requested that the Army provide a briefing to the DoD Secretariat concerning
civil disturbance. Bob gave that briefing ; we don't have the briefing paper. The
talking paper for the Secretary of Defense discusses a 17 March meeting with
Kliendienst. Actually there was a previous meeting. I believe it was a Monday,
March 11. I accompanied Bob to both meetings. The first meeting was to estab-

lish contact uith Mr. Kleindienst and to set up a dialogue on the intelligence
item. We had a talking paper that discussed our planning and preparations and
relationships with Justice and Mr. Kleindienst seemed genuinely concerned.

When we approached the subject of intelligence activities, he was very excited

and said when would you like to meet ! He then buzzed Mr. DeLoach, the

second in command at the FBI, and set up a meeting for the following week.
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That is the March 17 meeting" refei-red to in the talking paper. We came to the
Marcli 17 meeting with a detailed talking paper that \Yas going to allow us to

push the FBI and Justice into the civil disturbance Intelligence business. Un-
fortunately Mr. Kleindienst had thoughts about running the meeting and he
started it off ^^^th eacli representative telling about his agency's civil disturli-

ance intelligence activities. The representatives were FBI (DeLoach), IDIU
(Devine), Community Relations Service, I believe. Criminal Division and
Kleindienst's assistant, George ReVercomb. One of the things that got Mr.
Kleindienst upset was the description of the IDIU's intelligence activity and the
fact that ""college girls" were processing the input into the IDIU computer data

developing the civil disturbance data base. ]Mr. Kleindienst couldn't get over
the fact that they were relying on "college girls." By the time we got a chance
to report, he had already decided on an intelligence board and assigned an
initial project to them as indicated in the talking paper. While disiieartf'ncd.
we still thought maybe we could cai)tiu"e the intelligence board. Unfortunately,
DeLoach had already captured it. It was at the March 17 meeting that ^Ir

Kleindienst raised the need for a planning document delineating the Attorne.\
General's resiwnsibilities. Tlie next paper is the formal designation of the
committee members sent l»y Mr. Kleindienst.

so. 2(5 MARCH 1009 SIXRETARY OF TIIK ARMY MEJ[0 FOR SECRFTARl' OF DEFEXSE

This memo transmits the first draft of the Inter-Departmental Action Plan
developed by our office and Justice (office of Le.gal Counsel) at the insistence
of Mr. Kleindienst. I don't have a copy of the draft but I am sure there must
be one around. It was our thought in drafting this memo to try to put the

intelligence burden on the Attorney General once and for all.

87. :^^ march lono—secretary of army meaid for secretary of defense

This is a copy of the Inter-Departmental Action Plan which we negotiated
with the office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice. The memo i)oints out
that we were not able to resolve the pultlic affairs responsibility and the civil

disturbance intelligence collection and analysis responsibility. The draft pre-
sents our version. Note our formulation on page 5 : "The Attorney General will
be re.sponsible for collecting, analyzing, evaluating and disseminating intelli-

.gence bearing upon the probability of any serious disturbance. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation will I»e charged with the task of collecting raw intelli-

gence and transmitting it on a timely basis to the Dei)artment of Defense. At
the request of the Attorney General, the Department of Army may assist in this
effort. However, in order to preserve the salutai-y tradition of avoiding military
intelligence activities on predominantly civilian matters, the Army will not
ordinarily be used to collect intelligence (i.e.. CIAB activity). This was an area
where ACSI felt we had considerable expertise and the FBI had very little.

88. 1 APRIL 1 69—secretary OP ARMY MEMO FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

This memo transmits the "final" Inter-Departmental Action Plan to lie signed
by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General for submission to the
President. The transmittal memo indicates that we acquiesced in a general
statement of the intelligence mission in lieu of our specific statement putting the
burden on the FBI. However, we had extracted a promise from the Attorney
General to obtain an understanding on the point in the future. Somehow we
never were able to get much further on this, although I remember having a
number of meetings discussing the matter with Jim Devine of the IDTT^ and
with Jim Turner who was apiwinted the Chief of Staff of the Attorney General's
Civil Disturbance group (similar to our DCDPO). In truth thev were really so
far behind us from the point of view of planning that they had a great deal to
do internally in putting their house in order before they could turn to the
acceptance of additional responsibilities. In any case, we later tried to work at
them through the action officer level since we had little success at the Depart-
ment head level.

88A. 14 APRIL 1969—OGC MEMO FOR GC

This is a note by me commenting on the 1 April 1969 Counterintelligence
Re.search Project. The estimate is attached. Note that ACSI was de-emphasizing
"leftists and anti-war activities." The message didn't get to DCDPO or the field.

32-996—74 22
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The next two items in this section are miscellanea. A 24 ^Nlareh 10G9 ACSI
memo concerning an ACLU suit seeking to prevent us from prohibiting military

personnel in jieace demonstrations. What a view of the world. The other item
IS a 22 March IJXi!) memo about the new Secretary of Defense's requirement
for an AOC hot line to his office.

8!1. 15 APRIL 1909—OGC MEMO FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY

This memo transmits a talking paper concerning the Army's covert intelli-

gence activities during the 1968 convention. The Mid-West Video filming came
to light when it was disclosed by Bill Downs during an April 4, 1069 news
liroadcast. IMr. Resor wanted to discuss tlie matter with Mr. Laird but tlie

memo tries to dissuade him because it would open up an inquiry into our intelli-

gence activities and these matters still had not been finally resolved. My talking
paper discloses four incidents of covert activity during the last year. One
woukl be the Mid-West Video. The only other one I remember concerns ^11

agents who rode down on the bus either during the Pentagon demonstration or

during the counterinaugural. I can't remember what the Secretary ultimately
did. The other papers included in this section concern on-going Mid-West Video
Actions.

90. 15 APRIL 19G9—ACSI MEMO TO THE USA

T'his was the first quarterly summary of Army intelligence collection activi-

ties other than through liaison. It was a first indication we had of the true
extent and manner of the Army's intelligence collection activities. As you can
see we responded on 22 April 1969 that we found the report very valuable and
that one of the difliiculties we were having in evaluating our intelligence mission
and requirements is "a lack of reliable information, l)oth in the Secretariat and
the Staff, concerning the extent of such activities." Either with respect to this

report or a later report. Colonel Ulatoski, the Under Secretary's Military
Assistant and a former intelligence officer, wanted to recommend that the

reporting be discontinued.

91. 24 APKIL 1909—USA MEMO FOR VICE CHIEF OF STAFF

This is Mr. Beal's memo, written principally by us, suspending the operation
of certain portions of the IMcGiffert memorandum. I guess we were naive in

assuming that we would be able to effect some reduction in staff activities )iy

our "non-mandatory" statement that the Staff -sliould actively exploi-e every
liossibilit.v within the Department of the Army for reducing our civil disturb-

ance intelligence collection and production activities. Attached to this memo is

a draft of what we sent down to the Under Secretary's office. You might note
that the Under Secretary's office added the words "civil disturbance" before

"intelligence" in the sentence referred to above.

92. 4 JUXE 1909 -VRMY' MEMO FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

This is a memorandum prepared by our office relating to authority to order
Reserve units to active duty for civil disturbance purijoses. While the memo
does not hear directly on intelligence matters, it does show our concern with
the necessity of liaving adequate forces in the event of multiple civil disturb-
ances. The memo states that the 25 cities planning factor derives from a DoD
meeting of 10 April 1968.

9:",. 14 JUNE 1909—PROBABLE TOPICS OF INTEREST

This is an outline of to[Kies for an urban affairs council meeting to be held
at the White House, and is a Justice Department planning paper for that

meeting. The Attorney General addressed the council and I believe Bol) Jordan
and Mr. Beal attended from our Department. I don't liave the talking paper
Bob .Jordan used. Note the item 4 relating to Justice Department evaluation of

intelligence and the reference to an intelligence center and intelligence gather-
ing on the last i)age of the Attorney General's statement. He seems to indicate
in tliat statement that Justice is running the intelligence show; in fact they
were not.
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!»4. 16 JUrv'E 1060 DC'DPO MEMO

Tills memo relates to CIDCOX (Civil Disturbance Condition), a pro.sram
developed by DCDPO for standardizing the alert posture for civil disturbance
fi)rces. Note that CIDCOX 4. the first increase in alert, reiiuires "increased
intelligence monitoring ;ind anal.vsis of the civil disturbance situation."

05. 30 JUNE lOtJO CIVIL DISTURBANCE SITUATIOX REPORT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

This is a report proltably used by Mr. Beal to provide information to the
Secretary of Defense on tlie status of civil disturbances in the nation. It dis-
cusses the Inter-Departmental Evaluation Committee set U]> by Mr. Kleindienst.
I'he (Jther item.s in tliis section are various intelligence estimates of tlie period.

00. 2 7 JUNE 1969—DCDPO MEMO TO t'SA

This memo provides an updated report of the activities of DCDPO and its

accomplishments. Note on page 17 that the intelligence branch of DCDPO is

abolished. Tliis is because the DCDPO felt they could get more work if they
were able to task ACSI directly througli a liaison officer. Note in the last attach-
ment. paragraj)h "e." the reference to the Inter-Departmental Evaluation Com-
mittee for evaluating civil disturbance intelligence. Xotice how they character-
ize it as a committee to "provide tlie ability to accurately predict civil
disorders."

07. 2 JULY I960 OUSA LETTER TO DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMEN T

The Office of Telecommunications Management. Executive Office of the Presi-
dent, liad asked for two copies of our civil disturbance plan but in lieu thereof
they were provided only with the communications electronics annex. The next
item in this .-section is a letter to Senator Pastore from Telecoinmunicati(ms
wliich reports on telecommunications capability of tlie government in connection
with civil disturbances.

97A. L'.T JULY 1960 OUSA MEMO FOT JIR. BEAL

This memorandum concerns a telephone conversation Mr. Real had with ^Ir.

Vinson, former assistant Attorney General. Mr. Vinson had indicated that lie

was concerned about the Army's role in domestic intelligence activities and that
he understood the Army had "two separate computerized intelligence setups."
The memo rei)orts that there are "two data banks" in which civil disturbance
related material is stored. One is at Fort Holabird. the other at ACSI. DA.
The memo appears to have been prepared by Colonel Ulatoski for the signature
of Colonel Grimsley. One difficulty in understanding the memo is that while
it talks about computers, it does not specifically refer to "computerized" data
banks. I was not aware of the existence of this memo. Rememl)er that Colonel
Ulatoski is an intelligence officer and he may have had his own sources.

08. 8 JULY 1069—GC MFR

This memo provides an updated report of the activities of DCDPO and its

ASD(PA) decision to have the press visit the new Army Operations Center. We
were forced to bring the press to the ojierations center as a result of Mr.
Laird"s policy of providing as mucli information as inissible to them. Mr.
I-eonard at that time passed to Bob Jordan the information about the Justice
r>epartmenfs formal civil disturbance group headed by Jim Turner. It was
through this contact with Mr. Leonard that Jim Turner and I began to work
together. After the AOC walk-through. Bob Jordan and Oeneral Cunningham
gave a briefing for the i»ress and the briefing is included. There is a very inter-

esting discussion of our intelligence involvement. I think the questioner was
Bill Downs. The next item is a Wash in (jton Post article on the Operations
Center. The last item is an S July 1969 OASD (I&L) memo for the Secretary
of tlie Arm.v requesting a briefing and walkthrough of the new operations center
for some OSD officials and two people from the National Institute of Law
Enforcement, DOJ.
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99. 22 JULY ]9(;9 DOJ MEMORANDU:\r

This memorandum from Mr. :Mitfhell to Ui: Kleimlienst estal)lLshes the

Department of Justice civil disturlkanee group. We were not invited to co-

ordinate on this memorandum. The last item in this section is a 7 August IDfil)

DCDPO memorandum commenting on the Justice Department plan. Note that

DCDPO attended the "Law Enforcement Policy Committee" established i).v the

memorandum. Paragraph "c" of the DCDPO memo is interesting because it

points out that in developing their plan DOJ had failed to take into account

the intelligence responsibilities which we were again trying to lay onto Justice.

The memo mentions that we were attemi)ting to work this out on an action

officer level with Jim Turner. Besides taking them through the AOC. we visited

the CIAB (where we learned the group had a microfilm index to their ma-

terials). After that time I kind of drojiped out of this hut I believe Cohmel
Porter and Colonel Hon (DCDPO Operations Division) continued these con-

tacts. The work met with litle or no success. The next item relates to com-

munications and electronics assistance we provided to the Justice Department
in connection with the improvement of their faciities.

100. 2."i JULY 19(19 OUSA MEMO TO T'S.X.

Colonel TJlatoski. the Under Secretary's :Military Assistant. provid«>d Mr.

Beal with a second n":^i'tPi"ly summary of U.S. Army intelligence activity. He
recaps the report and notes at the end "the lower level of spot reports collected

•other than thru normal liaison' is a good indicator of ACSI compliance with

the intent of the 5 Feliruary and 24 April 1969 USA memorandums." I don't

believe that Colonel Ulatoski gave us a copy of this report until a couple of

months later. I think at that time Bol) Jordan commented on the report that he

was not yet satisfied.

101. 18 AUGl'ST 1909—GC ilEMO TO DCDPO

At al)out this time it became clear that we should release the EEI submitted

to us by DCDPO for use with Justice and internally. This was part of our pro-

gram to keep working on Jim Turner to accept responsibility for intelligence

])roduction. Note that again we attempted to encourage the Staff to control and

decrease their intelligence activities. That may be why we did not focus on the

2 ]May ]9f>S collection plan. It would be interesting to note what effect our memo-
randum had on the actual status of the collection ]>lan. including specifically the

omission of element 1(3). A handwritten note by Bob Jordan to the Vice Chief

indicates his understanding that the Staff approved of the approach in the

memo (DUSA has a copy).

102. 20 AUGUST 19G9 OGC XOTE FOR EXECUTIVE. DCDPO

This memo from me to DCDPO relates a planning exercise of the Office of

Emergency Preparedness to put together a planning packet for post civil dis-

turbance assistance to cities. It is included here only as an indication of the

continuing interest in some quarters to civil disturliance planning matters.

lO.T. 12 SEPTEMBER 1909 ACSI MEMO TO THE GEXEE.\L COI'XSEL

This is a memorandum keeping us apprised of the meetings of the Tnter-

P>eiiartmental Evaluation Committee on civil disturbance. I rememlier the com-
mittee members once telling me that ACSI felt that the FBI would call a

meeting whenever they were about ready to release a report anyway. OUSA
has full copies of some of the reports.

104. ZO SEPTEMBER 1909 DCDPO MEMO FOK T'SA

Tills memo discusses the threat of civil disturhances likely to involve federal

forces. Apparently Mr. Beal asked questions relating to guerrilla wa i-fa re-t.vpe

activities and the answer given liy the Director. DCDPO is that '-DCDPO cou-

tinues to collect information to detennine if there are trends developing in the

tactics employed by dissident elements."
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105. DCDPO i[KiIO TO USA RELATIXG TD KOIiCE KEQriKEMEXTS

Aitparenlly DCDPO began at this time to base its force refiuirements plan-

ning- on metropolitan areas vulnerable to civil unrest. It relied on the 1 April
19(5!) ACSI counterintelligence estimate which concluded that racial outbreaks
rather than anti-war dissident leftists demonstratitms posed the greatest threat

to law and order. While it would appear that the DA Staff agencies were
coming to the view that anti-war activities were not relevant, the following item

providing the 21 October 1969 Quarterly Report indicates that most of the

activity is in the demonstration observation field.

lOG. UNDATED GC MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

This memo was prepared in our office on a contingency basis in case the

Secretary of Defense asked questions about the DoD plans and preparatitms for

the anti-war demonstrations in Washington, D.C.. November 13-16. 1969. T don't

believe it was sent. As in all our papers relating to civil disturbances and
intelligence, an as.sessment section is included. Remember that active military
forces were prepositioned in Federal Ituildings during that period. Also included
in this file is a 10 Xovemlter 1969 "point paper" for Mr. Beal to brief the Secre-

tary of Defense on the New Mobe demonstration. The last item in this section

is an intelligence estimate prepared by ACSI in anticipation of the

demonstration.
107. 20 NOVEMBER lOtiO DCDPO NOTE FOR OUSA

This is a handwritten note by Colonel Carter trying to limit DSA"s access to

a recorded civil disturbance status report that DCDPO had. It kind of demim-
strates to me something about Carter's personality. It is kind of interesting in

the light of the memorandum dated 30 December 1969 put out by the ASA (I«S:L)

concerning industrial security of classified information in the event of civil

disturbances and designating the Director, DSA, as the official with re.sponsi-

bility in this area.

108. 1.") .TANUARY 1970 ACSI MEMO FOR THE T'SA

This is the Fourth Quarterly Summary of USAIXTC collection activities.

This report discloses that the overt observation collection activities went way
up during the preceding period. Colonel Vlatoski compared the report for each
<|uarter. Colonel Boerger then wrote n memorandum asking for more explicit
information about the USAINTC activities. This is the point at which the Pyle
article appeared.

I can see that this memorandum should end with the Pyle article. There are
a numlier of documents which are lumped together at the end. They come from
the Under Secretary's office and you ma.v or may not have records of them. The
most interesting. I think is the 19 August 1970 collection prepared by DCDPO
for Colonel Boerger concerning the history of the civil disturbance reporting
re(iuirements.

'•p

March 30, 1968.
From : DA
To: CGUSCOXARC,
f'GUKASA AHS! VA.
f'GU!^ATNTC Ft. Hohihinl. ^r<^.

Secret Limited Distribution DA 836371—from ACSI.
Subject : Use of USASA Resources in Civil Distiirbances

Reference message. DA 929093. Department of the Army, dated 11 June
1963. snbject :Monitoring Civil and Amateur Telecommunications During
Civil Disturbances in US

1. Aliove reference is rescinded. I^SASA units are authorized to monitor
domestic communications in support of I'S Army Forces c(nnmitted in civil dis-
order and disturltance operations subject to the restrictions listed below.

2. Authority. Approval will be obtained from the DA by the Commander
requesting the support prior to monitor operations. Requests for approval will
contain.

a. Forces being supported.
b. USASA resources required.
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c. Location of disturbance.
(1. Code name of Operations.
e. Brief description of cov^er to be utilized by tlie T'SASA unit.
3. Because the compromise of the fact that USASA units are engaged in

monitoring civil communications could be detrimental to the T'S intelligence
effort and could cause adverse publicity to both the IS Army and the -USASA
the following restrictions will apply :

a. The LlSAHA unit viU operate under the pui-se of other ArnnJ units. iNelec-

tion of the cover will be at the discretion of the Commander in charge of the
over-all civil disturbance operation. Care must be taken to insure the cover
is i)lausible and that all personnel directly involved are fully aware of the
cover story. This includes both ISASA personnel and those personnel in the
cover unit which must be briefed to insure the cover is verified.

b. Knowledge of the over-all monitor operation and distril)Ution of the
information obtained will be held to the absolute minimum comensurate with
practical operations.

c. USASA personnel will not be used for liaison with civil authorities.
d. Only those civil comnuuiications which have an influence on the operations

will be monitored.
e. All information associated with these monitor operations will be classi-

fied SECRET LIMITED DISTRIBUTIOX. To facilitate the distribution of

information, reports can be downgradetl to the classification of the informa-
tion they contain provided the fact that it was derived from communications
is reniove<l.

f. Both the supported command and the USASA suiiporting unit will sub-
mit through their respective command channels to ] )A a final report on the
Monitor operations. The supported conmiander will evaluate the support ren-
dered, the effectiveness of the cover, and recommendations for future operations.
The T'SASA unit will report on the type communications nets monitored, techni-
cal data reipiired and availal)Ie and recommendations for future operations.

4. This message in no way changes present command cliannels or concept
of USASA Direct Cryptologic Support.

5. CG USASA in coordination with CGUSAIXTC will develop and issue

necessary downgrading instructions per para 3ec CGUSAIXTC in coordina-
tion with CGT'SCOXARC and CGUSASA will determine and issue distribution
instructions. UXQUOTE.

fi. It is reque.sted that holders of ref (USCOXARC. T'SASA and USAIXTC)
change the 9th word of 2nd sentence of paragrai)h 1 from '"telecommunica-
tions" to read "communications."

Departme-vt of the Army,
Office of the Gexekal Counsel.

Washington, B.C., 22 March 1971.

MEMORANnr.Nr for Record

Subject: The Backgi-ound of the Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Dis-

turbances of 1 April 1909. Prepared by Robert E. Jordan III, General
Counsel, Department of the Army.

I have .iust completed a screening of a collection of documents relating to

the Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances, which was signed

by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General on 1 April 19R9. I be-

lieve it would be useful to have a comprehensive memorandum outlining the
events which led to the signing of the final memorandum, and to preserve
the documents in question in the policy and precedent files of the Office of

General Counsel, since there will undoubtedly be occasions in the future when
questions of interpretation of other problems may arise.

Early in 1969. when the new Administration came on board. I had several

initial conversations with Deputy Attorney General Kleindienst concerning
civil distur])anee problems. Mr. Kleindienst was quite interested in the civi'

disturbance area, and concerned that the Federal Government be properly
organized to resnojid in civil disturbance situations.

In ]\rarch of 1969. during one of my discussions with Mr. Kleindienst, at

which Under Secretary Beat may have been present, the subject of a com-
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proliensive memorandum of imderstanding between the Attorney General and
the Secretary of Defense was raised. It was agreed that efforts would be
made to draft such a memorandum, with the Office of Legal Counsel repre-
senting the Department of Justice' side, and the Office of the Army General
Counsel representing the Defense side. Within my office. ]\Iilt Ilyman was as-

signed the laltoring oar, and he worked primarily with Ed Selig who had been
the Office of Legal Coun.sers primary working .staff lawyer on civil disturb-
ance matters for some time.
The first draft which was pi-oduced in the Office of General Counsel is at

Tab A. It does not appear that this version was sent to the Department of
.Tustice. although it was probably discussed between Milt Hynian and Ed
Selig. It bears a date of 20 March 1969.

At Tab B is a second draft of the Memorandum for the President, which
bears tlie pencil notation in Mr. Hyman's writing in the upper right-hand
corner tliat it is the draft which was furnished to the Department of .Justice,

^ly recollection is that we furnished an initial draft, and that Justice was
tlieu to prepare more or less of a counter-draft drawing Tipon our materials.

The date of submission of the draft to the Deijartment of Justice is not noted.
Imt it must have been approximately 22 ]\[arch 3909. since we find in the files

the item at Tab C, which is a memorandum to the Attorney General and
Deputy Attorney General from the Assistant Attorney General (Office of Legal
Counsel) transmitting the initial Justice draft. Although the Justice draft is

organized somewhat differently than the initial Army version, it obviously
draws upon the Army version in a number of respects.
At Tab D are a number of memoranda reflecting our efforts to coordinate

responses to the Justice draft within the Department of the Army. My 2."»

March 1969 memorandum to the Secretary and Under Secretary notes the

.ioint effort which produced the Justice draft, but also notes that Justice

had introduced some minor variations without our concurrence. It also notes

that there was considerable pressure to accelerate the paper. This ijressure.

as I recall, was stimulated i>rimarily by a concern that there might be sub-

stantial demonstrations in early April on the anniversary of the death of Dr.

:\rartin Luther King. The Justice people felt strongly that they wanted the

plan approve<l. if possible, in advance of such potential disturbances.

Comments were received from the Army Staff on 26 :\Iarch 1969. see Tab
E. CTab E omitted). On 29 :March, we submitted informally to the Depart-
ment of Justice. Office of Legal Counsel, some changes a number of which

are clearly derived from the Army Staff comments, and others of which were
added as a result of Secretariat review. See Tab F.

The items at Tab G are memoranda from the Secretary of the Army to the

Secretary of Defense on 31 March and 1 April 1969. The first memorandum
indicates that we had by and large achieved the concurrence of the Office

of Legal Counsel in our proposed revisions, with the exception of tho.se on

])ublic affairs responsiI)ilities and civil disturbance intelligence collection and

analysis function. The memo indicates that Under Secretary Beal was to ex-

plore the areas with Deputy Attorney General Kleindienst. The second me-

rnornndum. of the subsequent day. advises the Secretary of Defense
that^

we
have been unsuccessful in obtaining our way on the two points. By this time,

the Attorney General had already signed the memorandum. :\rr. Laird also

signed, and the material at Tab H is a copy of the final Interdepartmental

Plan along with a note from Deputy Attorney General Kleindienst with In-

structions concerning having the plan delivered to Mr. Ehrlichman. then Coun-

sel to the Pi-esideni-. to be taken v.p with the President.

The item at Tab I includes a copy of an internal White House memorandum
which shows the President's approval of the plan, along with his handwritten

comment "Good Planning."
A couitle of minor points with respect to the Interdepartmental Plan -nrobabv

deserve further discus.sion. In the course of examining the text of the Plan.

we discovered in May 1969 that the .Justice Department, in its final retyping,

had omitted a paragraph concerning responsibilities of improving the capa-

bility of civilian law enforcement and the National Guard of the states. There

was an exchange of correspondence between Under Secretary Beal and Deputy
Attorney General Kleindienst. which resulted in an agreement that the Plan

would be annotated to insert the omitted paragraph. At Tab J is the various

correspondence relating to this matter.
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111 August of 1969, the Attorney General initiated a round of correspondence
concerning the public affairs portion of the Interdepartmental Plan. As the
earlier correspondence indicates, public affairs responsibilities had been one
of the two areas at issue in the final round of negotiations for the signing <jf

the Plan and had not been satisfactorily resolved from a Department of
Defense standpoint. The net results of all of the correspondence was tliat both
Justice and the Defense Department agreed to leave the Plan as it was. The
rehnant documents are accumulated at Tab K.
The item which has been of greatest interest in recent months concerning

tlie I'lan has been th;it portion of it dealing with intelligence responsibilities.
I will not seek to detail here all of the various changes in language relating
to intelligence responsibilities, but an examination of the oiiginal Army draft
at Justice will show that it recognized the problem of military intelligence
activities with respect to essentially civilian matters, and sought to assign
intelligence coll(>ction re.sponsibilities to the Department of Justice. The draft
of the Office of Legal Counsel which came back to us on 2.j March 1969 was
not quite as strong in its language concerning intelligence responsibilities,
but still recognized the problem. The final version of the Plan is quite am-
bigucms. and omits all references to desirability of reducing military intelli-

gence activities. My recollection is that ]\Ir. Kleindienst insisted on the am-
biguous language. It was our feeling that when the proposed language was
shorni to the FBI, it strongly protested, and that this was the reason for the
change in language.
Because there had been some apparent di.spute over whether the Depart-

ment of Defense ever raised the intelligence question with Justice. I am at-

taching at Tab L a copy of my note of 29 March 1969 to the Deputy Attorney
General. Mr. Kleindienst, in which I pointed out that there were unresolved
issues requiring his personal attention relating' to public affairs responsibilities
and the division of intelligence responsibilities. Based on a review of the
documents appended to this memorandum, it should be clear that the Army
recognized the sensitivity of military intelligence operations in the civil dis-

turbance arena, and sought to shift the responsibility for at least the collec-

tion portion of such activities to the Department of Justice, but was unsuccess-
ful in achieving Justice concurrence.
Attachments: Tabs A-L.

Robert E. Jordats' III,

General Counsel.

Tab a
Memoeaxdum for the Presiuext

Subject : Executive Department Relationships for Civil Disturbance Planning
and Operations.

I. INTRODUCTIOjV

Within the past two years federal armed forces have been deployed four

times in civil disorder situations at the direction of the President to assist

the states in restoring law and order. Prior to the first such incident in

Detroit in 1967, twenty-four years had elapsed since the last such occasion.

The maintenance of law and order and the control of civil disturbances is

primarily the responsibility of state and local governments. The use of federal

armed forces in such situations is a measure of last resort and we recognize

the histoi-ical reluctance of the Federal Government to use its armed forces

for such punioses. Department of Defense and Department of Justice efforts,

and encouragement, have resulted in improved planning and preparedness of the

states and municipal localities, as well as the State National Guard, to re-

spond effectively to quell civil disturbances in their localities. Nevertheless

the history of past civil disorders and the potential for future disorders re-

quire that the Federal Government be prepared to effectively discharge its

responsibilities to the states when ordered by the President.

The purpose of this joint memorandum is to present for your consideration

an apnropriate division of responsibilities for civil disturbance planning and

operations in which the Attorney General and Secretary of Defense have con-

curred. Customarily the Attorney General, as the Chief Law Enforcement

Officer of the Federal Government, has acted as a coordinator of federal

efforts relating to civil disturbances. This designation has never been for-
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nialized in a written memorandnm, altlKmgh it clearly would be desirable
for civil disturbance responsibilities to be clarified well in advance of an
actual disorder. We believe tliis matter merits your attention because of the
•serious policy and political ramifications of civil disturbance operations and
because you may be required to act on a request for assistance.

II. LEGAL BACKGROrXD

As President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces you have certain
inherent authority under the Constitution to use federal armed forces in case
of domestic violence or other civil disturbances. The exercise of this authoiity
customarily does not require Presidential action for historical practice has
sanctioned the use of military forces by the Secretaries of the Military De-
partments to protect federal proijerty and functions from interference. The
March on the Pentagon in October 1967 is a recent example of the exercise
of this authority. A general limitation on the use of military forces reflecting
the historical resistance to the use of federal armed forces shoiUd be noted.
The Posse Comitatus (18 U.S.C. 1385) prohibits the use of the Army or Air
Force to execute federal, state or local laws, except as authorized by the
Constitution or Act of Congress.
The most important statutory authority concerning the use of federal armed

forces to control domestic violence and civil disturbances is found in Chapter
1-1 of Title 10, United States Code. That chapter provides for the use of

federal armed forces to aid civil authorities at the retiuest of a state governor
or legislature (10 U.S.C. 331), to enforce the laws of the United States,
QO U.S.C. 332) and to protect the civil rights of citizens within any state

(10 U.S.C. 3.33).

Section 331 is b.v far the most important section from the standpoint of

controlling major civil disturbances. There are three basic prerequisites for

validating a request for federal military assistance under 10 U.S.C. 331.

First, a situation of serious domestic violence must exist within the state.

Second, the violence must be such that it cannot be brought under control by
the law enforcement resources available to the state, including local and
state [K)lice forces and the National Guard in militia status. Third, the legi.s-

lature. or the governor if the legislature cannot be convened, must request
the President to employ federal armed forces to bring the violence under
control.

T'pon receiving the request, the President under the terms of the statute

and the historical precedents must exercise his own judgment as to whether
federal military forces will be sent to the area. Should the President decide

to honor the request, he is required by 10 U.S'C. §334 to issue a Proclamation

calling upon the rioters to disperse. This Proclamation uses certain formal
time-honored langiiage originally drafted by Attorney General Brownell, and
in the draft document attached at Tab A for your familiarization we have
seen no reason to make significant changes.

Customarily after signing the Proclamation, within a matter of minutes
an Executive Order is signed by the President designating responsibilities and

indicating the actions to be taken to restore law and order. For reasons that

will become more apparent below, past Executive Orders have conferred

full authority upon the Secretary of Defense. Further, rather than merely
citing 10 U.S.C. 331 as the legal basis for the executive action to be taken,

legal authority has l)een stated rather generally. The draft Executive Order
attached at Tab B differs in many particulars from past Executive Orders,

but most significantly because it recognizes and details the responsibilities of

the Attorney General vis-a-vis the Secretary of Defense.

ni. EXECUTIVE DEPARTME>"T RESPOXSIBILITIES

There are four distinct phases which can be identified with respect to civil

disturbance planning and operations and Executive Department responsibili-

ties can be related to them. Phase One is before any disturbances occur. Dur-

ing this phase civil disturbance planning and preparation takes place. From
the military standpoint this planning involves the training, equipping, and

predesignation of the potential civil disturbance control forces. Operations

plans are prepared, alert and movement procedures determined, and com-
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niaiul and control arrangements estaltlished and exercised. Within the Depart-
ment of Defense, primary responsibility for such preparations has been placed
on the Secretary of the Army, subject to the general supervision of the
Secretary of Defense. The Secretary of the Army is the Executive Agent for
the Department of Defense for civil disturbance matters. Within his Depart-
ment there is a Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations
which serves him and tlie Army Chief of Staff as tlie primary military staff

agency for such matters. The status of military planning for the control of
civil disturbances was recently reviewed and we believe you can be assured
that the Department of Defense is prepared to respond effectively and on a

timely basis to Presidential orders to control civil disturbances.
Not all planning is military planning during Pha.se One. within the Depart-

ment of Juslice legal authorities and general administration policies govern-
ing the use of Federal military forces need to be clarified. Procedures to en-
sure the effective administration of justice in the locale in the event of civil

disturbances must be established. Of particular importance is the intelligence
eftVu't. This intelligence effort, while it pre.sently does not permit us to predict
civil disturbances, nevertheless enables us to monitor emerging disorders, note
civil disturbance trends and identify dissident elements which may be in-

volved in fomenting violence and disorder. Given the law enforcement re-

sponsibilities of the Attorney Oeneral. and the resources of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation at his disposal, as well as considering the inadvisability of

extensive military intelligence activities in the civilian community, we believe
it is appropriate for the Attorney General to have respon.silulity for civil

disturbance intelligence efforts. Further, aggressive cnminal prosecution of

criminal dissidents identified by intelligence efforts may reduce the potential
for further disorders.
While it is clear that civil disturbance military planning should be under

the cognizance of the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the Army.
Executive Agent, we believe it is equally inii)ortant that such planning take

place under the general supervision of the Attorney General (or the Deputy
Attorney General acting for him) who will supply the administration policy

guidelines within which the military planning can take place.
Phase Two is an emerging situation during which actual civil disturbances

are occurring. The intensity of a disorder would require the commitment of

National Guard troops in a .state militia role at the direction of a governor.
As a situation deteriorates, federal decisions will be required concerning the

alert and possible prepositioning of federal armed forces closer to a possilile

objective city where a civil disturl)ance is taking place. Generally speaking
prepo.sitioning is inadvisable prior to the receipt of at least a preliminary

request for federal assistance. Increased alert and prepositioning are means
to reduce the lead time required for movement aiul liefore federal armed forces,

should they be authorized, will be able to effectively participate in controlling

a disturbance. While some of these actions to ensure the readiness of active

forces, such as changes in the response times of federal forces targeted for

initial civil di.s'turbanee control duty, can and .should be the responsiltility

of the De7>artment of the Army, others, such as the iireiiositioning of fe<leral

troops, are highly unusual actions which will be undertaken only with the

concurrence of the Attorney General.

The Attorney General should be designated to receive preliminary requests
from the state governors for federal military assistance. He will .screen them
for legal sufficiency and, after consultation with Department of Defense

officials on the gravity of the situation, prepare recommendations concerning

the approval of a formal request for military forces.

During this emerging situation when it appears that a request for federal

assistance may be forthcoming, it may be advisal)le for an advance party
of federal civilian and military officials to be dispatched to the scene of the

disorder to make an on-site appraisal of the situation. In addition to the

military members of this team, an individual designated )iy the Attorney

General will assist in this on-site reconnaissance and make recommendations

to the Attorney General.
It should be noted that the prepositioning of federal armed forces can be

ordered without a concurrent decision that they will be committed at the

scene of the disorder. Prepositioning will allow you to defer the decision

to commit federal armed forces until the capaliilities of the state resources
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can be uiore fully determined. The Attorney General will lie prepared to make
recommendations to yoii concerning prepositioniug of force.s.
The decision to commit federal forces is yours, based on such counsel as

.^ou request. Since a decision to commit federal forces will refjuire you to
execute the necessary Proclamation and to issue an Executive Order, we be-
lieve it would be desirable for you to designate a menif)er of your personal
staff who will be familiar with civil disturbance preparations and procedureis.
'i'he Attorney General is responsible for seeing that you receive at the ap-
propriate time a properly prepared Proclamation and Executive Order for
signature.

During the third phase federal armed forces are committed at the scene
of the disorder pursuant to an Executive Order issued Iiy you. Generally at
the same time the National Guard is federalized pursuant to the Executive
Order to ensure unity of command. The employment ()f federal armed force.s
is essentially an exercise of military power under your authority as Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. These essentially military operations
will be the responsibility of the Secretary of Defense and. as indicated above,
under established Department of Defense procedures, the Secretary of the Army.
As the President's alter-ego with over-all federal responsibilities for civil

disturbance matters, the Attorney General will provide general policy guid-
ance to the Secretary of Defen.se concerning the conduct of these military
<)perations. As indicated, the Attorney General will normally appoint a per-
sonal representative (the Senior Civilian Repre.sentative of the Attorney Gen-
eral) to act as his eyes and ears at the scene of the disorder, imless of course,
you desire to designate such an individual yourself. "While the Attorney Gen-
eral's representative will have responsibility for Dejiartment of Justice mat-
ters such as the administration of justice in the affected area, we believe
it is important to preserve the military chain of command within the De-
partment of Defense. Therefore formal accountabilit.v for the conduct of the
operations involving he use of armed forces will be with the Secretary of
the Army. The military commander is instructed to consult with the Senior
Civilian Representative of the Attorney General concerning significant de-

velopments. Further, as provided for in the Executive Order, the Attorney
General will is.sue such policy guidance as he deems appropriate to the Secre-

tary of the Army who will in turn disseminate such directions to the ap-
propriate commanders at the scene. Reenforcement of the units deployed to

control the disorder will be luidertaken with the concurrence of the Attorney
General.
The fourth phase involves the withdrawal of federal forces. As the em-

ployment of federal military forces succeeds in Itringing the civil disturbance
under control, it will be necessary to decide when to withdraw federal units
and defederalize the National Guard. Both the military commander and the
Senior Civilian Representative of the Attorney General at the scene of the
disorder will make recommendations to their respective superiors concerning
the timing of this action. The timeliness of the withdrawal may depend to

some extent on the attitudes and resources of the local authorities. While
this decision is the converse of the decision to commit Federal troops made
during Phase Two discussed above, the withdrawal decision does not require
Presidential action. Given the Attorney General's responsibilities during
Phase Two, we lielieve it is appropriate that he make the final determination
concerning the readiness of the local civil authorities to resume ^nll respon-
sibility for the maintenance of law and order within their locality.

IV. DISTRICT OF COLUJfBIA.

The situation with respect to civil disturbances within the District of

Columbia is somewhat different than that outlined above. Pursuant to section

30-112 of Title 30 of the District of Columbia Code you are the Commander-in-
Chief of the militia, including the National Guard, of the District of Columbia.
Consequently, section 3fM>03. Title 39 of the District of Columbia Code, places

you in the sfi.me relationship to the Mayor and ^larshal of the Di.strict of
Cdhmibia as is the relationship between a governor and the municipal authori-
ties of his state. Fpon their request you mav aid them in suppressing violence

bv ordering the employment of the state militia. The legal procedures involved
do not require a Proclamation or Executive Order. There are practical limitn-
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tions on this procedure, however, because the District of Columlna code fails to

provide for adequate medical or disability benefits for Guardsmen who may be
killed or injured while performing riot duty and there is no moiiiey budgeted
within the District of Columbia budget to pay such troops that may be ordered
out pursuant to your authority as Commander-in-Chief. The Department of
Justice and the Department of the Army will seek remedial legislation from
Congress to correct this situation. In the past, in order to overcome these de-
ficiencies of the District of Columbia Code with respect to benefits and pay, a

practice has developed under which the Commanding General of the District of
Columbia orders the National Guard to i^erform duty to assist the Metropolitan
Police, particularly in controlling traflfie. Pay and lienefits are provided for by
authorizing federally recognized National Guard training drills. However, in

the case of a serious civil disturbance, the use of such procedure is of question-
able legality.
With respect to the District of Columbia we believe the procedures which

provide for the Attorney General to lie the overall coordinator for civil dis-

turbance matters should apply. The Attorney General is estaltlishing ccmtact
with the api)ropriate officials within the District of Columbia with law enforce-
ment responsil)ilities in order to clarify civil disturbance responsibilities and
relationships. In the event of a civil disturbance within the Di.strict of Colum-
bia, the Attin-ney General will be prepared to make recommendations to you
concerning the appropriate level and means of federal response in the event
Presidential action may be required.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we recommend that you approve the following responsibilities
for civil disturliance planning and operations :

1. Tlie Attorney General, as the President's alter-ego, will be respon.sible for

coordinating all federal efforts relating to civil disturbance matter.s.

2. During Phase One, the planning phase, the responsible Departments will

ensure their readiness, subject to the general guidance of the Attorney General.
3. During the Phase Two period of an emerging civil disturbance, the Attor-

ney General will be responsible for approving the prepositioning of Federal

forces, designating a personal representative at the scene of a disorder, and
making recommendations to you concerning the advisability of honoring a re-

quest for Federal assistance.
4. During Phase Three, when a Federal military force is committed to con-

trolling a civil disturbance, the Secretary of Defen.se (Secretary of the Army)
will l>e responsible for restoring law and order within the disturbance bx-ale,

.subject to such general guidance as the Attorney General may give him.
5. During the Phase Foiir period of withdrawal of federal forces, the Attorney

General will determine when local officials can assinne respon.sibility with their

local resources and Federal forces can be withdrawn.
John N. ^Mitchell.

Aftorncii General.
Melvin R. Laird.

Secretary of Defe7if^e.

Tak B
meirorandttm for the president

Sui)ject : Executive Department Relationships for Civil Di.sturbance Planning
and Operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of local law and order, and the control of civil disturbances
when there is a breach of law and order, is primarily the re.sponsibility of state

and local governments. Generally speaking, state and local governments have
proven equal to the resjionsibility. Thus, in tlie history of our country, although
the National Guard has been employed hundreds of times in its state militia

status, the use of federal armed forces to restore law and order has been an
infrequent occurrence. A historical review reveals that, (leaving ont situations

.irising in the District of Columbia, where special problems are presented) stnte

.nutliorities requested federal assistance approximately 15 times prior to 1967.

On five occasions these requests were refused because the President concluded
that the requirements for federal assistance, discussed below, had not been met.
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History tlierefore discloses that tlie use of federal armed forces to control
local disorders is a measure of last resort, a measure which previous Presidents
have been reluctant to take in the absence of a clear showing of need.

Prior to July 1967 the most recent occasion of federal assistance at the reciiiest
of a governor was in 1!M3 in Detroit. July 1967 witnessed the dispatch of federal

military forces again to Detroit to control the disorders there, and April 1968
witnessed the dispatch of active armed forces to both Chicago and Baltimore
at the request of the respective governors, as well as to Washington. D.C. At the
same time federal military forces were employed in these cities, there were
simultaneous disorders in many other cities throughout the country, including
some in which the situation very nearly required the commitment of federal
forces.

Following the Detroit disorders in 1967. the Department of Defense and tlie

Department of Justice cooperated in efforts to improve the planning and pre-

j)aredness of the states and the cities, as well as the state National CJuard.
This effort was accelerated following the April lf)68 disorders, with particular
enu>hasis on the need to plan for simultaneous disorders in a number of cities.

Wliile it i.s entirely possible that federal military forces may never again be

required to control local disorders, the recent history of civil disorders and the

]wtential for future disorders of unpredictable magnitude reql^iire that the
Federal Government be prepared to effectively discharge its responsibilities to

the states when directed by the President.
The purpose of this .I'oint memorandum is to propose for your consideration

an approi)riate division of responsibilities for civil disturbance planning and
operations in which the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense have
concurred. In the past two years, the Attorney General, as the Chief T-aw
Enforcement Officer of the Federal Government, has acted as a coordinator of
federal efforts relating to civil disturbances. His role has never been formalized
bv a written charter. We believe it is desirable for civil disturbance responsi-
bilities to be clarified well in advance of an actual disorder. We believe this

matter merits your attention because of the .serious policy and political impMca*-
tions of civil disturbance operations, and because you may be required, on short

notice, to act on a request for assistance.

II. LEGAL BACKGROrxn

As President and Commnnder-in-Chief of the Armed Forced you have certain
inherent authority iinrter the Constitution to use federal armed forces in case
of domestic violence ; Article IV. Section 4 of the Constitution provides :

"The United States shall guarantee to every State in this T'nion a Republican
Form of Government, and .shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on
Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature can-
not be convened) against domestic Tiolence."

This authority, along with that of the President to "take Care that the Laws
be faithfully executed." is implemented in Chapter 15 of Title 10. United States
Code. That chapter provides for the use of federal armed forces to aid civil

authorities at the request of a state governor or legislature (10 U.S.C. 331). to

enforce the laws of the United States (10 U.S.C. 332) and to protect the civil

rights of citizens within any state (10 U.S.C. 333).
Section 331 is liy far the most important .section from the standpoint of con-

trolling major civil disturbances. There are three basic prerequisites for vali-

dating a request for federal military assistance under 10 U.S.C. 331. First, a
situation of serious domestic violence must exist within the .state. Second, the
violence must be such that it cannot be brought under control by the law en-
forcement resources available to the state, including local and stare police forces
and the National Guard in militia status. Third, the legislature, or the governor
if the legislature cannot be convened, must request the President to employ
federal armed forces to bring the violence under control.
The authority of Chapter 15 provides an exception to the general criminal pro-

hibition of 18 U.S.C. § 1385, the so-called Posse Comitatus Act, which bars the
use of active Army and Air Force per.sonnel "to execute the laws." Another
important exception is the recognized right to use active armed forces to

j)rotect federal property and functions from interference. The March on the

Pentagon in October 1967 is a recent example of the exercise of this authority.
With respect to a request for assistance to a state under section 331 : Upon
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receivinjr the request, the President under the tenns of the statute and the
historical precedents must exercise his own judgment as to whether federal
military forces will he sent to the area. Should the President decide to honor
the request, he is retiuired hy 10 U.S.C. § 334 to issue a Proclamation calliuj;
upon the rioters to disperse. This Proclamation uses certain formal, time-
honored language originally drafted by Attorney General Brownell, and in the
draft document attached at Tab A for your familiarization we have seen no
reason to make significant changes.
Customarily after signing the Proclamation, within a matter of minutes an

Executive Order is signed by the President designating responsibilities and
indicating the actions to be taken to restore law and order. For reasons that
will become more apparent below, [last Executive Orders have conferred full

autliority upon the Secretary of Defense. Further, rather than merely citing
1(» r.S.C. 331 as the legal basis for the executive action to be taken, legal
authority has been stated rather generally. The draft Executive Order attached
at Tab B differs in many j)articulars from past Executive Orders, liut most
significantly because it recognizes and specifies the responsibilities of the
Attorney General as well as those of the Secretary of Defen.se.

III. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

There are four distinct phases of civil disturbance planning and operations
and Executive Department responsiliilities can be related to them. In Phaxc
One, the period prior to an actual disturbance, civil disturbance planning and
preparation takes place. Fr(mi the military standpoint this i)lanning involves the
training, equipping, and predesignaticm of the potential civil disturbance con-
trol forces. Oi)erations plans are prepared, alert and movement procedures
determined, and comnmnd and control arrangements established and tested.
Witl'.in the Dei)artment of Defen.se. primary res[>onsibility for such preparations
has been a.'-signed to the Secretary of the Ai-my. as Executive Agent, subject to
the general supervision of the Secretary of Defense. Within the Department of
the Army there is a Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations
which serves the Secretary and the Army Chief of Staff as the primary military
staff agency for such matters. The status of military planning for the control
of civil disturbances was recently reviewed, and we can assure you that the
Department of Defense is prepared to respond effectively and on a timely basis
to Presidential orders to control civil disturbances.
Not all preparatory planning activity during Pha.se One is military planning.

Within the Department of .Justice legal authorities and general admini.stration

policies governing the use of Federal military forces are reviewed. Procedures
to ensure the effective administration of justice in the locale in the event of
civil disturbances must be established. Of particular importance is the intelli-

gence effort, which while it presently does not permit us to predict civil dis-

turbances, nevertheless enables us to monitor emerging disorders, note civil

disturbance trends and identify dissident elements which may foment violence
and disorder.

Tlie previous Administration never clarified responsibilities for the important
intelligence collection effort Avhich is an es.sential part of federal activities in

Pha.<e One. Currently, the Federal Bureau of Investigation collects and makes
available a large amount of information on actual disorders and on persons
engaged in disturbance-related conduct which might constitute a federal crime.
Infonuation from the FBI and from other Justice Department sources, such as
United States Attorneys, is available to the Inter-Divisional Information Unit
(IDIU) in the .Justice Department. At the same time, the Army has been
utilizing the U.S. Army Intelligence Command, which is principally a counter
intelligence field organization, to relay civil disturbance information for use by
Department of Defense officials. This information is also made available to the
Justice Department.

Intelligence oi>erations involve the collection, analysis, and dissemination of
information. Collection activities involve principally contacts with state and
local law enforcement oflSeials and other local leaders. As you know, the FBI
has a large network of offices throughout the United States which is daily
involved in liaison activities with the kinds of officials who are in a position to
furnisli information relating to civil distiirbances. We believe that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation should be formally assigned primary responsibility for
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collecting, and furnishing- on a timely basis to other concerned agencies, raw
intelligence. Although the Army Intelligence Conunand could perform this

function, the salutary tradition of avoiding military intelligence collection

activities in predominantly civilian matters reinforces our view that this re-

siMinsibilit.v belongs with the FBI.
The analysis of information is also important. Traditionally the FBI has not

performed evaluati<«is of information. It appears that the evaluation capability
of the Amiy Intelligence structure should be made available to assist the

I)ei»artment of .Justice in the evaluation effort. The Deputy Attorney General
has already assumed the initiative in this field by designating an ad hoc evalua-

tion group composed of four representatives of the Department of Justice and
one from the Department of the Anny. This ad hoc group will also address the

problem of assuring adequate and timely dissemination of intelligence.

We believe that civil disturbance military planning should continue under
the cognizance of the Secretary of Defense, but that such planning should take

place under the general overview of the Attorney General or his designee, who
will provide administration policy guidelines within which the military plan-

ning can take place.
Phase Th-o is an emerging situation during which actual civil disturbances

are occun-ing. If the situation became serious enough to require the commit-
ment of National Guard troojis in a state militia role, federal deci.s.ions will

normally be required concerning the alert and ))ossible prepositioning of federal

armed forces closer to a possible objective city where a civil disturbance is

taking place. Generally speaking prepositioning is inadvisable prior to the receipt
of at least a preliminary request for federal assistance. Increased alert and
prepostioning are means to reduce the delay between Presidential approval of a

formal request for federal armed forces, and the actual commitment of those

forces, in the streets, to control a disturbance. While some of these actions to

ensure the readiness of active forces—such as unobtrusive changes in the

alert times of fcnleral forces targeted for initial civil distuibance contr(»l duty—
can and should be the responsibility of the Department of the Army, others, such
as the prepositioning of federal troops, are significant actions which will be

undertaken only with the concurrence of the Attorney General.

Tlie Attoruey General .should be desieiiated to receive ureliminary requests
frf)m the state governors for federal military assistance. He will screen them
for legal sufficiency and. after consultation with Department of Defense officials

on the gravity of the situation, prepare recommendations concerning the ap-

jiroval of a formal request for military forces. Attorney General Clark wrote to

the governors in lOfiT outlining procedures for seeking federal as.sistance. The
Attorney General will direct a new letter to all governors to assure that current
incumlients understaiul the federal role and the j)rocedures to l)e followed.

During thi.s emerging situation, when it appears that a request for federal

assistance ma.v be fortlicoming. it may be advisable for an advance part,v of

federal civilian and military officials to be dis))atched to the scene of the dis-

order to make an on-site appraisal of the situation. In addition to the military
memliers of this team, an individual designated by the Attorney General will

assi.st in this on-site reconnaissance and make I'ecommendations to the Attorney
General.
The prepositioning of federal armed forces can be ordered without a concur-

rent decision that they will be ccmimitted at the scene of the disorder. Pre-

])ositioning will allow you to defer the decision to commit federal armed forces

until the capabilities of the .state resources can be more fully determined, with-
out taking an exces.sive risk that federal assistance will not l>e availal>1e on a

timely basis. The Attorney General will be prepared to make recommendati(ms
to you concerning prepositioning of forces.

The decision to connnit federal forces is .vours. based on such counsel as you
request. You may wish to designate a member of your personal staff who will be
familiar with civil disturbance preparations and procedures. The Attorney
General is responsible for seeing that you receive at the appropriate time a

properly prepared Proclamation and P^xecutive Order fm* signature.
In Phase Three, federal armed forces are committed at the scene of the dis-

order pursuant to an Executive Order issued by you. Generally at the same
time the National Guard is federalized pursuant to the Executive Order to en-

sure unity of command. The employment of federal armed forces is esseutiall.v
an exercise of military power under yoiu- authority as Commander-in-Ciiief of
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the Armed Forces. These essentiully military operations will be the responsibility
of the Secretary of Defense. However, as the cabinet member with overall
federal responsibility for law enforcement policy, the Attorney General will

provide general policy guidance to the Secretary of Defense concerning the
conduct of these military operations. The Attorney General will normally appoint
a personal representative (referred to as the Senior Civilian Representative of
the Attorney General) to act as his eyes and ears at the scene of the disorder,
unless you desire to designate such an individual yourself. While the Attorney
General's representative will have the responsibility for Deimrtment of Justice
matters such as the administration of justice in the affected area, we believe it

is important to pi'esen'e the military chain of command within the Department
of Defense. Therefore formal accountability for the conduct of the operations
involving the use of armed forces will be with the Secretary of the Army who
will issue any neeessai-y order to military commanders involved. ^Military com-
manders will be instructed to consult with the Senior Civilian Representative
of the Attorney General concerning significant developments. Further, as pro-
vided for in the Executive Order, the Attorney General will issue such policy
guidance as he deems appropriate to the Secretary of the Army. Maj(u- de-
cisions such as the reinforcement of the units deployed to control the disorder
will be undertaken with the concurrence of the Attorney General.
Phase Four involves the withdi-awal of federal forces. As the employment

of federal military forces succeeds in bringing the civil disturbance under
control, it will be necessary to decide when to withdraw federal units and
defederalize the National Guard. Both the military conunander and tlie Senior
Civilian Representative of the Attorney General at the scene of the disorder
will make recommendations to their respective superiors concerning the timing
of this action. The timeliness of the withdrawal may depend to some extent
on the attitudes and resources of the local authorities. While his decision is

the converse of the decision to commit federal military forces made during
Phase Two discussed above, the withdrawal decision does not require formal
Presidential action. We believe it is appropriate for the Attorney General to
make the determination, subject to your instructions, concerning the ability of
the civil authorities to resume full responsibility for the maintenance of law
and order within the affected area.

IV. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The situation with respect to civil disturbances within the District of Colnm-
l)ia is somewhat different than that outlined above. Pursuant to section 39-112
of the District of Cohmibia Code you are the Commander-in-Chief of the
militia, including the National Guard, of the District of Cohnnbia. Conse-
quently, section 39-603, of the District of Columbia Code, establishes between
you and the Mayor of the District of Columlna a relationship much like th;i1

between a governor and the municipal authorities of his state. You may aid
District of Columbia authorities in suppressing violence by ordering the em-
ployment of the D.C. National Guard in its militia status. This procedure
does not require a Proclamation or formal Executive Order.
There are currently some deficiencies in the statutory and funding structure

affecting the District of Columlda National Guard which need to be resolved.
The Department of Defense and Department of Justice are currently address-

ing these problems and will make the necessary administrative adjustments as
well as recommend necessary legislation.
We believe the practice of having the Attorney General serve as your overall

coordinator for civil disturbance matters should apply in the District of
Columbia. The Attorney General is establishing cmtact with approorinte offi-

cials within the District of Columliia in order to clarify civil disturbnnce
responsibilities and relationships. In the event of a civil distnrliance within
the District of Columbia, the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secre-

tary of Defense, will be responsible for federal activities to restore order. The
Attorne.v General will determine the aiipropriate level and means of federal

re.sponse. In the event steps requiring Presidential approval appear necessary,
he will make appropriate recommendations to you.

Since 1949. resnonsihility for administration of the D.C. National Guard
lias been assigned to the Secretary of Defense pursuant to Executive Order
10030. In view of the military nature of the National Guard, it appears ])ru-
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dent to continue this arrangement, in order that the Guard's force structure

and personnel, equipment and training requirements can receive appropriate
supervision. This arrangement with respect to the D.C. National Guard was not

aftected by the reorganization plan whicli restructured the District of Colum-
bia Government in 1967. In the event of actual civil disturbance operations,
we believe that the D.C. National Guard should be under the operational
control of an authority designated by the Secretary of Defense, acting for you
in your role as Commander-in-Chief of the District of Columbia National
Guard. In order to clarify responsibilities for the D.C. National Guard, and to

have a current statement of authorities representing the position of your
Administration, it would be desirable to promulgate a new Executive Order.
If you approve, he Attorney General will provide a properly coordinated Ex-
ecutive Order which satisfies these objectives.

v. CONCLUSION.

In summary, we recommend that you approve the following responsibilities
for civil disturbance planning and operations :

1. The Attorney General will be responsible for coordinating all federal

efforts relating to civil disturbance matters.
2. During Phase One, the planning phase, both Departments will ensure

their readiness, subject to the general guidance of the Attorney General. The
FBI will be primarily responsible for collecting civil disturbance intelligence
and the Attorney General will coordinate all production, evaluation, and dis-

semination of finished intelligence.
3. During Phase Two, the period of an emerging civil disturbance, the

Attorney General will be responsible for approving the prepositioning of

Federal forces, designating a personal representative at the scene of a dis-

order, and making recommendations to you concerning the advisability of

honoring a request for federal assistance.
4. During Phase Three, when a federal military force is committed to con-

trolling a civil disturbance, the Secretary of Defense, utilizing the Department
of the Army Executive Agent organization, wiU be responsible for restoring
law and order wtihin the disturbance locale, subject to such general guidance
as the Attorney General may provide.

5. During the Phase Four period of withdrawal of federal forces, the Attor-

ney General will determine when local oflSeials can .assume responsibility with
their local resources and federal forces can be withdrawn.

If ,vou will approve this recommended clarification of responsibiMties. we will

personally assure that our two departments work closely together to provide
an effective structure for discharging federal responsibility for civil disturb-

ance control.
John N. Mitchell,

Aftomeif General.
Melvin R. LAiRn.

Secretary of Defense.

Tab C
March 25, 1969.

The Attorney General.
Deputy Attorney General,
William H. Rehnquist,
A.9.<tistanf Attorney General,
Office of Legal Counsel.

draft memorandum to the president on civil disturbance plan

As requested by Mr. Revercomb, annexed for your review is a draft of a
memorandum to the President to be signed bv the Secretary of Defense and
the Attorney General, embodying the Civil Disturbance Plan to be imple-
mented by the two Departments upon its approval by the President.
This has been formulated in conferences between members of my staff and

the staff of the General Coun.sel of the Army. We are also sending copies to

the latter, who will see to its review by the Secretary of the Armv and the

Secretary of Defense. As soon as we have your comments and those from the

32-996 O - 74 - 23
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Pentagon, we shall prepare a definitive revision for signature and transmis-
sion to the White House.

Memorandum for the President

Re Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

introduction

This memorandum outlines a plan by which the Departments of Defense and
Justice propose (1) to coordinate their preparations for and their responses
to any serious civil disturbance that may hereafter occur in an American city,

and (2) to assist the President in responding appropriately and effectively to

any request he may receive for Federal military forces to aid in suppressing
such a disturbance.
The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General join in submitting this

plan for your consideration and approval. If you approve it, our Departments
will work out the details. We believe that the proposed plan merits your
prompt attention because you may have to decide, on short notice, vthether to

honor a request for military aid to quell a civil disturbance.
A principal feature of the plan is the designation of the Attorney General

as the chief civilian ofiicer in charge of guiding and coordinating all Federal
Government activities relating to civil disturbances. The Attorney General is

the logical choice for this role in view of his responsibilities as chief law
enforcement ofiicer of the Federal Government, and as chief legal adviser to

the President on the critically important decisions the President must per-

sonally make as to whether and when to commit military forces in response
to a request.
On the other hand, all essentially military preparations and operations,

including especially the engagement of military forces at the scene of a dis-

turbance, will be the primary responsibility of tlie Secretary of Defense. In

discharging these functions, he will observe such law enforcement policies as

the Attorney General may determine. This will assure that military planning
and operations are consistent with Administration policy and the requirements
of law.
The responsibilities of the Department of Defense imder this plan will be

carried out principally through the Department of the Army, inasmuch as the

Secretary of the Army is assigned primary responsibility for civil disturbance

matters, as Executive Agent, subiect to the general supervision of the Sef^re-

tary of Defense. Within the Department of the Army, a Directorate for Civil

Disurbance Planning and Operations i^erves the Secretarv and the Army Chief
of Staff as the principal military staff agency for such matters.

I. THE BASIC PLAN

The plan is divided chronologically into four phases :

1. The period of civil disturbance planning and intelligence operations prior
to the outbreak of any actual disturbance.

2. The period from the initial outbreak of an actual disturbance to the time

at which the President decides to employ Federal military force.

3. The period during which Federal military forces are sent into action and
remain in action at the scene of the di.sorder.

4. The portion of the latter period during which the advisability of with-

drawing the Federal forces is considered, decided, and acted upon.
The basic plan for each of these phases is as follows :

Phase One—Advance Planning and Intelligence Operations

As in the recent past, the Secretary of Defense will have the primary re-

sponsibility for training, equipping, and designating the forces to be u«ed in

controlling civil disturbances. He will also retain primary responsibility for

preparing operation plans, determining procedures for alerting and moving the

forces, and testing command and control arrangements. The At^tnrnev General
will be consulted on important questions of law and policy arising in connec-

tion with the.se plans and preparations.
The Attorney General will contact all the State Governors reminding tliem

of the legal requirements for obtaining Federal military aid pursuant to sec-
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tion 331 of Title 10, United States Code: that a situation of serious domestic
violence exists within the State; that such violence cannot be brought under
control by the law enforcement resources available to the Governor, including
local and State police forces and the National Guard ; and that the Governor

requests the President to employ the Armed Forces to bring the violence under
control. The Governors will be advised to direct to the Attorney General all

preliminary communications concerning the possible need for Federal military
assistance under such circumstances.
The Attorney General will coordinate Federal law enforcement plans and

the Secretary of Defense will coordinate Federal military plans with State and
local authorities, in order to facilitate (1) fair and effective administration of

justice under emergency conditions caused by civil disturbances; and (2)

smooth working relationships between Federal and State forces in any dis-

turbance area.

The Attorney General will be responsible for collecting, analyzing, evaluat-

ing, and disseminating intelligence bearing upon the probability of any serious

disturbance. The Federal Bureau of Investigation w^ill be charged with the

task of collecting raw intelligence and transmitting it on a timely basis to the

Department of Defense. At the request of the Attorney General, the Depart-
ment of the Army, through the U.S. Army Intelligence Command, may assist

in this effort. However, in order to preserve the salutary tradition of avoiding

military intelligence activities in predominantly civilian matters, the U.S.

Army Intelligence Command should not ordinarily be used to collect the intelli-

gence of this sort.

The Deputy Attorney General has already designated an intelligence evalua-

tion committee consisting of four representatives from Justice and one from

Army.

Phase Tico—Responding to Early Phases of a Civil Disturbance

During the early stages of a crisis in which it appears that a request for

Federal military assistance may be forthcoming, the intelligence organization
of the Department of .Justice will alert the Attorney General and the Secre-

tary of Defense. It is expected that responsible State and local officials will

promptly inform the Attorney General of the situation and will thereafter

keep him informed of developments. When advised that a serious disturbance

is in the making, the Attorney General will immediately inform the President.

If time permits, the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense may
dispatch their personal representatives to the disturbance area to appraise the

situation before any decision is made to commit Federal forces. Such action

can help to assure that the Federal Government responds in accordance with
the realities of the situation as perceived by its own observers.

Precautionary steps, such as alerting Federal armed forces and preposition-

ing them relatively near the disturbance area, can be taken by the Federal
Government prior to receipt of a formal request from a Governor for Federal

military assistance. The prepositioning of Federal armed forces by order of

the Secretary of Defense wiH be undertaken only with the concurrence of the

Attorney General and, ordinarily, only if a substantial likelihood appears
that such forces will be required.
When the State Governor anticipates that a request for Federal military

assistance will shortly become necessary, he will confer with the Attorney
General concerning the facts of the situation, so that the Attorney General
can review the legal sufficiency of the impending request. After consultaion

with Department of Defense officials on the gravity of the situation, the Attor-

ney General will advise the President whether the conditions would warrant

honoring a request at that particular time.

When the Governor concludes that a formal renuest for military assistance

is necessary, he will address it directly to the President. At such time, the

President must exercise his personal judgment as to whether or not to commit
Federal armed forces. The decision may be a difficult one. as it involves a

weighing of the apparent need for federal forces in the circumstances ond the

President's responsibility to respond to State renuests for such fissistnnce

against the primary responsibilitv of Stnte and local nnth'^ritieR for mnin-

taining local law and order, and the inadvisability of employing Federal mili-

tary force for that purpose except in the last resort.
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The Attorney General will have furnished the President with an appropri-

ately drawn Proclamation and Executive Order, to be signed by the President
in the event that he decides to honor the request. These documents (proposed
forms attached)

^
will formalize the decision and state the factual and legal

grounds on which it is based.

Phase Three—Engagement of Federal Troops

The Executive Order will authorize the Secretary of Defense to conduct the

military operation, subject to such law enforcement policies as the Attorney
General may determine. Consistently with such policies, and with established

procedures within the Department of Defense, the Secretary of Defense will

make the necessary military decisions and will issue the appropriate orders

to the military commanders concerned. Thus the chain of military command
running down from the Secretary of Defense will be preserved. The Executive
Order further authorizes the Secretary of Defense to federalize National
Guard units and, if required, to call units and members of other Reserve Com-
ponents of the Armed Forces to active duty for purpose of the operation.
By the terms of the Order, the Attorney General will remain responsible

(1) for coordinating the activities of all Federal agencies assisting in the

suppression of violence and in the administration of justice in the affected

area, and (2) for coordinating these activities with those of State and local

agencies similarly engaged.

Phase Four—Withdrawal of Federal Troops

As the employment of Federal military forces succeeds in bringing the dis-

turbance under control, the military commander and representatives of the

Attorney General at the scene of the disturbance will make recommendations
to their respective superiors concerning the timing for the withdrawal of

Federal units, the defederalization of National Guard units, and the release

from active duty of any Reserve units. It is expected that the Secretary of

Defense will decide these matters in the light of the Attorney General's recom-

mendations as to the ability of the civil authorities to resume full responsi-

bility for the maintenance of law and order in the affected area.

II. THE BASIC PLAN FOE THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA

The respective roles of the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General
in preparing for and responding to civil disturbances in the Washington metro-

politan area are essentially the same as described above with respect to dis-

turbances within a State. Thus the Attorney General will be responsible for

coordinating Federal activities and determining Federal law enforcement poli-

cies relating to civil disturbances in this area, and the Secretary of Defense
will be in charge of military operations to suppress such disturbances.

There are, however, several supplemental features and several variations

that characterize the basic plan as applied to the Washington area. These are

as follows :

1. The basic plan must include not only provisions for dealing with gen-
eralized disturbances, but also provisions for protecting government property,

functions, or personnel in this area against any form of unlawful interference.

Military operations to suppress such interference will be the responsibility of

the Secretary of Defense, subject to the law enforcement policies of the At-

torney General.
2. The President will ordinarily look to the Mayor of the District, as he

does to the Governor of a State, to make a formal request for military assist-

ance to control a local civil disturbance.
3. In addition to his general authority to employ Federal military forces as

described above, the Prc:?ident. as Commander-in-Chief of the D.C. National

Guard, is authorized to use that Guard in militia status to suppress a civil

disturbance in the District. To facilitate the practical availability of this

option, the outstanding Executive Order vesting administrative control over

I The Proclamation is essentially a formality which fulfills the requirement of 10
tJ.S.C. 3.34. The attached Proclamation Is based on the form developed by Attorney
General Brownell in the Little Rock disturbance of 1957, and used since that time in

a variety of civil disturbance situations. The attached form of Executive Order, how-
ever, embodies several improvements over those used in recent incidents, notably In

that it spells out the respective responsibilities of the Attorney General and the

Secretary of Defense in coping with a civil disturbance.
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the D. C. Guard in the Secretary of Defense should be amended to establish

the Secretary's authority to call out the Guard in militia status to control a
local civil disturbance. An amended Executive Order will be prepared for the
President's approval and signature. In a particular civil disturbance situation

the Attorney General, after consulting with the Secretary of Defense, will

advise the President as to the choices available to him with respect to utiliza-

tion of the D.C. National Guard and active Armed Forces.
4. In addition to actual outbreaks of civil disorder, the D.C. plan must take

account of the iJossibility that peaceful demonstrations in the District may
develop into civil disorders. In order to minimize that risk, provision should be
made for the policing of such demonstrations by National Guardsmen as well

as District police forces. Moreover, the plan will provide for the limited use
of active Armed Forces to protect Government property and functions against
unlawful interference (as on the occasion of the demonstrations at the Penta-

gon in October of 1967).
If you approve the plan as outlined above, the Departments of Defense and

Justice will take all necessary steps to implement it.

Secretary of Defense.

Attorney General.

LAW AND ORDER IN THE STATE OF

By the President of the United States of America

a proclamation

WHEREAS the Governor of the State of has informed me
that conditions of domestic violence and disorder exist in and about the

City of in that State, endangering life and property and obstruct-

ing execution of the laws, and that the law enforcement resources available

to the City and State, including the National Guard, are unable to suppress
such acts of violence and to restore law and order ; and
WHEREAS the Governor has requested me to use such of the Armed Forces

of the United States as may be necessary for those purposes; and
WHEREAS such domestic violence and disorder are also obstructing the

execution of the laws of the United States, including the protection of Federal

property and functions in and about the City of

NOW, THEREFORE. I, RICHARD NIXON, President of the Ignited States
of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United
States Code, do command all persons engaged in such acts of violence to

cease and desist therefrom and to disperse and retire peaceably forthwith.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this day of

. in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ,
and of the

Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and ninety-

Executive Order

PROVIDING for the RESTORATION OF LAW AND ORDER IN THE STATE OF

WHEREAS I have today issued Proclamation No. pursuant in part to

the provisions of Chapter I.t of Title 10 of the United States Code; and
WHEREAS the conditions of domestic violence and disorder described

therein continue, and the persons engaging in such acts of violence have not

dispersed :

NOW. THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the ITnited States and Commander in Chief of the Armed Force by the

Constitution and laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of Title 10

of the United States Code, and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States

Code, it is hereby ordered as follows :

SECTION 1. Units and members of the Armed Forces of the United States

will be used to suppress the violence described in the proclamation and to

restore law and order in and about the City of
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SECTION 2. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to use such of the
Armed Forces as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 1.

To that end, he is authorized to call into the active military service of the
United States units or members of the National Guard and other Reserve
Components of the Armed Forces, as authorized by law, to serve in an active
duty status for an indefinite period and until relieved by appropriate orders.
Units or members may be relieved subject to recall at the discretion of the
Secretry of Defense.

In carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretary of Defense will
observe such law enforcement policies as the Attorney General may determine.
SECTION 3. Until such time as the Armed Forces shall have withdrawn

from the engagement authorized by this order, the Attorney General is

further authorized (1) to coordinate the activities of all Federal agencies
assisting in the suppression of violence and in the administration of justice
in and about the City of

,
and (2) to coordinate the activities

of all such agencies with those of State and local agencies similarly engaged.
SECTION 4. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to determine when

Federal military forces shall be withdrawn from the disturbance area and
when federalized National Guard and other Reserve Component units and
personnel shall be released from active Federal service. Such determinations
shall be made in the light of the Attorney General's recommendations as to

the ability of State and local authorities to resume full responsibility for the
maintenance of law and order in the affected area.
SECTION 5. The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General are author-

ized to delegate to subordinate oflBcials of their respective Departments any
of the authority conferred upon them by this order.
The White House,

, 19____

LAW AND ORDER IN THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA

By the President of the United States of Amekica

A proclamation

WHEREAS I have been informed that conditions of domestic violence and
disorder exist in the Washington metropolitan area, endangering life and
property and obstructing execution of the laws, and that local police forces

are unable to bring about the prompt cessation of such acts of violence and
restoration of law and order ; and
WHEREAS I have been requested to use such units of the National Guard

and of the Armed Forces of the United States as may be necessary for those

purposes ;
and

WHEREAS in such circumstances it is also my duty as Chief Executive to

take care that the property, personnel and functions of the Federal Govern-

ment, of embassies of foreign governments, and of international organizations
in the Washington metropolitan area are protected against violence or other

NOW, THEREFORE, I. RICHARD M. NIXON, President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution

and laws of the United States, do command all persons engaged in such acts

of violence to cease and desist therefrom and to disperse and retire peaceably
forthwith.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand this day of

. in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and . and of the

Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and ninety-

Executive Order

providing for the restoration of law and order in
the washington metropolitan area

WHEREAS I have today issued Proclamation No. , pursuant in part
to the provisions of Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code; and
WHEREAS the conditions of domestic violence and disorder described
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therein continue, and the persons engaging in such acts of violence have not
dispersed ;

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces under the
Constitution and laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of Title 10
of the United States Code and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States
Code, and by virtue of the authority vested in me as Commander in Chief
of the militia of the District of Columbia by the Act of March 1, 1889, as
amended (D. C. Code, Title 39), it is hereby ordered as follows:
SECTION 1. Units and members of the Armed Forces of the United States

or of the District of Columbia, or both, will be used to suppress the violence
described in the proclamation and restore law and order in and about the
Washington metropolitan area.
SECTION 2. (a) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to use such of the

Armed Forces as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 1,

and to protect against unlawful interference the property, personnel and
functions of the Federal and District Governments, of embassies of foreign
governments, and of international organizations in the Washington metro-
politan area. To these ends, he is authorized to call into the active military
service of the United States units or members of the National Guard and
other Reserve Components of the Armetl Forces, as authorized by law, to
sen-e in an active duty status for an indefinite period and until relieved by
appropriate orders. Units or members may be relieved subject to recall at the
discretion of the Secretary of Defense.

(b) In addition, in carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretai^y
of Defense is authorized to exercise any of the powers vested in me by law
as Commander in Chief of the militia of the District of Columbia, during
such times as units or members of the Army National Guard or Air National
Guard of the District shall not have been called into the active military
service of the United States.

(c) In carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretary of Defense
will observe such law enforcement policies as the Attorney General may
determine.
SECTION 3. Until such time as military forces shall have withdrawn from

the engagement authorized by this order, the Attorney General is further
authorized (1) to coordinate the activities of all Federal Government agencies
assisting in the suppression of violence and in the administration of justice
in the Washington metropolitan area, and (2) to coordinate the activities

of all such agencies with those of State and District of Columbia agencies
similarly engaged.
SECTION 4. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to determine when

Federal or District military forces shall be withdrawn from the disturbance
area and when federalized National Guard and other Reserve Component
units and personnel shall be released from active Federal service. Such
determinations shall be made in the light of the Attorney General's recom-
mendations as to the ability of civilian authorities to resume full respon-
sibility for the maintenance of law and ordei* in the affected area.

SECTION 5. The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General are
authorized to delegate to subordinate officials of their respective Departments
any of the authority conferred upon them by this order.

The White House,
, 196__.

Tab D
Memorandum for the Secretary of the Army and the

Under Secretary of the Army

Attached is a draft of the memorandum which has been proposed as a

means for the Secretary of Defense and The Attorney General to obtain the

approval of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil disturbance
matters. The memorandum was prepared jointly by my office and the office of

Legal Counsel, Department of Justice. There were several drafts preceding this

one, and the Department of Justice, without our concurrence, introduced some
minor variations in the attached version with which I do not agree. I do agree,

however, that the paper is one we could live with, and my objections go more
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to the adequacy of explanation offered to the President concerning his role than
to the question of dividing responsibilities between the Secretary of Defense
and The Attorney General.
There is apparently considerable pressure from The Attorney General to

accelerate submission of the paper to the President. Accordingly, I propose to

furnish copies to ASD(A), ASD(PA) and OSD General Counsel, since they are

the three OSD representatives on the Civil Disturbance Steering Group. I am
also furnishing copies to General Palmer and General Unger. I believe a copy
should be furnished to Mr. Laird by Mr. Resor.
Within the Department of Justice, copies of the draft memorandum are

being referred to The Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General for

their comments.
Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.

25 March 1969.

Note for Mr. Henkin, Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs).

Subject : Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

Attached is a draft of the memorandum which has been proposed as a means
for the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General to obtain the approval
of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil disturbance matters.

Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.

25 March 1969.

Note for Colonel Persons, OTJAG.
Subject : Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

Attached is a draft of the memorandum which has been proposed as a means
for the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General to obtain the approval
of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil disturbance matters.

Robert E. Jordan III,
General Counsel.

25 March 1969.

Note for Mr. L. Niederlehner. Acting General Counsel of Defense.

Subject: Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

Attached is a draft of the memorandum which has been proposed as a means
for the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General to obtain the approval
of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil disturbance matters.

Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.

25 March 1969.

Note for the Director for Civil Disturbance, Planning and Operations.
Subject : Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

Attached is a draft of the memorandum which has been proposed as a means
for the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General to obtain the approval
of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil disturbance matters.

I have furnished a copy to General Palmer and di.scussed with him how we
might have a close hold staflBng on the paper.

Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.

25 March 1969.

Note for the Vice Chief of Staff.

Bruce : Attached is a draft of the memorandum which we di.scussed. It has
been proposed as a means for the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General
to obtain the approval of the President on a division of responsibilities for civil

disturbance matters. A copy has been furnished to the Director For Civil

Disturbance Planning and Operations.
Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.
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Tab F
Significant Suggested Changes

A. Page 1

This memorandum outlines a plan by which the Departments of Defense and
Justice propose (1) to coordinate their preparations for and their responses to

any serious civil disturbance that may hereafter occur in ftft American efty in a

city in the United States, and (2) to assist the President in responding appropriately
and effectively to any request he may receive for Federal military forces to aid

in suppressing such a disturbance. While the plan is principally geared to situations

involving a State request for assistance in controlling urban violence and disorder

under Section 331 of Title 10, United States Code, the relationships it formalizes
are equally applicable to other situations, such as the enforcement of Federal law under

10 U.S.C. 322 or the protection of civil rights pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 333, that may
require the employment of Federal armed forces.

(a) Page 2

. . . chief civilian officer in charge of guiding ftft4 coordinating all Federal

Government activities . . .

B. Page 2

On the other hand, all essentially military preparations and operations, includ-

ing especially the employment engagement of military forces at the scene of a

disturbance, "vv'ill be the primary responsibility of the Secretary of Defense. In

discharging these functions, he will observe such law enforcement policies as the

Attorney General may determine. To the extent practical such law enforcement

policies will be formulated during the planning stage so that military commanders
can familiarize themselves with them and train their personnel to implement them.

This will assure that military planning and operations are consistent with Ad-
ministration policy and the requirements of law.

C. Page 2

The responsibilities of the Department of Defense under this plan will be carried

out principally through the Department of the Army, inasmuch as the Secretary
of the Army "is assigned primary responsibility for civil disturbance matters, as

Executive Agent, subject to the general supervision of the Secretary of Defense.

Within the Department of the Army, a Directorate for Civil Disturbance Plan-

ning and Operations serves the Secretary and the Army Chief of Staff as the

principal military staff agency for such matters. Once a decision has been made to

commit Federal armed forces in a locality and announced by the White House, the

Assistant Secretary of Defense {Public Affairs) ivill be responsible for all public

affairs activities in connection with the employment of such Federal armed forces

to control civil disturbances.

(b) Page 3

"3. The period during which Federal military forces are employed 8e»* iftfee

action aft4 remain kt action at the scene of the disorder."

(c) Page 4

"... important questions of law and law enforcement policy arising . . ."

D. Page 4

The Attorney General ivill be responsible for Federal efforts directed toward improv-

ing and evaluating the capabilities of civilian local law enforcement authorities to deal

with civil disturbances, and the Secretary of Defense will be responsible for the Federal

efforts relating to the State National Guard. The Attorney General will coordinate
Federal law enforcement plans and the Secretary of Defense will coordinate

Federal military plans with State and local authorities, in order to facilitate (1)

fair and effective administration of justice under emergency conditions caused by
civil disturbances; and (2) smooth working relationships between Federal and
State forces in any disturbance area.

(d) Page 5

"... the Department of the Army, through *be ^Sr Army Intelligence

Command
, may assist . . . However . . . the -yrSr Army Intelligence ^emf»ftftd

ohould will not ordinarilv . . ."
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E. Page 5

The Army has considerable experience in evaluating raw intelligence including
that relating to Civil Disturbances, and it will continue to provide intelligence evalu-
ations. To improve interdepartmental intelligence coordination and evaluation pro-
cedures, the [Deputy] Attorney General has already recently designated an intel-

ligence evaluation committee consisting of [four] representatives from various
units in Justice and [one] from the Army.
F. Page 6

Precautionary steps, such as alerting Federal armed forces and prepositioning
them relatively near the disturbance area, can be taken by the Federal Govern-
ment prior to receipt of a formal request from a Governor for Federal military
assistance. Prepositioning must be undertaken ivith discretion: In the absence of at
least an informal State request for assistance or in the face of expressed opposition of
a Governor to Federal assistance, prepositioning could be viewed as an unwarranted
Federal interference with local responsibilities and States' rights. The prepositioning
of federal armed forcco fey more than a battalion sized unit {approximately 500
men) by order of the Secretary of Defense will be undertaken only with the €e»-
ourrcnee informal approval of the Attorney General aftdr President. Such approval
will be sought by the Attorney General, and ordinarily only if there appears to be a
substantial likelihood appearH that such forces will be required. -P^ Preeidcnt ifiU
he notified in advance hy ike Attorn-ey General o/ miy dccieien ie prcpooHien Fcdc'Htl
etrmed forced w « State.

G. Page 7

When the Governor concludes that a formal request for military assistance is

necessary, he will address it directly to the President. At such time," the President
must exercise his personal judgment as to whether or not to commit Federal armed
forces. The decision may be difficult one, as it involves a weighing of the apparent
need for Federal forces in the circumstances and the President's responsibility to
respond to State requests for such assistance against the primary responsibility of
State and local authorities for maintaining local law and order, and the inadvis-
ability of employing Federal military force for that purpose except in the last
resort. On several past occasions, Presidents have declined the honor requests or

delayed action on them until they were satisfied that conditions warranting the employ-
ment of Federal armed forces were met.

H. Page 8

The Executive Order will authorize the Secretary of Defense to conduct the
military operation, subject to ouch law enforcement peMeiee ae %he Attorney Geft-
efai may determine the law enforcement policies determined by the Attorney General
during the planning phase. Geftsiotcntly wtfefe Guided by such policies, a»d -with

pursuant to established procedures within the Department of Defense, the Sec-
retary of Defense wiU Hiake is responsible for the necessary military decisions and
win iogue for isstiance of the appropriate orders to the military commanders
concerned. Thus the chain of military command running down from the Secretary
of Defense will be preserved. The established law enforcement policies may require
revision or elaboration during actual military operations ; in that event, the Secretary of
Defense will refer such matters, military exigencies permitting, to the Attorney Gen-
eral, together with his recommendations. The Executive Order further authorizes
the Secretary of Defense to federalize National Guard units and, if required, to ail

order units a«d members ef other of Reserve Components of the Armed Forces to
active duty for purposes of the operation.

I. Page 11

3. In addition to his general authority to employ Federal military forces as
described above, the President, as Commander-in-Chief of the D.C. National
Guard, is authorized to use that Guard in n ilitia status to suppress a civil dis-

turbance in the District without the necessity for a Proclamation or Executive Order.
To facilitate the practical availability of this option, the outstanding Executive
Order vesting administrative control over the D.C. Guard in the Secretary of
Defense should be amended to establish the Secretary's authority in such cases
to call out the Guard in militia status to control a local civil disturbance. An
amended Executive Order will be prepared for the President's approval and
signature. The D.C. National Guard [{may)] will be used in militia status for the

purpose of suppressing a civil disturbance only after the informal approval of the

President has been [{advised)] obtained. In a particular civil disturbance situation.
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the Attorney General, after consulting with the Secretary of Defense, will advise
the President as to the choices available to him with respect to utilization of the
D.C. National Guard and active armed forces.

(e) Page 12

"... provision ohould can be made for the policing of such demonstrations
by National Guardsmen {in their militia status) as well as District police forces.

Moreover, %he plan wiH provide planning provides . . . ."

(f) State Executive Order Page 1

D.C. Executive Order Page 2

". . . National Guard and other to order units of the Reserve Compo-
nents . . . ."

(g) State Executive Order Page 2

D.C. Executive Order Page 3

". . . when federalized National Guard and other Reserve component
units ftft4 pcroonnel shall be released . . ."

(h) State Executive Order Page 2

D.C. Executive Order Page 2

". . . Secretary of Defense [will] shall observe such law enforcement ..."

J. State Executive Order Page 3

D.C. Executive Order Page 3

SECTION 5. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to delegate to the Deputy
Secretary of Defense and one or more of the Secretaries of the Military Departments
and the Attorney General is authorized to delegate to the Deputy Attorney General
and to one or more of the Assistant Attorneys General, any of the authority conferred
upon them respectively by this order. SECTION &7 4^fee Secretary ef ©efeeee ftad
4rhe Attorney G eneral fti=e authoriacd *e delegate te ijubordinatc officialtj ef their

reopcctivc Cepartmento etfty- of tiie authority conferred «p©« them fey %his ©ftiefT

TabG
31 March 1969.

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense

Subject : Draft Civil Disturbance Memorandum for the President.

I previously furnished you with a copy of the initial "for comment" draft of
a proposed joint memorandum to the President concerning civil disturbances.

Subsequently, we have been obtaining the views of interested officials within
the Army, and Bob Jordan solicited comments on the initial draft from the

Acting General Counsel, DoD, the Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Public Affairs), and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration).
All the comments received were reflected in a single set of proposed revisions to

the initial draft. At Tab A is a recapitulation of the revisions. The recapitula-
tion shows the revisions in the context of the initial draft, with deleted portions
marked out, and added portions underscored.
We have coordinated our suggested revisions with the Department of Justice,

and with two exceptions, they have been accepted by the Office of Legal Counsel.
Copies of our proposed revisions have been furnished to the Deputy Attorney
General by the Office of Legal Counsel, with the indication that they concur,
with two exceptions.
The two exceptions are indicated on the recapitulation by red signals. One

deals with the public affairs responsibilities during civil disturbances, and the
other deals with civil disturbance intelligence collection and analysis functions.
The language on public affairs responsibilities has the approval of the Acting
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs). The language on intelli-

gence represents the Army's view, in which OSD representatives have con-
curred, of the proper military intelligence role.

Mr. Beal plans to explore the two unresolved areas with the Deputy Attorney
General in order to .see if an accommodation can be reached. I will keep you
advised. Subject to any reservations you may have about the draft memorandum,
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it appears that there should be at most one or two areas of disagreement to be

resolved when you discuss the matter with the Attorney General.

A revised draft memorandum, with enclosures, reflecting all of our proposed

changes, is attached at Tab B.
Stanley R. Resor,
Secretary of the Army.

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense

Subject : Memorandum for the President on Civil Disturbance Responsibilities.

I have previously furnished you drafts of the proposed memorandum, to be

signed by you and the Attorney General, for the purpose of securing the Presi-

dent's approval of a proposed statement of responsibilities for civil disturb-

ance matters.
We have now received from the Department of Justice their proposed final

version of this paper, a copy of which is attached. Their proposal generally
reflects agreements and compromises reached between the Army and the

Department of Justice, and I consider it an acceptable document for the purpose
for which it is intended.
There are two matters of substance on which we have yielded to the strong

views of the Attorney General. First of all, we have agreed to accept a quite

general statement of intelligence responsibilities (red tab, attached paper) in

lieu of language which we had recommended which would, more clearly define

the responsibility of the Federal Bureau of Investigation as the primary intelli-

gence collection agency. We were not able to obtain full agreement with the

Department of Justice on this point, but we have achieved an understanding that

this question will be explored further in the near future between the two

departments. I consider this arrangement acceptable.
The Justice Department has insisted on a statement of public affairs re-

sponsibility which clearly subordinates the role of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense (iPublic Affairs) to that of the White Hou.se press office. In practice,

we believe that press matters will be handled in the future as thev have been

handled in the past—that is, principally by ASD(PA) once the White House
has announced a decision to commit federal troops. Since in practice all public
affairs activities within the Executive Branch must accept guidance from the

White Hou.se Press Secretary, I view the Department of Justice language as

acceptable, although you may wish to consult Mr. Hankin on this point.

I recommend that you sign the attached memorandum to the President. The

Attorney General has already done .so. The Attorney General has expressed his

strong wish to put this paper in the hands of thp President for his trip to

Abilene (beginning tomorrow) and thence to Key Biscayne for the weekend.
I understand that he may call you directly on this point.

Stanley R. Resor,
Secretary of the Army.

Tab H
Office of the Attorney General,

Washington, D.C., April 1, 1969.

Memorandtim
Hon. Robert Jordan,
General Counsel,
Department of the Army

After the Secretary of Defense has signed the attached, the copies for the

White House should be delivered as soon as possible this evening to the Mili-

tary Aide's Office at the White House with these in.structions : Put on President's

airplane for the attention of John Ehrlichman. Counsel to the President.

Richard G. Kleindienst,
Deputy Attorney General.

Enclosures.

Memorandum for the President

Re Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.
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INTRODUCTION

This memorandum outlines a plan by which the Departments of Defense and
Justice propose (1) to coordinate their preparations for and their responses to

any serious civil disturbance that may hereafter occur in a city in the United

States, and (2) to assist the President in resiwnding appropriately and effec-

tively to any request he may receive for Federal military forces to aid in sup-

pressing such a disturbance. While the plan is principally geared to situations

involving a State request for assistance in controlling urban violence and dis-

order under section 331 of Title 10. United States Code, the relationships it

formalizes are equally applicable to other situations, such as the enforcement of

Federal law under 10 U.S.C. 332 or the protection of civil rights pursuant to

10 U.S.C. 333, that may require the employment of Federal armed forces.

The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General join in submitting this

plan for your consideration and approval. If you approve it, our Departments
will work out the details. We believe that the propo.sed plan merits your prompt
attention because you may have to decide, on short notice, whether to honor a

request for military aid to quell a civil disturbance.
A principal feature of the plan is the designation of the Attorney General as

the chief civilian officer in charge of coordinating all Federal Government
activities relating to civil disturbances. The Attorney General is the logical

choice for this role in view of his responsibilities as chief law enforcement
officer of the Federal Government, and as chief legal adviser to the President

on the critically important decisions the President must personally make as to

whether and when to commit military forces in response to a request.
On the other hand, all essentially military preparations and operations,

including esnecially the employment of military forces at the scene of a dis-

turbance, will be the primary responsibility of the Secretary of Defense. In

discharging these fimctions. he will observe such law enforcement policies as

the Attorney General may determine. To the extent practical, such law enforce-

ment policies will be formulated during the planning stage so that military

commanders can familiarize themselves ^vith them and train their personnel to

implement them. This will assure that military planning and operations are

con.sistent with Administration oolicy and the renuirements of law.

The responsibilitie.s of the Department of Defense under this plan will be

carried out princit>ally through the Department of the Army, inasmuch as the

Secretary of the Army is assigned primary responsibility for civil disturbance

matters, as Executive Agent, subject to the general supervision of the Secre-

tary of Defense. Within the Department of the Army, a Directorate for Civil

Disturbance Planning and Operations serves the Secretary and the Army Chief

of Staff as the principal military staff agency for such matters.

Prior to the time a decision has been made to commit Federal armed forces

in a locality the White House shall be responsible for all public information

activities. Thereafter, the dissemination of all public information in connection

with the control of civil disturbance shall be undertaken by or as directed by
the White House.

I. THE BASIC PLAN

The plan is divided chronologically into four phases :

1. The period of civil disturbance planning and intelligence operations prior
to the outbreak of any actual disturbance.

2. The period from the initial outbreak of an actual disturbance to the time

at which the President decides to employ Federal military force.

3. Thf period during which Federal military forces are employed at the scene

of the disorder.

4. The portion of the latter period during which the advisability of with-

drawing the Federal forces is considered, decided, and acted upon.
The basic plan for each of these phases is as follows :

Phase One—Advance Planning and Intelligence Operations

As in the recent past, the Secretary of Defense will have the primary re-

sponsibility for training, equipping, and designating the forces to be used in

controlling civil disturbances. He will also retain primary responsibility for

preparing operation plans, determining procedures for alerting and moving
the forces, and testing command and control arrangements. The Attorney Gen-
eral will be consulted on important questions of law and law enforcement policy

arising in connection with these plans and preparations.
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The Attorney General will contact all the State Governors, reminding them
of the legal requirements for obtaining Federal military aid pursuant to section

331 of Title 10, United States Code: that situation of serious domestic violence

exists within the State ; that such violence cannot be brought under control by
the law enforcement resources available to the Governor, including local and
State police forces and the National Guard ; and that the Governor requests the

President to employ the Armed Forces to bring the violence under control. The
Governors will be advised to direct to the Attorney General all preliminary
communications concerning the possible need for Federal military assistance

under such circumstances.
Under the supervisiion of the Attorney General, raw intelligence data per-

taining to civil disturbances will be acquired from such sources of the Govern-
ment as may be available. Such data will be transmitted to the Intelligence
Unit of the Department of Justice, and it will be evaluated on a continuing
basis by representatives from varioxis departments of the Government. After
evaluations have been made, the data will be disseminated to the Attorney
General, the Secretary of Defense, and the White House.

Phase Two—Responding to Early Phases of a Civil Disturbance

During the early stages of a crisis in which it appears that a request for

Federal military assistance may be forthcoming, the intelligence organization
of the Department of Justice will alert the Attorney General and the Secretary
of Defense. It is expected that responsil)le State and local officials will promptly
inform the Attorney General of the .situation and will thereafter keep him
informed of developments. When advised that a serious disturbance is in the

making, the Attorney General will immediately inform the President.
If time permits, the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense may

dispatch their personal representatives to the disturbance area to appraise the
situation before any decision is made to commit Federal forces. Such action can
help to assure that the Federal Government responds in accordance with the
realities of the situation as perceived by its own observers.

Precautionary steps, such as alerting Federal armed forces and prepositioning
them relatively near the disturbance area, can be taken by the Federal G()vem-
ment prior to receipt of a formal request from a Governor for Federal military
assistance. Prepositioning must, of course, be undertaken with discretion. The
prepositioning of more than a battalion-sized unit (approximately 500 men) by
order of the Secretary of Defense will be undertaken only with the informal

approval of the President. Such approval will be sought by the Attorney
General, and, ordinarily, only if there appears to be a substantial likelihood
that such forces will be required.
When the State Governor anticipates that a request for Federal military

assistance will shortly become necessary, he will confer with the Attorney
General concerning the facts of the situation, so that the Attorney General can
review the legal sufficienc.v of the impending request. After consultation with
Department of Defense officials on the gravity of the situation, the Attorney
General will advise the President whether the conditions would warrant honor-
ing a request at that particular time.
When the Governor concludes that a formal request for military assistance

is necessary, he will address it directly to the President. At such time, the
President must exercise his personal judgment as to whether or not to commit
Federal armed forces. The decision mav be a difficult one, as it involves a

weighing of the apparent need for Federal forces in the circumstances, and the
President's responsibility to respond to State requests for such assistance,
against the primary responsibility of State and local authorities for maintain-
ing local law and order, and the inadvisability of employing Federal military
force for that purpose except in the last resort.

The Attorney General will have furnished the President with an appropri-
ately drawn Proclamation and Executive Order, to be signed bv the President
in the event that he decides to honor the request. These documents will formal-
ize the decision and state the factual and legal grounds on which it is based.*

* Attached are proposed forms of Proclamation and Executive Order, one set for
use in response to a State request, the other for use in connection with a civil
disturbance in the Washington metropolitan area.
The Proclamation is essentiall.v a formality which fulfills the requirement of 10

U.S.C. 334. The attached Proclamations are based on the form developed by Attorney
General Brownell in the Little Rock disturbance of 1957, and used since that time
in a variety of civil disturbance situations. The attached forms of Executive Order,
however, embody several improvements over those used in r?cpnt incidents, notably in

spelling out the respective responsibilities of the Attorney General and the Secretary
of Defense in coping with a civil disturbance.
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Phase Three—Engagement of Federal Troops

The Executive Order will authorize the Secretary of Defense to conduct the

military oi>eration, subject to the law enforcement policies determined by the

Attorney General during the planning phase. Guided by such policies, pursuant
to established orocedures within the Department of Defense the Secretary of

Defense is responsible for the necessary military decisions and for issuance

of the appropriate orders to the military commanders concerned. Thus the chain

of military command running down from the Secretary of Defense will be

preserved." The established law enforcement policies may require revision or

elaboration during the actual military operations; in that event, the Secretary

of Defense will refer such matters, military exigencies permitting, to the

Attorney General, together with his recommendations. The Executive Order

further "authorizes the Secretary of Defense to federalize National Guard units

and, if required, to order units of Reserve Components of the Armed Forces to

active duty for purposes of the operation.
The Attorney General will have a personal representative located with the

military task force commander in each city where armed forces are committed.

Standing military instructions to Task Force Commanders will instruct the

commanders to consult with the Attorney General's representative on all signifi-

cant matters.

By the terms of the Order, the Attorney General will remain responsible (1)

for coordinating the activities of all Federal agencies assisting in the suppres-

sion of violence and in the administration of justice in the affected area, and

(2) for coordinating these activities with those of State and local agencies

similarly engaged.

Phase Four—Withdraival of Federal Troops

As the employment of Federal military forces succeeds in bringing the

disturbance under control, the military commander and the repre.sentative of

the Attorney General at the scene of the disturbance will make recommenda-
tions to their respective superiors concerning the timing for the withdrawal of

Federal units, the defederalization of National Guard units, and the release

from active duty of any Reserve units. It is expected that the Secretary of

Defense will decide these matters in the light of the Attorney General's recom-
mendations as to the ability of the civil authorities to resume full responsibility
for the maintenance of law and order in the affected area.

II. THE BASIC PLAN FOR THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA

The respective roles of the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General in

preparing for and responding to a civil disturbance in the AVashington metro-

politan area are essentially the same as described above with respect to disturb-

ances within a State. Thus the Attorney General will be responsible for co-

ordinating Federal activities and determining Federal law enforcement poli-

cies relating to civil disturbances in this area, and the Secretary of Defense
will be in charge of military operations to suppress such a disturbance.

There are, however, several supplemental features and variations that char-

acterize the basic plan as applied to the Washington area. These are as follows:
1. The basic plan must include not only provisions for dealing with general-

ized disturbances, but also provisions for protecting government property,
functions, or personnel in this area against any form of unlawful interference.

Military operations to suppress such interference will be the responsibility of

the Secretary of Defense, subject to the law enforcement policies of the

Attorney General.
2. The President will ordinarily look to the Mayor of the District, as he does

to the Governor of a State, to make a formal request for military assistance to

control a local civil disturbance.
3. In addition to his general authority to employ Federal military forces as

described above, the President, as Commander-in-Chief of the D.C. National
Guard, is authorized to use that Guard in militia status to suppress a civil

disturbance in the District without the necessity for a Proclamation or Execu-
tive Order.
To facilitate the practical availability of this option, the outstanding Execu-

tive Order of 1949 vesting administrative control over the D.C. Guard in the

Secretary of Defense (E. O. 10030) should be amended to establish the Secre-
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tary's authority in such cases to call out the Guard in militia status to control

a local civil disturbance. An amended Executive Order will be prepared for the

President's approval and signature.
The D.C. National Guard will be used in militia status for the purpose of

suppressing a civil disturbance only after the informal approval of the Presi-

dent has been obtained. In a particular civil disturbance situation, the Attorney
General, after consulting with the Secretary of Defen.se, will advise the Presi-

dent as to the choices available to him with respect to utilization of the D.C.

National Guard and active armed forces.

4. In addition to actual outbreaks of civil disorder, the D.C. planning takes

account of the possibility that peaceful demonstrations in the District may
develop into civil disturbances. In order to minimize that risk, provision can
be made for the policing of such demonstrations by National Guardsmen in their

militia status as visU as by District police forces. Moreover, planning provides
for the limited u.se of active armed forces to protect Government property and
functions against unlawful interference (as on the occasion of the demonstra-
tion at the Pentagon in October of 1967).

If you approve the plan as outlined above, the Departments of Defense and
Justice will take all necessary steps to implement it.

John N. Mitchell.
Attorney General.

LAW AND ORDER IN THE STATE OF

By the Pbesident of the United States of America

a proclamation

WHEREAS the Governor of the State of has informed me that
conditions of domestic violence and disorder exist in and about the City of

in that State, endangering life and property and obstructing execution
of the laws, and that the law enforcement resources available to the City and
State, including the National Guard, are unable to suppress such acts of vio-

lence and to restore law and order : and
WHEREAS the Governor has requested me to use such of the Armed Forces

of the United States as ma.v be necessary for those iiurposes ; and
WHEREAS such domestic violence and disorder are also obstructing the

execution of the laws of the United States, and endangering the seciirity of
Federal propertv and functions, in and about the Citv of :'

NOW, THEREFORE, I, RICHARD NIXON, President of the United States
of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States
Code, do command all persons engaged in such acts of violence to cease and
desist therefrom and to disperse and retire peaceablv forthwith.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand this day of

, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and , and of the

Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and ninety-

LAW AND ORDER IN THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA

By the President of the United States of America

a proclamation

WHEREAS I have been informed that conditions of domestic violence and
disorder exist in the Washington metropolitan area, endangering life and
property and obstructing execution of the laws, and that local police forces
are unable to bring about the prompt cessation of such acts of violence and
restoration of law and order

; and
WHEREAS I have been requested to use such units of the National Guard

and of the Armed Forces of the United States as may be necessary for those

purposes ; and
WHEREAS in such circumstances it is also my duty as Chief Executive

to take care that the property, personnel and functions of the Federal Gov-

ernment, of embassies of foreign governments, and of international organiza-
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tions in the Washington metropolitan area are protected against violence or
other interference :

NOW, THEREFORE, I, RICHARD NIXON, President of the United States
of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
laws of the United States, do command all persons engaged in such acts of
violence to cease and desist therefrom and to disperse and retire peaceably
forthwith.

Ix\ WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this day
of

, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
, and of the

Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and ninety-

Executive Order

providing for the restoration of law and okder in the state of

WHEREAS I have today issued Proclamation No. pursuant in part
to the provisions of Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code; and
WHEREAS the conditions of domestic violence and disorder described

therein continue, and the persons engaging in such acts of violence have not
dispersed ;

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces by the
Constitution and laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of Title
10 of the United States Code, and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States
Code, it is hereby ordered as follows :

SECTION i. Units and members of the Armed Forces of the United States
will be used to suppress the violence described in the proclamation and to

restore law and order in and about the City of
SEC. 2. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to use such of the Armed

Forces as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 1. To that

end. he is authorized to call into the active military service of the United
States units or members of the National Guard, and to order to active duty
units of the Reserve Components of the Armed Forces, as authorized by law,
to serve in an active duty status for an indefinite period and until relieved

by appropriate orders. Units or members may be relieved subject to recall

at the discretion of the Secretary of Defense.
In carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretary of Defense shall

observe such law enforcement policies as the Attorney General may determine.
SEC. 3. Until such time as the Armed Forces shall have been A^-ithdrawn

pursuant to Section 4 of this order, the Attorney General is further authorized

(1) to coordinate the activities of all Federal agencies assisting in the sup-

pression of violence and in the administration of justice in and about the

City of , and (2) to coordinate the activities of all such agencies
with those of State and local agencies similarly engaged.
SEC. 4. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to determine when Federal

military forces shall be withdrawn from the disturbance area and when
federalized National Guard and Reserve Component units and personnel shall

be released from active Federal service. Such determinations shall be made
in the light of the Attorney General's recommendations as to the ability of

State and local authorities to resume full responsibility for the maintenance
of law and order in the affected area.

SEC. 5. The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General are authorized
to delegate to subordinate oflScials of their respective Departments any of the

authority conferred upon them by this order.

The White House,
, 19__

Executive Order

providing for the restoration of law and order in
the washington metropolitan area

WHEREAS I have today issued Proclamation No. , pursuant in part
to the provisions of Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code; and
WHEREAS the conditions of domestic violence and disorder described

therein continue, and the persons engaging in such acts of violence have
not dispersed ;

32-996 O - 74 - 24
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NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces under
the Constitution and laws of the United States, including Chapter 15 of
Title 10 of the United States Code and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United
States Code, and by virtue of the authority vested in me as Commander
in Chief of the militia of the District of Columbia by the Act of March 1,

1889, as amended (D. C. Code, Title 39), it is hereby ordered as follows:
SECTION 1. Units and members of the Armed Forces of the United States

or of the National Guard of the District of Columbia, or both, will be used
to suppress the violence described in the proclamation and to restore law
and order in and about the Washington metropolitan area.
SECTION 2. (a) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to use such of the

Armed Forces as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 1
and to protect against unlawful interference the property, personnel and
functions of the Federal and District Governments, of embassies of foreign
governments, and of international organizations in the Washington metro-
politan area. To these ends, he is authorized to call into the active military
service of the United States units or members of the National Guard, and
to order to active duty units of the Reserve Components of the Armed Forces,
as authorized by law, to serve in an active duty status for an indefinite

period and until relieved by appropriate orders, tfnits or members may be
relieved subject to recall at the discretion of the Secretary of Defense.

(b) In addition, in carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretary
of Defense is authorized to exercise any of the powers vested in me by law
as Commander in Chief of the militia of the District of Columbia, during such
time as units or members of the Army National Guard or Air National Guard
of the District shall not have been called into the active military service of
the United States.

(c) In carrying out the provisions of this order, the Secretary of Defense
shall observe such law enforcement policies as the Attorney General may
determine.
SECTION 3. Until such times as military forces shall have been with-

drawn pursuant to Section 4 of this order, the Attorney General is further
authorized (1) to coordinate the activities of all Federal Government agencies
assisting in the suppression of violence and in the administration of .iustice

in the Washington metropolitan area, and (2) to coordinate the activities

of all such agencies with those of State and District of Columbia agencies
similarly engaged.

SECTION 4. The Secretarj' of Defense is authorized to determine when Fed-
eral or District military forces shall be withdrawn from the disturbance area and
when federalized National Guard and other Reserve Component units and per-
sonnel shall be released from active Federal service. Such determinations shall be
made in the light of the Attorney General's recommendations as to the ability of

civilian authorities to resume full responsibility for the maintenance of law and
order in the affected area.

SECTION 5. The Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General are au-
thorized to delegate to subordinate officials of their respective Departments any
of the authority conferred upon them by this order.

The White House,

,
196_.

I
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Tab I

'Hf: whits: houScI

WASH I NGTON

May 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT FEDERAL RESPONSE TO CIVIL DISTURBANCES

The attached memorandum at Tab A formalizes operational plans for

Federal response to potential civil disorders. With your approval,
the Attorney General is designated chief civilian officer for coordi2-»a-

tion of all Federal government activities relating to civil disturbances.

The Secretary of Defense, through the Department of the Army, will

be primiarily responsible for employment of the military at a disturb-

ance site subject to law enforcenaent policies established by the At-

torney General.

These operational plans specify Justice and Defense responsibilities
for four distinct phases: (1) Advance Planning and Intelligence Op-
erations; (2) Responding to Early Phases of a Civil Disturbance;

(3) Engagement of Federal Troops; and (4) Withdrawal of Federal

Troops. The plans present a prepared Federal response to disorders

which is flexible enough to be varied as conditions change.

Also attached at Tab B are copies of proclam.ations and executive

orders which by law you miust sign in order to activate Federal forces

to suppress violence. When a Governor concludes that a formal re-

quest for military assistance is necessary, he will address his re-

quest directly to you. Prior to your receiving such a request, the At-

torney General will have reviewed the facts of the situation, consulted

with Defense officials on the gravity of the disorder, and then advised

you on whether the conditions would warrant honoring a request at

that particular time. The appropriate proclamation and executive

order will be designated for your signature.

Recommendation; That you approve the plan as outlined.

JOHN IJX'-EHRLICHMAN

Approve ,'

v

Disapprove
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Tab J
May 24, 1969.

Memorandum for the Under Secretary

Subject: Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.
When the Justice Department retyped the Interdepartmental Action Plan

in final form, it omitted a paragraph concerning the responsibility for im-
proving the capability of civilian law enforcement and the State National
Guard. We noticed this omission, and called it to the attention of Marty
Richman (Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel), who
checked and determined that the omission was purely inadvertent. Now that
the Plan has been formally approved by the President, I believe it would be
appropriate to call the omission to the attention of Mr. Kleindienst, and sug-
gest that we consider the paragraph as included in the plan, insofar as divi-
sion of responsibility between Justice and Army is concerned. A letter to this
effect, which I recommend that you sign, is attached.

Robert E. Jordan III,
General Counsel.

June 2, 1969.
Hon. Richard G. Kleindienst,
Deputy Attorney General,
Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dick : A recent review of the Memorandum for the President, subject :

Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances, April 1, 1969, dis-
closed that a paragraph was omitted on page 6 of the memorandum signed
by the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense. It is our understand-
ing that the paragraph was inadvertently omitted when the document was
being prepared in final form. The paragraph reads as follows:
"The Attorney General will be responsible for Federal efforts directed to-

ward improving and evaluating the capabilities of civilian local law enforce-
ment authorities to deal with civil disturbances, and the Secretary of Defense
wall be responsible for improving and evaluating the capabilities of the
National Guard. The Attorney General will coordinate Federal law enforce-
ment plans and the Secretary of Defense will coordinate Federal military
plans with State and local authorities, in order to facilitate (1) fair and
effective administration of justice under emergency conditions caused by
civil disturbances; and (2) smooth working relationships between Federal and
State forces in any disturbance area."

Since the paragraph received the endorsement of all concerned and repre-
sents an agreed statement of civil disturbance responsibilities, I believe we
should treat it as if it had been incorporated in the document sent to the
President. We are annotating our copies of the agreement to make the para-
graph a part of the policies guiding our civil disturbance planning.

Best regards,
Thaddeus R. Real,

Under Secretary of the Army.

June 16, 1969.

Memorandum for the Secretary of the General Staff

Subject : Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

On 2 June 1969 the Under Secretary wrote to the Deputy Attorney General
informing him that a paragraph was inadvertently omitted on page 6 of
the Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances when it was being
prepared in final. He indicated that the Department of Defense copies of the

agreement were being annotated to make the paragraph a part of the policies
guiding our civil disturbance planning.
On 6 June 1969 the Deputy Attorney General responded to the Under

Secretary concurring in his recommendation that the paragraph be treated
as if it had been incorporated in the document sent to the President.
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Request that the paragraph indicated below be incorporated by annotation
into all copies of the Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances
on page 6 immediately preceding the paragraph concerning intelligence. The
paragraph is as follows :

"The Attorney General will be responsible for Federal efforts directed

toward improving and evaluating the capabilities of civilian local law en-

forcement authorities to deal with civil disturbances, and the Secretary of

Defense will be responsible for improving and evaluating the capabilities
of the National Guard. The Attorney General will coordinate Federal law
enforcement plans and the Secretary of Defense will coordinate Federal mili-

tary plans with State and local authorities, in order to facilitate (1) fair

and effective administration of justice under emergency conditions caused by
civil disturbances; and (2) smooth working relationships between Federal
and State forces in any disturbance area."
A copy of the correspondence is attached.
While the plan is unclassified, it should be marked "For Official Use Only."

Joseph R. Ulatoski,
Colonel, C'S,

Militartf Assistant to the

Under Secretary of the Army.

Tab K
Office of the Attokney General,

Washington, B.C., August 8, 1969.

Hon. Melvin Laird,
Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: It has been called to my attention that the inter-

departmental memo to the President concerning an action plan for civil

disturbances, dated April 1. 1969, is somewhat ambiguous in assigning re-

sponsibility for release of public information at the federal field headquarters.
I am enclosing a draft paragraph which I hope will clarify this matter.

Basically, the draft provides that absent any specific directions from the

White House, the Senior Civilian Representative, as the Attorney General's

ranking task force member on the scene, shall have the final responsibility for

release of public information in the field, but shall be required to consult

with the senior Military Commander on all releases dealing with military

matters.
Would you please consider this proposed clarification and advise me of your

views?
Sincerely,

John N. Mitchell,
Attorney General.

Unless otherwise directed by the White House press office, in situations

where a disturbance team has been dispatched by the Attorney General, the

Senior Civilian Representative shall have final responsibility for public infor-

mation policies. With respect to all military matters he shall consult with

the senior Military Commander on the scene in carrying out this responsibility.

August 11, 1969

Memorandum for the Secretary of the General Staff

Subject: Department of Justice Civil Disturbance Relationships.

Attached is a letter from the Attorney General to the Secretary of Defense,

intended to clarify the public affairs relationships set forth in the Inter-

departmental Action Plan.
I have been assigned action on this matter and request any suggestions the

Staff might have concerning the response to the Attorney General. In view of

the OSA suspense of 14 August 1969. Staff comments are requested by COB
13 August. An advance copy of the letter has been provided to DCDPO.

Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.
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August 13, 1969.
Memorandum thru : Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Army.
For : The General Counsel.

Subject : Civil Disturbance Public Affairs Policy.

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide staff comments concerning
the general public information policy proposed by the Attorney General (In-
closure 1). The DA should interpose no objection to the concept outlined in
the Attorney General's letter of 8 August 1969.

2. However, it is considered that the proposed substitute wording at In-
closure 2 should be adopted in lieu of the DOJ proposed modification. The
advantage of the wording at Inclosure 2 is that the uncertainty of whether
the White House to DOJ or DOD is eliminated. This simplifies planning and
the delegation of this function to DOJ is in consonance with the policy stated
on page 11 of the Interdepartmental Plan that "the Attorney General will be
responsible for coordinating the activities of all Federal agencies in the
suppression of violence and the administration of justice in the affected area."
The SCRAG, to be most effective, should always control the release of public
information in the disturbance area.

3. In order that the internal working elements of this policy are understood
by all agencies concerned, it is recommended that a conference be held between
a White House Press representative, a senior representative of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), the Director of Public Information,
Department of Justice, and the DCDPO Information OflScer. The purpose of
this conference should be to :

a. Develop an agreement regarding the working relationship between DOJ
and DOD public information personnel.

b. Determine if a representative of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Public Affairs) will be the senior public information advisor to both the
SCRAG and the Task Force Commander.

c. Determine equipment and space requirements to support public informa-
tion activities in the disturbance area.

d. Delineate the channels of flow of information from military task force
elements to final release.

4. Regarding paragraph 3b above, the views of the Directorate are as follows :

a. A representative of ASD(PA) would be preferred to an information ad-
visor from DOJ since the DOD man would better understand the organization
and functions of the military.

b. If DOJ insists that their SCRAG use his own PubMc Information Officer

as his principal advisor, the portions of existing plans which direct that an
ASD(PA) representative be the Public Affairs Chief for DOD elements at a
disturbance area should be revoked. His insertion between the Task Force

Commander/Information OflScer and the SCRAG/DOJ-IO only adds an un-

necessary layer which would further delay news release procedures. This is in

contravention to the stated DOD policy of "maximum disclosure with mini-
mum delay" as emphasized in the DOD Civil Disturbance Public Affairs Plan.

This is also the publicly announced policy of the Administration.
c. The DA Civil Disturbance Plan reouires that CONARC designate a senior

Information Officer and staff to each Task Force Commander to act as his

Information Officer during civil disturbance operations. It is considered that

this officer will be well versed in information release policy and should be

fully capable of representing the Department of Defense in information activi-

ties.

5. Army CINFO concurs in these comments.
W. J. McCaffrey,

Lieutennnf GencrnJ. GS),

Director for Civil D'sfurhnnce

Planning and Operations.

August 21, 1969.

Memorandum for the Acting Secretary of the Army

Subject : Civil Disturbance Public Affairs Re.sponsibilities.

Attached for your signattire is a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense

forwarding a letter for his signature concerning public affairs responsibilities

I
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at the scene of a civil disturbance. As you will remember, when we were

working on the April Interdepartmental Action Plan, the final public affairs

responsibility was left unsettled. The suggestion by the Attorney General at-

tempts to clarify his responsibility by making the Senior Civilian Representa-
tive the final public affairs arbiter at the scene of a disturbance. However,

designation of the Senior Civilian Representative is not controversial. The

controversy concerns the designation of the public affairs chief under the

Senior Civilian Representative. Should it be DoJ or ASU(PA)?
The Department of Justice planners and potential Senior Civilian Repre-

sentatives do not have a good feel for who should be running public affairs

for the Federal effort at the scene of a disturbance. Dan Henkin has indicated

informally that he believes the paragraph suggested for inclusion in the plan

will be treated as a signal to Department of Justice public affairs personalities

that they will supply the public affairs chief. He feels, however, that they

cannot meet this responsibility within their available resources and that in

time of crisis the White House will turn to DoD. He has also indicated his

reluctance to have his public affairs people serve under Department of Justice

public affairs representatives.
The only way to even begin to clear the air is to have the public affairs

personalities from the White House, Department of Justice, Department of

Defense and Department of the Army sit down together and attempt to reach

some consensus on their mode of operation. Consequently, the most important

part of the letter to the Attorney General is the suggestion that the public

affairs personalities meet to settle their relationships at the scene of a dis-

turbance.
I recommend you sign the memorandum to the Secretary of Defense.

Robert E. Jordax III,

General Counsel.

August 23. 1969.

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense

Subject : Civil Disturbance Public Affairs Responsibilities.

Attached for your signature is a letter to the Attorney General replying to

his letter of 8 August 1969 concerning civil disturbance public affairs

responsibilities.
The Department of Defense re.sponse concurs in the designation of the Senior

Civilian Representative of the Attorney General as the final authority on public

affairs matters at the scene of the disturbance. The response, however, modifies

the Attorney General's suggestion by explicitly recognizing the role of the

ASD(PA1 representative and by omitting the specific reference to the possi-

bility of a White House decision on public affairs responsibilities. Our intention

is to avoid a formula that makes it appear than an ad hoc White House deci-

sion is likely in each civil disturbance instance. Of course, the White House
could change the public affairs responsibility at any time.

The proposed response has been coordinated with Mr. Henkin and he concurs.

Thaddeus R. Beal.
Under Secretary of the Army.

August 23. 1969.

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense

Subject : Civil Disturbance Public Affairs Responsibilities.

Attached for your signature is a letter to the Attorney General replying to

his letter of 8 August 1969 concerning civil disturbance public affairs

responsibilities.
The Department of Defense response concurs in the designation of the Senior

Civilian Representative of the Attorney General as the final authority on public
affairs matters at the scene of the disturbance. The response, however, modifies
the Attorney General's suggestion by explicitly recognizing the role of the

ASD(PA) repre-sentative and by omitting the specific reference to the possibility
of a White House decision on public affairs responsibilities. Our intention is to

avoid a formula that makes it appear that an ad hoc White House decision is
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likely In each civil disturbance instance. Of course, the White House could

change the public affairs responsibility at any time.

The proposed response has been coordinated with Mr. Henkin and he concurs.

Thaddeus R. Beal.
Under Secretary of the Army.

As you know, the assignment of the final public affairs responsibility to the

Senior Civilian Representative of the Attorney General is consistent with our

past practice, planning, and current expectations.
Tour 22 July 1969 Department of Justice Civil Disturbance Plan indicates

that the Senior Civilian Representative will have available to him a Depart-

ment of Justice public information officer. As noted above, under Department of

Defense plans, a senior representative of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Public Affairs) who is knowledgeable about Department of Defen.se military

civil disturbance plans and policies will be with the Task Force Commander to

provide him public affairs guidance. The Task Force Commander will also have

on his personal staff an Army public information officer.

I believe it would be useful for representatives of your Department, the

White House, and the Department of Defense concerned with civil disturbance

public affairs matters to meet for the purpose of developing plans for the

implementation of the Senior Civilian Representative's responsibilities. One of

the issues that should be considered in planning is the relationship at the

Task Force level between the Department of Defense and the Department of

Justice public affairs representatives. I recognize that while our public affairs

representatives can make tentative arrangements, a Senior Civilian Represent-

ative in the disturbance area may wish to vary these arrangements to suit

his particular needs.

If you agree with the approach suggested, yo"r representative Cfin contact

Mr. Jerry Friedheim. Deputy Assistant Secret^rv nf Defen^^e (Public Aff-qirs),

code 11—extension 70713, to make arrangements for the interdepartmental

meetings. Mr. Friedheim will arrange for Department of Defense and Army
representation.

Sincerely,
David Packard,

Deputy.

The Seoretaky of De'^fnse,

Washin0on, B.C., August 25, 1969.

Hon. John N. Mitchell,
The Attorney General,

Department of Justice,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Attorney General: I have reviewed the draft pir-^graph for inclu-

sion in the 1 April Interdepartmental Af*tion Plan for Civil Disturbances and I

agree with the assignment of responsibility stated therein. I suggest the follow-

ing revision of the draft paragraph to be substituted for the first paragraph on

page 4 of the plan :

"Prior to the time a decision has been made to commit Federal armed forces

in a locality the White House shall be responsible for all public information

activities. Thereafter, the Senior Civilian Representative of the Attorney
General shall have finnl responsibility for public information policies in the
disturbance area. With respect to all military matters he shall consult with the
Senior Military Commander and the Senior Representative of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) on the scene in carrying oiit this

re.spon.sibility."

The revision explicitly recognizes the responsibilities of the Assistant Secre-

tarv of Defense for providinar civil di.sturlbanco public nffa'rs guidance pursuant
to Department of Defense Directive. We believe a Senior Civilian Representative
would, even absent this explicit statement, find it helpful to consult with the
Assistant Secretary's Representative.

Further, we would prefer to have the responsibilitv for nubile Rfffiirs settled

in advance of a disturbance and the suggested change will indicate that, as
between oiir respective Departments, we believe this matter is .settled. Natural-

ly, the White House could revise this arrangement in the light of circumstances

affecting a particular disturbance.
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Septembeb 18, 1969.

Memorandum foe the Under Secretary of the Army

Subject : Reply to Mr. Kleindienst Concerning Modification of Interdepartmental

Action Plan for Civil Disturbances.

Attorney General Mitchell wrote to the Secretary of Defense on August 8,

1969 suggesting a modification in the Interdepartmental Action Plan designed

to clarify public affairs responsibilities in the event of an actual disturbance.

(Tab A)' we agreed generally with his suggestion, but had some minor word'

changes to suggest. You forwarded a recommended reply to the Secretary of

Defense, which was signed on August 2.5, 1969 by Mr. Packard. (Tab B)

The Deputv Attomev General has now written to Mr. Packard suggesting

that no modification be made in the plan. (Tab C) For some reason, which I

cannot fathom, his letter makes it sound as if the Department of Defense

initiated the suggestion for change.
In any event, the Attorney General prefers no change, the matter is not worth

fussing over, and anything we come up with is likely to be changed in particular

circumstances anywav. Accordingly, I recommend that we agree to the Depart-

ment of Justice position and have attached (Tab D) a reply for your signature

to Mr. Kleindienst. so indicated.

OSD sent the action to the Army for "appropriate action" so there is no need

to have the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense sign the response.

Robert E. .Jordan ITT.

General Counsel.

Deputy Attorney General,
Washington, B.C., September 11, 1969.

Hon. David Packard,
Under Secretary of Defense,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Dave: The Attorney General has asked me to respond to your letter to

him dated August 2.5 in which you set forth a suggested revision of the first

paragraph on page 4 of the April 1 Interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil

Disturbances.
The Attorney General is of the opinion that the April 1 plan should remain

as it is written nnd I concur in this view. However, it seenr- to us tVi t the

laneuage contained in yr'ur letter wou^d cctainiy be a method of approach
which the White House could designate in a particular situation and if the
cir''n'n='<"a'ir'es instified. Tn''e<^'^ 't" i" '^ur ^'ee'in? f^'^* in ^b" "«n-' -^ -^^

<-

would Tiop. the inn<ruage set forth in your letter would seem to be a satisfactory

procedure to follow.

If you wish, please do not hesitate to call me so that we might discuss the

matter further.

Very truly yours,
Richard G. Kleindienst,

Deputy Attorney General.

September 23, 1969.

Hon. Richard G. Kleindienst,
Deputy Attorney General,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Dick: Dave Packard a.sked me to reply to your letter of September 11,

1969. which discussed further the proposal which The Attorney General made
in his letter of August 8, 1969 to Secretarv Laird.
We have no objection to leaving the April 1 Plan in its original form. I am

sure that .should a problem concerning public affairs responsibilities arise in

the future, we will be able to re.solve it promptly on an ad hoc basis through
discussions between representatives of our two Departments.

Sincerely,
Thaddeus R. Real,

Under Secretary of the Army.

Tab L
March 29, 1969.

Note for Mr. Kleindienst

Following our discusion late yesterday with the Office of T^egal Courisel, we
have undertaken to prepare a revised version of the draft memorandum on civil
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disturbance. Minor revisions have also been made in the standard executive

orders. The revised draft memorandum incorporates all the items on which we
reached agreement with the Office of Legal Counsel, along with two matters

which they had no objection to, but which required your personal attention.

These two matters are (1) public affairs responsibilities and (2) division of

intelligence responsibilities.
I am attaching five copies of the revised documents for your use. The Under

Secretary of the Army plans to contact you to arrange a meeting at which you,

he. and I would see whether we can resolve these two matters prior to final

submissSon of the draft to the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense

for their discussion.
Robert E. Jordan III,

General Counsel.

Evidentiary Materials Regarding Military Surveillance
OF Civilians in West Germany

WEST BERLIN

The following exhibits were provided the subcommittee by Senator

Lowell Weicker of Connecticut. They describe certain activities of

military intelligence units in West Berlin during 1972 and 197-3. Each
exhibit' is described briefly below in an explanatory note prepared by
the subcommittee staif.

Exhibit 1 : Letter to Weicker aide.

This letter was sent to Mr. William Wickens, a staff aide to Sena-

tor Weicker, by a military intelligence agent stationed in West Ger-

many. It describes in general the activities of Detachment B, 66th

Military Intelligence Group, located in West Berlin.

Exhibit 2: ''FORWARD'' diagram
This diagram was found in the files of Detachment B which were

designated as "CS", or countersubversive, files. The word "FOR-
WARD" at the center of the diagram refers to Forward newspaper,
an underground, antimilitary newspaper, then located in West Ber-

lin. The initials L.M.D.C. refer to the Lawyers Military Defense

Committee, a legal defense group affiliated with the ACLU, which

specializes in defending servicemen at court martials. The initials

C.A.I.B. refer to the Concerned Americans in Berlin. The author of

the diagram is unknown.

Exhibits : Photographed mail

This exhibit is a photocopy of a letter and its accompanying en-

velope found in military intelligence files. The letter was sent by a

reference librarian at the College of Charleston, Charleston, S.C, to

"Where Its At," which was the original name of the publication now
identified as "FORWARD" newspaper. The photocopies do not in-

dicate what individual, unit, or organization was responsible for

opening the mail or photographing it.

Exhibit Jf.: Agent report
Exhibit 4 is a portion of a report filed by an agent of the 66th

Military Intelligence Group in West Berlin. It deals with the goals
of the Concerned Americans in Berlin.
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Exhibit 5 : Memorandum on Concerned Americans in Berlin

This is a memorandum prepared by Detachment B, 66th Mili-

tary Intelligence Group in Berlin on the membership, activities, his-

tory, and platform of the Concerned Americans in Berlin.

Exhibit 6 : Briefing notes

These were briefing notes prepared by Detachment B for a briefing
of Major General Harold Aaron, Chief of Staff for Intelligence, U.S.

Army in Europe, on March 2, 1973.

Exhibit 1—Letter to Weicker Aide

West Berlin, Germany,
Jime 10, 1973.

Dbiar Mr. Bill Wickens : Hopefully the following information will assist

you in the days ahead. I know the format may be suspect to logic but I

trust that the attached material will speak for itself. Also, I must get this

information to you without delay for the obvious security factors and the
realistic danger I place myself and my family in. I understand if you have
diflSculty following the sequence of events or the rationale "why" military
intelligence secretly gathered political information on American civilians in

West Berlin. First, you should know that I'm part of an covert intelligence

gathering countersubversion team in West Berlin (WB). Our mission then is

to detect subversive activities within WB and report this information ex-

peditiously to the following higher headquarters; 1) Commander 66th Military

Intelligence Group—which was Col. Kelley—the Commander (new) now is

Col. Evers; 2) MG Cobb, Commander of WB ; 3) MG Arron. Deputy Chief
of Staff Intelligence Heidelberg, Ger ; 4) Col Ray, Deputy Chief of StafE

Intelligence WB. There are numerous other people who must process this

information but not sufficient time to list them here.

I am forwarding a brief amount of material to you concerning military

intelligence (MI) clandestine investigations/targets/penetrations into the

American political group called "Democrates for McGovern" and who after

the presidential elections called themselves "The Concerned Americans in

Berlin" (CAIB). The CAIB recently has called for the impeachment of

President Nixon. There is a massive amount of collective intelligence material

on this subject in several locations throughout Europe. The following is an
initial attempt to answer in part your questions per your telephone instruc-

tions.

(1) Mission: Monitor American Democratic political meetings of CAIB.
Insert coded Confidential Sources as penetration agents into these meetings
to ascertain information concerning the meetings and identify members,
Americans, leaders of CAIB. Compile dossiers on personalities and forward
all information to higher headquarters.

(2) Authority : See electrical MSG "FM ODSCI USAREUR HEIDELBERG
GER/ABAGB-CI(SO)" The Deputy Chief of Staff Intelligence is GM Arron.

Note: Tasking instructions in this MSG. However, there are numerous other

tasking instructions (MSG'S) and these can be provided at a later date.

Also, note ODSCI Heidelberg passes these instructions to CDR 66th MI Group
Munich and 66th MI in turn tasked Detachment B.

(3) Persons with knowledge of mission:
MG Arron, ODSCI Heidelberg

COL Kellv, CDR 66th MI Grouo
COL Bugh, Deputy CDR 66th MI Group
MG Cobb, Commander Berlin

COL Ray, Deputy Chief of Staff Intell, WB
Note: Names of other knowledgeable persons can be given at a later date.

(4) When: Starting in August 1972 and continuing at present time.

(5) Personnel on operational team: I desire to hold off naming these people for

their security and their future careers in the Army.
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(6) Distribution of information : See No. 3—All intelligence information gathered
concerning MI activities against the Democrats for Mc Govern and CAIB is

carded, filled and placed in dossiers at my office and several other locations
throughout Europe.

(7) Description of mission/tactics used/target: Our mission is to detect sub-
versive activities in WB. However, our mission here was to collect information
concerning the activities of the American group, Democrats for Mc Govern and
later the CAIB. We recruited low ranking military men to penetrate meetings
conducted by CAIB and then have the source meet with their case officer for

debriefing. AH the coded "Confidential Sources" are known to me by name.
However, I see no point in revealing their identity at this time. Again, these
sources are usually recruited young low ranking military men who will "fit in"
with CAIB without arousing any undue attention. The operation is still in effect
and the operation has been highly successful thus far. During source meetings,
the oflBcer case instructs the source concerning security training and means to
further establish his credibility within CAIB. Also, source has been provided a
camera by MI to take pictures of CAIB members.

(8) Photographs: See attached material.
Bill if I have left questions and blank spots in your mind it is due to the diffi-

culty of writing a summary of a massive amount ot collected material. Also,
I must get this in the mail to you—can't afford to hang on this material. Frankly,
I was amazed when I discovered from my review of the files of the voluminous
material that has been collected and filed. For my own part, I consider myself a
citizen-soldier and I believe American constitutional guarantees have been vio-
lated. Again, I request to remain anonymous and seek protection by your office.
You have assured me of the above and I place my faith and trust in the sure

knowledge of your confidence.

(unsigned) .
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Exhibit 2 - "Forward" Diagram
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Exhibit 3 - Photographed Mail
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May 31, 1973 ;

Where It's At
Postfach 65 . .

Iberlin 12
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F.R. Germany

Dear People:

Our library collects materials concerning
current social and political affairs of
interest to students and faculty. We
have received several questions lately
regarding WtlERE IT'S AT and would like to

learn more about your publication. Any
literature on WHERE IT'S AT and its views
which you might be able to pass along will

certainly be greatly appreciated and well
used.

Thank you very much.
"

Sincerely,
'

,

(Pi ' /

Robin Yarrow .

Reference Services, Library
College of Charleston
Charleston, SC 29401
United States of America
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Exhibit 4 — Agent Report

iJftGEWTKEPOKf"
F-i ••> of ''•!• I"", »«» FM 30-17(C)l AR 331-130; '''« proponnnt jg.ocr l« ihm OI(lc» ol lh« Aailtlonl Chl«( of Stuff for lnlalllg«fi<«.

I M>»i oc i> J Iter ':« mi( of mootM }. OAii sutMinio

Tj'xri _
'V coNiioi ttitiot 0* mi NUMMi

SlVi-

4. uraai Of fMOMCi

t.:~-ij *;;:;: C;>742, VQ.a furaicV.ci "f,t:: c:io copy Oa tbo 01 "lioolotanoo"

(„„,.-,,. J...J P"'r.''"i^, Eri->.C2' "5'.'a £ai;-l r^ocKbai- 1972. looluaod In tliia

||5.r"-:;'5
•w~.3 c-.x fcilitorial ccrr::v:it coi.zcr'-ilaj Cor.coraod AnorloanB Zn

'Berlin (CALO) c=.ii a o'iafic:;';n- of tlio crcaniatitioa'a coals*

I

« C:i p''.,-.:o 2 or tho p;\l)lica-ii.c:ia tl.o oaitorial road "...no (2o acroo
l.r'a a lot oi pollvionl Cc:i2i;:'ls t!;:v» CAZ&» a ci'O"^]? shloh «volvod out of.

\','..o
A-^xlaria fox H::Ccv=ra-ia 232.*lia« sappo?to. OtUors appoar to ua to

ha. (XVil'io C->7o-al(Iod cad Cocozv^c c* ccaaoiat. 72ii0 wo eball Co In cost-

iin^ iocuoo."

Ca pr.'jo 30, unC.ar tho heading "Conoomod ABorioono?
or tbo c.o^'i-a o^ CAIB was prln.otlv aa follows*

a Btatonsnt

CEg^

"'J:iio CAIB oapport tho plat^Tora of tho Soaooratio Party as adopted
111 July '1972 ia HioQl, iuoludincs

Ii::r;o(i.^aCo end coaploto wlthilranal froa Indoohino with roturn of

all prioonoro. An ond to tho uqo oa ullitory poBor as a anbatltuto for
aooaordo and diplomatic Initiotlvoo.

Ifirot priority for tho oitisoa rather than for blc buaineas per ««•

(SIC)*;irouc3» tax rofora with cloaing oi^ loopholoa for apeolul
intovout croupn. Do-onphaeio of tho propoi'ty tax.

Rbforw and oliaplifiootlon of tlio wolfaro ayoton ooupl«d with th'fl

rlc^t of ovary Ar.oricaa to a Jow at a fair wugo.
GrQotcv fodoral aid to aohoola, to aociuro overy ohild an equal

educational opportunity.
I7or.x l.09ard cadini3; all forrio of racial and aoxaal dlaorinlnation,

and np'.oldii .1 of tho richt to privacy.
A oyo^oa of notional fcoalth inouraaod for all Aaeriaans.
2tt adi'ltion vo cupportt
/"jortion ao a right rathor than a privllogo.
Ju tho tradition OZ Ab2:chon Lincoln, aanooty for tboso vhoae oon-

ocloaoco Pi-ohiljitea thoa froa participating" in the Viotaan nor.

Aboiivion of tho olootorlal colloeo, auhotltutins a diroot prosi-
dontlnl olootion, and roforia of cer.pai^ praoticoo.

Vb. oro ijortln^ oa tho following; spociflc probloma in Borlini
1. i?ij-dins Joh opportimltioo for military dopondonto and oiTillans.
2. SmllAS houoinc dloorlaination "by raoo and nationality.

CLAC^JIFIED DT (AR jei-l)
X ffnoii CDS of CO 11652
z CA5:::(30iiT (2) j

J^.r.tAyX^Y Or?(0innot bo . dotornim )

1. TTftO NAM( JkNO Or.OANIIATION Of STEOM AdHT

lout <
I An 31

*. SICNATUCC Of inilMlAOlHI

triACiS wo AGO rO«M Klkil./^f.jfr WUCHMAy U UUO. ' '* **"
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F.>f uf* oi lM« foil . soo FM 30-17(0; Ai^ 3CV130; tJ>o ptopononi oc^ncy '* tN« Offi c» of thm A«»latQnt ChUf ot Staff foT |nl>IHB»"c«

I, H»^h\t C VUSi. -» Oft mU Of kVClC.NI 3. OAIE sutMinco

7 P1ard\ ?!;
7. COMtOi iTMKX M Ml MUM»U

^ J. ;,: Ql-^.irj cl3. .'.ciricans i:* Berlin, uiih nilitexy twid noa-aill-

+aJ'.yj -..-.If; Caci 'kr--::7.it-cn i'::r.i; Aaer.\can to Exjuropewd living. TiJ-o In-

"cltAOSS services such as siiv-i-jiii:;; Gewxa -tut&i:^;, a Tcod oaop«s«.tlvw, oad

f^eiricral orievstatlcs."

ij
-rmo «t«tew€v\-t erdiA. t.lLh;«'aytcem*d A>ie-r-' eang ?n r-T:3.j.n For

lf?,:.2*Z r.Q-lZ-ai Pwro-.-cnca ^ci-.-.t i:r.:?3r<,(, CaCci 10 Jtauasy 1975»

t

!

> rrrEO nami and oaCANizATiON o> sriciM accnt *. SICNATUU Of <r;jlAl/AC(NT

FORM *?> y'' '»!

32-996 O - 74 - 25
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Exhibit 5 — Memorandum on Concerned Americans in Berlin

Ili.TJiCm:£tV? B, 66Tli ZxLITn.-iV iWbLLIGENCE CROUP
A?0 09742

K-.AJ^ 25 May 1975

sSCAiiJi^i Jj Concornod Aii.ericuns in Borlin

ly\£MO<iA.DUM ?0R» DCSi/ur.COB, per your rotiuest the following ia
eubmittQdf

1. (v,) rKKoCNALIVIES t Present and former.

a. Studo.-.c at FU. DPOBi JO U:\y AO,

Portland, Orocon; J.5N, ..US
citizen, Paauport // . Ocoupa-
tion utilcnov/n. r<1nrried,

, noo i Appeared to be

orcanizer/loador of CAD at initial
mootin/;:, 24 Mar 73 •

b. Wife of yrOht 6

Nov 45, J/iinsouri. Peeidonoo with hus-
band « 8 Elaaholz Str., Bln-Sohoone-

borg. i)pcGk6 fluent Gorman.

o. D?03i 7 Ooc 46, otaton In"ioni, r/Y .

SiANi . Mr. rried,
, nei» •

Ok^curi. t i on urunown. !< iT.ti*\ed ib meo -

bor oi" O.W). I'ixaot atotua unknot.. .

Pormor *.ii otationed in Ber\ir4 w/AF^,
diocharrrod .V.^y 70, honorable.

0. U.'j oiti'/.on, Pci.oport # . Idon-
tifiod .in Mombrr of CAB. J)POB« 14
Jul 45, Volsfjoo, Vexao. Harried,

. Nee . Attended
oonferdiioe in lioidelberg, 7-0 Apr 73t

aponeori'd by L..iI)C.

e. UO oat 1.^0 ii, Piionnort ii . Che
T/aa id«intirioa >i t the initinl mootinrr
of GAL, 2A V.i'T 73. She attor.Hod ILMDC

confertjnOG, 7-*^ Arr 75, IloidolVor," .

Believod ri.arrif.i) to

data unkao-.vn. frvtisidenooi 19
n

.'I
Classifieo by ( /

J

X from GDS of EO 116&2 I

X Category ( )

'

Declassify on ( ) [

)

COiMnDcmiA
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"0/29^ 25 May 1973
wiit'Ji^CTi Conoeraed Amoricans in Berlin

Bamborfor Str., Bln-Wilmaredorf . Be-
lieved student ot FU.

f. DPOBa 2C Gop 42, New York; :.n?,
•

Phyoioist at FU. Beliovod rnoobor of

CAB, cxnct utatuB of ootivity unknown.

ff. 7orinQr SP4, ilQ Co., Special Troopo, B1).

lionr.oi,- nod ?lot Koplnooin6nt Dn, l-'ronk-

furt, then ETS, Apr 73. Spoko at ini-
tial mooting: of CAB ooncornin(y hie

«*- pondin/r court-mnrtial , 26 Wnr 75 • Aloo
worked with FOTi'.VAnD prroup. Beliovod
to bo returning to Berlin, date unknown.
Brother, , beliovod etill in Berlin^

h. Lawyer with Lr<'DC, Ileidolberff. A^jtendod
initiiil CAB mooting in oonjunotlon with
defonoG of' . lino had oonlaot v/ith

CAB mcnbcrn sinco in initial aooting:,
also with FCnV.V.P.P .

i. Known to bo in oontaot with motnbora of
CAB and /Orv.'Ar.T) for "aid" to GI'b,

TiQwyer with LMBC.

J. US oitiaon, rnnoport . BPOni

5 Jun /,1, ;Jo\v York. Murriod,
. Oooupnlion

otudonc. Bolievod to bo affiliated wlta
CAB. iio other inforoiation known.

k. US citizen, Poonport . BPuDi
10 Au(j <55i V(«ohinf:ton. Married,,

. Believed to be affiliated
with CAB. Exact oonneotion unknown.

!• CoriTian national * Keaidoncei Vialdenoor
otr. 7A, Bin 21. Believed to bo affil-
iated vjith CAB. Exact oonneotion
unknown.

a« ^ —
Idontifyl n/r data not found. II»imo hni)

been niontionod in oonneotion with CAj*

aince Initial oeetlng. LAC's and other

-2-
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TsO.]?:,^ 25 May 1973
oUiiJLCTi Conoemed Auerioans in Berlin

invQSti^ation rov«al«d no Inforuation
on idontity.

2. (C) lilCTOnY i

CAB cncr/jed from a group of poraona, A-noricnna In i^orlin for
:.ioGovnrn, which dintributed information in aupport of MoGovorn,
Au/juat, 1972. Tho first notification of CAB was publiohccl in laauo
#il, of FOivV/Ani' . Dccerabor 1972. This notification oontainBd tho CAB
i'latform, whicli nppotira below. The notloo also lintod a oontf»ct
tclophono nunbor, 21>7795t which ia llatod as
On 24 iAarch 1975, CAB hold on initial nieottnc at the E3G Holm, noar
tho I'U. Tliia trioetinpr was publioisod throu^e^hout tho Araericnn Commun-
ity via a leaflet whloh w.iu posted at VAriouo locations ond <Hntri-
butod at othoro. CAB cieiiibQro are alao Itnov/n to have pnrtioipnted
in tho &I Ri/?htn Conforenco, sponoored by tho LWDC, 7-8 Awril 1973.
Thoy iiavo reportedly boon in contact with a fow leftiot group.-i, tho
Km>, etc., but at proaent thoy are not known to have any affiJi&tlon
with radical loftiots. oone contact with PT/JiV/AKP hae been oxliibited,
but reoent inforointion indioateu that FORV/AKD mambero do not want
to prcraote further contact.

3. (C) FI,ATFOPM»

Th« following ie quoted from tho above referenced oopy of
r(:'ii v;Ai .3i

"Tho Conoornod Americano in Dorlin auoport the platform of tho Beno-
oratic Party an adopted July 11, 1972, in Miurai, inoludinfri

linmadiate and complete withdrawal from Indochina with return of
fill priaonora. An end to the use of military power aa a aub-
atituto for economic and diplomatic Initiativea,

Thorou/jh tax reform with clooing of loopholoe for apecial inter-
eat groupo. De-emphaoie of the property tax.

Firat priority for tho citizen ratlitr than for bi(j bunineos per
se. Iioform and ainplification of the r/olfare ayatero coupled
with the ripht of every American to a Job at a fair wa^re.

Creator federal aid to achoola, to assure every ohlld an equal
o'lucational opportunity.

Work tOT^ard endin/<: all fcri&o of racial and aexual diaoriroinationt
and upholding of tho right to privacy.

-5-
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B0429.^ 25 May 1973
bUliJiilCSi Conoorned Amorloana in Berlin

A system of national health inauranoe for all Amorioana*

In addition we eupportt

Abortion as a right rather .than a privilege*

In the tradition of Abraham Lincoln, amnesty for those whoso
consoionoes prohibited thoa froia participating in the ^ietnao
t/nr.

Abolition of tho elootorol college, substituting a direct
presidential election, and reform of oompaign practices.

'lYe ore -working on tho following specific probloms in Borlini

1. Finding job opportunities for zoilitary dependents and civilians.

2. Ending housing diocrioination by race and nationality.

5. Aosisting all Anioricana in Berlin, both wilitary and non-military,
with tho transition from American to European living. This inoludeo
oerviceo such as arranging German tutors, a food cooperative, and
general orientation."

1« (c) CONSTITUTIOy i

CAB is reported to have adopted tho Bill of Rights from the US
Constitution as its own constitution. No further information oon«
oerninf? thin action has been reported.

5. (C) ACTIVITIES I

^' Pa^t i Distribution of literature ond petitions in support
of 5E^ Gcor,n;e MoGovern, Auciiot 1972, in nnd around the Amorioon
Community, Berlin. Attendance at LWDO Conforenoe, 7-8 April 1975,
Ileidelbore, and attempting to eotabliuh a GI liijcrhto counselling
Survioa to inform CI' a of their righta and counsel them in the use
of tho OCWJ when they face court-martial or Article 15 punishmont.

^'
,

rrcsnn t» Distribution of leaflets nnd potitiona colling
for th':) impoHchnont of Provident Nixon. Annooiation with and in-
volvetrint with US dopendento/civiliano thcroby joining greater noooMS
to UiP AmorLonn Community for the porpfttratJ on of thoir nlnt*. Mo

(lopond'into/civiliana or US oervicomon hnvo been positively identified
by noma or photograph. Unidentified individuols allegedly asoocietod
with CAD, have been obaervod and reported as oollootlnff eignaturoo
one! (Jlatriluting litoraturo in ond around tho »ain PX, B«rlin Brigade.

-4-
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BCm295 25 May 1975
SUBJECT I Conoernod Americano in Berlin

It v&B also reported that CAB has petitioned the Demooratio Party
in the US for mombership, NFI.

c. Future > Oboorvatiou of paot and proaont aotivities of CAB
doeo not givo a fjroat deal of indication as to what they inay do in
tj^Q future. It io oxpocted that t)ioy will follow their present trend,
a oomoT.-hat conoervative approach, i.e., controlled protoot. It is
aloo poooible that thoy may aoek greater support from the Amorioan
Community, either Cl'e, civilians, and/or dependents* Ho definite
future plans of CAB are known at this time.

6. (C) AGGOClATIOnSO'-

CA2 is knonn to have tried to ootablioh aooooiationa with the
KPB and LIGA, but it was reported that theoo attempts failed to pfo-
duoo an alliance. It was also reported that they have oontaotod
various groups, llFlf of non-Germans, but no further results hav«
been reported about those attempted oontaots.

7, (C) SUMMARY »

CAB presents a oonsidorably smaller pioturo, but much the same

as, the more outspoken, nomocratic oriented politioiana in the US.

Thoy offer no present indication of subvoraive activities either
crionp or around the 03 military. The actions of CAB, to date, havo
been strictly within tho lefjal rir:ht3 of US citizens. They appear
to be nv/are of the monitorinfr attempts by US authorities, but roao-
tionii to tho monitoring preoont an air of mild diooomfort or onfrer,
and little more. Tho lack of enthuniaom by FPU WARP to prorooto a

continuin/^ asnooiation with CAB, indicates that perhaps the attitude
of OAB does not approach tho slightly more radical degree of FOBWAjRB.

FOa TUK COmUMBERa

Cyt, I'll

Operations Officer

-5-
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Exhibit 6- Briefing Notes

"coiJCKKNui; vuvnoiaCiii.Li iw ]ii;KLiN ( caib )"

(i«otca for a briorin^- for hC /»aron, 2 l".;>r Tj)

BACKCiltOUITD : TlIE "COIICERlJiiD AI.UiHIC.J.'iS IN BI'IRLDl (CAIB)" CROU? WAS

FOIttlED III AUGU3T 19-72, AS THE "AI^EHICANS FOR MCGOVLRN IN BERLIN",

TO oUPi'OKT THE CAKDIDaCY 0/ SKUATOR MCGOVintH. THEIR ACTIVITIES APPEAR

TO U/f/E BELK LIMITED TO ORGANIZATIONAL IvlLJiTIIIGS, LEAFLET DISTRIBUTION,

Alii) .vI.IiOUIICEI.il'llTS Ii; LOCAL PUI' LIGATIONS . IT IS liOT laiOV.Ti IF THE GROUP

HAD THE OFFICIAL BAGKIIIG OF TK-: DEMOCRATIC PARTY'S OVERSEAS BRANCH,

BUT IT IS BELIEVED THAT THiiiE WAS SOi.iE CONTACT WITH THE OFFICIAL

x'AHTY. TT IS KliO'.W; TiUT j ONE OF THE LEADERS IN THE

GROUP, RECEIVED AN AUTOGRAPLTilD PICTURE OF SEIIATOR MCGOVERN. THEIR

ATTEI.ITS TO 0RGAKI;::E TIC AMERICAN COi.liviUNITY IN WEST BERLIN ARE NOT

BEi,IEVED TO BE NOTABLY SUCCESSFUL. MtS , FOR EXAaIPLE, WAS

PUZr-LED OVER THE LACK OF RESPONSE FROM Tlffi MILITARY COI/Ii.lUNn'Y. SHE

GENliaiALLY ATTRIBUT'ED IT TO APATHY AIJONG THE iaiERICANS. THE GROUP

CAiViE TO OUR ATTENTION AGAIN WITH THE DECEiLBPiR ISSUE OF FORWARD . THE

"GI UNDERGROUND NEWSPAPER" BASED IN W':ST BERLIN. THIS ISSUE, WHICH

ALSO DEVOTED SIGNIFICANT SPaCE TO HlLlTAllY JUSTICE -AND THE "LAWYERS'
/

IIILI'l'ARY defense COivil.IITTEE" IN HEIDELBERG, DESCRIBED THE ORGANISATION

AS ".. RELEVANT POLITICAL IIIITIaTIVE IN JIERLIN OUTSIDE THE REALl/I OF

NOIi:<L>L ARi/iY DEPJ-.NDaiT ACTIVITIES". CAIB PUTlLISIffiD IN THIS ISSUE A

STiiT>.;iENT CONCERNING IT'S Pi^ATFORil. CONCmNING THIS, FORWARD

CO'...:.u,NTED "... WE DO AGREE UN A LOT OF POLITIC/vL DEMANDS THAT CAIB,

A GRuJP WHICH EVOLVED OUT OF TL'C AJvii-iRICANS FOR MCGOVERN IN BERLIN,

SUPPORTS. OTHERS APPEAR TO US TO ]il^ QUITE TWO-SIDED AND DESERVING

OUR CO:u".uaiT." IN FEBRUARY, 1973, CAIB Ol-tCE AGnIN C,ii:tl-J TO OUR ATTDNTIuN

WHEN LEAFLETS WEi^E DISTiilBUTED NEAR US iiTTiT'"i T{ ,TI,i;Vri. u\ij^-^'-y^^^'''"^ j
''

'^'

CONF!DEMT!AL ^^jySg;^!^^
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ViiL KKADUIi TO A CONrKKiCNCi; Oil "G.I. niGHVS idiD ALii:;i;lCAlI CIVIL

LlhLL'n^:'6" TO lii. IffiLD ON 24 Fi: BilU .\RY 1973 AT TH£ KVAllGliLl'JCHE

tJTUiUaJTKN GKivfljniDK (ESG) IIEIi.i UEAIl Tllli FREE UNIVERSITY (i'U) IK

TjU; VICIIIITY Oi'' DERLIIJ milGADK ilQG COMPOUND. TIIE LEAFLET STATED

TIIAT "GUi;ijT bPEAlCERS FROM THE AilEKICAr. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,

LAWYJ^.RS MILITA.iY LEFEIiiiE COi.u.ilTTEE, .CAD THE BERLIN MILITARY"

V/OULi> BE PRE3EIFT. BUiflliG TIIjJ DAME PERIOD, Tl£ GROUP ATTEki^TED

TO GOUTACT Ai.iERICA.N CTUDl.NTlJ AT TIIE F REE UNIVERSITY (FU) BY MAIL,

USING OFFICIAL FU FRANKISD EliVELOPES. ENCLOSED V/ITIIIN TIIE ENVELOPE

WAS A COPY OF THE SAIJ.'J LEAF^T iilEKTIONED BEFORE PLUS A SHORT TYPE

V/RITTIiai NOTE INVITING THE READER TO CuNTACT THE GROUP AT THE

KEliNl;DY INSTITUTE (FU), LANSSTR. 5-9, RM 227. INTERESTED i3\ RTIES

COULU ALSO CONTACT THE V/RITJCR,
•

, AT 1 BLN 50, ELSS* .

II0L2STR. 8. IN HIS KOTE, 'COiW-U'-NTED THAT THE AlCj\DEMISCKES

AUSLAND3AMT HaS TilE OliLY MAILING LIST OF AliERICilN STUDENTS AT THE

FU, BUT WERE NOT ALLOWED TO SilOV/ IT TO ANY INDIVIDUAL OK GROUP,

SO THEY IIaD OUTs 0? TilLIil (FU) V/OIOCERS ADDRESS THE.G ROUP'S LETTERS

TO EACH STUDENT. ACCORDING TO IT COST THE GROUP "30 DM

A SHOT". ON 15 FEBRUi.HY 1973, A LETTER WAS SENT TO THE PUBLIC

i;;FOuiMATION OFFICE, BLN BDE, REQUESTING PUBLICITY FOR TIIE

CONFERENCE ON "GI RIGHTS AND AjMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES". THIS

LETTEli, CONTAINING ESSENTIALLY TIDi SAlvIE INFORMATION AS THE LEAFLETS,

VaS SIGNED BY ONE FOR "CONCERNED AMERICANS IN BERLIN".

THE I.EETING WAS HELD ON 24 FEB AS SCHEDULIiD AND LASTED FROM

1430 HRS TO 1755 HRS. IT V/A3 FOLLOWED BY AN INFORMAL PARTY AT THE

S;UiE LOCATION FROM 2000 HRS TO APPROXILLiTELY 2400 HRS. ACTING AS

"CO-CHAlRIffiN" OF THE MEETING WAS
^

AHI|

(PHONETIC).

CONFIDENTIAL
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;vPriiU,)Ci:,iA71iLY 50 PiX)PLE Vffilffi III A'rrEirDAHCU OF '.VHICII, APPKOXIlvIA'TELY

15 I'uYY IlAVi; HliiiN US HIJjIWUY PERiJOrililiL. OF THIi LATTER, TWO IDEH-

TIFII,]) TniJuo^^LVKS AS MliilBLRS OF Tiffl US ARi^lY. THE IvIEETING BEGAII WITH

SOiME BRIEF BACKGROUl^D REI*IiiRK3 BY ' COliCERIilMG THE BACKGROUHD

OF TliLilR ORGAHIZATIOir. TIIEII , iIE INTRODUCED.

ik LA\/YER OF TilE LAV.fYERS illJ^ITidtY DEFiCiiSJC COliii.lITTEE (LliDC), LOCATED

11: mJiDELllEHU. 13 AH ASSOCLiiTE OF ALSO OF THE

1IEID]';L.BERG OjYICE AI^D author of TWO BOOKS CONCERNING MILITARY JUSTICE.

. PROVIDED A LJiCKGROUilD OF TIIE LUDG AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE

MILITARY JUSTICE SYSTEiM. FOLLOWING HIS PRESENTATION, A FEW BRIEF

Rl-rUARKS './ERE MDE BY A REPRESI'SITATIVE OF TIIE "UlilON OF AAiERICAN

exil;;3 in britain" who described the activities of his group.

FOLLOWING 'xlIIS, TWO AI.i'ERICAlI GOLDIiCRS, IDENTIFIED AS SP4

ANi^ SGT BOTH OF SPECIAL TROOPS, HHC , BLN BDE,
'

ANDRn\^S BARRACKS, PRESENTED A DESCRIPTION OF THEIR MISADVENTURES

\('ITi[ THE ARivlY. ', V/lIO iU,]^ TWO PREVIOUS "ART. 158" STATED

TjUiT he was to GO TO TRIAL THE FOLLOWING LiONDAY FUIi ASSAULT. FURTHER,

TIIaT he \/aS to be defended by '.. DURDIG A QUESTION-AKSVffiR ffiRIOD

FOLLOWING, IN RESPONSE TO A QUESTION AS TO V.'HAT THE CIVILIANS COULD

DO, Tllr; i.UDIENCE W/iS URGED TO ATTEND THE COURT lAARTIAL, PRESUMABLY

TO IJFLUENCE THE COURT. (THE TUiffi OUT FOR TiIE TRIAL HOV.EVER, WAS

YFA:Y POOR). DURING THE QUESTION-ANSWER PERIOD, AN UNIDEl'ITIFIED BLACK

j.iAi.E, BELIEVED TO BE  

_
, A FOililER SP5 ASSIGNED TO

THE SALIE COLIPANY i.S • AND ,
I3UT RECENTLY DISCHARGED, TOOK

THE FLOOR AND DELIVERliD AN EMOTIONAL ilONOLOGUE CONCERNING HIS PROBLEHS

11; THE AlttlY.

IT IS BELIEVED THAT THERE ARE CONTACTS WITH FORWARD . BUT TO WHAT
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EX^NT C/.l.HUT HOT/ BjC AJJCliR'i'AIUEI). THuSE TIES JiIiB ASSUilElJ BKCAUSE

THERE Was the description in FOliWARD'G DECEiMBER ISSUE AND TILRB

WERE 1 [EMBERS OP TilE FQKWAHD STAFF PRESENT DURING TEH 24 FEBRUARY

iVIijETIIiG.

FUUTHiJK, AU INTERCEPT IN JANUARY LMi'^LIED SOi.iE CONTACT BETWEEN

, THE IIIDIVIDuAL USUALLY LISTED AS RESPONSIBLE

FOR FOR'.VAn:). AND IvIEUBERS OF THE MCGOVERN GROUP OR Cfi!EB.

COMFIDFNTIAL
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GOALS: IK 'x'lIE UECi-MD-iiR 1972 IS'SiTsu Oi' THE BERLIN BASED

"Gi UIJUliRGUOUllD HEWSPAPliU", TIE CAIB ISSUED A STATEMENT OP ITS

GOALS J

1. CAIB SUPrORTS TilE ?IA!.'FOiiJ.'I OF TIffi DEMOCRATIC PARTY AS ADOPTED

11 JULY 1972 IK ifilkiil, IliCLUDIITG;

A. ii.i:.i:L7)iA'i"n ;.ic cc;-:PL3Ti'; witiiduav;al from ii:doc}{INa with RaTURit

or ALL PidSOlILRG. AN .^?:i» TO TinJ USE OP MILITARY POVflJR AS A SUB-

EJTITUVL; for EOuIIOJIIC ALj) DIPLOlWiTlC INITIATIVES.

B. FIRST PRIORITY VOR TliE CITI^^LN RATHER THAN FOR DIG BUSINESS

put SE. TiiuOUGH TAX REPORLS WITH CLOSING OF LOOPHOLES FOR SPECIAL

INTEREST GROUPS. DE-EIvIPiLiSS OF TtlS, PROPERTY TAX.

C. REFO]a; AND SlirlPLIPICATION OF THE V.TiLFiiRE SYSTB.I COUPLED WITH

THE RIGHT OF EVF.RY iUlERIC/iN TO A JOB AT A FAIR WAGE.

D. GREATER FEDEliAL hH) TO SCHOOLS, TO ASSURE EVERY CHILD AH

E(,UAL EJ)UGATIONAL OPPORTUNrTY.

E. \;ORK TaVARD PJNDING ALL FOlii.iS 0¥ RACIAL AND SEXUAL DIS-

CKi;.IIl(ATION AND UPJIOLDING TiiE RlClil' TO PRIVACY.

F. A SYSTEM OF liATIONviL HEALTH INSURANCE FOR ALL AMERICANS.

2. IN ADDITION, CAIB SUPPORTS j

A. ABORTION AS A RIGHT HnTHER TILiN A PRIVILEGE .

B. Ill THE TRADITION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, AI-INESTY FOR THOSE WHOSE

CONSCIEIICLS PROHIBITED TIEK FROi'I PARTICIPATING IN THE VIETNAM WAR.

C. jiBOLITION OF THE ELECTORAL COJ>LEGE, SUBSTITUTING A DIRECT

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, AND REFORM OF CAkIPAIGN PRACTICES.

5. CAIl! IS V/ORA'ING ON THE FOLLOV/IIiG SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN BERLINi

A. FINDING JOB OPPORTiJi;iTIES FoR iilLITARY DEPJ5NDENTS AND CIVILIANS

B. ENDING HOUSING DiSGRIi.lINATION BY RACK AND NATIONALITY
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gRGUi:Ai.l'..'Il:. 5 ;io,';OGI//i'L;i) V.Tx'JI CnlB: A(JGOui»II-IG TO iVlRS .,

I'll .kii AiiE ul.LY ABOUT iilGilT ACTIV'ii i:i;j;i.Iliii:US . Sliii DID iNOT KHOW MOST

OF ThOGH WHO ATTEI.'DED THi; 24 FEBRUARY IffiiiTIllG. PERSONALITIES

ID.'JiNTIl''Ii:D WITH CAI13 ARE AS FOLLOWS*

I, - Apparent leader
r

o

J. - (PHOI.'xiTIo)
- Co-Chairroan with ^

during the
24 February meeting

4. - wife of

D. *^'- participant during 24 Feb meeting. Also
nttendod triul of

6. - attended trial of .,. .

7. - attended trial of
'

6, - nttendod trial of

9,
'

- attended trial of

10. , Sp4, » Sp Trops, HUG, Bin Bde, Andrews
Barracks

II. , brother of , civilian residing in V/-Berlin

l>i. , aOT, , IIIIC, Bin Bdo, Andrews Barraoke

15. .

, fornorly SP5, '
. HHC.Bln Bde

14. . - Lawyers Military Defense Committee represen-
tative at 24 Feb meeting and lawyer for

15. - a raeraber of th(j ^lirforce, who acoording to

Mrs io due for discharge after
which he plana to remain in Berlin.

IIT V/AJ l^OTED TH/iT DURIUG THi-J IfiiETL'IG OF 24 FEBRUARY, THERE WAS NO

?;uiTICULAR ATTril-iPT TO ffi/JT THE GI'IJ OR SOLIGIT TIE IR SUPPORT. |

AT OIJE POITJT, A oiffiET WA3 PASSED AUOUIID SO TlUiT A MAILING LIST

GOULD B]'] STARTED. MOST OF THl-J GI'S, HOWEVJ!^, REFRAINED FROM
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c. ASLiiui'iric; iihu i'd.iv:RiCA];'6 iii -^y.uLiu, both military aiid noiu

..IILxTiVliY, MTni TUli TaAlISITIOl': FllOtJ AiffiUICAlJ TO EUROPEAN LIVING.

THIS mCLUDUS tiERVICIiS SUCH AS AKRaUOINC GIMiiiN TUTORS, A FOOD

COOJ'iiRATIVK, AND GlillERAL ORIEIITATION.

DURING TUJC JIELTING CF 24 FEBRU.fflY, Tllii GOALS AS STATED BY

Ai'HLARED TO BE SOI.iCT/IIAT VAGUC. Hi; DID STATE TIUiT TIEY

WERx; lilTEitESTED IN V.OKlCn:G OK A I'KOGiiA.: TO II0U3ING DISCRIMINATION
A

IN WEST BERLIN AND TULRE Y«ERE SUI.iE BRIEF REMAitKS CONCERNING SEEKING

O.'FiClAL STATUS UNL;3R THE OVERSEAS BRANCH OF THE DEivlOCRATIO PARTY.

BASED ON CONVETvSATION WITH -UiS ,
IT IS POSSIBLE TlLiT THE

CONTINUATION OF TIffi GROUP AFTER THE ELECTION WAS LARGELY BASED ON

"SOCIAL" RATHER THAN "POLITICAL" REASONS. THE ACTIVE MEMBERS ARE

NEitfwLY ALL N ON-MILITARY OH NON-US GOVT SPONSORED AND THEREFORE,

CUT OFF FiiOLI THE PREDOMIl.'ANTLY lilLITARY/COVERNIvIENT COMi.IUNITY.

THE CAIB iiEMBERSHIP, lUDE UP CF INDIVIDUALS U RGELY ON THEDt OWN

IN' A FOREIGN ENVIRONLENT APPEAR TO BE SEEKING FRIENDS OF A COilMON

BACKGROUND, INTERESTS, AND Pi.OBLE^;S.
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HEIDELBERG

The following exhibits came to the attention of the subcommittee
in the complaint filed by the American Civil Liberties Union in the

case of Berlin Democratic Club^ et. al^ v. Schlesinger, et. al.^ Civil

Action No. 310-74, United States District Court for the District

of Columbia on February 19, 1974. The materials describe certain in-

telligence activities of agents of the 527th Military Intelligence
Battalion located in Kaiserslauten, West Germany. Each document,
or series of documents, is briefly described in the explanatory notes

below, which were prepared by the subcommittee staff.

Where reference is made to individuals who are plaintiffs in the

aforementioned civil suit, their names have been retained in order to

make the documents more comprehensible. The subcommittee regards
the act of plaintiffs in making these documents public as a waiver of

their objection to public identification. Names of other persons identi-

fied in the exhibits have been deleted.

E'xhihit 7 : Wiretap summaries

This exhibit consists of a series of agent reports containing sum-
maries of wiretapped conversations occurring over the telephone of

one Tomi Schwaetzer, alias Max Watts, of Heidelberg. Schwaetzer
is identified as having been born in Vienna, Austria in 1928. He is

now a reporter for the Liberation News Service in Heidelberg. The
conversations summarized occurred during the period from JuTie 20,

1973, to June 29, 1973. The reports contain only the summary of con-

versations, and some fragmentary notes by the investigating military

agents.

Exhibit 8: Request for a handwriting sample
This exhibit consists of two documents pertaining to a request for

a handwriting sample of Tomi Schwaetzer. The purpose of obtain-

ing the handwriting sample is not specified. It is important to note

that in the original message request from the 66th Military Intelli-

gence Group to the 527th Military Intelligence Battalion, dated 26

June 1973, the subject is identified as "br-262." In the subsequent
request that went from the 527th to its field office in Heidelberg, the

subject is identified as Tomi Schwaetzer. This identification is im-

portant for understanding of later exhibits.

Exhibit 9: Message summary of wiretapped conversations

This message was sent from the 527th Military Intelligence Com-
pany to the 66th Military Intelligence Group on May 28, 1971, It

summarizes several conversations occurring over the telephone of

''br-262," which has been identified as Tomi Schwaetzer, during the

period of May 21, 1971, until May 24, 1971.

Exhibit 10: Operations plans
This exhibit consists of portions of two counterintelligence opera-

tions plans prepared by members of the 66th Military Intelligence

Group. Neither of the plans has been authenticated, but the formal

military style indicates that they are probably genuine.
The first plan was purportedly hand-copied from the original, and

many of the words were abbreviated in copying. The plan involves
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an investigation of a religious organization in Heidelberg known as

the Goessner Mission. It was believed to be the meeting place for dis-

sidents who were hostile to the military. The plan was signed by a

military intelligence captain, and was apparently prepared after

June 12, 1973. The subcommittee has not been able to ascertain whether

the plan was ever carried out.

The second document purports to be a page from a draft plan pro-

posing a counterintelligence operation against "br-262," who has been

identified heretofore as Tomi Schwaetzer. The author of the plan
is unknown, nor is there any indication that it was ever carried out.

It was dated "2-73."

Exhibit 11: 8th Infantry Division {USAREUR) Regulation 381-25

This is a regulation promulgated on 23 July 1973 by the commander
of the 8th Infantry Division, entitled "Counterdissidence Program."
It was rescinded several months later.
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Exhibit 7— Wiretap Summaries

FOT u»o of tt.i* fofff., »to FU 3Q-17(C); AR 301-T30; I'lC proponrnr of:oMcy is i,.c Oil>cc of il.e Aj-Juom Chic* of Slot/ (jf [nici: ^-.-nco

I. NAM£ or W&KCI O^ TniC Of INC'DLNI

IhmaB SCKW>1£72£R (C)
DPOB: 13 June 1928, Vienna, A.usti'ia

4. MPOBI or flNDINCi

11 JUly J573

]. CONIkOl i^l.r.Ci ox filE xUMjit

VAKzrcfG i;a.?Tc;:-sj.":.r>.Va'rv";: r-cunci;:; ard kvetrjods jwclved

(C-MOFORM) Frc«\ IICO hanas 20 Outic vvVcll ILOO bOwCi 22 Jvjio 10 '3,
cxicrAcd coverage (USI o;so r.u-.;oar A-OOSS; tape 5rcc:yiding mw'jcr 29)
Concerr.L-is C'U'JJJCr rcvcalc-d tlic i"ol.Io;.-ir<j .l'.irjri:r.v.icn:

(C) Fo'ii-'Cf) tcjlcpr.or.ic cau-iuy.lcatio!:;; Crf i)-.Lci-CL-t -to UOI oocUTiedl
*oot.vc-r. VU'^J:.CT ?.f lit" u-.nrt-cjv;; tcjlc:>'jc;;c n.-^ntci- t^22i-Z'il6 and various
in-liviuu-J.s rron cdii-cvcnk tolccxione nu;nj.irs and loc^rtiojis. "These coemnnA-
cation.-. vci'o r.c iclldvi:

I i

 

/•

•

r.. On 21 Juno 1973, at coovorrLMci.tcly 1710 ho-or.;, a tclr.phr.nlc ccr.vj^ni-

CP.t:lc-a ccc'^Tcri be t>.;c-sa va in.ii-.'lcurJL itlciitii'J.C(l c.o Kacx fpiti tclcphcco iiurxbti.'

0-.ri23-33i6 rjid •5ji iiv.iividurA iCcntifiel ar, Dc.'-.VtvS ut v.cic;.-/.!;:ic nrfoc-:.- crc.'l-

H 65 ii2 in DeNiXo's le.:.al crfL-.c. locatcrl :A 7 Maerigasse". t^ei^tlkerg. This
ca-runicr.tioa, ccr.<luclec( In the EnjLi^h language, ^n.a in r.ul-r.tance sc foUc/a;

"DeMike jirst rr-^^ ^^rx--: i'ro:;. Wuenbar^. 71 -.c JAG tlicro Viho ir vorkiM
•.-ith j)cttiXc )i-^.r. appcvidicitic r;o t:!;;;' liiv/e pc^tyxsiMj tj-.c tzirJ. fo:;' o.:c- r.ur/A.

Sc-iTiV.o io zciVr.:^ "lo tiis ccocKad'"; iv. M'^iiihein '.u.-.orro'..'. LiuTi' xJolwson is
svt.rpocc;"L to ^co to jail tcln,/. Mrjx :i?.3 r. lotfcor frwj !

^
^ lii:^

cay"' th-.vfc ."Jtcut 300 <3ci-.».!C-.r.s ;u-.d ab-vuc 20 Gli aiteKdlcd tlto i.-.co;;lri.-, oivl

hocoru Fat.'ici' 7 _ . ti:cc>. . Iteio of the C'Sx from Kr^ccvolauttrA nndc it
to t3)o weeti.i^. M— - i;> very ma^ aV ^ *• i-T.i'- Soi*» oi' tVj J Sis in Heidelberc
prlivtod uo r.c:n:- lenllots on ihu ;.;oetluc ancJ. pAssea tiiss out at CaJt^eLl
n-rruck;-. . clso sx-'tvi it fchc r.c-o';i;i,". (lYcnscribei-

'

s jJote:

SLO files cVio:^' viictT
"

ic fic lea;-:..:rv cf VOL In FruHSjftirt-) A cc'liciion
iras tr.i-cn

-.ip :it cVic -.noctinc Tor L-j.-ry ro*mso«. Wax •!;hin";:S "tha*- iw^e
Jolr-.;;o;i \:ili uon?.tc it to IMDC. :t:a ti;i:uc t/.r.t Stars & StrJkpec reporter

f^J^ i;lv; .Jc:hi>sr;n o^ciy to AFtt, It wr^ on -thj TJev/*". lur.t r.ic'ri.

D€i7iko Te/€al* f.sat the last Icti.cr he h;:^'. l\'s~
'

iniier.t;;-' t;-.?.t irr.j

to ai'i'ivo in Hruscolr. on Z'j 7va\e 6."! it. -..-cu:..'! t:'lta Mm-^y.'Ui'c=l (layi-. to z~>^

to }l£i<Vilb-;r3. PeNlKe vill call. - I'r.v: is t;oir- to try to :;at

another sot of r.c-c;.tivc:; frou tjii Stidcs h:; ft^^r -froin
^

~."

• Vi .

. • h
 

.

•
  

(Cowf'Jk)

'V TYflD naXe awO Cc(XniUIiON>C» i*iCIAl ACN4T
—V

NAIUl^l Of JrtCtAl AOV4I \ \

\ \ \
.

I Kl
^> ;i •^'ii-f/'-a lAf 1) x'.^">

i| •'S^">"i>>><^^lO'"'l<l>(W«7.
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For Uio ol Ihis '~,m, toe FM 30-17(C); AR 381-130; lt»q propoi.cr.1 oscncy i» itie 0»ic« of ihe A»5l»lonl Chio/ of Sloff for Inlolligcrco.
I NAME Of suajECT oti Tna o' incioeni

DIOJ: 13 Jimo 15:;!, Vioiiji;., air.cria

4. SEfORT or flNOIhfCS

7. DATE SUSMjnED

11 ji<v.- r,vn
1. CONieOl STMIOl O* flU NUMOl*

-II
"

t). On 21 0-.i:;G 1973, "t a^Tjroxiua'of/L:" ITr-? ;:o-.es, a tGlcph;:iic corruml-

caticn ocem-red ;:c:tvoon asi inrlividinl idontificd wo ^: frcn -fcclcr/uon^ r.iribcr

clc:;c.I :,clcpl\ono nuntfii" o.t the <4fW, K-iDcrcl.-ua'coi'.-!. Erls co(.-:u;iicr.tloa,

cordact'^l in tho Eryslisb l3n,-.,iL".::c, -..-as in r.MDr.brricc r:s follovvs:

'

r..?,yG that tiio nlorj' on Jo'mcoa -i.'a.s bii tViO 0730 hoiirc news

yc-3iciv-,y ia :tj.;;'ci'aliui«t:i-;:.
.

o.ii.-J:^ tnat.
.(-"'-i'^i) Got it

ilx-n C;:3 rcoorcc.-. .' Wwc io -m-p-'lDod tliat AtW di.l t'.iC' Gtor:/ Liit

r/ hs7oy aoou':. I'c. '..•ill tiv to Cfit I'.w'z n trcinccripi Oj. uhe

stoi'y- '•^- vill :;c;iu AFU his vci'aion of ttio Jociisoa coory in rctui-ii.

c. On 21 Jwis 1573, at i.-yrroxlTTtely 1951 liours a tclc^ho-J-c; corrxmi-

catlcr. co.oui'1'c:: bct-i.-^e-n oa ir..^J.v-i.J:ura
irlc-.-stii'^od

as il^ ftroi telo-pho-.a

n^irfoci- Oo2G:3-3316 L-rid rji l;^vldual iO-Ciiiirico. <iG .xrca on un«Uo-

cl-Ci,-::. tolcpaor:.c; ..v.u;boi- no thj J'riu-J-.f.-^'f.'-r guflcUchaii. Tins'. COi::..:u;iic^.ticn,

Cu.-.li;ct-A In the i'-cr-.-ii lai'.jaiiaej i<''i^ i:i-Gaijsoa!iCc as follovs:

"Max a:ci?lal;'.^ L'.ist t'-.e ^mtrlcWi Tfiisi Pii^^iy !iac tccn ac-;ivc in rVrjiltPiCot

T>r.E=in,i oub icail^:ts. XI13 lC-:fl.-?03 dc^il v-itVi vhite po-.ror. So.'ae of th3

thcr.cs z:-:: '-i^ccliCx: rif;its i'ov MaJ^ Gi"j.;;cc; -..'.lits povror; :xnc- }i_V;-c you
had c.nc-.id'-i wvdts;' Hlk. j^vuj jtlic

a5cc-o.->i; of tho p-u'^y as 2S0'.'' i:---.ri,li

Fra'^Iilii'i ?.cc.d, fa-lirxitcn, VA. jheir iila^lione nitober is 52^^ 21 75. 3y
csllin.; ;$Sv 'i-3 6I you Usrir a :.oooi'dGd iiie.-ss.-iro ciscClin^i i7ith xihite lio^ici*."

C Cn 22 Ju-.:o 1^73 nt ujTyXirti'-'-'LMy Oflijp xiwit^-o, n irelcp'-oaic co::n!iirJ.-

Co2£3-33l6 Aiil a:-i i:i'U.vidu»l ij>j.-iij.iica CiS ac vClc ^nonc ironiv

3 21 61 J;; ia Scrll' i ..li;; oc>-'jj'.un.ca.^.i0.i5 ccnc-Uvitc: lu o-'.e UJr.::^

.31ate- 5. icUo-/,

":,'-.1̂ roiay.r; :'.bo-/<5 r;cc:.',;,- on the .'iierioa;! i.?.'-;x P.:u-ty. li':: is cr.'ssrj

l-Ocr/.TSG i.ijonuyc..' thy bincfia f.ii* ~".!3 C-Is c-tt<:-;''.t>t to disfcrihuto f^'O'-'^-S the

;^jCl:'c.J •r.-o thc-ro to i",--vc; th^r. iu'C-uble. Ka^: Ci^; ti; -.0 tiis -)olic.- lii-.T£

done r.oltsiiir. to the- -;;c:i>ei-c c;ir tnis sT-c-out. ;!ai^ c-vs thr.t tho Aci'Xlets

r^'c :>.-intcd on vc::^ cx;;c;;si.'."0 v:-;;rcr r>r..i c.'-'e vei-' '..^ell coiie. 1-r;^ rclc</'.'; th.?-C

-J:v^ Jo'.: :-.oii liv-or-y -..j-T o. .'.?.:. Mw ;.Jr.;o ro'/s-'l::; that the Icifleto i--''

swastifeas 0:1 then, fte* in .-.v-.-o thub tlu'o is iUojal in Ccrranny. . ^

a"--o- .'-'.-: 3:i„"o l.h-;.. tha ar+icje5 -Vi t-iu loiiiicts advocatG cci^ciia:; .'ill o.?

the blacks back +0 Africa."

.V P^t '2 «>f "i P*^«.«

X'
O KJUlE AK3 C-'::.ANl2ATION C '

fCUl. AGCM1 6 GiCNAiur: «v ;-''c'ciAi agcnt

.-\„
L> >'-a ' «' , Wll:. ,1 >v„- .

32-996 O - 74 - 26
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Foi us.: o( tlili form, sco Hfc'. 3'1 I7(C)^ AR 381-130; lI'O propencnro.j-ncy Is llu Ull.cu ol llic As»iilonl C.'.l.--I o( SloU '  

i:cl»lllgi

1 N»M{ Ol iUO/ECI on inie of INCiOtNt

Thonaa cc::T:i'j:'i;zi;?. (c)

DPOB: 13 -Jano 19i^0, Vienna, Austria

7. Date $uRMin£o

11 J-jlj 19/3
J CONItOl STMSCH OK fllE NUMtEa

4. SEPOHT Of riNOI^tCS

(C) AC2fI?'S HOTEG: Ma;: in a kno^m alia3_Qil-SCir.;/ii::iZBR. DoNilce is

further identified aj WM attorney Ilouard Dclliko fro:n Heidelbcri;; ^iiV
7871) ^,

Federal Republic of Ce^Tiany (F.uG). is a ceologist iTo^i Hexdelberg
v;ho is a close associate of SliBJj-iCT'.

l'a;_,^i J *.'>J" ,', i'^o«-ii

5. TYCEO NAME ANiosQ^NIZAICON Of SPECIAl ACtNI

r.

p i /I'll
'of«

*;, /;
"

«. &1CNATU2E Of SPCCIAl AGENT

»*. -^11 »*.it rtymtA l4l, | /UN 4f, WHICH MAV »C n-.fi.
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For utm o* rtti • torn, aco FU 30-I7(C); AR 301-130; *>o pmponmnt ag*"^/ ' *'• 0*^'c« •' *• ABtlpHmt 0*lft»l StaU *or InlaUlgftco

I. HAUt Of lUOJSCT Oi iniC O* MOOINT

OPD3: 13 Juiic il928, Vienna, Au.otria

i

J. pan

iil'My"i^73
t, co^-iut t*i>»a at lu »Aua4«

4. SEK>« o« >*«>wcs

(C-aCJ?OR»/) I'rcn LICO houro on 25 Ji'-io Ui:ti3 1100 hoiii-s on 2? Juno l.;73

extended covci'a:;e (6|SI car; na--i.ei- A-0088; "tepe vccordin^ nu;iber 31), co.i-

ccruiiic Su3J£qT rc.icalcd 4hc foUcr.rir^ isiToi-.iiulor.:

(C) Fcnuf (U) tclc^nonic cossn-jinicatior^ of iivcercst to '^SI occu-ttcu

b<3f.ncn 2US-r.^.CT at :tIS rniu-to.at icicphonc nu:.ibor OvSa^r^^^i' °^ varioas

iM-livi^i-aals fi-ca difi"ora:it tolephoriS mnoci-s and lociiioas. I^ieiEC coun'^i-

cations vrcrc pc follc«-»s:

a. On nk June 1773, a.t r.nprcrdiaa'.aly 12U5 hourn, a tclcoUonic cccriuai-

caloa oocxri-bl !;<;c\--.on -.^i U.^rL.'.'.Va-iL Idcni-i-iiod ai i\-& iVci-i tt-lcnUrt-'.c; .

nuriijCi- 05:'J3-*",Jl6 /'Ji'l 8«» indl /ida'il idcitlfjc i. j^ DcMUc at. tciep^Kvic iiu.uKr

CC<ic^-h 65 Gq in ^''cilliicV: Icc-il ofrice, loc>-.tad at 7 M;icrze-S£;c, l.'oiaelborc-

Eiia concssiic acion, conducted in tno SagliJiii lo'ic^iace, ^^^ ir^ subotance as

follw/s:

"Mari &s>,s BcTllic to look at I'ond-sy'z is~ae of Stpjcs 5: Stripes, pi.-ro 27,

•Kie story oa the Schvelitfurt 6. "io:; says t]i:-.t it ic a ti,-pic3l S S: S stoi'y.

Icriiko vjnis to lino;.* Iiov to £ct in touch '..•itH 'i^tcve', c 'ciacJ;, in IJoror..

r-cllij^e 3rii'-3 i-ist "toya's story is coii^.^j to Gtoz-n. ti'ix arj; received the

trjnscript. frc.i Cfi.'; oii^ . .^tcr TCJmrSz^ it .';a;c fcolc sorry iVi* the

Arjiy. ije-.xA'f;
ivvoiij ;-2;itJi; _ should he hero tcuac/'- 0'"aue c-''t; i lot of

SLitei'icJ. on.. ', to Ficivcjack."

2C June 1973 -^t c -ioi-c;-.l:-'j.tcly I307 hours, c tclc>ioaic ccr.wi\nl-

c1 bct-.;eea an indlv^id'.icl ifle::tificd :£ ,.i'_\iu ai
b. Cn

cation occuii.'

ujuUsclojod 'tGlc-:hc;-.o r/jT.;".-, ir -^t the 0.-or-jo.-.3 t.OL.!iLv juid cii iii-:!lvic>aal

identified .to IiX^ at "feJc^ho.ne
niruhcr Oo223-33l6. xz-is ccri-.;inieition,

coriuctei i.' the ^i::;linh I'-i^i.^ji-e, viS in jeul>cf^':ee as folloirs:

''Hrj:z rcjcaiyti ";iis picfavos had: frc^ the Jolyvson ti-iat. ile -iri.!! tend

hev t.-X) cf t.--u iii.-: jj. Vi,ry^ jV  

juujv the story on the £ch".roi»;fart 6. li:^:

hasii't received his ."soney yet. ;^-c: - 'stcvun-; 1,7
r.niJ. is r.-.r: ;-.h:-T'. hut

hceoin:.' .:j- .jio.iey
is 'vc-o i^Jtch.'^

.. :- i: ,..-.-' -'nv •v;v-i>i'i f.:-p.-:r;:.fi,-

l^-rfi-: ;^ :?.^rJt.' •ic d&::SA't :e t:':.c -lo.'.,: ualcss cr.o-/ t-j^c

xa VDUJ
r^h

j. X^WCu. X,.\OJ  e xntoresi ^"i 7^i- i*-u:Il.'

I don't -{hii(ik t)ic„' ha-/c so cmcK ti-e.' Max - '

o:iC Ig;/- \;hen i.-a 1^:0 u I caa

(con^'O

Crvi>£0

MAUI UO OaAis'lZATION 0> VICIM AUKT I

l;^/-\ .'-^"m ^-^j i^
-^.rM ^n*.

6. »lCMATa=a Ql' &7vOM AO£Mr

».»« riMM t4(, I ,«*^ <•• w*» »4 t/^IQ
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nf jIiU form. »•• Ff-' S0-17(C); AB 3^1-K''>; 'No preponont og-ncy Is l*i.> ui'ro o( tSo AeiUtortt C^ilaf o( Sffl<i i:-r inlet U-mro.

Tlionac V.CS. :. J.1-:Jil (C ) I

T^ J-al7 -i:''v3
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°

/jGcateercwr
For ur.o oMMf. form , sec m CS-17iC): A{; "Ol-HP; i'»c rr^pcr.ctit c-c:ic/ i- t'm CT-'ico of tlio AsslsScnf Chief of StofI (or tnfoHlQcnro

Tliomas SCIIVIAETZER (C)
DPOB: 13 June I9285 Vienna, Austria

2. D^TF :v?,v.)rTC3

12 July 1973
0. COrJIcoi Sv;.::oi ci rue ^.•ul.CEJ

d. c;os7 07 fr-Dix-Gs

WARfllMG NOTICE-SENSITIVE SOURCES AND rJETilODS INVOLVED

(C-NOFORN) From 1100 hourc on 27 June until 1100 on 29 June I973
extended coverage (USI case number A-OO88; tape recording 32) concerning
SUBJECT revealed th6 following information:

(C) Five (5) telephonic coramunicatiorB of interest to USI occurred
between SUBJECT at HIS apartment tiephone number OS223-3316 and various
individuals from different telephone numbers and locations. These communi-
cations were as foUows:

a. On 27 June 1973, at approximately 113'l- hours a telephonic communi-
cation occurred between an individual identified as from telephone
number 0620I-6 3*+ 98 and an individual identified as Ma5c at telephone
number 06223-33l6. This communication, conducted in the English language,
was in substance as follows:

"Rudolph Just called her. Max explains that he needs iH pages run
off — at least 300 copies. She can do it this evening. She lives at

Hauptstr. 36 in Weinheira on the first floor. Max v/lll be there at

1700 hO'JTS."

b. On 27 June 1973, at approximately 192O hours a telephonJ.c
commiinication occurred betv/con an individual identified as , from
telephone number 0622^-33l6 o.nd on individual identified as at ooLcpnone
number O620I-6 3'+ 98. This communication, conducted in the (;fv"mnn 1 nntr^i.ifTP^
was in substance as follows

I

.asks for
on Saturday."

j^Tvho is not at home. r.'ould like to visit her

c. On 28 June 1973 > at approximately O906 hourc, a telephonic communi-
cation occurred between an individual identified as DeNike from telephone
number 06221-i^ 65 82 and an individual identified as~Ma:c at telephone
number 06223-33l6. This communication, conducted in the English language,
was in substance as follows:

"DeHJJte says thrt there is a letter at IjMDC for Max from
The letter is short Init it is in French. Mg;t v/onts to leave this afternoon
on his eight-day trip. DeWikc says that :n.s in Heidelberg. DeNike saw
Jchr.son arj-jln yesterday. Mo.x reveals that there was a large story on Johjison

r*\

in the Berliner Extradicnst. M;ix says that even the
servicemen's union has no idea of everyfciiing that is happening in Europe. ,.,. ,.., .. ,

!['

BV ALTi!''

\v
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For v.o o( this (omt, coo FM 30-17(0); AR 30M30; iNo propcnont afjonc/ Is llio OTIico of iNo A-isli.tcnl Chlof of Stoff for Intolllgnnce.

I HA/.-; Of lui-JECi oa iniE o? iNcio:ni
. i

Thomas SCilV.'AETZKR (c) ..

DPOB: 13 JuriG 1.9r'B, Vir:nria, Aiinl.rla'

4. CfOWC

3. OAlc suc.Minco

12 JrAy 1973
3. CONTCOl Srr.-.OOL 03 tin NU.\aCR

d. On 28 June 1973, at approximately IO5O houi-r:, a telephonic communi-
cation occ\jrred betvreen an individual identified an from tele-

phone number 8 21 6I 89 in Berlin sjid an individual' identified as Max at

telephone number 06223-33l6. This communication, conducted in the German
language , v;as in substance as follows:

"
_
is coming to Berlin. He will arrive on Sunday. Schwinn

vrould like to interview him. Max says that there is a fall page article on

RITA in the last issue of Dei;iocro.tic German Report. This publication is

from the DDR. Max also relays that is in Heidelberg."

e. On 28 June 1973, at approximately 1^16 hours, a telephonic communi-

cation occurred between an individual identified as fi'om telephone
number 06223-33l6 and an indix^i.dual identified as

^,
tx€ telephone number

062OI-6 3^ 98. This commtmication, conducted in the Eilglish and German

language, is in substance as follows:

f" reveals that he is leaving for Berlin So.turday niglib but would

lilce to c;ee her before he goes. He vdll come to visit tomorrow night."

(C) AGF.rlT'S NOTES: Knx is a knoim s.tias of onti-US Army acti-/ist Thomas

iCm-Z/'vETZER. is further identifica at; one of the

founders of the American Servicemen's Union, hafl corresponded with SUBJECT in

the past. DeNike is further identified as Howard DeNikq . an attorney for

Lav^rcrs Military Defense Committee (LMDC), Heidclberr i*H\KKr<n) . ERG. Lt^C
 

offPTQ l.epj.iT. aid to servicemen who do not trust the miJ.itary ,i^ i n i a 1 s.yst.Pin .

UTM Coordinates for Weinheim are MV 7689, and Berlin UU 9220. Further identi-

fying data on other personalities is not ]uiovm at present.

Fare 2 o:(' 2 Pacer!

1. TV?rO NhtAl ANO 03GANIZA1IOM O? t-^fcCI/i /.CEUT

V

6. i^ictiArur.: 01 ircciAi agent
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Sa;l.'Ai;j'ZKR.

[() AGKNT'i/ IvOTh-S: V^.x il- a know .-Oiinic oJ" Tho'"-,.- i:::y.'^-j.:i.i:xx , Wjm.-'.ni'.ruv.Mi'in.'titr/iy

aKtebTCcnti?. i.<i n kno-./n CoTninir;! and radical cxt- •. i-iJ.:;!. who har- been [:;:-;:ociaUjr\

v/ith dir,i;i(icnt, hl.-icli IC Soldicrr;. He i r, clcncly alTiJintor- with other

cxtrenici, -roup-, and i:; zjnrrn. ctod _of
cont.-.-l.-. v'Jt!i

horti> ;n>c.^-it'Pnf'p

af^cncic.'- in lu-'st i erll) i. i,r.: fiirlhcr -t^--"j ified ac. « ,

aipcrior Jiith^T of I!/- Vlii'te ^'ath r r.-;
,

;irid Y: :: f.r.c-nt U vcr.r.-- in Mor.:in'-iqije .

¥±^ nr'peararioe wtJ.- reqiR^rlod ly ECllV'AL'.Zj;^^.; !,::{ tvigl of„ljrry Vance

^"oEn?^on, a >'3rc). UC J'cj.dicr, ITbo^hT'currenJJxJiEiJ.CUXiraiUU^^

^igTArmr ';;;-f.rnl.;r,n Fnr.nit.y ,
I-ZKnhciiTrCWTpH^. FRG. Dehi'/c- is further

identified hc Ucv: rd Det;iko, en attorney vorkir.c at V'.DC offic?) in Hoidelborg

(MV 7873), FRG. t^icy
jr. furtiu/r idontigicd a.r. riir-XXX Jonel]c DeKikc. neo

Soon, v-'fe of Howard DiNikc. im^zo-izyAni-.h-.-.r ''^vulxTyinx dota_on
ind'^.vidual -

feferrtd to""ar
, ^_is

avail.'iMe in i,r.CRZ.:i.o:jezi.:'.dzzc.&''J^yth ML En Ltr datof--

i.".*T7c: 0Tt.rr j'cr CBS ncva in L-onn {V3 65S2) , FRG. .
 

.

_

..

JH FTf |^n>-T.f
r for Cvi.Tr':^.- Vc':l:ly vho yi.'i;:. r.ont.';cl( d t"Ji .ThCT oflro in

the p.-.Et .jjth -o^ard to ncb'/vortby itemr. oV jnt.rf rt.
-. --'^'^^

a reporter for the I-f.i York Vi-nrfo in ?!onn. ' '

,."*'."
rororter

'TnT Rpiitrr-p in fVinij. Idcntifyin,^' data on otlicr poi fonaliticP
'

in unknown.
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-Qj^pa^jno'^^ fo^M ,

For use of r^is ^orm, .*ee AP 3-l'J''i5; *ht: pi'jpo/iC';f (io*nrv Is The Adiu^aiit (^cnerafs 0/fice*^ - W »i .,

*

«cf£R£NCE OR OfflCf STMSOL
j

SLi6r'i-."5

AEUTMI -K-DCS

|-^ ' HKIPEtBV.HG-T'a"

Opvvatiov il Lead Sheet (U)

'•^^'^
Cor^^^dMt Officer '^'-'E ^7 Jui 73 CMTi

52/th VT Battalion
ATl'I^,? Afiiri'HJ -K-DCS
APO 09227

I SUBJECT :
 Thomas • SCHWAETZER ( C)

13 June 192S; Vieruic, Au^^bria

I Office of Origin: AEUTMI-K-DCS

SUSPENSE DATE: 6 Jul 73

MR. COPIES REQUIRED:

a. Final 3v' and 1g. XaXXX

b. Draft

( C) Thru Police chocks and LfV Liaison, obtain r.s:r.ple{n) of SUBJhCT'S

handwriting and frr^.tU.n si.^-iahirc. Conduct cl'eck of EHA/AHA for KIS

application for tewporary resident Permit oi- other official papers v/hich
would bear HIS written signature.

(U) ARs and k>:hibitE vi 11 be forvmrdcd this battalion r.'LT 6 Jul 73. Final
typed format with thrte (3) vmite copies and one (l ) green copy is rei.uired.

L^JdJ^Jk^.
EXEMPT PM CDS 0? EXO 11652

o-
m-n

^/^ i

\
. Page _1 of 1

p,'.
fonri o/cc

j

--'''=Es '! •c.^< ?i 'Sifwc;;;. i*;'iriN& sufPiitS Of WHICH WiLL
> '^ ,f,.-, 02 '''' ^ ' «E ISSUL-riANO .TtJ :niil, fts ;; i;.vUiS SOONER CXKAIJlICi).
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Exhibit 9 — Message Summary of Wiretapped Conversations

o ,6
<'.-.,

/

^imMMMvm.

m
:h<^ - •V

^5^

$^

i-^i^IOHi

Pp rufttnb.

^Tiy ccccc icn only

J:8o020z may 7't

fm CO !327t;i n\i co kaioorslitytrrn Qer
to rij"f ttnh/f-t!* 6$th nrl ^p rnvnich gcr /  

Info ^en/Ccsi ttcareur Heidelberg ser

*^ •.
.

c o n f "i () o n t i a L
-

r.top gap
warn.'mn no-tlcc-c-ensitlve r-OHrco nnd nothocJs InvoLvcd

•Jtop (lan 6tth exclustvc for cj spec ops
fjcop ^ao tjeni evcLuslvo for n:r si:evar^ or nr Jennings
"I'm: aeutnil-K-dcs for

anutml-op-cs'. '.nTo nea^6-cl (so) .

(a)yut)J: br-262
•

1. (u)r«fer: S?7tn elect wsg p 241300Z ruay 71, subj as aV)V.

2. (c) extended coverage on hr-lSl. in 211000 may until

24-1050 may 71, revealfd the foLLowJ.ng GlQnlflcant Info:

a. br-262 related to lclbo-.v3.tr that r>. ..thoy no.v have a lav.-ycr

Insalgon and al20 that a nrci-p of clvl llano and ji/js ^f^o

conlno to 5crnany In order -to coLtect" poney for nortn Vietnam

anonri jlfs. Lelbo-vUbz. describes -j^/iJ.s WcollcctlonWao having

proriaQanda signiflco.'ico. hr-2^ and Lclbowltz tii^n speak
of contacrts wltii volCG of Lunpen people nno rovoal that glsela
c<inio to parls \vitii a ^mup of young people anJ they conducted a*.
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^.1 -•: ri.i1 Vcr.l-yjoj i:or.-:i<.u-'.riZl.-.\.-:-LOr> <,,ar>
'

..

Ca«v2i -Hi-gel: |-.>;.> with loiDov.-.'tt;? . br-262 thon'-^^ltc loibcwitz '

j'-that
Ihe u.b.S. mools under anna'-s direction ovcry v/eeK'

1 or. "tijf;sc<av.s

j

b. br'-y.^>2 <-tloO c;;(!tacvcci of ow and aakod

I Vop tele wur.bar of . . .i>r"l62 telle hlr.i ho muGt contact
i bocanr-.n rlvUln of -ll-.o workers fiefenso IcaouG ic •

,

•

..

i comina here. tells, hiio Jio call op 0611-2G16'k7'

or on £;-'11-''v'v;:/02Q.
'

..
•

,'.

c. br-2to7._ c Iliad tiie ^oosler n'iS,c,U>r\ at 1'<3 albort

Swi\weii;zercfrar.Go an rnalnv: and asKs "f^or Jim or davo, t<ut

^ott annfc. anna tclLs iiir.; thnt jln) ar.n davo arc ftoth on

"t^e i»ase;. .br-262 dsks a/>na^ veri-fy w^ioth.or tho amerlcan

lawyer rlyklri could be ©ccoi«rtoda"^ed
a>f; -H^e .';;ls-s'.on.

^.,^ _

" '

.. _
 4* lir-2^ again calln tno goesler ciisGion ano spoaks with"

jtin. jln t€/lLs i>r-2feZ tinsy ttecd, >v«or« ijlacii •

panther typo literature,

bzc^use r^nny ^ske^d-for It. t»i~»2(iat "tliL Ls Jlfn to (j^t till:*

dirnctly {t,\ tl'ie . volcft. of the iunyion by calliriji Oun-V2lS26.'
"~ "

iT'a'.ro Z rm'ttnlOObo coiif lo.-ntlr;l-;-;top o^ip

hr-262 then urges j1«n to visit in v/iecbadon,
'

-fauNiistra^nc; .9 and llx up "uavo v.ith n Qlrl.

3. (c) crito: tho ^oester nisislon v/ar, tlio address whcro

Info contalnoo in rofor elect rwsj was sent fr.i. 5~2 , taDcom

h«"s been requostcd -to dctcrninc^ Ix on any recent appllcantc

^r protcstnnt cl-.apUr.s for tiio army v/iilch have Littlo or

"HX) exporienco and v/no havo l'irs+ names" of davo or jin, ari:^

"+o-foUow.. 0P~3
*

!/-.;...<
••..>

• DOw.\r,r:Aor;D av :2 vt;Ar: ixrrjjVALS;

.• N'OT AUTOMATiCALLV DJICLASSiriCD.
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Exhibit 10—Operations Plans

Subject: Operation Plan Penguin Monk (U).
Ref : a. 66th MI Gp Reg 381-17
b. FM 30-17
c. FM 30-17A
d. DC SI visit to Mainz Field Office on 12 JUNE 73
1. SITUATION: Again mentions STUCKMANN, DESCRIBES MISSION
d. ASSUMPTIONS:

(1) the Mission induces AWOL
(2)

" "
supports anti-US activities (subversive)

(3) the German Police and Sec. will honor the immunity of the mission
because it is religious

2. MISSION:
a. To determine (1) d above
b.

" "
(2) d above

c.
" " the extent of US FORCES involved with either the mission

or the personalities
3. (c) EXECUTION:
a. A spotter system will be established to observe vehicle parking within

the confines of the mission. The spotter will be stationary/walking/vehicular.
He will record on tape or paper license nos. the spotter system will be on
a 24 hr. basis.

b. check for owners (Plate nos) RACs on owners.
c. US personnel MASs/LACs
d. COORDINATION: LWR MzFO, LLO Bh./Pz
"At no time will the Goessner mission be mentioned to the German author-

4. LOGISTICS AND ADMIN:
a. Personnel : three US S/A and one LWR from MzFO will be utilized to

man fixed and mobile surveillance positions during this operation.
b. EQUIP : 3 VW bugs with quick change plates LLO R/P & MzFO
g. attempt to gain admission into private residence in proximity to mission

to FOTO
h. attempt to penetrate by a 1663

j. solicit info through 165
k. coordinate with OFD to obtain coverages telephone and mail
1. coordinate with in effort to hvg specific collection requ. on the

assets they have available to them.

Large dossier mostly on (name deleted)
(Signature block deleted).

OPLAN 2-73
REFERENCES : Letter, 66fh MIG, subject : Concept of Operations

re: BR^262

OPLAN NO: OP(CS)HFO-527-l-73

3. (C) EXECUTION:
a. Phase I : Karlsruhe Field Office provides economy accommodation address.

b. Phase II: (1) Initial letters will be posted thru German mail from GI
from Karlsruhe area to BR-262 claiming interest in organizing dissident GIs
in area but claiming no experience. GI will express fear of discovery by authori-

ties and use this as an excuse for being discreet about his identity or meeting
known dissidents. Letter will request reply from BR-262 with suggestions and
aid.

c. Phase III : If BR-262 repl to the letters, attempts will be made thru
addit corres to

(1) entice BR-262 to make trip(s) to meet GI taking time and costing

money
(2) BR-262 can be enticed into making long distance phone calls—

numbers prov in corresp will be obtained from local phone books

(3) BR-262 can be enticed into sending literature which might be ex-

ploited by USI and costing him money.
(4) BR-262 can be given misleading or false information concerning

events and situations in Karlsruhe which if he disseminates, will result in

his embarrassment.
Headquabtees, 8th Infantey Division,
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Exhibit 11—8th Infantry Division (USAREUR) Regulation 381-25

23 July 1973.

Military Intelligence

cotjntebdissidence program

1. Purpose : To establish a program for implementing a coordinated counter-

dissidence effort within the 8th Infantry Division.

2. General: A Counterdissidence Program will enable all major subordinate

commanders to recognize, report, and combat dissidence within their units.

3. Responsibilities: . . .

a. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, will have the overall responsibility to

monitor this program and :

(1) Insure coordination with SJA, PM, CID, EOSO, and MI for completion of

necessary actions.

(2) Insure the accurate and timely reporting of dissident incidents through-

out the division.

(3) Complete division-wide reports for analysis to aid in pinpointing iwten-

tial trouble areas and prevent further dissident activities.

(4) Provide commanders with guidance regarding the handling of problem
areas of dissident activities.

b. Brigade and battalion S2's will have the primary responsibility for the

implementation of the counterdissidence program and :

(1) Insure the accurate and timely reporting of dissident incidents in their

units.

(2) Insure coordination with the local SJA, CID, PM, EOSO, and MI.

(3) Compile and analyze dissident activities.

(4) Keep brigadeA>attalion commanders aware of the "dissident climate" to

aid commanders in implementing offsetting programs.
4. Reporting Procedures :

a. Information on dissident activities should be sent by the most expedient
methods to local counterintelligence agents of the 8th MI Company.

b. See Annex A. Essential Elements of Information (EEI).
5. Indicators of Dissidence : See Annex B.

6. Definitions : See Annex C.

7. Regulatory Guidance on Dissidence : See Annex D.

(The proponent agency of this regulation is the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2.

Users are invited to send comments to Commander, 8th Infantry Division.

ATTN: AETHGB, APO 09111.)
Annex A

Essential Elements of Information

1. All acts of sabotage or vandalism directed against US installations and

property. Incidents of suspected sabotage.
2. Theft or disappearance of weapons, ammunition, or explosives.

3. Penetration of secure areas such as arms rooms, motor pools, etc.

4. Demonstrations, teach-ins, and other activities with anti-US themes en-

gaged in by local nationals or military personnel.
5. Unauthorized meetings or authorized meetings with controversial topics.

6. Serious incidents and crimes with racial overtones or motives, including
assaults by members of one racial group upon members of another.

7. Efforts by dissident or subversive influences (military or civilian) to

promote disaffection or dissidence among military personnel.
8. Distribution of unauthorized publications.
9. Formation of groups with controversial purposes or racially exclusive

membership.
10. Rumors of meetings, demonstrations, confrontations, or acts of sabotage

or violence.

11. Full names. SSAN. ranks, units, and races of individuals involved in

any of the above listed activities.

Annex B

Indicators of Dissidence

1. Complaints to NCO's, oflBcers, IG, news media, or congressmen about liv-

ing conditions, harassment, unfair treatment, etc.
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2. Frequent circumvention of chain of command or use of extra-chain of
command vehicles such as "spoliesmen" to voice grievances.

3. Unauthorized meetings, formation of groups intended to address griev-
ances, demonstrations, mass "siclf-calls", or sit-downs.

4. Frequent minor acts of insubordination or insolence, such as failure to
salute or slow reaction to direct orders.

5. Presence on post of civilian extremists or attendance by personnel at
extremist meetings held ofE post.

6. Distribution of underground newspapers.
7. Dissident graflBti—slogans or signs surreptitiously painted on buildings,

vehicles, and equipment.
8. Vandalism or sabotage of government property.
9. Confrontations with symbols of authority.
10. Escalation of minor incidents, exaggeration of incidents to provoke troop

reaction, circulation of rumors.
11. Agitation by military personnel or by civilians.

Annex C

Definitions

DISSATISFACTION: Attitude of discontent toward a particular issue or
situation.

DISAFFECTION: Attitude of discontent toward government or military.
UNREST : Manifestation of dissatisfaction or disaffection but not necessarily

politically or ideologically oriented.
DISSIDENCE : Manifestation of a rejection of military, political, or social

standards.
Annex D

Reqtjlatoby Guidance on Dissidence

The following general guidelines are extracted from regulations and direc-
tives as indicated :

1. Possession and Distribution of Political Materials :

a. United States Armed Forces personnel will not distribute pamphlets,
newspapers, magazines, handbills, flyers, or other similar material on any
military installation except through regularly established and approved dis-

tribution outlets (c below) unless approval is first obtained from the appropri-
ate installation commander and responsible community leader (para 23,
USAREUR Reg 632-10).

b. The following materials are exempted from the prohibitions and require-
ments of paragraph la (para 23, USAREUR Reg 632-10).

(1) Advertising or promotional materials of licensed solicitors (when per-
mitted in accordance with para 8a (1), Annex A, USAREUR Reg 210-70 or
other applicable directives), military banking facilities, and credit unions.

(2) Materials produced or selected for distribution by the US Army or
other US government organizations, nonappropriated fund activities, con-

cessionaires, and private associations recognized in accordance with AR 230-1.

(3) Materials distributed to students and prospective students by educa-
tional institutions offering training through Army education centers.

(4) Materials accepted as gifts for distribution to individuals in accordance
with AR 1-101.

(5) Materials delivered to individual recipients by US or foreign postal fa-

cilities as long as those materials remain solely in the possession and control
of the postal addressee.

c. Regularly established and approved distribution outlets are libraries, unit

dayrooms, service clubs, chapels. Stars and Stripes newsstands. EES facilities,

and commissaries, provided that procedure established for distribution in such
outlets have been followed and that no request for the approval of any respon-
sible community leader or installation commander for frnv type of distribution
has been previously denied (para 23. USAREUR Reg 632-10).

d. Distribution of literature by non-members of US Forces.
(1) Section 89 of the German Criminal Code makes it a crime for persons to

undermine the dutiful readiness of a member of the Bundewehr to protect the

security of the Federal Republic of Germany. The fourth amendment to the
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Criminal Code extends Section 89 by making it a crime to undermine the
dutiful readiness of members of a NATO force.

(2) The elements necessary to establish a violation of Section 89 are:

(a) That undermining of the dutiful readiness of a member of the
Forces to protect the security of the Forces occurred.

(b) That such undermining was done in a systematic manner.
(c) That the imdermining was intentional.

(2) The element of the "undermining the readiness" of the Forces could be
established by the statement from competent US authorities that the actions
concerned, such as distribution of racially oriented literature of an inflammatory
nature advocating disruptive acts, undermines the morale and readiness of US
Forces. The element of intent quite likely could be established by nature of
such publications. Proof that the act was done in a systematic manner appears
to be the most diflScult. Any evidence of "systematic distribution" to be furnished
by US authorities could be of such nature that the evidence can be made known
and the witnesses made available to testify in a public hearing.

(4) Liaison with the proper German authorities should be accomplished
through the US Local Liaison Authority for the area concerned (USAREUB
Reg 550-56).

e. Publication of "Underground Newspaper.s," Army Regulation 360-5, pro-
vides that personal literary efforts may not be pursued during duty hours or
accomplished by the use of Army property. However, the publication of "under-
ground newspapers" by soldiers off-post on their own time and with their own
money and equipment is generally protected under the First Amendment's
guarantee of freedom of speech and freedom of the press. Unless such a news-
paper contains language, the utterance of which is punishable under Federal
law (e.g. 10 U.S.C. Sec. 2387 or the UCMJ), authors of an "underground news-
paper" may not be disciplined for mere publication. Distribution of such news-
papers on post is governed by para 5-5, AR 210-10, and USAREUR Suppl 1 to
AR 210-10, dated 14 Dec 71.

2. Attendance at Meetings and Demonstrations.
a. Any gathering for any purpose which interferes with accomplishment of

the command's mission or which is detrimental to the loyalty, discipline, or
morale of its personnel is undesirable whether off-post or on-post. Commanders
will prohibit gatherings where objectives are incompatible with this command's
mission. If they are to be held on post and, should such meetings be held off-

post, will take whatever legally permissible measures are necessary to discour-

age attendance by personnel of their commands. Participation by Army per-
sonnel, in or out of uniform, in public demonstrations in the Federal Republic
of Germany is prohibited. Any encouragement, written or oral, for servicemen
to participate in unauthorized public gatherings is a disservice to this com-
mand. (USAREUR letter AEACG, dated 4 August 1970, subject: Demonstra-
tions and Public Gatherings by USAREUR personnel).

b. Meetings on Military Installations. Personnel will not particinate in. hold,
or cause to be held any assembly, gathering, or meeting on a military installa-
tion unless (1), (2), or (3) below applies :

(1) It is official in nature, i.e., held or sponsored by an agency or instru-

mentality of the US Government.
(2) It is held or sponsored by an officially recognized private association

within the meaning of paragraph l-3f, AR 230-1.

(3) It is specifically approved in advance by the responsible USAREUR
community leader (USAREUR Reg 10-20) or his authorized designee or, out-
side FRG or in Berlin, by the appropriate installation commander (para 26,
USAREUR Reg 632-10).

c. Off-Post Demonstrations by Soldiers. AR 600-200 and 600-21 prohibit
members of the Army from participating in off-post demonstrations when they
are in uniform or on duty or in the Federal Republic of Germany or when their
activities constitute a breach of law and order or when violence is likely to
result (DA letter AGAM-P(M) (27 May 69) DCSPER-SARD, dated 28 May
1969. subject: Guidance on Dissent).

(Remainder omitted as irrelevant.)
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